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This volume presents the outcomes of the European Science Foundation workshop “Sea Peoples” Up-
to-Date. New Research on Transformations in the Eastern Mediterranean in the 13th–11th Centuries BCE, 
which took place in November 2014 at the Austrian Academy of Sciences in Vienna. It offers up-to-date 
research on the Sea Peoples phenomenon during the so called “crisis years” at the end of the Bronze 
Age. This period encompasses dramatic changes in the political and cultural landscape of mainly the 
Eastern Mediterranean around 1200 BCE and most of the 12th century BCE. In geographical terms, these 
changes are noticeable in a vast area stretching from the Italian peninsula over the Balkans, the Aegean, 
Anatolia and Cyprus, to the Levant and Egypt. The term “Sea Peoples phenomenon” should be considered 
as an encompassing term, which – in addition to the written records on hostile activities of various ethnic 
groups in the Eastern Mediterranean – is synonymous with the effect of this turbulent period as reflected 
in the material remains. As a consequence, these events ended the Late Bronze Age, the first period of 
“internationalism” in human history. 
The papers are presented in five sections: “Overviews: From Italy to the Levant”; “Climate and Radio
carbon”; “Theoretical Approaches on Destruction, Migration and Transformation of Cultures”; “Case 
Studies: Cyprus, Cilicia and the Northern and Southern Levant”; and “Material Studies”. The reader of this 
volume gains insights into very complex changes during this period. It will become clear that these changes 
manifest themselves over decades and not years, and include numerous underlying factors: One single 
wave of migration, one general military campaign and other simple explanations should be dismissed. 
The breakdown of Late Bronze Age societies and the transformative processes that followed in its wake 
occurred in a vast area but they are mirrored in differing ways at local level.
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Peter M. Fischer and Teresa Bürge 
(eds). Sea Peoples Up-to-Date. New 

Research on Transformations in the 

Eastern Mediterranean in the 13th-11th 

Centuries BCE (Proceedings of the ESF-

Workshop held at the Austrian Academy 

of Sciences, Vienna, 3-4 November 

2014). pp. 412, 92 ills. 2017. Wien: 
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der Wissenschaften (Denkschriften der 
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to the Chronology of the Eastern 
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This volume is the outcome of an international 
workshop held at the Austrian Academy of Sciences 
in Vienna in November 2014. Since the first use of 
the term ‘Sea Peoples’ (People’s de la Mer) 1867 by 
French Egyptologist Emmanuel de Rougé,1 the 
topic has not lost its popularity, with plenty of 
attention in recent years, including now published 
workshops at Louvain-la-Neuve2 (in 2014) and 
Warsaw3 (in 2016). The present volume wanted to 
go beyond the information provided by the texts 
and aimed at presenting new archaeological data 
and their analysis, covering a wider geographical 
region and implying a more holistic approach than 
ever before. As the subtitle indicates, the specific 
aim of the volume is to study the various political, 
economic, social and cultural transformations in 
the Eastern Mediterranean from the 13th to 11th 

centuries BC4 that can be connected to the Sea 
Peoples phenomenon. 

At the outset, the editors Peter M. Fischer and 
Teresa Bürge are to be commended for finding such 
a large panel of experts with such a wide interest 
and expertise, thus highlighting the strong multi- 
and inter-disciplinary nature of the workshop and 
the publication. The twenty-one contributions 
have been organised into five thematic sections 

1  Rougé (de) 1867:36.
2  Driessen 2018.
3  Niesiołowski-Spanò and Węcowski 2018.
4  i.e. Late Bronze Age / Early Iron Age transition. In the following 
pages, abbreviated as Late Bronze Age = LBA / Early Iron Age = 
EIA.
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(Overviews: From Italy to the Levant; Climate 
and Radiocarbon; Theoretical Approaches on 
Destruction, Migration and Transformation Culture; 
Case Studies: Cyprus, Cilicia and the Levant; Material 
Studies). The volume opens with two welcome 
introductions that aptly set the scene. The first is 
by Reinhard Jung (pp. 23-42) who, in a masterly 
fashion, provides an overview that is useful for both 
the expert and the novice. Starting with a history 
of research of the Sea Peoples phenomenon, he 
also discusses the geographical problems of their 
ethnonyms, accepting only that of the Lukka=Lycia 
as certain and two others (Aqajawaša=somewhere 
in the Aegean world?; Denyen=Mycenaean Greece 
or Cilicia?) as possible. He next turns to various 
classes of material remains that in his view allow 
a connection with migrating peoples, including 
various Aegean types of pottery – especially kitchen 
vessels (cooking jugs and amphora), handmade 
and burnished pottery of Italian type – as well as 
offensive weapons.5 This also involves the ‘double-
headed bird boat’ which Jung, in contrast to earlier 
studies that attributed an Aegean connection,6 links 
with Italy. The question is, however, how far we 
can interpret such evidence before falling into the 
‘pots equal people’ trap. An example: while it can 
be assumed that peoples of foreign origin probably 
preserved some of their consumption habits in their 
new habitats, to connect the consumption of pork 
by Philistine communities, rarely attested before 
in Canaanite settlements, as a practice initially 
introduced by settlers from Cyprus and the Aegean,7 
although attractive, lacks definite proof of causality. 
The second part of his paper summarizes the state of 
research on the Sea Peoples phenomenon in various 
Mediterranean regions. He highlights a lack of 
knowledge in some areas. For example, there is very 
little archaeological evidence for Lycia, the probable 
‘land of the Lukka’, and most information comes 
from cuneiform and hieroglyphic sources.8 It is in 
this regard, that the ongoing Çaltılar Archaeological 
Project is promising since the hill had been occupied 
over a long period spanning the Bronze Age – Iron 
Age9 and is located inland from the coast where the 
Kumluca,10 Uluburun and Cape Gelidonya wrecks 
were found. A second introduction, by Malcolm H. 
Wiener (pp. 43-74) carefully reviews the evidence 
for potential causes of collapse at the end of the 
Bronze Age, usually including climate change, 
drought, famine, earthquakes and epidemics. 

5  See also Mehofer and Jung this volume.
6  Like M. Weede and others who believe that they were Helladic 
ships. See, recently, Emanuel 2014.
7  See also Faust 2018.
8  Gander 2010.
9  Cf. Hodos 2015.
10  Cf. Öniz 2019.

While showing great expertise in textual and 
archaeological sources, he also seems to disagree 
with Jung in certain details. Hence, Wiener seems 
to accept the Shardana=Sardinians, underlining 
the interactions between the island and the Italian 
peninsula on the one hand, and the Aegean-Cypriot 
area on the other. He also follows Molloy in arguing 
that ‘mercenaries were among the new arrivals in 
Greece in the late LHIIIB and LHIIIC’ (p. 55), given 
the new military assemblages and cooking wares. 
Wiener also uses textual data (Linear B) and material 
remains to suggest that preparations (construction 
of defensive walls, weapons production, etc.) were 
being made to protect against enemy attacks. The 
detailed overview describing traces of destruction 
and abandonment which span the 14th to the 12th 
century BC would have benefitted from a site map, 
however. He also presents a very useful summary 
of the evidence of re-occupation during LH IIIC in 
each of the Aegean regions after the collapse and 
convincingly points at the central role Cyprus played 
in this process, as a ‘node of exchange networks and 
movement of settlers’ (p. 60). Finally, Wiener lists all 
the arguments in favour of a predominant position 
of Mycenae in the LBA Aegean as the capital of an 
empire,11 a position also defended by Kelder, Eder 
and Jung,12 but each for different reasons. Wiener’s 
paper can be regarded in connection with that by 
Helene Whittaker (pp. 75-84) who also concentrates 
on the Greek mainland, arguing for a chaotic 
situation in the aftermath of the collapse for each 
palace individually and seeing the breakdown ‘in 
terms of discrete and unconnected episodes of 
destruction in different parts of the Greek mainland 
rather than of a sudden unitary catastrophe’ (p. 
75). Here too an interpretative map distinguishing 
the localised events would have been welcome. 
Whittaker advances the hypothesis that the Sea 
Peoples, although responsible for the destructions, 
did not settle on the Greek mainland, hence coming 
close to hypotheses already expressed by Yasur-
Landau.13 To some extent, however, her review 
would have been more optimally placed in the ‘Case 
Studies’ section of the volume.

The second section, ‘Climate and radiocarbon’, 
comprises two papers by authors who did not actually 
participate in the workshop. David Kaniewski and 
Elise Van Campo (pp. 85-94) discuss both marine and 
terrestrial data from the Mediterranean and Levant 
that hint at a period of decreasing humidity during 
the LBA and EIA, generally referred to as the 3200 

11  Contra: e.g. Zurbach 2019: 143-146 who argues a more nuanced 
position.
12  Kelder 2010; Eder and Jung 2015.
13  Yasur-Landau 2010.
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calBP event. Again the absence of an explanatory 
map can be deplored. A main conclusion is that 
‘there are no detailed paleoclimate records from 
Greece showing unambiguous climate information 
during the crisis years’ (p. 90). Sturt W. Manning, 
Catherine Kearns and Brita Lorentzen’s paper (pp. 
95-112) discusses how a plateau in the calibration 
curve explains why the radiocarbon resolution 
around 1200 BC remains poor. Nevertheless, 
Bayesian chronological modelling (with a well-
defined sequence of radiocarbon dates that can be 
placed in the calibration curve), does provide a time 
frame with dates ranging from c. 1220 to 1110 BC. 
Manning et al. tend to agree with the conventional 
absolute chronology, where Late Cypriot IIC starts 
in the late 14th century BC, ending early in the 
12th century when some major coastal sites were 
abandoned. What is clear from these papers is 
that the Sea Peoples phenomenon was a long term 
process stretching over almost a century rather 
than a short-time event.

The third section (‘Theoretical approaches to 
Destruction, Migration and Transformation of 
Culture’) starts off with a paper by Jesse Michael 
Millek (pp. 113-140) on the LBA/EIA transition 
in the Southern Levant. First, the author reviews 
some hypotheses on the possible causes of 
such destruction and associated phenomena 
(earthquakes, crisis architecture and termination 
rituals, natural and accidental fires) before dwelling 
on intentional human destruction in the framework 
of warfare. His approach may be compared with that 
by Igor Kreimerman14 but they arrive at different 
conclusions. In particular, Millek argues that there 
is no direct archaeological evidence to assume that 
16 Canaanite sites allegedly destroyed by the ‘Sea 
Peoples’ were indeed so. He stresses a continuity 
of local ceramic traditions with potentially some 
‘peaceful intrusion’ of ‘Philistine’ or ‘Sea Peoples’ 
material culture (such as LHIIIC:1b or Philistine 
Bichrome pottery) into a ‘Canaanite’ site during 
the EIA. Against the flow of recent overviews on the 
end of LBA in the Southern Levant, his minimalist 
stance should be highlighted. At the end of his 
paper, he also deliberates on: ‘how to describe’ and 
‘how to interpret’ a destruction layer, a substantial 
crucial point for a field archaeologist. In a broader 
way, and taking into account some fifty sites in the 
Southern Levant, such a question is also discussed 
in his recently published PhD dissertation.15 His 
paper should be considered with the two following 
ones. Assaf Yasur-Landau (pp. 141-148) plots some 
of the theoretical concepts of intercultural contact 

14  Kreimerman 2017.
15  Millek 2019.

(hybridization, creolization and entanglement) that 
have been applied to the study of Philistines. 
However, a recontextualization of these concepts 
– created for different spaces and times (such as 
the ‘middle ground’ between Indians and European 
colonizers in the Great Lakes region)16 – would allow 
for a better understanding of the significance of 
these denominations.17 As Yasur-Landau points out, 
the use of the concept of connectivity18 may present 
a useful avenue of research for the coming years. 
Likewise, the excavators of Tell es-Safi/Gath, Aren 
M. Maeir and Louise A. Hitchcock (pp. 149-162), 
reflect on the complex processes that led to the 
development of Philistine culture and its gradual 
entanglement with the other material cultures 
of the region (Israelite/Judahite and Canaanite). 
The question of the ethnicity of these different 
communities cohabiting in the Southern Levant is 
particularly discussed, beyond the simplistic stance 
of compartmentalizing cultural identities. In the 
final chapter of this section, Lorenz Rahmstorf (pp. 
163-173) compares the migration processes of the 
Sea Peoples with that of Anglo-Saxons immigrating 
from north-western Germany and Denmark to 
England in the 5th and 6th centuries AD. By taking 
into account archaeological data, written sources 
and a variety of scientific analyses (strontium 
isotope and DNA studies),19 his study clearly 
confirms the usefulness of comparative research 
that focuses on common phenomena and problems 
of migration processes.

The core of the volume consists of a series of Eastern 
Mediterranean case studies. Hence, Peter M. Fischer 
(pp. 177-206) focuses on the new evidence from 
seven seasons of excavations (2010– 2016) at Hala 
Sultan Tekke,20 on Stratum 2, dated to c. 1200 BC 
(transition LC II/IIIA), and Stratum 1, dated to c. 
1150 BC (transition LC IIIA1/2), including domestic 
and industrial structures. He underlines the 
presence of numerous clay sling bullets found in the 
destruction layer (Stratum 2) of several districts of 
the ‘port city’, which probably suggests a phase of 
warfare before the abandonment of the settlement. 
According to Fischer, the remainder of the 
population either joined the Sea Peoples who 
attacked Egypt or migrated to the Southern Levant 
to settle there. A useful review of phases of 
destruction, rebuilding and abandonment of various 
sites on the island is furthermore given but again a 
map is absent. Artemis Georgiou (pp. 207-227) also 
deals with Cyprus, but her approach is quite 

16  Cf. White 1991.
17  E.g. Bats 2017.
18  Since the fundamental work of Horden and Purcell 2000.
19  For Philistia, see recently Feldman et al. 2019.
20  See the recent work of Fischer 2019.
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different and usefully illustrated by photographs 
and maps. Focusing on the Paphos region,21 she 
contrasts the unprecedented flourishing of 
Palaepaphos during the 12th century BC with the 
breakdown of other well-established urban centres 
on Cyprus such as Alassa, Kalavasos and Maroni. The 
construction of the ‘island’s first truly monumental 
structure’ (Sanctuary I) at Palaepaphos is 
emphasized as is the appearance of individual shaft 
graves, interpreted as the burials of migrants. 
During this troubled period, two short-lived 
settlements (Maa-Palaeokastro and Pyla-
Kokkinokremos) are founded. The former is 
considered as the new commercial harbour of the 
Paphos polity. The following papers discuss Anatolia 
and the Levant. Hence, Gunnar Lehmann (pp. 229-
255) defines the latest LBA phase in the 12th century 
BC as (Cilician) Late Bronze Age III, the period 
following the collapse of the Hittite empire. Focusing 
on the recent excavations at Kinet Höyük, Lehmann 
argues for a slow decline of the local LBA culture 
intimately connected with an increased Cypriot and 
Aegean influence. Rather than an incursion by the 
Sea Peoples, the final destruction of the site is 
blamed either on an earthquake or a violent attack. 
J.D.  Hawkins’s reading of a recently discovered 
inscription in the temple of the Storm God in Aleppo 
(Syria) is discussed by Diederik J.W. Meijer (pp. 257-
262), concentrating on two rulers, both named 
Taita, with the ethnicons Palistin and Walistin.22 
Concerning the question of the potential connection 
between the northern polity of ‘Palistin’ and the 
Philistines of the southern Levant, Meijer stresses 
the difficulty of recognizing ‘what is Philistine’, 
developing his point on ethnicity and material 
culture.23 After considering the textual and material 
evidence, he concludes that Philistine presence in 
the Amuq region is ‘archaeologically invisible’ (p. 
261). The claim, by the author, that the Peleset were 
already known from the records of Ramesses II and 
Merneptah (p. 258) is erroneous since it is only 
during the reign of Ramesses III that they were 
mentioned, as well as in the Onomasticon of Amenope.24 
Meijer’s paper has in the meantime been superseded 
by more recent discussions.25 Francisco J. Nuñez (pp. 
263-283), co-director of the excavations at Tyre, 
provides a critical analysis of available data on the 
Northern and Central Levant. His critical approach 
is particularly instructive, highlighting the 
importance currently given to stratigraphic facts 
and the presence of foreign elements in local 

21  Georgiou 2012.
22  Contra Adams and Cohen 2013:662, n. 19.
23  See also Maeir and Hitchcock this volume.
24  Adams and Cohen 2013:662-664.
25  He neglects the majority of recent literature on the topic. Also, 
see Janeway 2017 focusing on Tell Tayinat.

material culture. Perhaps he insists a little too much 
on the homogeneity of Levantine material culture 
during the LBA (p. 266), in contrast to its diversity in 
the Iron Age.26 Moreover, when he quotes some 
written sources, it would also have been opportune 
to cite editions of hieroglyphic texts directly27 
instead of citations without references. Nuñez 
argues that the newcomers (if they belonged to the 
Sea Peoples) did not cause all the destructions 
identified in the Levant28 and stresses the absence of 
destructions in the central region. This, together 
with the strong continuity in material culture 
during the LBA/EIA transition, are used to argue 
that the North Canaanite/Phoenician cities of the 
central Levant remained untouched, allowing 
Phoenician cities to consolidate their positions, 
once freed from Egyptian hegemony. In a joint 
paper, Ayelet Gilboa and Ilan Sharon (pp. 285-298) 
argue that the Canaanite Carmel Coast region in 
Northern Israel should be considered as forming 
part of the ‘Phoenician’ cultural sphere, which is 
usually limited to the Southern Lebanon in the EIA. 
Using both cultural-stylistic and petrographic data 
from ceramic evidence, the excavators of Tel Dor 
highlight the place this port town occupied in inter-
regional exchanges with Cyprus and Egypt after the 
LBA collapse and its function as a hub during the 
EIA. By reassessing the Report of Wenamun, which 
refers to Dor’s inhabitants as Ṯjeker/Skl, the authors 
argue that this is a geographical term referring to 
the Carmel coast region (as a coterminous of EIA 
‘Phoenicians’) However, the Wenamun account 
should be used cautiously: it’s more a work of 
literature than an historical document.29 They also 
argue that ‘the confluence of evidence 
(transformation from commercial town to 
administrative centre, the virtual end of overseas 
contacts and the ‘Israelisation’ of the ceramic 
repertoire)’ around the mid-9th century BC ‘is best 
explained by a takeover of the Carmel and Sharon 
regions by the Northern Israelite Kingdom’ (p. 293). 
This would also explain, for the cities of the southern 
Lebanon, the rise of a ‘Phoenician thalassocracy’. 
Teresa Bürge (pp. 299-327) highlights the high 
degree of continuity from the Late Bronze to Iron 
Age at Tell Abu el-Kharaz in the Central Jordan 
Valley, despite an occupational lacuna between 1300 
and 1100 BC. Her study focuses on a large storage 
compound constructed against the city wall that 
dates to phase IX (c. 1100 BC) and consists of 21 
rooms.30 Her ceramic analysis shows the coexistence 

26  Steiner and Killebrew 2014:497-594.
27  E.g. for the Papyrus Harris I, see Grandet 1994.
28  For a similar approach concerning the southern Levant, see 
Millek this volume.
29  Cf. the cautionary position of Adams and Cohen 2013:661, n. 16.
30  These are the first results of her unpublished PhD dissertation 
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of both local traditions and innovations that appear 
to have an Aegean and Cypriote connection. Some 
of the radical changes in cooking and dietary habits 
as well as in the use of foreign-type loom-weights 
are interpreted as suggestive of a limited migration 
of Eastern Mediterranean individuals (perhaps the 
offspring of original Sea Peoples or Philistines) to 
the Jezreel Valley. The section finishes with an 
attempt to propose a new historical reconstruction 
for the area north of Ekron during the LBA/EIA 
transition by Wolfgang Zwickel (pp. 329-352). 
Despite some factual errors (as the reference to 
Papyrus Harris 500 [BM 10600] on p. 333 instead of 
Papyrus Harris I [BM 9999]),31 bibliographical 
omissions (such as E. Morris’ study)32 and outdated 
information on Tell Keilah33 (referred to as ‘Kegila’, 
a site under excavation since 2014),34 there are some 
interesting suggestions. The destruction of the 
Egyptian fortress and administrative centre at Jaffa 
c. 1150 BC put an end to the Egyptian hegemony 
over the southern Levant and provided the 
opportunity, Zwickel argues, for the Sea Peoples to 
construct the Pentapolis of the Philistine 
confederacy in the coastal region. Gezer, Kegila and 
Beth-Shemesh, located in the Western Highlands, 
remained independent Canaanite city-states until 
at least the late 11th century BC before joining the 
Judahite kingdom. His reconstruction of the 
historical developments is heavily dependent on 
Biblical sources (stressed explicitly on p. 343) and 
should be handled with the necessary caution. 
Finally, Zwickel argues that the coastal region 
between Ekron and Tell Qasile was occupied by a Sea 
Peoples group, between the Philistine Pentapolis (in 
the south) and the Tjekker at Dor (in the north). 
Following the written (Biblical) tradition, he argues 
that this group founded new cities. Reviving the 
hypothesis of a linguistic parallel between the Sea 
Peoples’ group of the Dananu/Denyen and the biblical 
Danites, he adds some fresh support to the old 
theory which maintained a Cilician origin for this 
group.35

The last section, ‘Material Studies’, offers a series of 
fresh analyses on pottery, metal and other objects, 
either imported or locally-produced during this 
period. Hence, with her well known expertise, 
Penelope A. Mountjoy (pp.  355-378) offers her 
view about the Sea People phenomenon from a 
ceramic perspective. A number of motifs (like the 
quirks, loops, tassels) on Philistine pottery from 

(Bürge 2016).
31  Cf. annotated edition of Grandet 1994.
32  Morris 2005.
33  Cf. Na’aman 2010.
34  Cf. Blétry et al. 2018.
35  Contra: e.g. Grandet 2017:184-185.

Ekron, Ashkelon and Ashdod36 is said to derive 
from Cyprus and in particular from Enkomi. Other 
motifs, as the double-stemmed spirals, however, 
have an East Aegean/West Anatolian origin, while a 
mainland Greek origin is attributed to the antithetic 
spiral. A special Cretan connection is highlighted 
by several motifs such as the floating semi-circles, 
thread chevrons, birds with almond body, etc. Some 
shapes too like the basin (‘kalathos’), the tray and 
the shallow angular bowl that are found in Philistine 
sites are said to derive from respectively Anatolia, the 
Aegean or Cyprus. All this evidence combined makes 
her suggest an East Aegean/West Anatolian origin of 
at least some of the migrating groups. NAA analysis, 
moreover, showed a clear connection between some 
of the Cypriot harbours as that at Kition – Hala Sultan 
Tekke and the Levant, suggestive either for trade or 
for population movements. Philipp W. Stockhammer 
(pp. 379-388) focuses on shallow open bowls and 
Simple Style stirrup jars to argue that different 
actors used Aegean-pottery shapes for diverse 
practices during the late 13th and early 12th century 
BC in the Southern Levant. The Philistine feasting 
dishes of Aegean type should be understood as the 
product of transcultural entanglement, in others 
words ‘the translation of Canaanite practices into the 
stylistic vocabulary of Aegean-type pottery’ (p. 384). 
Stockhammer claims that these different groups of 
actors had complex relationships with the Aegean 
and Cyprus, but remain misunderstood beyond the 
use of common expressions as ‘Sea Peoples’ and 
‘Philistines’ in scholarship. In an important paper 
that highlights the role played by Italian military 
innovations in the technological development of 
Aegean’ weaponry, the origin of some bronze objects 
such the Naue II swords is discussed by Mathias 
Mehofer and Reinhard Jung (pp. 389-400). They see 
them as belonging to a metallurgical koinè (so-called 
‘Urnfield bronzes’) that existed during the later 13th 
and 12th century BC. Using XRF and lead isotope 
analyses, they were able to demonstrate a northern 
Italian origin of some of the bronzes found in the 
Aegean alongside the local production by Aegean 
smiths of Italian type bronzes with locally available 
copper (from Cyprus) during the LH IIIC period. 
Gert Jan van Wijngaarden (pp. 401-412) finally 
uses ivory objects as an example to reconsider the 
presence of exotica in Mediterranean archaeological 
contexts. He argues that the change of international 
contacts at the end of the LBA was accompanied by 
a significant shift in the value system and the social 
practices related to the consumption of exotica. 
Whereas exotica were considered agents of a distant 
world during the LBA, this notion no longer applies 

36  For a detailed study, see now: Mountjoy 2018.
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afterwards. While in Italy finished ivory objects were 
originally imported, they are now made locally from 
imported raw materials. On the Greek mainland, 
one notices an obvious decrease of imports and 
locally-produced ivory objects after the fall of the 
Mycenaean palaces. All exotica in the LH IIIC Aegean 
are antiques and their age seems to have become the 
primary characteristic for their social role. However, 
these developments in Italy and the Aegean are both 
seen as the result of a same mechanism: a shift in the 
social role of exotic artefacts.

Despite a few shortcomings in some of the individual 
papers, the volume offers plenty of new thoughts 
and perspectives on the Sea Peoples phenomenon, 
both with regional/specialised analyses and with 
comprehensive overviews. It is somewhat to be 
regretted that Manfred Bietak, although present at 
the workshop, did not contribute a paper on Egypt. 
A specific chapter on the historiography of Sea 
Peoples research would also have been welcome in 
addition to the extensive introduction by Burge & 
Fischer, as well as a discussion on the North Sinai.37 
The absence of an index of toponyms and ethnonyms 
(a recurrent problem of the CCEM collection) would 
also have improved the user-friendliness of the 
volume. However, the importance given to data 
provided by recent excavations in combination 
with new analyses of older excavation material and 
archives is undoubtedly the strongest point of this 
collection of papers. All in all, they considerably 
improve our understanding of the ‘Sea Peoples’ 
phenomenon, beyond the textual evidence. There 
is a final reason why this volume should not lack 
from libraries dealing with the LBA/EIA transition 
in the Mediterranean world and that is its relevance 
for present-day history. At the time of writing these 
few paragraphs, the world has been in the grip of 
a pandemic outbreak (Covid-19) with an impact on 
society unprecedented since WWII. Warfare, climate 
change, migratory flows and related political crises 
are all happening within a ‘temps long’ that is just 
as complex and dramatically similar to the collapse 
of the flourishing ancient civilizations in the 12th 
century BC and, consequently, gives us much to 
think about for the coming decades.
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The Aegean and Mediterranean world between 
1000 and 600 BCE (the Early Iron Age and the 
earliest part of the Archaic period) continues 
to attract considerable scholarly attention. And 
for good reason. The period between 1000 and 
600 BCE is the formative period in Greek history, 
where those institutions we most firmly associate 
with Greek culture (the sanctuary, the polis, the 
alphabet and the literature that resulted from it) 
took their definitive form. It is also a period where 
investigation has to be undertaken primarily by 
archaeologists. As all these books testify, the volume 
of relevant archaeological material increases 
exponentially every year, as does the sophistication 
of archaeological methods and theories. This does 
not quite mean that archaeologists can ignore 
texts. What to us now appear to be ‘texts’ however 
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Introduction

The editors of this volume but also scholars who par-
ticipated in the workshop use the term ‘Sea Peoples 
phenomenon’ in a broader sense to include not only the 
‘Peoples of the Sea/Islands’ as they are called in nar-
ratives. According to texts of the New Kingdom from 
the reigns of Merneptah and Ramesses III, and a letter 
from Ugarit (RS 34.129) these seafaring peoples are re-
stricted to the designations Sherden-Shardana, Eqwesh 
and Tjekker-Shekelesh (Kitchen 1983: 104.13; id. 
1982: 22.8; Bordreuil 1991: no. 12). Other groups of 
peoples included here are the Denyen-Danuna, Lukka, 
Karkisha, Teresh, Peleset-Philistines and Weshesh – as 
they are mentioned chronologically in Egyptian texts 
from the 18th to the 22nd Dynasties (see overview in 
Adams and Cohen 2013). Therefore, in this volume 
the Sea Peoples phenomenon should be considered an 
encompassing term, which – in addition to the written 
records on mainly hostile activities of various groups 
in the Eastern Mediterranean – is synonymous with the 
consequences of the ‘crisis years’, the period around 
1200 BCE and most of the 12th century BCE, i.e. the 
last phase of the Late Bronze Age. Nevertheless, there 
are several authors of papers which are published in 
this volume who use the term ‘Sea Peoples’ in the same 
sense as our ‘Sea Peoples phenomenon’.

The period of the advanced civilizations of the 
Late Bronze Age has rightly been termed the first era 
of ‘internationalism’. This ‘Golden Age’, which in the 
Eastern Mediterranean lasted from roughly the 16th to 
the 12th centuries BCE, is characterized by far-reaching 
intercultural connections involving large parts of to-
day’s Europe, Egypt, the Near East and areas beyond. 
This highly developed and complex period ended in 
years of widespread crisis at the dawn of the Iron Age. 
It should, however, be highlighted that the outcomes 
of events, for instance upheaval and migration, which 
are generally accepted to have taken place at the out-
going Bronze Age, are not mirrored uniformly around 
the Eastern Mediterranean. This postulate is clearly re-
flected in the present volume. When studying literature 
dealing with the outgoing Bronze Age, it instantly be-

comes obvious that topics such as ‘migration’, ‘cultural 
and political changes’, ‘warfare’, ‘worsening climate’, 
‘drought, famine and epidemics’, ‘absolute and relative 
chronology’, ‘cultural synchronization’, and their mu-
tual interactions dominate the discussion. This was also 
the case during our workshop.

In geographical terms, the Sea Peoples phenomenon 
is commonly associated with a quite vast area stretch-
ing from the Italian peninsula over the Balkans, the Ae-
gean, Anatolia and Cyprus, to the Levant and Egypt. 
It can be concluded from the present volume that the 
workshop treated all these regions with the exception 
of the Balkans (although touched upon; e.g. Jung and 
Wiener in this volume), where in the future much more 
research has to be undertaken in order to bridge the area 
between the Italian peninsula and the Aegean. 

In the last two decades, research dealing with the 
Sea Peoples phenomenon has undergone a renaissance 
compared to the period between the 1960s and the 
1990s when ‘any theory considering migrations and 
invasions in connection with the great upheavals of the 
Eastern Mediterranean around 1200 BCE was banished 
and avoided’ (as pointed out by S. Deger-Jalkotzy in the 
first introductory lecture; not published in this volume). 
The speaker rightly pointed to biased research, which 
started already in the 19th century, and highlighted pub-
lications of more or less well-founded hypotheses on 
the Sea Peoples (phenomenon).   

In the following period of renewed interest and re-
search dealing with the Sea Peoples phenomenon and 
related subjects three major meetings took place in or-
der to elucidate the riddle of the events at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age. One, entitled The Sea Peoples 
and Their World. A Reassessment, was held in Phila-
delphia in 1995 (ed. Oren 2000). This publication 
provided a good overview of the state of research on 
the Sea Peoples some 20 years ago. However, many 
problems remained unsolved and a number of hypoth-
eses to be proved. Six years later, in 2001, another im-
portant workshop entitled The Philistines and Other 
‘Sea Peoples’ in Text and Archaeology was organised 
in Israel (eds. Killebrew and Lehmann 2013). In the 
proceedings, which were published only shortly before 
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our workshop, the editors emphasized the problem of 
the ‘unidirectional and overly simplistic interpreta-
tion of the Philistine phenomenon that has dominated 
scholarship during the twentieth century.’ We agree and 
recommend extending this statement to embrace not 
only the Philistines and their habitat in the Southern 
Levant but also the entire Sea Peoples phenomenon. In 
2006 another meeting entitled Cyprus, the Sea Peoples 
and the Eastern Mediterranean was held in Toronto 
(ed. Harrison 2006–2007). This meeting concentrat-
ed on the ‘Sea Peoples’ in the Eastern Mediterranean 
with specific emphasis on Cyprus and the northern and 
southern Levant. 

Amongst the immense amount of literature on the 
Late Bronze to Iron Age transition in the Eastern Medi-
terranean and beyond the volumes edited by Ward and 
Joukowsky (1992), Gitin et al. (1998), and Bach-
huber and Roberts (2009) should also be mentioned. 
Other important monographs include, inter alia, those 
by Killebrew (2005), Yasur-Landau (2010) and 
most recently Cline (2014). 

Since then, new results from excavations and altered 
interpretations of previously excavated material and re-
sults have added to our knowledge. All this and the fact 
that in 2010 the convenor took over the excavations at 
the Cypriot key site of Hala Sultan Tekke, which flour-
ished at the outgoing 13th and the first half of the 12th 
centuries BCE (Fischer and Bürge forthcoming), led 
to the idea of arranging the Vienna workshop. The Vi-
enna workshop differs from the previous meetings in 
that it covered a wider geographical area with a more 
holistic approach.

Below, the editors present and briefly discuss all the 
papers included in this volume and distributed amongst 
the five sections: Overviews: From Italy to the Levant 
(R. Jung; M. Wiener; H. Whittaker); Climate and Ra-
diocarbon (D. Kaniewski and E. Van Campo; and S.W. 
Manning, C. Kearns and B. Lorentzen); Theoretical Ap-
proaches on Destruction, Migration and Transforma-
tion of Cultures (J.M. Millek; A. Yasur-Landau; A.M. 
Maeir and L.A. Hitchcock; and L. Rahmstorf); Case 
Studies: Cyprus, Cilicia and the Northern and South-
ern Levant (P.M. Fischer; A. Georgiou; G. Lehmann; 
D.J.W. Meijer; F.J. Núñez; A. Gilboa and I. Sharon; T. 
Bürge; and W. Zwickel); and Material Studies (P.A. 
Mountjoy; P.W. Stockhammer; M. Mehofer and R. 
Jung; and G.J. van Wijngaarden). References are only 
sporadically provided since they appear in each paper.  

Overviews: From Italy to the Levant 
As regards the presentation of the individual papers 
of this meeting, it should be helpful for the reader to 
start with two overviews, which summarize published 
research and which cover a vast geographic area: one is 

by R. Jung and the other by M.H. Wiener. A third paper 
by H. Whittaker is included in this section since it pro-
vides a synopsis on the situation in mainland Greece at 
the time of the destructions of the Mycenaean palaces 
and their aftermath.  

Jung presents the history of research approaches to 
clarify certain aspects of the Sea Peoples phenomenon: 
one is to geographically locate the Sea Peoples’ eth-
nonyms by means of references to contemporary and 
later written sources. In order to achieve this goal two 
research trends can be discerned: one is an ‘economic-
modernist’ and the other deals with the methodology 
of migration studies. The advocates of the former are 
profoundly skeptical towards written and archaeologi-
cal evidence for the movement of population groups 
but recent archaeological research in the Levant dem-
onstrates ‘that the (tremendous) changes in material 
culture visible in these regions around and after 1200 
BCE do not easily fit a predominantly economic expla-
nation’ (Jung in this volume), on which we, the editors, 
certainly agree. The latter, i.e. migration studies, tests 
migration models against the archaeological evidence. 
There are various classes of material remains that can 
be connected to immigrating peoples. These include ce-
ramic wares of Aegean type including kitchen ware, and 
handmade and burnished pottery. This handmade and 
burnished pottery originates from southern mainland 
Italy and more precisely from the so called Subapen-
nine culture group of Recent Bronze Age date, but also 
from the central Balkans which, so far, has been found 
exclusively in Troy. There are, however, also local vari-
ants in some remote areas in central Greece. Much of 
this pottery, if not all in certain regions, is locally made 
from roughly around 1200 BCE and onwards. Other 
finds from the Eastern Mediterranean, which were men-
tioned by Jung in support of the migration hypothesis, 
are new types of bronzes, termed Urnfield bronzes or 
bronzes of the metallurgical koiné, for example, fibu-
lae, Naue II swords and spearheads with cast sockets. 
Another group are ships of foreign design as they are 
depicted on Egyptian reliefs. The second part of his pa-
per summarizes the state of research on the Sea Peoples 
phenomenon in various geographical regions. 

In the other overview, M.H. Wiener considers the 
evidence for and possible interactions between potential 
causes of collapse at the end of the Bronze Age. These 
include climate change, drought, famine, earthquakes, 
epidemics, the evidence for major preparations for at-
tacks followed by destructions and abandonments, mi-
grations, the nature and movements of the Sea Peoples, 
and the aftermath of the collapse and its implications, 
and the role of Mycenae before the palatial collapse. As 
regards climate change, a number of studies point to 
a period of extra-dry conditions around 3200 BP (e.g. 
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Kaniewski and van Campo in this volume; Weiberg et 
al. 2016). No doubt a worsening climate can result in 
drought and famine and affect a weakened population 
by epidemics. Drought has also been proposed as a fac-
tor in the collapse of the Terramare Culture of central-
northern Italy climaxing c. 1150 BCE based on several 
studies of changes in water levels and other indicia 
(e.g. Cardarelli 2010: 468–470). The post-1200 BCE 
abandonment of the Po Plain involving the dispersal of 
far more than 100,000 people requires thorough con-
sideration. It is obvious that in already overextended 
and overexploited areas, minor climatological fluctua-
tions even of limited duration could have had a major 
impact on economy and, ultimately, survival. It is not 
unlikely that warfare and migration followed the short-
age or even total absence of essential foodstuffs. Wie-
ner rightly points to a cumulative effect with a picture 
which can be portrayed as follows: food shortage leads 
to overuse of available land; to rebellions by troops, 
populace, or captives; or to the loss of legitimacy of 
rulers believed to have lost divine favour. Lethal epi-
demics can more easily establish themselves among 
populations in the wake of famine and malnutrition.

As concluded from the archaeological evidence 
supported by contemporary texts, the movement of 
people mainly from north-west to south-east drastically 
increased and marked the end of the Bronze Age. Many 
sites in the Eastern Mediterranean suffer destructions 
during the 12th century BCE and were abandoned (see 
e.g. the situation in Cyprus, Fischer in this volume; as 
regards the Southern Levant see Millek in this vol-
ume; see also Cline 2014: 132–137). After the col-
lapse of the Hittite empire, which includes the destruc-
tion and abandonment of major sites such as Hattusa, 
Alacahöyük, and Alişar, the Phrygians arrive from the 
Balkans (see references in Wiener this volume). Troy 
was destroyed c. 1200–1180 BCE, and when it is sub-
stantially reoccupied in the second half of the 12th cen-
tury BCE new elements appear in the material culture. 
These include Knobbed Ware, Handmade Burnished 
Ware, and multi-cell architecture with orthostates, all 
with parallels in Thrace, the Balkans, and the Lower 
Danube region. Egyptian narratives mention attacks 
and destruction prior to the famous battle against in-
vading ‘Sea Peoples’ who at the end could be defeated 
or at least brought to a halt in battles at the mouth of 
the Nile in 1186 BCE (Wiener presents a higher date 
than that suggested, for instance, by Cline, viz. 1177 
BCE; Wiener 2014; Cline 2014). Based on decades of 
archaeological work in the field the editors agree with 
Wiener as regards migration which should be consid-
ered much more thoroughly than is often the case when 
interpreting primary material from excavations: usual-
ly, invaders leave very little trace in the archaeological 

record, which has been demonstrated time and again by 
more recent events in historical times.

During the meeting the identity of various groups of 
the Sea Peoples has been discussed by several scholars. 
Some of these groups seem to have been professional 
pirates or mercenaries of mixed background. Amongst 
the latter were displaced Mycenaeans from mainland 
Greece (Wiener in this volume). Wiener argues with 
a papyrus from the British Museum which appears 
to show Mycenaeans fighting alongside Egyptians 
(Schofield and Parkinson 1994). In addition to traces 
of Mycenaeans in Cyprus, Minoans also seem to have 
been present there judging, for instance, from finds of 
standing horns of consecration from, for instance, Ki-
tion and Myrtou-Pigadhes, and from around 1200 BCE 
a structure at Hala Sultan Tekke with lead waterproof-
ing and drainage and painted plaster resembling a lus-
tral basin which resemble Minoan counterparts of older 
date (without the leaden sealing). 

In her paper H. Whittaker summarizes the situation 
in mainland Greece at the time when the palatial rule 
collapsed and describes the chaotic situation in its af-
termath. According to Whittaker the present state of re-
search seems to offer little evidence on the Greek main-
land of the settlement of new groups of people in the 
post-destruction period. Again, the editors would like to 
refer to the observation that it is difficult to find traces 
of invaders in the archaeological record. It seems to 
be a common position amongst Aegean archaeologists 
that the Sea Peoples are considered as diverse groups 
of pirates who originated from outside the Aegean 
world. Eventually, Mycenaeans join them as the col-
lapse of palatial rule resulted in them taking to the seas 
and contributing to the general confusion and violence 
that characterised the Eastern Mediterranean at the end 
of the Bronze Age (e.g. Tartaron 2013: 64–65). Whit-
taker advances the hypothesis that if the Sea Peoples 
were responsible for the destructions that took place 
on the Greek mainland at the end of the Late Helladic 
IIIB period, they did not stay to found viable communi-
ties but moved on to other parts of the Mediterranean. 
The archaeological record of the Argolid implies that 
the consequences of the destructions were less severe 
there than at Pylos and in Messenia. It could be the case 
that – although they caused much damage on the Myce-
naean centres – invaders were often repelled. We agree 
with Whittaker that a likely scenario could have been 
that some of the Mycenaean palatial elites were able to 
organise enough military resistance against the invaders 
to force them to move on. The archaeological remains 
of the Late Helladic IIIC period support this hypothesis.  

One of the reviewers of the proceedings of our 
meeting, who was selected by the Austrian Academy 
of Sciences, commented on some of the overviews that 
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they summarize ‘well-known’ evidence rather than 
presenting new solutions to old problems. We cannot 
agree with this remark because of the simple fact that 
all scholars dealing with research on this turbulent pe-
riod in human history must be familiar with earlier re-
search and hypotheses which these papers present in a 
condensed approach. In addition, the papers by Jung 
and Wiener in particular, provide readers with a vast 
bibliography based on which further studies can be un-
dertaken and which can be utilised even by ‘specialists’ 
who are dealing with this topic but who are not spe-
cialised in all subjects nor greatly familiar with the evi-
dence from geographical areas outside their expertise.        

Climate and radiocarbon
As analysed and summarized by D. Kaniewski and E. 
Van Campo in this volume, marine and terrestrial data 
from the Southern Levantine coast, the Aegean Sea, the 
Dead Sea, the Levant, Cyprus, Egypt, Turkey, and Iran 
hint at a period of decreasing humidity from the end of 
the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age. This climatic de-
velopment is commonly referred to as the 3.2 kyr calBP 
event (see also Weiberg et al. 2016). The exact dating 
of this climatic event, however, remains problematic 
(see Manning et al. in this volume; Knapp and Man-
ning 2016). Whenever a generally worsening climate 
emerged, such an event was certainly one of several 
factors resulting in the turbulent transformation of so-
cieties from the Late Bronze to the Iron Age. Fischer 
(in this volume) goes one step further and suggests – if 
we accept that the 3.2 kyr calBP event, which for a con-
siderable length of time struck the entire area from Italy 
over the Aegean to encompass all of the Eastern Medi-
terranean, and the available data seem to confirm this 
situation – that a possible scenario could have been that 
this climatological change was not only a contributory 
factor but maybe the trigger for people to start to move 
south-eastwards during the latter part of the 13th cen-
tury BCE in the hope of improved conditions. Climate 
does not change ‘overnight’, therefore it is obvious that 
this process was going on during a lengthy period of 
time and is not confined to single years. 

One major problem, namely correlating these data 
with other absolute or relative evidence, is thoroughly 
discussed in the paper by S.W. Manning, C. Kearns and 
B. Lorentzen. Unfortunately, the radiocarbon resolu-
tion around 1200 BCE is very poor because of a plateau 
in the calibration curve and a couple of wiggles which 
make the period from c. 1220 to 1110 BCE largely 
very similar in apparent radiocarbon age. Considering 
the shape of the calibration curve it is at present only 
possible to employ Bayesian chronological modelling 
in order to get more precise dates. This means that a 
stratigraphically defined sequence of radiocarbon dates 

can be placed in the calibration curve in order to pro-
vide a set of narrow date ranges (Bayliss 2009; Bronk 
Ramsey 2009). In their paper Manning et al. propose 
reconsidering (lowering) the radiocarbon dates from 
the Level 7A destruction at Tell Tweini, Syria, which 
has been attributed to the Sea Peoples, to somewhere 
in the period from 1176 to 1108 calBC (from 1194–
1190 BCE according to Kaniewski et al. 2011; see also 
Kaniewski and Van Campo in this volume). However, 
Manning et al. incline to agree on the conventional ab-
solute chronology, where Late Cypriot IIC starts in the 
later/late 14th century BCE and ends when some major 
coastal sites were abandoned around 1200 BCE and 
maybe some years or even decades later. 

Theoretical Approaches to Destruction, Mi-
gration and Transformation of Culture

In the literature, destructions are very often inter-
preted as caused by attacking forces. In his paper J.M. 
Millek stresses that destruction layers in the Eastern 
Mediterranean from around 1200 BCE are amongst 
the most commonly cited explanations concerning the 
collapse of the Late Bronze Age societies (see several 
papers in this volume). He examines the available ar-
chaeological records by studying assumed destruction 
layers of 16 sites in the southern Levant which are cited 
in various publications as having been destroyed (also 
by the Sea Peoples). The aim of his paper is to exam-
ine whether any of the destruction events in the South-
ern Levant can be attributed to specific invaders and 
more precisely to the arrival of the Sea Peoples. Millek 
comes to the conclusion that the majority of them can-
not be attributed to enemy attacks or more specifically 
the Sea Peoples. 

From Millek’s paper it could be deduced that the 
end of the Bronze Age in the southern Levant was less 
violent than often quoted. One of the problems, as we 
see it, is the limitations which are imposed by the ar-
chaeological evidence, i.e. the actual find context as 
the excavator uncovers it in the field. Such contexts 
are often blurred by later activities and natural ero-
sion and do not always reflect as clearly as one might 
wish the real events that took place. How much can we 
expect to find of a once substantial destruction layer 
caused by a conflagration in an unprotected area which 
has been exposed to erosion or in an area where post-
destruction occupation disturbed the original context? 
The minimalistic approach to such or similar contexts 
may lead to an under-interpretation of events which ac-
tually took place, not to mention that ‘it is relatively 
easy to demonstrate that each individual circumstance 
of alleged destruction could have been caused by other 
factors: equally, they are consistent with a horizon of 
destruction as implied by the Egyptian sources’ (with 
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reference to one of the reviewers of this paper). This 
position can be equated with the interpretation of a set 
of radiocarbon dates: it would certainly be wrong not to 
present the most likely date within a series of other pos-
sible and presented dates based on the author’s overall 
research outcomes. 

The paper by A. Yasur-Landau reports on recent ad-
vances in the theoretically informed study of intercul-
tural contact and migration in the Eastern Mediterra-
nean. The use of terms such as hybridity, creolization, 
and entanglement when studying changes in material 
culture ‘emphasized the complexity of the outcomes of 
intercultural contacts, and acted, to a degree, as a deter-
rent to simplistic reconstructions of past contacts’. He 
continues to argue on these terms and whether they have 
outlasted their usefulness which in the author’s view is 
still open to debate. It seems that new theoretical ap-
proaches to the study of interactions require at least a re-
contextualization of these terms within new frameworks. 
The study of nuances in migration in order to create a 
typology of migration by comparative migration studies 
could be one way to go (van Dommelen 2012: 395 and 
further references in Yasur-Landau’s paper). It is evident 
that the study of migration, including the study of the 
Philistines, based on a theoretical framework dealing 
with migration alone and its identification in archaeolo-
gy is certainly not enough considering the complexity of 
the situation around 1200 BCE and later additional phe-
nomena such as trade, piracy and warfare must be taken 
into account. Yasur-Landau presents six parameters con-
cerning any ‘interaction event’ including the number of 
involved peoples, the duration of the event, the cultural 
distance between these peoples, the segment of popula-
tion involved, and the balance of power between the in-
volved cultures and the level of pluralism and tolerance 
within the interacting societies. It may be that the two 
main tools at our disposal, namely the material remains 
and historical sources, are not enough to assess the sig-
nificance of each of his presented parameters as valuable 
as they may appear.

A.M. Maeir and L.A. Hitchcock present new results 
on the appearance, formation and transformation of 
Philistine Culture. Their paper begins with a summary 
of the profound changes which started to take place in 
the Southern Levant at the beginning of the 12th century 
BCE. These include the gradual waning of the Egyp-
tian control of Canaan, a drawn-out process of destruc-
tion and/or depopulation of many of the Canaanite city 
states, the appearance of ‘new groups’ in the region in 
the inland and along some of the coastal regions, and 
the advent of so-called Sea Peoples represented by the 
Peleset in the southern Coastal Plain of Canaan. In this 
region, Philistia, the new immigrants adapted and de-
veloped foreign material culture including architecture, 

cooking habits and new technology, all of which were 
non-local features of a wide diversity from various re-
gions in the Eastern Mediterranean. The authors por-
tray the Philistine culture as ‘entangled’ and define it 
as based on a relatively wide set of material attributes 
(see the discussion of this term above and in Yasur-
Landau in this volume). It is now clear from the ex-
cavations at the major Philistine city of Gath that the 
Philistines continued to exhibit foreign traits and prac-
tices for some hundreds of years until the late Iron Age 
and not – as earlier suggested – until Iron Age IIA, viz. 
roughly the 10th century BCE. To summarize, following 
the collapse of the Late Bronze Age political systems, 
during the early Iron Age in Philistia a complex process 
of cultural negotiation between various foreign and lo-
cal groups took place, resulting in a mixed cultural 
identity. The authors point to the unsolved problems of 
defining who belonged to which group(s), whether a 
region can be defined as ‘Philistine’ or not, and how 
these processes developed. Ethnic identities existed 
during the Iron Age but according to the authors they 
are difficult to define. New results from ongoing exca-
vations and innovative approaches will certainly bring 
us further in the study of these complicated issues. 

In the final part of this section L. Rahmstorf discuss-
es and compares the migration processes of two popu-
lations: the Sea Peoples in the Eastern Mediterranean 
in the 12th century BCE and the Anglo-Saxons immi-
grating from north-western Germany and Denmark to 
England in the 5th and 6th centuries CE. In his compara-
tive approach he analyses written sources, scientific 
analyses such as DNA and strontium isotope studies, 
as well as data from settlements, burials and specific 
groups of artefacts. In general, the data for the Anglo-
Saxon migration are far more plentiful than those avail-
able for the Sea Peoples phenomenon. The former in-
cludes plenty of detailed written sources – especially 
as regards the point of origin from which the migra-
tion started –, linguistic studies, DNA studies and well 
documented data from cemeteries, which may help in 
understanding which information is missing for the re-
construction of the Sea Peoples’ migration. However, 
Rahmstorf shows that the Anglo-Saxon migration, too, 
is far more difficult to reconstruct than we may expect. 
This applies for instance to the style of domestic archi-
tecture which settlers may take from their countries of 
origin. However, it also undergoes rapid changes and 
adapts to the new environment, the landscape, climate 
and available resources, also depending on a possible 
transformation of social organisation. Another issue 
is assimilation of newcomers and indigenous popula-
tion, their interaction and acculturation, which can be 
traced in Romano-British and Anglo-Saxon burials. 
As regards the study of the Sea Peoples phenomenon 
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one should have this situation in mind. To sum up, the 
comparative approach of the Anglo-Saxon and the Sea 
Peoples’ migration offers the possibility of discussing 
common phenomena and problems of migration pro-
cesses and shows in what way such processes can be 
traced in archaeological (and historical) records.

Case Studies: Cyprus, Cilicia and the Levant 
Cyprus certainly played a crucial role in and was 
heavily affected by the transformations in the Eastern 
Mediterranean around 1200 BCE due to its central geo-
graphic position and its long tradition as a hub in trade 
of a variety of products and the export of, in particu-
lar, copper, pottery and textiles (Fischer and Bürge 
forthcoming). An overview of possible destruction 
events and abandonments of Late Cypriot settlements 
in this period with a special focus on Hala Sultan Tekke 
is provided by P.M. Fischer. The sites, which in addi-
tion to Hala Sultan Tekke are discussed by the author, 
include Tomba tou Skourou, Maa-Palaeokastro, Palae-
paphos, the Kourion area, Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios, 
Maroni-Vournes, Kition, Pyla-Kokkinokremos, Sinda 
and Enkomi, and destructions and/or abandonments in 
the transitional period from the LC IIC to IIIA, roughly 
around 1200 BCE, are listed. However, these events do 
not need to have been contemporary across the whole 
studied area and are not points of events but rather pe-
riods of time of varying lengths at various sites. Thus, 
the transitional Late Cypriot IIC/IIIA can be character-
ized as a period of destructive events along the south-
ern Cypriot littoral from Maa-Palaeokastro to the west 
over Hala Sultan Tekke to Enkomi to the east.

At Hala Sultan Tekke, on the south-eastern coast, two 
destruction layers could be demonstrated supported by 
radiocarbon: the older was dated at around 1200 BCE 
at roughly the start of the transitional Late Cypriot IIC/
IIIA (see though the dating limitations of absolute dates 
because of the plateau in the calibration curve pointed 
out by Fischer in this volume; see also Manning et al. 
in this volume); the more recent layer of destruction is 
dated in Late Cypriot IIIA1/2 around the middle of the 
12th century BCE. At the same time there is evidence of 
silting up of the economically essential harbour of the 
city (Devillers et al. 2015) which in combination with 
likely climatic changes led to the abandonment of the 
city around 1150 BCE. Again, climate change around 
1200 BCE as argued by Kaniewski and Van Campo in 
this volume leading to drought and damage to crops was 
most likely only a contributory factor which finally led 
to the abandonment of this large city, and migration. One 
cannot rule out that both destructions of Hala Sultan Tek-
ke might have been caused by migrating people. Fischer 
forwards the hypotheses that the population left togeth-
er with or were forced to leave by the invaders, or that 

the inhabitants of Hala Sultan Tekke followed in their 
wake after their city had been destroyed. The Levant and 
Egypt may have been their goal.

A. Georgiou presents her view from the Paphos re-
gion of southwestern Cyprus at the transition from the 
13th to the 12th centuries BCE. According to her, the 12th 
century BCE saw a phase of unprecedented flourishing 
for the regions of Palaepaphos and similarly of Kition 
on the southeast coast, expressed by the monumental 
expansion of their respective sacred urban structures. 
This is explained by Georgiou as an effect of the aban-
donment of the urban centres to the east of Paphos, at 
Alassa-Paliotaverna, Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios and 
Maroni-Vournes, together with the regional econom-
ic systems of the Kouris, Vasilikos and Maroni river 
valleys respectively. Following the eradication of the 
regional economic systems to the east of Paphos, the 
polity was empowered by internal population move-
ments and monopolised the resources over an enlarged 
territory. The abandonment of the neighbouring urban 
centre at Alassa and the depletion of the regional sys-
tem of the Kouris river valley may also have resulted in 
the inclusion of this territory in the polity of Paphos. At 
the dawn of the 12th century BCE, the Paphian centre 
remained the only territorial polity on the western half 
of the island’s southern coast, and together with Kition 
and Enkomi had a prominent role in the new commer-
cial strategies that ensued from the collapse of the Late 
Bronze Age state-level economy according to author. 
She states that ‘the events cumulatively referred to as 
the ‘crisis years did not have a uniform, nor, by exten-
sion, a devastating, impact on the island’. 

The acceptance of the dominating position of the 
Paphos polity in the western part of the island in this 
period as a result of the abandonment of nearby urban 
centres must lead to the question, why the nearby ur-
ban centres of Alassa-Paliotaverna, Kalavasos-Ayios 
Dhimitrios and Maroni-Vournes were abandoned? We 
see an effect of events but research has not yet succeed-
ed in explaining the causes behind them. More research 
is certainly needed.

One of the regions which has often been neglected in 
the discussion of the Sea Peoples phenomenon is Cili-
cia (see though the contribution by French 2013). In 
his paper G. Lehmann discusses new results from the 
excavations at Kinet Höyük, which in the Late Bronze 
Age belonged to the province of Kizzuwatna, one of 
the most important provinces of the Hittite empire. The 
province is strategically located between Anatolia, Syria 
and Cyprus. The region went through profound cultur-
al and political changes in the transition from the Late 
Bronze Age to the Iron Age, i.e. approximately during 
the 12th century BCE. The archaeological evidence in-
cludes continuing, yet declining elements of the material 
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culture of the Late Bronze Age along with new influ-
ences from the Mediterranean in general and the Ae-
gean and Cyprus in particular. These include ‘LH IIIC’ 
pottery, which replaces Cypriot pottery imports of the 
Late Bronze Age. This new pottery is locally produced 
or imported from Cyprus and the east Aegean (see  
e.g. Mommsen et al. 2011). Other items which originate 
in the Aegean, such as cooking jugs, loom weights or 
fibulae, only occur in small numbers and were partly lo-
cally produced and partly imported from the Aegean or 
Cyprus. From the early Iron Age on there are strong sty-
listic connections of locally produced pottery with Cy-
priot elements, which bear witness to intense economic 
contacts with Cyprus. Neither the amount nor the char-
acter of Aegean-type objects can as yet provide evidence 
of large-scale Aegean migration during the 12th and 11th 
centuries BCE. A somewhat contrasting view has been 
forwarded by Janeway (2013, 2017) who argues for the 
traditional migration model and against the socio-eco-
nomic paradigm, a view based on his conclusions of the 
study of the ceramic material from Tell Taʿyinat in the 
neighbouring Amuq Valley of the northern Levant.

D.J.W. Meijer rejects in his contribution a direct 
association of the presence of ‘LH IIIC’ pottery at a 
specific site or region – regardless of the amount – 
and the presence of Sea Peoples. Other archaeologi-
cal evidence of ‘Sea Peoples’ in the Northern Levant 
is as yet scarce, except for the Hieroglyphic Luwian 
inscription of King Taita in the Storm-God temple in 
the Aleppo citadel, where – according to D. Hawkins’ 
interpretation (2011) – he claimed to be the ruler of an 
entity called ‘Palistin’. Meijer points out the difficulty 
of interpreting historical sources, especially if they are 
unique and fragmentary, and of connecting these sourc-
es with the archaeological evidence. 

F.J. Núñez provides a detailed overview on the his-
torical and archaeological situation in the Central and 
Northern Levant just before the end of the Late Bronze 
Age, the available sources for studying the transition-
al period and the role and impact of the ‘Sea Peoples’ 
as part of the transformations from the Late Bronze to 
the Iron Age. There is a clear continuity from the Late 
Bronze Age to the early Iron Age, which in fact is often 
regarded as an ‘epilogue’ of the Late Bronze Age. How-
ever, considering a more holistic approach, the region 
certainly was influenced – economically, politically, and/
or culturally – by the Sea Peoples phenomenon, even if – 
so far – clear-cut archaeological traces are lacking.

The paper by A. Gilboa and I. Sharon highlights the 
intense maritime traffic between the Carmel coast and 
Cyprus during the Early Iron Age as reflected in the 
pottery and discusses the impact of the ‘Sea Peoples 
phenomenon’ on commercial spheres in the Mediter-
ranean. The authors argue that the archaeological evi-

dence from Tel Dor can clearly be associated with the 
‘Phoenician’ cultural sphere of the early Iron Age. The 
Egyptian term Tjeker, designating one of the ‘Sea Peo-
ples’ groups, should be regarded as congruent with the 
early ‘Phoenicians’ (or their ‘predecessors’) and per-
haps does not indicate an intrusive ethnic population in 
the Levant but should rather be seen as a geographical 
term, namely regions (and peoples) in the Syro-Phoeni-
cian sphere of culture. 

As regards the Southern Levant, the region east of 
the Jordan River has not received much attention in the 
debate on the ‘Sea Peoples phenomenon’ nor, in gen-
eral, on transformations from the Late Bronze to the 
early Iron Age. This is partly due to the state of research 
and published evidence (see though e.g. Fischer 2013) 
and partly due to the relative ‘remoteness’ of this re-
gion from the eastern Mediterranean although the Jor-
dan Valley is less than 80 km from the Mediterranean 
littoral. The earliest Iron Age phase at the site of Tell 
Abu al-Kharaz in the Jordan Valley – presented in a 
paper by T. Bürge – contradicts in many respects the 
prevailing view of a cultural decline in the early Iron 
Age. There is evidence of planned and organised archi-
tecture which hints at a rather complex and hierarchical 
social organisation. The finds indicate a high degree of 
continuity from Late Bronze Age tradition, at the same 
time a number of innovations could be traced, which 
reflect an amalgamation of new, mainly ‘western’, and 
traditional, local traits. This combination of continuity 
and innovation is consistent with finds from other sites 
in the Jordan and the Jezreel Valleys. The innovations 
may be explained by movements of a limited number 
of peoples starting around 1200 BCE from the East-
ern Mediterranean through the Jezreel Valley to Tran-
sjordan, which eventually also became affected by the 
‘Sea Peoples phenomenon’. Much more research and 
accessible publications from other sites dealing with 
the Transjordanian archaeological evidence are needed 
in order to understand the general situation in this vast 
area at the transition from the Late Bronze to the early 
Iron Age (see though e.g. Fischer et al. 2015).  

W. Zwickel discusses the settlement history and the 
acculturation of the northern so-called Philistine terri-
tory from a mainly historical point of view. He seeks an 
explanation for the different degree of ‘visibility’ of the 
Philistines and Danites in historical and archaeological 
sources and comes to the conclusion that the Danites 
integrated themselves and assimilated with the new 
tribal society, which developed during the Iron Age I 
in the Southern Levant. In contrast, the Philistines re-
mained foreigners in the eyes of the indigenous people 
trying to establish their own independent social and 
political entity in the area (cf. the paper by Maeir and 
Hitchcock in this volume).
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Material Studies

In addition to its importance for establishing relative 
chronologies, pottery is the most important single class 
of material remains which is currently used to trace 
cultural transformations, economic patterns, interac-
tion, migration and other issues. P.A. Mountjoy traces 
the provenance of motifs on Philistine pottery and con-
nections of different ‘Aegean-style IIIC’ pottery styles 
between various regions: There are stylistic affinities 
between the East Aegean/West Anatolia and Philistia, a 
strong connection to Cyprus, and a group of Philistine 
motifs which originate from Crete and came to Phil-
istia via Cyprus, whereas direct connections from the 
Greek mainland to Philistia seem to be rare. Supported 
by the results of NAA of Aegean-style pottery the im-
portant role of large Cypriot ports, such as Hala Sultan 
Tekke (see Fischer in this volume) or Kition, could be 
confirmed. The trade routes from Cyprus to the Levant 
may also have been followed by migrants.

P.W. Stockhammer also includes the use of specific 
vessel types on specific occasions and in various re-
gions and societies during the later part of the 13th to 
the first half of the 12th centuries BCE. He comes to 
the conclusion that in regions outside Philistia, i.e. the 
Jezreel and the Jordan Valleys, specific Aegean-type 
pottery was used by different groups, partly in connec-
tion with trade by highly mobile people with close con-
nections to Cyprus as part of an ‘international’ material 
culture and partly in burial contexts where these ves-
sels imitate Cypriot and Northern Levantine practices. 
In contrast, in Philistia, where specific Aegean vessel 
shapes such as kylikes, cups or stirrup jars, are almost 
totally missing, but bowls are extremely frequent, it 
seems that Canaanite practices were simply transferred 
into Aegean shapes and styles by the inhabitants of the 
Philistine settlements.

Next to pottery, other groups of objects have also 
received attention in the ‘Sea Peoples’ debate. The con-
tribution by M. Mehofer and R. Jung focuses on swords 
of Naue II-type, which belong to the Urnfield bronzes, 
also referred to as metallurgical koiné. These swords 
spread together with other bronze objects from north-
ern/central Europe, Italy and the Balkans to the eastern 
Mediterranean during the end of the 13th and the 12th 
centuries BCE. In contrast to the dominating opinion 
that these bronzes originate from the Balkans, Mehofer 
and Jung were able to demonstrate, that they can in fact 
be traced back to Italy. Interestingly, these weapons – 
of which some were produced in Italy and others in oth-
er regions according to Italian prototypes – were spread 
during the same period and in the regions where groups 
of Sea Peoples are attested in Egyptian, Hittite, Cypriot 
and Ugaritic sources. The question remains whether 

the spread of the Urnfield bronzes and the migration 
of peoples can be directly linked and subsumed as ‘Sea 
Peoples phenomena’.

The role of exotic artefacts, particularly ivory, is 
discussed by G.J. van Wijngaarden. The spread and ap-
preciation of these objects, especially to Italy, the Ae-
gean and Cyprus, before the end of the Late Bronze 
Age and the collapse of palatial systems was character-
ized mainly by the value of distance (see also Burns 
2010; Steel 2013). Towards the end of the Late Bronze 
Age we can observe an increased local production in all 
three regions. In the case of ivory this cannot be simply 
explained by the collapse of trade routes, since the raw 
material has had to be imported from far away in any 
case, but the role and value of these objects changed. 
In addition, local production of exotica required infor-
mation about materials, styles and techniques, specific 
skills and know-how, which were possibly transmitted 
– at least partly – by population movements. 

Concluding remarks 
Regardless of the multitude of methods and approaches 
employed, and the regional differences and contrasting 
views considered in the attempt to elucidate or solve 
the riddle of the causes behind and the effect of the 
‘crisis years’ around 1200 BCE and later, there are a 
number of unanswered questions and problems which 
we would like to address and summarize:

(1a) Terminology: The term ‘Sea Peoples’ is still 
widely used, although it is not entirely clear whether 
the identity or origin of these ‘peoples’ can be estab-
lished with any certainty. Some scholars include in 
this term a number of (in)homogenous ethnic groups; 
others consider ‘them’ simply an effect of various, of-
ten disastrous, events; others again combine consid-
erations of ethnicity and origin with migration and 
cultural transformations and their effects. As outlined 
above we would suggest agreement on the all-embrac-
ing term ‘Sea Peoples phenomenon’, which does not 
exclude any of the prevailing hypotheses until we find 
a final solution to this problem, which at present is not 
to hand.

(1b) Terminology: Another terminological problem 
concerns the locally made Aegean-style pottery types 
which appear around 1200 BCE in various regions of 
the Eastern Mediterranean. This represents a recurring 
problem. Depending on regions and research traditions 
in the volume authors use the term Aegean-style, (lo-
cal) LH IIIC with subdivisions, locally made Mycenae-
an pottery and additional subdivisions, Philistine with 
subdivisions, and the unfortunate term White Painted 
Wheel-made III which is used in Cypriot pottery stud-
ies but which the editor (P.M. Fischer) replaced with 
two subgroups, White Painted Wheel-made Geometric 
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Style (similar to the original Mycenaean decorative 
scheme) and White Painted Wheel-made Pictorial Style 
(a local decorative invention; Fischer 2012). 

(2) The amount and availability of material and 
written sources are not consistently distributed over 
all areas, which suggests that a number of hypotheses 
and explanations are somewhat tendentious (see e.g. 
the scarce evidence from the central Levant). In ad-
dition, the intensity of research varies significantly 
between different regions. One example is the consid-
erable number of publications on the era of the Phil-
istines in the Southern Levant, where we have both 
written and archaeological evidence and intense on-
going research. However, this can lead to a distorted 
and perhaps also prejudiced picture of the ‘Sea Peo-
ples phenomenon’. 

(3) Unfortunately, depending on the plateau in the 
calibration curve together with wiggles which start in 
the second half of the 13th century and continue into 
the second half of the 12th century BCE, the absolute 
chronology of this period suffers from a wide range of 
possible dates. At present, this makes our understand-
ing of the sequence of certain events or their possible 
synchronism, such as destructions or the appearance 
and use of certain objects and styles, quite ambiguous.  

In conclusion, it became clear at the end of the con-
ference and during our final discussion that we are deal-
ing with very complex changes from the Late Bronze to 

the Iron Age. These changes include many factors and 
manifest themselves over decades and not years: One 
single wave of migration, one general military cam-
paign and other simple explanations can and should be 
dismissed. The breakdown of Late Bronze Age socie-
ties and the transformative processes that followed in 
its wake occurred in a vast area – on that we all agree 
– but they are mirrored in differing ways at local level.

Future research, which should be based on con-
tinued careful excavation of relevant sites, scientific 
material investigations including DNA and Strontium 
isotope analyses, and sequencing of radiocarbon dates 
based on firm stratigraphical evidence, followed by im-
mediate publication, will certainly bring us further in 
our assignment to advance the state of research on the 
Peoples phenomenon. 

As regards the editor’s (P.M. Fischer) research in 
the coming four years, in which also the co-editor (T. 
Bürge) is involved, we are very happy to announce the 
receipt of an advanced grant from the Swedish Re-
search Council to P.M. Fischer, which enables us to 
continue to study the Sea Peoples phenomenon (with 
focus on Cyprus) supported by a team of international 
specialists. In the course of this project radiocarbon 
dating, INAA, MC-ICP-MS, petrography, climatol-
ogy, Strontium isotope and DNA analyses, in addition 
to conventional archaeological and historical methods 
will be utilized.
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Abstract

This paper presents a description and critical discussion of recent 
research on the so-called Sea Peoples in two thematic chapters. 
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attempts to geographically locate the Sea Peoples’ ethnonyms by 
means of references to contemporary and later written sources. Re-
garding the proposed reasons for the presence of those groups of 
persons in the eastern Mediterranean and their activities, we can 
single out two current trends of research, an economic-modernist 
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studies. The overview continues by presenting the discussions cen-
tered on different traits of material culture that might be connected 
to the Sea Peoples. These are certain categories of Aegean-type 
pottery – especially kitchen vessels – as well as handmade pottery 
of Italian type, but also offensive weapons and protective armor as 
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by archaeologists to contemporaneous artefacts). The second part 
of the paper proceeds by geographical region in an anti-clockwise 
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the Balkans and Greece, in order to end in the central Mediterranean 
regions of Italy.
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The intention of this paper is to give a short overview of 
recent research on the Sea Peoples. However, this con-
tribution can only highlight some selected aspects and 
provide some thoughts: many more issues are treated in 
the papers collected in this volume. As this workshop 
has shown, the subject of the Sea Peoples touches upon 
a wide array of archaeological, philological and histori-
cal issues. Some of the most debated ones are
– the origin of the different groups of Sea Peoples
– our understanding of the social and historical phe-

nomenon of the Sea Peoples
– the impact the actions of the Sea Peoples had on the 

state societies of the eastern Mediterranean
– problems related to the detection of migration by ar-

chaeological methods
– settlement dynamics of migrants in various areas of 

the eastern Mediterranean
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The puzzle of assigning a region of provenance to the 
multitude of ethnonyms that are reported by the texts 
����*������� ���>�'
���*�	����|@¥¨ª« and <£� ¡ 
2013) is still exerting its fascination on philologists and 
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tral Mediterranean, the Aegean and Asia Minor, which 
is in principle not totally different from the start of the 
debate in the 19th century. A recurrent feature of those 
discussions to this very day is the connection that schol-
ars try to establish between group designations found in 
inscriptions on architecture and on clay tablets from the 
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As a recent example one may cite ‘Turša’ and ‘Pele-
set’ known under Merneptah and Ramesses III that 
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ued a research tradition going back to the 18th century, 
while he enriched it with a number of new details from 
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� ������#$� ��� �� '�'��� '�����$�*� ��� Y�qQ� |	�¡¬-
 ¤ 2013). Basing himself on Homer and later authors, 
Singer argued that both groups Turša and Peleset origi-
nated in western Asia Minor and they spread to Thes-
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known as Pelasgians and Tyrsenians. Other scholars, by 
contrast, hold that Italy has not been the destination, but 
the land of origin of these or other Sea People groups 
|+¤ ®«�q¢¢Q� 48–72; <§�¡  2014: 8).

To my knowledge, even today, after many decades 
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Peoples only in one certain and two further possible in-
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1998: 1; �¨¡¥ ¤ 2010). A geographic localization may 
also be feasible in the case of the Aqajawaša – again 
���
�*���*��������'
�$�|��������� ¡ 2003: 2–10; 16–
19 [“Athribis Stela”]). However, this is possible only 
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known from Hittite inscriptions and located in Greece 
|�¨®¯�¡« 1998) is regarded as philologically accept-
����� |	�̈ ¥ §ª¨¡¡ 1968: 157–160; � �ª¨¡¡ 1985: 
50–55; ?¤°�  2005: 336, 338; 	�¡¬ ¤ 2006: 252). 
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1985: 225) have been connected to the land of ‘Tanaya’ 
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1988: 73). However, the prevailing opinion prefers a 
connection to the land of Danuna known from an Amar-
na letter and a letter written by Ramesses II and found 
at Hattuša. The land of Danuna is in turn linked to the 
term ‘Adaniya’, likewise attested in Hittite texts of the 
2nd��������������*�*������
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the name ‘Adaniya’ is probably preserved in that of 
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����@*����|	�¡¬ ¤ 2013: 323; against 
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<���#���������\�	�ª£¡ 2015, who argues in favor of a 
localization of Danuna in northwestern Syria on the one 
hand and a separation from the Denyen intruders on the 
other hand). For all the other Sea People ethnonyms it is 
not possible to establish a region of origin by referring 
exclusively to contemporary written sources of the 2nd 
�����������?<>�

When it comes to understanding the social and po-
litical dimensions of the actions of the warriors and 
their followers that we call Sea Peoples, we may dis-
cern two currents. One strand of interpretation may 
be called economic-modernist and takes a profound-
ly skeptical stand towards written and archaeologi-
cal evidence for the movement of population groups. 
Very little historical agency is allotted to those latter 
groups. Rather, economic explanations are favored for 
explaining much of the material culture change around 
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2003). The adherents of this research direction explain 
the adoption of new pottery types of Aegean origin and 
of new bronze types of non-Aegean origin in regions 
��#$� ��� <'���� ��*� 
$�� ���
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� �� �� ��*���
that brings in private entrepreneurship. Private trad-

ers of pottery and bronze objects are thought to have 
undermined the centrally organized palace economies 
that were characterized by politically staged exchange 
mechanisms between kings, in which copper, tin and 
gold were traded. The advocates of that interpretative 
model locate those private, freelance traders preferably 
���
$�������*����<'����������\$����
$�������*������*�
the eastern Mediterranean bypassing rigid state control 
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ace economies, thus setting free energies for the cre-
ation of a new form of market economy leading into the 
Iron Age. Reminding ourselves that these papers were 
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century, we may not help to recall the breakdown of the 
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and the voices celebrating uncontrolled markets and to-
tal capitalist freedom. 
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had stimulated the summarized economic interpretation 
of some of the phenomena that were traditionally linked 
to the activities of the Sea Peoples. However, during the 
last few years there was also skepticism expressed re-
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mined palatial trade. Philologists and historians work-
ing on the tablets from Ugarit found no evidence of 
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mented to “rather frequently involve the kings of Ugarit 
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2009: 26). On the archaeological side, recent research 
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the changes in material culture visible in these regions 
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nantly economic explanation.

The colleagues in Israel rightly remarked on the 
fact that the so-called Philistine monochrome pottery, 
characteristic of those settlements that are historically 
known as belonging to the Philistine pentapolis, differs 
markedly in vessel-type frequencies from the previ-
�������'��
�*��#�������������������|+£��¨¡ and 
�¦¯ ¤ª¨¡ 2004: 45). The latter were predominantly 
imported from the Argolid according to chemical anal-
������_@@�|�¦¡¬�Y�q���Y�QxY��������q}��\$����_@@�
and petrographic analyses proved that the Philistine 
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¤ ® 2013). The fact that those locally produced pots 
did not continue the repertoire of the imported Myce-
naean pots, but make up a repertoire of new Mycenaean 
shapes – in some cases slightly adapted to a local style 
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painted pottery as import substitutes as the economic-
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prus on locally produced pottery that adheres to Myce-
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increase in production of such locally produced My-
cenaean-type pottery did not continue previous trends. 
Rather this production introduced a new repertory with 
completely new percentages of vessel types.

A fresh wind came into the debate on Philistine ma-
terial culture, when modern migration studies were used 
to classify models of migration and test them against 
the archaeological evidence at the different settlements 
|�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2007). It was realized that food prepa-
ration and consumption habits are often preserved by 
immigrants in their new cultural milieu, even when they 
try to adopt many other habits of their region of immi-
gration. This is when the study of cooking pots, a class 
of pottery that had previously rather been neglected in 
virtually all countries around the eastern Mediterranean, 
became an important indicator of social change. Some 
stimulus came from feasting and consumption debates 
in Aegean archaeology and especially from scholars 
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Scholars realized that a new shape of cooking pot and 
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pearance in the early phases of the Philistine sites. The 
new cooking pot shape was without predecessors in the 
region and could be directly related to Mycenaean pro-
totypes, namely the cooking jug FT 65 and the cooking 
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to be used in a totally different way from the round-bot-
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and petrographic analyses showed that also the manu-
facture of the Mycenaean-type cooking pots was differ-
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ing pots in terms of clay paste preparation by the potters 
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At the Iron Age I sites in Philistia archaeozoologists 
supplemented the pottery evidence by zoological data 
in order to reconstruct the diet of the inhabitants. Their 
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domestic pigs) in the earliest strata of the Iron I settle-
ments, as it seemed to show that the diet of the pre-
sumed newcomers differed in at least one animal spe-
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1997). Indeed, the progress of archaeozoological re-
search showed that from Ashkelon in the south up to 
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coasts Mycenaean-type pottery had been locally pro-
duced since the early 12th century, this phenomenon 
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casionally were cooking pots of Mycenaean type pro-
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tical data to enable direct site-to-site comparisons. In 
general, it seems that the locally produced Mycenaean 
and Mycenaeanizing pottery classes make up a large or 
even dominant part of the whole pottery repertoire at 
Iron IA sites in the historical Philistine pentapolis and 
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The same seems to be true for a few settlements in 
northern coastal Syria and in the north Orontes valley 
��#$����!������������|¥¦���Ø¥ 2011) and Tell Ta�yinat 
|�¨¡ ® °̈ 2011). However, in these cases we are deal-
ing nearly exclusively with painted Aegean-type pot-
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unpainted pots among the local Mycenaean table wares. 
However, in contrast to Ras Ibn Hani, the whole of the 
local Mycenaean pottery makes up only a small per-
centage of the pottery total at the beginning of the Iron 
@���|�¦¡¬ 2011b).
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an interesting fact. While along the eastern Mediter-
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pottery of Aegean type or inspiration are taken to rep-
resent one of the most visible correlates of Sea Peoples 
settlement, in the Aegean other artifacts come into 
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mainland dates back to the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
For more than two decades the search for the origin of 
that pottery class called Handmade Burnished Ware or 
Handmade and Burnished Pottery developed in vari-
ous directions including Troy, the central Balkans, the 
Adriatic coasts and southern Italy. At the beginning of 
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[printed posthumously]). A similar result had been 
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|�¨§§¨¬ ¤ 1983). Others followed that approach and 
added discussions of further sites on the Greek main-
���*���*����<��
��1 It turned out that at most of the late 
palatial and early post-palatial sites the Handmade and 
Burnished Pottery can be connected to Recent Bronze 
Age southern Italy, while there are a number of sites 
with a second handmade pottery class, the types of 
which cannot be convincingly related to any region 
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where in the Aegean, where either chemical or pe-
trographic analyses have been undertaken, the Hand-
made and Burnished Ware of Italian type was found 
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bibliography). Regarding the fact that its whole tech-
nology differs from Aegean potting traditions, which 
were using the fast wheel, and that its typology has 
barely any relation to Mycenaean and Minoan shapes, 
this pottery is now commonly taken to have been used 
by people of foreign – in this case Italian – origin, 
who preserved some of their consumption habits. This 
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later locally produced Mycenaean and Mycenaeaniz-
ing pottery of the Iron Age I period. 

Once the problem of origin seemed to be solved for 
a major part of the Handmade and Burnished pottery, 
*�
����*� 
�'����'$�#��� �
�*����� ���
� �
� ;������ ��
��� �
�
�$���Þ� ��*� �
$��� ��
���� �
��
�*� \�
$� 
$�� ���� ��� ����-
minating the social position of the people using those 
vessels in the context of Mycenaean society. Studies 
covering a large part of the settlement, including dif-
�����
�����
������*�'���������$������\�
$���#����"����
deposits, are still a desideratum for new archaeological 
���*\�����;$��*���
�����������������*��'��������
����*�-
[�����|��§�¨¡ 2007: 50–52; 	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2008 vol. 
I: 288–294; !¨�ª«�£¤·�Y�qq��Qq�xQq���QY�xQY¢�������
2–4;�+^@¬ �̈̈  et al. 2012).

The earliest appearance of the Italian-type Hand-
made and Burnished pottery during the last phases of 
the palace period was found to coincide both chrono-
logically and topographically with the appearance of 
��\��������
'���
����*�������*��������������������
��� 
$�� ��
�������#��� ����²�� ��#$� ��� �������� _���� ���
swords, spearheads with cast sockets and other items. 
A debate evolved around the question of the way in 
which pottery and bronzes were related to immigrant 
groups and whether these immigrants can be seen as 
warriors that eventually became involved in some of 
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*������� 
$����[��
����#���
���	����\���*���
$�������
�����[��[����
����
��*����|��#��
���¨�£¡£�2013, who 
does not, however, deny the presence of Italian immi-
grants in Greece), while others interpret these objects 
as related to some warrior groups and their followers, 
who were present as immigrants at several Mycenaean 
settlements. Such a presence of warriors originating in 
Italy is explained in different ways, supported also by 
��#������#�����*������������
�����
�*����|� ¤£¡� 1983: 
258–271; ? �� §§� 1999: 468–472; �¦¡¬ 2009a; �¦¡¬ 
and � �£· ¤ 2013).

Several classes of Handmade and Burnished Pottery 
are still sometimes mapped together without differen-
tiation between their different typological repertoires 
|!¨�ª«�£¤·�Y�qq��Qq¢��QQ����������?¤££¥¨¡¯ 2013: 
��Qx���������¢�q����¨�£¡£�Y�qQ������������Y}���
�#���*�
be shown, however, that in the Aegean we may differ-
entiate between technological and typological traditions 
of different origin: One tradition of handmade pottery – 

1  ? �� §§��q¢¢¢��qq�xqY����������x�����¦¡¬ 2006a: 32–39; 179–187; 199–204; 208–210, pl. 26; ? �� §§��Y��¢��+^@¬ �̈̈  et al. 2012.
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Fig. 2  Handmade and Burnished Pottery in the eastern Mediterranean from the later 14th to the early 11th�#��
���?<>�|���
$������*����
$-
western Greece not mapped; Submycenaean contexts excluded): � – Italian mainland types; � – Sardinian types; � – Sicilian types; � 
– Balkan types; ��x���#�����*����j#�����������
'���|���������'$�������
�*���*��##��*����
���¦¡¬ 2006a: 255–256; so-called céramique 
à la stéatite of northern Syria not mapped, cf. !¨�ª«�£¤·�Y�qq��Qq¢��QQ��������}�|��''����!�����������'$�#�����?µ����}��q��@#$����<������
|�¨«��¨§�¥�« and ��� £¤¬ �Y��¢����}��Y��@#��#����
$�|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��Q��@�ß���|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}�����@�$����Þ�|�¦¡¬�
Y������Y����'���Y�}�����@
$����|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}�����@ß������ß��|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}�����?�*����*�á��;�'��|�¦¡¬�2006a: 255, 
'���Y�}�����?����
�|?¨¥¤ �q¢¢�����x����������x����¦¡¬�Y��¢���qQ�xqQ�������Q�Q}��¢��+��'$��|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��q���+$���Þ
��|�¦¡¬�
Y������Y����'���Y�}��qq��+$��ß���|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��qY��>�����Ú�|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��qQ��>������|��§�¥ « 1994: 87–88, cat. 
�����YQxY�������q¢�qx�����§�¥ «�and ?£�§ ¨¦�Y�qq��qq���qY�������q��qY��������}��q���>=Þ������|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��q�������'Ú*$��
|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��q������
²�������*$�Þ*$��|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��q������
�����Þ���|�¨¡�¨ and �£¡�£´£¥��Y�qq��qQ���q�q������
��}��q����$���Þ�|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26; �¨§§¨¬ ¤ 2011: 371–372, pl. 128,80-P1046+. 77-P2049; +^@¬ �̈¨ et al. 2012: 299–309); 19. 
�ß
����|��§�¥ «�q¢¢�����x����#�
�������qxYY�������q�xq�}��Y��������Ú��|+^@¬ �̈¨�et al. Y�qY��Q��xQ�¢�������?}��Yq������Ú��|�¦¡¬�2006a: 
Y����'���Y�}��YY�����Þ����|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��YQ������ß
$���|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��Y���������*ß�|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26; �£-
´�¨ª�et al. Y�����Yq�xYq�������Y��Y�Yx���'����¢x����? �� §§��Y��¢��qqQxqq�������qY��}��Y������j�����Ú���
���|��§�¥ « 1994: 88–89, cat. 
����Y�������Y��q}��Y�������������|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26; < �̈§�¡¬�Y��¢����Q��xQ�Q������YQ�������YQ¢��>Y�Y��YQ�������Y����>Y����Y¢�������
Q�q�@Y����@Y��}��Y�����
�=Þ
��|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��Y�����*���|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26; + ª¨¯£´£¦§£¦�et al. Y��Q��q�xqq������¢��
q�xq�������YY}��Y¢���ß
�����	�����<�|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��Q���������|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��Qq��_�#$Ú����|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 
Y�}��QY���Þ��������;$���������@�|+ «´�¡�«�q¢�q��YQ���'���q�YË��Ì}��QQ������Þ���|+ ª¨¯£´£¦§£¦ 1982: 116–117, cat. no. 13, pl. 59,135); 
Q�������
ß�|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}��Q������j������Ú�������|�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 2011; � ¤ª£¡�et al. Y�qq}��Q���	ß�*��|��§�¥ « 1994: 88, 
#�
������Y�������q¢��}��Q���;��#$���+������|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26); 38. Tell �@����|<�¨¤¨·�Y�qq}��Q¢��;����������|?¨¥¤  2006: 83–89; 
¢q�\�
$������q���q��q��Y�������q��qx���q¢�qx�}������;���Û������|�¨º¨¤�q¢�����Qx����q¢�xq¢¢������Y¢�Y�xYY��Y��xY�¢������Q��qY�qQ}���q��
;$�����|�¦¡¬�Y������Y����'���Y�}���Y��;$�Ú������'$Þ���|+^@¬ �̈¨ et al. Y�qY��Qq�xQq��\�
$������¢���*�qq�Y��Q���}���Q��;�����|�¦¡¬�2006a: 
256, pl. 26; ��§�¨¡�Y���}������;���|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26; �ã¡« § 2008; �¡�§¨�Y�qY}�������Ú������Þ�
��{����Þ�|�¦¡¬�2006a: 256, pl. 26)
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which is present at the largest number of sites – is relat-
ed to southern mainland Italy and more precisely to the 
so-called Subapennine culture group of Recent Bronze 
Age date. A second tradition of handmade pottery has 
��#��
����?���������������*�������������#�����*�
��;���
|������#��
��
�*�������
$��;��~�����*�������ã¡« § 2008; 
�¡�§¨ 2012). A third one is probably a local invention 
at several sites in central Greece and perhaps related 
to people living in remote areas barely known through 
��#$�������#���������#$�|�¦¡¬ 2006a: 40–47; for a dif-
ferent yet also local explanation of this category see ��« 
2009). Detailed distribution maps of these categories 
�����[��������
�*��|�¦¡¬ 2006a: 46–47 pl. 25–26; ��« 
Y��¢��q��xq�������q��Y��+^@¬ �̈̈ �et al. 2012: 296–297 
����q@����������'*�
������`����Y}�

One may note that the chronological and geographic 
distribution of both the handmade pottery of Italian 
type and the bronzes of the metallurgical koinè fol-
��\�*� ��\��
j���
� *���#
����� ���#$����<'���� ��*� 
$��
��[��
���� �$����� ����$
�� ��
��� 
$��� ����#��� ;$�� ��j
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�������������
$����[��
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but this scarcity may very well be due to the fact that 
we know only few tomb contexts dating to early Iron I 
in those regions. 

It is further important to remark on the fact that the 
distribution of Italian-type handmade pottery is very un-
�[���
��
$�����
��������#���@
�
\����
������<'���������
single sherds or vessels conform to the Subapennine ty-
pological repertoire, at one site to a Nuragic type, while 
a few more pieces from those and other sites might be-
�����
��
$�������'�|`����Y}����
�����*���#��
�
��#�������*���

��
$���
��
$�������j�'�#��#��$�'�����
��
$�����������
���
'�����[�
����|#�����§�¥ « 1994; �¦¡¬ 2009b: 78; ��§�¨¡ 
Y�������x��}�����[��\����
$�������
����<'�����
$���������
quantities found at two sites in the Akkar Plain, i.e. of 
*������ ��� �$��*�� ��*� [������� �
�;���� ������ ��*� ��=� �
�
Tell �Arqa, are remarkable and cannot be explained by 
a simple model suggesting that all of the pottery classes 
���\��
����*���[�
�������
�$�[��#����[���<'�����;$��
handmade and burnished pottery from the Akkar Plain 
compares very well with the repertoire of southern con-
tinental Italy – note especially the carinated cup and 
��\���$�'���|<�¨¤¨·�Y�qq��Y����YqY������Y�q��Y��?¨¥¤ �
Y�������x��������q�����`����Q�q}��%����
�����\�@������
sites such as Tiryns, Dhimíni and the Spartan Menelaion 
provide us with similar quantities and a comparable ty-
'�����#���[����
�����
$��_����>��
�;������������*�;����
�Arqa are the only sites that yielded Recent Bronze Age 
�
�����j
'��$��*��*��'�

���|
$��$��*��*��'�
�������
;���Û������������������
�*�
���
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see Fig. 2:40), while it is especially remarkable that at 
both sites this class had been locally produced accord-
���� 
�� '�
�����'$�#� ��*� #$���#��� �������� |?¨¥¤  et 
al. 2005; ?£�§ ¨¦ et al. 2010; �£ªª« ¡ 2011). The 
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not among the local pottery classes, e.g. grog temper. It 
even seems that the predilection for carniated bowls in 
the Subapennine pottery manufacture inspired potters at 
;����������
��'��*�#�����������$�'������
$��\$��������-
ing technology and style otherwise reserved for the local 
�#�������'�
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pottery, locally produced Mycenaean-type pottery ap-
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������
$��@�����������|����;�����Arqa 
see <�¨¤¨·�Y���xY�������x��������������}������**�
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�;���������� 
$�����������#��*�'�
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derivation, so far not found at Tell �Arqa. In discussions 
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$��;������������
�������
�$�������
�����������[��-
looked that two distinct classes of Grey Ware are pres-
��
��
� 
$����
���%���#�����
�����;��~����$�'���|�����=�
and amphoroid kraters with incised wavy line decora-

���}� ���\�� ����� ��[����� ��[��
���� ��
����@##��*����
to chemical analyses by NAA these vessels had indeed 
�������'��
�*������
$��;���*�|?¨¥¤ �Y�������x��������
16,8; ?¨¥¤  et al. Y�����q¢��Qq��������Q������£ªª« ¡ 
and �̈ ³å¯�Y���). The second Grey Ware category of 
;���� ��� ��� �����\�� '��[����#�� |
$�� _@@� �����
�� *�*�
not match any known chemical group), differs clearly 
in terms of technology from the Trojan fabrics and has 
���'����������
��
$�����[��
������
����������|?¨¥¤  et al. 
Y�����q¢��Qq��������q�Y��?¨¥¤ �Y�������x��������q�����
9. 10. 12; �¦¡¬�Y�qY��qqq������q����Q��������q�}��;$��
shapes of this second Grey Ware class are either My-
#�������|*��'���\��`;�Y��{Y��}����Subapennine Ital-
���������|#�����
�*���\����#�����
�*�#�'���*�~��}����*�
they seem to functionally supplement the handmade 
Subapennine vessels, together with which they were 
����*����
$��������
��
����'$�#�#��
�=
��|?¨¥¤  2006: 
87; �¦¡¬�Y�qY��q�¢xqqY������q���}��;$���**����
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remarkable element of Italian derivation and moreover 
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�#�������'�#��#��������
�*�
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��
of southern Italy. In the Aegean this class has parallels 
in a comparable variety and with similar quantities es-
pecially at Dhimíni.

The discussion of the evidence from the Akkar 
Plain serves to highlight with an example that the lo-
cal material culture and thus the historical processes 
took very different paths in the various regions along 
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contrast to the stratigraphic appearance of local My-
cenaean and Mycenaeanizing pottery at the southern 
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and the handmade Italian-type pottery were not only 
����*� ��� �����@��� �� #��
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$�� �-
���� �?� ��� *��
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percentages compared to the local ceramic repertoire. 
Although they appear to be products of some small 
groups of immigrants with an Aegean and a central 
Mediterranean cultural background, these vessels can-

not be convincingly explained as products of the in-
vaders mentioned in Ramesses’ III year eight inscrip-
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�����������
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����'$�#��� ��������|����
Ramesses’ III regnal years see now 	��¡ �¥ ¤ 2010: 
��Y��qq¢�xqq���?<>}��;$�����#��'
�����������
����*�-
struction of Amurru, i.e. the region of the Akkar Plain, 
by the Sea Peoples, who subsequently set up their en-
#��'���
����
$����������|>¥ § 1985: 225, 235–236). 
A connection of the Aegean- and Italian-type artifact 
classes to the wider phenomenon of the Sea Peoples 
may nevertheless exist, if one keeps in mind that mi-
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��*�
����[��\$����
$����*�#��
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people that can transmit knowledge to them about the 
����� ��� ������
����� '��$�'�� ����� ���
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� $�[�� ������
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� ¤ 1996; �¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2007). If the current picture 
is not heavily distorted by certainly existing research 
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region ought to have come by sea from the Aegean 
and Italy or perhaps from Italy with a subsequent lon-
ger or shorter intermediate stay in the Aegean, as in 
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western-type artifacts belonging to the realm of every-
day life. A basically maritime expansion starting from 
the central Mediterranean and from the Aegean is also 
in agreement with the laconic information of the writ-
ten and iconographic sources,2 and has been convinc-
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the hairstyles of the Sea Peoples’ women at Medinet 
����� |	®  ¡ ° and �¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 1999), one can 
state that the weaponry consists of a mixture of differ-
ent military traditions. Few types have good parallels 
������ ��[��
���� ��*� ������ �#������� \��'����
���'�#
�[���|� �£· ¤ and �¦¡¬� in the present vol-
ume), but many of them cannot be related to 14th and 
early 13th century warrior equipments from the Ae-
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they are new in all of these regions. This is true for 
the long or short swords with tapering shoulders and 
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1–2 – quoting Sicilian and southern continental Italian 
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ern Mediterranean attestations in Mycenaean Greece 
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during the second half of the 13th century, �¦¡¬�and 
� �£· ¤� Y���: 127–130); for the horned helmets 
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�¨¤¥� 1972: 37–38; 113–115, pls. 12,3; 13; 14,1–3; 
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for the composite helmets consisting of metal stripes, 
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This last helmet type, which we may call ‘type 
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the central Mediterranean. However, we have to keep 
in mind the almost total lack of defensive armor in 14th 
to 12th�#��
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burial rites practiced in those areas), and we may quote 
possible 14th century forerunners found in northern Ita-
ly, i.e. organic caps with rows of rivets worn by sword-
��������\��������|�¦¡¬�Y��¢�����x�¢���Yx�����¢������
Y��¢Q�������}�

The swords carried by the Šardana on the early 13th 
century reliefs compare well with the abovementioned 
southern Italian and Sicilian weapons. Such a sword 
is also part of the earlier Uluburun shipwreck assem-
������|�̈ ¬¡ ��� and �£�	��� ³̈£�q¢�¢��YYYxYY�������
28.2) dated to the Amarna Age by a Nefertiti scarab 
��*�
��������@Y������������
$������#��
�*��#����-
���'�

����;$��'�����#���
�?����
�|`����Y��}�������#��-
text of the same date, of an imported Sicilian vessel 
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$� ��#����<'���
�� ��*��#�������'�

���
�����'���
���
�����
����
����#���
\����
$����[��
���*�
	�#��� |?¨¥¤ � q¢¢��� ��x���� ���� ��x��� �¦¡¬ 2009a: 

qQ�xqQ��������qxQ��?£�§ ¨¦ et al. 2010: 1684–1685; 
1688). However, the evidence at both ends does not 
������
� 
$�
� ��������	�#�����j��[��
���� �=#$����� �#-
tivities were taking place. It is therefore perhaps no 
coincidence that the earliest texts mentioning the 
ç��*����|���
$����������ç��*��é}�
��
���
��
$����'���-
��#�����������
���#��
�=
����
$��#��
������[��
������-
gion, a few kilometers to the north of Beirut, at Bylos, 
and dates again from the Amarna Age.4 

Apart from weaponry, another aspect discussed in 
��#��
���������
$��	������'��� �̂�$�'��|`������q}����-
chael Wedde compared the late Mycenaean ship ico-
nography attesting to the use of war ships with crews 
��� ����
� ��� ���� |����� '��
����
���� ��� ��#���
� ������
terminology) to the famous Ugarit letters that report 
�

�#���������*�Y���$�'�����'�#
�[���|� ¥¥  1999: 
468–470, pl. 87; � ¥¥  2000: 74–75; 104–107; 168). 
This leads us to the wide-spread belief that the Sea 
Peoples’ ships depicted at Medinet Habu can be as-
signed to Aegean types. Sandars compared the ship 
painted on a stirrup jar from the Aegean island of Sky-
ros with the ships of the Sea Peoples, but thought the 
��

��� $�*� ����� ����
� ��� 
$�� ��[��
� |	¨¡¥¨¤« 1985: 
qQ�xqQq��������}����\�[������'��������������\�
$�
$���
and similar interpretations, for the late Mycenaean 
and Minoan ships invariably have only one protome 
of a dragon or phantastic creature on the stem post, 
while all the Sea Peoples’ ships on the Medinet Habu 
reliefs have two identical bird head protomes on the 
symmetrically shaped stem and stern posts.5 Vassilis 
��
������ ��*�� ��� �� �������� \��� @����� �����j���*���
�����*� 
$�
� 
$�� >�'
����� $�*� ��
���*� ��� �����*��-
stood the phantastic stem posts of the Aegean ships 
\$���#���
����
$������������|� �¤¨¯�« 2006: 203–206; 
�¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010b: 402). Shelley Wachsmann, 
instead, believed that at least one ship with two bird 

3  However, the person with a horned helmet depicted on a picto-
��������
������<'���
��
����
������	��
���;������@�����j���
{
<ÛY��	
��
���Y�|`�«�� ¤ and ?±¤¬ �Y�q����qx�Q�������Y�x
Y�}����
��'�������*�
��������
$�����
�$�������
$��qYth century 
?<>� |���� 
$�� *�
�� ��� ��[��� ��� 
�� �<� ���@q� ���� `�«�� ¤ and 
?±¤¬ �Y�q����Qx��������Q�}��%������*�\�
$���]$��'�*���#� �̂
on the krater compares quite well to a bird on a deep bowl 
����� \���� ;>� ����� �
� �����'�'$��{�������j>[�²
��� ��*� 
$���
��*�#�
��� 
$�� ����� 
���� �'��� |�¨� ¤ 1973: 75, pl. 15,3; for 
the date of birds showing the same style see also � ¤ª ¦§  
and �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1982: 167, cat. nos. XIII.10–XIII.11; 
�±¡�¡ ¤ 2000: 290; �£¦¡�¼£°�Y�����q��xq��}��;$��<'���
�
krater may thus give us an example of a horned helmet ap-
proximately contemporaneous or only slightly more recent in 
date than the Medinet Habu reliefs.

4  @��������

���������>@��q�����q���>@�qYY�����Q���>@�qYQ�����q��
|�£¤¨¡ 1987: 261; 334–335).

5 A wrong drawing of a depiction on a krater sherd from Tiryns 
was sometimes used to argue that there were Mycenaean ships 
\�
$� 
\�� ���*� $��*� '��
����� |?£¦º ¯� q¢���� q���� ���� ������
�¨��«ª¨¡¡� q¢¢��� Q��� ���� Y�}�� ;$�� '�����$�*� '$�
�� '��[���
�
$��\���� |	§ ¡�º¯¨ 1974: pl. 39,1e) and correct drawings 
$�[�������*������'�����$�*�|�������� ¥¥  2000: 124; 324, 
cat. no. 640; � �¤¨¯�«�Y�����Y�Q��Y��������qq��Yq¢��#�
������q�}��
Instead of interpreting this depiction as a bird boat as Wedde 
��*���
������*��|op. cit.), it can be argued that the motif is in 
fact a double whorl-shell with additional bird heads. Hartmut 
��

$ê���\���
$�����
�
��������
�
$���'��������
�����
$���*��-
�����*��
����
�\�
$��
�#��'��������������
��|� �̈��ã¦« 1980: 
319–320).
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head protomes and symmetrical stem and stern posts 
*�*�����[��\�
$�
$��	������'�����
�
$��>�'
����#���
���
��������\�*�����#$���*����#$�������
$���$
�|��ªª�¬ 
1964: 224) in linking this ship type to depictions of the 
so-called bird boats or Vogelbarken from the regions 
��� 
$�� ������*� #��
����� ��� #��
���� ��*� ���
$���
����
>���'��|�¨��«ª¨¡¡�1997: 351–354). The advocates 
of this theory sought the origin of the Sea Peoples’ 
�$�'�� \�
$� 
\�� ����
��#��� ���*� $��*�� ��� 
$�� <��-
'�
$���� ?����� ��*� #��
���� >���'�� |���� ����� ?£¦º ¯ 
q¢����q��xq���������¢x¢���YqYxYqQ}��\$����
$��\��
-
ern Mediterranean was neglected in this perspective. 
However, in continental Italy the stylized bird boat 
with two protomes has a long history going back to 
��**���?������@���Q� |#��
��'�����\�
$�������@}��
���� �=��'���� ���� �

��
�*� ���� 
$�� !�#��
� |`����
��Qx�}� ��*� 
$�� `����� ?������@��� |`���� ��Y}� '����*���

$�
�����#��
��'�����\�
$�������?���*����<�����������
Damiani discussed these motifs and also recognized 
the possibility of connections with the Medinet Habu 
�$�'�����\�[�����$��'�������*����>�'
�������'���
����
for the Italian motif rather than the opposite, although 
she had already admitted that there are no other par-
������� ��� >�'
���� �#������'$� ���� 
$�� ����
��#���
*�����j$��*�*����
�����$�'�|+¨ª�¨¡� 2010: 315–322, 
'���qqY<��qqQxqq����������¢������¢���Qx�}�

While it is nearly impossible to create an explana-
tory model, in which the archaeological evidence in It-
���\���*���''��
����>�'
�����*������#�����*��#��-
����'$�#���"���#�������#���?������@����#������'$��

$����[�����\��
�������
$���$�'��
$�����[���|'��$�'��
via the Aegean) is very plausible. Some Final Bronze 
@�����'�����
�
���������������|�����`������Y}���*������
'�

���[������������
����$�\����
����*�$�����������
���
$��*�����j$��*�*����*����
�|�£�¯ ¡�ë³ § 1974: 
81–82; 87; ?�¨¡�£� � ¤£¡� 1979: 21–23, pl. 8:95. 
96; 112B). Although these last-mentioned objects are 
slightly more recent in date than the Medinet Habu 
reliefs, they tend to support the notion that the earlier 
bird boat motifs from Italy are indeed also stylized 
ship representations. The incised representation on a 
cup from the settlement of Filo Braccio located on the 
Aeolian Island of Filicudi north of Sicily and dated to 

$�����
�$�������
$��Ynd������������?<>�|�¨¤��¡ §§� 
et al. Y�q���Q��xQqY������q�xq�}����$
��[���������
�
that double-headed ships were in use throughout the 
��#��*���������������
$��#��
������*�
���������|`����
4:5). The information of the Medinet Habu inscription 
according to which the different attackers came from 
����� ���'�#���*� �����*�� \���*� �
� \�
$� ��� ��
���
��
Italian origin of their ships. The non-Aegean type of 
those ships and of several weapons and elements of 
���������
$��#��\�\���*�������
���#$����#�������

We do not know if different ship types were used in 

$��[��������

�#������ 
$��>�'
����#���
� ��'��
�*���
the written sources. There may well have been more 
than one type involved, if we take into consideration 
the fact that the sea battle showing a single ship type 
on the side of the attackers is the only depiction of a 
������

�����
\����
$��	������'������*�
$��>�'
�����
|_ §«£¡ 1930: pl. 39). The careful examination and 
new reconstruction by Shelley Wachsmann of a wood-
en ship model on a cart that was found at the middle 
>�'
���� ��
�� ��� ������ '��[��� 
$�
� 
$�� �#�������
galley of Wedde’s type VI was also known in 13th/12th 
#��
��� #��?<� >�'
� |�¨��«ª¨¡¡ 2013 – including 
also 14<j*�
������ 
$��\��*}��;$�����*���$���x�������
others – a bow projection and a stempost with a styl-
ized protome, on which the beak or snout of the ani-
mal is added separately, while it has no sternpost and is 
thus clearly differentiated from the Italian-type double-
headed ships. Type VI is the Mycenaean warship par 
excellence and also depicted in sea battles in the Ae-
���������
$����������
����*����
��������?�*����*�á��
;�'����*������������<�@*[��#�*����
��������
$��#��-

������������

�����
�����ì��$�����[���
Ú��|+¨¯£¤£-
¡�¨�Y�����q�qxq�Y������q��� ¥¥ �Y�������x�����Y������
15; �¨��«ª¨¡¡�Y�qQ���Q������Y�Q�����x�����£¦¡�¼£° 
Y�q�����x�����Y������YQ}�

���
��##�����
��"����
The Sea Peoples will probably never lose their fasci-
nation for archaeologists, philologists and historians 
|#��� <§�¡  2014). Personally, I think this is for two 
reasons. First, they constitute one of the few subjects 
where prehistory meets history. Historical sources 
from some regions stimulate interpretations regarding 
neighboring regions, which themselves do not provide 
us with texts. In a fruitful interdisciplinary dialogue 
with text-based disciplines archaeology can hope to 
get closer to a more detailed reconstruction of histori-
cal processes that may at least partially go beyond 
the reconstruction of long-term processes of culture 
change and a history of longue durée towards recog-
nizing true political developments and even in some 
cases historical events. However, the lacunae in our 
record are immense and lead us to the second reason 
for the fascination exerted by the Sea Peoples. Those 
lacunae exist in each region of their former activity, 
they challenge us to complement knowledge from 
one region with that from another, a task not without 
��
$�*�����#��� *���#��
����� �
� ��� ��� �������� ��� 
$��
end, to recall the situation of the various areas starting 
\�
$� >�'
�� ������ \�� '������� 
$�� ������
� �����
� ���
historical information from textual sources and from 
iconography. However, we are largely missing traces 
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Fig. 4

q�x�	������'��� �̂�$�'����
$�����
$�\�������!������� �̂����;��'����
���*���
������|��
���_ §«£¡ 1930: pl. 39); 2 – bronze razor showing 
*�����j$��*�*����*����
��\�
$���$������������
��*��������
���
������*�'��#�������\��|���
$��!����	#�

��$���������>*������$����
���?�¨¡�£�
� ¤£¡� 1979: pl. 8:96); 3. 4 – protomes in the shape of double-headed bird boats from Recent Bronze Age pottery cups, found at San Polo Ser-
[������|Q}���*��
�����������������|�}�|��
���+¨ª�¨¡� 2010: 318, pl. 113:12; 320, pl. 114:8); 5 – incised motifs possibly representing the sea, ships 
��*���$�����������������>����?������@���Y�#�'������`����?��##������
$�������*����`���#�*��|��
����¨¤��¡ §§� et al. Y�q���Qq�������q��qxY}�
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of the dramatis personae in the archaeological record, 
we know how they should look like, but we can barely 
�*��
��� 
$������ 
����������

�����
��|�����$�\�[����

\���\��*���������\���>�'
��� �£· ¤ and �¦¡¬, 
in the present volume). This is not only true for the so-
called Sea Peoples, but maybe even more so for their 
��������
�
$��
������������'
�$��
$��������\$������
�-
rial culture is almost completely unknown to modern 
research.

In neighboring Palestine, named after one of the im-
migrant groups, archaeologists have gathered and pub-
���$�*������'�����[�������
����*�
����*��
��
���*�*�
��
from most of their historically known settlements and 
������������������
$�����
���|����
$�����
�*�#�*�����������
����� ��
�� '����#�
����� �� +£��¨¡� and ? ¡j	�§£ª£ 
2005; �  �§ et al. 2006;�	�̈ ¬ ¤ et al. 2008; �¨ �¤ 
Y�qY}��;$��������'��
��������������*�������#$�������-
cal and archaeometric research, as the acts of this con-
ference demonstrate. Strangely enough, there is still 
�� *���
$� ��� ��
$� \��

��� ����#��� |<¤£«« and 	�̈ ¬ ¤ 
Y���}� ��*� 
���� #��
�=
�� |�¨ ªª § 2013) that could 
be connected to those people who had come over the 
sea during the 12th�#��
���?<>��\$����\��

�������#���
���
$��'��#�*������
��?������@���*���=��
��������[�����
sites.

Further to the north the archaeological map is not 
dotted in the same density with research excavations, 
while the fewer sites do provide most relevant data 
��
$����
����������#$�������#�����*����*�
�=
��x����
�
and foremost Ugarit, of course. Recent years saw the 
�=#�[�
���������
$�����
���\�
$��������
��?������@���
��� ��*� �����@��� �� ��[����'��[�*������*�� ����[��
� ����
the subject of the Sea Peoples. One can name the in-
���*���

�����
�����;����@������	������*�;����;��yinat 
��� ��*���� ;����� |� ¥¤¨ºº� 2007–2008; � ¡�¦¤� 
2007; �¨¤¤�«£¡ 2010; �¨¡ ® °̈ 2011), the inland cre-
��
������#��'����� ���;���� ��j_�����$� |`¨�³¤ �Y�qQ) 
as well as the coastal settlement sites of Tell Tweini, 
!��������������*�;�������������	������*�;�����Arqa 
�����������|¥¦���Ø¥ 2011; ?¨¥¤  2006; �¦¡¬ 2006b, 
2010, 2011b; ¨§j�¨î¥�««� et al. 2010). All these sites 
provide us with Aegean-type artifacts, mainly painted 
pottery, and those in the Akkar Plain also with Italian-

'�� $��*��*�� '�

��� |���� ���[�}��@��
$��� ��'��-
tant excavation was that of the Temple of the Storm 
God on the citadel of Aleppo with its most important 
inscription linking up with other inscriptions mention-
����������*������
ï������������
ï���������
$����	�����
�

$��[�����*���� 
$�� ��#��*������������|�£�§ª ° ¤ 
2009: 197–200; �¨®¯�¡« 2009 and � �¼ ¤, in the 
present volume). Research in Syria has been violently 
interrupted by the war. In many regions all archaeo-
logical legacy is being destroyed and/or sold out by 

a fascist movement as well as by the regional and in-
ternational powers fueling the forces of destruction. 
However, many data collected in the excavations up 
to 2010 still await edition and interpretation, and Syria 
will continue to enrich the debate on the Sea Peoples 
even in these dark times.

%''���
������
$�������*����<'�����
$����
��
����������
some way similar to the one in Israel. A whole series 
of settlements dating from the late second millennium 
$���������=#�[�
�*��\$���������[��������
$������*�\����
�������������'��[�*������\���'��
��
�*�
��|������¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« et al. 2014). Again, the number of excavated 
tombs dating from the 12th century is comparatively 
small, when compared to the huge extensions of exca-
vated settlement areas. Regrettably, there are no texts, 
\$�#$� \�� \���*� ��� ����� 
�� ��*���
��*�� ��

���� ���
�
�����<'���
�@��Ñ���\��������*� ���	������*�>�'
��
but so far no international correspondence has been un-
earthed in Alašiya itself.

<��'���*�
���
��[��
�
����
���@������������������
�
an empty space with regard to our subject, but without 

$�� 
�=
�� ����� 
$�� ��

�
�� #�'�
��� \�� \���*� ��*� ���-
selves more or less in a state of ignorance regarding 
the historical development of the great northern power 
��� 
$�� ��
�� ?������@��� \���*��;�*�� \�� \���*� �����
to know more about the coastal regions that are so rel-
evant to our endeavor, but progress is constantly made 
�� ������ ��� ��\� �=#�[�
����� ��� <���#��� ��*� ��� �����
�����������
$��\��
�#���
�|	�̈ ª´£§�¥�«�et al. 2015). We 
�����
�����'�#��#���#�������
$�����*����
$�������������
of the very few Sea Peoples of which we think we know 
the region of origin.

Since the time of Nancy Sandar’s masterful synthe-
���� |	¨¡¥¨¤« 1978 and 1985) and Bernhard Hänsel’s 
���*����
���
'�����#�����*�#$��������#����
�*�|�ã¡-
« § 1976) archaeology in the northern Aegean and the 
adjacent regions of the central Balkans has been pro-
gressively advancing. Regional chronologies are con-
�
��
������������
��'�|�����	 ³̈̈  2002; �¦¡¬ et al. 2009; 
�ã¡« § et al. 2010). This is a necessary precondition 
for linking the historical development of the societies 
������
$���
����>���'��
��
$�
����
$������$���������*�-
terranean countries. On this new chronological basis 
one may ask again, in which way people living north of 
Greece and Asia Minor became direct actors in the his-
torical events at the end of the Mediterranean Bronze 
Age or contributed in an indirect way to their course. 

The regions of Bronze Age southern and central 
Greece are densely explored, and new excavations 
bring to light both archaeological remains and new 
Mycenaean archives such as the ones from Thebes 
���?���
�����*�@��������ß����������#�����|
$����

����
however, antedating the fall of the Mycenaean state 
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cised animal motifs on vessels of the Sicilian Middle Bronze 
@���;$�'����#��
��������'�|�£º¨�q¢�Y��q�Yxq�Q���������q¢���
����qQ���q¢����£º¨ 1973: 42–43, cat. no. 126, pl. 8,126), con-

��'����� \�
$� ������@� ��*� �������� ������?� |�¦¡¬ 2006a: 

174–175), and fragmentarily preserved humans and animals 
'���
�*�����
���j�#�������'�
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������<� �
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�
�� |�̈ ¬¡ ��� 
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continental Italy and Sicily.

system by at least one century). While the Mycenae-
an texts – especially those from Pylos – do provide 
��� \�
$� �������
���� ����[��
� 
�� ���� ���~�#
� |+ ¬ ¤j
�¨§¯£�º° 1978: 14–52), true historical records are 
��������������
$���������?�
����
���;$����#$�������-
cal evidence is rich, however. Therefore, one must ask 
\$�
$��>�'
�����#������'$����
$��	������'�������
���� ������ ��*�� ��� ���*� '��������� ������ 
$�� ��
�-
facts and the iconographic record antedating the at-
tacks during the reign of Ramesses III. Warrior burials 
and pictorial pottery showing an equipment similar to 
the one depicted at Abydos, Abu Simbel and Medinet 
Habu mostly date from the advanced post-palatial pe-
���*�|��¨¡¡£´£¦§£« 2008).

Recent research has shown that we may trace back 
to the central Mediterranean some of the novelties 
that reached the eastern Mediterranean during the 
later 13th and the 12th centuries. However, we are still 
in need of much more data, as the diversity of south-
ern Italian Bronze Age sites dating from that period 
is considerable, a fact that makes extrapolations and 
historical conclusions based on the comparatively few 
'�����$�*���
�����*���#��
���*��
�������@������\������
almost totally lacking cemetery data and there is bare-
ly any iconography that could be called by that term.6 
The major exception to the last point is Sardinia, but 
here we are still facing huge chronological problems. 
The hypothesis of a connection between Šardana and 
Nuragic Sardinians is as old as the archaeology of the 
	��� ���'���� |�±§§ ¤ 1893: 376–379), but it could 
not be proven so far. The dating of Nuragic bronze 
�������������
����$�
��*���
�*��;$��'��'����
�����
$��
high chronology set the start of their production in the 
���[��
$�#��
���?<>�����*���� ���������� #��
�=
��
|�£� 	��� ³̈£� Y�qQ: 683). Although a series of these 
���������*�'�#
�\��������\�
$�$����*�$����
��� ����*�
shields and body armor, most of this equipment can-
not be dated in terms of Sardinian relative chronology, 
��#�����
$�������������#��#��
�=
���\$����
$��*�'�#
�*�
weapons and elements of armor are not represented 
by artifacts in corpore on the island. However, some 
\�������� $��*� �\��*�� 
$�
� ���� #������ �*��
������� ���

'������
$��@
���
�#�?������@������|�£�	��� ³̈£�Y���: 
Q��xQ�����������q}��;$����
$����\����������������'��
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*�
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� ��'�����
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�������� 
$��ç��*����\��������
��� >�'
� �� ����$�� 
\�� $��*��*� ����� ��*� 
$�� ��-

liefs of Medinet Habu by about one hundred years. 
On the island no functional swords are known from 
the periods of the Sardinian Recent Bronze Age and 
the early Final Bronze Age – except for a single frag-
ment that might belong to the Italian and continen-

��� 
'��@�������{	
ê
������ |�£� 	��� ³̈£ et al. 2004: 
Q��xQ�����������}����
�#���*�����������#��
����
���
'��
��

����\��*�|#���	��¨¦ ¤ 1971: 144–147, 166–167). 
;$����������
�
$�������
�\��$�[����������[�*��#���
�
hand to prove any involvement in the eastern Mediter-
ranean piracy of warriors coming from Sardinia.

6�������
<�����
� ������#$� ��
�� 
$�� ���~�#
� ��� 
$�� 	��� ���'����
shows two main tendencies. One is to seek explanations 
for the spread of the Sea Peoples on a larger geographic 
scale. Recent attempts in this direction often restricted 
the explanatory models to one principal factor behind 
the dynamics of the phenomenon, such as a military 
innovation or a climatic deterioration. By contrast, the 
��#��*�
��*��#�����='�������
$����#�����*���
�j�'�#��#�
��#���� ��*� �*������#��� *�[���'���
�� |$���*���
�����
entanglement etc.) during the time of the Sea Peoples, 
thereby stressing local and regional peculiarities, often 
connected with a criticism of the schematism of over-
arching models and many historical narratives, while 
sometimes questioning the very utility of the heuristic 
concept called ‘Sea Peoples’.

Regarding the discussion on migration, it was right-
ly criticized that pointing at a crisis situation in the Ae-
gean without searching for the deeper roots of the phe-
�������������
������$�|?¤££¥¨¡¯ 2013: 462). The 
same applies to recent re-elaborations of earlier theories 
about climatic events prompting economic and social 
crisis situations in the eastern Mediterranean and the 
��[��
�|�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2010; for a critique of the low 
chronological resolution of climate data see �¡¨´´ and 
�¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 102–112). Surprisingly, the climate 
*���
���#��
������
$��
���������*�qY���?<>����
$���$�
>�'
��������#������
����
����	������'�����
$������
in the 14th and early 13th�#��
������|�������[�}������-
over, several specialists demonstrated that good indica-
tors for rapid climate change date to the second part of 
the 11th���*�
$�����
�*�#�*������
$��q�th centuries rather 

$��� 
$�� 
���� �����*� qY��� |� ¡�¡¬ ¤ et al. 2009: 
��x�¢������Y�}��@�
$���$�
$�����j@������������
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the material culture of the Sea Peoples’ representations 
|�
��
����\�
$�
$��ç��*�����
�@�*�����*�@���	�����}�
and the distribution of non-Aegean bronze and pottery 
types from Italy to the eastern Mediterranean from the 
14th century onwards are well-known facts today, all too 
often the economic and social developments in the cen-
tral Mediterranean are simply neglected in the explana-
tory models.

This current state of the art brings up the future chal-
lenge to combine the impressively accumulated archae-
ological evidence and the insight into local processes 
with a fresh approach to include all the regions around 
the Mediterranean in an archaeological-historical per-
spective in order to create a new, internationalist view-

point on the dynamics of economic, social, and political 
'��#������
$�
��[��[�*����
$��������������
$����>���'���
western Asia and northern Africa during the last centu-
��������
$����#��*������������?<>�
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Abstract

This paper considers the evidence for, and possible interactions be-
tween, potential causes of collapse at the end of the Bronze Age. 
These include widespread, prolonged climate change or intense, 
brief, and/or localized weather instability; drought, erosion, land 

degradation, over-exploitation, and/or destruction of drainage sys-
tems, each potentially leading to famine; epidemics; ongoing war-
fare, including evidence of preparation for sieges and the putative 
presence of mercenaries; migrations; earthquakes and their possible 
consequences; the composition of and attacks by the Sea Peoples; 
and the inherent vulnerability of complex systems.
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drought in the Mediterranean region, followed in the 
next section by the textual evidence for grave food 
shortages. Early agroeconomies were highly vulnera-
ble both to droughts and to long-term temperature de-
clines since general cooling shortens the crop-growing 
season. The impact of climate change in other epochs 
has been profound. For example, the sixth century CE 
witnessed the consequences of climate change, to-
gether with the plague of Justinian, invasions, and mi-
grations (��<£¤ª��¯�et al.�Y�qY��<££¯�Y�qQ). Pueb-
lo society in the American Southwest experiences the 
‘Great Drouth’ of 1276–1299 CE, as seen in tree rings 
�
� 
$�
� 
����� \$��� '�'���
���� *�#����*� ������#��
��
(<££¯ et al. 2007: 109). In the 14th century CE cli-
mate deterioration, along with endless warfare, piracy 
and the conquest of Greece by the Ottoman Empire, is 
believed to have depopulated much of the Greek coun-
tryside (?�¡�§�·· 2015: 259). The 14th–15th centuries 
also saw decades-long drought, interspersed with in-
tense monsoons, in Cambodia having a grave impact 
on its capital Angkor, known as the ‘hydraulic city’ 
(?¦�¯§ ° et al. 2010: 6748). During the ‘Little Ice 
Age’ of 1550–1750 CE, marked by prolonged freez-
ing winters and colder, damper summers in at least 
much of Europe and China, famines were common. 
Population collapse occurred in Germany, France, the 
Netherlands, Denmark, England, Poland, Castile, and 
Catalonia (��¨¡¬� et al. 2011; 	�  ¡«¬¨¨¤¥ 1978). 
Smallpox, plague, typhus, and measles attacked many 
weakened by starvation. Population may have been 
reduced by a third (�¨¤¯ ¤ 2013). Intensive warfare 

followed, taking still more lives. Conversely, warm-
ing climate in the 18th century CE was accompanied 
by population increase. Exceptionally dry conditions 
may produce different effects from exceptionally cold 
conditions (��<£¤ª��¯� et al. 2012). Dry winters 
followed by warm, dry springs may set the stage for 
*�[��
�
����\��*������'�
��
����������[���
$���
����
$��
?������@���\$��������$
����#�'�����
����\��������-
mal. 

Volcanic eruptions sometimes produce major cli-
mate disturbances. “High dust loads of volcanic ori-
gin in the upper atmosphere are known to reduce the 
amount of solar radiation that can reach the ground, 
resulting in cooling of the lower layers of the atmos-
phere…. Air temperatures in the northern hemisphere 
have been below normal for about two months follow-
ing great volcanic eruptions. The lower temperatures 
may last for several years” (! ´̈ ´�« et al. 1989: 216). 
;$�� ��~��� ���'
���� ��� 
$�� ����� ������� ��� �#����*� ���
1783 CE impacted Indian Ocean monsoon circulation 
and is believed to have led to starvation in Ottoman 
Egypt (��¯�¨�§ 2015). An eruption of the Icelandic 
volcano at Katla near Laki has been radiocarbon-dated 
to c. 1220 ±12 BCE (�§£¨§��£§�¨¡�«ª� �¤£¬¤¨ª 
2013; for comments on the precision of radiocarbon 
dating, see �� ¡ ¤ 2010; 2012; 2014b). At present, 
there is no way of estimating any impact on the East-
ern Mediterranean area of this eruption. 

In a paper published in 1966, <¨¤´ ¡� ¤ proposed 
that drought had struck Greece c. 1200 BCE, a sug-
gestion seconded by � �«« (1982) and more recently 
with new environmental evidence by !£ ¤�« et al. 
|Y�qq}�� <��'��
��� ������
�*� �'�#��#���� 
$�� �##��-
rence of an orthographic climate shift toward rainfall 
on west-facing slopes on high ground, but a loss of 
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rainfall elsewhere. Accordingly, parts of the Argolid, 
Messenia, and Laconia could have been deprived of 
rainfall, even though the parts of Messenia and Laco-
nia which may have been affected in this manner are 
normally well watered by rivers. 	�¤�ª´�£¡ (1987), 
+¤ ®« (1993: 79–80), +��¯�¡«£¡ (2006: 46), and 
�¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ (2016) have disputed Carpen-
ter’s analysis but a subsequent study offered some 
potential support for the Carpenter hypothesis. Unu-
sually dry conditions with 60 percent of normal rain-
fall affected the Peloponnese from November 1954 
until March 1955, creating a pattern similar to that 
proposed by Carpenter (?¤°«£¡ et al. 1974). At Ale-
potrypa Cave in Laconia, there is evidence of a pe-
riod of extra-dry conditions c. 3200 BP (� � ¤¬ et 
al. 2016). Intensive sampling of the archaeobotanical 
assemblage in the Late Helladic (LH) IIIB2 (c. 1200 
BCE) destruction level at Midea revealed large quan-
tities of legumes and fruits but no cereals, a highly 
unusual situation suggestive of intense grain shortage 
(�¨¤¬¨¤���« et al. 2014). 

Messenia on present evidence appears to have 
����� ������#��
�� *�'�'���
�*� ��
��� 
$�� *��
��#
����
of the palace at Pylos c. 1200 BCE with some areas 
apparently abandoned (�£´ �	�ª´«£¡ 2014: 15, 40). 
(Regarding the date of 1200 BCE, see �� ¡ ¤ 2014a, 
2015b, placing the accession of Ramesses II in 1290 
BCE and the destruction of Ugarit c. 1201–1200 BCE 
and the attack of the Sea Peoples at the Nile Delta 
in 1186 BCE.) Only about 10 percent of the sites of 
the palatial period appear occupied in LH IIIC (>¥ ¤ 
2006: 556–557). It is worth noting that Messenia suf-
fers a similar depopulation at the time of the climate 
event in Early Helladic III, a thousand years earlier 
(�� ¡ ¤ 2013a; 2014b). Laconia suffers a drastic 
decline in sites and occupation at the end of LH IIIC 
as well (>¥ ¤ 2006: 550). On Crete, climate proxies 
suggest that winters became colder in the 13th century 
BCE and that the period c. 1150–900 BCE saw hotter 
and drier weather, with perhaps an extreme c. 1050 
BCE (�££¥° 2005). B. � ¡�¡¬ ¤ (pers. comm. of 8 
August 2016) believes that Crete and the north coast 
in particular experienced extremely cold winters be-
tween 1050 and 980 BCE, based on the analysis of 
GISP2 ice cores (� °̈ ®«¯� et al. 1997; 2004), when 
the population of Crete also approaches its second–
���
� ����������� ?<>� ��*��� |�� ¡ ¤ forthcoming). 
While the indications of drought at the end of the 
Bronze Age are suggestive, there remains a wide area 
of doubt. 

Drought at this time has also been proposed as 
a factor in the collapse of the Terramare Culture of 
central-northern Italy climaxing c. 1150 BCE, based 

on several studies of changes in water levels and 
other indicia (<¨¤¥¨¤ §§� 2010: 468–470). The Po 
River appears to have shifted its course at this time. 
It is important to note that the Po River valley was 
intensively occupied c. 1200 BCE, with an estimated 
population of over 100,000. Because occupation was 
�
� ����� #������� #�'�#�
���� 
$�� ���*�� ��� ������#��
�
climatic disruption would have had severe conse-
quences. Polities often have enough grain in store to 
survive one catastrophic harvest, but even two very 
poor years in succession, or two out of three when 
there has been no opportunity to replenish stores, may 
cause severe strain. <¨¤¥¨¤ §§� (2010: 471) notes 
that such years have been documented in the Po Plain 
in the 15th and 16th centuries CE. The post-1200 BCE 
total abandonment of the area involving the disper-
sal of over 100,000 people requires consideration and 
explanation. In the period immediately following the 
abandonment of the Terramare, settlement sites at the 
fringes of the Po River valley, such as Fondo Paviani 
south of Verona and Frattesina to the north, expand 
and contain locally made Mycenaean LH IIIC-type 
pottery of good quality (<¨¤¥¨¤ §§� 2010: 506). 
Some of the former inhabitants of the Po River valley 
also move to Apulia and others in all likelihood to 
Achaea, while small numbers may become Sea Peo-
ples (see below).

Cores drilled in the Larnaca Salt Lake in Cyprus 
indicate that drought affected Cyprus in the centu-
ries around 1200 BCE, and there may be some evi-
dence for drought in this general period in Syria as 
well (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2010; 2013, but the evidence 
is disputed in �¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 102–112). 
An investigation of Mediterranean water temperatures 
via isotopic analysis and changes in aquatic species 
indicate that the Mediterranean cooled in places by 
as much as 2º C between about 1350 and 1125 BCE 
(+¤¨¯  2012). Recent work on a core drilled from the 
	��������������$����**�*�������#��
��
��
$���#���
��#�
evidence for drought in Canaan via the extraction and 
analysis of pollen grains dated by radiocarbon analysis 
of short-lived material (�¨¡¬¬¦� et al. 2013). The re-
sults indicate that the driest period between the begin-
ning of the Middle Bronze Age and the middle of the 
Iron Age occurred c. 1250–1100 BCE. The Dead Sea 
reached its lowest level in 1208–1205 BCE (�®��¯ § 
2012). Dramatic changes in the settlement pattern in 
the entire southern Levant including the Judean High-
lands may have been caused in part by dry climate 
conditions (�¨¡¬¬¦� et al. 2014). A catastrophic cli-
mate event in this region two millennia later between 
950 and 1072 CE raises interesting general questions 
concerning the impact of droughts versus temperature 
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in the Eastern Mediterranean (>§§ ¡§¦ª 2012). Un-
usually cold weather in the northern part of the zone 
played as great a role in the destruction of crops as the 
lack of rainfall; and the dry period was not continu-
ous, but rather was interrupted with years of normal 
���������� \$�#$� $�\�[��� '��[�*� ������#���
� 
�� �����
�
the overall decline.

It is worth noting that the areas of Greece which 
today enjoy relatively high amounts of rainfall such 
as sites in the Euboean Gulf, Achaea (which today is 
particularly well watered), and Elis fared compara-
tively well in the 12th century BCE. Although many of 

$����
���\����*��
���*��������
�
$����*����������?�
(see below), a considerable number of the coastal lo-
calities continued to be occupied and provide signs of 
wide-ranging contacts, such as Xeropolis at Lefkandi. 
Direct access to seafood sources may also have been 
relevant in a period of putative agricultural scarcity. 
Conversely, “the well-established statistical relation-
ships between island size and effective rainfall” (? -
³̈ ¡ and <£¡£§§° 2013: 27, citing, e.g., ��§§�¨ª-
«£¡ and 	¨ �̈� 1982) may have played a role in the 
abandonment of Aegean islands such as Melos in late 
LH IIIC. Other potential sources of weather distur-
bance should be noted, while acknowledging that evi-
dence of effects is presently lacking. Moreover, factors 
�
$��� 
$��� �*[����� \��
$��� ��� ������#��
�� ��*�#��
food supplies, for example swarms of locusts or aban-
donment of crop rotation in times of food shortage. 
Extreme climate as well as other natural disasters may 
have metaphysical consequences as well via fears of 
loss of divine favour. The massive amount of ritual 
construction during a period of famine in the last days 
of the Hittite capital of Hattusa, discussed below, may 
be an example.

In sum, while the available evidence suggests a 
shift to cooler and drier conditions in various areas at 
the end of the Bronze Age, it is not possible at present 
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tent in space or time of the impact. Of course the effect 
of a climate event of whatever magnitude will depend 
on the resilience of a society. In an already fragile and 
overextended polity (see below), perhaps deprived of 
access to distant sources of supply of grain and met-
als, a climate event of even limited magnitude and du-
ration could have a major impact, economically and 
ideologically. 

���
��<����
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There is abundant textual evidence of famines in 
various areas during the course of the 13th and 12th 
centuries BCE. Already in the latter part of the 14th 

century BCE, malnourishment beginning in child-
hood is seen in parts of the population in the South 
Tombs Cemetery at Amarna (� ª´ 2012: 227). 
Few remains of butchered animals were found, 
raising the possibility of a lack of protein in the 
diet (+¨« et al. 2015: 39). Hittite, Ugaritic, and 
Egyptian texts speak of extreme food shortages 
in Hatti throughout much of the 13th century BCE  
(	�¡¬ ¤ 2000; 1999: 715–719; ?¤°�  2002: 93–
97, 254–256; +�³£¡ 2008). The Egyptian pharaoh 
Merneptah (c. 1224–1214 BCE) refers to grain ship-
ments sent “to keep alive the land of Hatti” (?¤°�  
2005: 39), while the Hittite King Tudhaliya IV 
(c. 1248–1220 BCE) wrote to the ruler of Ugarit in 
the Levant demanding a ship and crew to transport 
450 tons of grain. The grain would have had to travel 
by sea (perhaps to the port of Ura in southwestern 
Turkey) and then, if intended for Hattusa, be brought 
overland a distance of over 500 km. The Hittite queen 
Puduhepa writes to Ramesses II (1290–1224 BCE) 
inviting him to keep her daughter’s promised dowry 
of horses, cattle, and sheep because there is nothing 
in Hatti with which to feed them (KUB 21.38, cited 
in <º°º ®«¯¨ 2007: 37), perhaps referring to grass 
as well as grain. The reign of Tudhaliya IV also sees 
a spate of dam building at Hattusa and another dam 
built at Alacahöyük, suggesting that a period of in-
tense drought contributed to the famine (>ª¤  1993; 
��§¥¤�ª and � �̈ « 2007: 297). A last despairing Hit-
tite letter from Hattusa speaks of starvation (<£� ¡ 
and 	�¡¬ ¤ 2006). The ruler of Carchemish in south-
ern Anatolia asks for horses from Ugarit, but when 
they arrive, complains that the horses are starved 
(	�¡¬ ¤ 2000: 24). To the extent that Late Bronze Age 
rulers depended on chariot forces to keep order and 
repel enemies, a lack of grain (which horses consume 
in large amounts) may have weakened many states 
via its impact on chariots in particular (+¤ ®« 1993: 
111–112). In Emar on the Euphrates a text describes 
starvation, and the price of grain measured in silver 
triples in three years’ time shortly before the site’s 
destruction, probably by Hurrian/Aramaean tribes, 
c. 1195 BCE (	�¡¬ ¤ 2000: 24–25, cited in �¨¡� ®«-
¯� et al. 2010). 

As in all such cases, questions arise as to whether 
famine and any resulting revolts opened the way to 
conquest and destruction, or whether warfare and loss 
of surrounding territory caused or abetted the fam-
����� ��*� ������ \$�
$��� \��� ��*� ������� ���� ���=
��-
cably interconnected (or conversely, whether famine 
in some cases may inhibit campaigns). In Assyria, 
drought and starvation are reported in the reign of 
Adad-Nenari (c. 1305–1274 BCE) and starvation in 
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the reign of Tukulti-Ninurta (c. 1243–1207 BCE). In 
Egypt, grain prices as compared to non-food products 
had begun to increase c. 1180 BCE, eventually reach-
ing between 8 and 24 times the prior standard price, 
before falling rapidly c. 1110 to 1080 BCE (?¦�º ¤ 
2012, but with dates adjusted in accordance with �� -
¡ ¤ 2014a; 2015b). The failure to provide food to the 
craft workers at Deir el-Medina in the 29th year of the 
reign of Ramesses III c. 1164 BCE (+¨¡ ° 2012; for 
date, again see �� ¡ ¤ 2014a; 2015b) led to a strike; 
the failure to provide supplies to troops stationed in 
Nubia resulted in the abandonment of their posts and 

$����������_�������*�
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$��
Egyptian state (+¨¡ ° 2012). The surviving Linear 
B tablets from Pylos give no indication of a general 
food shortage c. 1200 BCE (notwithstanding the small 
rations for the foreign women and children), but Pylos 
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the west of a mountain range in a region of prevail-
ing westerlies. Of course adverse climate may have 
played a role in the major abandonment of Messenia 
and Laconia in the following centuries (>¥ ¤ 2006: 
550, 556–557; �£´ �	�ª´«£¡ 2014: 15, 40).

Warfare and migrations may be both the result 
and the cause of food crises, and particularly where 
the carrying capacity of the land is already stretched 
to the utmost. The effects may be cumulative, with 
food shortages leading to overuse and degradation 
of available land; to rebellions by troops, populace, 
or captives; and/or to the loss of legitimacy of rulers 
believed to have lost divine favour. Palatial centres, 
with their demands for labour for construction of de-
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the case of Mycenae prior to c. 1300 BCE, elaborate 
tombs), may have been particularly affected by food 
shortages. In this connection it is important to note the 
destruction at Mycenae of a series of dams built earlier 
in the 13th�#��
���?<>��\$�#$�#��
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$��"�\����
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ing the water supply for the settlement and irrigation 
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tion of the landscape (C. �¨¬¬�¥�«��pers. comm. of 9 
November 2015); at Tiryns (where, however, the dam 
may not have been related to agriculture; see �¨¤¨¡ 
2010: 728–729); possibly at Pylos; and in particular 
the destruction and abandonment at some point after 
the middle of the 13th century BCE of the great drain-
age system of the Kopais Basin, one of the engineer-
ing marvels of antiquity (which the Romans attempted 
but failed to replicate), together with the destruction 
of its commanding citadel of Gla. Surely the construc-
tion of these great irrigation and drainage works and 
their protective citadel suggests the importance at-

tached to obtaining supplies of grain. The complexity 
of large irrigation systems and the need for constant 
maintenance render them highly vulnerable to exter-
nal disturbance. Marketou has attributed the decline 
of Ialysos on Rhodes in the 13th century BCE to lack 
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system (�¨¤¯ �£¦ 1998: 61–63). The surge in dam-
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their capital of Hattusa discussed below, involving the 
erection of 13 dams may be an indication of drought 
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 Improvements in navigation and/or increases in 
numbers of ships facilitate deliveries of food supplies, 
whereas interruptions of deliveries, whether caused by 
the activities of Sea Peoples raiders or otherwise, may 
contribute to famine. Palatial societies require large 
amounts of grain to feed their many labourers and usu-
ally troops. Food is sometimes shipped great distances, 
as shown by the Near Eastern texts noted above. The 
amount of grain storage at Assiros in Macedonia in 
LH IIIB appears to exceed local needs (�¨¤¥§  1983: 
297–298; �£¡ «�et al. 1986), suggesting the possibil-
ity that Assiros may have served as a grain collection 
point for a larger, perhaps distant, centre such as My-
cenae and the Argolid. At Kynos in East Lokris and 
�������� ��� <��
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to be consumption debris in IIIC (����«¨¨¯�¥£¦��pers. 
comm. of 1 November 2012). Of course invaders also 
need to eat and may become desperate for food, as in 
1633 CE during the Thirty Years’ War when starving 
Imperial troops consumed their pack animals (��§«£¡ 
2009: 346). John Bintliff in particular has suggested 
that food supply stress in a high population zone such 
as LH III Greece may have been a primary cause of 
population collapse in the Final Bronze Age (?�¡�§�·· 
2012).

=����?��9��
“Earthquake swarms” (_¦¤ and <§�¡  2000) have 
been proposed as a major factor in the destructions 
c. 1200 BCE and subsequent collapse, and there is in-
deed strong evidence of major earthquake damage at 
Mycenae (�¨¯£³�¥�« 1983: 71). The number of sites 
destroyed at this time in various areas argues against 
earthquake destruction as the major general factor in 
the 1200 BCE collapse, however (+��¯�¡«£¡ 2010: 
488). There is no evidence of earthquake at Thebes, 
for example (@¤ ³̈̈ ¡��¡£« 2015: 41). Moreover, re-
silient societies generally rebuild after earthquakes. 
We should nevertheless allow for the possibility that 
earthquakes played a role in damaging the great Kopais 
drainage system, the dams at Mycenae and Tiryns, 
and aquifers supplying groundwater (�£¤£¯�£³���  
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and �§§ª¨¡¡ 2010), in which case earthquakes could 
have played a critical role in the loss of vital food sup-
plies.
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Epidemics spread more readily in a populace weak-
ened by famine and malnourishment. Food shortages, 
whether due to climate change, limits on carrying ca-
pacity, warfare (including its potential impact on criti-
cal drainage systems), and/or disruption of essential 
exchange networks, may thus be linked to epidemics. 
The virulence of epidemics may be affected by climate 
in ways distinct from its impact on food supplies. For 
example, small differences in temperature and pre-
cipitation can change dramatically the reproductive 
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major impact on the prevalence of plague (`¤¨¡¯£-
´̈ ¡ 2016: 183). Recent research suggests that the  
Yersinia pestis plague bacteria can be traced in Europe 
back to 3800–2700 BCE, but that the most virulent 
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1000 BCE (!¨«ª¦«« ¡ et al. 2015), which falls within 
the period when Aegean population reaches its nadir 
(+��¯�¡«£¡� Y����� ¢Qx¢�). Population in Greece ap-
pears to increase rapidly in the 8th century BCE, about 
the length of time required for the population of Eu-
rope to return to prior levels after the Black Death of 
the mid-14th century CE (<¨¡�£¤ 2002). Epidemics 
have often been particularly virulent in the aftermath 
of war. Dysentery, typhus, typhoid, and smallpox are 
among the diseases known to have affected ancient 
armies (�¨¤� § and � �º 1991: 142). The sack of 
Rome in 1527 CE was followed by plague; during the 
Thirty Years’ War that ravaged Europe between 1618 
and 1648 CE, three people died of plague, typhus, and 
dysentery for every combat death (��§«£¡ 2009); and 
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lowing World War I killed 40–50 million people in a 
matter of months (�£�� ¤ 2001: 576).

The ‘Black Death’ which devastated Europe in 1347–
1351 CE and continued in various places throughout 
Europe and the Ottoman Empire until c. 1650 CE was 
spread by warfare and migration, but most importantly 
by trade and transportation of goods within polities 
(�̈ ¤§�¯�2015: 44–47).  Grain trade in particular was 
associated with the spread of plague as a consequence 
of the attraction of grain storage facilities to rodents 
��*� 
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rodents, sometimes spread plague over great distances 
[�̈ ¤§�¯� 2015: 46–77]). Maritime trade moving from 
east to west is believed to have been a principal cause 
of the spread of the Black Death plague to Crete and 

mainland Greece between 1374 and 1453 CE (�̈ ¤§�¯�
2015: 125–126).

Plague has been proposed as an explanation for 
events in the reign of Amenophis III in Egypt in the 
���
�$�������
$��q�th century BCE (�£º§£·· 2006). In 
the following Amarna Age (c. 1353–1336 BCE), when 
a new capital of Egypt was created at Amarna, a study 
of burials shows an uncharacteristically high rate of 
death among older children and young adults, sugges-
tive of plague (in addition to the malnutrition described 
above), at a time when the Hittite emperor Mursili II 
prays to be relieved of “the plague of Egypt.” Plagues 
in Egypt prior to the departure of Moses and his follow-
ers are reported in the Book of Exodus. Mistreatment 
of the workers constructing the new city of Amarna in 
haste no doubt contributed to the spread of the plague, 
since the burials displayed extremely short stature and 
work-related stress and trauma. Amarna texts (e.g., EA 
95, 96, 137, 224, and 362) speak of plague in Byblos, 
Amurru (covering parts of present-day Syria and Leba-
non), and Megiddo – areas in which tularemia is pro-
posed as the cause of the plague (;¤ ³�«¨¡ �̈£ 2007). 
The ‘Hittite plague’ of the last half of the 14th century 
BCE, which took the lives of two successive Hittite 
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of germ warfare, with Hittites and Arzawans each try-
ing to send infected rams behind enemy lines. The Hit-
tite emperor Mursili II in a prayer recorded in the 10th 
year of his reign in 1312 BCE (�� ¡ ¤ 2014a, 2015b) 
remonstrated with the sun goddess of Arinna regarding 
a great plague which had gripped the land since the last 
years of the reign of his father Suppiluliuma c. 1325 
BCE (?¤°�  1998: 223–224). 

The plague covered much of the Levant as noted 
above. Cypriot messages speak of plague in Cyprus; 
in EA 35 found at Amarna, the ruler of Alashiya says 
that he is sending the pharaoh 500 units of copper but 
cannot send more because pestilence has ravaged the 
land. Given the amount of cross-Mediterranean trade 
as evidenced by objects and shipwrecks (e.g., Ulubu-
run, Gelidonya, Point Iria) and the likelihood of Ah-
hiyawans going back and forth between Mycenaean 
Greece and the Anatolian coast (see below) and Cy-
prus, the possibility if not indeed the probability of 
transmission across the Aegean is apparent. Depopula-
tion in Messenia, regions of eastern Boeotia, and Thes-
saly seems to begin in LH IIIC Early (>¥ ¤ 2006: 550, 
556–557; �£´ �	�ª´«£¡ 2014: 15, 40; @¥¤°ª�j	�«ª¨¡� 
2011). Plague may have reached Crete as well: Hero-
dotus 700 years later recounts two depopulations of 
Crete, one preceding and one following the Trojan War  
(�¥�. 7.171), an account which appears consistent with 
the possibility of some population decline in Late Mi-
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noan (LM) IIIB, but especially with the nadir in Cre-
tan population in the 11th century BCE (�� ¡ ¤ forth-
coming). Indeed, Herodotus explicitly states that the 
inhabitants of Praisos (presumably Eteocretans who 
maintained a Minoan-derived language) informed him 
that Cretans returning from the Trojan War and their 
#�
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cant factor in ending the LH IIIC Middle revival and 
in the following decades. Population appears to decline 
markedly in the Argolid toward the end of the 12th cen-
tury BCE (�¨¤¨¡ 2015: 286; ��§�¨¡ 1980). Ramesses 
V is believed to have died of smallpox in 1154 BCE  
(�� ¡ ¤ 2014a re chronology), a decade after the ac-
count of a severe food shortage noted above. An epi-
demic is reported in Assyria during the reign of Tiglat-
Pileser I (c. 1114–1076 BCE).

The adoption of cremation burial in the Aegean 
may be connected to the arrival of plague. The earli-
est reported Aegean cremations appear in Crete in the 
late 14th century BCE at Elounda, ancient Olous, near 
the northeast coast in LM IIIA2–IIIB (�¨¡�¨ 2001), 
at or near the time of the dramatic accounts of plague 
in Anatolia, Cyprus, and Egypt, when mass cremation 
burials appear in Anatolia and the Levant (@¬ §¨¤¨¯�« 
et al. 2001: 69). The pottery at Olous appears typically 
Mycenaean, but includes Cypriot-type pithoid ampho-
rae such as those found at Maa-Palaeokastro, the brief-
ly occupied Aegeanized, perhaps Sea Peoples, site on 
the east coast of Cyprus, and also handleless pithoi 
such as those discovered in the Point Iria shipwreck 
with its largely Cypriot cargo. Cist graves and crema-
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(	� §ª ¤¥�¡  1997: 582). Cremation, which becomes 
the predominant form of burial in Achaea (�£«��£« 
2009), in the unique tumulus burial mounds at Chania 
in the Argolid (�¨§¨�£§£¬£¦ 2013) and at Argos, and 
in both Attica and Euboea, for a period at the end of 
IIIC (!¦´´ ¡«� �¡ 2013: 189, 193), may have been 
the practice of specialised immigrant groups (for ex-
ample, mercenary troops or metalsmiths) or adopted 
in response to the arrival of plague. By the early Sub-
mycenaean period many sites in western Greece are 
totally abandoned (!¦´´ ¡«� �¡ 2013: 188; �£«��£« 
2009: 364–367). Cremation burials also appear fre-
quently in East Crete in IIIC. Cremation becomes 
common in Central and Western Europe between 1300 
��*�����?<>�*������ 
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ture, named for its cremation burials in urns (�¨¤¥-
�¡¬ 1994: 318–320). In northern and central Italy, 
cremation becomes the exclusive ritual c. 1200 BCE 
(?� ����	 «�� ¤� 2013: 650). By 1100 BCE cremation 
has seemingly become the exclusive burial practice 

in Denmark (� ³° 1995: 42). Thucydides memorably 
described the chaos caused by the plague in Athens 
during the Peloponnesian War, with bodies thrown 
on the funeral pyres of strangers (;�¦�. 2.52). The 
dramatic decline in population in Messenia in IIIC 
Early and Laconia in IIIC Late may be plague-related. 
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DNA analysis of microbes, which has already shown 
that the Justinian Plague of the 6th century CE and the 
Bubonic Plague (Yersinia pestis) of the mid-14th cen-
tury CE were identical or closely related (�¨¤ �¯ 
et al. 2013), may provide important evidence in the 
future.
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Did climate change and/or depletion of the carrying ca-
pacity of the land result in warfare and migration, or did 
warfare and migration severely restrict food supplies, 
whether by damage to critical drainage systems or to 
long supply chains, perhaps including imports from 
abroad? Did plague affect both Mycenaean elites (as in 
the cases of the three rulers – two Hittite and one Egyp-
tian – cited above) and Mycenaean troops, craftspeople, 
and labourers? Of course stresses may be cumulative: 
for example, a polity whose food resources are fully 
utilized may be unable to withstand attack, even in the 
form of a prolonged raid. The collapse of a centre previ-
ously capable of transferring resources in the event of 
crop failure, damage to an essential drainage system, 
earthquakes, an attack by sea raiders, or local uprisings 
may trigger a widespread collapse. It is a challenging 
task to distinguish cause from effect and the relative 
������#��#���������j#��
��'����������[��
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of the Bronze Age.

Certainly warfare was frequent in many areas in the 
Late Bronze Age, as we know from texts from Egypt, 
the Levant, and Anatolia. Greece experiences waves 
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Crete, Knossos is destroyed in LM IIIA2, notwith-
standing that the Linear B tablets found in the destruc-
tion speak of a palace controlling over 100,000 sheep 
requiring a third of Crete for grazing and 775 tons of 
grain, probably via a site in the Messara. Tablets from 
the Room of the Chariot Tablets (perhaps part of an ear-
lier destruction) speak of 200–250 chariots, and chari-
oteers equipped with two sets of body armour and a pair 
of horses (�̈ §¨�ª¨ 1996: 382). The palace of Knossos 
was destroyed nevertheless, with a Mycenae-directed 
force the likely culprit (possibly even as a result of 
the seizure of control at Mycenae by a new dynasty, 
as reported in legend [`�¡¯ § ¤¬ 2005: 86–87]).  
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A major wave of destruction occurs near or at the end of 
LH IIIA2–beginning of IIIB, c. 1300 BCE, when vio-
lent destructions (and in some cases abandonments) are 
seen at Thebes, parts of the Orchomenos palatial com-
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Nemea Valley, the Mycenaean palace at Ayios Vasileios 
in Laconia, the Palace of Nestor at Pylos (followed by 
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two buildings at Iklaina in Messenia, and the harbour 
site of Palaikastro on the east coast of Crete. Remnants 
of the Palaikastro population appear to move into the 
hills (<¦¡¡�¡¬�¨ª 2012: 295, 344–345). We cannot at 
present determine whether the retreat at Palaikastro was 
caused by particularly harsh climate conditions, the ar-
rival on the east coast of Crete of the plague which rav-
ished Anatolia and the Levant at the time, a particularly 
severe outbreak of malaria to which Crete has always 
been especially susceptible (@¤¡£�� 2006), exposure 
to Sea Peoples’ raids, other circumstances, or a combi-
nation of factors. 

Troy and Miletus also suffer destructions around 
1300 BCE, with Miletus, the major Ahhiyawan cen-
tre on the Anatolian coast, whose population consisted 
principally of Mycenaean settlers, falling to a Hittite 
assault (_� ª � ¤� 2005; �¨�« ¤� and� �¦¤¨�� 2015: 
569). The Hittite forces withdraw, however, and in the 
following phase VI the pottery of Miletus is mostly My-
cenaean. The city wall, architecture, evidence of cult, 
and burial customs of Miletus in the 13th century BCE 
also display strong Mycenaean characteristics (�±¡ § 
2015: 640). (One may wonder whether the Treasury of 
Atreus at Mycenae was built for the burial of the con-
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built in IIIA2, or for the destroyer of the palaces at Py-
los and Ayios Vasileios if built at the beginning of IIIB. 
Unfortunately the date of the construction is uncertain; 
see, e.g., < ³̈̈ ¡¨¬� and �  � q¢¢¢�� ¢�. Perhaps the 
grand Tomb of Clytemnestra was intended for the other 
victor.)

The period around the end of LH IIIB1 (c. 1250–
1230 BCE) also witnesses a number of destructions 
and sometimes abandonments on the mainland, for ex-
ample at Zygouries, Tsoungiza, and perhaps Berbati in 
the Argolid. Rutter notes that after the destruction of 
Knossos in LH IIIA2, perfumed-oil production begins 
at Zygouries near Mycenae, as if a corps of perfum-
ers had been transferred (!¦�� ¤ 2005: 39), in which 
case the destruction of Zygouries at the end of IIIB1, 
along with buildings outside the citadel of Mycenae 
involved in production for export, must have had a 
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my and hence its ability to sustain extensive military 
ventures. Imports of Mycenaean pottery in the East 

cease around the end of IIIB1, as noted above. At My-
cenae, major houses and workshops outside the walls 
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1953: 13). In the ruins of the destruction of the House 
of the Oil Merchant outside the Mycenaean citadel, 
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was found, suggesting the possible presence of Italian 
metal workers (? �� §§� 2015: 218), whether as an 
alternative to, or in addition to, Italian mercenaries. 
Thebes in Boeotia also suffers a destruction around 
the end of LH IIIB1. The great walls of Thebes, built 
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the eastern side of the acropolis, went unrepaired af-
ter their collapse at the end of IIIB or early in IIIC 
(@¤ ³̈̈ ¡��¡£« 2015: 26). Greek legends recorded 
later speak of incessant interstate warfare in this pe-
riod, and between Mycenae and Thebes in particular. 
The many high-status tombs containing weapons and 
in a few cases armour, known as ‘Warrior Tombs’, 
built between the beginning of the Late Helladic pe-
riod such as those in Shaft Grave Circle A at Myce-
nae through LH IIIC Developed, show the importance 
of warrior identity to much of the Mycenaean ruling 
class. (There are, however, a number of high-status 
tombs with no or little evidence of weapons [+¤� «« ¡ 
and 	��£ ´ 1999; +¤� «« ¡ and �¨¡¬£�¤ 2007].)  

Tiryns, however, appears to reach its acme in 
LH IIIB2 with monumental new construction, indeed a 
new palace, with splendid wall paintings, a grand West-
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cation of the Lower Citadel, and the construction of an 
impressive dam (�¨¤¨¡ 2015: 280). The resulting cita-
del would have impressed subjects, visitors, and raiders 
approaching by land or by sea. At the same time de-
fensive measures were taken, with the construction of 
a narrow postern gate and underground water cisterns 
as at Mycenae and Midea (�¨¤¨¡ 2015: 282). There 
is very little evidence of IIIB2 occupation in the Lower 
Town, unlike the situation in the preceding IIIB1 or 
following IIIC periods, suggesting the possibility that 
the population withdrew into the Upper Citadel for pro-
tection (J. �¨¤¨¡� pers. comm. of 23 January 2017). 
Widespread trade contacts were maintained, shown by 
the presence of a large number of Cretan stirrup jars, 
Cypriot wall brackets, and exotica from the Eastern 
Mediterranean, perhaps accompanied by eastern arti-
sans (�¨¤¨¡ 2015: 282–283). Even after the destruc-
tion at the end of LH IIIB–beginning of IIIC, buildings 
are constructed at Tiryns which exceed the general 
standard of IIIC architecture (�¨¤¨¡ 2015: 284) and 
imports continue to arrive from Crete, but the palace 
in its canonical form, writing, many palatial crafts, and 
grand burials disappear.
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In the latter part of the 13th century BCE most har-
bour sites along the north coast of Crete, including Ma-
lia, Gournia, Gouves, and Amnissos, are abandoned 
(+¤� «« ¡ 2011), with the populace moving inland. Pe-
tras, located on a hilltop on the northeast coast of Crete, 
appears to continue moving in IIIC to a higher, more 
defensible hill (;«�´£´£¦§£¦ 2016). Knossos also suf-
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(� �̈º¨¯� 2005: 82–83). As in almost all cases cited of 
abandonment in Crete at this time, there is no indication 
of destruction. Was the Knossian abandonment due to 
fear of attack, or a response to the arrival of plague? In 
IIIC, Crete seems to regain population quickly, due in 
good measure to new arrivals from the mainland. Knos-
sos remains a large site, perhaps spread over about 30 ha 
(T. ���� §¨®� pers. comms. of 15 November 2014 and 
5 December 2015). Except for the period of abandon-
ment described, the population may have been some-
where around 5,000 (assuming that about 20 ha were 
covered by dwellings and the dwelling area held about 
250 per ha). At the beginning of LM IIIC new buildings 
appear in the western part of Knossos, in what amounts 
to a new town (�¨¤¤ ¡ 2005: 98). Toward the end of 
the 13th century BCE, the formerly grand site of Ayia 
Triada on the south coast is also gradually abandoned 
(�¤�³�� ¤¨ 2015: 4–5, 74, 131–132) and the nearby 
port site of Kommos goes down as well. Chania suffers 
destructions at the end of LM IIIB1 and again near the 
end of IIIB2 when it is still a sizable site, but is largely 
abandoned after IIIC Middle (�¨§§¨¬ ¤ and �¨§§¨¬-
 ¤ 2000: 32; 2003: 22, 286; 2011: 429). Inland sites at 
naturally defensible locations may actually increase in 
number in LM IIIB2, however (�¤ ¡� 2005: 614), and 
sites along the coast reappear by LM IIIC (A. �¨¡�̈ , 
pers. comm. of 23 May 2016). LM IIIC sees the arrival 
of new Mycenaean settlers from Greece after the de-
struction of the mainland palaces (�¨¡�̈ �Y��Q��522). 
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various Cretan sites (�¨¡�̈ �2003: 526). A substantial 
new settlement is established at Azoria in east-central 
Crete in LM IIIC (�¨¬¬�« et al. 2016). 

Cretan transport stirrup jar sherds appear in large 
numbers in LH IIIC deposits at Tiryns (�¨¤¨¡ 2005, 
who observes that it seems unlikely that all can be heir-
looms or kick-ups from earlier strata), and at sites far 
inland in Laconia (>¥ ¤ 2006: 556). Crete also main-
tains contacts with Attica in LM IIIC (including con-
tacts with the metallurgical site of Lavrion [!¦�� ¤�
Y��Q���¤�³�� ¤¨�Y�qQ����x�Yú), and with Italy. During 
the 12th century BCE some mainlanders and Cretans 
migrate to Cyprus and Philistia, and some participate 
in the raids of the Sea Peoples (see below). In Cyprus, 
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Pyla-Kokkinokremos on the south coast (������£�¯ 
2009; �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«� and �¨¡�̈ � Y�q��� @�� �¨¡�̈ ��
pers. comm.). Other Cretans move to refuge sites, how-
ever, such as the mountain regions around the Ierapetra 
[��������#��*����
$��*���#��
�'���������
�����
��|_£-
®��¯� 2000: 50–52; 2008: 57–66), another mountain-
top site at the northern rim of the Lasithi plain at Karphi 
(_£®��¯� 2000: 157), and the windswept steep head-
land of Kastri near Palaikastro on the eastern coast.

About the wave of destructions at mainland sites at 
the end of the 13th century/beginning of the 12th there can 
be no doubt, nor that attacks by enemies, foreseen in ad-
vance, were the primary cause. Defensive preparations 
��#$����
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��#�
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taken at Mycenae, Tiryns, Midea, and the Acropolis of 
Athens in the mid-13th century BCE to protect vital water 
sources and prepare the citadels against siege (�¨¯£³�¥�« 
1983; +��¯�¡«£¡ 1994: 163–164). Mycenaean citadels 
built sophisticated gate systems, galleries, postern gates, 
and secret passages to wells. The Silver Siege Rhyton 
from Grave Circle A at Mycenae depicts a siege of a 
walled citadel (+¤� «« ¡ 1999: 16). The site of Midea is 
abandoned completely by the mid-12th century and not 
reoccupied for about 500 years, which may explain why 
Midea is never mentioned in Homer. It seems more like-
ly than not that the Mycenaean ‘wall’ near Isthmia was 
��*��*�'��
���������
��#�
����\���� 
������*� 
$����
$����
– an ambitious project likely uncompleted – as proposed 
by Broneer (?¤£¡  ¤ 1966; 1968; �£¤¬¨¡ 1999: 362–
365, 437–447), and that the recently discovered sites of 
Kalamianos and Stiri on the remote south coast of the 
Corinthia were established late in LH IIIA2 or at the be-
ginning of IIIB with defence of the coastline a probable 
purpose (;¨¤�̈ ¤£¡� Y�q�a: 400). The citadel at Gla is 
abandoned at the end of LH IIIB2 (���̈ § �Y�����q¢Q; 
�¨¯£³�¥�« 1998: 278). The Mycenaean acropolis site 
of Kanakia on the island of Salamis was destroyed and 
deserted in LH IIIC Early and never reoccupied (�£§£« 
2003: 107–113). At Kolonna on Aegina, the Windmill 
Hill cemetery contains abundant LH I–IIIB1 pottery, but 
IIIB2 and IIIC are not present, suggesting the possible 
abandonment or near-abandonment of this coastal site at 
the end of IIIB1 (�¨¦«« 2010: 747). At the hilltop site of 
Lazarides on Aegina, however, IIIB2–IIIC Early appears 
(	¬£¦¤��«¨ 2010: 176). While the data are limited, the 
pattern resembles the withdrawal from the northern and 
eastern coasts of Crete and the occupation of hilltop sites 
at the end of IIIB1 discussed above.

;$��'���#���
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��#-
tion and abandonment at the close of LH IIIB/beginning 
of IIIC. Linear B tablets found in the destruction speak of 
watchers guarding the coasts and list 570–600 rowers for 
Pylian ships, gathered from various locations (�̈ §¨�ª¨ 
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1991: 285–287; �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 45). One tablet (Jn 
829) explicitly states that the metal distributed to various 
smiths is to be used for the production of javelin points. 
Chariot wheels are also mentioned; indeed, after the pri-
or episode of damage/destruction c. 1300 BCE, a wing 
or part of the palace may have been devoted to chariot 
construction (�̈ §¨�ª¨ 1991: 281–282, 308–309) or to 
the administration of chariots, weaponry, and personnel 
(? ¡¥¨§§ 2003). Five hundred bronze arrowheads were 
found in the destruction debris at Pylos (� £¤¬¨¡¨«�
2010: 308). In comparison, a Linear B tablet in the LM 
IIIA2 destruction of Knossos records 8,640 arrowheads 
(	¡£¥¬¤¨«« 1999: 23). The number of arrowheads found 
in LH IIIC destructions is dramatically less, suggesting 
that surviving societies could not muster forces on a 
scale comparable to their palatial predecessors. Javelin 
points were produced in the Lower Citadel at Tiryns in 
mid-LH IIIB (?¤°«¨ ¤� and � �� ¤« 2015: 162–164). 
In the Argolid, Berbati and Prosymna appear to be aban-
doned in late IIIB or early in IIIC, as do nearby Nemea-
Tsoungiza and Zygouries. At Athens the acropolis is ap-
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end of LH IIIB. Thebes provides evidence of destruction 
at the end of IIIB1 and again at the transition to IIIC, with 
some evidence of earthquake in both cases (+��¯�¡«£¡ 
2010: 698). Glypha, near Classical Aulis, perhaps the 
major port for Bronze Age Thebes, suffers a major de-
struction in IIIB1 (	¨´£¦¡¨j	¨¯ §§¨¤¨¯�«�1987: 210). 
In Thessaly to the north, the three neighbouring sites 
which are believed collectively to constitute Mycenaean 
Iolkos suffer destructions in LH IIIB2–IIIC Early c. 1200 
BCE and both the substantial site of Dimini and Pefka-
kia, its harbour, are abandoned (? �̈º�£¦j>·«�¤ �̈�£¦ 
2015: 80–81). Handmade Burnished and pseudo-Minyan 
Wares appear when the area is resettled (	�̈ ª �̈£´£¦-
§£¦ 2013: 40), suggesting the arrival of newcomers in 
the IIIC population of Dimini and Volos. Farther north, 
long-established centres of population are abandoned 
��*���\�����
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ary practices appear in parts of Slovenia, Dalmatia, Alba-
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in the Balkan interior (�£§§£°�Y�q���Q�Q}��;$�����
���*�
citadel at Teichos Dymaion on the point of Cape Araxos 
in Achaea, overlooking the Adriatic entrance to the Gulf 
of Corinth, suffers a destruction in the excavated area of 
the site around the end of LH IIIB, as does Ayia Kyriaki 
in Patras (�£«��£« 2009: 347). Teichos Dymaion, how-
�[����#��
��������������
���*�#�
�*���\������
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If there is no doubt about the preparations for and 
subsequent impact of attacks, who were the attackers? 
Evidence (discussed below) for the possible presence in 
Greece of foreign mercenary troops, exists in the form of 

a complete Italo-Balkan weapons kit including Naue II-
type swords, javelins, round shields, metal greaves, and 
infantryman corselets (+¤ ®« 1993: 174–206), together 
with Handmade Burnished Ware pottery indicative of 
the existence of a separate cooking and consumption 
tradition. In any regard, it should be noted that the new 
_���� ��� 
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and � �£· ¤ 2008; �¦¡¬ 2009a). Together they suggest 
the presence of newcomers, perhaps arriving initially 
as mercenaries. The widespread scale of attacks sug-
gests interstate warfare and perhaps in some cases local 
rebellions. At Mycenae and at Tiryns in particular, the 
LH IIIC period sees the continuation of a recognizably 
Mycenaean milieu, albeit one lacking literacy, intensive 
administration, palaces, and many luxury crafts. The up-
permost tier of the society has been removed or at least 
drastically diminished by loss of control of large prov-
inces and of connectivity to the Eastern Mediterranean 
world (see below). Although the palaces are not rebuilt, 
the sites on which they previously stood are not des-
ecrated but rather treated with respect, notwithstanding 
that the former palatial rulers and their retinue are most 
likely now gone. The concentration of metal hoards in 
LH IIIB2–IIIC Early deposits in Greece and Cyprus is 
striking (�¡¨´´ et al. 1988). Either their depositors ex-
pected to return after what were perceived as powerful 
but passing raiders departed or were later driven away, 
or the departing wanted simply to deprive their incipi-
ent conquerors of the spoils of success, and in particular 
metal, or because warriors departing on a campaign or 
participants in a voyage sought protection against pil-
lage or theft during their absence. The number of metal 
hoards from Mycenae not uncovered by the IIIC inhabit-
ants is noteworthy. The overall impression is one of re-
peated warfare, culminating in a wave of destructions. 
(In recent decades, research on Mayan texts has revealed 
ongoing destructive warfare between Mayan states over 
many centuries [� «� ¤ 2000], while studies of Mayan 
climate and population suggest both posed major chal-
lenges. Mycenaean Greece may have faced broadly com-
parable circumstances.)

Troy also suffers a destruction at the end of LH IIIB/
beginning of IIIC, with bodies found in the streets and 
arrowheads embedded in the walls (<§�¡  2014: 127; 
?§ ¬ ¡ et al. 1958: 11–12). It is this destruction which 
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War and/or the raids of the Sea Peoples. Preparations for 
defence prior to the attack include substantial additions 
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the largest gate at the southwest blocked, small houses 
crowded together where streets previously ran, pithoi 
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the citadel, masses of sling stones plus arrowheads and 
spears (�̈ ³ § 2015: 36–38, 43). Many settlements around 
Troy are apparently abandoned in the years preceding the 
Troy VIIa destruction described, with their former inhab-
itants crowding into the citadel. Across the Dardanelles 
at Maydos-Kilise Tepe Höyük, the latest architectural 
phase of the Late Bronze Age level presents evidence for 
��*�[��
�
��������|���	¨º��, pers. comm. of 1 November 
2015). Hittite records speak repeatedly of aggression by 
the Ahhiyawans, now generally believed to be Achaeans 
(?¤°� �q¢¢����qx�Y). Major sites throughout Anatolia 
are destroyed and/or abandoned. Millawanda (Miletus), 
the largest known site in Ahhiyawa, survives into early 
LH IIIC but is then abandoned (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 
154–156). The pottery at Miletus in phase VI during the 
century prior to its abandonment is purely Mycenaean in 
character (�¨�« ¤�and��¦¤¨�� 2015: 576).

At sites along the Mediterranean coast such as Tar-
sus and Kilise Tepe, locally made versions of LH IIIC 
>������*���**���'�
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north of Ephesos, locally made LH IIIC pottery includes 
a large painted krater with a scene of a sea battle includ-
ing warriors in hedgehog helmets resembling somewhat 
those depicted in the Medinet Habu reliefs from Egypt 
of Ramesses III defeating the Sea Peoples in a battle 
at the mouth of the Nile (�£¦¡�¼£° 2005: 426; �¦¡¬ 
Y��¢�}��@
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mouth of the Orontes River valley, locally made Aegean-
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loomweights appear, with resemblances in some cases to 
Aegean-like material from Cyprus. Very small amounts 
of Handmade Burnished Ware also appear (�¦¡¬ 2009b: 
78). The destructions of Ugarit and Tell Kazel, 120 km 
south of Ugarit, have been placed at the very beginning 
of the 12th century BCE and attributed to the Sea Peoples 
assaults described by Ramesses III on the walls of his 
temple at Medinet Habu. The text states that the attack 
came in the 8th year of his reign, which on the current 
hypothesis of a 14-year rather than a 28-year reign of 
Horemheb and a 4- rather than a 2-year reign of Set-
nakht, occurred in c. 1186 BCE (see, inter alia re chro-
nology, �� ¡ ¤ 2014a; 2015b [submitted for publication 
in 2009]). At Tell Kazel, considerable amounts of local 
Handmade Burnished Ware appear (?£�§ ¨¦�et al. 2010; 
�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 166; �¦¡¬ 2009b: 78). The Hand-
made Burnished Ware has no counterpart in local wares 
and has accordingly been regarded as evidence of settlers 
from Italy who participated in the raids and movements 
of the Sea Peoples (�¦¡¬ 2009b: 78).

Ugarit before its destruction sought help from 
Alashiya (part or all of Cyprus), in a message saying 
that a raid of seven ships had done much damage (RS 
20.238). �¦¡¬ (2009c: 39–40) suggests that each ship 

may have been manned by 50 rower-raiders, plus per-
haps another 10 warriors. The seven ships could accord-
�����$�[��'��[�*�*�����$
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�
perhaps to raid a small city, particularly if its troops 
and chariots had been summoned elsewhere, as one re-
covered letter (RS L.1) suggests (�¦¡¬ 2009c: 41). A 
text from the prefect of Alashiya to the king of Ugarit 
(RS 20.18) speaks of 20 enemy ships (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦�
2010: 110, 164–165). It is small wonder that some mes-
sages between Ugarit and Cyprus inquire anxiously as 
to whether enemy ships have been sighted and plead 
for information. Two thousand years later, Viking raids 
sometimes involving relatively small numbers of ves-
sels devastated many sites. Vikings typically seized cap-
tives/slaves and wool for making ships’ sails (�¨®§ ¤ 
2016). A Bronze Age parallel may exist in the form of 
women weavers with foreign ethnicons at Pylos.

In the Southern Levant, destructions c. 1200 BCE 
are reported at Tel Akko, Beth Shean, Ekron, Ashdod, 
@�$���������*�;����+�����@����������
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after its destruction, but its nearby seaport of Ras Ibn 
Hani is reoccupied, at which time locally made pot-
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��
of similar pottery also appear in Cilicia and Philistia 
(�±�§ ¡¤¦���2009; �¦¡¬�2015). Of Philistia in gen-
eral, it may be said that large-scale temples, palaces, 
storage facilities, and administration disappear for a 
time in the 12th century BCE as they do in the Aege-
an (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 289–290). The geographic 
extent of the destructions appears to corroborate the 
Egyptian account, which lists Hatti, Kode (i.e., Cilicia), 
Carchemish, Amurru, Arzawa, and Alashiya.  Egyptian 
texts also speak of “the mountain countries – they en-
tered into a pact in their islands” and “the countries who 
came from their land in the isles in the midst of the sea” 
(�¦¡¬ 2009c: 31; �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 172–173). Are 
these alternative descriptions of the same phenomenon, 
or does the former refer to the Aegean and the latter to 
Sardinia, Sicily, and Italy in the centre of the Mediterra-
nean? Sites in the Central Mediterranean included arti-
sans trained in Aegean methods of pot making and other 
crafts (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 56; �̈ ¬¡ ��� 2010: 899). 
�#������j�''�������'�
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updraft kilns, but often of local clay, has been found at 
over 100 sites from the Veneto to the toe of Italy, as 
well as in Sicily and some sites in Sardinia. In LH IIIC 
contacts between Italy and Achaea in particular become 
intense and include weapons in the form of the complete 
Naue II military kit (�£§§£° 2010: esp. 409).

Many sites in Cyprus suffer destructions during the 
12th century BCE (<§�¡  2014: 132–137). At the great 
site of Enkomi, Mycenaean-type cooking vessels and 
bowls appear to replace local wares for a period (�¦¡¬ 
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2011: 60–61; 2012: 112–117). The question arises as 
to how many of the Aegean or Aegeanized newcom-
����\���� ���*����\$����[�*�������*�$�\����������
�
wave of settlers who established the Greek language in  
Cyprus. Some native Cypriots also appear to have joined 
in the move to Philistine sites; for example, the large set-
tlement at Hala Sultan Tekke in Cyprus was destroyed, 
with gold jewellery found in the destruction debris, along 
with deep bowls very closely related to bowls found at 
various later Philistine sites (`�«�� ¤, this volume). At 
Pyla-Kokkinokremos between Hala Sultan Tekke and 
Enkomi on the south coast, a carefully planned commu-
nity with a defensive wall was established and occupied 
for perhaps a half-century, and then deserted without a 
destruction after all contents had been removed or care-
fully buried, as if the inhabitants had expected to return. 
Whether they moved to Philistia or elsewhere, or took 
part in the attack in the Nile Delta described in the Egyp-
tian inscription and were killed or captured and turned 
into Egyptian mercenaries, or experienced some other 
fate is at present only a matter for speculation. Recent 
excavations at Gath show that the site, occupied c. 1150–
1000 BCE, and which at its maximum of around 40 ha 
was the largest site in Philistia and perhaps in Canaan, re-
sembled major sites in Cyprus in architecture and the use 
of the Cypro-Minoan script (?£�«�¤£ª�Y�q�, quoting A. 
Maeir and J. Maran). Foundation legends and local texts 
tying Greeks to areas of the Eastern Mediterranean in 
the early Iron Age were noted by �¦×§ ° (1956). Many 
additional Anatolian texts have since appeared (?¤°�  
2014; �¨®¯�¡«�q¢�¢��q¢�Y; `�¡¯ § ¤¬ 2005).
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invites special attention. Hattusa did not reach its ar-
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citadel and cult centre containing 31 large temples until 
the reign of Tudhaliya IV c. 1248–1220 BCE. The main 
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raised to a height of 11 m, enclosing both the lower and 
upper cities, a major engineering feat. Several of the 
city gates were blocked by hastily erected additions to 
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intended both to deter enemies and appease the gods. 
The expenditure of labour and physical resources for 
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supplies. Included in the building program was the con-
struction of 13 dams, however, indicating that water 
supply was a primary concern. A movement of popula-
tion into the citadel of Hattusa (and also Alacahöyük 
where one of the dams was erected) because of raids 
from northern tribes may have motivated the surge in 
dam building. The last Hittite ruler, Suppiluliuma II, 
pleaded for military assistance from Ugarit (?¤°�  

2005: 163–166). By c. 1200 BCE, however, Hattusa 
was apparently deserted, its treasures and records hav-
ing been removed before the site was put to the torch 
and totally burned. A number of other Hittite sites were 
also abandoned with no signs of destruction (?¤°�  
1998: 381–382).

Famine, perhaps joined by plague, may well have 
been a major cause of the abandonments, together with 
warfare. Late Hittite texts describe a civil war/dynastic 
struggle between the Hittite ruler at Hattusa, Tudhaliya 
IV, and Kurunta, who had established an independent 
kingdom in southern Anatolia, thus denying access 
for a time to the Hittite capital’s grain-importation 
port at Ura (`¨¬¨¡ 2004: 185). Anatolian sites suffer-
ing destructions at the end of the Bronze Age include 
@��#�$µ����@��¶����?�#����
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and Tarsus (�¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016). Hattusa was 
apparently deserted, as noted above. As a consequence, 
large temples, granaries, dams and other public works, 
monumental stone sculpture, large-scale administra-
tion, and writing (in particular cuneiform, employed 
for over 1,000 years in Anatolia and the Levant) disap-
pear from central Anatolia, but move in much-reduced 
form to the Neo-Hittite kingdoms of southern Anatolia, 
where they persist for centuries (?¤°�  1998: 361–391, 
esp. 385; 2014: 137–139).
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Movements of people mark the end of the Bronze Age. 
In the wake of the Hittite collapse – which includes the 
destruction and abandonment of major sites such as 
��
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in central Anatolia – the Phrygians arrive from the Bal-
kans (	¨ª« 1988; 1994; �¨§§£¤° 1989; ?¤�×�  1993; 
�£�¬� and � ¡¤��¯«£¡ 2000a; 2000b; �̈ ««�§ ³̈  2005; 
�£�¬� 2011; �¨¤«�£¡ 2012). Troy suffers a massive 
destruction c. 1200–1180 BCE, and when it is substan-
tially reoccupied c. 1130 BCE, new elements appear in 
the material culture, including Knobbed Ware, Hand-
made Burnished Ware, and multi-cell architecture with 
orthostates, all with parallels in Thrace, the Balkans, 
and the Lower Danube region. ?£¦º ¯ (1994) has de-
scribed in detail the appearance of certain northern and 
eastern elements along the Mediterranean.

Refugees including some bearing elements of My-
cenaean culture from Ahhiyawa move south into Cili-
cia and the Amuq, where their rulers and polities retain 
Mycenaean- and Philistine-sounding names for centuries 
(�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 162–163; the argument rests in 
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Luwian texts, such as a prominent inscription at Çineköy, 
with the ‘Ahhiyawa’). The Proto-Villanovan Culture, 
forerunner to the Villanovans and the Etruscans, appears 
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into the 10th century BCE. The Proto-Villanova Culture is 
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(with the later Etruscan language related to the Rhaetian 
spoken in the area of Austria). The Proto-Villanovans 
practiced cremation. Proto-Villanovan features appear 
at Frattesina in the Veneto alongside surviving elements 
of the former Terramare Culture of the nearby Po River 
valley, and eventually move in attenuated form down 
the whole of Italy and into eastern Sicily. The Terramare 
Culture of the Po River valley in central-northern Italy, 
estimated at more than 100,000 people at its peak, disap-
pears and the area is abandoned, with Terramare elements 
moving south into Apulia as well as east into the Veneto 
(<¨¤¥¨¤ §§� 2010: 500–502, 506, 507; ?� ��� 	 «�� ¤� 
1997: 377; 2005: 17; <¤ ª¨«��� et al. 2006). A shift in 
the Po River, in a population already straining the carry-
ing capacity of the land and available imports, perhaps 
compounded by the climate change disruption and mi-
grations, may have been a catalyst for this dramatic out-
come. In Sicily, a period of abandonment at many sites 
followed the Late Bronze Age (¥ �@¡¬ §�« 2012: 189). 

In Greece, evidence exists of major population 
movements, mostly from north to south, as indicated by 
changes in dialects, mirrored in Greek traditions (`�¡-
¯ § ¤¬ 2005). The bulk of such movements may have 
come at or after the end of LH IIIC, however. Thucy-
dides treated as fact a tradition that placed the descent 
of the Dorians 80 years after the Trojan War (;�¦�. 
1.12.3), which would place the movement toward the 
end of LH IIIC. The detailed study of the pottery of 
the “western Greek koine” by <£¦§«£¡ (1986) places 
the spread of Ithacan Protogeometric pottery through-
out Messenia and Laconia, the later Dorian heartland, 
in the second half of the 11th and beginning of the 10th 
century BCE. Much of Crete and the southern Cycladic 
Islands become Doric-speaking as well.

As noted above, a complete new kit of military equip-
ment, consisting of the Naue II type sword, spearheads 
with cast sockets, javelins, round shields, metal greaves, 
and infantryman corselets, is imported into Greece from 
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(knife and axe types), and locally made Handmade Bur-
nished Ware pottery whose forms unequivocally echo 
those of central and southern Italy (	¨¡¥¨¤« 1978: 
90–95; � �£· ¤�and �¦¡¬�� this volume���¦¡¬�Y��¢b: 
�Y�� ���� !¦´´ ¡«� �¡� Y�qQ�� q���� +¤ ®« 1993: 174–
206). It is worth noting, however, that Mycenaean-type 
spearheads continue in use (�¦¡¬ 2009b: 75, citing I. 
Moschos). Northern Italian copper ore sources and metal 
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(� �£· ¤�and �¦¡¬��this volume). The House of the Oil 
Merchant at Mycenae provides evidence for the casting 
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presence of foreign craftsmen as well (�¦¡¬ 2009a). It 
is important to note, however, that most of the copper 
used, both in mainland Greece and elsewhere throughout 
the Mediterranean, can be traced to Cypriot ore sources 
(�¦¡¬ 2009b: 74). The arrival of so complete a set of new 
military equipment, implying changes in tactics as well, 
together with Handmade Burnished Ware cooking ves-
sels foreign to Aegean cooking traditions, suggests the 
possible presence of mercenary troops (< �̈§�¡¬ 1961: 
121;�+¤ ®« 1993: 64; esp. >¥ ¤ and �¦¡¬ 2005), per-
haps unreliable in loyalty, particularly if poorly fed. (In 
a subsequent era marked by large-scale employment of 
mercenaries, Renaissance rulers learned that it was gen-
erally as dangerous to hire mercenaries as it was not to do 
so.) The earlier ‘Captain of the Blacks’ fresco at Knossos 
and the Amarna papyrus with the drawing of a warrior 
\����������@����������� �̂
����$����
���$
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Egyptians may depict mercenaries (+¤� «« ¡ 1999: 18).

Alternatively or additionally, émigrés from Italy may 
have come, accompanied by their families, as bronz-
esmiths to serve customers eager to acquire Italian-type 
military gear. The Handmade Burnished Ware pottery, 
called Impasto Ware in Italy, appears at Tiryns, Mycenae, 
and Midea in the Argolid and at Chania and Kommos 
in Crete during LH/LM IIIB prior to the major wave of 
destruction, but elsewhere at or after the destructions, in-
cluding Crete as far inland as Kastelli Pedhiada (�¨¡�̈  
2003: 515), and is especially prevalent at Tiryns in IIIC, 
the one site which appears to expand in size post-destruc-
tion (�¨¤¨¡�Y�q����Y¢x�Qq��!¦�� ¤ 1990). It is worth 
noting that both the Handmade Burnished Ware and 
Italian-inspired metalwork are found throughout the site, 
both before and after the end of IIIB–beginning of IIIC 
destruction, suggesting that its users were well-integrat-
ed in the society, rather than a separate mercenary army. 
(I am grateful to ����¨¤¨¡ for the information regarding 
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comm. of 19 June 2016.)

Of course it is possible that a separate military camp 
existed outside the citadel of Tiryns, for example at the 
harbour or near the burial mound at Chania. Cremations 
in a large tumulus at Chania near Mycenae in late IIIC 
and at Argos in cist graves without a tumulus, accom-
panied by northern Italian objects, suggest the presence 
of newcomers (!¦´´ ¡«� �¡ 2013: 189). Handmade 
Burnished Ware, some made in Italy but most of local 
#�����''������
�
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overlooking the entrance to the Gulf of Patras in Achaea, 
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2006: 169; >¥ ¤ 2006: 558–559; >¥ ¤ and �¦¡¬ 2005; 
�¦¡¬, this volume). Conversely, neither Naue II type 
swords or related military equipment, nor Handmade 
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Burnished Ware or cremations appear in Cycladic sites 
during IIIC or later, suggesting that any putative merce-
naries from Italy brandishing the Naue II weapons kit, 
or bronzesmiths or other traders/workers from these ar-
eas, were concentrated mostly in the major Aegean cen-
tres and in Crete, where Naue II type swords have been 
found in tombs at a number of sites, including sites in 
East Crete (�¨¯¦§�¡ 2013: 102). Some continued on to 
Cyprus and places in the Eastern Mediterranean, such 
as Tell Kazel (?£�§ ¨¦ et al. 2010) and throughout the 
Aleppo Plain (�¦¡¬, this volume), and were likely de-
picted in the Egyptian reliefs that included the lists of 
Sea Peoples. The Handmade Burnished Ware pottery, 
which frequently accompanies the appearance of the 
Naue II type military kit in Greece has its home in cen-
tral and southern Italy, while much of the handmade 
ware of Cyprus and the Near East may have various 
antecedents (�¦¡¬ 2009b: 78).

Molloy, noting 1) that locally made Mycenaean-
�
���'�
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$�����'��
��
from Mycenaean Greece in both Italy and the Eastern 
Mediterranean, 2) the predominantly local manufacture 
at sites in Greece of much of the Naue II and related 
weapons kit, and 3) the regional variation in weapons 
and other metal objects within the overall koine of met-
allurgy, has proposed that interactions included “raid-
ing-cum-trading, going a viking (long distance journeys 
focused on repeated raids en route), partial migration 
|������ ���
�� *�'�����{#������
�}�� ����
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���� ��� ���*����
migration, and seasonal migration (e.g., mercenaries)” 
(�£§§£°� 2013). ‘Warrior mobility’ is seen as poten-

�������������#��
���'�#
������������
$��qYth–11th centuries 
BCE. Whether the weapons were used by Mycenaeans 
and Cypriots (or Cypro-Mycenaeans), or whether they 
were used by mercenaries from the Italo-Balkan area, or 
by both, is presently unknown. Certainly, the Mycenae-
an rulers at Mycenae and Knossos (if independent) had 
a strong interest in Italian military technology in LH/
LM IIIB2, as did the rulers of Enkomi on Cyprus then 
and perhaps a little later (�¦¡¬ 2009b: 77). Newcomers 
���#�������
�
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��
as itinerant skilled craftspeople or as mercenaries, and 
with time become settlers. Given the complete nature of 
the new military assemblage together with new types of 
metallurgy and cooking wares, it seems likely that mer-
cenaries were among the new arrivals in Greece in late 
IIIB and IIIC. Mercenary revolts may accordingly have 
been a factor in the destructions at the end of LH IIIB.

Molloy has also offered an alternative explana-
tion for the similarities in bronze weapons, changes 
in style of dress as indicated by the spreading use of 
�����������������*�
$���''�����#�����$��*��*��'�

���
alongside wheelmade suggesting the coexistence of dif-

ferent eating customs, namely that increased contacts 
on many levels resulted in the gradual ‘entanglement’ 
during LH IIIC of traditions originating in different ar-
eas of the Balkans, Italy, and Greece, with weapons in 
'��
�#����� ��"�#
����?������ ��"���#�� |�£§§£° 2016: 
348). It is worth recalling with regard to migrations that 
invaders often leave little obvious trace in the archaeo-
logical record, as for example in the case of the Gala-
tian invasion of Anatolia in the third century BCE or 
the Slavic invasion of Greece in the sixth century CE 
(��¡� ¤ 1977; `�¡¯ § ¤¬ 2005: 146). 

It should also be noted, however, that adoption of 
a complete new panoply of improved military equip-
���
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of newcomers, since ‘survival technologies’ are often 
rapidly incorporated. The very quick adoption of caval-
ry tactics by Native American tribes in the Plains, who 
had never seen a horse before the European arrival, is 
a case in point.
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Let us consider the evidence for exchange network dis-
ruption and complex systems collapse, beginning with 
the role of the Sea Peoples. Egyptian and Hittite texts 
describe raids in the Eastern Mediterranean from the 
14th to the 12th century BCE (	¨¡¥¨¤« 1978). Egypt 
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in the reign of Amenophis III (c. 1390–1352 BCE). In 
the following reign of Akhenaten, a letter from the rul-
er of Byblos found at Amarna describes the Sherdana 
as plundering but then serving Byblos as mercenar-
ies (EA 81, 122, 123). Bietak further suggests that the 
Sherdana in the 14th century BCE may have used the 
protected natural harbour of Marsa Matruh in Libya as 
a base (?� �̈ ¯ 2015: 32–33); Egyptian texts speak of 
attacks from Libya (	¨¡¥¨¤« 1978: 117–119). Toward 
the end of the 14th�#��
���������$������
$������
���*�
the Nile Delta. Ramesses II states that in his second 
year (1289 BCE; see �� ¡ ¤ 2014a and 2015b re chro-
nology) he captured Sherdana who had advanced into 
the Nile Delta mouths. Sherdana are recorded serving 
in the armies of Egypt and Ugarit in the 13th century 
BCE (	�¡¬ ¤ 2000: 24, citing �£¤ �º 1995). Eastern 
Mediterranean imports of Mycenaean pottery from the 
Argolid cease c. 1230 BCE at a time when a Hittite text 
speaks of the appearance of the Shekelesh (RS 34.129, 
see 	¨·¤£¡£³ 2011), one of the Sea Peoples also men-
tioned in Egyptian texts. A letter from a Hittite ruler 
to the governor of Ugarit seeks information from an 
individual who had been captured by the “Sikila who 
live on ships” (RS 34.129), the earliest record of a pro-
fessional pirate contingent, a prominent feature of later 
Mediterranean history. Some of the Sea Peoples were 
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no doubt professional pirates or mercenaries of mixed 
backgrounds such as have frequently appeared in the 
Mediterranean (�¦¡¬ 2009b; ������£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 
2014). Some were Lukka, likely from Lycia. 

Piracy has been endemic in many eras of Mediterra-
nean history, often accompanied by the sacking of sites 
and the seizing and selling of slaves (�� ¡ ¤ 2013b: 
164; 2015a: 139). The fate of Delos in the Roman era 
provides an illustrative example. Already weakened by 
the sack of Mithradates in 88 BCE, Delos succumbed 
to a devastating pirate attack in 69 BCE which left it 
depopulated, never to recover. Raids often leave no 
archaeological evidence of attackers, as in the case of 
the Arab raids on Crete in the seventh century CE. In 
the 19th century CE pirates ravaged the coast of Crete, 
arriving suddenly in groups of 150–200, the attendant 
destructions forcing populations to move inland (_£-
®��¯� 2000: 228, citing !���¨¤¥« 1906: 191). 

Crete in particular seems to have been affected by 
piracy in LM IIIB2. While the major centres of Cha-
nia, Knossos, Tylissos, Kastelli Pedhiada, and Phaistos 
survive (although coastal Chania appears to experience 
a destruction) sites along the Cretan coasts are aban-
doned, with the populace withdrawing inland (or turn-
ing to piracy themselves). New defensible sites are es-
tablished on hilltops within sight of the sea, giving the 
appearance of pirate lairs, with newly arrived Mycenae-
ans from the mainland the likely main occupants (see 
generally _£®��¯� 2000: 223–224). Prime examples 
include Kastrokephala at the western end of the Gulf 
of Herakleion (�¨¡�̈ �and �¨¤ �«£¦�Y��Q; �¨¡�̈  and 
�£¡�£´£¥� 2011; �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢¢���qQQ) and the 
high, inaccessible windswept promontory at Kastri, oc-
cupied for a period in the 12th century BCE (_£®��¯� 
2000: 49), whose situation and simple houses of similar 
size also suggest a pirate lair.

In the c. 1190 BCE destruction level at Ugarit, many 
bronze objects were found in wall cavities or hollows 
��*��� 
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anticipating a raid, perhaps by a pirate contingent, after 
which they hoped to be able to return (	��¨ ·· ¤�q¢����
763, cited in +¤ ®« 1993: 207). Numerous arrowheads 
were found throughout the ruins, suggesting street to 
street combat (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 166). The destruc-
tion level contains a text read as referring to an eclipse. If 
as seems likely this reference is the eclipse of 21 January 
1192 BCE (�¨¡� ®«¯��et al. 2011: 5; <§�¡  2014: 109), 
then the Sea Peoples destruction of Ugarit preceded the 
Sea Peoples coalition attack on the Nile Delta described 
by Ramesses III by about four years. In this case, the 
oft-cited letter from Egyptian Chancellor Bey found in 
the ruins of Ugarit must have been sent a decade earlier 
and retained (cf. �� ¡ ¤�2014a, which however follows 

the then current belief that the letter was received short-
ly before the destruction, in the absence of information 
about the eclipse). Egyptian texts describe widespread 
�
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��#
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defeated in a battle at the mouth of the Nile in 1186 BCE 
(for date, see �� ¡ ¤ 2014a and 2015b; cf. <§�¡  2014).

Some of the Sea Peoples are likely to have started 
from Sardinia, Sicily, Italy, or the Balkans. Sardinia has 
long been viewed as a likely or possible homeland of the 
Sherdana in light of the similarity in names and Egyp-
tian depictions of helmets resembling helmets found in 
Sardinia. Ramesses II asserts that early in his reign he 
had captured Sherdana who had attacked at the mouth of 
the Nile Delta and, impressed with their battle skills, had 
recruited them as his personal bodyguards. An inscrip-
tion on a stele from Tanis states that “the unruly Sherden 
whom no-one had ever known how to combat, they came 
boldly sailing in their warships from the midst of the sea, 
none being able to withstand them” (trans. ����� ¡�
1982: 40–41, cited in ?¤°�  2005: 335). At the battle of 
Kadesh they guard the royal tent, and subsequently ap-
pear as elite troops in the Egyptian army (?� �̈ ¯�2015: 
QYxQQ}��	��*������'�
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of Kommos on the south coast of Crete in an LM IIIB1 
context c. 1290–1280 BCE (!¦�� ¤ and ³̈ ¡�¥ ¤��££¤-
� § 2006: 646–688; 	�¨®�et al. 2006: 859–863���� ¡ ¤�
2015b re date). Sardinian Nuragic pottery has also re-
cently been discovered or recognized in end of Bronze 
Age/beginning of Iron Age deposits in Crete and in Cy-
prus, and Spain as well (+ ´̈ §ª¨« et al.�Y�q�}��	�����-
cant numbers of Cypriot copper oxhide ingots, some with 
Cypro-Minoan markings, have been found at 31 Nuragic 
sites on Sardinia (� �̈��ã¦« 2015: 302–303). Cypriot 
metalworking, woodworking, and agricultural tools also 
are present in Sardinia c. 1200 BCE, suggesting the pres-
ence of Cypriot workers (� �̈��ã¦« 2015: 302). Aegean 
and Cypriot pottery appears in some quantity in the Aeo-
lian Islands and at Thapsos and other sites in eastern Sic-
ily by the 14th century BCE (�̈ ¬¡ ����2010: 894) and in 
Sardinia, in particular at Nuraghe Antigori, the largest of 
the Nuragic settlements (and at Taranto as well) between 
LH IIIB and IIIC Middle–Advanced; while in other ar-
��������
�����#������j
'��'�
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updraft kilns is made from local clay, suggesting the 
presence of Mycenaean immigrants or traveling potters. 

A contingent displaying a combination of Mycenae-
an, Minoan, and Aegeanized Cypriot cultural features 
occupied Pyla-Kokkinokremos on the south coast of Cy-
prus for not more than two generations between c. 1230 
and 1175 BCE. The site contained solid casemate walls, 
a double door reminiscent of Minoan elite architecture 
(A. �¨¡�̈ , pers. comm. of 2 December 2016, for which 
I am most grateful), much imported pottery, including 
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both imported and locally made Minoan and Mycenaean 
examples, metallurgy, and evidence of an established 
Cypriot archival tradition in the form of intentionally 
���*� 
����
��\�
$�<'��j������� ������ |�¦«« ¤ ��et al. 
2016). One tablet has writing on both sides and on the 
�'�������\������������
�$�*���������*��������*�����@�������-
al aspect of the site is that all areas excavated contained 
preciosities of various types and there were no marked 
status differences in the dwellings along well-planned 
streets, perhaps suggesting a community of pirates. The 
careful burial of many valuable items, with no sign of 
subsequent destruction of the site, suggests that its inhab-
itants expected to return en masse and reclaim the site (J. 
+¤� «« ¡ pers. comm. of 6 December 2016, for which I 
am most grateful), that their destination was not a loca-
tion where they expected to be able to enjoy their posses-
sions, and hence that they may have departed in order to 
participate in a Sea Peoples raid, perhaps one of those de-
scribed in Egyptian or other accounts, if not the attack on 
the Nile Delta in the eighth year of Ramesses III itself. A 
letter found at Ugarit, believed to have been written to an 
overlord, probably located in Carchemish, states “When 
your messenger arrived, the army was humiliated and 
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burnt and the vineyards were also destroyed. Our city is 
sacked. May you know it! May you know it!” (quoted in 
�¡¨´´�and��¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 120), also suggesting that 
raiders have come, destroyed, and departed. 

LH IIIC potsherds from Kynos, a seaport overlooking 
the Euboean Gulf, depict warriors resembling attackers 
shown on the Medinet Habu reliefs of Ramesses III. A 
papyrus now in the British Museum appears to show My-
#���������������$
�����������*��>�'
�����|	��£·� §¥�
and �̈ ¤¯�¡«£¡ 1994). Prior to the Hittite sack of Milla-
wanda (Miletus) at the end of the 14th century, Miletus 
was strongly Mycenaean in character (_� ª � ¤�Y�����
10–21). Millawanda in IIIA–IIIB1 may in turn have been 
the local centre of a single powerful state with its capital 
at Mycenae (�¦¡¬�Y�q���+��¯�¡«£¡�Y��¢���� ¡ ¤ 2009 
and as argued below). The Sea Peoples raiders surely in-
cluded overseas Mycenaeans and their descendants. The 
Mycenaean palaces prior to their destructions may them-
selves have engaged in piracy and the seizure of captives. 
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Pylos list women and children from places with names 
similar to Lemnos, Knidos, Miletus, and perhaps Chios 
receiving quite limited rations (�̈ §¨�ª¨�1991: 279–280; 
<�¨¥®��¯�q¢�����Qx������x¢Q).

Ahhiyawans of Mycenaean descent who occupied the 
area around Miletus from the beginning of the 14th centu-
ry BCE (_� ª � ¤�2005) appear in Lycia (	�¡¬ ¤�Y�����
251–258) and in Canaan (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 116–
118, 189–193) in the 12th century BCE. Locally made  

LH IIIC-type pottery is also found from the Hatay in 
south-central Turkey to Homs in Syria, accompanied by 
��#������*��@�����j
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(�¨ �¤, this volume). That the sites of the Philistine pen-
tapolis receive settlers of Mycenaean or partly Mycenae-
an stock seems clear. At Ashkelon, for example, about 85 
percent of the cooking-vessel sherds are of locally made 
Aegean type, and pork (from pigs whose DNA is con-
sistent with that of European pigs [�¨ �¤, this volume; 
a recent summary of Mycenaean presence in the East 
is presented in �±¤ 2016, updating � §¥ ¤ 2006]) be-
comes common in the diet, unlike the situation at inland 
Canaanite sites (�¦¡¬, this volume). In IIIC, the propor-
tion of cow and pig bone deposits at Mycenaean and Phil-
istine sites is similar, and in both there is less emphasis 
����$��'���*����
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latial economies such as those enumerated on the Knos-
sos tablets are a matter of the past (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 
297–299). Hearths and cooking pots change as well. In 
some respects, however, the sites of the Philistine pen-
tapolis display closer similarities to Mycenaeanized sites 
in Cyprus than to sites in Greece. Gath resembles Cypriot 
sites in its urban layout, metal-smelting technologies, and 
appearance of pottery sherds with Cypro-Minoan script, 
as noted above. There are resemblances as well to sites 
in Cilicia, whose inhabitants may be refugees from the 
former overseas Mycenaean sites in Ahhiyawa.  Texts de-
scribe attacks on Ugarit before its destruction as coming 
from both land and sea, as is the case with regard to the 
Sea Peoples attack on the Nile Delta. In some cases, the 
raiders moved on, leaving destruction behind; in others 
they remained, and were eventually integrated into the 
local population (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 227–228; 2011: 
251). It should be noted that even within the Philistine 
pentapolis, sites display different cultural admixtures 
(�¨ �¤, this volume; see generally the detailed summary 
of the evidence in �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010).

Some of the Sea Peoples came from Crete, as indicat-
ed by Minoan-inspired pottery in Cyprus and Philistia, 
and by the cult of Zeus Kretaios of Gaza, the reference 
to the site as a Minoa, and the mention of Cherethites in 
the Hebrew Bible (�¦×§ °�Y���: 141). The appearance 
at Tel Nami in Canaan of a Minoan-type conical cup with 
a piece of pumice inside it, probably in a late 13th century 
BCE context, comparable to a similar discovery at Cha-
nia in Crete from a 13th century BCE context, recalls ear-
lier Cretan examples found in LM IB contexts shortly af-
ter the eruption of the Theran volcano (@¤�º° 1991). The 
apparent reappearance of standing horns of consecration 
at Kition, Kouklia-Palaepaphos, and Myrtou-Pigadhes 
on Cyprus (�£«¯£« and �¡¨´´ 2008: 667) also suggests 
a revival of Minoan cult concepts, although the Cypriot 
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and are associated with altars rather than entryways and 
buildings (������£�¯�2008: 18–22, 28, 33 n. 77). There 
is even a structure resembling a lustral basin at Hala Sul-
tan Tekke on the south coast at the beginning of the 12th 
century BCE, hundreds of years after lustral basins had 
gone out of use in Crete itself, where in many cases they 
were covered under impressive ‘Minoan Halls’ (�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��«�q¢�����¢x�Y). The Hala Sultan Tekke version 
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basins in Crete, but also with painted plaster, common in 
Crete and other areas of the Aegean but otherwise unat-
tested in Cyprus (������£�¯ 2009: 139). (Should one 
imagine the existence of a recusant Minoan sect, hiding 
its practices for 300 years?) Minoan cultic features such 
�������������\�
$��'�����*��������*����*��'��#$�*�����
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crown are also found at the mountaintop site of Karphi in 
Crete in LM IIIC and an Eteocretan language continues 
in use in this area. Cretan elements are clearly present at 
Pyla-Kokkinokremos on a plateau overlooking the south 
coast of Cyprus during its brief life at the end of the 13th–
beginning of the 12th century BCE (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�and 
�¨¡�̈ � Y�q�). The fate of Pyla-Kokkinokremos seems 
closely tied to that of nearby Enkomi, which also suffers 
damage and is abandoned early in the 12th century BCE. 
Of course not all the Aegeans arriving came as raiders or 
refugees; for example, migrant skilled craftspeople may 
have come seeking employment on the burgeoning Cy-
prus of the 12th century BCE. Cretan artisans apparently 
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Crete evident in the local Mycenaean-type pottery of the 
Italian Sibaritide and to some extent in the local Myce-
naean of Sardinia (�̈ ¬¡ ��� 2010: 898). The ‘Pictorial 
Style’ of LM/LH IIIC pottery begins in Crete, spreads to 
Cyprus, and lastly arrives on mainland Greece (�£¦¡�-
¼£° 2015a: 60–61).

Some of the Sea Peoples/raiders/settlers appear to 
have come from Sicily and continental Italy, including 
refugees from the Terramare Culture of the Po Valley, 
where Naue II swords are particularly prevalent prior 
to the abandonment c. 1200–1150 BCE (+¤ ®« 1993: 
204). Conversely, communities of Aegean artisans, per-
haps accompanied by others, appear to have inhabited 
sites in Sardinia, Sicily, and at places both in the south 
and north of Italy (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 52–54, 56; 
�̈ ¬¡ ���� 2010). Siculo-Aeolian hand-burnished ware 
appears at Beirut and Nuragic material at Pyla-Kokki-
nokremos on Cyprus (?¨� et al. 2015: 10). On the is-
land of Kos, the main site at the Seraglio was destroyed 
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rary with a Mycenaean-type ‘warrior burial’ at the site 
of Langada. Very soon thereafter, Italian/European-type 
objects appear for a short period during LH IIIC Early 
(���̈ §  and ?§¨�¯® §§ 2016). Given that such objects 

appear almost exclusively in this brief period on Kos, 
their presence may be due to pirate activity (���̈ §  and 
?§¨�¯® §§ 2016, citing �¦¡¬ and � �£· ¤� Y�qQ). 
Two child burials in Handmade Burnished Ware pots 
were found at Liman Tepe on the Anatolian coast; other 
examples of Handmade Burnished Ware have appeared 
at a cemetery southwest of Liman Tepe and at Clazom-
enae (�¨¡¬¨§£á§¦j�£�¤¦¨ 2015: 659). Destructions 
also occur in the Central Mediterranean, in Sicily and on 
the Lipari Islands, which experience both a destruction 
and a cultural replacement (<¨¤¥¨¤ §§��Y�q������).

Piratical Sea Peoples’ raids surely played a ma-
jor role in disrupting exchange networks for essential 
goods such as copper, tin, and especially grain. On the 
evidence of the Uluburun shipwreck off the coast of 
Lycia of c. 1300 BCE, the amount of the trade in met-
als must have been vast; accordingly, its interruption 
would have had major consequences. Hittite, Levan-
tine, and Egyptian texts speak of enormous shipments 
of grain as well. The Knossos Linear B tablets speak 
of the palace controlling 775 tonnes of grain grown in 
the Messara, as noted above. The texts describing des-
perate shortages of grain and dramatic price increases 
#�
�*����[����"�#
�
$��#��������#������
$�������*�\��
in trade. Large numbers of sea traders may quickly have 
become raiders. In sum, the ‘Sea Peoples’, acting both 
as sackers of costal sites and members of coalitions 
with land raiders (but sometimes joining defenders as 
well), played a major role in the collapse of civilisa-
tions at the end of the Bronze Age. 
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LH IIIC, but without literacy, palaces, grand tombs, 
many luxury crafts, or large-scale production of per-
fumed oil. Pottery shapes and many motifs show a 
high degree of continuity, however, together with 
many other aspects of a recognizably Mycenaean cul-
ture, but with the governing stratum of society some-
how removed, along with its enormous demands but 
also its organisation skills and overseas connections, 
as well as the skills of those it could command. Tiryns, 
$�\�[����#��
����*����������<�
������
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contacts overseas including links with Crete, Cyprus, 
and the Levant (see below). Korakou in the Corinthia 
survives into IIIC Middle. The site of the Mycenaean 
palace at Ayios Vasileios in Laconia, destroyed at the 
end of LH IIIA2, is partially reoccupied for a period in 
IIIB2 Late–IIIC Early. The brief partial reoccupation 
includes however an altar with horns of consecration 
�##��'����*� �� �[�� ������ \$�����*�� ����� ���������
(A. �̈ «�§£¬¨ª³¤£¦, pers. comm. of 10 January 2017, 
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for which I am most grateful), a Minoanising reviv-
al in Laconia similar to that at sites in Cyprus noted 
above. + ¬ ¤j�¨§¯£�º° (1994: esp. 13) has noted the 
appearance of various such similar features in Laco-
nia and Cyprus, along with Laconian-Cypriot-Central 
Cretan dialectical similarities, in support of the propo-
sition that Laconians and Central Cretans were among 
the new arrivals in Cyprus, perhaps beginning at the 
dawn of and continuing into the 11th century BCE. Tei-
chos Dymaion is reoccupied in IIIC, when Achaea as 
��\$����"�����$������#��'�������\�
$����
����������-
deed, the relative advance of Achaea appears to begin 
in IIIB (�£«��£« 2009: 348), perhaps partly due to 
the evident stresses in the Argolid and the disappear-
ance of palatial control, together with the increasing 
������#��#�� ��� #��
�#
�� \�
$� �
��� ��� 
��*�� \�
$� 
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Eastern Mediterranean shrinks. By IIIC Middle, an 
increasing number of warrior burials containing elite 
grave goods appear in Achaea at sites as distant from 
one another as Portes and Aigeira (� ª£« 2014: 168; 
+ ¬ ¤j�¨§¯£�º° 2006: 159, 163–164). Achaea may 
have been less affected than other areas of Greece by 
1) food shortages due to drying climate, 2) epidemics 
traveling from the Eastern Mediterranean, 3) drainage 
system collapse, 4) earthquakes, or 5) general systems 
collapse with regard to trade with the East, given its 
closer ties to the West. Central and western Crete ap-
pear to receive new settlers from the mainland in LM/
LH IIIC, as do some areas in the east, including Azo-
ria in eastern central Crete (�¨¬¬�« et al. 2016). _£-
®��¯� (2000) reports that 120 new sites, many small 
and at least somewhat inland, are formed in Crete in 
the IIIC period. 

Attica also may have survived relatively well, 
with the continuing arrival of Cretan imports as one 
indicator. Athens may have controlled the mines at 
Thorikos-Lavrion, still active in IIIC. Lead and silver 
mine no. 3 at Thorikos contains pottery both from the 
end of IIIB/beginning of IIIC destruction horizon and 
a small amount from IIIC Middle to Late in connec-
tion with metallurgical activity, when the pottery is 
similar to pottery from nearby Perati cemetery (�¨·-
·�¡ ¦¤ 2010: 35; �£¦¡�¼£° 1995). While at the end 
of LH IIIB the island of Kea off the coast of Attica is 
abandoned for a century, the surviving population may 
move to the area of the cemetery of Perati, with a few 
descendants of the settlers returning to Ayia Irini to-
ward the end of the 12th century BCE to leave a small 
number of vases by the former shrine at the site (�¨¯£-
³�¥�« 1980). In central Macedonia, however, the num-
ber and size of settlements appear to grow throughout 
the Late Bronze and Early Iron Age (S. @¡¥¤ £¦, 
pers. comm. of 1 September 2016).

In the Cyclades, a citadel is created at Koukounaries 
on Paros, which in turn is destroyed in IIIC Middle, as 
���
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ies has the appearance of a pirate lair, invisible from the 
������*�*���#��
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wall. The destruction level contained valuables from 
abroad (	¨ª¨¤¨« 2015: 195). Conversely, Grotta on 
Naxos expands in IIIC Middle, when a major defen-
sive wall is built and extensive trade links are evident, 
including a pottery koine encompassing Lefkandi, At-
tica, the Argolid, eastern Crete, and Rhodes, with par-
tial extension to Kos and Kalymnos (�§¨��£´£¦§£«�
Y��Q���¢����¢���� ª£«�Y�q���q��). The coastal site of 
Asine in the Argolid exhibits closer pottery connections 
to this koine than to nearby Mycenae and Tiryns in IIIC 
Middle. The destruction on Paros and expansion and 
���
��#�
���� ��� ����j����$����� _�=��� ��� ��� #������
be related. In addition to the evidence for violent de-
structions, the susceptibility of islands to water short-
ages noted above may have been relevant in this regard, 
given that Naxos is the best watered of the Cyclades. 

Euboea also appears to thrive beginning in IIIC Mid-
dle and thereafter, particularly in comparison with the 
Peloponnese and Crete, which reach their nadir near the 
end of the 11th century BCE (but with a rapid revival of 
Eastern Mediterranean contacts in Crete in the 10th cen-
tury BCE). Lefkandi suffers a destruction at the end of 
IIIC Early, but becomes one of the largest and most im-
pressive settlements in the central Aegean in IIIC Middle 
(� ª£« 2014: 173). Mitrou across the Euboean Gulf also 
escapes destruction, as does the nearby shrine at Kala-
podi, which apparently continues to function through-
out the Late Bronze Age and well into the Iron Age. At 
Kynos, galleys are depicted on pots with 20 oarsmen for 
smaller vessels and 50 oarsmen on larger ones (� ª£« 
2014: 171), suggesting the existence of a formidable 
trading, raiding, and defensive force. The smaller ves-
sels may have been faster and easier to beach than the 
vessels previously depicted, and hence well suited for 
warfare (�¤¨ª ¤j�¨¼£« 2016 and references therein). 
Ship depictions appear at Skyros, Tragana, and Asine in 
������<��;$�� *���#��
� ��� '������� 
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straits separating Euboea from the mainland may have 
served as a defence against pirate raids and seaborne 
invasions. I. Lemos, the excavator of the settlement of 
Xeropolis at Lefkandi, notes that “Xeropolis, with its 
double harbours, controls the approach to the most dif-
�#��
�'��
�������~�������'�
$��������;$�����#����
�
���
passing through the narrow Euripus strait where strong 

�*���#�����
��\�
$�
$������[�����"�\�����������#������\�-
edge to pass through safely” (� ª£« 2014: 173–174). 
Moreover, the location of Attica and Euboea to the north 
of the shortest route from the Central Mediterranean via 
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the southern Peloponnese and Crete to the Eastern Medi-
terranean, away from the likely main route of the Sea 
Peoples, may have proved advantageous. Starting in the 
11th century BCE, Euboea takes the lead in establishing 
contacts with the eastern Aegean and Mediterranean and 
subsequently with the Western Mediterranean as well. 

It is noteworthy that the mid-12th century LH IIIC 
Middle partial revival in Greece is concentrated in plac-
���\�
$������##����
��
$�������\$����\����*��[�*��#��
of the renewal of contacts with the East and Cyprus in 
particular or, in the cases of Achaea, Kephallenia, and 
sites in Doris and Phocis, continuing if not expanding 
contacts with Italy and the Adriatic. At Perati on the 
eastern coast of Attica facing the Euboean Gulf, the ear-
liest burials begin around the time of the destructions 
c. 1200 BCE and continue throughout the 12th century. 
Many of the tombs contain imports from abroad, and 
the furnishings include many items of gold, plus objects 
of faience, ivory, amber, various exotic stones, and en-
graved signet rings (some heirlooms, perhaps looted, 
but some not) indicating the continuing existence of 
wide-ranging exchanges, likely concentrated in IIIC 
Middle (�¨¯£³�¥�« 1980: 99). However, the volume 
of trade, particularly in products of high value, is no 
������� ����#���
� 
�� ��''��
� ��'������'���#������� ������
contingents of troops and chariot forces.

In Crete, coastal sites abandoned in LM IIIB2 be-
cause of Sea Peoples raids (and perhaps because of in-
vasion or plague as well—see above) are occupied by 
new arrivals from the mainland (�� ¡ ¤ forthcoming), 
some likely coming from Messenia and Laconia, whose 
populations plummet beginning in LH IIIC. The city of 
Knossos is reorganized at this time, with a new lay-
out of buildings serving new functions as noted above 
(���� §¨® 2016).

The discovery at Tiryns of a terracotta boule in-
scribed with signs in the Cypro-Minoan script in a 
IIIC Middle Developed context, the same horizon as 
many terracotta boules found at Enkomi (� �� ¤« 
2012; ` ¤¤¨¤¨ 2013: 11, 305; � �¤¨¯�« 2014), may 
testify to the resumption of contacts (�¨¤¥¨ª¨¯� 
et al. 2016: 145, 147–148; �¨¤¨¡ 2015: 282–283), 
unless it is an heirloom from the end of IIIB2 hori-
zon, which in this northernmost Lower Citadel area 
contained Cypriot wall brackets and other imports, 
as noted above (�¨¤¨¡ 2015: 282–283, 285 n. 84). 
Cyprus emerges as the central node of exchange net-
works and movement of settlers, as indicated by the 
appearance of Cypriotica in Greece, for example in 
Crete at Palaikastro, along the south coast, and in up-
land areas such as Arkadhes (�¨¡�¨ and �¨¤ �«£¦ 
1998; �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« et al. 2014); at Tiryns (	�£�¯-
�¨ªª ¤ 2015); and by the presence of Cypriot and 

locally made Aegean-derived pottery including cook-
ing ware, possibly indicating the presence of women, 
at sites along the Eastern Mediterranean coast from 
Cilicia to Canaan (	� ¤¤ �̈� 2013). Enkomi in par-
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contact with Greece (� �� ¤« 2012: 32). In general, 
Cypriot coastal centres appear to reach the climax 
of their urban development a couple of decades after 
the destruction of the Mycenaean palaces in Greece 
(� �� ¤« 2012: 27–28). Cyprus, however, simultane-
ously with the Greek mainland, also experiences ma-
~���#$�����*������
$�������*�#�*������
$��qQth and the 
early 12th century BCE. After a major destruction of 
Enkomi near the start of the 12th century BCE, Myce-
naean mainland wheelmade types of pottery, including 
wheelmade coarse-ware cooking pots, largely replace 
Cypriot Base Ring and White Slip wares (� £¤¬�£¦ 
2016; �¦¡¬ 2009b: 80–81). Over the course of the 
12th–11th centuries BCE, enough Greek speakers of 
the Arcado-Cypriot dialect (closest to the Greek of the 
Linear B tablets) arrive in Cyprus to make the island 
permanently Greek-speaking in the main. Conversely, 
#��
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and the Anatolian interface, and from there move to 
Crete and the Argolid, whereas decorative motifs con-
tinue to originate on the mainland (�£¦¡�¼£° 2015b: 
538–542, 546–551; �� ¡ ¤ 2007: 20). Cypriot pres-
ence is also apparent in the Central Mediterranean 
where, for example, Sardinia adopts metal tools of 
Cypriot derivation (�̈ ¬¡ ��� 2010: 898). The col-
lapse of palatial rule in Greece expanded opportunities 
for Cypriot ventures.

That Achaea in the northern Peloponnese appears to 
"�����$�
$����$��
�
$��qYth century BCE in comparison 
to much of Greece as described above is perhaps due in 
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Achaea never was home to a major palace centre and 
accompanying intrusive administration whose collapse 
would have had a major impact. Western Achaea in par-
ticular maintains strong links with the Central Mediter-
ranean and Adriatic, including potters who travel to or 
settle in Italy, at the same time that Central Mediterra-
nean and Adriatic/Baltic materials appear in Achaea in 
particular. Western Cretan Minoanising features appear 
in Achaean pottery in the mid-12th century. That a re-
sumption of participation in broad trade networks cor-
���'��*��\�
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�*�������������
�[��'���'���
�
in the post-collapse era strengthens the impression that 
exchange network disruption may have played a major 
role in the systems collapse at the end of the Bronze Age. 
(See generally �¨¬¬�¥�« 2009 for an overview of many 
of the topics discussed herein. See also now �¡¨´´ and 
�¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016.) 
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With regard to the hypotheses of complex systems col-
lapse, one further possibility may be noted, namely that 
in the 13th century BCE a Mycenaean empire which 
controlled the entire Peloponnese, Attica including the 
mines at Lavrion and Thorikos (and possibly as far as 
Boeotia including Thebes, given the similarity of the 
Linear B tablet administration), plus central and west-
ern Crete, the Dodecanese, and the Ahhiyawan realm 
on the Anatolian coast, was inherently fragile through 
overextension. The putative evidence for the dominant 
role of Mycenae includes: 

1) the series of destructions beginning with Knossos 
in LH IIIA2 and continuing at about the beginning 
of IIIB c. 1300–1280 BCE with the destruction of 
the Mycenaean palaces at Ayios Vasileios in Laco-
������*��
������ �������������\$����������[���*�
the entire hilltop (_ §«£¡ 2001: 183–184, 207); 
Ayios Vasileios is not reoccupied, whereas Pylos, 
overlooking the best natural harbour on the west 
coast of Greece, is rebuilt on a completely differ-
ent plan and technique of construction, resembling 
those of Mycenae and Tiryns, but with a remarka-
���������
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from above) for storage, a situation different from 
that observed at independent palaces (	� §ª ¤-
¥�¡  2008: 118); 

2) the great similarity of scripts, lexicon, dialect, ter-
��������������*������$�����#$�������#�����|>¥ ¤�
and� �¦¡¬ 2015: 113–114), scribal practice, and 
names recorded on the Linear B tablets from all 
sites where tablets have been found (including the 
continued use of Minoan logograms to record wool 
and textiles), whereas the earlier Knossian Linear B 
tablets are different in various respects (�¨§§¨¬ ¤ 
2015; _£«�� 2015); 

3) the identical architectural schema in the megara of 
Mycenae, Tiryns, and Pylos, including the size and 
"���'�������
$��
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$���������*�
location of the large central hearths and thrones, 
with the hearths at Mycenae and Pylos painted with 
"����� ��*� �'������� *�#���
�[�� ������
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puses and dolphins at Tiryns and Pylos (although 
at Tiryns the octopuses and leaping dolphins alter-
nate on the throne, whereas at Pylos the octopus 
sits in front of the throne, while the dolphins were 
found in a room adjacent to the main megaron suite 
[�£¦¡¬ ¤ 2010: 627]); 

4) the similarity of the seals and sealing systems em-
ployed at all mainland sites where seals have been 
found; 

5) the fact that Mycenae via its kilns at Berbati ap-
pears to dominate pottery manufacture of large 
���
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rated stirrup jars for the export of wine and per-
fumed oil to Attica, Boeotia, Macedonia (including 
Assiros, whose major grain storage facility was not-
ed above), Rhodes, and the Eastern Mediterranean, 
including perfumed oil from its nearby production 
facility at Zygouries (with administration of oil pro-
duction and export likely controlled from the build-
ing in the city of Mycenae known as ‘The House 
of the Oil Merchant’), while at Pylos much of the 
pottery of the end of IIIB destruction horizon is un-
painted and the percentage of transport amphorae 
is much smaller, as if no competition in the export 
of perfumed oil and wine to the East was allowed 
(the suggestion of J. Rutter that Mycenae may have 
transferred Cretan perfumed-oil production from 
Knossos at the time of its destruction in LH IIIA2 
to Zygouries noted above is relevant here); 

6) the fact that in the Peloponnese beginning in 
LH IIIA grand tholoi requiring major labour invest-
ment are built only at Mycenae; 

7) the striking similarity of high-status, mostly war-
rior, burials with respect to types of tombs, elite 
goods, and imports from abroad, plus burial rites 
and feasting customs, the similarities in toto strong-
ly suggesting emanation from and emulation of a 
single overarching centre (>¥ ¤�and��¦¡¬�2015); 

8) the rapid decline of the formerly powerful site of 
Kolonna on Aegina (;¨¤�̈ ¤£¡�Y�q�b: 36–37); 

9) the enormous resources commanded by the Myce-
naean rulers requiring a highly controlled popula-
tion, as seen in the orgy of construction in IIIA2–B1 
and the suggestion of a form of ruler/ancestor cult 
provided both by Grave Circle A at Mycenae plus 
its enclosure within the citadel wall in LH IIIB and 
in the construction of the Treasury of Atreus and 
the Tomb of Clytemnestra (�¤�¬�� in +¨¡ ° and 
�¤�¬�� 1990: 51); and 

10) the references in the Hittite texts to Ahhiyawa as a 
single, powerful state led by a ‘great king’ capable 
������*����������#$����
����#������@��
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�
bears many erasures, including the reference to the 
Ahhiyawan ruler as a great king, but the text may 
represent the draft of a message or a change in sta-
tus of the Ahhiyawan ruler.  Nevertheless, a Hittite 
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emperor who controlled a large area of Anatolia and 
part of the Levant could not at any point have re-
garded the ruler of only the northeastern part of the 
Peloponnese as a great king.

Accordingly, the wanax of the Linear B tablets was 
likely the Mycenaean ruler of a broad realm. If so, 
the geographic extent of the realm and investment in 
military ventures in Anatolia may have rendered the 
extended Mycenaean state cumulatively vulnerable 
|'��
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facing localized uprisings for whatever reasons, at the 
same time), succumbing in the end to imperial over-
reach. The loss of the massive export market for My-
cenaean products carried in Argive transport jars in 
���?Y� ���
� $�[�� $�*� �� ������#��
� �#�����#� ��'��
� 
Homer speaks inconsistently of a Mycenae under Ag-
amemnon dominant over wide areas, and alternatively 
of an independent polity at nearby Tiryns ruled by Di-
omedes (Il. 2.559). The former account may describe 
the Aegean world of LH IIIB, while the latter may re-
"�#
�
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given the scope of the construction at Tiryns includ-
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LH IIIA2–IIIB, together with the destruction of the 
great pottery works for transport vessels at Berbati 
and the industrial export facilities outside the citadel 
of Mycenae in LH IIIB1, that the ruling wanax and his 
court themselves ruled partly from Tiryns during LH 
IIIB2 (�¨¤¨¡�2015: 280–283).

It is important to note that Late Bronze Age pala-
tial polities and rulers required enormous resources to 
maintain themselves, including grain, major imports 
of metal, craftsmen skilled in many occupations in-
cluding shipbuilding and providing equipment for 
ships including sails and ropes (as described in detail 
in a text of Tuthmoses III [�§¨¡³�§§ �q¢Qqú}; major 
construction crews to realize the enormous building 
projects in the Argolid described above, whose mo-
bilisation may have contributed via excessive labour 
demands to the destabilisation of the palatial system 
(��§�¨¡ 1988: 134; �¨¤¨¡ 2009: 255); building ma-
terials brought from distances (e.g., from Crete for the 
Treasury of Atreus [< ³̈̈ ¡¨¬� and �   1999: 98]); 
warriors with expensive arms and armour, and, above 
all, chariot forces. The Knossos Linear B tablets list 
large numbers of chariots, an estimated 200–250 in 
total (see above). The tablets from the Room of the 
Chariot Tablets at Knossos contain a higher propor-
tion of Mycenaean names than other deposits of tablets 
from Knossos, which contain a larger percentage of 
non-Mycenaean, presumably Minoan, names (+¤� «-
« ¡ 2000: 188–189). At some point during LM IIIA, 

the chariot makers may have been moved to Myce-
nae, perhaps together with the perfumed-oil makers 
discussed by Rutter (above). Depictions of chariots 
appear on three of the six stelae erected over the Shaft 
Graves at Mycenae during LH IIIB when the citadel 
circuit wall was extended, and chariots appear in the 
Pylos Linear B tablets at the end of LH IIIB as well. 
The Ahhiyawa leader on the Anatolian coast is said in 
one Hittite text to command 100 chariots (KUB 14.1 
§12). Images of chariots on Mycenaean/Minoan wall 
paintings, larnakes, kraters and other vases, seals and 
sealings, plus terracotta models and chariot-shaped 
ideograms, total over one hundred (<¤£¦® §�q¢�q). 
Piggott states that it required 8–10 acres of grain land 
to feed one chariot team (��¬¬£�� 1986: 27, cited in 
+¤ ®« 1993: 111–112). The corselets worn by chari-
oteers and their bowmen in depictions would also 
have been costly. +��¯�¡«£¡ (2006: 49) has argued 
that the role of chariot forces would have been lim-
ited in the Greek terrain, but once infantry forces were 
locked in combat, a chariot force arriving on the scene 
could have had a decisive impact. +¤ ®« (1993: 104) 
proposed that improvements at the time in infantry 
equipment including javelins, longswords, and most 
types of defensive armour were decisive in permitting 
invaders to overcome palatial charioteers, but such 
improvements would also have been available to pala-
tial rulers if the rulers had been capable of maintaining 
such troops and paying for their equipment (together 
with, or instead of, chariot forces). In the Near East and 
Egypt, the Maryannu chariot forces were regarded as 
so critical that royal correspondence sometimes listed 
their horses and chariots alongside wives and children 
of rulers as objects of good wishes (e.g., EA 8 and 35 
from Amarna). According to Egyptian accounts, chariot 
forces played a decisive role in the critical battle be-
tween the Egyptian and Hittite empires at Kadesh in 
1285 BCE (�� ¡ ¤ 2015b re chronology). Mercenaries 
of any nature were expensive to maintain. Ramesses II 
asserts that the Hittite emperor Muwatalli II stripped 
his treasury bare to hire mercenaries for the battle at 
Kadesh (�¨¤¥�¡ ¤�q¢�����).
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in mainland Greece, controlled enormous resources of 
labour, goods, and knowledge, with Mycenae clearly 
dominant in the 13th century BCE. Moreover, Late 
Bronze Age societies around the Eastern Mediterra-
nean including Hittite Anatolia engaged in a massive 
volume of trade, as evidenced by texts and archaeo-
logical discoveries such as the Uluburun shipwreck. 
Neither Minoan Crete nor Mycenaean Greece con-
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capability. Accordingly, trading ventures by sea and 
their protection was essential to the survival of both 
the palatial polities and their ruling elites. Their safety 
depended on imports of copper and tin, their status on 
imports of gold, silver, and ivory. The ability to ex-
port weapons and grand items of clothing as described 
in the earlier Mari texts and as indicated by the vast 
numbers of sheep listed in the later Knossian Linear B 
tablets, plus the export of large quantities of perfumed 
oil, provided the required balance of trade. The loss 
of the Uluburun ship (believed by its recent excavator 
to have been a Mycenaean vessel homeward bound 
[�¦§¨¯ 1997: 253]) with its enormous cargo of metal, 
together with the Hittite sack of the main Mycenaean 
entrepôt of Miletus at or near the same time at c. 1300 
BCE, may have marked a major moment of change for 
Mycenae and Mycenaean Greece, requiring the sub-
stitution of imports from the west, Italy in particular, 
of the Naue II type weapons package, perhaps includ-
ing mercenary troops.

Increasing warfare in the late 13th century BCE and 
the likely interruptions of inter-palatial trade set the 
�
���� ���� 
$�� ����� ������
�� ��� 
$�� 	��� ���'������$����
some have discounted the description of the Sea Peo-
ples’ invasion of the Nile  Delta in the eighth year of the 
reign of Ramesses III as a self-aggrandizing account 
(and perhaps borrowed from earlier texts [see discus-
sion in �¨�¡ 2010]), and unlikely in its description of 
the areas affected, archaeological and textual discover-
ies of recent years in the Central Mediterranean, Crete, 
and Cyprus, as well as in the Levant and Anatolia, have 
provided strong support for the textual accounts of ma-
jor destructive sea raids.

We have much to learn still about the existence, du-
��
���������
�[��������#��#�����*�
��'�����������#�����
1) climate events; 2) food shortages, whether caused 
by climate change/drought, carrying capacity exhaus-
tion, or drainage system destruction; 3) epidemics in 
various areas and at various times; 4) warfare between 
Mycenaean polities and the impact of sea raids; 5) in-
tra-communal strife, possibly involving mercenaries; 
6) exchange-system collapse; and 7) migrations during 
LH IIIC, and particularly near the end of the period. 
Societies generally display a diversity of responses to 
crises. The dramatic changes in many states and cul-
tures at the end of the Bronze Age suggest the presence 
��� �� ������#��
��[����#$���� #$����������� #$����������
and/or societies so interconnected and interdependent 
that a major crisis in one or more would massively 
impact the others. Finally, we should acknowledge the 

factor of chance and of human frailty, particularly in a 
fragile or overextended society, where a single act of 
hubris (for example, an overly ambitious or despera-
tion-induced resort to warfare) could have preceded 
a chain-reaction of disasters. ?�¡�§�··’s observation 
(2012: 201) that a small yet critical change in a minor 
element of rule or subsistence can destabilize complex 
societies is worth noting. 

Population movements and decline toward the end 
of LH IIIC were on a yet greater scale than after the 
palatial system collapse at the IIIB–IIIC transition. 
The population nadir in Greece as a whole is reached 
c. 1050–970 BCE at between half and one third of 
the pre-destruction population overall. The popula-
tion decline in Messenia may have reached 90 percent 
(�£¤¤�« 2006: 80). Some of the Messenians may have 
moved north into Arcadia and some east to Cyprus; 
Arcado-Cypriot is the closest of all later Greek dialects 
to the Mycenaean of the Linear B tablets (� ¡�¤�« and 
<�¨¥®��¯ 1956: 68–69, 73–75; + ¬ ¤j�¨§¯£�º° 
q¢¢���qq}��?�
$��>���������@�����
����*���#��
�
����*�
a site at which occupation is certain in Achaea, Laco-
nia, or Phocis (+��¯�¡«£¡ 2010: 486). The causes of 
the collapse at the end of the 12th century BCE are as 
elusive as the reasons for the collapse of the palaces at 
the end of the 13th century. 

Fortunately archaeological science is likely to 
transform our understanding of the disintegrations at 
the end of the Bronze Age and the Sea Peoples phe-
nomenon in the foreseeable future. DNA analysis of 
humans, animals, and pathogens will disclose the 
presence and migrations of each; isotope analysis will 
inform knowledge of population movements; climate 
science will provide knowledge about climate events 
including droughts; holistic analysis of bone material 
will provide information on disease, diet and famine, 
warfare, and life experiences. A generation hence, we 
will have much more data regarding the ultimately 
unknowable processes of collapse at the end of the 
Bronze Age.
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Abstract

The Sea Peoples represent one of several competing, but not nec-
essarily mutually exclusive, explanations for the destruction of 
the Mycenaean palaces and the consequent demise of Mycenaean 
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���� 
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the nature of the destructions and their immediate aftermath at 
each of the palaces separately. In the second part, I assess how 
the evidence might be interpreted as supporting the Sea Peoples 
hypothesis.
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1 According to conventional chronology. See W¨¤¥§ �et al. 2014 for the suggestion that this date may need to be revised upwards.
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The Sea Peoples are often, although perhaps less now 
than in earlier research, invoked as playing a, or the, 
major role in the wave of destructions that put an end 
to the Mycenaean palatial system around 1190 BCE:1

In ceramic terms this corresponds to the end of the 
LH IIIB2 period or possibly to very early in the LH IIIC 
period (�£¦¡�¼£° 2001: 4; +��¯�¡«£¡ 2006: 44). Mov-
ing from north to south and from east to west, Dhimini 
���;$�������\$�#$�$���������*��
���*����
$���#�������
centre to which Iolkos in Greek mythology refers, was 
*��
���*������� |@¥¤°ª�-S�«ª¨¡� 2007). Evidence of 
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����#�����������������
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$����
(A¤ ³̈̈ ¡��¡£«�et al. 2001: 16–17). In the Argolid there 
����[�*��#������=
����[����*��
����������
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buildings within the citadels of Mycenae, Tiryns, and 
Midea (F¤ ¡�� 2002: 135; K�§�¨¡ 1980; D ª¨¯£´£¦-
§£¦ and D�³̈ ¤�-V̈ §¨¯£¦ 1999: 210; cf. S� §ª ¤¥�¡  
2001: 372–376). In Messenia the palace at Pylos was 
#������*����������
� 
$��*��
��#
����\���'��$�'����
�
as total as previously thought (	� §ª ¤¥�¡  1999: 408; 
	�£�¯ ¤�and + ³̈�« 2014: 244–245; �¨·̈ ° �� ��£¬¦  
Y�q�}��;$����\���
$���������������#�
�#����#�#��"����-
tions at major palatial centres across the Greek mainland 
in the latter part of the Late Bronze Age and the idea 
that they were causally interconnected and that some all-
encompassing catastrophe was to blame is therefore very 
beguiling. The catastrophe hypothesis is also attractive 
because it creates a clear-cut line between before and af-
ter in terms of social and political organisation – we go 
from the well-ordered world of the Mycenaean kingdoms 

to the mayhem of the post-destruction period. However, 
this relatively uncomplicated narrative is undermined 
somewhat by the fact that there are notable differences 
between different sites and between different regions 
with regard to both the destructions and the reactions to 
them. The destructions were not in every case total and 
although they are usually spoken of as contemporaneous, 
this is in relation to archaeological time, which means 
that the timespan within which they occurred could have 
been a quarter of a century or perhaps even longer. Pylos 
may have been destroyed a little later than the palaces in 
the Argolid and Boeotia, but it has not been possible to 
ascertain the chronological sequence of the various de-
structions (D ¬ ¤-J¨§¯£�º° 2008: 390). Were it not for 
the general breakdown of the political structure across 
the Mycenaean kingdoms that seems to have ensued, the 
evidence could, as it stands, just as well be interpreted in 
terms of discrete and unconnected episodes of destruc-
tion in different parts of the Greek mainland rather than 
of a sudden unitary catastrophe. 

At Pylos the destruction was comprehensive and 
[�����
� ��*� 
$�� ���� $�*� #������ ����� *�������
��� ��
��
Monumental tombs in the area were also destroyed and 
ransacked at this time (S� §ª ¤¥�¡  1999: 408). With 
the destruction of the palace, Mycenaean palatial rule 
and culture came to a seemingly sudden and abrupt 
end in Messenia. The wide-ranging effects of the de-
�
��#
�������
$��'���#���
������������"�#
�*����
$����#
�
that Messenia seems generally to have been deserted in 
the last phase of the Bronze Age. The evidence for de-
population could perhaps seem more compatible with 
a long-lasting famine or epidemic disease than with a 
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sudden enemy attack. Moreover, the attacks on palatial 
burial monuments as well as on the palace itself could 
very well be interpreted as the actions of a starving and 
angry population rebelling against rulers who were fail-
ing in their duty to provide for the basic needs of their 
subjects. However, historical evidence indicates that 
large areas of land can also become deserted for longer 
'����*�����'��'���"��������\����

At Thebes the recovery of inscribed Linear B tab-
lets that had still been wet at the time when they were 
burned indicates that the destruction seems to have 
come as a sudden and unexpected disaster. In contrast 
\�
$������� 
$������ 
$�
� ��[���*� 
$��'���#���
�;$�����
could just as well have been accidental as deliberately 
��
��;$���\��������
$��#����\�
$�
$�������
$�
�*��
���*�
parts of the palaces at Mycenae, Tiryns, and Midea. At 
Tiryns and Midea the presence of large fallen blocks 
and tilted walls may indicate that a major earthquake 
was the initial cause of destruction (K�§�¨¡ 1980; 
D ª¨¯£´£¦§£¦ and D�³̈ ¤�j�̈ §¨¯� 1999). Possible 
earthquake evidence has also been recognised within 
the citadel at Mycenae (S� §ª ¤¥�¡  2001: 381). It is 
'��������
$�
�
$����
���������������
�����
$������
������
$��
Argolid were contemporaneous and had been caused by 
the same earthquake (cf. F¤ ¡�� 2002: 135). However, 
the evidence for earthquake is not conclusive and his-
torically the Argolid is not an area that has been particu-
larly prone to earthquakes.2 At Midea and Tiryns the 
walls could have been tilted by the pressure of the soil 
over time. At Midea the presence of arrowheads in the 
destruction layers could rather suggest that the citadel 
had been under siege before being taken and destroyed.

What happened to Mycenaean palatial elites after the 
destruction of the palaces is a question that cannot be an-
swered with any certainty; they may have survived and 
stayed put, adjusting to an altered lifestyle or unable to 
understand that they had had their time seeking to re-
establish the political system that they had seen brought 
*�\���
$�����$�[������������*�����
$�����$�[��"�*��
to the Cyclades, Crete, Cyprus, which had long seen 
�#���������"���#����*��������
�����������
$������
-
wards. Evidence for the movements of elite refugees 
towards the east can plausibly be recognised at Koukou-
naries on the coast of Naoussa Bay in the northwestern 
part of Paros, where the remains of a LH IIIC settlement 
$�[�� ����� �*��
���*� ��� �� �
��'� $���� |	���§¨¤¥� 1992: 

627–635; T�£ª �̈£« 2006: 204–206; Ÿ «¦¤-L¨¡¥¨¦ 
2010: 65–66). A large building that can be dated to early 
in LH IIIC has been uncovered on top of the hill and 

$�� �������� ��� �� <#��'���� \���� $�[�� ����� �*��
���*�
in various places on the hillside. The building and the 
walls are believed to be contemporary and Koukounar-
ies may have been intended as a stronghold from which 
members of the Mycenaean elite from one or more of 
the fallen kingdoms may have planned to organise an 
expedition in order to re-establish themselves in their 
former positions of power on the Greek mainland. The 
large building and the massive walls indicate that the 
settlement was an elite establishment, as does the nature 
���
$����*���\$�#$���#��*���������
�����\����*��[����
rock crystal, semi-precious stones, and bronze artefacts, 
among which were weapons and a horse-bit similar to 
earlier examples found in palatial contexts at Mycenae 
and Thebes. The presence of craters and kylikes may re-
"�#
� 
$���

��'
� 
������
������'���
���� �����
��� �����\�
and reduced circumstances. The building at Koukounar-
ies was besieged and destroyed soon after its construc-
tion. Who the assailants were is an open question – they 
may have been another group of Mycenaean refugees 
from the mainland or from one of the other islands, is-
landers, or perhaps a group of Sea Peoples.3 

The most dramatic and clear-cut break between the 
palatial and post-palatial periods can be seen at Pylos, 
where both the area of the palace and the surrounding 
town were given up. There is, however, evidence for re-
occupation in areas of the palace that had not collapsed, 
dating to sometime between the destruction in LH IIIC 
and the Protogeometric period (�¨·̈ ° �� � �£¬¦  
2016). At Dhimini there was a short period of reoccu-
pation before the site was abandoned. At Thebes there 
is no evidence for any reoccupation of the palace site 
but the presence of chamber tombs indicates that there 
seems to have been a settlement in the general area in 
the LH IIIC period. At Mycenae the upper citadel had 
suffered destructions and the palace itself seems to have 
gone out of use as an administrative centre. However, 
there is evidence of reoccupation from various parts of 
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see the repair of buildings and the construction of new 
buildings, in the Granary area, over the western part of 
the Cult Centre, and over the House of the Columns. A 
rectangular structure that was built over the court of the 

2 G¦�¥££¡� 1994; see, however, S��¤£« and J£¡ « 1996. The 
likelihood or not that the destructions at Tiryns and Midea were 
caused by earthquake is currently being investigated by the 
German HERACLES research project. I am grateful to Ursula 
Meinhardt for discussing the evidence for earthquakes with me.

3 The skeletons of humans were found in the destroyed building. 
The remains of cattle, sheep/goat, and a single horse were also 
�*��
���*����*�#�
����
$�
�
$����$���
��
��\�����='�#
��������
-
tack (S���§¨¤¥� 1992: 631).
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palatial megaron may also be part of the reoccupation 
after the disaster (F¤ ¡�� 1998). At Midea the lower 
terraces within the citadel walls were reoccupied in the 
early and middle LH IIIC period and a large building 
was set into the ruins of the LH IIIB megaron. At Tiryns 
a settlement was established in the area of the lower cit-
adel immediately or very soon after the destruction of 
the palace. In the upper citadel a large megaron build-
ing, Building T, was built over the ruins of the pala-

������������'��$�'����
�������
\��
��������
�����
����
noteworthy that Building T shows a number of similari-
ties with the megaron of the destroyed palace (M¨¤¨¡ 
2001). Outside the citadel another large building with a 
central row of columns, Building W, was constructed. 
In the LH IIIC period Tiryns may have been the largest 
site on the Greek mainland (M¨¤¨¡ 2004).

In the Argolid we seem to see a fairly short-lived 
period of disorder before the emergence of a new po-
litical order. The construction of buildings in the ruins 
of the former palaces at all the major sites may indicate 
some form of political continuity or at least a desire 
on the part of the new rulers to stress their association 
with former palatial rule (Ÿ «¦¤-L¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 66). 
They may have been survivors of the previous regimes 
or their descendants or they may have been people who 
$�*����������� 
��'���
� ����� 
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power. In the absence of writing in this period, the fact 
that the word wanax did not pass out of the Greek lan-
guage but retained its Mycenaean meaning as a word 
for ruler must indicate the survival of the institution of 
kingship and that the kings of the early post-palatial 
period made use of this title. Since it is only in the Ar-
golid that we can see the re-establishment of a political 
hierarchy, which seems, in part at least, to have claimed 
legitimacy through references to the power of past rul-
ers, this suggests that it was here that any aspects of 
Mycenaean palatial culture that survived into the Iron 
Age would have continued as a living tradition. Who-
ever they were, the new rulers at Mycenae, Tiryns, and 
Midea in the post-palatial period were evidently people 
who “wanted the past to survive and to begin again”.4 
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So, how strong is the case for the role of the Sea Peoples 
as agents of destruction in the Mycenaean world? The 
main and only reason why the Sea Peoples have been 
brought into the discussion about the end of Mycenaean 
palatial rule is that the destructions at Mycenaean pala-
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pattern of violence and ruination at major sites in the 
eastern Mediterranean, such as Ugarit and Tell Kazel, 
for which they have been blamed.5 In truth, the more 
or less contemporary devastation that was taking place 
elsewhere in the eastern Mediterranean can be regarded 
as a fairly compelling argument for their involvement in 
the disastrous events on the Greek mainland. That they 
were in some way associated indirectly if not directly 
with troubles in the eastern Mediterranean is a reason-
able assumption. We know very little about anchorages 
and harbours in this period, but the Mycenaean palaces 
were within fairly easy reach of the sea, even those that 
lay the farthest from the coast. We can imagine a quiet 
landing after dark, a quick and silent walk through the 
night, a surprise attack in the morning. This scenario 
presupposes that the coasts and roads were not well 
guarded, that the putative attackers had enough local 
���\��*��� 
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Mycenaean allies who could show them the way, any 
of which might seem improbable.

At Pylos, several Linear B tablets have been read 
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Thomas Palaima has called “the state of emergency 
thesis” (P̈ §¨�ª¨� q¢¢�}�� 	'�#��#� �[�*��#�� ���� \�
��j
borne attacks has been seen in the so-called o-ka tab-
lets, which record the mustering of eight hundred men 
who were to guard the Messenian coast (P̈ §¨�ª¨ 1995; 
S¨��£¡� 1999; S� §ª ¤¥�¡  1999; D��¯�¡«£¡ 2010: 
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tablets record exceptional measures in response to a 
particular threat or business as usual, and most Linear B 
scholars would seem to incline to the latter view (contra 
D ¬ ¤-J¨§¯£�º° 2008: 389). Tablet Jn 829 from Pylos 
records the use of temple bronze for the manufacture 
of arrowheads and spears. Anna Sacconi has argued 
that this represents a recycling of bronze artefacts from 
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the need for weapons had become pressing (S¨��£¡� 
1999: 363–364). However, as pointed out by Palaima, 
it is hard to tell if the recycling of metal was standard 
practice or if the small amounts of bronze recorded in 
other tablets of the Jn series should necessarily be seen 
in terms of military preparations (�̈ §¨�ª¨�q¢¢����Y�}��
Tablet Tn 316 which records gold vases and male and 
female personnel in connection with different deities 
has been interpreted as an exceptional offering that in-
#��*�*�$�������#���#��
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4 The quote is taken from Siegfried S¨««££¡, Memoirs of a Fox-
Hunting Man, 1928: 294.

5 See J¦¡¬ 2010: 177–178 for the ceramic evidence for contem-
poraneity.
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impending catastrophe. However, as convincingly ar-
gued by Sacconi, it would seem more likely that it re-
cords annual processions bringing offerings to various 
sanctuaries associated with the palace at Pylos (S¨�-
�£¡� 1999: 361–362). The textual evidence may or may 
not support the hypothesis that the rulers at Pylos were 
particularly concerned with their defensive capabilities 
in the period immediately preceding the destruction of 
the palace.

The destructions at major palatial centres at the 
end of the LH IIIB period led to a widespread politi-
cal breakdown and the ultimate decline of Mycenaean 
social and cultural order. This raises the question of 
whether random raiders who attacked from the sea 
would have been able to cause the long-lasting de-
population of a large region, as was the case in Mes-
senia. In Laconia, Achaea, Boeotia, and Thessaly 
there seems to have been a dramatic decrease in popu-
lation. Why the political effects were so catastrophic 
is a question, the answer to which is not immediately 
obvious (S� §ª ¤¥�¡  2001: 375–376; cf. F¤ ¡�� 
2002: 135). If those responsible for the destruction of 
the Mycenaean Palaces were groups of Sea Peoples, 
the prevailing social and political situation within the 
Mycenaean kingdoms must have been a contributing 
factor to their inability to recover. A weakening of po-
litical legitimacy over time and to such an extent that 
it would have been impossible for the palatial system 
of rule to continue as before in the wake of a major 
catastrophe is one possible explanation. The legiti-
mation of authority and social order is almost always 
tightly bound up with the ability of those in power to 
defend their territories and protect their people. If they 
fail to do so at a critical point, the foundations of their 
power will be revealed as worm-ridden and as a con-
sequence the political structure can collapse quite sud-
denly, even in the case of seemingly stable regimes. 
But how stable were the Mycenaean kingdoms in the 
period before the destruction of the palaces? It may be 
that the position of the ruling elites was not as secure 
as the splendour of palatial culture suggests. The de-
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of a story, the beginning of which stretches well back 
into the pre-destruction period (S� §ª ¤¥�¡  2001: 
375). 

In the LH IIIB period it is possible to discern what 
may be called an obsession with defence and the abil-
ity to withstand a siege on the part of the ruling elites, 
which would seem to betoken a widespread fear, if not 
an expectation, of military attack from inside or outside 
the Mycenaean world. At Gla in Boeotia the citadel was 
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period. Somewhat later in the LH IIIB1 period Midea 
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IIIB1 period, the ruling elites at both Mycenae and 
Tiryns seem to have taken the opportunity substantially 
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cation walls in this period (S� §ª ¤¥�¡  1999: 406). 
At Athens, Tiryns, and Mycenae the walls were later 
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interior of the citadels from springs and reservoirs out-
side the walls. Some non-palatial sites, such as Teichos 
Dymaion in Achaea and Krisa in Phocis, were also for-
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Oliver +��¯�¡«£¡� (2006: 42) points out that the 
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dication of the manpower that the palatial centres were 
able to muster and that the time required to build them 
clearly shows that the Mycenaean palatial centres were 
not facing any immediate threat of attacks. He would 
therefore rather see them as expressions of power and 
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defensive and it is hard not to see the primary reason for 
their construction as a response to a real or a perceived 
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cation walls materialise the ability of rulers to muster 
labour and also demonstrates the military manpower to 
withstand attacks, they can also be seen as evidence of 
fear and vulnerability. That the Mycenaeans may have 
had good reason to be afraid of military attacks is sug-
gested by the destruction and subsequent abandonment 
of Gla some time before the end of the LH IIIB.

Archaeological evidence for investment in military 
hardware by the ruling elites in the Argolid comes 
from the palaces at Mycenae and Tiryns, where sev-
eral swords of the Naue II type can be dated to the pe-
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Naue II sword is superior to earlier Mycenaean sword 
types, which it eventually replaces in the course of the 
LH IIIC period (see � �£· ¤ and �¦¡¬, this volume). 
The swords that have been preserved from the palatial 
period are limited to a very few examples. However, 
since Aegean Bronze Age swords have a sorry tenden-
cy to survive only when they accompany their owners 
into the other world as grave goods, it is probably safe 
to assume that those that have been recovered repre-
sent, if not exactly the tip of an iceberg, at least the 
top of a hillock. Because of their foreign origin, the 
question can be asked if they came attached to people 
and if the presence of Naue II swords at palatial cen-
tres indicates that the Mycenaeans in the Argolid were 
desperate enough to employ mercenaries from outside 
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(1956, 1961, 1968).
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At Mycenae we see a close connection between 
warfare and religious expression in this period as ex-
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of the Cult Centre, which depicts a woman, possibly 
a goddess, holding an outsize sword. The area of the 
Cult Centre was incorporated within the citadel walls 
towards the end of the LH IIIB period, which could also 
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tion. Similarly, the refurbishment of Grave Circle A and 
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of the protective powers of the ancestors in a time of 
insecurity. If the LH IIIB period is better characterised 
as a time of crisis and change rather than of peaceful 
stability, the possible role of the Sea Peoples can be 
seen within a larger chronological context of political 
instability and unrest.

The efforts made by the Mycenaean elites to protect 
themselves and increase their ability to withstand at-
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to associate with the Sea Peoples, at least from what 
we know about them and their activities from the few 
textual and iconographical sources that we have. It is, 
however, remarkable that these sources indicate that at 
the end of the thirteenth century when they launched 
major attacks against Egypt they were numerous and 
well organised. The Sea Peoples who attacked Egypt 
in 1208 in the reign of Merneptah are described as Lib-
yans and northerners from all lands, while those who 
were defeated by Ramesses III some years later are de-
scribed as a confederation of many different peoples. 
The number of different groups involved and their abil-
ity to co-operate in taking on the might of Egypt could 
suggest that the “Sea People Movement” was not a new 
phenomenon at this time but had been in existence for 
some time.6 Some of the groups mentioned by name 
in the inscriptions that commemorate the victories of 
Merneptah and Ramesses III are also known from the 
fourteenth and thirteenth centuries in Egypt.7 

Would it be possible then to imagine that before the 
Sea Peoples became a major force of destruction in the 
eastern Mediterranean there was an early and perhaps 
quite lengthy phase of more unorganised and random 
raiding? Many settlements on the Greek mainland were 
destroyed or abandoned within the same timeframe as 
the palaces, but there may also have been earlier attacks 
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archaeological traces. It is furthermore possible that the 
focus on strengthening the defensive capabilities of the 
palatial centres in the second half of the LH IIIB period 
could have left villages and settlements in the country-
side and near the coast unprotected and vulnerable to 
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to ensure the safety of the general population, the My-
cenaean elites may have suffered a consequential loss 
of political legitimacy. As a result, they may have been 
unable to recover politically from the attacks on their 
centres of power.

On the Greek mainland there is little evidence for 
the settlement of new groups of people in the post-de-
struction period. In Aegean archaeology the Sea Peo-
ples are usually therefore thought of as diverse groups 
of corsairs who originated from outside the Aegean 
world, but whose numbers came to include Mycenae-
ans as the collapse of palatial rule resulted in them tak-
ing to the seas and contributing to the general confusion 
and violence that characterised the eastern Mediterra-
nean at the end of the Bronze Age (T¨¤�̈ ¤£¡� Y�qQ��
64–65). With regard to the possible culpability of the 
Sea Peoples in the destructions that took place on the 
Greek mainland at the end of the LH IIIB period, they 
are believed to have come and gone – after destroy-
ing and plundering the major palatial centres they did 
not stay to found viable communities but moved on to 
other parts of the Mediterranean. This picture of the 
Sea Peoples differs from that found on the reliefs on 
Ramesses III’s temple at Medinet Habu, which depict 
them as groups of migrants who came with their fami-
lies, possessions, and livestock, seeking land on which 
to settle rather than plunder (S�¨® 2000: 328; C§�¡  
and O’C£¡¡£¤ 2012: 193). If the Sea Peoples were re-
sponsible for the destructions of the Greek palatial cen-
tres, there remains then the question of why they did not 
establish themselves on the Greek mainland. It is possi-
ble that the attacks on the Mycenaean centres of power 
take place before the mass migrations that are depicted 
on the Medinet Habu reliefs had started. The attempts 
to pick up the pieces, most clearly visible in the Ar-
golid, indicate that the consequences of the destructions 
were less severe at the other palatial centres than they 

6 Cf. O’C£¡¡£¤ 2000; C§�¡  and O’C£¡¡£¤ 2012 on the high 
level of organisation that characterised the attacks of the Sea 
Peoples against Egypt.

7 The Shardana are mentioned on a stele of Ramesses II at Ta-
nis and in the Amarna letters (see C§�¡  and O’C£¡¡£¤ 2012: 
186–191 for a full discussion of the names and origins of the 
various people that made up the Sea Peoples). 
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were at Pylos and in Messenia. If groups of Sea Peoples 
were responsible for the destructions across the Greek 
mainland, it could be that they were in most cases re-
pulsed, that in spite of the damage they managed to in-
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the Mycenaean palatial elites were, as their world was 
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be able to hold out against the attackers and force them 
to move on. 

Pylos and Messenia seem, however, a case apart. 
In the inscription on the Medinet Habu temple which 
records the victory of Ramesses III over the Sea Peo-
ples, it is said that “a camp [was set up] in one place 
in Amor. They desolated its people, and its land was 

like that which had never come into being” (C§�¡  and 
O’C£¡¡£¤ 2012: 181). Could the Kingdom of Pylos, 
which may have remained largely deserted for close to 
a century, have suffered a similar fate? Were the dep-
redations of the Sea Peoples such that Messenia, in 
contrast with other parts of the Greek mainland, had 
become an undesirable place to live and remained so 
for a very long time? 
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Abstract

While severe climate changes have frequently occurred during the 
last 11,700 years in the Mediterranean and Western Asia, with un-
certain overall effects, two periods of increasing aridity, termed 
the 4.2 and 3.2 kyr calBP events, have been at the heart of the 
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between climate shifts and societal upheavals. Although the 4.2 

kyr calBP event is probably the most studied case, the 3.2 kyr 
calBP event may represent the last record of climate pressures 
having supplanted the societal responses, leading to profound so-
cial changes. Drought seems to have hastened the fall of the Old 
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$��
political, economic and cultural chaos termed ‘Late Bronze Age 
collapse’, in whose wake new societies and new ideologies were 
created.
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of the Pleistocene, the Holocene (the last 11,700 
years) is a period of fairly stable climate, which how-
ever underwent a series of oscillations, best known 
as Rapid Climatic Changes (RCCs) (?£¡¥ et al. 
2001; � °̈ ®«¯�� et al. 2004; �¨¡¡ ¤� et al. 2008; 
? ¤¬ ¤� and �¦�§¨�¡ � 2009; �¦�£� and �¨¡� ®«¯��
2015). Holocene RCCs occurred c. 9–8, 6–5, 4.2–3.8, 
3.5–2.5, 1.2–1 (the Medieval Climate Anomaly), and 
0.6–0.15 (the Little Ice Age) kilo-years (kyr) calBP, 
and their chronology is well established (� °̈ ®«¯� 
et al.�Y���}��;$�����
���~�������#����!<<��
�¢x�����
calBP was related to massive freshwater release into 
the North Atlantic during the last glacial-interglacial 
transition (@§§ ° et al. 1997). The following most 
extensive RCCs occurred at c. 6–5, 3.5–2.5 and after 
0.6 kyr calBP. The 6–5 kyr calBP RCC marks the end 
of the early to mid-Holocene humid period in tropical 
Africa (+ ª ¡£�¨§�et al. 2000). The c. 4.2–3.8 and 
1.2–1 kyr calBP RCCs were less widespread (@¡¥ ¤-
«£¡ et al. 2007). Main forcing mechanisms of the last 
�[��!<<��������
��������*���
��*��;$����#��*��[��-
canic aerosols, greenhouse gases, insolation changes 
and solar variability (?£¡¥�et al. 2001; � °̈ ®«¯� et 
al. 2004). Holocene RCCs occurred over periods rang-
ing from a few decades to a few hundred years. They 
\�������
������$�
�����������#��
�
��$���������*�
$��
archaeological and historical records contain many 
�=��'���������~���#��
������$��
�� 
$�
��''����#������
linked to them (� �«« et al. 1993; + ª ¡£�¨§ 2001; 
� ¥�¡¨j>§�º¨¥  and !£�§�¡¬ 2012; � �«« 2014). 
While many studies have emphasized the role of the 

4.2–3.8 kyr calBP RCC (‘the 4.2 kyr calBP event’) 
in the collapse of ancient Indian (	�¨¦®¨«« ¤ et al. 
Y��Q}��>�'
���� |	�¨¡§ °�et al. 2003) and Mesopo-
tamian (� �«« et al. 1993) civilizations, even greater 
interest has been developed recently in the 3.5–2.5 kyr 
calBP RCC (‘the 3.2 kyar calBP event’), which seems 
to have played a crucial role in the human history of 

$��_���j��**���>��
��

The 3.2 kyr calBP event is associated with the 
$����#��
�����*����'
�����
�#��qY���?<>����*�������
��
$�[������� ����~��� ���#����$��*� 
$��*���''�����#�����

$�� �'���*����� ��� 
$�� >��
���� ��*�
��������� ?������
age civilizations (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2008, 2010, 2011, 
2013a, 2015).
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Located between the westerly wind belt and the sub-

��'�#��� ��
�##������ 
$�� >��
���� ��*�
��������� ��*�
southwest Asia are characterized by cool-wet winters 
and hot-dry summers. Winter rainfall is controlled by 
the dynamics of the mid-latitude cyclones that de-
velop over the Mediterranean Sea during winter (��³�
et al. 2010). Air masses arrive from the Atlantic and 
propagate eastward. They travel over the relatively 
warm Mediterranean Sea water and become saturated 
with moisture. Inland precipitation decreases from 
north to south with latitude and from west to east with 
distance from the sea, and is modulated by orographic 
effects. Spatial and temporal rainfall variability is re-
lated to the position and activity of the Cyprus Low, 
generally located south of Turkey. In summer, with the 
northward shift of the westerly belt and the reinforce-
���
����
$��>��
������*�
���������	�����[���'���������
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$�� ������� �='�����#��� $�
� ��*� *�� #��*�
������ >=-
ceptional rainfall events occur in fall and spring on 
the southern Levant and north-western Saudi Arabia, 
commonly linked to a strong Red Sea trough (�¨�¨¡¨�
et al. 2002). Most wind storms occur in winter and fol-
low the dominant direction of the westerlies, but local 
\��*���##��������� ��"���#�� 
$�� ��������;$��Sharav 
cyclone, typical of spring, originates over Libya and 
>�'
� ��*� ��[��� ���
\��*� ������ 
$�� _��
$�@���#���
coast (@§´ ¤� and ��³ 1989). The Sharav (or Kham-
sin) winds cause warm and dry conditions, sometimes 
associated with heavy sand and dust storms. Strong 
easterly winds (Sharqiya) which develop during win-
ter and early spring can also bring dust storms from 
Arabia (	¨¨¤£¡� et al. 1998).
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���*��
$�������'
����
$�
���#��-
tury-long mega-drought might explain the collapse of 

$��>��
������*�
���������#�[�����
������
�
$����*����
$��
Late Bronze Age. The idea was developed by ?¤°«£¡ 
(1997) and � �««� |q¢�Y}�\$�� �*��
���*���*���� ���-
logues of spatial drought patterns consistent with an-
#���
������
����'�

��������\�[��������*����
��'������
for the existence of a dry shift at the end of the Late 
Bronze Age can potentially validate a climate cause for 
this episode of migrations and political disintegration.

The 3.5–2.5 kyr calBP RCC
\������
�*�
�#
�*� ���
the North Atlantic atmospheric and oceanic circula-
tion patterns. Glacio-chemical series developed from 
the GISP2 ice core in Greenland had revealed a pe-
riod of winter-like circulations and storm conditions, 
correlated with a worldwide glacier expansion and 
cool interval (%^?¤� ¡ et al. 1995; � °̈ ®«¯� et al. 
1997). In marine sediments, a series of increases of 
*���
� �#��� ��"�#
�*� ��� '��#��
����[����
�������� $���-
tite-stained grains, has been observed throughout the 
entire Holocene (?£¡¥ et al. 2001). These ice-rafted 
debris (IRD) events, caused by advection of cold, ice-
bearing surface waters from the Nordic and Labrador 
Seas into the warmer subpolar waters, were accom-
panied by northerly surface winds. They were postu-
lated to occur on roughly 1500-year cycles, forced by 
solar variability (?£¡¥ et al. 2001) or oceanic circu-
lation (+ ¤ � et al. 2007). A double-peaked event 
(Bond event 2) in the IRD curve clearly indicates high 
latitude cooling and climatic instability between 3.2 
and 2.85 kyr calBP. As long-term climate trends dur-
ing the Pleistocene, Holocene high latitude coolings 
are generally concomitant with low latitude aridity 
(�¨««  2000). As example, palaeoclimate archives 
from tropical Africa suggest a southward shift of the 
boreal summer Intertropical Convergence Zone and/or 

monsoonal systems, giving dry conditions within the 
4.5–2.5 kyr calBP interval (<�¨§�¾ and �¨««  2002; 
�¨¤��¡ et al. 2012; 	�¨¡¨�¨¡ et al. 2015). Today, 

$��>��
������*�
�����������*����
$\��
�@����������
�
directly affected by the summer monsoonal rainfall. 
That was also the case during the Holocene, and dur-
ing the last glacial – interglacial (@¤º et al. 2003; ` -
§�« et al. 2004). Numerous marine and terrestrial pa-
����#����
�#� ��#��*�� �����
$��>��
������*�
���������
show a clear shift correlated with the GISP2 and the 
Bond event 2.
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The Ashdod coast, Israel
A detailed reconstruction of the last 3600-year condi-
tions of the south-eastern Mediterranean Sea was based 
���
$���18O record of the planktonic foraminifera G. ru-
ber from two marine cores retrieved in the southern 
Levantine Basin off the Israeli coast (	���§ª¨¡ et al. 
2001, 2002). Fourteen samples were selected for radio-
carbon dating of planktonic foraminiferal species and 
the AMS 14C ages were corrected for a Mediterranean 
Sea reservoir effect of about 400 years. A time series 
\��������*���#��'������
$���18O values and total or-
����#�#���������
$��
\��#������;$���18%�[��������"�#
�
both sea surface temperature and salinity. During the 
past 3.6 kyr, sea surface temperature (SST) changed 
����$
�� ��*� [����
����� ��� ���j�����#���18O mainly re-
"�#
�#$���������
$�����j�����#��������
��e.g. in the fresh 
\�
��� ��*��
� ��� �� �����
� ��� �[�'���
���� |>}� �[��� '��-
cipitation plus river (mainly Nile River) runoff (P). As 

$��#��
����
�������
$��_����\�
���*������
�������#��
��
����#
�
$��'����
���#��18%�[��������#�����
$��_�����18O 
values (c. 2%o) are similar to those of the southwest 
Mediterranean surface water (1.4–2%o), their varia-

�������"�#
�������
$��#$���������
$��>{����
����%���
�
������*��#�
�������#�������$�\���������*������#���������
�18O scores since c. 3.2 kyr calBP (Fig. 1).

The Aegean Sea
A record of relative SST changes based on percentage 
values of warm versus cool planktonic foraminifera 
species was derived from the southeast Aegean Sea 
radiocarbon-dated core LC21 (!£�§�¡¬ et al. 2002). 
A cool event, representing winter SST reductions of 
2–4°C, was registered at 3.5–3 kyr calBP. Holocene 
cool events in LC21 could have been caused by more 
intense and/or frequent winter-time northerly air out-
breaks, which reduced evaporation. Fewer and less 
intense storms, in turn, would have resulted in a sig-
���#��
�*�#���������'��#�'�
�
�����[���
$�����
������*�-
terranean region (?¨¤�£³�et al. 2003).
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The Dead Sea (Ze’elim, Ein Gedi)

The effects of temporary earthquake events are largely 
�[��#���� �� 
$�� #����
�� ��"���#�� ��� 
$�� +��*� 	���
��[��� [����
������ \$�#$� �[������ 
���*�� ��"�#
� ��~���

changes in the hydrology of the drainage area. Dead 
	��� ��[����$�[��"�#
��
�*�\�
$��� 
$�� ���������Q¢�� 
��
415 m.b.s.l. during the last 4000 years (?££¯ª¨¡ et al. 
2004). A high-resolution level curve was reconstruct-
ed for the late Holocene from dense radiocarbon dat-
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�Q�Y����#��?���*��
���*����
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������*�
������������	�Y��	�����<'���������������*��������
(see text for the references)
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ing of sedimentary sections and level indicators in the 
Ze’elim plain on the western shore of the Dead Sea. 
An erosional unconformity marked by pebbles and ara-
����
�� #���
�� ������
�� �� ��~��� *��'� ��� 
$�� ����� ��[���
after 3.395 kyr calBP. Overlying lacustrine sediments 
��*�#�
������
�[�����\���*�"�#
��
������[���������Q�Y�
to 2.5 kyr calBP. In a pollen diagram derived from the 
section used for palaeo-lake reconstructions, one pol-
len sample from the 110 cm thick beach ridge top of 
the unconformity shows low tree/high Chenopodiaceae 
values, which also point to arid conditions at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age (_ ¦ª¨¡¡ et al. 2007).

@� Yqj�� ����� #���� \��� ��#�[���*� ��� 
$�� >��� ��*��
shore, north of Ze’elim. Twenty radiocarbon ages indi-
#�
�� ������ #��
������� ��*����
�
���� ��� ���j������*�
material for the last 10,000 years, but a gypsum crust 
�����\�*������
j���*����������$�\����������#��
���[���
drop c. 3.3 kyr calBP (��¬£®«¯� et al. 2006). Temporal 
variations in rainfall and temperature were reconstruct-
ed from pollen data at this site. A winter temperature 
increase of about 4°C and an annual precipitation de-
crease of about 100 mm (Fig. 1) are suggested at the 
Late Bronze/Iron Age transition (���� et al. 2012). Ac-
cording to the 0.15–0.2 kyr interval between each sam-
ple, these shifts are relatively abrupt (about 0.2 kyr).
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Northern Levant and Cyprus
@�#����
���$��
��
�Q�Y����#��?��\������
��*��
���*���*�
well-dated at the ancient port of Gibala-Tell Tweini, 
Ugarit Kingdom, coastal Syria (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2008, 
2010, 2015). A numerically derived climatic proxy 
based on a pollen record from the alluvial plain (Fig. 
2) shows dry conditions before c. 4.0 kyr calBP, associ-
ated with the 4.2 kyr calBP event, mainly documented 
at middle and low latitudes (� °̈ ®«¯��et al. 2004). But 
the climatic record primarily reveals a severe drought 
period between 3.2 and 2.85 kyr calBP (Figs. 1 and 2), 
following a humid episode ending c. 3.25 kyr calBP and 
interrupted by a short half-century long wetter pulse at 
2.95 kyr calBP. The aridity peaks are well correlated 
with lower abundance of aquatic and cultivated pollen 
types, indicating drier conditions and lower agriculture 
practices (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2008, 2010). 

In western Syria, the analysis of carbon stable iso-
topic values of charred plant remains from the archaeo-
����#�����
�����;����?��*�j>�����������[����*���*��#�
����
�[������\�
��� �[��������
�*��� 
�� ����~��� ��*�#
���� ���
rainfall at c. 3.2 kyr calBP (`�£¤ ¡��¡£ et al. 2008). The 
��
���
�*�*��'��������������
�;����?��*�j>����#�������
the precipitation trend estimated by ?¤°«£¡ (1997) at 
!���>�j@��jÛ����$��������;��������������>��
����	�����

On the nearby island of Cyprus, a similar adverse 
climate shift was recorded (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2013a). 
A pollen-derived climate proxy from the coastal site 
of Hala Sultan Tekke (Larnaca Salt Lake) has detailed 
the environmental context along the south-eastern Cy-
priot coast during the 3.2 kyr calBP event (Fig. 1). The 
marine embayment of the harbour, which served as the 
port of entry and departure/exit for elite goods during 
most of the Late Bronze Age (e.g. ̀ �«�� ¤ 2011: 77, 82; 
2012: 97; `�«�� ¤ and ?±¤¬ �2013: 54; 2014: 70–82), 
turned into a dryland and the rich agricultural activities 
surrounding the site strongly waned.

Central Levant
%=���� ��*� #������ ���
�'�#� '������� ����� �� �{;$j
dated speleothem from the Jeita Cave have provided a 
Holocene palaeoclimatic reconstruction from western 
central Lebanon (� ¤� °¥ ¡ et al.�Y���}�����$��18O 
��*��13C scores were related to drier conditions, on the 
basis of a good correlation between the morphologi-
#����#��
�������'$�#���*����
�'�#�'���������� 
$���'�-
���
$����;$�����
��<�[��'��������$�\���\��18%��
��13C 
values during the early Holocene and high values after 
5.8 kyr calBP. While conditions remained dry until the 
end of the stalagmite deposition at 1.1 kyr calBP, the 
driest phase started around 3.2 kyr calBP and peaked 
at 2.9 kyr calBP, supported by a sharp decrease in the 
stalagmite diameter and a drop in growth rate. Pos-
sible indirect proof of deteriorating environmental 
conditions was also recorded in the Southern Bekaa 
Valley, where anthropogenic activities and human-
induced deforestation disappeared on the eastern part 
of Mount Lebanon at the end of the Late Bronze Age 
at 3.25–3.15 kyr calBP. From then on, only pastoral 
activity persisted (�¨¼¨¤ et al. 2010).

Southern Levant
;$���'����
$����18O record of Soreq Cave in central 
Israel mainly depends upon the isotopic composition 
of the source sea-water, the fractionation processes 
between the vapor source and the site of precipita-
tion, and the temperature of deposition (Fig. 1). ?¨¤j
� �̈�� ®« et al. (2003) developed a model in order 
to estimate the palaeorainfall amounts, based on the 
present-day relationship between the annual rainfall 
�����
���
���18%�#��'���
�������*�
$���18O of the cave 
water. In this model, they estimated temperatures from 
alkenone SST, derived from a core in close proximity 
to the Israeli coast, since the annual land temperature 
today at the Soreq site is the same as the average win-
ter and spring SST. A systematic decrease in rainfall 
is observed from 4.5 to 2.5 ka calBP. Several recent 
pollen studies from cores drilled in the Dead Sea, Tel 
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Fig. 2  Gibala-Tell Tweini, Ugarit Kingdom, coastal Syria: linear age-scale pollen-derived biomes diagram with salinity/aridity, input of 
freshwater and increased water availability indices. The 3.2 kyr calBP and 4.2 kyr calBP events are underlined in grey
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Akko (Fig. 1), and the Sea of Galilee have narrowed 

$�����
��[�����*�#������*�
$���##�����#�������*����$
�
event at 3.2 kyr calBP (e.g. �¨¡¬¬¦� et al. 2013, 
2014; �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2013b, 2014). A recent veg-
etation-based model has moreover suggested that this 
event was the driest episode recorded during the whole 
Bronze Age in Israel (	£�£j? ¤ §£³ et al. 2015).

Egypt
<$������� $*������#��� #��*�
����� ��� ��\��� >�'
�
������ *�'��*� ��� "�#
��
����� ��� 
$�� _���� "��*� ��-
����� ��
� ���� ����� ��"���#�*� �� 
$�� in situ Mediter-
ranean conditions. Several sites from the Nile Delta 
such as the Burullus lagoon (? ¤¡�¨¤¥� et al. 2012), 
Û����������|?¨�£¦ª° et al. 2010) and Manzala La-
goon (�¤£ª et al.�Y��Y}��$�\��������
�������*��#�
����
at 3.2–3.15 kyr calBP. Climate reconstructions show 
that this event, which abruptly changed the Nile River 
sediments and riparian environments, lasted at least 
300 years.

Turkey, Iran and Greece
Palaeoclimate data mainly come from lake records 
(!£ ¤�« et al. 2011) and from the Sofular Cave 
(�ë¯�±¤¯�et al.�Y�qq}���������������
$��>��
�@��
�-
lian highlands of Turkey, is characterized by annually 
varved sediments. Varve-counting on thin sections of 
the entire core were used to establish a continuous, 
���j"��
����� [��[�� #$�������� ��#�� 
�� ��
�� ���#�����
A hydrologic/isotopic balance model shows that the 
A18O of the lake carbonates are mainly affected by 
changes in the relative humidity over the lake area. 
Periods of high Mg/Ca values correspond with phases 
���A18O enrichment, and are assumed to indicate very 
low lake levels. The most prominent feature of the 
Late Holocene is a lake level recession caused by a 
period of decreasing humidity from 3.5 to 2 kyr calBP 
(� ª�¯  and 	�¦¤ª�q¢¢�}��>�����
���|;���`����}���*�
�����
�#� ���#�'
�����
� '������� ����� ��\� ��#��*���
dated by radionuclide (210Pb and 137Cs) analysis 
and varve-counting, extend back to about 3.6 kyr cal-
BP. They indicate low detrital input and high carbon-
ate contents under dry conditions at 3.15 kyr calBP  
(?¨¤§¨«j	�ª« ¯ and <¨¬ �̈ °̈ 2012).

���#��
����;������
$��#��
��������>����@#��µ�������
provides evidence of increasing aridity at the end of 
the Bronze Age, with a falling lake level marked by a 
maximum of salinity. The highest �18O values, which 
point to arid intervals, were recorded during the pe-
riod 3.2–2.8 kyr calBP (!£ ¤�« et al. 2001) and coin-
#�*��\�
$���������#��
������������������#�[���|!£ ¤�« 
et al.�Y�qq}�����
$����������
�����
����������µ�$������
Burdur Province, and in the Sofular Cave, situated 

about 10 km south of the Black Sea coast in northern 
Turkey (�ë¯�±¤¯ et al. 2011), an important drop in 
precipitation occurred during the same time interval, 
����*����'�����j�������*�������������������*��qQ<���-
#��*��;$����*�
�������;���������#������
�*�\�
$�"�\�
����������
$��;��������*�>�'$��
���!�[�������
$��'�-
riod 3.1–2.9 kyr calBP (_ ¦ª¨¡ and �¨¤´£§¨ 1987; 
@§´ ¤� and _ ¦ª¨¡ 1989; � °̈ and �£�¡«£¡ 1981). 
���
$�������������
��������������
$���q�%���#��*�����
Lake Mirabad and of Lake Zeribar have a relatively 
coarse stratigraphic resolution but they also suggest a 
drying trend during the 3.2 kyr calBP event (	� ³ ¡« 
et al. 2006). Unfortunately, there are no detailed pa-
laeoclimate records from Greece showing an unam-
biguous climate information during the crisis years 
(`�¡¡¾ et al. 2011).

����������
There is now abundant evidence from palaeoclimatic 
records that century-scale episodes of dry conditions 
$�[���������#$���#
����
�#����
$��>��
������*�
��������{
southwestern Asian climates over the late Holocene 
(�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2015). Driving factors behind these 
modes of variability are linked to volcanic aerosols, 
greenhouse gases, insolation changes, oceanic circula-
tion and solar variability. The arid event that struck the 
_���j��**���>��
� ��*� ���
$\��
�@���� �����*�Q�Y����
calBP seems to have strongly impacted the Late Bronze 
@���'���
�#�����*���#��j�#�����#�'�

������>[�*��#���
from palaeoclimatic and archaeological records clearly 
suggest that hydrological anomalies were a main factor 
behind the huge population migrations and the decline 
of ancient eastern Mediterranean civilizations, 3200 
years ago (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2015).
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Abstract

Analyses of the end of the Late Bronze Age in the East Mediter-
ranean, and discussions of causes and actors (such as the Sea Peo-
ples), focus on the years around and after 1200 BCE. Chronological 
precision is important to establish the relevant timelines, trajectories 
and associations within and between sites, regions and the (very) 
differing types of evidence discussed, from historical, archaeologi-
cal and palaeoenvironmental sources among others. However, dat-
ing has been a problem for scholarship in existing work. The present 

paper aims to discuss three aspects of this issue. First, we explore 
why exactly radiocarbon resolution around 1200 BCE is so poor, 
and identify what could be done to try, to some extent, to improve 
this situation. Second, we re-consider the radiocarbon chronology 
of Tell Tweini (thought to be ancient Gibala, at the southern edge of 
the kingdom of Ugarit) in Syria which has been employed as part of 
a claim to date the Sea Peoples’ destructions in the northern Levant 
very precisely c.1192–1190 BCE. Third, we re-consider the dating 
of one of the key close of Late Bronze Age cases: the chronology of 
Cyprus in the LC IIC through IIIA period.
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The years around and following 1200 BCE form the focus 
of attention for the study of the close of the Late Bronze 
Age in the eastern Mediterranean – a time of major so-
cial, political and cultural change and reorientation, with 
discussions also concerning the so-called Sea Peoples 
and migrations (	¨¡¥¨¤« 1985; �¨¤¥�and��£¦¯£®«¯° 
1992; <§�¡  2014; �¡¨´´�and��¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016). It is ap-
parent that chronological precision is important in order 
to establish the relevant timelines, trajectories and asso-
ciations within and between sites, regions and the (very) 
differing types of evidence discussed, from historical, 
archaeological and palaeoenvironmental sources, among 
others. Unfortunately, this precision is a real challenge, 
especially regarding radiocarbon (14C) based evidence. 
In a paper written a decade ago, �¨¡¡�¡¬ (2006–2007) 
highlighted some of the challenges in radiocarbon dat-
ing precision around 1200 BCE, because of the history 
of variations in atmospheric radiocarbon and hence the 
shape of the radiocarbon calibration curve, and thus in 
�#$��[���������*�|'��#���}�*�
�������
$����*����
$����
��
Bronze Age in the East Mediterranean, which is usually 
placed around 1200 BCE or in the years/decades follow-
ing, during the 12th century BCE. 

The radiocarbon calibration curve has been twice 
updated since then (IntCal09 and the now current 
IntCal13: ! �ª ¤ et al. 2013), and improved, but the 
problem still largely remains. If one could date a con-
text from precisely 1200 BCE on the basis of a securely 
associated, annual-growth, seed with typical modern 
AMS (accelerator mass spectrometry) precision (e.g. ± 

30 14C years), or even several such annual seed sam-
ples and achieve a perfect result matching the exact 
��
<��qQ�]���#��� �̂[���������qY���?<>�|Y¢�Y�C�q��14C 
years BP) from a weighted average of several determi-
nations, or even somehow achieve the same with an ab-
surdly perfect ±1 14C year precision, then the problem is 
that this single radiocarbon age – no matter how precise 
– hits some wiggles/plateau in the radiocarbon calibra-
tion curve and does not yield a very precise calibrated 
calendar age range (Fig. 1). When radiocarbon dated, 
a 1200 BCE context inevitably dates from the late 13th 
century BCE through to the later 12th century BCE – the 
entire period held to be relevant to the so-called ‘crisis 
years’ (�¨¤¥�and��£¦¯£®«¯°�q¢¢Y}. Resolution as re-
gards internal process within this period is therefore a 
������#��
�#$��������

The other fundamental radiocarbon-related prob-
lem, discussed in some detail in �¡¨´´�and��¨¡¡�¡¬�
(2016: 102–107, 113–118), is the lack of truly high-
resolution palaeoenvironmental evidence in most 
studies published to date. Many studies claiming high-
resolution proxies indicating, most often, drought as-
sociated with the period around the end of the Late 
Bronze Age in the eastern Mediterranean, are in fact 
only very approximately or loosely dated when criti-
cally examined (e.g. �¡¨´´�and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 104, 
����q��q��������Q��qq��������}��;$��� ������#�������*-
dressed. Sediment cores require multiple radiocarbon 
*�
��������
$����$��
�
$����'�������|[�������������~��
�
3 or 4 dates that are often not distributed along large 
parts of the core’s relevant stratigraphic sequence), in 
order to obtain detailed time series with some form of 
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appropriate (calibrated) age-depth modelling (whether 
of the ‘classical’ form, see ?§¨¨¦® 2010, or employ-
ing Bayesian approaches: see, e.g., ?¤£¡¯� !¨ª« ° 
2008; ?¤£¡¯� !¨ª« °� and� �   2013;� ?§¨¨¦®� and 
@¡¥¤¾«�<�¤�«� ¡�Y�qq}. The recent study by _ ¦¬ -
¨¦ ¤ et al. (2015) from the Dead Sea offers a posi-

tive example heading in the right direction (with more 
dates and appropriate modelling).   

The present paper aims to discuss three aspects of 
the topic. First, we explore why exactly radiocarbon 
resolution around 1200 BCE is so poor, and identify 
what could be done to try, to some extent, to improve 
this situation. Second, we re-consider the radiocarbon 
chronology of Tell Tweini (thought to be ancient Giba-
la, at the southern edge of the kingdom of Ugarit), in 
Syria – as employed in the study of �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 
(2011) – where they used it as part of a claim that they 
could date the Sea Peoples’ destructions in the northern 
Levant very precisely c. 1192–1190 BCE. Third, we 
re-consider the dating of one of the key cases at the 
close of Late Bronze Age: the chronology of Cyprus in 
the Late Cypriot (LC) IIC through IIIA period, updat-
ing and improving some aspects of previous work (e.g. 
�¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. 2001; �¨¡¡�¡¬ and �¦¡��£§ª 2007) 
and adding some new dates and new analysis. 

��������"
�����
������
DEFF
/�=
The lack of radiocarbon dating resolution around 1200 
BCE relates to the shape of the radiocarbon calibra-
tion curve (! �ª ¤� et al. 2013) – which in turn re-
"�#
�� 
$�� $��
��� ��� '��
� ��
����� �
���'$���#� ��[����
of radiocarbon (e.g. 	�¦�³ ¤ et al. 1991). As evident 
���`����q����"�
���#
�������
$��#������
����#��[��|��'��-
teau) and a couple of wiggles (especially around 1135 
BCE) combine to make the period from c. 1220 to 1110 
BCE largely very similar in apparent radiocarbon age  
|`����Y}�����
$���*����
�[��

The IntCal13 curve in this period comprises a 
modelled record trying to best accommodate sets of 
measurements on known age wood by several dif-
ferent laboratories (_�¦ et al. 2013; ! �ª ¤ et al. 
2013). If we examine the raw radiocarbon data used 
to construct IntCal13 versus the IntCal13 record as 
modelled (see Fig. 3) we see that the quantity and 
quality of the constituent data and the visual success 
of the modelling vary over time, and the second mil-
lennium BCE serves as a prime example. Data den-
sity is greater in some periods, such as 1700–1500 
BCE (thanks to additional work in this interval: e.g., 
�¤£ª ¤�et al. 2010), and less in some others, such as 
1490–1355 BCE. There is also greater or lesser noise 
in the raw data and differences between raw data and 
the modelled IntCal13 curve in some periods versus 
others (Figs. 3 and 4). Thus, for example, the period 
1700–1500 BCE shows a relatively tight coherence 
of raw data around the modelled IntCal13 curve and 
the average difference (from the mid-point value of 
IntCal13, with linear extrapolation where required 
between data points) is 12.7 ± 9.8 14C years (see Fig. 

Fig. 1  The calibrated calendar age probabilities and most likely cal-
endar age ranges at 68.2% and 95.4% probability for a radiocarbon 
age (2962 14C years BP) from (exactly) 1200 BCE with three levels 
of measurement precision, (A) ± 30, (B) ± 15 and (C) ± 1 (14C years). 
Data from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et 
al. 2013) with curve resolution set at 5 years (IntCal13 calibration 

curve shown as a ± 1SD band)
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4, Box B) (below the average value for the period 
2000–1000 BCE = 13.3 ± 12.2 14C years), whereas the 
period 1310–1190 BCE exhibits much more noise on 
visual inspection and the average difference is 17.0 ± 
14.6 14C years (see Fig. 4, Box A)  (above the average 
for 2000–1000 BCE).

If we look more closely at the period 1310–1095 
BCE (see Fig. 5) we can examine the raw data behind 
IntCal13 from each of the contributing laboratories. 
Again there are differences. For example, 55% of the 
QL (University of Washington) data in this period are 
more than 1 standard deviation (SD) away from the 
IntCal13 modelled 1SD range. In contrast, the other 
laboratories show rather better agreement, with only 
19% of the Heidelberg (Hd) data more than 1SD away 
from the IntCal13 modelled 1SD range, and 17% of 
the Queen’s University Belfast (UB) data, and none 
of the just two Oxford (OxA) data. This might raise 
some concerns about the University of Washington 
(QL) data. But, in the period 1216 BCE to 1165 BCE, 
the University of Washington dataset comprises 55% 
of the total data (11 of 20 raw data, with 4 from UB, 
4 Hd and 1 OxA). Parts of this period also have rather 
less constituent data density than several other parts 
just of the short period shown. Thus, for example, the 
25 years from 1190–1165 BCE have just 5 dates (1 for 
every 5 years) whereas for the other 190 years there 
are 67 dates or one for every 2.84 years (or 76% more 
data density).

Fig. 2  The IntCal13 radiocarbon (14C) calibration curve (! �ª ¤ et 
al. 2013) showing its modelled 5 calendar year spaced data points 
and the 1 standard deviation (SD) envelope. The plateau and wiggles 
which catch all radiocarbon dates c. 2977–2924 14C years BP (55 14C 
year range) and spread them over the calendar range c. 1219–1113 
BCE (106 calendar year range), or vice versa from the calendar 

timescale perspective, is evident

Fig. 3  The IntCal13 radiocarbon calibration curve as modelled as 
a 1SD envelope (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013) versus the raw radiocarbon 
measurements employed in the IntCal13 modelling for the period 
from 2000–1000 BCE. For discussion of the modelling process, 
see _�¦ et al. 2013. IntCal raw data from: http://intcal.qub.ac.uk/

intcal13/

Fig. 4  The differences between the modelled IntCal13 dataset (with 
linear extrapolation applied between datapoints) versus the raw ra-
diocarbon measurements employed in the modelling to construct 
IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013; _�¦ et al. 2013). A negative value 
means the raw data point was older than the modelled IntCal13 val-
ue and vice versa. The inset shows the period 1320–1050 BCE in 
more detail. Over the entire period 2000–1000 BCE the average dif-
ference (all differences treated as positive values) is 13.3 ± 12.2 14C 
years. However, some periods within this millennium show lesser or 
greater variance. Box A indicates the period 3260–3140 BP (1310-
1190 BCE), which seems particularly noisy: average difference is 
17.0 ± 14.6 14C years; whereas Box B indicates a period where there 
is greater data density but also less differences indicating a well- (or 
better) established section of calibration curve: average difference is 

12.7 ± 9.8 14C years
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Based on such a critique, there is reason to look to 
improve the calibration record in the period around 
1200 BCE. This may in turn revise the shape of the best 
(future) modelled calibration curve for use in radiocar-
bon date analysis. However, at present, we can only use 
what is available: IntCal13. Nonetheless, it is important 
to appreciate that not only is dating around 1200 BCE 
problematic, but that the calibration curve in this specif-
ic period might in fact be improved. (It is worth noting 
that this means improved and revised – not somehow 
radically changed. The overall range of the calibration 
#��[�����\����*����*����*�
$���
$�������������

��������[-
ing details.)

In the interim, using what we have, it is clear that 
dating either a single sample or a single context (even 
with several samples and even dating these repeatedly) 
will not offer chronological resolution around the pe-
riod c. 1220–1120 BCE (see also the discussion of one 
problematic case study in the next section). Thus the 
archaeologically-based approach to overcome such a 
case of a radiocarbon calibration curve ambiguity for 
the single case in isolation – at least to some extent – 
is to employ Bayesian chronological modelling, where 
an archaeologically known (stratigraphic or otherwise 
��*���*}�������#�������*��#������*�
���#���
$����
�
��
the shape of the calibration curve and thus offer a rela-
tively precise set of date ranges (? °̈§�«« 2009; ?¤£¡¯�
!¨ª« ° 2009a). We explore such an approach below in 
a couple of cases. 
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The limitations and problems of radiocarbon dating 
single samples or single contexts in the c. 1200 BCE 
period are nicely, if unfortunately, evident if we take 
a critical look at the study of �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. (2011; 
see also brief comments in �¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 
103). Kaniewski et al. report 8 radiocarbon dates on 
charred seeds and charcoal from the site of Tell Tweini 
on the Syrian coast from the close of a Late Bronze 
Age destruction level (Level 7A). �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 
(2011) accept that Tell Tweini is ancient Gibala at the 
southern edge of the kingdom of Ugarit (it is some 40 
km south of Ugarit), and since “the written Bronze Age 
����#�������'����'$�#���*�������������#����������������
Ugarit was destroyed by the Sea Peoples” (�¨¡� ®«-
¯� et al. 2011: 2), they subsequently assume that the 
close of Late Bronze Age destruction at the harbor site 
of Tell Tweini was also by the Sea Peoples. A critic 
might stress the preceding sentence in �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 
(2011: 2) – “[T]he place name Gibala appears on two 
14th century BC[E] cuneiform tablets from Ugarit” [our 
italics] – and observe that in cases where there is not 
rather more documentary evidence the absence of evi-
dence does not necessarily have to indicate evidence of 
absence. <§�¡  (2014: 113, 156–157) is appropriately 
more cautious about assuming a Sea People’s associa-
tion with the destruction and subsequent changes at the 
site, (which was more or less immediately re-occupied). 
To establish an absolute date for this Level 7A destruc-
tion, Kaniewski et al. averaged the dates from the seeds 
together and then found an ambiguous calibration situ-
ation (�¨¡� ®«¯� et al.�Y�qq�������}��\$�#$�
$��
���*�
to resolve by rhetoric.

�¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ (2016: 103) observed that 
this treatment for the Level 7A destruction assemblage 
did not appear the most appropriate. They instead 
suggested as likely better the use of an exponential 
(Tau_Boundary paired with a Boundary) model in 
OxCal, which assumes that the sample dates have an 
exponential distribution towards the end of the set (im-
mediately before the destruction episode in this case), 
since this assumes all the radiocarbon-dated samples 
are older (even if only very slightly) than the Level 7A 
destruction event, but do not necessarily all date to the 
exact same time (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a). This form of 
analysis has the advantage – versus averaging samples 
that are not of exactly the same age and from the same 
(exact) context – that dates on any individual residual 
samples, or on individual samples that are older for 
some other reason, do not lead to an overestimation of 
the date. �¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬�|Y�q���q�Q��q�������Y}�

Fig. 5  The IntCal13 modelled calibrated curve at ± 1 SD compared 
against the raw radiocarbon measurements used to construct it for 
the period 1310-1095 BCE showing which of the raw data come 
from which of the contributing laboratories (QL = University of 
Washington, UB = Queen’s University Belfast, Hd = Heidelberg, 
OxA = Oxford). Data from ! �ª ¤ et al. 2013 and http://intcal.qub.

ac.uk/intcal13/
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destruction – the focus of the �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. (2011) 
discussion. They found that with the Tau_Bound-
ary approach the most likely 68.2% probability range 
(1182–1111 calBC) did not even include the proposed 
overly precise date range that �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. (2011) 
argued for of 1194–1190 BCE.

Here we can consider the whole sequence of Tell 
Tweini radiocarbon data as reported in �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 
(2011), comprising data from (in order from oldest to 
most recent stratigraphic context) Level 7D, then Level 
7A, then Level 6E with OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) 

and employing IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013) (see Fig. 
�}��;$�����
� ������ ���$�\� 
��*����\�
$� 
$�� ���'�������
wood charcoal. These will have some degree of in-built 
age – that is: the constituent tree-rings dated may be 
older, whether by a few to many years, than the time 
the relevant tree was cut down and the wood used by 
humans (the so-called ‘old-wood’ effect). However, 
many of these samples will often only have a small 
age offset (e.g. outer tree-rings, or samples from young 
trees or branches, etc.) and only some will be older, and 
only a few much older. (This characterization depends 
on tree species – if long-lived species with typically 

Fig. 6  Bayesian chronological model reanalyzing the Tell Tweini sequence of radiocarbon data from Level 7D, then Level 7A and then Level 
6E from �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. (2011). The Charcoal Plus outlier model (+  �and�?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2014; +   et al. 2013) was applied to the dates on 
charcoal samples and the General Outlier model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b) to dates on short-lived seed samples. There were no outliers in the lat-
ter; overall, the OxCal model agreement index (Amodel) and individual agreement index (Aoverall) values are both well above the satisfactory 
threshold value of 60. Data from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013), with calibration curve resolution set at 5 
years. For details of some of the calendar date ranges, see Table 1. The dark histograms indicate the modelled calendar probability distributions; 

the light histograms (often hidden) indicate the original, non-modelled, calibrated probability distributions
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very narrow tree-rings are involved then much larger 
in-built age offsets can more regularly be anticipated.) 
An exponential distribution may therefore be expected 
towards the most recent age. In order to try to allow for 
this in-built age issue in samples of charcoal via such 
an assumed exponential (or closely similar) distribution 
in OxCal, we can employ either the Charcoal Outlier 
model (?¤£¡¯� !¨ª« ° 2009b) or the Charcoal Plus 
Outlier model (+   et al. 2013; +   and ?¤£¡¯�!¨ª-
« ° 2014). We use the Charcoal Plus Outlier model for 
Tell Tweini for two reasons: (i) this selects for shifts 
more strongly biased towards more recent possible ages 
– for which the model in this case has evidence from 
the dates on short-lived samples, and (ii) the Charcoal 
Plus Outlier model allows for some slight outliers to 
the recent side. We do this because observation of the 
Tell Tweini data suggests an absence of very old wood 
and because some of the dates on charcoal are similar to 
or even more recent than those on short-lived samples, 
and so this might well be a case in which a small num-
ber of young outliers may be present among the sam-
ples with in-built age. Hence, as discussed by +   et 
al. (2013) and +   and ?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° (2014: 92–93, 
����}�� 
$����#����������#
����������������''��'���
��
than the standard Charcoal Outlier model (although we 
note in our case that almost identical outcomes result 
from use of the standard Charcoal Outlier model). 

For the dates on short-lived sample material, like an-
nual-growth seeds which are assumed to be contempo-
����\�
$�
$������*�#��
�=
��\������
$����������%�
�����
model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b), as appropriate for this 
situation. To estimate the actual calendar date range for 
Levels 7D and 6E we use Oxcal’s ‘Date query’ applied 
to the Phase grouping. Oxcal’s ‘Interval query’ applied 
to the Phase 7D and 6E groupings estimates the cal-
endar years age duration of each of these Levels from 
the available radiocarbon data and the stratigraphic se-
quence model. The short-lived samples from the specif-
ic Level 7A destruction episode can, as described in the 
previous paragraph, be modelled within a Tau_Bounda-
ry paired with a Boundary grouping to best estimate the 
date of the destruction episode (the Boundary named as 
‘Period 7A Destruction Episode’). The resultant model 
and calibrated calendar age probabilities and most like-
ly 68.2% and 95.4% date ranges are shown in Fig. 6. 
;$���'�#��#��������������������\�����#
�*�������
������
listed in Table 1. (Note: very small variations can occur 
between different runs of such Bayesian chronological 
modelling analyses; the examples shown or detailed are 
typical outcomes in which the model exhibited good 
convergence – that is: all values above 95% – this com-
ment applies to all the examples in this paper shown in 
Figs. 6–10 and 12–13.)

The Level 7A destruction at Tell Tweini attributed 
to the Sea Peoples by �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. (2011) is dat-
ed 1176–1108 calBC (most likely 68.2% probability 
range) or 1210–1071 calBC (most likely 95.4% prob-
ability range). While it is within the overall most like-
ly 95.4% range, the proposed very precise date range 
for the destructions by the Sea Peoples in the northern 
Levant of 1194–1190 BCE and then 1192–1190 BCE 
in �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. (2011: 5–6) falls outside the most 
likely 68.2% range and cannot be considered as very 
plausible. Indeed, 94% of the total probability for the 
Boundary Period 7A Destruction Episode in Fig. 6 falls 
after 1190 calBC – the strong indication is a date some-
what later in the 12th century BCE for this destruction 
(e.g., somewhere 1176–1108 calBC).

���
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�������
���
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����
������
���������
If we turn to Cyprus, where widespread social, politi-
cal and economic change occurs in several areas from 
the later 13th century BCE to 12th century BCE during 
the LC IIC to LC IIC/LC IIIA transitional period, we 
can also re-evaluate some existing radiocarbon-based 
work and consider the timeframe in this case – which 
has again been widely linked with the close of the Late 
Bronze Age crisis years and changes across the East 
Mediterranean (�¡¨´´� and� �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 132–134 
and citations). In particular, we revisit some previous 
work which has already evaluated the dating of the 
LC IIC period on Cyprus (�¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. 2001). A se-
quence of contexts from several sites offered dates from 
around (or before) the start of LC IIC through to the 
close of the period at some sites and then for the sub-
sequent LC IIC/LC IIIA transitional phase to LC IIIA 
period. Some additional data are now available from 
new work by the authors (see Table 2) and from other 
projects. In a preliminary assessment, we re-consider 
in this paper some aspects of the dating of the LC IIC 
to LC IIIA period using the samples in �¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. 
(2001) along with additional new samples as currently 
available either from other projects (e.g. `�«�� ¤ 2011, 
2012) or from work by the authors.

In particular, we focus for this discussion on four 

$������|�}�*���������terminus post quem (TPQ) for the 
����{�������� �<� ��<� '����*�� |��}� *������� 
$�� �''��=�-
mate date of the close of the LC IIC period at Maroni 
(one of the major coastal centres on Cyprus abandoned 
from the late part of the close of the LC IIC period as 
part of the overall set of changes from the later 13th 
through 12th centuries BCE affecting the wider East 
Mediterranean: <§�¡  2014; �¡¨´´� and� �¨¡¡�¡¬ 
2016); (iii) considering the date for occupation at Hala 
Sultan Tekke Stratum 1 and 2; and (iv) considering 
the date ranges for the end of occupation at Apliki-
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Karamallos in the LC IIC/LC IIIA Transitional Phase 
(�§�¡¬�q¢�¢}����*����� 
$�������|��#��*}�'$��������#-
cupation of LC IIIA Building II at Alassa-Paleotaverna.

(i) TPQ for early/earlier LC IIC. To try to check 
��*���

���*����������
���
������
$���'���
����
����\��
consider the group of radiocarbon dates available for 
several sites from wood charcoal samples from build-
ings constructed around the start or early/earlier part of 

the LC IIC period. Real precision for the archaeologi-
cal phasing is lacking. These structures and their sub-
������
� ���� ��*� ������������ ��� ��#$� #���� *����� 
$��
LC IIC period at their site, but when exactly during the 
overall (island-wide) LC IIC period they were built is 
*���#��
�
���'�#����;'�#���������
�
����
���#$�����§�¡¬ 
(1989: 85) as regards the Apliki structure (House A), 
saying “construction not before the LC IIC period” 

Fig. 7  Analysis of radiocarbon dates on wood charcoal samples from primary building construction activity from early or earlier LC IIC, which 
thus likely set a TPQ for early/earlier LC IIC – especially as bark (and the outermost tree-ring) is not present in any sample. The samples come 
from Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios (KAD) Building X, Alassa-Paleotaverna Building II (1st phase) and Apliki-Karamallos (see previously �¨¡-
¡�¡¬ et al. 2001; �¨¡¡�¡¬�and��¦¡��£§ª�Y����x���
���
����[����������'�#�����*��
��#�
����
��Pinus brutia after detailed SEM study: see Fig. 
11). The random charcoal samples are analyzed using the Charcoal Outlier model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b); the two samples for which tree-ring 
sequences were available are analyzed as dendro-14C-wiggle-matches (D_Sequence in OxCal) (e.g. ?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° et al. 2001; �¨§�ª ¤�� et al. 
2004; ? °̈§�««�and�;° ¤«�Y���}�
�����
�*�����
$�����
��=
��
�
���j�����������#$����'���|��*����
$�����
������;�Û�?���*��}���;$��		��'�����
�����
model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b) is applied to check on possible outliers in the D_Sequence analyses. The KN (Köln) and AA (Arizona) data are 
from �¨¡¡�¡¬ et al.�|Y��q}��
$��%=@�*�
��������\�*�
�������;�����Y��;$�������;�Û�?���*�����
���
��|������*��
���

��}���������{���������<�
IIC is shown in detail in Fig. 8. Data from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013), with calibration curve resolution set 
at 5 years. No outliers in the dendro-14C-wiggle-match data were detected; overall, the OxCal model agreement index (Amodel) and individual 
agreement index (Aoverall) values are both well above the satisfactory threshold value of 60. The dark histograms indicate the modelled calendar 

probability distributions; the light histograms (often hidden) indicate the original, non-modelled, calibrated probability distributions
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(�§�¡¬ 1989: 85) – but with no clear guidance as to 
whether initial, early, or earlier LC IIC. In order to give 
an estimate of a TPQ for some point by early/earlier 
LC IIC we consider various dates on charcoal samples 
– all Calabrian pine (Pinus brutia, based on SEM in-
spection) (see Table 2) – from these contexts applying 
the (standard) Charcoal Outlier model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 
2009b) to try to account for some of the likely in-built 
age factor. (We employ the standard Charcoal Outlier 
model in this case since these samples appear to include 
a greater range of time across a distribution from vari-
ously inner to outer tree-rings from a long-lived species 
and there are no associated short-lived samples.)

There are also two samples for which tree-ring se-
quences were available. These allow for the application 
of dendro-14C-wiggle-match dating. This type of analy-
sis utilizes an ordered sequence of tree-ring samples 
whose dating relative to one another corresponds to a 
known number of exact years (i.e. calendar time), since 
each tree-ring corresponds to one year. These tree-ring 
samples are extracted, radiocarbon dated, and then 
matched against the radiocarbon calibration curve to 
obtain much more precise date placements than other-
wise possible (e.g. ?¤£¡¯ !¨ª« ° et al. 2001; �¨§�ª-
 ¤�� et al. 2004; ? °̈§�«« and ;° ¤«�Y���}��;$�����
����
these samples is KAD N50A.P8.4, which is pine (Pinus 
brutia) charcoal, from Building X at Kalavasos-Ayios 
Dhimitrios (for information on Building X and the Ka-
lavasos site, see 	£¦�� 1984, 1996, 1997). The other 
sample is APK2A, Pinus brutia charcoal from Building 
@� �
�@'����j����������� x� ��
�� 
$�� �'�#���� �*��
��#�-
tion has been changed from the previously stated Pinus 
nigra� �*��
��#�
���� |�¨¡¡�¡¬� and� �¦¡��£§ª 2007) 
after scanning electron microscope (SEM) study (see 
Fig. 11). This sample and a dendro-14C-wiggle-match 
using data obtained from the Arizona AMS facility 
have been previously reported and discussed (�¨¡-
¡�¡¬ and �¦¡��£§ª 2007) – here we include these 
existing data and also report a new dendro-14C-wiggle-
match on the same sample with dates from the Oxford 
Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit. In all cases no sample 
preserves bark or the outermost tree-ring, and thus there 
are an unknown number of missing rings between the 
���'��^�����
��=
��
�
���j�������*�
$���������������{�����
ring when the tree was cut. The cutting date when hu-
mans felled and then employed these trees is therefore 
unknown. However, it is likely that some of the sam-
ples in the whole group are not far from an outermost 
original tree-ring and thus if we treat the group of sets 
���*�
��������$�������%=<�����*�����\�
$���
��*��������
immediately subsequent Boundary, then this should be 
a reasonable estimate for a close TPQ and even likely 
suggest a point in early or earlier LC IIC. This model 

and analysis is shown in Fig. 7. The data indicate a TPQ 
or date for early/earlier LC IIC as 1348–1303 calBC 
at 68.2% probability and 1358–1256 calBC at 95.4% 
probability (Fig. 8). In general terms a TPQ or date for 
early or earlier LC IIC seems most likely to lie some-
where in the later 14th century BCE.

(ii) The close of LC IIC at Maroni-Tsaroukkas 
Buildings 1 and 2. The excavations of Buildings 1 and 
2 at Maroni-Tsaroukkas produced a series of radiocar-
bon dates for a Late Cypriot sequence ending when the 
buildings were abandoned at the close of the local site 
LC IIC period (which on the basis of material culture 
comparisons would appear to have been before the end 
of LC IIC at some other sites and certainly before the 
LC IIC/LC IIIA transitional phase). The dates have 
been reported before (�¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. 2001) with two 
additional dates added in the study of �¨¡¡�¡¬ (2013). 
We re-consider the analysis of the dates just from Build-
�����q���*�Y�\�
$���[��\�
�����
�*�������
$��#��������
site LC IIC episode. The dates are modelled separately 
according to the sequences in both Buildings 1 and 2 
with the Charcoal Outlier model applied to dates on 
charcoal to try to allow for in-built age and the General 
Outlier model applied to dates on short-lived samples. 
The one extra constraint is that it is assumed (based on 
material culture associations and relative chronology) 
that the last use of both Maroni-Tsaroukkas Buildings 
1 and 2 (late LC IIC) occurred before the destruction 
of House A at Apliki-Karamallos in the LC IIC/LC 
IIIA transitional phase (�§�¡¬ and �¦�§° 2007). The 
modelling thus varies a little from previous treatments. 
The analysis and outcomes are shown in Fig. 9. We see 

$�
�
$��#��������
$���<���<�'����*����*����*����������
very similar (and we may assume was contemporary) at 
both Maroni-Tsaroukkas Buildings 1 and 2. The most 

Fig. 8  The Boundary for the TPQ for Early/Early LC IIC as derived 
in Fig. 7 (last element in bold)
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likely 68.2% probability ranges are 1202–1144 calBC 
for Building 1 and 1214–1145 calBC for Building 2 
(for the 95.4% probability ranges, see Fig. 9). A date 
around, or in the decades to half century after, c. 1200 
BCE is indicated.

(iii) Hala Sultan Tekke. New excavations led by 
Peter M. Fischer at Hala Sultan Tekke have produced 
six published radiocarbon dates, three from Stratum 1 
(the most recent stratum) and three from the underlying 
Stratum 2 (see `�«�� ¤ 2011: 84 and id. 2012: table 
1). On the basis of the relative chronology associations 
of the diagnostic material, Stratum 2 is dated in ap-

proximate terms to the LC IIC period and Stratum 1 to 
the LC IIC–IIIA period (`�«�� ¤ 2012: 103, 107). The 
dates are variously on twigs (or likely twigs) – no spe-
#�����*��
��#�
�����������[���x����������[�����*��������
#$��#���� ���'��� \$�#$� ��� ��
� �*��
���*� ��� 
�� �'�#����
or type but, because it is the most recent radiocarbon 
age, is likely not from old wood. We can consider the 
dates as a Sequence in OxCal with Stratum 2 older than 
Stratum 1 (and with the dates for each Stratum treated 
as comprising a Phase). We apply the General Outlier 
model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b) as all or most of the data 
appear short/shorter or relatively short/shorter-lived. A 

Fig. 9  Sequence analysis of the radiocarbon dates from Maroni-Tsaroukkas Buildings 1 and 2. The Charcoal Outlier model is applied to the 
dates on charcoal samples and the General Outlier model to the dates on short-lived samples. Two of the latter are very slight outliers (Posterior 
v. Prior of 6 > 5: OxA-14951 and OxA-8324). However, overall, the OxCal model agreement index (Amodel) and individual agreement index 
(Aoverall) values are both well above the satisfactory threshold value of 60. The close of LC IIC date for each building sequence is required 
to be before the LC IIC/LC IIIA transitional phase destruction at Apliki-Karamallos (see Fig. 13 below). The two inset panels show details on 
the close of LC IIC date ranges calculated for each of Buildings 1 and 2. Data from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 
2013), with calibration curve resolution set at 5 years. The dark histograms indicate the modelled calendar probability distributions; the light 

histograms (often hidden) indicate the original, non-modelled, calibrated probability distributions
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Date query offers an estimation of the date range for 
each Stratum as a whole (on the available as yet lim-
ited evidence). The analysis and outcomes are shown in 
Fig. 10. Consistent with the material culture reported, 
the dates for the two strata are quite similar and in to-
tal they occupy the period from the later 13th century 
BCE through the mid-later 12th century BCE, consistent 
with dates in the LC IIC to LC IIC/LC IIIA transitional 
phase range (compare (iv) below).

(iv) Apliki-Karamallos House A destruction and Al-
�!!��%�������������������'����. The date of the last 
use and destruction of House A at Apliki-Karamallos in 
the LC IIC/LC IIIA transitional phase can be estimated 
from the set of dates on samples from the last use con-

text at the site comprising: (a) a small Pistacia terebin-
thus branch (APK-1) with pith (centre of the tree) and 
a maximum of 5 rings ending in a line of earlywood 
vessels and bark – indicating the branch was cut in late 
autumn or winter – dated at Oxford (see Fig. 11); (b) 
a set of similar samples on brushwood basket material 
(also likely Pistacia terebinthus as APK-1, but not spe-
#��#�����*��
���*��������*�
���}�\�
$�����=����������
count of 5, dated previously at Arizona; and (c) a set of 
samples on cereals (mainly reported as hulled six-row 
barley, Hordeum vulgare����
��������'����*��
���*����
likely wheat, Triticum sp.) found inside the baskets (six 
samples dated previously at Arizona, one sample dated 
at Oxford). The samples should all date to within a few 

Fig. 10  Sequence analysis of the radiocarbon dates from Hala Sultan Tekke (`�«�� ¤ 2011: 84; 2012: table 1). The General Outlier model is 
applied to all the dates (since on shorter/short-lived samples or seem consistent with this assumption). There are no outliers; the OxCal model 
agreement index (Amodel) and individual agreement index (Aoverall) values are both well above the satisfactory threshold value of 60. The 
Date queries ‘Stratum 2’ and ‘Stratum 1’ give date estimates for the overall date range of Stratum 2 and Stratum 1 from the very limited (just 
three) radiocarbon dates in each case: details shown in the two panels to the right. The Boundary representing the period of calendar time be-
tween Stratum 2 and Stratum 1 is also detailed to the right. Data from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013), with 
calibration curve resolution set at 5 years. The dark histograms indicate the modelled calendar probability distributions; the light histograms 

(often hidden) indicate the original, non-modelled, calibrated probability distributions
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years of each other (unless the baskets were in use for 
a longer period). 

The 14 radiocarbon dates yield a weighted aver-
age consistent with the hypothesis of representing 
the same radiocarbon age, but this weighted average 
age is almost exactly the problematic age of c. 1200 
calBC discussed above. The calibrated probability 
distribution from this weighted average of 2961 ± 12 
14C years BP (see Fig. 12) looks almost exactly like 
the 1200 BCE case discussed above (compare Fig. 
1). Thus, despite the good set of data, we do not gain 
good chronological resolution (an accurate but not a 
precise outcome). The weighted average approach is 
also potentially losing some information. While the 
basket samples are unlikely to be very old (although 
the typical use lifetime of such a basket is not known), 
they are nonetheless likely older than the annual ce-
real samples stored inside the baskets, perhaps by a 
few years (including the in-built age of, for example, 
up to 5 years in the Pistacia terebinthus branches used 
to make the baskets). However, the baskets could be 
older even by several additional years, since the bas-
kets once made could well have been used for a num-
ber of years (and the similarity of the radiocarbon ages 
for the basket samples and the cereal samples is then 
a product of the plateau in the radiocarbon calibration 
curve around and after 1200 BCE rather than neces-
sarily an indication of close or near contemporaneity 
in calendar terms).

Therefore, this again is a case where the use of an 
exponential Tau_Boundary paired with a Boundary 
model in OxCal is likely a more appropriate way to 
best estimate the date of the Apliki destruction as im-
mediately after the most recent of the samples. As noted 
above, such a model assumes all the radiocarbon-dated 
samples are older (even if several are only very slight-
ly older) than the destruction event (?¤£¡¯� !¨ª« ° 
2009a) and has the advantage – versus averaging sam-
ples that are not of exactly the same age – that dates 
on any individual residual samples, or on individual 
samples that are older for some other reason, do not 
lead to an overestimation of the date. Such an analysis 
and outcome is shown in Figure 13. This offers a bet-

���*����
�������
$��@'�����������@�*��
��#
�����
����
�
likely 1176–1118 calBC (most likely 66.2% probability 
sub-range of the most likely 68.2% probability range) 
(see Fig. 13 – with the full 68.2% and 95.4% ranges 
detailed). This result suggests that the LC IIC/LC IIIA 
transitional phase lasts at least to the mid-12th century 
BCE and quite possibly into the later 12th century BCE. 
The period of use of House A at Apliki is thus quite 
substantial, running from the later 14th century BCE to 
the mid-later 12th century BCE.

Building II at Alassa-Paleotaverna is a monumental 
structure built in LC IIC but with a second (last) phase 
�����*��#�
������*���������<����@�|�¨¥¼�« ³̈³̈ « 1996; 
2003). Four radiocarbon dates are available on samples 
from this last (second) phase from Building II: two on 

Fig. 11  Light microscope (A, C) and SEM (scanning electron mi-
croscope) (B) microphotographs of wood charcoal from Apliki-Kar-
amallos. A: Pinus brutia 
����[�������#
����|Y�=�������#�
���}��?��
Pinus brutia ��*������#
�����$�\����#$���#
����
�#�'�#���*�#�������*�
pits. C: Pistacia terebinthus 
����[�������#
����|qY=�������#�
���}��
in which bark is present (right, top}�����*��*��
��#�
�����\������*��
on the basis of reference samples and standard reference works, such 

as <¤�³ §§¨¤£�and�	��® �¡¬¤¦ ¤ (2013)
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Fig. 13  Dating the destruction of Apliki-Karamallos House A. The samples of a small Pistacia terebinthus branch with bark, other samples of brush-
wood from baskets (also Pistacia terebinthus or likely so), and samples of cereals from inside the baskets (likely either hulled six-row barley, Hordeum 
vulgare – see �¨¡¡�¡¬ and �¦¡��£§ª 2007: 326 or in one case re-studied Triticum sp.), are modelled in a Phase with a Tau_Boundary paired with 
a Boundary in OxCal to estimate the date of the Destruction Episode (the Boundary immediately after the samples). The inset shows the Destruction 
Episode date estimate in detail. The General Outlier model (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b) is applied to each of the data – no outliers detected; the OxCal 
model agreement index (Amodel) and individual agreement index (Aoverall) values are both well above the satisfactory threshold value of 60. Data 
from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013), with calibration curve resolution set at 5 years. AA data from �¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. 
(2001); �¨¡¡�¡¬�and��¦¡��£§ª (2007); OxA data are listed in Table 2. The dark histograms indicate the modelled calendar probability distributions; 

the light histograms (often hidden) indicate the original, non-modelled, calibrated probability distributions

Fig. 12  Calibrated calendar age range for the weighted 
�[������*�
�����������q�����
$���$��
���|E������}�����$��
j
lived (annual) samples from the Apliki-Karamallos House 
A destruction context. Samples comprise Pistacia terebin-
thus branches (maximum 5 years growth, bark in one case) 
and annual cereal samples. The data yield a consistent 
weighted average radiocarbon age of 2961 ± 12 14C years 
BP, almost exactly matching the ‘perfect’ but problematic 
1200 BCE case discussed above (see Fig. 1), and thus of-
fering three fairly similar probability possible age ranges 
within the most likely 68.2% probability range, and a wide 
overall 95.4% probability range of 1220–1125 calBC. Data 
from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ 
et al. 2013), with calibration curve resolution set at 5 years
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#$��#�������'����|�=�#
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�
they are conifer and likely Pinus sp.) and two on olive 
seeds. One olive seed came from a decomposed mud-
brick (which is regarded as from the last phase) and 

$���
$����������'�
�����#��
�*�\�
$�
$��������������
$��
building. It would be desirable to have both more data 
and better contextual control over the dates, however, 
we consider this information to estimate the date of this 
second (last) LC IIIA phase at Alassa. Fig. 14 shows an 
analysis of the samples in which the four dates are con-
sidered in a Phase representing the last (second) phase 
at the site with the Charcoal Outlier model applied to 
the two samples on charcoal to try to account for in-
built age and the General Outlier model applied to the 

two samples on short-lived olive seeds. A Date query 
applied to the Phase as a whole estimates the date range 
for the overall second (last) phase at Alassa-Paleotav-
erna (see Fig. 14). This analysis suggests, broadly, oc-
cupation in the 12th century BCE.

In all, the evidence reviewed suggests that the LC 
IIC period begins in the later/late 14th century BCE 
(see (i) above) and runs through use (see (ii) and (iii) 
above) to the close of LC IIC abandonments at some 
major coastal sites around and in years/decades after 
1200 BCE (see (ii) above) before ending in the LC IIC/
LC IIIA transitional phase, which seems to lie in the 
mid-later 12th century BCE (see (iii) and (iv) above). It 
is striking that the data from several different sites and 

Fig. 14  Samples and dates for the last (second) phase at Alassa-Paleotaverna dated LC IIIA. The Charcoal Outlier model is applied to the 
two dates on wood charcoal to try to allow for in-built age, and the General Outlier model is applied to the two dates on short-lived samples 
(olive seeds) (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009b), and neither is an outlier. The OxCal model agreement index (Amodel) and individual agreement in-
dex (Aoverall) values are both well above the satisfactory threshold value of 60. The inset shows the general date estimate (a Date query for 
the Phase) for the last (second) phase at Alassa-Paleotaverna. Data from OxCal (?¤£¡¯�!¨ª« ° 2009a) and IntCal13 (! �ª ¤ et al. 2013), 
with calibration curve resolution set at 5 years. KN data from �¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. (2001); OxA data are listed in Table 2. The dark histograms 
indicate the modelled calendar probability distributions; the light histograms (often hidden) indicate the original, non-modelled, calibrated 

probability distributions
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from several different radiocarbon laboratories com-
bine to give a remarkably consistent story. The last part 
of the LC IIIA period follows – but this is not well de-
���*��������*��#��������[���
$��#�����
��[�*��#���;$��
abandonments and sometimes destructions of LC IIC 
settlements, which have been linked by various authors 
with the Late Bronze Age crisis and the activities of 
the Sea Peoples and Aegean migrations, seem to date 
over a period of time that lies from the last couple of 
decades of the 13th century BCE through to the mid to 
later decades of the 12th century BCE. It is clear we are 
not looking at a year (or even a short interval) when 
civilization collapsed (e.g., as implied by the title of the 
book of <§�¡  2014 – though his text provides evidence 
to the contrary). Instead, we are looking at a process of 
change and reorientation in the eastern Mediterranean 
over a period of several decades to a century (�¡¨´´ 
and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016). This process may well have an 
important climate association (forcing factor) – marked 
by more arid conditions (e.g., _ ¦¬ ¨¦ ¤�et al. 2015 
and citations; �¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: 102–112 and 
citations) – but it is also (or even predominantly) driven 
by transformations in economic relations and thus so-
ciety and politics occurring in this period, especially 
as articulated and thence shaped by maritime activity 
(�£¡¤£  2009, 2015; ?¤££¥¨¡¯ 2013: 460–472; 
�¡¨´´ and �¨¡¡�¡¬ 2016: esp. 137–138).
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Estimated Date for Level 7D 1536–1461 calBC 1598–1420 calBC
Duration Level 7D 0–132 calendar years 0–227 calendar years
Date Range for 7A Destruction Episode 1176–1108 calBC 1210–1071 calBC
Date Level 6E 1047–982 calBC 1092–934 calBC
Duration Level 6E 0–110 calendar years 0–198 calendar years

Table 1  Selected date ranges for elements from the Tell Tweini sequence analysis in Fig. 6. The Date 7D and Date 7A elements shown (as the 
last element in each of Phases 7D and 6E in Fig. 6) are estimates for a date range representing the calendar age range of the modelled Phase as 

a whole. Interval queries for Phase 7D and Phase 6E yielded the calendar year duration estimates shown above
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Table 2  Previously unpublished radiocarbon dates from the Oxford Radiocarbon Accelerator Unit on LC samples from Cyprus employed in 
this paper. Alassa = Alassa-Paleotaverna Building II. Apliki = Apliki-Karamallos House A. KAD = Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios Building X 

(the pithos hall)
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Abstract

One of the most ubiquitously cited aspects of the collapse of the 
Late Bronze Age are the destruction layers of most of the major 
cities within the Eastern Mediterranean. Whether it be the destruc-
tion of the palaces in the Aegean, the burning of Hattusa, the raz-
ing of Ras Shamra, or the defacing of the gods of Hazor, as all of 
these have been used as evidence for the massive upheaval which 
took place roughly around 1200 BCE. These destruction events 
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even though these destruction layers have played a prominent role 
in our understanding of the Late Bronze Age collapse, we still 
know very little about their formation. The goal of this paper is 
to examine some of the destruction events in the Southern Levant 
that have been attributed with the arrival of the ‘Sea Peoples’, and 
to see if there is any archaeological evidence that would point to 
who or what destroyed the cities. Sites such as Aphek, Tel Batash, 
��*���#$��$�\�������#�������=�����*�\�
$� 
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new understanding of exactly what happened at each individual 
site at the end of the Late Bronze Age, but also for the Southern 
Levant as a whole.
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1 For a complete discussion of all destruction events in the Southern Levant at the end of the Late Bronze Age, please see ��§§ ¯ 2016.

Jesse Michael Millek
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The migration of the ‘Sea Peoples’ has been used to 
help explain the collapse or fall of the Eastern Medi-
terranean whether it be for the Hittite Empire (	�¡¬ ¤ 
2000: 27; �¨¯¨¤ 2006: 39–44; <£§§�¡« 2008: 77–80; 
? ¨§ 2011: 595–596;�	¨ª« 2011: 604), Ugarit (+ ³ ¤ 
1992: 103; 	�¡¬ ¤ 1999: 721–733; ��³ ¤¨¡� 2003: 
34–37;��£¡ 2006: 21;��¦¡¬ 2010: 177), Cyprus (	¨¡-
¥¨¤« 1987: 141; ?¦¡�ª£³��º 1998: 106; 	�¡¬ ¤ 1999: 
722; �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 2000: 274; 	�  § 2014: 586), or 
the Southern Levant along with Egypt’s control over 
the region (� �¡«� �¡ 1981: 22–23; �««�«�¯�¡ 1985: 
224; �¨º¨¤ 1990: 287–288; + ³ ¤ 1992: 103–107; 
�£¡ ¡ 1992: 215; ! ¥·£¤¥ 1992: 244–255; ?� �¨¯ 
1993: 292–301; `¨§�£¡ ¤ 1994: 308; 	�¨¬ ¤ 1995: 
332–346; �««�«�¯�¡ 2008: 206–212). Accompanying 
the fall of these lands is often the description of the 
cities or towns which were violently destroyed around 
the time of the end of the Late Bronze Age. These 
destruction events have played a crucial role in our 
understanding of the events of the Late Bronze Age 
collapse, and in the case of the Southern Levant at 
the end of the Late Bronze Age, the material cultural 
changes which occurred in the Early Iron Age and the 

end of Egyptian hegemony. Typically, these destruc-
tion layers are mentioned with some brief description 
of the debris followed by an interpretation as to who 
the invading force was that burned the city or site to 
the ground. Often times, the following occupational 
phase at a given site is used as an indicator as to who 
destroyed the site. In the case of the ‘Sea Peoples’, it 
would be the appearance of LH IIIC:1b pottery. Thus, 
a number of sites in the Southern Levant with a de-
struction layer from around 1200 BCE are interpreted 
as having been destroyed by the ‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Phi-
listines’ depending on the nomenclature in use at the 
time of writing. However, little scholarly attention has 
been paid to the systematic investigation and interpre-
tation of destruction layers.1

As Sharon Zuckerman stated, “Given the ubiquity 
and prevalence of destruction layers in ancient Near 
Eastern tell sites, it is surprising that a systematic treat-
ment of this phenomenon is largely neglected and that 
there is no conceptual paradigm for dealing with it” 
(�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y������}. With that being said, I will start 
with a brief review of some recent scholarly work on 
these destruction layers. These are natural destruction 
via earthquakes or human destruction but which was 
not caused by warfare.
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Earthquakes as cause for the Late Bronze Age destruc-
tion layers has been recently championed by the geo-
physicist Amos Nur who has written a number of pa-
pers and a book on the subject with additional help and 
support from Eric Cline. Nur claims that to understand 
the great amount of destruction which occurred from 
1225–1175 BCE, we cannot only consider invading 
forces, but must also think of natural causes such as 
earthquakes. He believes that earthquakes are a better 
explanation for the destruction of many of the cities 
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cally demonstrated that earthquakes occur in the East-
ern Mediterranean and could have at the end of the Late 
Bronze Age (_¦¤ and ?¦¤¬ ««�2008: 1–6), and he bas-
es this assumption on modern day seismological stud-
ies. Nur and Cline have proposed that an earthquake 
storm beginning in 1225 and ending in 1175 BCE, 
wreaked havoc throughout the Eastern Mediterranean 
causing many of the destruction layers we see in the 
archaeological record (_¦¤ and <§�¡  2000: 43; _¦¤ 
and ?¦¤¬ ««� 2008: 236–242). They believe that evi-
dence for earthquakes is seen in, “Collapsed, patched 
or reinforced walls; crushed skeletons, or bodies found 
lying under fallen debris; toppled columns lying paral-
lel to one another; slipped keystones in archways and 
doorways; and walls leaning at impossible angles or 
offset from their original position” (_¦¤ and <§�¡  
2000: 48).2

One of the major problems with attributing a de-
struction event to an earthquake is that many of the 
archaeological indicators for earthquakes can also be 
attributed to other causes. These range from poor con-
struction techniques, subsiding or slipping of the earth 
�����
$� �� ����*����� $��[� �������"��*����� ����[��� ���
vegetation, and a multitude of other factors which can 
create results which appear similar to earthquake dam-
age. Skeletons found under rubble are also a highly 

problematic indicator for earthquakes. Nur claims that 
if an invading force had come into a city, people would 
not stay in their houses waiting for them to be torn 
down by their enemies; thus, people found crushed un-
der rubble would be better explained by an earthquake 
as people would have stayed inside until the shaking 
stopped (_¦¤ and <§�¡  2000: 48; _¦¤ and ?¦¤¬ ««�
2008: 94, 141). However, it is perfectly reasonable that 
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ing outside caused by either enemy forces or natural 
causes, people may not have been able to escape from 
their house, and would have been caught under the rub-
ble of their falling house or died of smoke inhalation. 
Thus, in this study, earthquakes will not factor much 
into the discussion unless there is clear evidence of 
earthquake damage.
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Recently, Sharon Zuckerman has applied the concepts 
of crisis architecture and termination rituals in order 
to better understand destruction layers and the end of 
cities. She takes a more rounded view that destruc-
tion events should be seen as part of a series of events 
rather than a single event (�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡� Y����� Q}. 
Thus, to understand the destruction of a city, we must 
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there are signs of crisis in the architecture. These ideas 
stem from is the notion that buildings and the built 
��[�������
���"�#
����	�#�����'���
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ideological aspects of society” (�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y������}. 
Thus, short-term architectural changes can actually 
tell us about the changing meanings behind a structure 
and the political and social situation of the site during 
that phase of construction or use. Some architectural 
changes can be seen as improvements or simply part 
of the lifecycle of a building whether that be repairs or 
remodelling of an existing structure. However, other 

2 The full list includes “1. Characteristic structural damage and 
failure of constructions, such as: a. Collapsed walls b. Patched 
walls c. Offset walls d. Opened vertical joints and horizontally 
slid parts of walls in dry masonry walls e. Diagonal cracks in 
rigid walls f. Triangular missing parts in corners of masonry 
buildings g. Inclined or subvertical cracks in the upper parts of 
rigid arches, vaults and domes, or their partial collapse along 
these cracks h. Slipped keystones in dry masonry arches and 
vaults i. Cracks at the base or top of masonry columns and piers 
j. Displaced drums of dry masonry columns k. Neat rows of 
parallel fallen columns, frequently with their drums in a dom-
ino-style arrangement l. Constructions deformed as if by hori-
zontal forces (e.g. rectangles transformed to parallelograms) 2. 

Ancient constructions offset by seismic surface faults. 3. Skel-
etons of people killed and crushed or buried under the debris of 
fallen buildings. 4. Certain abrupt geomorphological changes, 
occasionally associated with destructions and/or abandonment 
of buildings and sites. 5. Pattern of regional destruction. 6. De-
struction and quick reconstruction of sites, with the introduction 
of what can be regarded as ‘‘anti-seismic’’ building construction 
techniques, but with no change in their overall cultural char-
acter. 7. Well-dated destructions of buildings correlating with 
historical (including epigraphic) evidence of earthquakes. 8. 
Damage or destruction of isolated buildings or whole sites, for 
which an earthquake appears the only reasonable explanation” 
(_¦¤ and <§�¡  2000: 52).
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changes can be seen as evidence of a crisis situation 
such as a, “Decrease of energy input in construction 
and maintenance (disrepair, repair with inferior ma-
terials), a change in original plan (restriction of ac-
cess and circulation, changes in the permeability of 
the buildings) and a change in the original function of 
the structures (blocking of functional spaces or their 
partial abandonment)” (�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡� Y���� 4; cited 
from +¤� «« ¡ 1995: 65–76). An important aspect of 
identifying crisis architecture is to know the role and 
function of the building within the society’s symbolic 
system and in the context of the site itself. Zuckerman 
states that crisis architecture would be most easily 
seen in monumental architecture or public buildings 
which generally have a high symbolic and ideologi-
cal value. Thus, it might be easier to see crisis archi-
tecture in these structures when noticeable changes 
occur. Additionally, these structures might be ritually 
destroyed to mark the end of the symbolic power they 
represented (�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y������x�}�3

This is the idea of termination rituals or the ritual 
destruction of a temple or public building. The ter-
mination ritual can include, “defacement, mutilation, 
breaking, burning or alteration of portable objects 
(such as pottery… or stone tools), sculptures, stelae or 
buildings. They may involve the alteration, destruc-
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objects such as stelae or the scattering of their bro-
ken pieces; and even the razing and burial of a monu-
mental structure before new construction” (�£�¯ 
1998: 5; cited in �¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡� Y����� ��}. Zuckerman 
has proposed that this concept is important not only 
in understanding the destruction of temples but also 
understanding the social situation of a city in crisis. 
However, within these rituals, it can be asked if the 
termination was reverential or desecratory. Zucker-
man believes that one must take into account the ar-
chitectural changes as a whole in a single phase to 
understand the meaning behind the termination. She 
states, “I suggest that if the remains of such rituals 
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tecture, and precede the abandonment or destruction 
of the monumental temple, they should probably be 
understood as desecratory termination acts rather than 
reverential decommissioning of the superseded struc-
ture” (�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y������}.

Both of these approaches to destruction layers offer 
a greater tool kit in our ability to understand the forma-
tion of destruction layers and how cities came to an end. 
However, there remain many more aspects of destruc-
tion which must be examined as earthquakes and ritual 
termination are only some of the ways a city or town 
can be burned or destroyed. One of the most cited ways 
a city can be destroyed or a destruction layer can be 
formed is through warfare. However, at the moment, 
there is no check list of criteria we can look for in an 
archaeological excavation to see if the destruction layer 
has any tell-tale signs of destruction by warfare. An-
other possible cause of destruction are natural or acci-
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as a possible cause for a destruction event! I will next 
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with a well-rounded tool kit, examine some destruction 
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warlike ‘Sea Peoples’.
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identify destruction by warfare in the archaeological 
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er or not a destruction event was caused by warfare. At 
the moment it is up to the individual archaeologist to 
come to the conclusion whether or not the destruction 
event was caused by people or nature.4 In an attempt to 
come up with at least some possible criteria for a de-
struction caused by warfare, I will examine one of the 
best attested destruction events which might have been 
caused by warfare.5 This is the 701 BCE destruction of 
Lachish by Sennacherib a destruction event that is well 
attested to both archeologically and historically.6

3 See reference therein for examples of ritual destruction.
4 `����������
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`£¤« ¤¬� 1995. This study mainly focuses on the dates of 
destruction but also examines the probability of destruction 
caused by warfare or how we correlate historical destruction 
with archaeological destruction.

5 Previously, Jens Kamlah has made a list of criteria which might 
indicate warfare in a destruction layer. He states, “To decide 
whether a burnt layer is caused by the effects of war, the fol-
lowing questions must be investigated during the excavation: 
Is there any positive evidence of an act of war, (siege ramps, 
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time, or were some, such as the attachment moors, previously 
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layer. Is the inventory of the building intact, or were objects 
removed before the destruction, (smaller ceramic vessels, metal 
objects, and easily portable goods)?” �¨ª§¨� 2000: 173; trans-
lation my own.

6 For an examination of the historical and archaeological context 
see �««�«�¯�¡�1982.
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Lachish Level III holds many clues how we might 
be able to recognize destruction by warfare in the ar-
chaeological record. While the reliefs from Nineveh, the 
Biblical account, and the massive siege ramp all attest to 
the cities destruction in 701 by Sennacherib, these can 
hardly be used as indicators for sites from other loca-
tions and time periods. Thus, what we must look for are 
\$�
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�����\����������$
�\����*�����
$���#�����
the answer is obvious. It is the massive amount of weap-
onry found at the site. Over 1000 arrowheads were found 
in association with the 701 destruction mostly made of 
iron but some being made of bone as well (�£��§�  
2004: 1907–1911). Many of the arrowheads were bent 
�$�\����
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�$�[����������*��
���\�����������#�����
range from a powerful bow. 859 of these arrowheads 
were found in the South-western corner of Area R which 
appears to have been were the brunt of the assault took 
place. Of these 859 arrowheads, 176 were found embed-
ded into brick debris of the Outer Revetment Wall. One 
arrowhead in particle was found still stuck in the bricks 
of the Outer Revetment Wall. Another 676 arrowheads 
were found embedded in brick debris accumulated in 
front of the Main City Wall and along the balcony of the 
top tower buttress. Only six arrowheads were found be-
hind the Main City Wall inside the city itself. This has 
led the excavators to believe that the majority of the ar-
��\$��*������*����
$��*��
��#
���������\�������*���
$��
Assyrians at the Israelites defending the walls of the city 
in Area R (�««�«�¯�¡�Y���f: 736–738). 

Other evidence of warfare from Area R are sling 
bullets. Ussishkin states that 15 sling bullets were 
found in the South-western corner of Area R were the 
main battle took place. Thus, they are in great dis-
proportion to the number of arrowheads (�««�«�¯�¡�
2004f: 738). However, Sass lists 109 rounded sling 
bullets and another forty-two which were less per-
fectly shaped. Most of these were found in the 701 
destruction layer, but some were found in earlier stra-
ta (	¨«« and �««�«�¯�¡�Y�����q¢��}�7 Sass goes on to 
mention that outside of the sling bullets, evidence of 
armour was also found in association with the 701 de-
�
��#
�����`��
j�[�����������������#�����\��������*�

at Lachish. Most were found in association with the 
Level III City-Gate and Area R from the destruction 
of 701. Further general evidence for destruction is 
the large amount of fallen bricks, debris, burning, and 
burnt debris which were found throughout Area R, at 
the main City-Gate, in front of the city wall, and in 
the Level III Palace C where burning and burnt debris 
\��������*����
$��"�������*�������
�
$��\��������
$��
structure (�««�«�¯�¡� 2004f: 695–738; 2004g: 812). 
However, despite the number of arrowheads, sling 
bullets, armour scales, and general evidence for de-
struction, only a few skull fragments were found in 
association with the destruction layer. The excavators 
believe that the bodies of both the Assyrians and Isra-
elites were buried after the battle. This might explain 
the mass burials found in Tombs 107–108, 116, and 
120 at the foot of the mound (�««�«�¯�¡�2004f: 739).8

Lachish Level III is surely an exemplary example 
of destruction by warfare. One should not expect to 
����
$�����=�#
������
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����*��[�*��#�����\������������
destruction layer. However, this destruction layer does 
give several indicators of what one might expect to 
��*��;$�� ���
� ��� ��� #������ ����\$��*����$���� �
� #��-
not be expected that hundreds of arrowheads would be 
found in every destruction layer caused by warfare, it 
should be expected that some might be found. In addi-
tion, the arrowheads from Lachish were found mixed 
in with debris, stuck in debris, or even stuck into the 
Outer Revetment Wall. They were found disorganized, 
bent, and in debris all of which points to their use in 
battle. Along with the arrowheads, we might also ex-
'�#
� 
�� ��*� ������ �����
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$�� *�-
struction debris. Additionally, there is the burning and 
destruction of buildings and walls. However, an im-
portant point is that skeletons may not be an indicator 
of warfare. As only some partial skull fragments were 
found, it does seem that if a population remains in the 
city after destruction, that they would indeed bury the 
dead. Additionally, depending on what parts of the site 
are excavated or if the people in the past recollected 
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of evidence for warfare.9 Moreover, different types of 

7 See also Norbert Rabe’s suggestion that loom weights might 
have been used as sling bullets in times of emergency (!¨  
1996: 100–121).

8 However, the exact date of these burials has been contested.
9 One such example is the 604 BCE destruction of Ashkelon. 

While there is abundant evidence for the destruction of the 
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fallen walls, a dead woman who apparently was killed from 

blunt force trauma by an attacker, and many in situ jars, there 
was no mentioned evidence of weapons of war found in the 
destruction (	ª��� 2008: 533; 	�¨¬ ¤ 2008: 279, 282–283, 
312; id. 2011a: 3–12; id. 2011b: 13–29). This demonstrates, 
much as with most things in archaeology, while there may be 
some general indicators of how to interpret destruction events 
caused by warfare, there will always be exceptions. Thus, we 
must always be cautious when examining the evidence.
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warfare must be considered as not all people would at-
tack with arrows or be wearing scale armour, and this 
would also be affected by the period and technology of 
warfare. This is true of the ‘Sea Peoples’ as they are not 
depicted at Medinet Habu as using arrows or having 
armour scales, though it must also be noted this is an 
Egyptian representation of the ‘Sea Peoples’ and may 
not be accurate. Thus, if this is the case, evidence of hu-
man activity in the destruction should be looked for and 
if there is then any circumstantial evidence to suggest it 
was an act of war.10
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Outside of intentional human destruction, there is of 
course naturally caused destruction. However, destruc-
tion layers are very rarely interpreted to be natural or 
accidental. In this way, it is the unconscious belief that 
in the ancient past, there was never such a thing as a 
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tabun, a stray ember reaching combustible materials 
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kilns, bronze manufacture, or anything else that had to 
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as in modern times, could have been the cause for the 
destruction of a single building or of an entire village or 
town. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that such events 
occurred in the past, and would be witnessed in the ar-
chaeological past. Therefore, single destruction layers 
in a building followed by a quick reconstruction my not 
be the result of warfare, rather it may be from a natural 
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lable, and how might this be witnessed in the archaeo-
logical record? For perhaps some answers to this ques-
tion, once again we go to Lachish.

David Ussishkin 
�����
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of excavation at Tel Lachish in 1973: “On one hot, 
windy hamsin day one of the workers threw a ciga-
rette butt aside, and in a short time the entire mound 
\��� �������� ;$�� ���� �����*�� \��� #����*� 
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vegetation had disappeared, and suddenly, the entire 
surface of the mound was visible!” (�««�«�¯�¡�2004a: 
5). This story gives us several clues to help answer 
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spread very quickly over a site. This may have been 
especially true at the end of the Late Bronze Age 

as recent climatological studies indicate that the re-
gion was in fact much dryer than in years previous 
(� �««�q¢�Y���¨§§ ��et al. Y����� �««¨¤ and �£�¨¤�
Y������¨¡� ®«¯��et al. �Y�q���!¨ª ¨¦�Y�q���+¤¨¯ �
Y�qY���¨¡¬¬¦� et al. 2013). This would have only 
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ever present threat. While the combustible material 
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overgrowth, there would have been plenty of combus-
tible materials in a town or city in the past. Certainly, 
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chitectural materials would have provided ample ma-
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An aspect often ignored when considering how a site 
was destroyed is where did the people store their 
wood, charcoal, and dung cakes needed to run their 
ovens, kilns, and furnaces (�§�¡¬  and `¨§§ 2010: 
2623). It would seem reasonable that these materials 
would have been stored close by the areas they were 
needed rather than outside of the city as fuel must be 
constantly supplied to keep the ovens burning. Thus, 
������ \$�#$� �$�\� �� ���#�� *��
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amounts of burnt plant material may have acted as a 
storage room for combustible materials. In addition 
to this, oil would have been another material which 
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cloth, and other materials outside of the commonly 
thought of such as roof beams.

This brings up a seemingly unanswerable question 
but one which is important to any study of destruction 
events. How did ancient people manage out of control 
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ments paid or volunteers, bucket brigades who come 
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the situation in the past? Was there such a thing as a 
bucket brigade were people of the town or city would 
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water perhaps due to drought, would there have been 
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ers cannot be answered, but it is important to consider 
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a small burn layer in a room, a single burned building 
with an intact or relatively intact inventory other than 
perhaps the most valuable goods. When looking at a 
single building’s destruction, we must look where the 
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10 See also �̈ º 2011 for an examination of an Early Bronze Age destruction presumably by warfare.
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sever burning occurred in the kitchen or in the rooms 
surrounding it, it is reasonable to assume that it might 
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found in the debris, do the bodies indicate how they 
died? Was it from blunt force trauma from an attacker, 
from falling debris, or did they die from smoke inhala-
tion once trapped in a burning building? Additionally, 
��������������������*����#���$
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sonable that it might be built upon soon after, either by 
the previous owner, or if they no longer had the money 
to rebuild, another different type of structure might be 
built upon it.
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whether or not the site is in decline or has been aban-
doned or partially abandoned. If a site has already 
been abandoned before destruction, it means that the 
standing structures may succumb to natural burning. 
With no one there to prevent it, an entire settlement 
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cause it. Thus, as Kamlah suggests, we should look 
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destruction layers, even if these layers are very thin. 
Additionally, what materials are found in the burned 
building? Does it appear that it was lived in before 
destruction or are there signs of abandonment (�¨ª-
§¨� 2000: 173). It is also true that if a site were par-
tially abandoned or inhabited by squatters that even if 
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before that such a thing would no longer exist. Thus, 
even if a settlement is partially inhabited by a meagre 
group of people, this might mean that the chance of 
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of the settlement that was not inhabited and quickly 
grew out of control, the small population would have 
not been able to stop it. Moreover, in all cases, if a 
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into the surrounding area. While in modern times, the 
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chish contained and prevented it from spreading to 
the surrounding forest, no such thing existed in the 
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site could have caused major damage to the surround-
ing area and agriculture which could have severally 
weakened the economy of the village, town, or city 
affected. With all of this in mind, it is clear that to 
truly understand a destruction event, we must follow 
the suggestion of Zuckerman, that is, to look at the 
phases prior to the destruction, the destruction event, 
and I would add, the phases after the destruction. 
Thus, as we look at the following sites, it is important 
to keep all of these aspects in mind.
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The following lists of sites said to have been destroyed 
by the ‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Philistines’, comes mainly 
from a chart created by William + ³ ¤�|q¢¢Y}. Dever 
lists the following sites and destruction strata as hav-
ing been caused by the ‘Philistines’ though this term is 
used in place of ‘Sea Peoples’. The sites are: Tell Abu 
Hawam VC, Tell Keisan 13, Ashdod XIV, Tel Zeror 
XII, Ashkelon XVIII, Tel Dor, ‘Afula IV, Aphek X12, 
Tel Batash VI, Beth Shemesh IVA, Tel Sippor III, Tell 
Beit Mirsim C2, and Tell Haror B7 (+ ³ ¤�q¢¢Y��q��}. 
The main reason these destruction layers are attrib-
uted to the ‘Sea Peoples’ is due to a correlation with 
Ramesses III Year 8 reliefs and texts from Medinet 
Habu. In these texts, the ‘Sea Peoples’ are described as 
a warlike people already having destroyed major parts 
of Anatolia, Syria, and Cyprus and who were on the 
path to try and conquer Egypt. However, no destruc-
tion of sites in the Southern Levant are mentioned in 
these texts (<§�¡  and %^<£¡¡£¤ 2003: 136), but it is 
still assumed they would have caused destruction. In 
addition to the historical narrative, generally the peo-
ple living at the site after it was destroyed are given 
the attribution of destroyer. Thus, in this case, the ap-
pearance of LH IIIC:1b or Philistine Bichrome pottery 
have been used as a method of interpreting that the 
‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Philistines’ destroyed the site. I will 
examine the archaeological evidence for each of these 
sites in detail, with some additional sites not includ-
ed on this list that have also had a destruction event 
correlated with the ‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Philistines.’ The 
sites will be listed in alphabetical order rather than in 
the order presented by Dever (Fig. 1). 
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There is little evidence to say exactly what happened 
at Tell Abu Hawam at the end of the 13th century BCE 
as there is not only little evidence of destruction but 
additionally there are problems in dating the Level 
V strata. Level V is broken up into Stratum VA (LB 
IB), VB (LB IB/II A–B), and VC (LB IIB/Iron I). In 
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room plan buildings associated with the ‘Sea Peoples’ 
by the excavators which appear again in Stratum IV. 
This phase of Tell Abu Hawam additionally had the 
construction of a cyclopean wall surrounding the city, 
and demonstrated a number of imported goods. The 
last phase of Level V, Stratum VC, appears to be a 
short reoccupation of the site during the Egyptian 
20th Dynasty. The only mention of destruction which 
might be attributed to Level VC is some destruction 
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Fig. 1 Sites ‘Destroyed’ by the ‘Sea Peoples’ in the Southern Levant
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tions could have been natural – a fourteenth century 
earthquake – or human – due to roaming Sea Peoples” 
(?¨§ ¡«� et al. 1993: 9–12). They date the possible 
destruction by the ‘Sea Peoples’ to time of Merneptah. 
However, it is impossible to tell when the destruction 
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it would have been a natural, accidental, or even pur-
poseful destruction. Thus, at this time, we cannot say 
that there was a destruction by warring ‘Sea Peoples’ 
at Tell Abu Hawam or even if there was a destruction 
at the end of the Late Bronze Age at the site. The fol-
lowing Stratum IV also does not give many clues to 
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the end of the Late Bronze Age site. Thus, until more 
information becomes available, the exact nature of 
what happened at Tell Abu Hawam at the end of the 
Late Bronze Age and if and how it suffered a destruc-
tion cannot be known.11

\�7O0*
A possible destruction has been attributed to ‘Afula 
Stratum IV (+ ³ ¤� q¢¢Y�� q��}. However, according 
to the excavators, Stratum IV or the LB II stratum is 
only attested to by graves and what happened at the 
end of the Late Bronze Age is unknown (+£��¨¡�����
1993: 37). Thus, we cannot know if there was a de-
struction at the end of the Late Bronze Age until the 
LB II settlement is uncovered. However, another de-
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the ‘Sea Peoples’ did occur at the end of Stratum IIIB 
(c. 1200–1150 BCE). Stratum III at ‘Afula is divided 
into Stratum IIIB (c. 1200–1150 BCE) and Stratum 
IIIA (c. 1150–1050/20 BCE). However, while a chron-
ological break has been made between two different 
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to separate Stratum IIIB from IIIA outside of building 
XXVIII (ibid.: 31, 35). Stratum IIIB continued the lo-
cal ‘Canaanite’ pottery tradition as seen in the pottery 
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������*�� |ibid.: 38). In 
addition, no Painted Philistine pottery was found in 
Stratum IIIB (ibid.: 45). Thus, it is assumed that what-
ever beset the Late Bronze Age town, there was still a 
continuation of habitation by the local people. The end 
of Stratum IIIB in building XXVIII is marked, “By a 
thin layer of burnt organic material” (ibid.: 31). This 
thin burn layer, consisting of mud and burnt straw, 
��'���
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-
tery from Stratum IIIB, from the pottery of Stratum 
IIIA. Next to building XXVIII, was building XXV. No 
destruction was mentioned for building XXV; how-
ever, it is possible that it was constructed in Stratum 
IIIA. Thus, because there is no destruction in building 
XXV, and the burn layer in building XXVIII is very 
thin, it would seem likely that this was a natural or 
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a mixed picture. While it is true that some Painted Phi-
listine wares do appear in Stratum IIIA, there is still 
a strong continuation of the local pottery tradition. 

The storage jars, bowls, deep bowls, juglets, jugs, and 
cooking pots of Stratum IIIA all show continuation of 
the ‘Canaanite’ styles found in Stratum IIIB taking af-
ter the end of the Late Bronze Age pottery tradition.12 
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IIIA are storage jars which show a great similarity be-
tween the two phases (ibid.: 35–45).13

There is some other evidence of burning outside of 
building XXVIII. In structure XXIX, the excavators 
found a pavement formed by three large stones with 
the central pavement containing twenty small circu-
lar depressions arranged in rows of three. M. Dothan 
states, “The pavement of small stones surrounding the 
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a great deal of soot. Underlying this pavement is also 
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� ������ |+£��¨¡�����1955: 32). 
He goes on to say that some burnt mudbrick was also 
found on the pavement east of structure XXIX. Other 
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grain found in structures 89 and 90 which the excava-
tors believe to have been grainers. Beside the charred 
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structure XXIX and structures 89 and 90, the excava-
tors did not give a date for these whether they came 
from Stratum IIIB or IIIA as the site was also said to 
be destroyed at the end of Stratum IIIA (ibid.: 32, 51). 
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VIII. With this little evidence, it is again unclear ex-
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single event. A possible explanation for both is a natu-
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of invasion or war. Moreover, it seems as though the 
small town of Stratum IIIB was inhabited by the local 
'��'������*��[�����
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building XXVIII, the local people quickly rebuilt. It 
seems that at this time, the owners of the ‘Philistine’ 
pottery moved peaceably to the site.

�23'L
The destruction of Aphek at the end of the Late Bronze 
Age is the only destruction examined here that has evi-
dence of destruction by warfare. Aphek at the time of 
Stratum X-12 (13th century BCE) was dominated by a 

11 Closer to publication, M. Artzy informed me there is in fact no 
evidence of a destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age at 
Tell Abu Hawam (@¤�º°� personal communication 04.07.2016).

12 Though some bowls are said to resemble Philistine pottery.

13 However, the characteristic knob base found in the end of the 
Late Bronze Age jars and the Stratum IIIB jars went out of use 
in Stratum IIIA.
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single building thought to be an “Egyptian Residence” 
at the top of the site. This building, Palace VI, was a 
continuation of the two previous “Egyptian buildings” 
Palaces V and IV. Palace VI was built on the South-west 
corner of Palace V, and it seems that this structure is 
more akin to a public fortress rather than a true palace, 
and it demonstrates similarities to other structures built 
at Beth Shean, Tel Mor, Tel el-Far’ah South, Tel Sera’, 
and Deir el-Balah. However, it was, according to the 
excavators, most likely the residence of the local Egyp-
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was not a spacious building as it had rather thick walls 
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mudbrick. The second story was most likely used for 
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storage, and other purposes (? �¯ and �£�� ³̈� 1993: 
68). However, Palace VI and Stratum X-12 came to its 
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and apparent military battle. Throughout the destroyed 
building, remains of carbonized wood, and burnt plas-
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a wooden door were found at the entrance of a stair-
way connecting to the building’s piazza. Remains of 
destruction are not limited to Palace VI alone as burnt 
material, detritus burnt bricks, and ash were found scat-
tered over the top of the site. Much of this material was 
found against the stumps of the palace’s walls, but it 
was also spread for several meters over the site due to 
the years of erosion following the buildings destruction 
(�¨¥£� 2009a: 55–63).

Palace VI seems to have been destroyed with all it 
goods intact indicating the inhabitants did not escape 
beforehand, and it is quite possible they were killed. In 
the destruction debris from Stratum X-12 six or possi-
bly seven arrowheads were found in the debris (�¨¥£� 
2009a����x�����̈ �¨§£ª-�¨�¯ and 	�¨§ ³�Y��¢: 416–
417).14 One arrowhead was found inside of the structure, 
and the remainder were found scattered in the debris 
outside of the building both south and east of the palace. 
In addition to the arrowheads found in the destruction 
debris, the excavators also uncovered one armour scale 
(�¨¥£��Y��9a�������̈ �¨§£ªj�¨�¯ and 	�¨§ ³�Y��¢��
417). With this evidence including the complete destruc-
tion of the sole building on the site, and the intact assem-
blage inside of the building, it is reasonable to conclude 
that Aphek Stratum X-12 was truly destroyed by an en-

emy force at the end of the Late Bronze Age. However, 
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tain no data revealing the identity of its destroyers, it is 
possible, however, that the palace was destroyed by the 
new inhabitants, who settled around the ruins” (? �¯ 
and �£�� ³̈��q¢¢Q����}. This would be the residents of 
Stratum X-11 which was built above the ruined palace 
both to the northwest and southeast of the remains of 
Palace VI (�¨¥£��Y��¢b: 88).

The original excavators of Aphek believed that 
the residents of Stratum X-11 (12th century BCE) 
were possibly ‘Sea Peoples’. They noted the similar-
ity in the two newly constructed residential buildings 
to those found in Stratum IVA at Tell Abu Hawam. 
Thus, they came to the conclusion that both sites may 
have been colonized by the ‘Sea Peoples’, and thus 
they would have been the likely perpetrators of the 
destruction at Aphek (? �¯ and �£�� ³̈� 1993: 68). 
However, more recently, this view has changed due 
to a closer look at the evidence. It appears that after 
the destruction in Stratum X-12 there was a period of 
abandonment. The two residential structures built in 
Stratum X-11 were built on top of the destruction de-
bris from Palace VI which had been spread over the 
site due to erosion indicating there must have been 
some time in between both events. However, how 
long this period was, is unknown (�¨¥£��Y��9b: 88). 
These two buildings do have a similar plan to those at 
Tell Abu Hawam IV; however, similar structures were 
also found in Tell Abu Hawam VB, at Tel Batash VIA, 
Hazor Stratum 1a-b, and similar buildings have also 
been found in Egypt. Thus, as Gadot states, “It ap-
pears that there is no particular reason to interpret the 
architecture of these houses as evidence for foreign 
migration. Seemingly, the square plan was common 
and not associated with any one ethnic group” (�¨¥£��
2009b: 92–93). Moreover, the pottery from Stratum 
X-11 does not indicate that ‘Sea Peoples’, or people 
manufacturing LH IIIC:1b pottery lived at the site 
during this phase. This is best summed up in the state-
ment, “A smooth transition between pottery styles of 
�?� ��� ��*� �?� ���� ��� ��"�#
�*� �
� ;���@'$��� 	
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���
X-11” (�¨¥£�� Y��9c: 244). There is a general con-
tinuation of the local ‘Canaanite’ forms though some 
changes did occur in the assemblage. Egyptian and 
Egyptian style pottery disappears from the site, and, 
“Stratum X11 at Tel Aphek also lacks any evidence of 
either Monochrome or Bichrome Philistine pottery… 

14 One of the arrowheads possibly came from Stratum X-13.
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15 However, Gadot has pointed out that it is impossible to tell if 
there really were two strata, and if there were, it is not known if 
Stratum X-10 came before or after X-9 (�¨¥£� 2009b: 93).

16 Area B also yielded evidence of burning; however, this area was 
seemingly joined with Area A. Thus, the destruction is only in 
Area A.

17 Though in Area H, there was most likely a residential area. (�̈ -
«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 223).

18 The excavators believe this is a possible fortress built after the 
conquest of Ashkelon by Merneptah in c. 1207 BCE.

Apparently, this stratum at Tel Aphek should be dated 
later than an Egyptian presence, but also prior to the 
arrival of the Philistines” (�¨¥£��Y��9c: 244). ‘Phi-
listine’ material culture does appear in Strata X-10 
(11th century BCE) and X-9 (11th century BCE) which 
are both characterized by large amounts of decorated 
Philistine pottery and the discovery of Ashdoda type 
heads which were found in pits associated with these 
strata (? �¯ and �£�� ³̈� 1993: 68–69).15 However, 
local ‘Canaanite’ material culture was still found at 
the site. Moreover, there was no destruction between 
Stratum X-11 and Strata X-10 and X-9. This would 
������ ��*�#�
�� �� '��#����� ��"�=� ��� ]�$����
���� �̂ ��
��
Aphek which had been and was occupied by the local 
‘Canaanite’ population.

Ashdod
At the time of destruction, Ashdod seems to have been 
limited to the acropolis, and a small hill on the north-
eastern portion of the acropolis. Of the four excavated 
areas, which had parts of Stratum XIV (LBIIB/IA I 
transition) A, B, H, and G, only Area A had any evi-
dence of a destruction as a thick layer of ash found 
in a very small portion of Area A (+£��¨¡�����and 
`¤  ¥ª¨¡�q¢�����q��+£��¨¡�����q¢�q��25–26; �¨-
«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 220–221).16 In Area G and Area H, 
no evidence of a destruction was detected (+£��¨¡��
��� q¢�q�� q���� +£��¨¡�� ��� and �£¤ �̈�� q¢¢Q�� ����
+£��¨¡�� ��� and ? ¡j	�§£ª£� 2005: 3, 63;��¨«¦¤j
�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 220–221). This was the area where 
the 13th century ‘Canaanite’ or “Egyptian governor’s 
residence” was located. Following the partial destruc-
tion of the site, there may have been a settlement gap 
between Strata XIV and XIII (@�§«�¤ëª 1993: 306). 
The settlement in Stratum XIII was markedly differ-
ent than that of XIV, but it was modest in size. Ar-
chitecture from Strata XIII and XII were never found 
outside of Areas A and G, and with this new phase 
also came the production of locally made LH IIIC:1b 
pottery (�¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 221–222).17 However, 
even with this change, much as all other sites with ‘Sea 
Peoples’ pottery, the local ‘Canaanite’ pottery tradi-
tion continued (+£��¨¡�����and ? ¡j	�§£ª£�2005: 
78, 109, 120; �¨º¨¤ 2008: 90). Thus again, there is 

little evidence to say that Ashdod underwent a com-
plete destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age nor 
does it appear to have been violently destroyed by an 
invading army. As Yasur-Landau states, “In Ashdod, 
there is no real evidence for destruction” (�¨«¦¤j�¨¡-
¥¨¦ 2010: 340). Or as Ben-Shlomo also states, “Sites 
like Ashdod display no evidence for destruction in the 
Early Iron Age levels” (? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2011: 202).
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At Ashkelon, there is a debate if there was any de-
struction at the site during the end of the Late Bronze 
Age or beginning of the IA I. Phythian-Adams, in the 
early 20th century, found an extensive layer of ash and 
blackened soil between the modern excavations Grids 
50 and 57 which was between the Late Bronze Age 
‘Canaanite’ material and the following Iron Age ‘Phi-
listine’ material which was believed to represent the 
destruction of the site (	��§£ ¡ 2008: 156). Howev-
er, the current excavators believe that this destruction 
found by Phythian-Adams are only localized patches 
of burnt debris and do not indicate a site wide destruc-
tion as they found no evidence of destruction in either 
Grid 38 or Grid 50. No destruction was detected in 
Grid 38 Lower; rather, the domestic courtyard dating 
to the LB II was reused in the IA I with no signs of de-
struction between the ‘Canaanite’ layers, and the fol-
lowing Iron Age layers which contained locally made 
LH IIIC:1b pottery. Additionally, in Grid 38 Upper 
Phase 21, an Egyptian style fortress was found which 
appears to be the last phase of the Late Bronze Age in 
this area. However, this building was never completed 
and appears to have been abandoned as attested to by 
the mudbrick detritus found in association with the 
structure. There was also no evidence of destruction 
of this building, and this has led the excavators to be-
���[��
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‘Sea Peoples’ material culture.18 As Stager describes 
it, “The only clear conclusion that can be drawn is that 
there is no evidence of destruction” (	�¨¬ ¤ 2008: 
257). In Grid 50 Phase 10, a 13th century BCE court-
yard building remained in use apparently until the 
beginning of the 12th century BCE as no LH IIIC:1b 
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area attest to the continued ‘Canaanite’ presence and 
perhaps an ‘Egyptian’ presence in association with the 
Egyptian style fort found in Grid 38 Upper (	�¨¬ ¤ 
2008: 251, 256, 304, 306). Moreover, much like in 
Grid 38, no destruction layer was found in Grid 50, 
and this area appears to have been abounded for the 
remainder of the 12th century BCE. Whether or not 
there is a destruction at the end of the Late Bronze 
Age Ashkelon is in some ways a moot question con-
cerning the destructive arrival of the ‘Sea Peoples’. 
Either there was no destruction of the site followed by 
a period of abandonment and then the peaceful intru-
sion of ‘Sea Peoples’ material culture, or there was a 
very minor destruction, followed by an Egyptian style 
fortress containing Egyptian or Egyptianized mate-
rial culture along with local ‘Canaanite’ pottery which 
was then followed by an abandonment and a peaceful 
intrusion of ‘Sea Peoples’ material culture. No matter 
which way the current evidence is interpreted, there is 
a peaceful intrusion of ‘Sea Peoples’ material culture 
into Ashkelon and the continuation of the local ‘Ca-
naanite’ ceramic tradition.
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Tel Batash Stratum VI has been an often times cit-
ed example of a site destroyed at the end of the Late 
Bronze Age (�¨º¨¤�1990: 290; +¨¬¨¡�2004: 2679; 
�¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 216). However, this attribution 
is not true. There was no destruction at the end of the 
Late Bronze Age at Tel Batash. This apparent misat-
tribution of destruction appears to have come from 
the mention in 1990 by Mazar that the site suffered 
a destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age (�¨-
º¨¤�1990: 290). However, in at least three subsequent 
publications, Mazar corrected this statement by say-
ing, “The debris of Phase VIA [the end of the LB] 
did not show any evidence of violent destruction” (id. 
1993: 153). He goes on to describe that while little is 
known about the last phase of the Late Bronze Age 
at Tel Batash, two architectural phases were found, 
separating Stratum VI into VIB and VIA. Phase VIB 
is described as having, “No indication of a violent de-
struction of this level, except at the southern end of 
Squares K-33-34, where a thin layer of reddish burnt 
debris was found” (id. 1997: 75). Additionally, he 
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end of Phase VIB in the southern building, though no 
total and violent destruction of the city seems to have 
occurred at the end of this period” (� §ª and �¨º¨¤ 
1995: 69). This small burn layer would most likely 
$�[����������������##�*��
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of Phase VIA demonstrates no signs of destruction. 
Mazar again states regarding the building from Phase 
VIA, “No evidence was found for a violent end of this 
building. On the contrary, it was reused by the Philis-
tines in the following period” (ibid.: 67). Finally he 
states, “Stratum VIA, and thus the Late Bronze phase, 
appears to end peacefully” (ibid.: 69). It appears that 
the site was most likely abandoned by the ‘Canaanite’ 
inhabitants at the end of the 13th or beginning of the 
12th century and was then later inhabited by a ‘Philis-
tine’ occupation later in the 12th century (�¨º¨¤ and 
� §ª 1993: 153; � §ª and �¨º¨¤ 1995: 72). Thus, 
Tel Batash/Timnah should no longer be cited as hav-
ing been destroyed at the end of the Late Bronze Age 
by the ‘Sea Peoples’ or any other group as there is 
no evidence at all to support such a notion and there 
is only evidence to the contrary.19 This long standing 
mistake should be corrected and no longer cited as the 
site was not destroyed and was most likely abandoned 
at the end of the Late Bronze Age and this again dem-
onstrates a peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material 
culture into a ‘Canaanite’ site.
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The Late Bronze Age stratum from Tell Beit Mirsim 
is separated into C1 (c. 1500–1400 BCE) and C2 (c. 
1400–1235 BCE) each one ending in a layer of ash (@§-
¤�¬�� 1974: 92, 100). However, much as with many 
of the older excavation reports, little more than the 
mention of the ash layer is discussed. There is no men-
tion of weapons found in the destruction of C2 or any 
other evidence that might help to come to a conclusion 
as to what caused the ash layer of C2. The only possible 
helpful information is that the C city is described as be-
ing poorer than the Middle Bronze Age City D, and that 
the site seemed to be poorly inhabited during the phase 
of City C as no elite houses had been found and the site 
was marked by a number of grain pits (@§¤�¬�� 1974: 
92, 99; 1993: 178–179). This could indicate that part of 
the site was abandoned or partially abandoned point-
ing to a natural or accidental cause for the ash layer; 

19 The site had suffered four consecutive burning events from the 
mid-16th century through the 14th century BCE and was rebuilt 
every time (�¨º¨¤ and � §ª�1993: 153; � §ª and �¨º¨¤�

1995: 71). This makes the fact that the site did not suffer a 
violent end stand out even more in contrast as even though it 
was prone to destruction it was abandoned in its last phase.
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however, this is far from clear. While there is little evi-
dence to say how the site came to an end, there is still 
evidence which would indicate it was not caused by the 
‘Sea Peoples’.

Beit Mirsim follows the same trend as many of the 
other sites in this discussion in that between the ash lay-
er of the Late Bronze Age site and the arrival of ‘Philis-
tine’ material culture there is a local ‘Canaanite’ phase. 
Albright states that there was no abandonment between 
City C and B and the City B was built on the ashes of 
City C (@§¤�¬�� 1932: 52; 1974: 101–102). City B 
was subdivide into three separate phases based on pot-
tery. B1 (c. 1200–1150 BCE) which was directly after 
the destruction of the city was characterized by pottery 
found in grain silos of general Late Bronze Age types 
with some Early IA I types attested to as well (@§-
¤�¬��� 1932: 55–60; 1974: 104). The best examples 
of this phase come from silos 24 and 14 which both 
demonstrate a continuation of the Late Bronze Age lo-
cal tradition though there is a complete loss of the ar-
tistic tradition and the pottery of Phase B1 is described 
as, “The worst in the history of Southern Palestine be-
tween 2000 BCE and 1500 CE” (@§¤�¬�� 1932: 59). 
Moreover, no ‘Philistine’ pottery was found in Phase 
B1 and was purely local ‘Canaanite’ in tradition (@§-
¤�¬�� 1932: 55; 1974: 104; 1993: 179). ‘Philistine’ 
pottery does not appear until Phase B2 (c. 1150–1000 
BCE) where it was either imported to the site or was lo-
cally made alongside pottery which continued the local 
tradition. However, an important note again is that there 
is no destruction between Phase B1 and B2 indicating 
a peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material culture into 
a ‘Canaanite’ site (@§¤�¬�� 1932: 61–62; 1974: 105).
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“Fire had done its destructive worst on the buildings 
of our city, or many of them. Roof timbers and clay 
upper stories had come crashing down on good ma-
����� ��� 
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where the dwellings had smouldered for days” (�¤¨¡� 
1929: 34). This is the description written by Grant in 
the guises of a Canaanite who lived at the site of Beth-
Shemesh at the end of the Late Bronze Age. However, 
while such illustrative statements as this give plenty 
to the imagination, the actual archaeological evidence 
for the end of the Late Bronze Age at Beth-Shemesh 
is convoluted. Stratum IV of Beth-Shemesh is broken 
into two sub phases Stratum IVA (c. 1500–1400 BCE) 
and IVB (c. 1400–1200 BCE) which are separated by 

a destruction layer (?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 1993: 
250). However, much as at Beit Mirsim, the destruction 
event at the end of Stratum IVB is only described as an 
ash layer found under Stratum III’s Herrenhaus and in 
some other sections of Stratum IV though little more 
is said. The date of this possible destruction event or 
the creation of this ash layer comes from silos 515 and 
530. This pottery is said to come from the last phase of 
the city as both silos were covered by walls from Stra-
tum III (c. 1200–1000 BCE; �¤¨¡� 1939: 124). How-
ever, these same silos are used to indicate there might 
have been a short lived ‘Canaanite’ settlement before 
the ‘Philistine’ settlement of Stratum III (�¤¨¡� 1939: 
125; ?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 1993: 250). Thus, it 
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alone as this area could have remained in use after a 
partial burning of the site.  The houses of Stratum IV 
are seemingly of poorer construction as they are made 
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had walls two stones in thickness. Pottery from IVB 
also seems to have been of poor quality as there was 
no evidence of burnishing or glossy paint used on any 
of the local pottery (�¤¨¡� 1939: 11–12, 35–41, 114). 
Thus, much as at Beit Mirsim, what exactly the state of 
the Late Bronze Age site was before this ash layer was 
created is hard to say. However, in the renewed excava-
tions at Beth-Shemesh, they have not uncovered any 
major evidence of destruction of their Level 8 which 
corresponds to the end of Grant’s Stratum VIB (?¦¡�-
ª£³��º� personal communication 22.08.2015.). Thus, 
at the moment, there is little evidence to say Beth-Sh-
emesh was destroyed at the end of the Late Bronze Age.

The renewed excavations have shed more light on 
the situation in the IA I at Beth-Shemesh. They found 
a strong continuation of the local ‘Canaanite’ ceramic 
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part of Grant’s Stratum III. Moreover, they found no 
locally made LH IIIC or Philistine wares in this level 
(?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2009: 116, 121). Thus, 
even if there was a destruction event at the end of 
Grant’s Stratum III, the following Stratum is again lo-
cal “Canaanite.” Moreover, there is no clear evidence 
Level 7 was destroyed. The pottery and the architec-
ture of the site demonstrate a continuation of the Late 
Bronze Age tradition, and while ‘Philistine’ mate-
rial culture is found in Level 6, Philistine Bichrome 
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(?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2008b: 24).20 Thus, the 

20 Additionally they cite that no pig bones were found from the IA I Period (?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2008b: 25).
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current excavators do not believe that it is correct to 
label the Stratum III site ‘Philistine’ (?¦¡�ª£³��º and  
� ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2008a: 1644).21 This again means that  
Beth-Shemesh cannot be added into the list of sites de-
stroyed by the ‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Philistines’ at the end of 
the Late Bronze Age as the ash layer from Stratum IVB 
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little other evidence for an end of the Late Bronze Age 
destruction, there was another ‘Canaanite’ inhibition of 
the site after the creation of this ash layer, and the IA I 
site cannot be considered ‘Philistine’. Rather, again it 
demonstrates a continuation of local ceramic traditions 
with some peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material 
culture.
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The destruction of Dor at the end of the Late Bronze Age, 
supposedly by the Sikil tribe of ‘Sea Peoples’ people, is 
attested to by no archaeological evidence. Only scant 
remains of Late Bronze Age Dor have been uncovered 
in Area G Phase G/12-11 which yielded no evidence of 
destruction (	� ¤¡ 1993: 358; 2008: 1695; 2013: 5). The 
fate of the Late Bronze Age city is unknown and we can-
not know at this time if there was a destruction event 
there or not, and if there was what caused it. Moreover, 
Gilboa and Sharon have recently demonstrated that the 
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a gradual transition from the Late Bronze Age to the later 
Phoenician material culture demonstrating a much more 
complicated picture than previously imagined (	�¨¤£¡ 
and ��§£¨ 2013: 464–467).
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Stratum VIIIB22 represents the LB IIB period of Tel 
Miqne/Ekron. However, very little of this phase has 
been found at the site to date and it is most likely lim-
ited to the area of the north-eastern acropolis (��§-
§ ¤ ® 2013: 80–81; �¨«¦¤-�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 223). 
From what has been found, it appears that the LB IIB 
Tel Miqne/Ekron was a small town or village mainly 
consisting of domestic structures and or possibly an 
industrial area.23 Stratum VIIIB Field I upper ended in 
������\$�#$�����[�*��#�*�������*���#���
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which contained a layer of burn debris and fallen mud-
bricks covering over complete vessels resting on the 
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ized lentils (��§§ ¤ ® 2013: 80–81, 83; +£��¨¡��;��
1998: 151; ��§§ ¤ ®� q¢¢��� Q�q}. The ceramic as-
semblage from this stratum matches well with typi-
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military weapons, and from the preliminary reports, 
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abandonment before burning. The following Stratum 
VIIIA represents the transitional phase between the 
Late Bronze and the Iron Age (c. 1200–1175/1150 
BCE), and the pottery of this phase consists mainly of 
undecorated local coarse wars and utilitarian shapes 
that are typical of this LB/IA transition (��§§ ¤ ® 
2013: 81, 83). Once again, this represents a post ‘de-
struction’ phase of local ‘Canaanites’ as no LH IIIC:1b 
or Philistine Bichrome pottery was found in Stratum 
VIIIA. Moreover, there was no destruction of Stratum 
VIIIA in the transition to the much larger site of Stra-
tum VII. As Killebrew states, “The subsequent Iron I 
occupation on the east slope represents a sudden, but 
apparently nonviolent, transformation from the mod-
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centre of Stratum VII characterized by an Aegean-
style material culture associated with the arrival of the 
Philistines” (��§§ ¤ ® 2013: 85). However, while in 
the past Ekron was imagined as being destroyed by the 
‘Sea Peoples’,24 this is not supported by the archaeo-
logical evidence, that is, unless we are to believe that 
the ‘Sea Peoples’ destroyed Ekron and let the local 
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before moving into and expanding the site peaceful-
ly. This does not make sense, and the evidence from 
Ekron indicates there was a peaceful intrusion of ‘Sea 
Peoples’ into a ‘Canaanite’ site.
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A possible destruction event has been found in Area E 
Stratum 4a25��
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The possible destruction layer consists of some rela-
tively well preserved and restorable pottery found on 
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��?������@�������*����|�¨ �¤ 2012: 
18; 2013: 204). However, other than this pottery, there 

21 Grant’s Stratum III is the renewed excavation’s Level 6 and 
Level 7.

22 Formally Stratum IX.
23 The possible industrial activates are indicated by large amounts 
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24 “[At Ekron] the Philistines encountered a small Canaanite 
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larger than the old Canaanite one” (	�̈ ¬ ¤ 1995: 342).

25 Formally referred to as Temporary Stratum 9.
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are no other signs of destruction. Found in general as-
sociation with this pottery was an in situ large basalt 
grinding stone (	�¨��et al. 2012: 229–230). Thus, given 
this, it is also possible this evidence represents aban-
donment rather than destruction. Moreover, Aren Maeir 
has recently uncovered evidence which might support 
the conclusion that the site was not destroyed and at 
least partially abandoned at the end of the Late Bronze 
Age. He states:
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vealed additional evidence of the LB/Iron Age transition. 
In addition to the possible evidence of a destruction like 
event at the end of the LB levels in Area E, late LB levels 
have been reached in several other areas. In Area A, there 
�����?���[����|����������������}�\�
$�����[�*��#�������
destruction at the end. In Area P, in at least one square, 
the latest LB level was immediately below a level with 
Philistine Bichrome pottery and there was no evidence of 
destruction between the two. In Area F, there was a room 
(possibly of a cultic nature) which seemed to have been 
abandoned at the end of the LB. Not far from that there 
appeared a sequence of late LB and early Iron I levels, 
with no evidence of destruction between them” (�¨ �¤, 
personal communication 06.11.2014).

Further excavations will hopefully provide conclu-
sive evidence for what happened at the end of the Late 
?������ @��� �
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information at hand, it appears as if the site was not 
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cannot be included into a list of sites destroyed by the 
‘Sea Peoples’ or by anything else, as it appears to have 
undergone no destruction and a possible abandonment 
at the end of the Late Bronze Age though future excava-
tions may change this picture.

;*&,& 
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The Late Bronze Age strata at Tel Haror were found in 
areas B, K, and L. Area L Strata L2–L3 produced a pos-
sible patrician house dated to the 14th century BCE; how-
ever, no LB IIB material was found in this area which 
would seem to suggest this area was abandoned before 
the 13th century as there is no mention of destruction 
in Area L. In area K, Stratum K3 appears to have been 
a domestic area attested to by the sizable refuse pits, 
'�����'�����[�*���*���#��\������ ��*�'�
������*�\�
$�
ash and organic remains and is dated to the LB IIB. This 
domestic area was built atop a Middle Bronze Age tem-
ple, and there is no recorded destruction event in area K 
at the end of the Late Bronze Age. In Area B, Stratum 
?��������*��
��#
�����������*���#������*����\$�#$����
dated to the end of the Late Bronze Age, was uncov-
ered under the Stratum B6 structure (%¤ ¡�1993a: 100; 
1997: 475). However, an exact date is not given for this 

destruction event. Additionally, there are very few clues 
to help come to an understanding of what might have 
caused this, but with the absence of destruction in Area 
K Stratum K3, it can be said that this event was not site 
wide. Moreover, as destruction can only be attested to 
for one building in Area B, this would again point to 
something other than a military invasion and could pos-
�������*�#�
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(id. 1993a: 100; 1993b: 582). Moreover, this destruc-
tion in Area B appears to be so unimportant that it was 
not even mentioned in a later report of Tel Haror (id. 
1997: 475).

IA I material was not found in Area K or Area L 
which would seem to suggest gradual abandonment 
of the site starting in Area L, then moving to Area K. 
There was a rebuilding in Area B during Strata B6–B5 
\$�#$� ���� *�
�*� 
�� ���
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$�� qYth century BCE 
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pressive building with a one-meter thick mudbrick wall 
and a nicely paved stone courtyard were over top of the 
burnt mudbrick from Stratum B7. However, the pottery 
of this phase again mainly represents a local ‘Canaan-
ite’ phase where the local ‘Canaanite’ material culture 
is present before the introduction of ‘Philistine’ wares 
(%¤ ¡� 1993a: 100; 1993b: 582). The excavators do 
note that some locally produced monochrome Aegean 
type pottery was found in Strata B6–B5 (id. 1997: 475). 
However, with no substantial evidence for destruction 
at the end of the Late Bronze Age, and that most of the 
pottery from these two phases were local ‘Canaanite’, 
it may still indicate a local phase continuing the Late 
Bronze Age ‘Canaanite’ settlement much like Beth-Sh-
emesh Stratum III. This continues the trend of a local 
material culture phase in Strata B6–5 after a minor ‘de-
struction’ event which is followed by a ‘Philistine’ phase 
beginning in Strata B4–2 were ‘Philistine’ pottery made 
up 25% or more of the assemblage found in pits from 
these strata. Moreover, there is no destruction between 
Stratum B5 and B4 (id. 1993a: 100; 1993b: 582). Thus, 
at Tel Haror, there appears to be no real evidence for a 
destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age, there is 
minor evidence of some Aegean style ceramics in the 
following IA I phase, followed by a peaceful intrusion 
of some ‘Philistine’ material culture while the dominate 
material culture remained local ‘Canaanite’.

j').*- 
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Little is known about the end of the Late Bronze Age at 
Tell Keisan. The British expedition to the site could not 
pinpoint the end of the Late Bronze Age, and further ex-
cavations have found only meagre remains of Stratum 
13 which is dated to the end of the Late Bronze Age. A 
brick building from Stratum 13 suffered some destruc-
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tion attested to by debris which covered over Egyptian 
style pottery, White Painted wheel made III pottery, a 
Mycenaean stirrup jar typical of the LH IIIC, several 
storage jars, and three decorated jugs. However, while 
the site is said to have been possibly destroyed by the 
‘Sea Peoples’, again a single building or a single room 
from a building with some evidence of destruction can-
not be used as an indicator of site wide destruction. All 
this means is that any number of events either natural, 
accidental, or perpetrated by humans could have caused 
this minor destruction, but there is far too little evidence 
at this time to say the site was destroyed let alone by 
the ‘Sea Peoples’. The following phase Stratum 12 does 
contain ‘Philistine’ pottery; however, with the general 
absence of information there is again no way to say that 
these people forced their way into the site (�¦ª ¤� 
1993: 864).

�*43).3
The destruction of Lachish Level VI has been one of 
the most discussed destruction events with a variety of 
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end and who or what might have brought it about. With 
the wealth of information available from the site, it is 
possible to come closer to a conclusion of what might 
have caused the destruction event at the end of Level VI 
and also Level VIIA which has recently been given the 
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‘Sea Peoples’ by <§�¡ �|2014: 119). A general site wide 
destruction is attributed to Level VII at Lachish gener-
ally attributed to a war or possibly the ‘Sea Peoples’; 
however, a closer examination of the archaeological 
evidence suggests a much more complicated picture. 
Destruction was found in both Area S and Fosse Tem-
ple III; however, no destruction was found in Area P 
Level P-1 (�««�«�¯�¡�2004b: 62). While it is assumed 
that the possible cultic structure from Area P Level P-1 
was destroyed along with Area S and Fosse Temple III, 
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ing. In fact, the following temple in Level VI lay imme-
diately on top of the Level P-1 building, it followed the 
same orientation, was about the same size though there 
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Level VI temple may have been the same as the build-
ing from Level VIIA of Area P Level P-1. What seems 
more likely as even the excavators suggest, is that the 
building from Level VIIA Level P-1 was removed in 
the way of the building project which turned into the 
Stratum VI temple otherwise known as the Acropolis 
Temple. It appears that the building was dismantled as 

$����������������������|�««�«�¯�¡�2004c: 191, 193, 198; 
�««�«�¯�¡�2004d: 224, 261); thus, it cannot and should 
not be assumed that this building was destroyed. Rather 

it was replaced by another structure which followed the 
same general plan.

In Area S Level VII, a domestic structure was found 
with two different phases VIIB and VIIA. There was no 
destruction between VIIB and VIIA, and the end of this 
building is marked by its general destruction seemingly 
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have been typically attributed to warfare, the evidence 
seems to suggest something much more mundane. In 
the destruction debris of this domestic structure, no evi-
dence was found to suggest warfare. Additionally and 
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tion seems to have been worst. The kitchen. Units 3766 
and 3782 Upper seem to have been a kitchen attested by 
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and a tabun found in the North West corner of the room 
along with numerous cooking pots, millstones, polish-
ers, and storage jars which were found sealed beneath 
the destruction layer. Destruction was also found in Unit 
3783 which is directly behind unit 3782. Unit 3783 also 
had a tabun at its south wall W1017 which is the same 
wall shared by the tabun in Unit 3782. The destruction 
in Unit 3783 also sealed several complete storage jars 
(?¨¤¯ °̈ and �««�«�¯�¡� Y����� Q���� Q���� Q���� Q�q}. 
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which had a tabun on either side and Units 3766 and 
3782 Upper appear to be a kitchen. This would seem to 
be the simple answer, but it is certainly not as exciting 
as to say it was destroyed by an enemy. However, the 
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credence that the building in Area P Level P-1 was not 
destroyed. Why would it be that the people of Lachish 
did not move any of the destruction debris from Area S 
Level VIIA before building the public Pillared Building 
of Level VI while in Area P, they removed every trace 
of destruction from the building in Level P-1 before 
construction of the Acropolis Temple?

An objection to this theory that the domestic 
structure from Area S Level VIIA was destroyed in a 
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of Fosse Temple III associated with Level VII by its 
pottery. However, again when looking at the archaeo-
logical evidence, another solution can be seen. The 
Fosse Temple is situated in the former Middle Bronze 
Age Fosse defensive structure, and thus located some 
distance from the settlement proper. This structure 
had three different phases, and there was no evidence 
of deliberate destruction between Fosse Temple I 
and II or between Fosse Temple II and III. Instead, 
the constant renovation of the temple should be seen 
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as prosperity; however, Fosse Temple III ends in de-
struction and was never rebuilt again (;¦·¡ §§ et al. 
1940: 19–20; �««�«�¯�¡�2004b: 62). It would appear 
that Fosse Temple III and the possible cultic build-
ing from Area P Level P-1 were perhaps in operation 
at the same time and may have shared some kind of 
cultic function; however, this is uncertain (�««�«�¯�¡�
2004d: 261).

Found inside the destruction of Fosse Temple III 
were large amounts of pottery, and surrounding the 
shrine the excavators found vessels and ornaments of 
ivory, glass, faience, alabaster, scarabs, cylinder seals, 
and beads, all of which lay burnt and broken in a con-
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plete bowls were found. An ivory hand and eye were 
found in a rubbish pit outside of the temple which were 
possibly part of a composite statue; however, no more 
of this statue was found. In addition, no metal was 
found in the temple, no other parts of a god or goddess 
were found in the temple, and it seems that anything 
of value which was in the temple was taken out before 
the destruction (;¦·¡ §§ et al. 1940: 27–28, 42). At 
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been turned red like a kiln, glass had started to melt, and 
ivory was blackened and in some cases calcined. This 
suggested to Tufnell that this was a deliberate effort to 
destroy, and this suggestion is most likely correct (;¦·-
¡ §§ et al. 1940: 27–28, 42). However, the question re-
mains why it was destroyed. It is of key importance that 
after Fosse Temple III was burned, the building was left 
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sures, no other building was built on top of it, and it was 
gradually covered over with wash from the tel (;¦·¡ §§ 
et al. 1940: 28; �««�«�¯�¡� 2004b: 62). Thus, another 
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which is why the temple was destroyed signifying the 
end of its function, but the god or gods were removed 
before destruction and why it seemed to remain sacred 
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Area P Level VI which Ussishkin has suggested was, 
“Either instead of the Fosse Temple or as a part of the 
royal palace” (�««�«�¯�¡�q¢¢Q��¢��}. While it cannot be 
certain that these two events are correlated due to the 
differences in the functions of these two temples, it is at 
least a possibility that the cultic centre was centralized 
at the acropolis. Thus, the ‘destruction’ of Level VII at 
Lachish seems to be much more complicated than typi-
cally thought representing a ritual termination of the 
`�����;��'��� ����� ����
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no destruction in Area P Level P-1. Therefore, from the 
archaeological evidence, the ‘Sea Peoples’ cannot be 

the cause of these destruction events. However, what of 
Level VI and this destruction event?

As stated before, the possible cultic structure from 
Area P Level P-1 was removed and replaced by the so-
called Acropolis Temple as it possibly stands on the 
edge of the site’s acropolis. It is otherwise known as the 
Level VI Temple (�««�«�¯�¡�2004b: 62; 2004d: 216). 
The Acropolis Temple is made up of a main complex 
with an antechamber, main hall, and cella and the tem-
ple includes a number of subsidiary units, and an an-
nex building. Both the cella and the antechamber were 
poorly preserved; however, despite this, a number of 
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wealth and effort put into its construction (id. 2004d: 
216, 247). Cedar of Lebanon was used in the temple’s 
construction; however, this appears to have been reused 
from the MB II Level P-4 palace (id. 2004b: 63). Two 
large columns bases were found which would have sup-
ported rock cut octagonal columns, and in the eastern 
part of the hall, they found painted fragments of plas-
ter (id. 2004d: 224, 236, 245). The paint was mainly in 
light blue, but black, white, red, and yellow were also 
found, and some of the red paint was found attached to 
the Cedar of Lebanon. In another area of the temple, the 
excavators found a piece of gold foil and gesso which 
might have been used to help the gold foil adhere to 
the wooden beams. One of the temple’s niches, Niche 
3323, the excavators found imported ivory panels, 
glass objects, decorated ostrich shells, scarabs, calcite-
alabaster vessels, beads, a bronze axe, a beaten gold 
plaque with the image of a naked Canaanite-Egyptian 
goddess standing on the back of a horse, and pottery 
vessels (id. 2004d: 254, 267; 1993: 901). All of these 
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The Level VI Temple was burned. Burned and 
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of the temple was either partially or wholly covered by 
fallen debris. Fragments of the octagonal pillars were 
found broken and dispersed. However, many of the 
temples valuable objects appear to have been taken out 
�������
$�������@�������$��� states, “The temple para-
phernalia had been looted, but that which remained, 
concentrated in Storeroom 3162, the south-eastern cor-
ner of the main hall (Locus 3127) and Niche 3323” (id. 
2004d: 267). The majority of the cultic paraphernalia 
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beaten gold plaque were found in a store room in the 
north east section of the main hall, which Niche 3323 
was a part of. According to the excavators, this gold 
plaque appears to have been torn of the wall, crumpled 
and thrown aside. In addition to this, an alabaster vessel 
was found broken, but the pieces were found scattered 
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in several different loci all of which according to the ex-
cavators attests to the end of the temple (id. 2004d: 216, 
267). However, I will return to the Level VI Temple 
after discussing the destruction found in Area D, Area 
GE and Area S in order to have a full picture of what 
happened at the end of Level VI.

Area D has been ascribed as part of the destruction 
of Level VI. It appears that in Square U/11 of Area D 
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VI was broken pottery, and a partial skull of a young 
woman (�««�«�¯�¡� 2004e�� Q�Y�� 	ª���� Y����� Y���}. 
These were said to be found under destruction debris, 
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GE a possible gate house from Level VI was found de-
stroyed under the later building activates from Levels 
IV and III (�««�«�¯�¡�2004b: 70–71). However, little 
else is said about this destruction due to the distorted 
nature of this level because of the building projects in 
Levels IV and III.

Area S seems to relate the most tragic tale from the 
end of Level VI as four skeletons were found in the 
destruction debris from the Level VI Pillared Build-
ing (	ª����Y�����Y���xY���}. This Pillared building 
was built on top of the burnt remains of the domestic 
structure from Level VII though some poor remains 
found between the Pillared Building and Level VIIA 
possibly indicating there was another structure. The 
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long halls, one of which is columned, and due to the 
amount of mudbrick and debris found, it is believed 
the structure may have had a second story. While the 
Level VI Temple was rich in Cedar of Lebanon, the 
Pillared Building was mainly constructed of local ol-
ive wood and some local oak wood suggesting less 
effort and money went into this structure. There were 
at least two and possibly three phases of this structure. 
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����q¢th–20th Dynasty scarab depict-
ing the pharaoh hunting, a large bronze spear head, 
a piece of gold jewellery, a plaster object covered in 
gold foil, an ivory comb, and ivory hand which may 
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nal phase of the building is markedly different than the 
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were found in three units, domestic pottery was found 
in the structure, no imported Cypriot or Mycenaean 

wares were found, a small stone wall seems to have 
been added to the courtyard of the Pillared Building, 
and it is assumed by the excavators that this repre-
sents refugees living in the city (?¨¤¯ °̈ and �««�«�-
¯�¡�Y�����Q�Y��Q����Q��xQ��}. Zuckerman has already 
rightly pointed out that this is a clear sign of crisis 
architecture (�¦�¯ ¤ª¨¡ 2007: 9–10). However, this 
crisis architecture stands in stark contrast to the lavish 
Level VI Temple.

The Pillared Building was burned, sealing the re-
mains in the structure. In this debris, four skeletons 
were found. These was one woman 40–50 years old, 
an 8 year old child, a 2–3 year old child, and an infant 
aged 6–8 months. Parts of the woman’s and 8 year 
olds bodies were missing apparently because they 
were exposed to the elements or were possibly scav-
enged. The bones of these four individuals were very 
�������� ��*� �
� \��� *���#��
� 
�� *�
������� ��� 
$�� $�*�
undergone any blunt force trauma which would have 
caused death. With this being said, from what could be 
seen the individuals were not killed, rather they died 
���
$�������;$����*�������
$��YxQ�������*���*������
�
seem to have either been thrown to the ground before 
death, fell to the ground, or perhaps in the case of 
the 2–3 year old died crawling on the ground (	ª����
2004: 2504–2507). All of this would seem to indicate 
death by smoke inhalation.

With all of this information from Areas P, D, GE, 
and S Ussishkin has come to the conclusion that the 
site was burned in a military attack by the ‘Sea Peoples’ 
(�««�«�¯�¡� 2004b: 72). He states that, “The destruc-
tion was complete, the population apparently liquidated 
or driven out of the site” (ibid.: 70). However, despite 
claiming that this destruction layer was caused by the 
‘Sea Peoples’ and a military attack he states, “Signif-
icantly, no remains of a battle were uncovered, apart 
from a single bronze arrowhead perhaps attributable to 
battle” (ibid.: 70). In addition to this, there is no evi-
dence of LH IIIC:1b pottery at the site after destruction 
of Lachish (ibid.: 72). With the destruction of the city, it 
was then abandoned for nearly 300 years meaning there 
is absolutely no evidence for destruction by the ‘Sea 
Peoples’ (�««�«�¯�¡�2004b���Y��?¨¤¯ °̈ and �««�«�¯�¡�
2004: 361). Cline has recently reexamined the evidence 
from the Level VI destruction of Lachish and has come 
to the conclusion that while there is no evidence for de-
struction by ‘Sea Peoples’ he cites the supposed looting 
of the Level VI Temple as evidence for human military 
activity (<§�¡  2014: 118–121).26 However, the story of 

26 He also states there is no evidence of destruction by earthquake.
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the end of Lachish Level VI is again much more com-
plicated than what it appears to be.

Beginning with the Level VI Temple, it does appear 
that there was some human activity involved before the 
structure was burned. However, exactly what this was 
���*���#��
�
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��������
����
$�
�
$��
��-
ple was looted before being destroyed seemingly by the 
invading army. However, given the nature of the evi-
*��#���
������*���#��
�#����
��'��[��
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�
$������
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were looted rather than taken out by the inhabitants of 
the city before it was destroyed. Either remains a pos-
sibility as it is possible the items were looted; however 
it is also as likely that they were removed by the lo-
cal people before destruction. The archaeological evi-
dence points solely to human activity not to what kind 
of activity this was. Secondly, in Area D and GE, there 
is far too little information to learn much about what 
happened at the site. While a partial skull was found in 
Area D Square U/11, the rest of the body seems to have 
been scavenged or did not survive much like those in 
Area S. However, we can ask if this partial skull was 
in situ or if perhaps an animal had scavenged another 
body and brought it there.

Returning to Area S and the Pillared Building, we 
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����
���������'����#�����*�����;$��
Egyptian 19th–20th Dynasty scarab depicting the pha-
raoh hunting, a large bronze spear head, a piece of 
gold jewellery, a plaster object covered in gold foil, 
an ivory comb, and ivory hand which may have been 
'��
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$��'��*�����������$�[���������
��'��
�*�
as representing the public nature of the building. Ad-
*�
�������� 
$��'�����������������
$�������'$������*�
the bronze arrowhead are interpreted as being the re-
mains of the refugees’ camp and the battle which took 
place in the city. However, this is only an interpre-
tation as all of these artefacts and the four skeletons 
were found under the same destruction debris on the 
�����"���� |?¨¤¯ °̈ and �««�«�¯�¡�Y�����Q��}! This 
����[���#�������
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stratum [Level VI Area S] were sealed by the destruc-
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by their nature seem to belong to the earlier phases of 
the building” (iid. 2004: 357). Locus 3612 included 
not only the artefacts attributed to the public phase of 
the building, but it also contained the bronze arrow-
head, and the skeletons of the 2–3 year old and the 6–8 
month old infant (iid. 2004: 357, 363). Thus, it is quite 
possible that any of these artefacts were from the last 
'$������������
$�����
�'$��������
���������
��'��
�
����
that they are in two separate groups. However, we can 
ask that if the public building was changed to a refu-
gee house, why would such valuable objects be left 
in the building? Moreover, as the bronze arrowhead 
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of the Pillared Building, it means that the only visible 
evidence of warfare is muted.

Who though were the people living in the Pillared 
?���*����������
�������'$�����������*��
��#
�����;$��
excavators believe that, “It must have been occupied 
by refugees, probably shortly before the catastrophe 
that befell the Level VI settlement” (iid. 2004: 358). 
It is believed that these people came from surround-
ing sites which were destroyed by an invading force 
����$�� �
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����� ��*� 
$�� "�*� ����� 
$����
towns and cities to Lachish (�««�«�¯�¡� 2004b: 70). 
However, which sites are these that were destroyed 
in the face of an oncoming enemy? According again 
to the excavators it was Tel Batash/Timnah, Beth-
Shemesh, and Tell Beit Mirsim (+¨¬¨¡ 2004: 2697). 
As I have already demonstrated, Tel Batash was not 
destroyed at the end of the Late Bronze Age, and there 
is no evidence to say that either Beth-Shemesh or Tell 
Beit Mirsim were destroyed by an enemy force. More-
over, if these people were really refugees, we can as-
sume that they would have brought their most valu-
able or cherished goods with them. For example, they 
might have brought an Egyptian 19th–20th Dynasty 
scarab depicting the pharaoh hunting, a large bronze 
spear head, a piece of gold jewellery, a plaster object 
covered in gold foil, an ivory comb, or ivory hand 
\$�#$� ��� $�[�� ����� '��
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Again, this only goes to demonstrate that these objects 
could have been from either phase of the building, and 
in addition, we do not know where these people came 
from or why they started to live in this building. It is 
possible they were refugees, but it is also just as likely 
that they were local people.

What then was the cause of the destruction of Level 
VI at Lachish? There is no easy answer to this question 
���
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Temple, it appears there was some kind of human activ-
ity in taking objects out before it was completely de-
stroyed. Whether this was looting or panicked citizens 
taking whatever they could is unknown. Throughout 
any of the buildings which suffered destruction, there 
is no evidence for warfare as the single bronze arrow-
$��*� #���*� $�[�� #���� ����� 
$�� ���
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� '$���� ���
the Pillared Building, and the people who died in that 
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The Pillared Building does have clear signs of crisis ar-
chitecture, but this is not true of the entire site and is in 
contrast to the Level VI Temple. Additionally, Ussish-
kin notes that throughout the Level VI remains, there 
was a higher proportion of land snails which Bar-Yosef 
Mayer states could be an indication of abandonment 
as land snails are more populace at abandoned sites 
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(?¨¤¯ °̈ and �««�«�¯�¡�Y�����Q�q��?¨¤j�£« ·�� °̈ ¤ 
2004: 2495). Thus, a possible hypothetical interpreta-
tion of all this evidence is that the Level VI Temple 
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habitation area like the Pillared Building. Lachish then 
underwent a period of decline and abandonment where 
the Pillared Building was inhabited by either former 
residents of the city or perhaps others who took advan-
tage of an abandoned structure such as refugees. The 
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have spread throughout any remaining standing struc-
tures or where combustible material was present. With 
that being said, this is speculation, and there is in my 
�'�������
�������*����
�[�����\��� ����\$�
�#����*� 
$��
end of Lachish Level VI.
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Tel Sippor27 is another site which should be taken out 
of any mention of destruction at the end of the Late 
Bronze Age. Stratum III has typical end of the Late 
Bronze Age ‘Canaanite’ pottery and imported Myce-
naean wares. A possible ‘Canaanite’ cultic building 
was found in Stratum III. It had a raised mudbrick 
platform, and found inside was the bronze statue of 
a god and a stone statue which most likely depicts 
a ‘Canaanite’ king (?�¤¨¡� q¢¢Q�� q�Y��� ?�¤¨¡ and 
_ ¬��q¢����Y��}. In another building from Stratum 
���� 
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The bricks in the lower course were burnt until they 
were black and brittle and tests show that most of the 
burnt material in these store rooms was plant mate-
rial (?�¤¨¡ and _ ¬��q¢����Y��}. This would most 
likely indicate a storeroom of combustible materials 
\$�#$�#���$
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cal people. In addition, the excavators clearly state 
several times, the site did not end in warfare or in de-
�
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naanite’ cultic building with no evidence of destruc-
tion in between (?�¤¨¡ and _ ¬��q¢����Y����q¢����
256; 1966: 163)��;$���
�
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stated that at Tel Sippor the Philistine occupation 
follows the Late Bronze Age immediately or after a 
brief interruption” (iid. 1964: 285), and, “The result 
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that the Philistine settlement on Tel Sippor did not 
bring in its wake the destruction of the Canaanite set-
tlement which preceded it… the Canaanite remains 

were discovered immediately beneath the Philistine 
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between the two” (iid. 1965: 256), and, “Here again, 
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Stratum III” (iid. 1966: 163). Moreover, while Stra-
tum II does contain ‘Philistine’ ceramics much of the 
ceramic assemblage represents a continuation of the 
local pottery from the Late Bronze Age (?�¤¨¡ and 
_ ¬�� q¢���� q�Q�� ?�¤¨¡� q¢¢Q�� q�Y�}. Additionally, 
the people of Stratum II continued to use the ‘Ca-
naanite’ cultic area by constructing a building very 
much according to the same plan as that from Stratum 
III (?�¤¨¡ and _ ¬��q¢����Y��}. This would seem to 
indicate that rather than a large group of ‘Philistines’ 
taking over the site, there was again a peaceful in-
trusion of ‘Philistine’ material culture, and the local 
people continued to live and worship at the site in a 
similar way as they had in the Late Bronze Age. Thus, 
again, Tel Sippor was not destroyed at the end of the 
Late Bronze Age, and it only again demonstrates a 
peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material culture into 
a local ‘Canaanite’ town.
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Stratum XII from the northern section of the site and 
Stratum 9 from the Southern section. In stratum XII 
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from both Stratum XII and Stratum 9, this is the only 
evidence of destruction at the site from the end of 
the Late Bronze Age (%� �̈¨ 1966: 22, 25, 29). The 
excavators state, “Although the lower city [Stratum 
XII] seems to have been taken by force, the contrary 
is true of the acropolis where a desertion of the pal-
ace is indicated by the absence of ashes and debris 
��*�
$��'��#�
������*���|%� �̈¨ 1966: 29). However, 
in the original report, they stated, “At the end of the 
Late Bronze Age (thirteenth century BCE) the city 
was abandoned. Only the remains of the brick walls, 
standing sometimes to a height of 1.5 m. or more, 
were found in this stratum. Grinding stones and other 
stone vessels were too heavy to carry, a golden ear-
ring, and sherds of pottery are the only testimony left 
of the culture of the last Canaanite city” (%� �̈¨�and 
�£�� ³̈��q¢����Y��}. With a lack of any evidence for 

27 Also spelled Zippor.
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took place there was either natural or accidental and 
most likely occurred after the abandonment of the 
site. Thus again, Tel Zeror should be taken off the list 
of sites destroyed by the ‘Sea Peoples’ or any other 
group as it appears to have been abandoned suffering 
����
���������##�*��
�������

Moreover, in the following Early Iron Age IA strata 
XI and 8, the pottery again represents a continuation of 
the local ceramic tradition from the Late Bronze Age 
though with a cessation of decoration along with an 
absence of ‘Philistine’ ceramics (%� �̈̈ �q¢����Y�xY���
1967: 18; 1970: 3, 13). A burn layer was found between 
Stratum 8 and Stratum 7; however, because there was 
an absence of structures from Stratum 8 it is believed 
that it was a wooden village or perhaps consisting of 
tents and huts. While the excavators believe this could 
be a sign of attack by ‘Philistines’ or ‘Sea Peoples’, 
there is again a lack of evidence for warfare. Moreover, 
once again, in Strata 7–5 the excavators found some 
‘Philistine’ material culture along with a continuation 
of the local material culture (%� �̈̈ �q¢����Y���Y¢xQ�}. 
;$������#��������\����*�����
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naanites’ inhabiting the site, followed by a phase where 
local ‘Canaanites’ lived with people who brought with 
them ‘Philistine’ material culture.
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The purpose of this study was to examine an area of 
scholarly research that has all but been ignored other 
than by a few select researchers. This is of course the 
study of destruction layers, their formation, and impli-
cations. Many have discussed, referenced, and spoken 
about the great calamity which took place at the end 
of the Late Bronze Age speaking of the many sites de-
stroyed. In this case, sixteen sites have been listed as be-
ing destroyed by the ‘Sea Peoples’ or the expansion of 
the ‘Philistines’ in Israel during the Early Iron I. These 
sites are: Tell Abu Hawam, ‘Afula, Aphek, Ashdod, 
Ashkelon, Tel Batash/Timnah, Tell Beit Mirsim, Beth-
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Tel Haror, Tell Keisan, Lachish VIIA, Lachish VI, Tel 
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time all of this sites were examined with a theoretical 
lens to try and understand what might have happened to 

these sites at the end of the Late Bronze Age and Early 
Iron Age to determine what might have caused their de-
struction. These are the results from these sixteen sites. 

Tell Abu Hawam28 and Tell Keisan have too little 
remains as of this point to determine what might have 
caused their destruction or if there was any destruction 
at all. In the cases of Tell Abu Hawam, and Tell Keisan, 
it is unclear if there was even a site wide destruction or 
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Tel Dor and ‘Afula have no evidence of destruction at 
the end of the Late Bronze Age as the Late Bronze Age 
settlements have yet to be uncovered or were sparsely 
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ment was local ‘Canaanite’. This was followed by some 
burning in one datable building and then the introduc-
tion of a peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material 
culture while the local material culture also remained 
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to that the site was not destroyed at the end of the Late 
Bronze Age and was perhaps abandoned. Aphek is the 
only site where it can be concluded that the end of the 
Late Bronze Age ended in a military attack against the 
fort or palace. However, following the destruction of 
the fort or palace, there was a local ‘Canaanite’ phase, 
which was then followed in the next phase by a peace-
ful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material culture while the 
local material culture also remained present. Ashdod 
demonstrates only partial evidence for destruction 
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warfare. The Late Bronze Age city was followed by an 
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this was alongside local ‘Canaanite’ material culture. 
The same can be said of Tel Haror which has very little 
evidence for destruction, and demonstrates the continu-
ity of the local “Canaanite ceramic tradition with some 
Aegean style sherds found in the assemblage. At Ash-
kelon,29 Tell Beit Mirsim, Beth-Shemesh, Tel Miqne/
Ekron, and Tel Zeror there was a partial destruction 
or burning of a single building at the site. However, at 
each of these, there was no direct evidence of warfare. 
Moreover, at each of these sites the following phase 
after the Late Bronze Age ‘destruction’ was a continu-
ation of the local ‘Canaanite’ material culture.30 This 
was then followed by another phase where there was a 
peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material culture as no 

28 @�����
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no destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age.

29 Referring to the ash layer found by Phythian-Adams which 
from the current excavations does not appear to be a destruction 
layer at all.

30 In the case of Ashkelon this was an Egyptian style fort.
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Fig. 2 Summary of ‘Destruction’ in the Southern Levant

destruction was found between the post-destruction and 
‘Philistine’ strata. In addition, the local material culture 
also remained present in the ‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Philis-
tine’ phase and was often the dominate material cul-
ture. Lachish Level VIIA seems to be representative of 
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of the Fosse Temple III. The end of Lachish Level VI 
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time there is no clear answer what caused the destruc-

tion and end of the Level VI site. Tel Sippor underwent 
no destruction at the end of the Late Bronze Age other 
than the burning of a single building. There was again a 
peaceful intrusion of ‘Philistine’ material culture while 
the local people continued to manufacture their own 
material culture, and reused the Late Bronze Age ‘Ca-
naanite’ cultic area in much the same way as before.

From this survey, it is clear that several assumptions 
about not only the ‘invasion of the Sea Peoples’ but 
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also the end of the Late Bronze Age in the Southern 
Levant appear to be misguided. While the end of the 
Late Bronze Age is typically described as one of vio-
lence and destruction, this survey demonstrates that at 
least for these sites, it was a time of decline, the con-
tinuation of local customs, and the peaceful intrusion 
of some ‘Philistine’ or ‘Sea Peoples’ material culture 
into ‘Canaanite’ sites. It is a far less violent image than 
often times pictured as a critical study of the destruc-
tion layers has yielded that many do not exist. These 
include the end of the Late Bronze Age destruction of 
‘Afula and Dor which have not been found. Ashkelon, 
Tel Haror, Tel Sippor, and Tel Zeror31 only show mi-
nor burning which can hardly be considered a city 
wide destruction, and the ‘destruction’ of Tel Batash/
Timnah, does not exist in the actual archaeological re-
cord. Moreover, much as with any of these destruction 
events from the end of the Late Bronze Age through-
out the Eastern Mediterranean, each site was destroyed 
at a different time with a conservative estimate that all 
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This would mean that one site could have been aban-
doned or burned every several years, and it is doubtful 
that all of them suffered the same fate at the same time. 
In addition to this, the six sites which had a post Late 
Bronze Age ‘Canaanite’ settlement could not have had 
their destruction layers caused by some kind of invad-
ing army. That is, unless we are to believe this army 
came out of nowhere, destroyed all the sites, and then 
did not inhabit any of them. If it is to be believed this 
was done by the ‘Sea Peoples’, why would such a pow-
erful people destroy these sites, let the local population 
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before peacefully moving into the site. This does not 
seem to be a reasonable explanation.

Despite this, it is still often assumed that these de-
struction events must have one uniform cause or had to 
have happened in a very short period of time and should 
indeed be correlated with Medinet Habu inscriptions. 
This scholarly phenomenon has been called by �¦¬§�«� 
(2013: 177) the Atlantis Premise, “That is an uncon-
scious premise according to which destructions related 
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the disappearance of a highly developed ‘civilization,’ 

like mythical Atlantis, have to be put in a very short, ar-
chaeologically undetectable, time span. As a corollary, 
the evidence of an immediate small scale reoccupation 
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be easily neglected or mistaken as evidence resulting 
from the earlier occupation.” The ‘Atlantis premise’ 
has played a large role in the ‘Sea Peoples’ invasion 
model, and it is most likely the reason why the ‘post-
destruction’ local ‘Canaanite’ settlements were ignored. 
As �¦¬§�«� (2013: 178) also points out, the “Atlantis 
premise” causes scholars to lose the perception of grad-
ual development of cultural change over time. In the 
case of the transition from the LM IB to the LM II on 
Crete, he states, “The ‘Atlantis premise’ forces this very 
complex cultural event into a short span of time, in such 
a way to suggest that the only available explanation was 
an immediate, as well as unlikely, physical replacement 
of the original population with invaders speaking a new 
language” (ibid.: 177). This is a very similar explana-
tion for the appearance of ‘Philistine’ material culture 
in the Southern Levant which also caused certain fac-
tors to be over looked such as evidence for crisis or that 
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of time if not more.32

A lack of wide spread destruction has also been 
demonstrated in other studies of historically important 
destructions horizons. ?£ �ª (2013: 319–325), has 
demonstrated that the synoikismos in the later 4th and 
3rd centuries BCE in northern Greece and western Asia 
Minor had far less destruction and there was an over-
whelming lack of evidence for wide spread destruction 
despite the traditional view based on the texts which 
dictates that there must be wide spread destruction. Jodi 
�¨¬¡ «« (1993: 43, 53, 66–71, 86–88, 90–91, 118) 
also found that the destruction events associated with 
the Muslim conquest of Palestine were often times as-
sumed to have taken place at the same time even when 
some were misdated by more than a century. Thus, it 
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that there is a different picture than what is typically 
presented.

Another question this study raises is, why did 
Egypt’s control over Israel come to an end? Many have 
previously used the ‘invasion of the Sea Peoples’ as the 

31 Tel Haror, Tel Sippor, and Tel Zeror do show some minor burn-
ing. However, Tel Haror has destruction in only one building 
which was the same at Tel Sippor as destruction was only in 
one building, and at Tel Zeror, the upper city was abandoned 
without any burning whatsoever.

32 See also A.�	¡£¥¬¤¨««’s (1987: 36–66) discussion on destruc-
tion and the inherent theoretical problems with associating his-
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means by which Egypt’s control over Israel came to its 
end (� �¡«� �¡ 1981: 22–23; �««�«�¯�¡ 1985: 224; 
! ¥·£¤¥ 1992: 244–255; ?� �̈ ¯ 1993: 292–301; `¨§-
�£¡ ¤ 1994: 308; 	�̈ ¬ ¤ 1995: 332–346; �««�«�¯�¡�
2007: 603-604; 2008: 206–212). However, as this sur-
vey has shown, at least for the sites studied here, there 
is only evidence for destruction by warfare at Aphek; 
however, the destroyers of the Egyptian palace or fort 
there cannot be assumed to be the ‘Sea Peoples’ as there 
is no evidence for this. This survey certainly does not in-
clude all sites under Egyptian control or hegemony, but 
from what I can demonstrate here is that if those sites 
commonly said to be destroyed by the ‘Sea Peoples’ 
were in fact not, this would go against the theory of 
warring ‘Sea Peoples’ being the cause of Egypt losing 
its control over the Southern Levant. In fact, the Me-
dinet Habu Year 8 reliefs already have pointed to this 
as they do not mention any destruction taking place in 
the land of Canaan (<§�¡  and %^<£¡¡£¤ 2003: 136). 
This has always stuck out, yet it was assumed it was not 
mentioned that this massive amount of destruction by 
\�������]	������'��� �̂
����'��#���������
$���������

���
with Egypt. However, the archaeological evidence sup-
ports the fact that there was not enough destruction by 
warfare for it to be mentioned in the reliefs and texts or 
that the ‘Sea Peoples’ caused no destruction in Canaan. 
The idea that the ‘Sea Peoples’ caused this destruction 
is supported neither by the archaeological evidence nor 
by the textual data concerning Egypt’s view of how the 
‘Sea Peoples’ came to the land. This means we must 
��#����*���
$����������
$��]	������'��� �̂��"�=���
��
$��
region and the end of Egyptian control over Canaan as 
the two may not be correlated. With all that being said, 
the study of destruction layers is still in its infancy and 
requires many more years of research. However, with 
this research, we may be able to come to a better under-
standing of how sites came to an end, why they did not 
end, to challenge long held assumptions, and to aid in 
future excavations of ‘destruction’ layers.

One such area that requires attention is not only 
how to interpret a destruction layer but also how to de-
scribe it. Terms such as ‘violent destruction’, ‘violent 
���^�����]��[���#��"����
��� �̂������'���*�
��*��#�����
a destruction event. However, these words and phrases 
are often used when they should not be. The word con-
"����
���� ������� �@�� �=
����[�� ���� \$�#$� *��
����
a great deal of land and property”.33 However, this 
word is generally used in archaeological publications 
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organic material found in building XXVIII at ‘Afula 
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1955: 35). This and many other times this word is used 
to describe a destruction event is misplaced and mis-
used giving a different idea of what happened than is 
actually represented in the archaeological record. The 
same is true of using the term ‘violent’. This word is 
�**�*�
��*��#��������������*��
��#
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swer is that there is none; however, the word is used 
to be more illustrative rather than helping to describe 
the actual event as there has been very little research 
to determine what the difference would be. Thus, we 
must invent a method of describing these events rather 
than using words which can give a false impression of 
what was found in the archaeological record. I hope 
that this study along with others such as Sharon Zuck-
erman’s investigation of destruction will start a fruit-
ful discussion of how to excavate, interpret, describe, 
and research the many different types of destruction 
events.
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 “… as the question is not so much whether people migrated in the past, as they clearly did, but rather what kind of migration, at what scale, 
and how and why did it differ between times and places?” (³̈ ¡�+£ªª § ¡ 2012: 395)
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This aim of this short paper is to try to plot some of 
the recent advances in the theoretically informed study 
of the Philistines, and put it in the context of the re-
cent studies of intercultural contact and migration in the 
Mediterranean.

The opening point to writing this article was 
the question whether there is a revival of the post-
processual ‘immobilist’ position toward migrations 
in archaeology (�¨¯ ¡ �¯ 2008) visible in the 
study of the Philistine material culture. Upon read-
ing recent articles by ?¨¦ ¤ (2014) and ��¥¥§ �£¡ 
|Y�q�}� �� \��� ����*� \�
$� �� ���
����#� �������� 
$�
� \��
are back in the 1990s and that 	� ¤¤ �̈� (1998) and 
?¨¦ ¤ (1998) were only now offering an alternative 
to +£��¨¡’s (1982) reconstruction of the mass mi-
gration of the Philistines. While anthropological ap-
proaches to the study of migration were already used 
by 	�¨¬ ¤ (1995) in his study of the Philistines, the 
early contributions by Sherratt and Bauer were of 
tremendous importance when published, sparking a 
[�[�*���
$�*�����#���*��#����������
$���*��
��#�
����
of migration versus trade in the archaeological record 
(e.g. ?¨¤¨¯£ 2000; +£��¨¡ and �¦¯ ¤ª¨¡ 2004). 
Still, it may have been expected that Middleton and 
?����^��*��#��������\���������
������
$��'��
���[��-
teen years of advances in archaeological method and 
theory regarding the archaeology of migration. As-
tonishingly, in these articles determined to debunk a 

theory of migration, there is no mention, nor any use, 
of any theoretical framework used to identify migra-
tion in world archaeology as well as in the archae-
ology of the Mediterranean, from @¡��£¡° (1990) 
and ?¦¤ª �«� ¤�(2000) to ³̈ ¡�+£ªª § ¡ (e.g. 2005; 
2006), �¨¯ ¡ �¯ (2008) and +� �§ ¤ (2009) to 
name but a few (and see most recently ³̈ ¡� +£ª-
ª § ¡ 2014). To my mind, these studies cannot be 
pushed aside as “migrationist literature” (��¥¥§ �£¡ 
2015: 46). It is impossible to reject an archaeological 
��#���
��#
���� \�
$��
� ���
� �=�������� �
�� 
$����
�-
cal foundation, no matter what one’s position may be 
on the possible death of archaeological theory, most 
likely prematurely lamented (?�¡�§�·· and � ¨¤�  
2011). In fact, current treatments of the ‘Philistine 
problem’ are a very far cry from 19th-century-inspired 
colonial narrative implied by Middleton, but produce 
nuanced, theoretically aware insights into processes 
of interregional interaction and intercultural contact 
(e.g. `¨¦«��and � ³j;£³�2011; �¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦�2011; 
�¨ �¤�et al. 2013). The feeling of nostalgia for the 
1990s was enhanced by the fact that the bulk of Mid-
dleton’s discussion of the material culture in Philistia 
was conducted according to single traits (e.g. “pottery 
��*������#��
�������������������$���
$�����
#�}���
$-
er than dealing with complete assemblages and with 
behavioral patterns connected with the use of sever-
al categories of objects in the same, often domestic 
context (e.g. �¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2012). In some respects 
this approach can be compared with the ‘checklist ap-
proach’ of material culture traits that characterized 
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advances in the theoretically informed study of the Philistines, 
and put it in the context of the recent studies of intercultural con-
tact and migration in the Mediterranean. It will be argued that a 
theoretical framework dealing only with migration and its iden-
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tural reality of the Mediterranean. There, connectivity takes nu-
merous forms in addition to migration, as the multiple aspects of 
trade, raids, piracy and more. Two cautionary tales from histori-
cal sources of the second millennium BCE, that of Alashiyans in 
Ugarit and of activities in the port of Avaris are used to illuminate 
this problem.
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discussions of material culture from sites in Philistia 
in the 1990s, when more complete 12th-century BCE 
������������������
������=#�[�
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�'�����
-
ed from Tel Miqne-Ekron and Ashkelon, and previ-
ously excavated assemblages from Ashdod received 
fuller publication. 
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The widespread use of the term hybridity, after a climax 
in the last decade, seems to be now in almost full retreat, 
some of its uses facing harsh criticism (	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤�
2012a). This term, born of postcolonial studies, had con-
siderable merit in several studies: thus it was success-
fully used to investigate the Late Bronze Age Interna-
tional Style by ` §¥ª¨¡ (2006). Furthermore, the use 
of this term in tandem with insularity in �¡¨´´’s (2008) 
analysis of Cypriot society in the Bronze Age was of il-
luminating value in explaining long-term processes and 
their manifestation in material culture. 

Interestingly, Homi ?�¨�¨̂ �� |q¢¢�}� *����
���� ���
hybridity as an adaptive strategy of the subaltern in sit-
uations of colonial oppression has not been, to the best 
of my knowledge, used in the archaeology of the south-
ern Levant, despite its great potential value in the im-
pact of asymmetrical power relations between groups 
on the material culture. Thus, one may envision a study 
of phenomena of Egyptianizing in the material culture 
Late Bronze Age Canaan as many distinct phenomena 
of hybridization caused by the reactions of varied strata 
of Canaanite society to the rule of the 18th and 19th�+-
nasty Pharaohs.

However, taken outside its original meaning in 
postcolonial discourse, hybridity runs the risk of be-
ing used as essentially a catch-all phrase describing 
forms of cultural ‘mixture’. As such, it is not a useful 
diagnostic term for identifying social interactions, as 
��'��'�
� ��+��
����� ���� ��#$��������
�� ���[��� ��-
sume that every colonial situation can be reduced to a 
process of hybridity, then the term loses its explana-
tory content and ceases to explain anything. It loses 
its power to inform us about the diversity of processes 
clustered under the rubric of colonialism…” (+� �§ ¤ 
2009: 30). Similarly, 	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ (2012a: 53) ar-
gues that “although the concept of hybridization is 
a useful tool to analyse the processes triggered by 
the encounter with otherness, I do not see its use for 
distinguishing colonization from other processes of 
socio-cultural interaction.” In the discussion of ma-
terial culture change in 12th century Cyprus, Knapp 
paints a nuanced picture of varying degrees of change 
in different material culture traits, from pottery to 
metalworking, and relating to the form of interactions 

causing them, whether it be colonization or socio-
political change. The use of the term hybridization 
in this study indeed creates a rich tapestry of mate-
�����#��
����#$�������
�����������"���#�*���<'���
��
Aegean, and southern Levantine traditions alike, but 
*������
� #��
����
�� 
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$�� �*��
��#�
������� 
$��[���-
ous mechanisms of cultural contact that created these 
changes. While Knapp is certainly right by saying for 
11th century Cyprus “… social exchange, migration, 
hybridisation – had been under way for at least 200 
years” (�¡¨´´ 2009: 231), the theoretical framework 
needed to differentiate between these interactions, 
apart from a rejection of the colonization scenario, is 
not provided in the article. The somewhat offhand use 
of the term hybrid to describe a change in pottery in 
Philistia (��¥¥§ �£¡ 2015: 51), described as a bri-
colage, created to suit the desires of the local inhabit-
ants, does not have any explanatory value. Rather, the 
use of this creates a smoke screen that hides different 
forms of interaction. It thus hinders the understanding 
of the intricacies and differences in the process that 
lead to material culture change manifested in the ce-
ramic record. It may therefore be bluntly argued that 
without another theoretical framework that will iden-
tify the cause of hybridity, the explanatory value of 
the term is almost nil, merely stating that some inter-
action has occurred, and resulted in material culture 
change. 

The concept of Creolization was also sometimes 
used, and came under criticism, to describe processes 
resulting in cultural ‘mixture’ (������£�¯ 2011). It 
����������*��*����*�����G��
$����������*�*����#��
of cultural change that occur over time as phenotypi-
cally, religiously, and culturally heterogeneous peoples 
come into what is commonly known as ‘culture contact’ 
and undergo the acculturation that it engenders or de-
mands.” (��¨¡ 2007: 653). This concept, like hybrid-
�
���������
�*���������'�#��#�
�����<����������������-
coming localized in the Caribbean (`£¬�%§®�¬�2007: 
668), and became much more inclusive, losing much of 
its meaning in the process. 

The shortcoming of both hybridity and creoliza-
tion for the analysis of material culture change were 
addressed by the use in tandem of the concepts of ap-
propriation and entanglement; the latter becomes in 
vogue following works of �£¥¥ ¤ (e.g. 2012), yet is 
used before to denote the complexity and multi-faceted 
nature of early colonial encounters (+� �§ ¤ 2009: 30). 
Again, as in the case of hybridity, entanglement can 
���[��\�*���� 
�������������#��#�'
� 
������������#���
�
explanatory value. In an effort to amend this situation, 
	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ (2012a: 46–50) distinguishes between 
‘relational entanglement’ in which a foreign object 
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becomes imbued with new meanings, and ‘material 
entanglement’ in which a new object is made, which 
#�������� 
$�� ��������� \�
$� 
$�� ���������;$��� ~��
���*�
tendency to move from the general catch-all phrase to 
�����\���*����
�������[�����
'�����������*���#
����
$�
�
may well prove useful.

Work on appropriation following a situation of 
intercultural contact between the Aegean and the Le-
vant have been carried out by �¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦�(2005; 
2008) and 	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ (2012b), elaborating on the 
mechanisms of consumption of Aegean pottery in the 
��[��
�� \�
$� �'�#���� �

��
���� 
�� #��
������ �'�#��#�
behavioural patterns connected drinking habits affect-
ing the use of Aegean wares. Work by ������£�¯ and 
�¨ �¤ (2013) has used the concepts of appropriation 
and entanglement to address several features of mate-
rial culture in Philistia and in Cyprus. Their study is 
innovative in the way that they go beyond the iden-
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��'
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��
reconstruct the mechanism which created the entan-
glement and appropriation: Thus, following previous 
works on appropriation, they have argued that follow-
ing processes of appropriation which already existed 
in both Canaanite and Aegean society in the 13th cen-
tury, the use of the deep bowl and krater in 12th centu-
ry Philistia would have appealed to both migrant and 
indigenous elements in the Philistine culture (ibid.: 
53). Similarly, manufacture of anchor seals, show-
����<'���
� ��"���#��#������*�\�
$�@��������������
practices, was explained as resulting from the absence 
of migrant seal carvers from the Aegean (ibid.: 55). 
The rare appearance of 12th century horned altar in 
Ashkelon (�¨«� ¤ and @¼¨ 2011) was attributed to a 
long process of cultural ‘Chinese whispers’, in which 
the idea of a horned altar was transmitted from Crete 
to Cyprus and from Cyprus to the southern Levant 
(������£�¯ and �¨ �¤�2013: 55–57). Missing from 
this reconstruction are two components existing in the 
previous analyses of both drinking wares and seals: 
the proposed agents of this process of cultic innova-
tion occurring in the 12th century, and the reason why 
such innovation is accepted. Perhaps surprisingly, af-
ter providing several mind-provoking scenarios which 
include migrants, and potential mechanisms active in 
the interaction between migrants and locals, the article 
ends with a disclaimer which dismisses its own value 
���� 
$�� �*��
��#�
������� 
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���#
�����
that created the Philistine material culture: “what the 
Philistines became is ultimately more interesting than 
the multiple ‘wheres’ from which they originated” 
(ibid.: 58). Nevertheless, this study can set the ground 
for future study that will also include the parameters 
of the frequency of appearance, status ascribed and the 

chronology of the appearance of each of these traits, 
and can thus present an even richer picture of vari-
ety in interactions causing change: the Aegean-style 
drinking pottery is found in every house excavated in 
Philistia from the 12th century on. It was mass-pro-
duced and consumed by thousands of peoples, appar-
ently of all strata of society. The conical and anchor 
seals are much more prestigious objects, found in their 
dozens only, many outside Philistia, and only from the 
11th century when contacts with Cyprus are improved. 
Horned altars are even fewer in the early Iron Age, 
with one late-12th century example from Ashkelon 
mentioned above and no examples from the 11th–10th 
centuries, indicating a transmission process of lower 
intensity than the other examples. Finally, ingot and 
horned gods from Enkomi are of course unique ob-
jects, of immense value and status. 

In retrospect, the use of the terms hybridity, creoliza-
tion, and entanglement when studying changes in mate-
rial culture emphasized the complexity of the outcomes 
of intercultural contacts, and acted, to a degree, as a 
deterrent to simplistic reconstructions of past contacts. 
Whether or not hybridity, creolization, and entangle-
ment have outlived their usefulness is still open to de-
bate. However, new theoretical approaches to the study 
of interactions require at least a re-contextualization of 
these terms within new frameworks.
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The ghosts of the migrationist past with their accom-
panying political agendas (@¥¨ª« et al. 1978), have 
been vanquished by half a century of processual and 
post-processual archaeology, as well as two decades 
of post-colonial theory in archaeology. The fear of 
these ghosts and of the colonial past they may repre-
sent, creating the ‘immobilist’ approach in post-pro-
cessual archaeology (�¨¯ ¡ �¯ 2008: 16–17), may 
be slightly relaxed now, in order to allow the move-
ment of people to be investigated as a legitimate cul-
tural phenomenon. In may also be the time to put to 
rest the black and white picture of choosing between 
two oppositions, mass-migrations suppressing the lo-
cal population or socio-economic change in the indig-
enous culture, for example in the case of Cyprus in the 
12th and 11th centuries BCE we have the colonization 
narrative vs the politico-economic argument as amply 
put by �¡¨´´ (2009: 224). The question, as quoted in 
the opening of this article, becomes one of identify-
ing nuances in migration (³̈ ¡�+£ªª § ¡�2012: 395). 
The diagnostic tools suggested for creating this mul-
ti-faceted picture is the use of comparative migration 
studies to create a typology of migration (ibid.: 404). 
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Indeed, the illuminating power of comparative case 
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intercultural contact cannot be underestimated (³̈ ¡�
+£ªª § ¡�2006). It may be added here that this di-
rection of research does not require the creation of 
typologies from scratch, but can be assisted by reas-
sessment of existing typologies from both archaeo-
logical and anthropological research conducted dur-
ing the past half a century and earlier, (e.g. ��§§ ° 
and � �̈� ¤¨´ 1956; � � ¤«£¡ 1958; @¥¨ª« 1968; 
;¤�¬¬ ¤ 1968; ?¤¨¡�¬¨¡ 1981; 1984; ��§�¨¡ 1990: 
447; @¡��£¡° 1990; and �£«¥ ¡ 2004: 26). Some of 
these studies already contain important insights into 
changes in material culture caused by different forms 
of migration that may be employed in the creation of 
new typologies and new frameworks, which of course 
���*�
��������
$�����*���*���
$���������������
������
the use of post-colonial discourse in archaeology. 

Connectivity is an adaptive strategy in the Mediter-
ranean, alleviating the ecological pressure of residing 
within micro-regions exposed to the uncertainties of 
the Mediterranean climate and of frequent bad years. 
Historical case studies show this connectivity to have 
numerous faces, from the dazzling continuum of trade 
phenomena (�£¤¥ ¡ and �¦¤� §§ 2000: 172), phe-
nomena of depopulations and large-scale population 
movements in coastal areas, phenomena of organized 
mobility, whether voluntary or not, such as slavery, and 
of course the connectivity created by phenomena of 
piracy and brigandry (ibid.: 380–391). Above all, the 
many forms of mobility are needed for both prosper-
ity and survival (?¤££¥¨¡¯ 2013: 20). It is perhaps 
not surprising that migration, being a form of con-
nectivity, returns to the mainstream of archaeological 
discourse within the Mediterranean. Thus, in a recent 
volume edited by �¡¨´´�and ³̈ ¡�+£ªª § ¡� (2014), 
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gration and colonization. The premises of this section 
are clearly phrased: “Movement of people and their 
material culture across the Mediterranean is one of the 
few factors that have consistently characterized the re-
gion from early prehistory until the present day” (ibid.: 
109). The case studies presented in this section identify, 
using sophisticated and theoretically aware methodol-
ogy, several forms of migration as the cause of material 
cultural change. These, to name only a few examples, 
include the arrival of Anatolian migrants in Cyprus dur-
ing the EB I–II (?¨���¦ ¤ 2014), Egyptian and Ku-
ra-Araks culture migrants to the southern Levant during 
EB I and EB II–III (�¤  ¡ ¤¬� and �̈ §¦ª� 2014), 
and Greek and Phoenician colonization in the central 
Mediterranean (�£¥£« 2014; %«¨¡¨ 2014).
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A challenge to the future study of migration, includ-
ing the study of Philistine phenomenon, can rise from 
the notion that a theoretical framework dealing only 
\�
$� �����
���� ��*� �
�� �*��
��#�
���� ��� ��#$�������
may not be enough in the complex cultural reality of 
the Mediterranean. There, connectivity takes numerous 
forms in addition to migration, as the multiple aspects 
of trade, raids, piracy and more. Two cautionary tales 
from historical sources of the second millennium BCE 
�����������
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both migration and trade in the 13th century can be the 
census of Alashiyan (Cypriot) households in Ugarit, RS 
11.857. It lists 27 Alashiyan households each named 
by its head. It includes 93 individuals of whom 30 are 
wives, 4 sons and 4 daughters (both categories probably 
married), 9 youths, 12 maidens (both categories prob-
ably unmarried), and 7 retainers. It is likely to be refer-
ring to families of Cypriots residing in Ugarit that are 
connected with trade activities. The presence of mar-
ried sons and daughters as well as children may indicate 
that this is not a temporary phenomenon but rather long-
term residence of entire family groups (	��§£ ¡ 2001: 
QY�xQY�}��@������=��'��������[�����#�j�##���������
��-
actions and the resulting entanglement appears in the 
second victory stele over the Hyksos. Kamose of the 
late 17th�+���
�����
����������*����
$��������#�'�
���
of Avaris (! ¥·£¤¥ 1997: 14): 

“I haven’t left a plank of the hundreds of ships [or 300?] 
�������$�#�*����\$�#$�\��������*�\�
$����*����'�������-
ver, turquoise. bronze axes without number. over and 
above the moringa [more likely olive] oil, incense, fat. 
������\����\����\j\��*���
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all of it.” 

The inscription exposes a startling variety of co-
occurring interregional interactions that are active on 
*�������
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of strong intensity and of immediate timescale is the 
Egyptian raid on the Hyksos town, and the taking of 
considerable booty said to have originated from the Le-
vant (Retenu).

The second form of interaction referred to, that of 
maritime trade, has a longer timescale. The massive 
presence of hundreds of ships in the harbour, acting as 
a gateway to the Mediterranean, is a continuum formed 
by the events of the coming and going of boats. It is 
nonetheless interaction of high intensity, and the for-
eign products carried by these ships no doubt had an 
��'�#
� ��� 
$�� ��#��� ��
������ #��
�����;$��*� ��*� ����-
ly, these two forms of interactions mentioned above 
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come against the background past interactions between 
Egypt and the Levant. Kamose does not refer to Ap-
ophis, his rival, as an Egyptian ruler, but rather as a 
foreign, Levantine prince. Indeed, by the time of the 
raid, Avaris had already been under Hyksos rule for 
a long time. The Hyksos phenomenon began with ar-
��[������'��'������
$����[��
��
�;������j+�����|��*��
$���
Egyptian sites) as early as the 12th�+���
�������*������
merchants, workers, and captives from Egyptian raids  
(?� �̈ ¯ 2010: 139–147). By the transition between 
MB I and MB II (c. 1720/1700) this population took 
�[���
$��+��
���@�����
�����������#��
�����
���
��*������
the late Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate pe-
���*����;������j+������$�\�*���[��
������#��
��������
burial types, pottery typology, house architecture and 
even temple and palace architecture. These changes 
were by no means caused solely by migration: during 
the early Second Intermediate period local production 
of some Levantine forms formerly imported (as Tell 
el-Yahudiyeh wares) replaces types that were import-
ed before from the Levant, a change connected with 
the contemporary political and commercial changes  
(?� �̈ ¯ 2010: 154–163). Complex phenomena of in-
teraction between Egyptian and Levantine cultures 
(?¨¥ ¤�Y�qQ}��##����*��
�;������j+��������������
�
\��
centuries before Kamose’s raid.  

It would seem almost a prerequisite that in order to 
disentangle and interpret the material culture record 
left by the events illustrated in their two case studies, 
and countless other events in which several processes 
of intercultural interaction co-occur, one would need a 
theoretical framework that is not limited to the identi-
�#�
������������
������������������$��*������ 
$�
�*�-
����� 
$����
��
���������������
�����*���� 
$���
$���� ��
have previously argued that in the reality of the ancient 
Mediterranean, various ranges of interaction co-occur 
in the same regions, sometimes at the same location, re-
���������������*�
$���������
���#
����|�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 
2010: 10) (Fig. 1; �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦�Y�q�������q�q}��	�=�
parameters were presented, so that the values put into 
them can describe any forms of interaction, may they be 
trade, migration or other forms (Fig. 2; �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 
Y�q�������q�Y}�� �
� ��� ������
�*�$���� 
$�
� 
$�����*�����
description may prove useful in creating a framework 
that will disentangle the various avatars of connectivity, 
including the study of the Philistines. 
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University of Haifa
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Fig. 1  Interregional interaction events and interaction ranges (after �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦�Y�q�������q�q}
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Abstract

In the early/mid-12th century BCE, the social and cultural milieu 
in the Southern Levant went through deep changes (e.g., �¨¤¥ 
and �£¦¯£®«¯° 1992; ����¡ et al. 1998; ��§§ ¤ ® 2005;  
�¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010; <§�¡  2014). This is manifested in various 
ways, including: 1. the gradual waning of the Egyptian control 
of Canaan; 2. a drawn-out process of destruction and/or depopu-

lation of many of the Canaanite city states; 3. the appearance 
���]��\�����'� �̂ ��� 
$���������� ���
$�������*�|�*��
���*������
�
scholars as the precursors of the ‘Israelites’, Aramaeans, and oth-
ers) and along some of the coastal regions; and 4., the primary 
focus of this article, the advent of so-called Sea Peoples, and the 
���
���
����� ������ 
$���� 
$��������
�� ��� 
$�� ���
$����<���
���
Plain of Canaan (e.g., ������£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 2014; �¨ �¤ et 
al. 2013).  
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Aren M. Maeir and Louise A. Hitchcock

During the Late Bronze Age, one can note already 
the presence of foreigners and traders in the Southern 
Levant (@¤�º° 1998; >ª¨¡¦ § 2014). These foreign-
ers, which were of diverse origin (Aegean, Cypriot, 
�
���������[��
�����@��
��������
#�}�������
��$�[�������
���
��#��#��
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and played an active role in intercultural exchange up 
until the early 12th century BCE. The destruction of 
the Mycenaean palaces in Greece and of administra-
tive centres in Cyprus, may have led to a temporary 
reinforcement of the activities of these foreigners (e.g. 
‘Horizon Nami’ in 	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ forthcoming). Soon 
��
��\��*��
$���$�����
$�����
�*�#�*������
$��qYth cen-
tury BCE, in certain regions (Philistia and perhaps the 
Amuq) these networks collapsed, coinciding with the 
��"�=��������������������
���������
�'������������%��
the other hand, in some regions these networks seem, 
����*��������
��$�[��#��
����*�|������
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of Northern Israel, the Jezreel Valley, North Syria and 
���������<'�������*�#���
���@��
����}�������''��=�-
mately another century. 

In Philistia, the new migrant groups developed and 
changed, and expanded upon these previously devel-
oped inclinations for appropriating foreign cultural 
�
������*�$���
����;$�����#��*�*�
$����#��'���
���������
wide range of new cultural facets, such as architectural 
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jugs, new foods), new technologies (iron metallurgy, 
hydraulic plaster) and various new cultic paraphernalia. 
	�����#��
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(�¨ �¤�2008;��¨ �¤ and ������£�¯ 2011; �¨ �¤ et 
al. 2013; ������£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 2013). At the same 
time, evidence of varying degrees of entanglement 
\�
$���#���<������
��
��*�
�����#�����������|�£¦¡�¼£° 
2010; �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2012; ������£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 
2013; �¨ �¤ et al. 2013; 	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2013). 

As is well-known, this new and entangled culture, 
\$�#$����*����*�����*����������
�[���\�*����
������-

�������

����
���|������+£��¨¡ 1982; ��§§ ¤ ® and 
� �ª¨¡¡ 2013; �¨ �¤ et al�� Y�qQ}�� ��� �*��
���*� ���
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and other ancient near eastern texts, and associated 
with the Peleset, one of the so-called ‘Sea Peoples’ 
groups known from the Egyptian texts. 

Until quite recently, the prevailing view on the 
questions of the appearance, transformation and 
demise of the Philistine culture assumed a rather 
straightforward sequence of events (e.g., +£��¨¡ 
1982; 	¨¡¥¨¤« 1985; %¤ ¡� Y����� ��
� ���� _££¤� 
1994 for a different view). This paradigm envisioned 
the organized arrival of a large foreign population, 
which violently conquered the southern coastal plain 
of the Southern Levant – and introduced a non-local 
material culture with a strong Aegean-oriented (and 
a largely Mycenaean) character. Thereafter, accord-
ingly, over a period of approximately two centuries, 

$��� #��
���� ��#���� ��#��������� ��"���#�*� �� 
$��
local, Levantine cultures until somewhere in the IA 
IIA (sometime after 1000 BCE), the unique, foreign 
�

����
��� ��� 
$�� �$����
���� #��
���� *���''����*��;$���
was interpreted as a gradual process of assimilation, 
in which the Philistines lost their foreign identity (re-
cently, `¨¦«� and � ³j;£³ 2011). 
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$�� ��
�� q¢¢���� 
$��� ��*���
��*���� ������

���[��[���`���
��������� �
���#����#�����
$�
�
$���$��-
istines did not simply assimilate and lose their cul-
tural identity during the early IA II (c. 10th century 
?<>���*���\��*�}����
� ��� ��#
�#��
����*� 
���=$���
�
various ‘foreign’ traits and practices until the late 
Iron Age. Brian� 	�£¡ � |q¢¢�}, while adhering to 
the model of the largely foreign origin of the Phil-
istines, suggested that throughout the Iron Age they 
went through a process of acculturation. During this 
process, they shed many of their original foreign at-

����
���� \$���� �
� 
$�� ����� 
����� #��
���� ������#��
�
����������#�
��#��
����*� 
��������*���
��� 
$����*����
the Iron Age, and the Philistines retained their unique 
identity throughout the Iron Age. 

Following this lead, various scholars attempted 

�� �������
�� ��� 
$��� ��� ��*��� 
�� '��'���� ����� ��-
phisticated explanations of this process. M¨ �¤ for 
example (in ? ¡j	�§£ª£ et al. 2004) and others 
(��§§ ¤ ® 2005) suggested looking at the emer-
gence of, and changes in Philistine culture, through 
a socio-linguistic perspective, seeing the emergence 
of the Philistines as a process of creolization. Some 
suggested understanding events characterizing the 
Bronze to Iron Age transition in the Mediterranean 
�����'��#�������$���*���
����|�¡¨´´ 2008) or entan-
glement (	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2013), while yet others sug-
gested that Philistine culture was simply a process 
of on-going cultural change (�º� § 2007). Creoliza-
tion, which ��§§ ¤ ®�|Y�����Y�q��Y�Q}�*����*����
#��
�������=�����\��� ����� ��� �� ]��**��������* �̂ ��-
tween the hyper-diffusionist colonization model and 
the other extreme, which reinterpreted the appear-
��#�����
$���$����
����������
�����������
�*�
��
$����-
��[��������������'�'���
��������
���
$�������#�����#�
realignment of local, Levantine groups following the 
collapse of the Late Bronze Age palatial economies 
(	� ¤¤ �̈� 1998). 

��§§ ¤ ®� |2005: 206, 225, 251), for example, 
saw the production of the Bichrome Philistine pot-
tery (Philistine 2), as an example of creolization, as 
well as the increase in indigenous pottery in Philis-
tine levels is seen as evidence of a creolization pro-
cess that lead to the loss of the Philistines’ unique 
character. Creolization and acculturation are treated 
as processes that typify Philistine ‘colonialist activ-
ity’ (��§§ ¤ ® 2005: 249). 

Creolization has come under criticism, including 
�� 
$�� '�����
� ��
$����� ���� ���#
������� ��� �� 
$���j
[����*� ����
�
�
���� ���� 
$�� 
���� #������������ ��j
enforcing asymmetrical relationships and reifying 
a dualistic approach to Philistine identity over the 
multi-vocal approach argued for here (e.g., �����-

�£�¯ 2011: 271–72; ������£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 2013). 
;$��
����]�##��
���
��� �̂��������'�������
�#�x����
$�
�
it implies that the Philistines passively adopted local 
<������
����#����'��#
�#�����*���"���#������
$���
$���
actively manipulating material culture to construct, 
re-construct and negotiate their identity. 

Previously, we have suggested instead to use the 
terms ‘transculturalism’ or ‘entanglement’ – to de-
�#�����
$��
���������
�[��'��#������
�������*���
$��
��#���
������
$������������������
��\�
$�
$����$��-
itants of the Southern Levant, their material cul-
tures, social practices and world views (������£�¯ 
2011; ������£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 2013). For example, 
	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ (2013) recently demonstrated (and 
see his paper in this volume) that the Aegean-type 
#�����#���'��
��������
$���$����
�����$���
�������*��-
stood as the attempt to conduct Southern Levantine 
feasting practices through the use of Aegean-type 
shapes. This resulted in the selection and use of just 
a few Aegean-type shapes in the so-called Philistine 
households. We recently suggested that Aegean-style 
#�����#�����[�*����������������*�\$�#$�
$���*��
�-
ties of the Sea Peoples coalesced (������£�¯ and 
�¨ �¤ 2014, 2017).

Similarly, while in the past it was often assumed 

$�
� 
$�� �$����
���� ��������� ��*� \��
���� �$���*� ���
connected to the Mycenaean culture, the small cor-
pus, different varieties of inscriptions, different com-
parisons – and the very dissimilar socio-political en-
vironment in early Iron Age Philistia than that of the 
palatial political-geography of Mycenaean Greece, 
������ �
� *���#��
� 
�� ���'���
�#���� ��
�����$� �� #�����
#������
������
\����
$�����#��'
����*�����������|+¨-
³�« et al. 2015).

In addition to these developing considerations 
����$����
�����*��
�
���

��
����\���'��*���
$�
�� 
$��
early and later stages of the Philistine culture. Close 
scrutiny of the archaeological evidence from the Late 
Bronze/Iron Age transformation in Philistia and oth-
er parts of the Levantine coast demonstrated that: a) 
there is little evidence of widespread destruction of 
the immediately preceding settlement phases at the 
sites associated with the Philistines or with the Sea 
���'������}��
��������
$������
����
$�������������#��
�
evidence for the continuity of local cultural elements 
alongside newly appearing foreign traits. The very 
������������*���
��*����
$���''�����#����*�
�������-
mation of the Philistine culture – as a foreign cul-

���� ��#������ ��#��������� ��#���j�����
�*� x� \���
therefore questioned (e.g., ��§£¨ 2005; 2006–2007; 
	�¨� 2009; �¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010; 2012; �¨ �¤ et al. 
2013). Clearly then, a simplistic understanding of 
the origins, development, change and ultimate dis-
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appearance of the Philistine culture is no longer rel-
evant.1 

!�#��
� ��*�� ��*� ��\� '���'�#
�[��� \�����
� �� ��\�
understanding of the underlying mechanisms, and pro-
cesses, in the development and transformation of the 
Philistine culture – from its appearance in the early/mid 
12th century BCE (which is the most pertinent for the 
present paper), until its demise in the late 7th century 
BCE. While it is evident that many components of Phil-
istine culture do have a foreign origin, and important 
components of the population of early Iron Age Phil-
istia were of non-local origin, it is also clear that these 
foreign traits are: 1. of a mixed nature and include fea-
tures from various parts of the Aegean, Cyprus, Anato-
�����	��
$j���
����>���'����*�����*�x���*�#�
�������-
tiple origins for these foreigners (�¨ �¤ et al. 2013; 
������£�¯�Y�q�}�� Y��@����
�*� ���[��� �
� ��� #����� 
$�
�
the foreigners that arrived in Philistia in the early Iron 
Age did not capture and destroy the Late Bronze Age 
settlements of the Canaanites; at most they destroyed 
���
���������
���������
$����
�����*���#������
����
�*�
among local Canaanite populations, and adopted some 
of their customs in these early Philistine sites. 

%�� 
$�� �
$��� $��*�� 
$�� �#
���� �*��
��#�
���� ��� ��-
chaeological remains of other Sea Peoples groups, 
aside from the Philistines, which supposedly should 
have settled along the Levantine coast north of Phil-
��
����$����������#$������'�������
�#� |��*������������
��§£¨ 2005; this volume; 	�¨¤£¡ and ��§£¨ 2013; 
��
�����	� ¤¡ 2013 for a different opinion). 

Previously, we suggested that one perhaps could 
view some of the groups of the Sea Peoples as hetero-
��������
����������'�����������
��'���
������
$��$��
���#���
�����;$�������������
$��������'�����
�'�������\����
*��������#$���*������������[������#��
�����
��*�
�����
and origins, skilled seafarers and craftspeople, and may 
$�[���������*���\�����*j���������
������*����|�����-
�£�¯ and �¨ �¤ 2014, 2016, 2017). These groups took 
on particular types of items of varying origin (i.e. Ae-
����j
'��'�
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�#�����������
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$����=�*������������
$�����-
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particular point of origin (or origins) in the Mediterra-
�������������'��������
����*��;$������'��$�'��\$�
$��
Philistines adopted the Luwian term of tarwanis (later 

seren), meaning military leader, for their leaders, rather 
than the Mycenaean Greek term wanax, meaning king. 
��¦«·¤ ¥� (2009) recently discussed the term tarwanis, 
noting that it appears in Luwian inscriptions from the 
10th to 8th centuries BCE, including, most importantly, 
�
�
$����
�����;����;�����
��\$�#$����$
�[������������
connected to the so called ‘northern Sea Peoples/Philis-

���� �̂ 
$����$��
�� �*��
��#�
������� 
$�� ���*���������
���
(�¨®¯�¡« 2009; 	�¡¬ ¤ 2012; � �¼ ¤, this volume). 
���$�'��
$�����
�����������
$���
��������]	������'��� �̂
group occurred in this northern region, and from there 
it spread to the “southern” Philistines during the early 
�����@���|��
������£¦¡¬ ¤ 2016: 127–135 for a criti-
cal view on this). 
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if they are of a very different character. In some cases, 
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�����#��
����
����
$����
������#��
�������
the local, so-called ‘Canaanite’ culture, at early Iron 
Age sites in the Southern Levant, long into the Iron 
Age. E.g.: Megiddo (`�¡¯ §«� �¡ et al. 2006: 848–
850) and Beth Shemesh (?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 
2011; � ¥ ¤ª¨¡�and ?¦¡�ª£³��º 2014); the transfor-
mation of the Canaanite culture in Phoenicia during 
the early Iron Age – as at Dor (	�¨¤£¡ and ��§£¨ 
Y�qQ}��\$�����
��
$�����������
������**�����*�*����
-
�#� ��*�� #��� ��� ����� |����� ��#$��$�� �««�«�¯�¡ 2004). 
In various peripheral regions in the Southern Levant 
(e.g., Central Highlands, Upper Galilee; in general, 
`�¡¯ §«� �¡ 1988; `¨¦«� 2007), the appearance of 
��\���
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���������*�#�
���
$��'��������'�����#��
�����\�#��
��������
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served as the core of what eventually developed into 
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����*�������
$����
��������@���|��
�����#��
��������-
marks on this supposition of continuity in e.g., _ «�£¤ 
2010). It is clear then that the entire Southern Levant, 
\������*�
$���#
���������������$����
���\���������
�
��
���"�=���*�#$��������
���
��������[��������������#$��-
acter, during the extended period of the Late Bronze/
Iron Age transition.

From the very early stages of its appearance, the 
�$����
���� #��
���� \��� #$���#
�����*� �� ��� ��j������

1 While we agree with ��¥¥§ �£¡ (2015) that one cannot sim-
plistically trace the origins of many of the Philistine cultural 
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non-Levantine context. As we argue here, and in other previous 
'����#�
�����|\$�#$����'�����������**��
������������\�������
any of them), a set of complex and multi-faceted foreign origins 
��*���"���#���x�������\�
$���#���#��'����
��x��$���*�������-
gested for the Philistines.
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groups of local and foreign origin. As a result of such 
entanglements, the emergence of the Philistine culture 
�$���*���
����[��\�*� 
$����$� 
$�� �������������'���
�#�
process of cultural change. We cannot view and under-
stand the appearance of Aegean-style pottery and other 
supposedly Aegean features (such as was suggested in 
the past regarding hearths – which in fact show Cypri-
�
�� ��"���#���� ���� �¨ �¤ and ������£�¯ 2011, and 
�������� ������#$� 
$���}���*����� 
$������������ 
$�������
�
of ‘Mycenaean colonists’ imposing their civilization 
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various groups within, and on the margins, of Philistia, 
which are evidenced in distinctive material culture pat-
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��� �̂ ��
��� ����$����
��� |������ '�����*�$���
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clay hearths (�¨ �¤ and ������£�¯ 2011); different 
patterns of pottery decoration at Philistines sites (? ¡j
	�§£ª£ 2008); different patterns of food consumption 
(�¨ �¤ et al��Y�qQ}����
���������
$��#����#
�������
\����
��
���\�
$����$����
�����*���
\����#��
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ethnic groups in the regions surrounding Philistia, with 
��"���#��� 
��[������� ��� ���
�'��� *���#
����� |����� ? ¡j
	�§£ª£ et al. 2008). Throughout the Iron I and II, one 
#������������"�=����]��[��
��� �̂������
����
��
$���$��-
istine material culture (such as in pottery types), and 
at the same time, ‘Philistine’ cultural elements appear 
in surrounding Levantine cultures (�¨ �¤ et al. 2013). 
;$�������
$����#���������*�����
�
$����
��������������
of the Philistine cult (e.g. �� ® ¬ ¤ 2012) and iconog-
raphy (? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2010; �¤ «« 2012; 2014), in which 
��\�*�������������
����=�*���#�
��#�����������\�
$�
$��
appearance of horned altars and the persistence of Ae-
gean-stylistic elements on Canaanite-style chalices. 
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(Mycenaeans, Minoans, etc.) and the eastern Mediter-
ranean during the LB/Iron Age transition. In fact, not 
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initions of complex cultural and ethnic groupings which 
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these overall cultural/ethnic names (for discussions re-
lating to Aegean ethnonyms, see, e.g. !£ «« § 2006; 
�¨¤¨¡�Y�qq����
�����` ¦ ¤ 2011 who retains a some-
what conservative view on this). By the 13th century 
?<>���
���#���*�@������#��
�����\���������*���#��-

������
�����*����*��#����*����¦¡¬ (2009). Thus, cau-
tion is thus warranted in the all-too-facile use of ethnic 
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��#�
���� ��� [������� ����'��
in the early Iron Age Levant. It is clear that various 
‘ethnic’ groups did in fact exist in the Iron Age South-
ern Levant, and are noted as such in the various tex-
tual materials. For the most part, the terms used for the 
�*��
��#�
���� ��� 
$�� [������� ����'�� ��� 
$���� 
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etic (external) – and very rarely emic (internal). ‘Neatly 
'�#����* �̂����'�*����
��������
���������"�#
�
$��ide-
ologies of the texts in which these ethnonyms appear, 
as opposed to the realistic, and at time perhaps ‘fuzzy’ 
identities of these groups.2 This is most surely the case 
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\��������'��x���#$�������
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foothills [the Shephelahú� x� 
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the Philistines and the Israelites. This should raise red 
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a relatively narrow set of archaeological correlates. 
While one must acknowledge the existence of different 
��#����|'������������]�
$��#^}�����'���������������@���
Philistia and surrounding regions, it is also cardinal not 
to confuse an emic with an etic perspective, and attempt 
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‘frozen’ cultural/ethnic manifestations.  

The very term Philistine and/or Philistia is not attest-
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while it is clear that the region of Philistia, and peoples 
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the Iron Age, it is not clear what were the emic group-
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� ª��  2012, who already stressed this point). A hint 
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(�¨¥£¯ 1978), in which people from Philistia who had 
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(e.g. men of Gaza, men of Ashkelon, etc.). Thus, while 
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well, smaller-scale group identities were also of impor-
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of people from this region. 
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tines’, another indication of ‘fuzziness’ of the group identities at 
the time. 
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and other ethnicities in the Iron Age Levant, on the 
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simplistic, or simply mistaken differentiations. Sug-
gestions to characterize what we might call the Phil-
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pottery, consumption of pig and dog meat, ‘Aegean-
style’ pinched loom weights (‘spools’), hearths, and 
such singular items (often related to as Philistine type 
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areas; ? ¡j	�§£ª£ et al. 2008). The appearance of 
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idence of Philistine expansion into these other zones 
(unless the evidence is unequivocal), and vice-a-versa 
for Israelite/Judahite facets among the Philistines. 
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to draw out different cultural encounters, functions, 
and entanglements as well as to elucidate new ones 
(e.g. !£«« 2012). 

The Philistine cultural identity is often regarded 
as clearly opposing the Israelite group identity, and 
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cal text – and it is not clear how much of this repre-

sents actual early Iron Age reality, and what part of 
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Age – realities and ideologies (on this, see � ª��  
2012). For example, there is very little archaeological 
evidence of weaponry in early Iron Age Philistia (e.g. 
�£§§ ¤ 2012: 191–192), despite the very martial pic-
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Iron Age Philistia. In addition, the very assumption 
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group character at various stages of the Iron Age, the 
archaeological, epigraphic, and historical documents 
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fact one should relate to disparate Israel and Judahite 
identities (e.g., `§ ª�¡¬ 2012; �¨ �¤ 2013). 
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suggested for the early Iron Age phases at sites such 
as Beth Shemesh (?¦¡�ª£³��º and � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2009; 
2011; � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ and ?¦¡�ª£³��º 2014), Tel Eton 
(`¨¦«� and � �̈º�Y�qq��`���
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yafa (e.g. _¨̂ ¨ª¨¡ 2010). 

Bunimovitz and Lederman have suggested that it 
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the local, ‘non-Philistine’ population at Tel Beth-
Shemesh.  According to their view, at the time of the 
arrival of the Philistine migrant communities, people 
at Tel Beth-Shemesh refrained from consuming pork 
and from using the decorated Philistine pottery, which 
they associated with the newcomers (?¦¡�ª£³��º and 
� ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2009; 2011; � ¥ ¤ª¨¡ and ?¦¡�ª£³��º 
2014). While there is validity to their suggestions, one 
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contra `¨¦«� and � ³j;£³ 2014) that pig consumption, which 
was often seen as a primary marker of Philistine identity, should 
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ethnic and cultural groups (thanks to P. `�«�� ¤ for suggesting 
this reference).
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and local Canaanite components. Further, caution is 
warranted simply given the constantly changing un-
derstanding of this region as a result of intensive ar-
chaeological investigation.
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‘transformed’ Canaanite – who lives in the Philistine re-
gions on the one hand and/or Israelite/Judahite regions 
on the other. 
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this point. Time and again, many of the recent archae-
ological and historical studies of the ancient Levant 
which deal with questions of ethnicity – and in par-
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different from the other – and those aspects of choice 
through which this difference is manifested. 
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of the ‘schools’ of the understanding of ethnicity in 

modern social theory – other views are espoused as 
well;4 2) In contemporary discussions on ethnicity in 
social and cultural anthropology and sociology (e.g. 
��ªª ¤ 2008; 2013; ?¤¦¨¯ ¤ 2009; 2014; >¤�¯« ¡ 
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trayed in attempts to illustrate the existence of ethnic 
groups in the archaeological remains. For example, 
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e.g. 	£¯£§£³«¯�� and ;�«�¯£³ 2010), which have various off-
shoots of their own, are usually divided into the ‘primordialists’ 
(e.g. �  ¤�º 1963), the ‘instrumentalists’ (e.g. <£� ¡ 1969), 
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Philistia itself raises questions regarding the validity of 
simplistically using such markers.
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and can quickly change (e.g., �¨§§ 2000; �¨§¯�¡ 
2001; +£¦¬� ¤�° and �¦¤¯  2003; <¨« §§¨ and 
`£®§ ¤ 2005; 	�¨´¯¨« 2014). Thus, modern percep-
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fact – a more heterogeneous and constantly mutating 
matrix of identities might have actually existed during 
this time (see as well ?¨¦ ¤�Y�q�}�5
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particular the mention of Canaanites in this region in 
the ‘Tamar and Judah narrative’ in Genesis 38 – as 
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ing of this text [to no earlier than Iron Age IIB], see 
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identifying ethnicities in early medieval central Eu-
rope:

“Furthermore, studies of ethnicity in the early me-
dieval period have relied heavily on a literal reading 
of historical sources, creating a self-referencing cir-
cular argument. The sources are thought to provide a 
framework of facts and dates into which archaeological 
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2011: 39).
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one hand and Israelite/Judahite on the other (and the 
archaeological evidence indicates that these identities 
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early Iron Age) continued to grasp onto the cultural and 
ethnic identities of the Late Bronze Age. This is hardly 
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can quickly change, unless there is clear evidence of 
this, there is no reason to assume that the ethnic identi-
ties of the Late Bronze Age ‘froze’ and continued to 
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tion, allow one to claim that there is a continuity in Ca-
naanite (or for that matter Aegean or Cypriot) identity. 
The lack of explicit evidence of this supposed ‘identity 
continuum’ – whether archaeological or textual – and 
not simply the fact that similar pottery or other choice 
material aspects are seen in Late Bronze and early Iron 
Age sites in the Shephelah, makes such a claim hard, if 
��
���'��������
���##�'
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����_ «�£¤ (2010) right-
fully cautions against simplistic attempts to demon-
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Age II Israelite identity – even when there was perhaps 
some evidence for this – it goes without saying that in 
the case of the supposed Canaanite identity in the early 
Iron Age Shephelah, where we are completely depend-
ent on the suppositions of scholarly opinion – a cau-
tious approach is warranted. While one cannot deny the 
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naanite identity’ in the Shephelah, it is far from proven!
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naanites’, ‘Real Canaanites’ (supposedly living in the 
Shephelah), and ‘Israelite Canaanites’!”

Perhaps then, one should prefer to look at the tran-
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were ‘fuzzy’ and constantly changing (compare, e.g., 
�¨¤¥¡ ¤ 2007). While there is no question that dur-
ing the early Iron Age there were peoples that identi-
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(and they resided mainly in Philistia) and as Israel-
ites/Judahites (and they resided mainly in the Central 
Hills) – and for the arguments sake – perhaps even 
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‘micro-identities’ existed in this region (e.g. ����-
ª¨¤«� 2010; �£§£ª �et al. 2014). Building, for ex-
ample, on ³̈ ¡� _�¼·’s (2010) perspective on cultural 
interactions in Pisidian Termessos during the Roman 
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looks at the identities in the Shephelah region (and in 
fact, in all contexts), as ‘nested identities’ – in which 
various identities (including ethnicity) operate simulta-
neously at different levels – very much like a Russian 
]?����$�� �̂*����7 These various levels of identity could 
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ent manners in the archaeological record – and the sup-
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an example of a ‘Middle Ground’ (e.g. ����  1991; 
�££§· 2011; ! ¬ ¤ 2014) or a ‘Third Space’ (?�¨�¨ 
1994), also discussed in �¡¨´´ (2008) with regard to 
Cyprus. In this light, the varied material culture ‘pack-
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developing ‘Social Imaginaries’ (e.g., <¨«�£¤�¨¥�« 
1975; ; °̈§£¤ 2002; 	� ³̈¤�¨¡£´£¦§£¦ 2013) that 
evolved during the Iron Age in this region of intense 
intercultural contacts (see as well � ¡¬£¡� 2010 for 
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der situation).

7 For a classic study of ‘nested identities’, see � ¤ and �¨´§¨¡ 
1999. For recent applications in archaeology, see, e.g., �¨¡¦« ¯ 

2005; �¨¯ ¡ �¯ 2007; 2011; !£ ¤�« 2011; 	¨§¨º¨¤ et al. 
2014; 	�£´̈ �¨«¨ 2014.
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Simplistic interpretations of the archaeological cor-
relates for identifying ‘ethnic’ Philistines as opposed to 
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only are the Philistines of a very mixed origin, there 
are discreet (and not so discreet) regional differences 
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essarily as ‘Philistines’ in general. 

An additional hint to the complex nature of the 
group name ‘Philistines’ has now emerged, with the 
new evidence of the name ‘Palistine’ – very similar to 
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Summing up, during the early Iron Age in Philistia, 
a complex process of cultural negotiation took place 
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of group identities relating to the Philistines and to the 
Israelites in the Iron Age (as � ª��  2012 seems to 
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matter, national identities, were very much in existence 
during the Iron Age8�x��
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see now �§ �� ¤ 2014). Employing more nuanced and 
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understanding of these issues.9
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Abstract

Research on the migrations of Anglo-Saxons and Sea Peoples fac-
es similar general problems in regard to tracking actual migration. 
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The Anglo-Saxon migration occurred during the 5th and 6th centu-
ries CE (Early Anglo-Saxon period) from the Continent to Britain, 
while the migration of the Sea Peoples took place in the early 12th 
century BCE at the end of the Bronze Age from rather unclear plac-
es in the Eastern Mediterranean or even Italy and Southern Europe 
to the Levantine coast of the Mediterranean. This paper will dis-

cuss and compare some of the approaches that have been applied in 
both archaeological disciplines. These comprise the discussion of 
the fairly obscure written documentation on the (potential) home-
land of the migrants, the recent contribution of methods from the 
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Anglo-Saxon England and the 12th century BCE Southern Levant 
(Philistia). It is hoped that this will contribute to a more compara-
tive approach and a methodological dissemination of the study of 
ancient migrations.
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Prehistoric archaeology is in essence a comparative his-
torical humanistic discipline, yet it is today becoming 
more and more fragmented into sub-disciplines. This 
contribution attempts to compare two migrations of 
two ‘populations’ set in different periods of time: the 
one of the Sea Peoples in the Eastern Mediterranean 
at the transition from the Bronze to the Iron Age in the 
12th century BCE and the one of the Anglo-Saxons in 
the Early Middle Ages in the 5th and 6th centuries CE. 
I use the term ‘populations’ here as it is at the core of 
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terms. The following crucial issues will be shortly ana-
lysed in both cases in regard to the potential homeland 
of the migrants: Written sources (1), DNA/strontium 
isotope studies (2), and archaeological data from settle-
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artefacts (5). As the reader of this volume will be more 
informed about the Sea Peoples, more detailed informa-
tion will be given for the Anglo-Saxon migration case.
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While in the case of Anglo-Saxons the origin of the 
newcomers seems to be evident and it is stated by their 
actual name, it turns out that many key facts are con-
troversial: the precise origin of the newcomers, the 
number of migrants and the time period of the whole 

migration process. First of all, the written sources ap-
pear to give clear-cut statements, yet a closer examina-
tion reveal problems. The most detailed account was 
penned by cleric Bede in his Historia Ecclesiastica 
gentis Anglorum but only in the early 8th century CE. 
This was already several centuries later and the politi-
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agined community” (@¡¥ ¤«£¡ 1983) was long on 
the way, hence the credibility of the account may be 
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ceived of the Britons a place to inhabit, upon condition 
that they should wage war against their enemies for the 
peace and security of the country, whilst the Britons 
agreed to furnish them with pay. Those who came over 
were of the three most powerful nations [populi] of 
Germany: the Saxons, the Angles, and the Jutes. From 
the Jutes are descended the people of Kent, and of the 
Isle of Wight, and those also in the province of the West 
Saxons who are to this day called Jutes, seated oppo-
site to the Isle of Wight. From the Saxons, that is, the 
country which is now called Old Saxony, came the East 
Saxons, the South Saxons, and the West Saxons. From 
the Angles, that is, the country which is called Anglia, 
and which is said, from that time, to remain desert to 
this day, between the provinces of the Jutes and the 
Saxons, are descended the East Angles, the Midland 
Angles, Mercians, all the race of the Northumbrians, 
that is, of those nations that dwell on the north side of 
the river Humber, and the other nations of the English. 
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ist and Horsa” (I, 15, Translation L.C. �¨¡ ). Unfor-
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tunately, we do not know from contemporary sources 
how settlers of continental origin in England called 
themselves in the 5th century CE, as Angles, Saxons, 
Anglo-Saxons or by another name (cf. �§ �¡«��ª�¥��
2011: 15). Also, Procopius mentioned that also the Fri-
sians took part in the migration and they were not men-
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it is obvious that there was also a Merovingian contri-
bution. For example, Merovingian-type radiate-head-
ed brooches or belt-buckles have been found in vari-
ous graves, especially in Kent, implying either trade, 
intermarriage or migration (	£¦§ �̈ 2013). In addition, 
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Saxon Archaeology, most prominently represented by 
E.T. Leeds (1877–1955), discovered that the archaeo-
logical answer to where the various Germanic tribes 
conquested land in Britain is much more complicated 
(see below) than stated by Bede (e.g. �  ¥«�q¢Q���cf. 
?¤¦¬ª¨¡¡ 2011). Besides the written documentation 
it is also unequivocal that the newcomers brought the 
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the etymology of medieval toponyms, for example of 
Birmingham: Bir- > personal name (*Beorma), -ing- > 
group of people [under control of -Bir] and -ham (Ger-
man: –heim/-hem) > farmstead (��¤£���q¢�¢��<£´§ ° 
q¢�����§ �¡«��ª�¥� 2011: 35–38). One major ques-
tion is how many speakers of the new language are 
needed in order to implement a change of language. 
The language change was profound and one-sided: 
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sorb any of the speech of the Britons into their wider 
language is quite remarkable. At present, only some 
thirty words in Old English are believed to derive 
from Brittonic.” (�¨¤¥j� ¤¯�¡« 2000: 514). Given 
the evidence from the texts, place-names and archae-
ology (see below) a massive migration of people of 
Germanic origin was long taken for granted. Yet, with 
the establishment of scholars raised in an intellectual 
milieu which was based on principles of the New Ar-
chaeology/Processual Archaeology, the anglophone 
archaeology became increasingly ‘immobilist’ and 
‘anti-migrationist’ (cf. e.g. �¨¯ ¡ �¯ 2008). In the 
1980s and 1990s the scale of this migration was down-
sized. It was assumed that a rather small foreign elite 
could control southern Britain and this eventually led 
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model” became popular in Anglo-Saxon Archaeology 
in the 1980s and 1990s (e.g. @¤¡£§¥�q¢������¬�¨ª�
q¢¢Y��+¨¤¯ 1994) even if there was also opposition 
to this view (e.g. � §���q¢¢����ã¤¯  1998). It is in 
this respect very interesting to see what results studies 
with ancient DNA and isotope have contributed to the 
discussion (see below).         
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cy in their islands. All at once the lands [i.e. the people] 
were on the move, scattered in war. No country could 
stand before their arms. Hatti, Kizzuwatna, Carchem-
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Tjeker, Shekelesh, Denyen and Weshesh, united lands” 
(��§«£¡ 2011: 237). This quotation from Pylon of the 
Temple of Ramesses III at Thebes is well known, yet 
an agreement from where the peoples, called today col-
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ed has not been found in the last more than 160 years 
of research. The written sources give no clear clues to 
where the homeland of these Peleset, Tjeker, Shek-
elesh, Denyen and Weshesh has to be located. The Cen-
tral Mediterranean, Italy – or Sardinia and Sicily more 
�'�#��#����x����\�������
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Western Anatolia, Cyprus and even Central Europe 
have all been suggested. At least it is commonly agreed 
that the Peleset are identical with the Philistines who 
came from Crete according to the Bible (<§�¡ �2014: 4 
with further references). A highly interesting new piece 
of the evidence in this regard are inscriptions recently 
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Aleppo which refer to a region called Palastin/Walis-
tin, apparently the Amuq Plain (�¨®¯�¡« 2011). This 
could indicate that the Peleset settled also in the North-
ern Levant (cf. � �¼ ¤ in this volume). It is also more 
or less completely unknown how many migrated. Only 
for Philistia in the Southern Levant numbers of a few 
thousands and up to 15000 people have been suggested 
(�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 295, 333–334 with further ref-
erences). Again, this lack of data is largely due to the 
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settlements and cemeteries of the new settlers (below) 
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of Philistine personal names, deities and things found in 
a few inscriptions have been discussed in their possible 
non-Semitic origins with eventually may point to poten-
tial homelands of the migrated population. Yet there are 
numerous problems including the very limited amount 
of data available from the Levant and Iron Age Philis-
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centuries) from ‘potential homeland regions’ like the 
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interpreting these short inscriptions. In a recent study, 
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– perhaps even simplistic – Aegean connection has 
been suggested in the past for most of the non-Semitic 
names and terms from Iron Age Philistia, we believe 
that their origins are much more complex and multi-
faced” (�¨ �¤ et al. 2016: 335).
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The Anglo-Saxon migration has been investigated with 
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ian migration in the Roman world at the end of antiquity 
(e.g. � ¨¤° and �  ¤¨ª¨� 2016). The discussion has 
not yet reached a conclusion, but interesting insights 
have been produced. An initial study on the Y-chromo-
somes demonstrated that Central English and Frisian 
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best explained by a substantial migration of Anglo-Sax-
on Y chromosomes into Central England (contributing 
50%–100% to the gene pool at that time) but not into 
North Wales” (� ¨§  et al. 2002: 1008), even if this 
change in the DNA on Britain cannot be dated inde-
pendently. In 2006 M.G. Thomas, M.P.H. Stumpf and 
H. Härke published a study where they also built their 
argumentation on the Y-chromosome variation, which 
implies that the Germanic contribution to the modern 
English gene pool was very high. They stated that the 
indigenous population had an enormous reproductive 
disadvantage and they went so far as to argue, on the 
basis of some historical, yet inconclusive documenta-
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which systematically discriminated the indigenous Brit-
ons (;�£ª¨« et al. 2006). But there has been criticism 
both of the choice of the historical sources and the in-
terpretation of the genetic evidence arguing that there 
was substantial Northwest European migration before 
and after the Anglo-Saxons (�̈ ���«£¡�Y�����!���¨¤¥« 
et al. 2008). Yet, most recent studies have indeed veri-
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stable since this date (� «§�  et al. 2015). Interestingly 
also the Viking migration has left some traces in the 
modern DNA of British population. However, the major 
population change must have occurred during the Early 
Anglo-Saxon period in the 5th and 6th centuries BCE. 
Studies based on strontium and oxygen isotopes unfor-
tunately do not seem very suitable for tracing Anglo-
Saxon migration so far because the isotope values from 
south-eastern Britain and north-western Germany and 
Denmark are rather similar (�£¡�¬£ª ¤° et al. 2008).
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The systematic application of methods using ancient 
DNA or strontium isotopes are largely lacking so far. 
Surely it will not be the disinterest of scholars to con-
duct this kind of studies in the Eastern Mediterranean, 
but for a long time the compilation of ancient DNA was 
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(	�¨´�¤£ 2013). It seemed not amenable from regions 
with hot climates where it appears to be completely de-
stroyed. Constant advances with now third generation 
sequencing highlight the swift changes in present mo-
lecular evolutionary biology. It is likely that the chances 
of recovery even from extremely damaged samples will 
increase in the future. R. Pinhasi concluded in a recent 
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of endogenous DNA from hot environments, although 
extreme caution will be necessary in the interpretation 
of the results obtained from such samples” (cf. (��¡�¨«��
et al. 2015: 11). In addition, fundamental research on 
the base lines of the strontium isotope values for the 
geological regions of the eastern Mediterranean and be-
yond is just starting to be build up (e.g. @¤¡£§¥�et al. 
2016). A core problem is, however, also an archaeologi-
cal one: cemeteries with a large number of individu-
als are missing for key regions for this period, e.g. the 
Southern Levant, they are not yet published or available 
for research (cf. below) or the bone material from the 
excavations conducted many decades ago is now lost or 
contaminated. This may be the case with the bone ma-
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or foreign burials at Tell el-cAjjul or Tell Farcah. But 
one can mention a case study on the DNA of ancient 
and modern pigs and boars in Israel. The results im-
ply that during the Late Bronze Age the domestic and 
wild pigs in this region possessed haplotypes which 
originated in the Near East. The European pig was in-
troduced during the Early Iron Age (after 1200 BCE 
in the Levantine chronology) and by 900 BCE it was 
already dominant. Apparently, some of the European 
domestic pigs became feral and within a few hundred 
years, wild boar with European haplotypes were pres-
ent in the Southern Levant. However, this study also 
found one bone already from Middle Bronze Age con-
text at Ashkelon which had a European DNA signature, 
which could unfortunately not be independently dated 
by 14C (� �¤��et al. 2013). Interestingly, the use of pigs 
can be observed during the Iron Age in Philistine but 
not in local Canaanite settlements (� «« �q¢¢���	¨´�¤j
� ¡ et al. 2013). This is considered to be another sign 
for the migrated population within the Philistine settle-
ments. However, it does not really tell us much about 
the homeland of the migrants.
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Anglo-Saxon settlements are characterized by small 
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ings’ in British archaeology, with an average size of 
3 m × 4 m and ‘halls’ which have a length of 6–14 m 
and width of 4.5–6.5 m in the Early and Middle An-
glo-Saxon period. The excavations at Mucking and 
��'�#����� ���
� 	
�\� �=��'����*� 
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� ��[����� ���-
benhäuser were grouped together with one hall (� «��
q¢���� �¨ª ¤£®� q¢¢Q). It is interesting to compare 
this with the settlement evidence from Northwestern 
Continental Europe (Northern Germany, Denmark). 
While we have ample evidence for large timber build-
������������$������|�������$µ���}����
$��<��
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��
such buildings are not known in Britain before the late 
6th and 7th centuries CE (�¨ª ¤£®�2011: 59). This is 
the major contrast when comparing the architecture 
of Southern Britain and the Northwestern Continent 
in the 5th and 6th centuries CE. In the latter region, 
large rectangular timber buildings have a long tradi-
tion since the Iron Age and even before at the conti-
nental coastal zone (e.g. � �̈ ¤£§¯�1999). How one 
#��� �='����� 
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ent social organisation or are there practical reasons? 
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seem to be so impressive if one considers how most 
were actually used, as ‘Wohnstallhäuser’: the cattle 
was kept within the house, at least during the win-
ter. One plausible explanation (��ªª ¤ª¨¡¡ 1999) 
why the ‘Wohnstallhäuser’ are not present in Brit-
ain while they are ubiquitous on the continent takes 
credit again from a quotation from Beda Venerabilis 
in his Historia ecclesiastica����q��G�������*����'������
Britain in the latitude of its location and its healthful 
and mild climate, so that snow rarely stays for more 
than three days. Because of the moderate winters no-
��*����$���������������*�����������
$��#�
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(I, 1, Translation G. Spitzbart/W.H. Zimmermann 
in ��ªª ¤ª¨¡¡ 1999). Hence, such buildings were 
simply not needed. This could be taken as a warning 
when we imagine that the architecture of the migrant 
population in their new homeland might simply copy 
their traditional architecture. The architectural style 
can change rapidly and adapt to the new environment 
if the landscape, the available building materials, the 
soil composition, the groundwater-level (cf. <¨§§ª ¤�
Y�����YQ¢��?¤ �̈� ¤�and��¨¬£¥º�O«¯��Y�qY��Y�Q}, the 
prevailing climate, etc. require adjustments. However, 
other scholars explain the absence of the longhouse in 
England as the result of the fact that the descendants 
of the Romano-British/Celto-British population still 
outnumbered the Anglo-Saxons. Hence, the rather 
small ‘halls’ or ground level timber buildings of that 
period are to be seen in the Romano-British house 
building tradition (+�×£¡ 1982). Therefore, they 
�G� ����� 
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$�������#����� 
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England through the combined impact of migration 
and acculturation, and of changes in the composition 
��*��#��������
$��$����$��*�G��|�¨ª ¤£® 1999: 
126). The preferences in the explanation mirror so to 
say the discussion of how far we should reconstruct 
the invasive foreign population input during this pe-
riod (cf. above the impact of DNA-studies). 
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As the potential homeland (or homelands) of the Sea 
Peoples is open to much discussion we are facing 
considerable problems when trying to compare settle-
ment evidence in one potential homeland with the area 
where Sea Peoples most likely settled, for example in 
Philistia on the Southern Levantine coast. According 
to the Bible Crete was the homeland of the Philistines 
and many scholars favour the Aegean in general (e.g. 
�¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010). But which Aegean architecture 
– and of which period – should we compare to the 
Philistine settlements? The late Palatial architecture 
of the late 13th century BCE (LH IIIB) or the early 
Post-Palatial architecture of the early 12th century 
BCE (LH IIIC Early)? In his recent attempt to recon-
cile the archaeological evidence from the Aegean and 
Philistia in order to prove a migration from the former 
to the latter region A. Yasur-Landau compared typical 
Palatial corridor houses of the LH IIIB period from 
Mycenae or the Menelaion on the Peloponnese with 
habitation layers at Ashdod Area G, Strata XIIIb and 
XIIIa (�¨«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 271–276, 343). Howev-
er, only small portions of the wall have been exposed 
from these layers at Ashdod because they are covered 
by structures and walls of the upper stratigraphy. The 
full reconstruction of the building(s) as corridor hous-
es therefore remains dubious. Even if people from the 
Aegean also belonged to groups who migrated to the 
Southern Levant it is quite probable that the architec-
ture they built was shaped by the new local constraints 
and by a different social organisation, potentially quite 
different from the one during the Mycenaean palatial 
period of the 14th and 13th centuries. Hence, the case 
of the Anglo-Saxon migration might give an example 
���$�\�*���#��
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architectural style and building types.
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In general, the burial evidence provides the best ar-
chaeological indication to place the origin of the mi-
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to northern Germany with the Elbe-Weser triangle or 
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Schleswig-Holstein, at least this is suggested by the 
evidence from some Early Anglo-Saxon cemeteries 
like Spong Hill in Norfolk (��§§« and �¦�° 2013). 
Here both the treatment of the dead and the objects 
can be well compared to cemetery data from Northern 
Germany, like for example at Issendorf, Lkr. Stade, in 
Lower Saxony. The latter cemetery was mainly used 
from the late 4th to the early 6th century CE (�ã««§ ¤ 
q¢¢��� �  ¤ 2000). Typical are cremations placed 
in urns, but also several dozens of inhumations have 
been excavated. In general, the burial rites and the ob-
jects placed in the graves can be very well compared 
to the ones from Spong Hill, making a direct link most 
likely. The use of the urban Romano-British cemeter-
ies in England next to Roman cities and towns, like 
at Winchester (Lankhills), London (East cemetery), 
Colchester (Butt Road), Dorchester (Poundbury) etc., 
comes to an end around 400 CE (>«ª£¡¥ � <§ ¨¤° 
2011: 22–23). There are no archaeological indications 
for any burial of a person of Anglo-Saxon/Northwest-
ern continental origin within these large cemeteries, 
yet there are a few graves which have brooches or oth-
er objects which could also be found in north-western 
������� ����� ���� �=��'��� �� 
�
����� ������ ��� ���[��
B374 at the Eastern Cemetery at London (?¨¤ ¤�and 
?£®«� ¤�2000: 184). However, these artefacts rather 
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members of the Late Roman army (and this is again 
well documented at Lankhills by strontium isotope 
data by which individuals of ‘Mediterranean’ descent 
#���*� ��� �*��
���*�� ���� >³̈ ¡« et al. 2006 and >�¯-
¨¤¥� et al.� Y�q�� x� 
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these data rather well, cf. <§¨¤¯�q¢�¢��?££�� et al. 
2010). The Late Roman/Saxon chip-carved geomet-
ric decoration (Kerbschnittstil) then evolves further 
in Britain to the so-called Quoit-Brooch-Style, vis-
ible for example in the girdle of an apparently very 
early Anglo-Saxon grave (no. 117) from the earlier 
5th century CE at Mucking (��¤«��and <§¨¤¯ 2009: 
Q���� ���� q¢Y�� q}�� ��\�[���� �
� ��� *���#��
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any cemetery with a mixed Romano-British and An-
glo-Saxon population or even the contemporary use 
of a neighbouring area for burials by both populations 
– one such case at Queensford Park (Romano-British) 
��*� ?��������*� |@����j	�=��}� �
� +��#$��
��� 
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out to be chronologically separated when a new se-
ries of 14C-dates was analysed (��§§« and O^<£¡¡ §§ 
Y��¢��#�����\�� ¤¤¨¤¥�Y�q�). Interestingly, studies 
of stable isotopes on the bone material indeed imply 
differences in the nutrition of the individuals buried in 
these two separate cemeteries (�¤�³̈ � and O^<£¡¡ §§ 
Y��Y��`¦§§ ¤�et al. 2006). One candidate of a cem-

etery of the Early Anglo-Saxon period (5th/6th century 
CE) with both Romano-British and Anglo-Saxon buri-
als is the cemetery of Wasperton in Warwickshire. The 
'������� ��� 
$�� �*��
��#�
���� ��� 
$�� !�����j?��
��$�
����������?�
$�����
� 
$��*���� 
$���th century virtually 
everywhere, except perhaps Lankhills, unfurnished 
extended inhumation was the burial rite of the vast 
majority of Romano-Britons” (���§´£�� 1991: 226). 
Whereas Anglo-Saxon burials are most commonly 
furnished by weapons (typical male graves) and/or 
jewellery (typical for female graves), in the potential 
Romano-British graves only shoe nails and sometimes 
bracelets are found. These earliest graves of phase 1 
at Wasperton date approximately between 300 (?) and 
480 CE, yet precisely datable objects are missing. The 
earliest Anglo-Saxon graves of phase 2 (suggested 
date c. 470–500 CE) of which some contain now well-
*�
����� ������ �;����#� ���$
� ���*��� |	�� «��¯ ®��º 
Y�������������?¤¦¬ª¨¡¡�Y������ ¡¡�and ?¤¦¬ª¨¡¡ 
Y�����'���q}���
�\�����
�'��������
��������
$��#$�����-
ogy by a series of 14C-datings, but they were in gen-
eral agreement with the archaeological dates (�¨ª�§-
�£¡ et al. 2008). Interestingly, the radiocarbon dates 
of child burial cremation grave 20 with a stamped urn 
and cremation grave 26 of a mature female equipped 
with an urn and an equal-armed chip-carved brooch, 
both clearly Anglo-Saxon in terms of material culture, 
fall into the time span of 130/250–430 CE (2 sigma), 
hence dating to a bit earlier than previously assumed. 
J. 	�� «��¯ ®��º, who published the cemetery data 
from Wasperton (2006), concluded that the archaeo-
logical material is not suited to exclude a hiatus be-
tween the Late Roman phase 1 and the Anglo-Saxon 
phase 2. The Anglo-Saxon archaeological material in 
Britain simply cannot be dated so far as precisely as 
for example in 5th and 6th century CE Central Europe 
|\$�����������
�#������*��������[���$�[���*��

�*��
$��'�*� 
�� ����*� �'� �� �����*� #$��������#��� �#$���}�
��*� !�����j?��
��$� ��*�� ���� [��� *���#��
� 
�� �'�
�
and date for this period as well (but cf. �ã¤¯  1998). 
Nevertheless, the continuation of burials from the 
Late Roman to the Anglo-Saxon period is striking in 
the cemetery of Wasperton. Some burials like grave 
156 (phase 1a, ‘Roman’) and grave 156 (phase 2a–b, 
‘Anglo-Saxon’) are situated next to each other and 
seem to be considerate of each other. Hence, Wasper-
ton provides some idea of how the acculturation and 
ultimately assimilation of the indigenous population 
to the Anglo-Saxon burial rites took place (	�� «��-
¯ ®��º 2006: 195). Like in the Late Roman cemetery 
at Lankshill mentioned above it was possible to prove 
for Wasperton the high mobility by oxygen and stron-
tium isotopes in the Late Roman phase 1 whereas it 
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has not been possible to do this so far for the indi-
[�*�������� 
$����#$�������#����*����*�@����j	�=���
graves (�£¡�¬£ª ¤° et al. 2008). 

$'*
6',20'.
The basic problem we face with potential Sea Peo-
ples burials along the Levantine coast is that there are 
only a few known cemeteries from this crucial period 
and none could be clearly attributed to such a popula-
tion. One explanation could be that the coastal plain 
is often formed by alluvium layers of soil which are 
cover cemetery sites (�§ �� ¤�and�_¨¬¨¤�Y�q���Y�}� 
It is especially unfortunate for the only region on the 
Levantine coast where we have the most indications 
��������\���#������'�'���
���������$����
���������
'��
of context for which we have almost no information, 
however, is funerary, as no cemetery of the Philistine 
cities has been excavated” (? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2010: 166). 
The few so far discussed cemeteries and tombs, for 
example, those at Azor (? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2008) or Tel 
‘Eitun (>¥ §«� �¡� and�@¦¤¨¡� 1992), have now to 
be re-evaluated according to the most recently an-
����#�*�*��#�[�������
$�����
��$����
����#���
�����
�
Ashkelon (	¨¦� ¤�Y�q�}����\�[����
$����*����������
this cemetery cover only the 11th and 8th century BCE 
– the crucial initial phase of the 12th century seems to 
be missing. In other regions, individual burials can be 
pointed out in a few cases, for example on Cyprus, 
\�
$���~�#
��\$�#$� #������'��������*�����*�� ��� 
$��
Central Mediterranean (see for example �¦¡¬�2009a, 
2009b), yet whole cemeteries which could be easily 
�*��
���*� ��� ������ |�� ��#�
����� #���
��#
����� ����
��
offerings, etc.) within the local burial traditions can-
��
�����*��
���*�����#���\�����������#��
$������#���-
chaeological data to make a good potential case for a 
migrated population based on burial data alone.

$����#��
����#����
�������"
��
�
���������


�������

�-10,_$*v,-.
The evidence from the artefacts is overwhelming for 
making a case of the migration from Northern Germa-
ny and Southern Scandinavia to Southern and Eastern 
Britain. Only a few examples need to be mentioned. 
Well known are the grave urns with incision and plastic 
decoration from Wehden in Lower Saxony and the one 
from Markshall in Norfolk which are so similar that it 
is most likely that they were made by the same potter 
– who belonged to these migrants of the 5th century CE 
(�°¤ « and �¤  ¡�q¢�Q�� '���� q�xqq��<¨´ §§  1990: 
������x¢}��;$������������
$��@����j	�=������[�������
echoes Germanic traditions, even if different modes of 

decoration were employed very soon in Britain, from 
animal depictions in reliefs to stamped decorations 
(?¨¡� §ª¨¡¡�q¢�q��<¨´ §§  1987). The distribution 
���#��
����
'�����������������������j����*�����#$������
the Saxon Relief style very strongly imply a northwest 
Continental origin with especially Northern coastal 
area of German as the origin for these types of arte-
facts (?ë�ª �q¢����q¢�����¡¯ ¤�Y���}��_�=
� 
�����-
lae also gold bracteates, thin coin-like pendants or foils 
originally inspired by Late Roman Imperial medaillons 
��*�#������������''���������*�����<>�����
$�����
�
����
in Britain, whereas they are known in Central Europe 
���������<>���\��*��|������\�
$�����
�#��
����$���*�
of bracteates in Britain known from Binham in Nor-
folk: ? �¤�et al. 2014). The iconography of the bracte-
ates is clearly referring to parallel artefacts in Central 
Europe and Scandinavia (�¨« §£··�1981).

$'*
6',20'.
	'�#��#� ��
���#
��� ����� #$���#
����
�#� '�

���� 
����� ���
adornment, have also been potentially connected with 
the Sea Peoples. The so-called ‚Handmade burnished 
ware’ (HBW), also known as ‘Barbarian ware’, is be-
lieved to be an indication of the presence of a foreign 
population in the late 13th and 12th century in the Ae-
gean. So far, this type of pottery has only rarely been 
encountered in the Eastern Mediterranean, even if the 
number of known sites is growing (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 
2011). An association of this pottery with the Sea Peo-
ples is possible (��« 2009: 155), yet it is for example 
missing from Philistia. The best links for the Aegean/
East Mediterranean HBW can be found in Southern Ita-
ly (�¦¡¬�Y�����Yqx����Y��¢������q�}��@���������\��'-
on types like swords, daggers, spears with a cast socket 
from the Aegean, Cyprus and the Levant can be well 
compared to Central Mediterranean or even Central Eu-
ropean types (�¦¡¬ 2009a, 2009b). More indicative is 
the study of the common pottery from Enkomi, Cyprus, 
recently carried out by R. J�������������[�*������*�#���
change in every-day pottery repertoire” from LC IIB to 
�<����@�\$�#$�����#��������*�#�
�[��������
�����@������
impact after the destruction of Level IIB. But it is not 
#�����
��\$�#$�@�������������
$�����\���"���#���$���*�
be traced back” (�¦¡¬ 2009b: 81), but refrains to at-
tribute this to processes of either migration or coloni-
sation or merely changes in production and exchange. 
Another group of artefacts which can potentially be 
attributed to migration processes in its geographical 
distribution are clay spools or cylinders. They are sud-
denly common all over the East Mediterranean during 
the 12th century BCE while they are still rare in the 13th 
century when they are known only from a few Aegean 
sites (Khania, Sissi, Thebes, Troy). Their appearance 
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on Cyprus and East Mediterranean coastal sites might 
indicate the movement of Aegean people to the East 
after 1200 BCE (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«� Y��Y�� q���� �̈ «¦¤j
�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 132–133). This is possible but more 
complicated and needs further investigations in various 
regions because the study and publication of such mun-
dane objects is often poor. What C. Hills observed in 
������������
$��@����j	�=�����
�������
$�
����
���������
such maps [of the material culture] never complete, but 

$��$�[�����[�
����'����*�
$����$�����
���������[�[����
recovery, and record which can make a pattern which 
has more to do with the present than the past” (��§§« 
1998: 146), is also very true for these humble artefacts. 
It is also important to note that the chronology and 
general presence of HBW and the clay spools do not 
correspond at several sites, e.g. at Tiryns (!¨�ª«�£¤· 
Y�qq�������}��$��#��\��#����
��'����������������#�����
package of some new artefacts which can be assigned 

����'�
��
����	������'���'�'���
�����������'�#��#�����
it is also not possible to make a straightforward match 
��
\����
$����
������#��
�����������'�#��#���������
$��
potential homeland of the migrants, with the material 
#��
����������'�#��#������\$����	������'�������
�������
settled, i.e. Philistia. Some material indicates a strong 
Aegean contribution, other artefacts point to Cyprus 
or Italy as the source of inspiration and even further 
��������������'���
�*���
���������*�
���
$����'�#��#�
groups of objects. In this respect the material evidence 
might only indicate the various regional sources of the 
material cultures of the Sea Peoples similar to the eth-
nic mix of the peoples involved as it is also implied by 
the Egyptian written sources. Hence, the Sea Peoples 
����#��#��[�*����������*���=�*���*���
�����*�#��
�����
entities that had pre-existing connections with various 
'��
�� ��� 
$�� ��*�
���������� ��*� 
$�
� �
$�� �$���*� ���
�����
�����'��
�#������#����������������*���#����-
riving in the Levant, further intermixed with local Ca-
naanite elements” (�¨ �¤�and�������£�¯�Y�q���q�q}�

�����������
What is the point of comparing two migration events 
which are separated very considerably in time and 
space? There are at least three answers to this ques-
tion. First, the comparative approach helps to rec-
ognize and identify phenomena which may not have 
been noticed in one migration case but are apparently 
of importance when considering the other better docu-
mented migration. The generally more plentiful data 
for the Anglo-Saxon migration are a reminder of what 
is so far missing for any improved reconstruction of 
the migration of the Sea Peoples, for example the well 
documented cemetery data or studies on ancient DNA 

and isotope studies. Secondly, the comparative ap-
proach enables us to observe similar phenomena but 
also some common problems, hence by analogy more 
insights can be gained into what processes are gener-
ally occurring during migrations and how these might 
be traceable in the archaeological record. Thirdly, it 
might be especially rewarding to compare the poten-
tial archaeological data and applied methods from 
natural sciences for historical documented migrations, 
like the Anglo-Saxon case, and prehistoric or proto-
historic migration events, like the migration of the Sea 
Peoples. Such an approach is still rather seldom used 
(but see for example �¤� ¡ 2005).

This short contribution has focused mainly on the 
problem of pinpointing the region from where the 
'�'���
����������
�*���� 
$�����
�'��#��������
$�#�����
the written documentation is either not fully reliable, 
no longer conceivable or written down at a much later 
time in history. These sources already give the im-
pression that the whole migration process was much 
more complex in regard to the key questions ‘when?’, 
‘who?’, ‘from where?’, ‘how many?’ and ‘why?’. The 
new methods from the natural sciences using espe-
cially DNA data have given interesting results for the 
Anglo-Saxons, even if in detail many questions re-
main open, for example how the replacement of the 
Romano-British population and/or the assimilation of 
the Anglo-Saxons was taking place. The archaeology 
of the Sea Peoples mainly relies on pottery evidence 
(cf. 	� ¤¤ �̈��Y�qQ������
$�����������#��
����
��������
��§§ ¤ ®�and � �ª¨¡¡�2013 dealing with pottery), 
but ceramics can merely provide one hint, as the An-
glo-Saxon migration makes obvious. Many more dif-
ferent material classes and potential approaches also 
from the natural sciences need to be tested and inves-
tigated. The complexity of the Anglo-Saxon migration 
process is indicated by the various different evidence 
���\$�#$�������#
����$������������"�'�����
�*����[���
It should give us an understanding of how much is 
�
�����������������*���
����[�������*����
���
�
����
��
about Sea Peoples migration, yet it should also be 
taken as a motivation to go beyond the present state 
of research. Consequently, future research on the Sea 
Peoples should combine bio-archaeological analytical 
methods, detailed functional and contextual analyses 
of the archaeological material and comparative data 
obtained from other observed migration processes.

Lorenz Rahmstorf
SAXO Institute, University of Copenhagen
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Abstract

Renewed excavations at Hala Sultan Tekke under the direction of 
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The north-western unit
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The 13th/12th Century BCE Destructions and the Abandonment of Hala Sultan Tekke, Cyprus q¢�����
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Abstract

The Mediterranean-wide ‘crisis’ of the 12th century BCE, which 
saw the deterioration and/or the dissolution of the land-based em-
pires, did not have a uniform impact on Cyprus. Due to the absence 
of a strong central state, the horizon of the ‘Crisis Years’ on the is-
land comprises divergent and regional settlement histories of aban-
*�����
���*��
��#
������#��
����
���������'��#�*��
�*�"�����$�����
The present contribution aims to provide an updated view of Cy-
prus’ response to the 12th-century ‘Systems Collapse’, focusing on 
the particular case of the Paphos region. During the critical passage 
to the 12th century BCE, the polity of Paphos was characterised by 
economic and political ascendancy, displayed primarily by its abil-

ity to monumentalise its urban cultic centre. The contribution fur-
ther provides an updated discussion on the character of the short-
lived settlement at Maa-Palaeokastro, which was founded from 
scratch some 25 km to the northwest of the urban centre of Paphos 
*������
$�������*�#�*������
$��qQth century BCE. The study addi-
tionally elucidates the transformations of Cyprus’ material culture, 
especially as regards to the establishment of a wheel-made pottery 
type that largely follows Aegean prototypes, at the expense of the 
#��
�����j��*���
��<'���
�'��*�#
�������$��*��*������\������`�-
nally, using a holistic, contextual and longue durée approach, the 
present paper discusses whether the extant archaeological remains 
of 12thj#��
���?<>�<'��������\�
$�� �*��
��#�
������������
����
phenomena.
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The roughly synchronous destruction and/or abandon-
ment episodes which befell the politically and econom-
ically powerful land-based polities during the opening 
of the 12th�#��
���?<>������*�
$�����������
$��'���
�-
cal, economic and social construct that characterised 
the eastern half of the Mediterranean basin during the 
Late Bronze Age. In Cyprus, the Mediterranean-wide 
‘crisis’ corresponds to the transition from the LC IIC to 

$����
��<'���
����@��
$�
��������$��
$��qQth and 12th 
centuries BCE respectively (see �¨¡¡�¡¬ et al. 2001; 
�¨¡¡�¡¬�Y�qQ���qQ; see also �¨¡¡�¡¬ et al., this vol-
ume). The Late Cypriot polities were certainly not im-
pervious to the great events taking place in the ‘neigh-
bourhood’. The deterioration of the political authority 
of the highly centralised states with which the Cypriot 
political authorities were economically and diplo-
matically involved, and the eventual breakdown of the 
Late Bronze Age economic order at the opening of the  
12th century BCE impacted substantially on the island 
(�¨�£³£¦�Y�qQa��Y�xY�}. However, the effect of the 
12th-century ‘Systems Collapse’ on Cyprus should 
not be unquestioningly presupposed to have been 
equivalent or analogous to that which befell the east-
ern Mediterranean land-based empires. As Liverani 
rightly indicates “While it is true that the crisis is 
rather extended and takes place at roughly the same 

time over a large area, it is all too evident that the spe-
#��#����
��������
$��#����'��������#$��������#���
�
�
��
��#�������
$�����\���*�'��*��
��'���
$���'�#��#���#��-
political, economic, demographic, and technological 
features of that area” (��³ ¤¨¡�� q¢���� �¢). In order 
to comprehend Cyprus’ response to the breakdown of 
the ‘Age of Internationalism’ (��§§ ¤ ®�Y�q����¢�) 
it is necessary to take a macrohistoric view of “Cy-
prus from within” (�¨�£³£¦� Y�qQa�� q�), delineating 
the intricate nature of the island’s political geography 
and economic structure. In Cyprus, the development 
of urban forms was instigated at the dawn of the Late 
Bronze Age (� §� ¡¦¤¬� q¢¢��� Y¢xQq). This epi-
��*�� x� \$�#$� ��� #����*���*� ��#$� ����
�*� #��'���*�
to the development of urbanism and state-formation at 
other areas of the Mediterranean (cf���¨�£³£¦�Y������
�Y¢�� Y���b�� YY�xYY�}� x� \��� ������
�*� �� 
$�� ���*�
to extract, process and export the island’s metallifer-
ous wealth, namely copper. Cupriferous formations, 
largely exposed on the Ophiolite Complex and the 
Arakapas Sequence, encircle the Troodos Mountains, 
the main geomorphologic feature of Cyprus situated 
��� 
$�� #��
��� ��� 
$�� �����*� |`���� q}� |<£¡«�¨¡��¡£¦�
Y�q���YQ). The mining of copper ore and the extrac-
tion of copper metal using pyrometallurgy took place 
predominantly in the pillow lavas surrounding Troo-
dos. The ancient exploitation of the ores is indicated 
by the residue of copper smelting in the form of mas-
sive slag heaps (	�£«j�¨§ �et al.�q¢¢�). 
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The foundation of new settlements by or near the 
coast epitomises the transformed settlement pattern at 
the inception of the Late Bronze Age that had ensued 
from the emergence of an intricate economic system 
centred on the heavy industry of copper and the extra-
�������� �='��
� ��� 
$�� ����� '��*�#
� |� £¤¬�£¦� Y�����
�����<¤ ® �Y������qx��). At the time of their earliest 
establishment, the newly founded coastal sites operated 
as gateway centres linking a chain of sites extending 
from the copper-procuring regions on the slopes of the 
Troodos and terminating at a coastal port-of-export 
(�¨�£³£¦� Y�qYa�� ��). During the course of the Late 
Bronze Age, these centres developed characteristics 
that can be described as urban and fostered a distinc-
tive array of bureaucratic mechanisms to exert admin-
istrative control (see �¡¨´´� Y�qQa�� Q��xQ�¢�� Y�qQb��
Q�). However, Cypriot polities comprised much more 
than the archaeologically visible remains of the urban 
administrative centres |�¨�£³£¦�Y�����q�xq���	 �̈¤¨¯��
Y�qY��q��xq�Q}. The prerequisite for the formation and 

endurance of a Cypriot polity was the consolidation of 
a wider periphery that incorporated copper-producing 
regions, agricultural support villages, a coastal port-of-
export and a primary administrative centre. The latter 
two spatially coincide, with the sole exception of Al-
������ \$�#$� ��'�����
�� 
$�� x� 
$��� ���� x� ���� ���
��#��
of a primary urban centre with an inland setting (�¨¥-
¼�« ³̈³̈ «�q¢¢�}��@##��*����
��
$����*����'��'���*�|#���
� «®¨¡��q¢¢����¡¨´´�q¢¢�����x����Y�qQ���QY}�#�''���
was procured by small mining villages established at 
the heart of the island around the Troodos foothills. By 
means of secondary settlements, the copper ores were 
subsequently mobilised to commercial ports of trade, 
\$���� 
$��\���� ���
$���'��#����*� ��*������� ���*�*�
on vessels for their maritime export. At all stages, ag-
��#��
�������''��
�[��������'��*�#�*�����#���
����*�
����
to nourish the non-producing sectors, and thus sustain 
this complex economic scheme. 

The distribution of the cupriferous formations all 
around the Troodos foothills did not necessitate the 
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establishment of a centralised, island-wide authority 
to administer Cyprus’ metalliferous wealth (see �¨�£-
³£¦� Y����� Y�qQa�� QqxQY). Indeed, the archaeological 
evidence discloses the development of autonomous 
polities, with regional elements in their material culture 
and highly distinct bureaucratic mechanisms (� «®¨¡��
q¢¢���YQ¢��Y�������}� The segmented politico-econom-
ic landscape of the island during the Late Bronze Age, 
as seen by the extant archaeological remains, somewhat 
contradicts the external epigraphic evidence, which 
portrays Alashiya, the geographical term by which Cy-
'����\����*��
���*����
$�������#���
�����_����>��
����
states (�¡¨´´�q¢¢�), as a single entity, ruled by a single 
king. Ongoing scholarly discussions on the matter con-
sider the Alashiyan king “ideologically a primus inter 
pares rather than the leader of a tightly integrated po-
litical system” (� «®¨¡��Y�������}, who was delegated 

��#��[�����\�
$� 
$��_����>��
���� ������������ ]���
��-
nal’ level as their diplomatic peer (see discussions in 
� §� ¡¦¤¬�Y�qY���¡¨´´�Y�qQa���QYx���). 

The thorough investigation of the Late Cypriot cen-

����*������
$��#��������
$��qQth and the opening of the 
12th century BCE reveals a series of highly distinct 
settlement histories. At the metropolis of Enkomi, the 
excavations of the Cyprus Mission in Areas I and III, 
two separate segments of the Late Bronze Age settle-
���
����*�#�
�*�
$�
�
$��
�����
���������
$��qQth to the 
12th century BCE corresponds to a destruction episode. 
��\�[����*��'�
��
$����#
�
$�
�>���������x�
��
$���*��
x�
$�����
��=
����[�����[��
���
�*���
��<'���
�
�\��
and the only urban centre with ample stratigraphic 
depth that spans the town’s foundation horizon in the 
�<� ���x�<� �@� 
�����
���� |+�¯¨�£«� q¢�¢x�q�� q�xQ���
<¤ ® �Y�����q��}���
�����������#�����\$�
$���
$��#��-
"����
����� ��'��
�*� �� 
$�� <'���
� �������� |+�¯¨�£« 
q¢�¢x�q���¢x¢Y��q��xq�Y����qx��Q}��������*�
$����-
tire town. The roughly synchronous destruction episode 
at the small areas investigated at Sinda (`¦¤¦ª¨¤¯�and 
@¥ §ª¨¡� Y��Q�� �Q) is not out of place, considering 
how this settlement, situated at the heart of the Mes-
������ '������ ��� �*��
���*� ��� >�����^�� ��
����
�� #��
���
(�¨�£³£¦�Y�����q�}��;$��#��
�#��������#��qY���?<>��'-
pear to have also affected the regional infra-structures 
of Enkomi’s hinterland (� £¤¬�£¦� Y�qq�� qqQxqq�). 
;$��*��
��#
������*�����*�����
���������
��~��
��#�����
>���������
$��	�����#���
���
���*��
��#�����#��q�������
�������*�����~������������
$��
�\�^��
��*�����#
�[�
�����
and is not unrelated to Enkomi’s problems. However, 
following the initial predicaments, Enkomi succeeded 
in reinstating its authority and regaining control over 
the copper-procuring areas and the routes leading to the 
resources. The polity’s revived economy is expressed 
in rebuilding activities taking place during the LC IIIA 

period. The restructured town was enhanced by ad-
*�
������ ���
��#�
������������� 
$�
� �����\� 
$��<'���
�
version of the so-called ‘Cyclopean’ masonry |+�¯¨�£«�
q¢�¢x�q�� qY�xqY¢}�� >�����^�� ����
���� �##����*�
-
ed refurbished lavish buildings, some of which were 
making extensive use of good-quality ashlar masonry 
(<£¦¤�£�«� et al.� q¢���� qx���� � � q¢¢¢�� q¢YxYqQ}��
;$��'��������
������������������*��#������
$������������*�

�\��|�����
$��]�����*���* �̂��*�
$��]+��������**��� �̂
	��#
����� 
$�� 	��#
���� ��� 
$�� ]����
� ��* �̂ ù� �
q¢¢¢�� q¢YxYqQú}� ��*� 
$�� \�*��'���*� *��
����
���� ���
metalworking installations and wealthy tombs indicate 
that Enkomi operated on a heterarchical system, which 
consisted of multiple high-status institutions and elite 
groups (� «®¨¡�� q¢¢��� YY�xYY��� � §� ¡¦¤¬� Y�qY��
qQ}� Enkomi was gradually abandoned as a result of the 
silting of its port by alluvial deposits of the Pedhiaios 
River. The foundation of Salamis in the 11th century 
BCE represents the gradual population shift from En-
����������Q����
��
$�����
$���
�|�£¡�q¢¢¢��q�xq�}�

The 12th century BCE marked the last phase of oc-
cupation at the settlement of Hala Sultan Tekke, situ-
ated on the south-eastern coast of Cyprus. This cos-
mopolitan emporium lies by the Larnaca Salt Lake, 
which represents the remnants of a well-sheltered 
port associated with the Late Bronze Age settlement 
(�¨¡� ®«¯��et al. Y�qQ}��;$�� 
�\�^��������##�'�
����
horizon, which corresponds to the LC IIIA period, is 
the best-known phase (see `�«�� ¤�and B±¤¬ �Y�q���
��). Hala Sultan Tekke’s grid system, large ashlar-built 
structures, industrial (metalworking and fabric-dyeing) 
activities accommodated at the site, and the plethora of 
imported exotica that were traded in this commercial 
hub (F«�¤ëª�q¢����q�xqq� F«�¤ëª q¢¢���q�; `�«�� ¤�
and B±¤¬ � Y�qQ�� �¢�� Y�q��� �Y�� ��}� ���'���� �� \���j
organised and wealthy settlement with active maritime 
commercial links. According to the ongoing investiga-

����� �� 
$�� _�\� 	\�*��$� <'���� >='�*�
���� �
� 
$��
site, the settlement was hurriedly abandoned following 
a destruction episode (cf. ̀ �«�� ¤�and B±¤¬ �Y�q�������
see also `�«�� ¤ this volume). 

;$�� 
�����
���� ����� 
$�� qQth to the 12th centuries 
?<>�#�����'��*��
��
$������*�
�������
$������\���
����
Idalion-Ambelleri, established inland within the Mes-
aoria plain, Pyla-Kokkinokremos within the Larnaca 
bay, and Maa-Palaeokastro on the southwestern coast 
of the island, which is examined in detail below. In 
contrast to the exceptionally short-lived settlements at 
Pyla and Maa, the foundation horizon at Ambelleri in-
augurated a long period of occupation on the hill where 
the palace of the Idalion polity was established during 
the course of the Iron Age (�¨¥¼��£«���q¢¢�����x�¢}�� 
Making the most of its proximity to the rich copper 
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deposits of the Shia, Mathiatis and Lythrodontas ore-
bodies (�¨««�¨¡�¥£¦�Y�qQ���Qx��}���*������"�����$�*�
as an autonomous polity from the time of its establish-
ment until its annexation by the dynasty of Kition in the 
5th century BCE (	 �̈¤¨¯��Y�qY��q��xq����Y�¢xY¢�}�

The impact of the 12th century ‘crisis’ on Cyprus is 
epitomised by the abandonment of the primary urban 
centres at Maroni-Vournes and Kalavasos-Ayios Dhi-
mitrios1��
�
$��#��������
$��qQth century, and of Alassa-
Palaeotaverna during the course of the 12th. All three 
accommodated large public ashlar-built structures as-
sociated with administrative functions. The ashlar com-
plexes at Maroni, Kalavasos and Alassa also housed 
industrial units, pertaining to metalworking and the 
processing of olive oil, and monumental supra-house-
hold storage facilities (`�«� ¤�Y�q���q�Q}��?���*����
$��
stratigraphic evidence, the abandonment horizons of 
all three south-central sites did not ensue from destruc-
tion episodes2 (	£¦��� q¢�¢�� QYY�� �¨¥¼�« ³̈³̈ «� q¢�¢��
�q�� <¨¥£¬¨¡� q¢¢�}�� ;$�� ����� ��[���� �
� ����[����j
Ayios Dhimitrios, for instance, were swept clean, with-
out much movable domestic or workshop equipment 
(	£¦���q¢�Q��Y�}��>[�*��
���
$��'��#�����*����
�������
these settlements relates to the breakdown of the east-
ern Mediterranean economic strategies which curtailed 
the external demand for Cypriot copper (�¡¨´´�q¢¢���
��). As a result, the regional economic systems admin-
istered by the urban centres at Kalavasos, Maroni and 
Alassa were put to the test and were eventually aban-
doned, together with their monumental, ashlar-built ed-
��#�����
�\����������
$��#���������
$��qqth century BCE, 
with the establishment of Amathous, that the void left 
by these abandonment episodes was reconciled |�¨�£-
³£¦�Y�qQ���Y�).

The shrinkage in the number of the Late Cypriot ur-
ban centres notwithstanding, Cyprus did not undergo a 
breakdown of urban forms, such as that which fell upon 
�#������� ����#�� ��� 
$�� ��

�
�� >�'����� Û��
�� 
$��
contrary, the 12th century BCE corresponds to a phase 
�����'��#�*��
�*�"�����$�������� 
$��'���
������������-
paphos on the southwest coast and Kition on the south-
east, expressed by the monumental expansion of their 
respective sacred urban structures. Amidst the critical 
years of the 12th century, Kition refurbished Temple 
1 on a monumental scale (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�and�+ ª¨«�
q¢����¢Yx¢Q) and Palaepaphos realised the construction 

of a megalithic Sanctuary (�¨� ¤�and��¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�
q¢���� �qxq�Y). As suggested by Maria Iacovou, the 
deprivation of an urban centre in the extensive south-
central coastal territory enhanced the role and promi-
nence of Kition and Palaepaphos (�¨�£³£¦� Y������
�Q�). The two centres, situated on either side of the de-
pleted south-central coast, became the primary coastal 
polities of enlarged territories, empowered by internal 
and external migrant populations and dominating the 
resources (�¨�£³£¦�Y�qY���Yq�}��

The above review of Cyprus’ settlement histories dur-
����
$��qQth-to-12th-century transition demonstrates how 
the breakdown of the Late Bronze Age economy affect-
ed the regional economic systems variably. As a result 
of Cyprus’ segmented political landscape and due to the 
absence of a strong central state, the events cumulative-
ly referred to as the ‘crisis years’ did not have a uniform, 
and by extension not a devastating, impact on the island 
(� £¤¬�£¦�Y�qq���¨�£³£¦�Y�qQ����q�}��;$������\$�
$��
12th-century horizon corresponds to limited destruction 
and rebuilding, continuity and relocation, purposeful 
abandonments and also urban enhancement (� £¤¬�£¦ 
Y�q���qQqxqQ�}��;$��<'���
�#���
�����'�����
$�
�#��-
tinued into this new era were in “the forefront of decen-
tralised maritime trading activities” that ensued from the 
devolution of the state-level maritime trade (	� ¤¤ �̈��
Y��Q���Yx����? §§�Y�����qqqxqqQ). The newly arising 
#�����#�����
��
�����������
�*����
$��"�����$�������
$��
Cypriot polities’ seaborne trading enterprises, and gave 
rise to the island’s westward expansion of commercial 
activities, towards southern Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, and 
beyond (	� ¤¤ �̈�� Y��Q�� ��x�q}�� <��
����
� ��� 
$��
politico-economic arrangements within the Late Cy-
priot urban centres is epitomised by the uninterrupted 
use of the ‘Cypro-Minoan’ script, the written expres-
sion of the Late Cypriot administrative forms (�¨�£³£¦ 
Y�������Y�}��;$���������#��#������
����
$�
�\������*�
��
record an unknown language (or a number of unknown 
languages) remains undeciphered (` ¤¤¨¤¨�Y�qY��YYq}��
�������
$��\��
������
�������#��
��'�������*�
����-
nean states, ‘Cypro-Minoan’ was not attached to a cen-
tralised palace-based administrative bureaucracy, nor 
was it under the control of a guild of scribes. ‘Cypro-
Minoan’ signs and short inscriptions were widely used 
for the marking of pottery and other media (��¤«��· §¥�
2002), serving decentralised commercial activities  

1 While a limited amount of data suggest that Ayios Dhimitrios 
was occupied early in the LC IIIA period, this corresponds to a 
��������*��'���*�#��##�'�
�����;$����

�����
^��������#��#�����
an urban center was certainly undermined at the close of the LC 
IIC period (;£¥¥�Y�qQ��¢�}�

2 The excavators at Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios indicated limited 
�[�*��#����������*��
��#
��������
$��_>���������
�
$���'�#���
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� 
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� ��� 
$�� ��
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�
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(�¨�£³£¦�Y�������QY}��;$����#��
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$���\�
$�
$��'���
�����*���-
��
��
�[����
����
�$�*����[�*�x�]<'��j������^��*���*�
into the Iron Age via its adapted version, known as 
the Cypriot Syllabary (�£¤´¦¤¬£j+ ³̈�«� and %§�³� ¤�
Y�qY���¨�£³£¦�Y�qQ#��qQ�xqQ�). 
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The urban administrative centre of the polity of Pa-
phos lies within the limits of the modern-day village 
of Kouklia, close to the southwestern coast of Cyprus 
��*������
$�����
$����
$��+$��������!�[���|`����Y}��;$��
town begun being referred to as ‘Palaepaphos’ after the 
����*�
�������]_�����'$�� �̂�
�
$��#��������
$���th centu-
ry BCE and the transfer of all administrative functions 
to this new centre |�¨�£³£¦�Y�q����qx�Y). 

Archaeological investigations in the area of Palaepa-
'$���\�������
��
�*����q������
$��<'����>='����
����

`��*��\$����[��
���
�*�������������*�������
���#���
����
of the Kouklia village (�£¬¨¤�� et al. q�����q��xYY�). 
A second British Mission, directed by T.B. Mitford 
|���[����
����	
��@�*��\�}���*�������������|��[��'����
Museums) resumed work at Palaepaphos between the 
����� q¢��xq¢��� |�§�·· � q¢�Y�� < �̈§�¡¬� q¢�¢}�� ���
q¢������	\���j�����������������*��� 
$��*���#
�������
����������`�����������������#��
����*�
$����
���
�#�
excavation within the Paphian urban centre (�¨� ¤�and 
³£¡��¨¤�¦¤¬�q¢��a). The area of Palaepaphos has 
been the focus of archaeological investigations by the 
���[����
����<'�������#��Y��Y��@������
�����#�
����*�
data that would permit the interpretation of the polity’s 
�������������
$��������'�'$������������*�#�'�����~-
�#
������
��
�*����Y�����$����������*��
���������*\����
expeditions at targeted areas of Palaepaphos (�¨�£³£¦�
Y���c; 2012�������Y�q���Q�xQ�}��

Palaepaphos’ foundation horizon is assigned to the 
�<� ���x�<� �@� '����*� |#�� q���{q���� 
�� q���� ?<>}��
when populations originating from a number of small-
scale settlements within the wider Paphos catchment 

`����Y����'����
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area begun accumulating at this coastal centre. The 
shift of the Cypriot economy and society towards the 
procurement and maritime export of copper at the 
dawn of the Late Bronze Age, and the prospects of 
attaining wealth and status through the new economic 
order are not unrelated to population shifts and nucle-
ation processes (� £¤¬�£¦�Y������Y¢). Early Palae-
paphos must have thus formed a ‘gateway’ centre, the 
terminal point for the hinterland’s metalliferous wealth 
(�¨�£³£¦�Y�qYa����). In point of fact, the foundation 
of Palaepaphos and its subsequent development into 
��'���'��������
��������'���
�#������~��
���*�����
in connection with the administration of the routes 
extending from the cupriferous zones, situated within 

$����'$���`����
��
��
$��#���
�����

�����
�|�¨�£³£¦�
Y�q��� Q�xQ¢�� � £¤¬�£¦� forthcoming). The produc-

�[�
����
$���''�����*���\��������\���[������
��
�*�
\�
$���
$����'$���$*������#������������#������*���

$��*��
����
������������[�������$��'��\�
$���
$��`��-
��
� ��� ��'$��� |`���� Y}� |	�£«j�¨§ � et al. q¢¢��� Y����
�¨�£³£¦�Y�q�����x��).

The site presents an impressively long and continu-
ous history, from the time of its earliest establishment 
�
�#��q���xq����?<>�
��
$��'�����
�*��������#$��
$��
�
��
���*� *�
�� ��� �
�� ����� �##�'�
���� ��� ����
�*� ��*�
fragmentary |� £¤¬�£¦�forthcoming). There is, how-

ever, ample evidence to suggest that, by at least the 
qQth century BCE, the settlement at Palaepaphos devel-
oped into the urban, administrative centre of a wider 
periphery that is considered to have largely coincided 
with the Paphos hydrological zone. The extant archae-
ological remains indicate how the polity reached a par-
amount level of prosperity during the LC IIIA period, 
amidst the critical years of the 12th century BCE. The 
���
� ����
��
���� �[�*��#�� ���� 
$�� "�����$���� ��� 
$��
polity of Paphos amidst the critical 12th century BCE is 
provided by the megalithic sanctuary, known as Sanc-
tuary I, established within the town’s urban space at c. 
qY���?<>�|`����Q}�|�¨� ¤�and��¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢��� 
¢q}��;$����������
�����#��*��
��#
����\�������*�*����
the Alonia plateau, a high-rising terrace that strategi-
cally overlooks the entire southwestern coast of the is-
land. Sanctuary I was the focal point of adoration of a 
female deity, which became known as Aphrodite only 
during the course of the 1st millennium BCE (�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��«� Y����� �Qx��}��;$�� ��'$��� 	��#
���� #��-
tinued to function as a place of worship for the Kypris 
until Late Antiquity (�¨� ¤�q¢������). The date of its 
earliest establishment was determined by very limited, 
yet crucial, undisturbed strata. A huge Late Bronze 
Age pithos, found in situ within a large pit (�¨� ¤�
q¢����¢�}������������*�
������'������
$��������
����
$��

`����Q��;$�������������	��#
�������
������'�'$�������\����
$�����
$\��
����#���������
$��temenos wall 
(Photo by the author. Permission granted by the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus)
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Late Cypriot storage vessels (� «®¨¡��Y��¢��qq�). It is 
decorated with wavy bands in relief and its handles and 
shoulder were impressed with a cylinder-seal creating 
����������;$����'��������#�����
�����
\�������
�����
$��
lower part depicts a lion attacking a bull and the up-
'����$�\�����'$��=�������*���*�
\����������"���������
‘Tree-of-Life’ motif (�¨� ¤�and��¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢����
¢�). The marking of storage vessels with elitist icono-
graphic depictions using wooden rollers is a highly re-
gional and idiosyncratic practice that has been linked 
to the administration of agricultural produce (cf. � �
and� `¤¨¡¯ §� q¢¢��� q¢�� �¨¥¼�« ³̈³̈ «� Y��q�� 	ª����
Y����� Q��xQ���� � £¤¬�£¦� Y�qYa�� YQ¢). The pithos 
#��
����*��������
$�������������$�����*��~���� 
\��
?���j����������\������*���������<������
������|�¨� ¤�
q¢����¢�}��;$����\���'��
��������#��*�����'�����'�
$���
was found in situ within the south wall of the Roman 
South Stoa (�¨� ¤�q¢����qQ��������}��@��
$���in situ 
��*� 
$�
�*�
��� 
$��	��#
���^�� ����*�
����$������� 
��
the years around 1200 BCE is a large clay bathtub ex-
cavated at the southwestern part of the Hall (�¨� ¤�
q¢�¢��¢�x¢�}��

The Late Bronze Age structure was heavily remod-
elled in Roman times, and parts of it were destroyed 
��
$��#���
��#
���������������#��������������
$�������
during the 15th century CE (�¨� ¤� q¢���� qQQxqQ�}��

Owing to its bad state of preservation, the ground 
plan and elevation of the Late Bronze Age sanctu-
ary at Palaepaphos has been variously reconstructed 
(e.g. �¨� ¤�and �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢����¢���������qx�Y��
?¦¤¥¨¼ ®��º� q¢¢��� QQxQ��� � � q¢¢¢�� �Y}�� ;$��
extant architectural remains indicate that the original 
��
�� ?������ @��� ���#
���� #�����
�*� ��� 
\�� ���
���
an open-air area (temenos) to the south, and a colon-
naded hall to the north (an adyton or holy-of-holies). 
The southern unit was enclosed by a substantial wall 
in the west, built of megalithic dressed limestone or-
thostats, reaching up to 5 m in length and 2.2 m in 
height, raised on a pediment of rectangular blocks. A 
very small segment of the temenos’ southern wall is 
preserved, again built of well-drafted ashlar blocks 
|`����Q}�|�¨� ¤�q¢����qQ�xqQ���q¢�¢��q��}��;$��#��-
onnaded hall, lying to the north of the temenos, is also 
fragmentarily preserved. Its north and south walls are 
����
����������$�������#���\�
$�*���
�*��*�����\$�����
��
east and west walls are entirely missing. The northern 
������
����	��#
������\���'������������*��~�*�����
by the two rows of stone bases that were possibly used 
as supports for drafted pillars. 

`���� �
�''�*� #�'�
����� ��*�� ��� 
$�� ����� ����
limestone as the Sanctuary’s megalithic blocks, were 
����*� ��� 
$�� 
��'��^�� [�#���
� |`���� �}�� ��� ���� '����-

`�������	
�''�*�#�'�
�����*��������
���'�������$��������#����#��
���������	��#
�������
������'�'$�� 
(Photos by the author. Permission granted by the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus)
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bility, these were architectural elements used for the 
crowning of the hall’s pilasters (� �q¢¢¢���q}��;$���
practice is paralleled at Kition, where the roughly con-
temporary monumental Temple 1 also incorporated 
stepped capitals for the support of its elevation (<¨§-
§£��q¢����q�¢xq¢q�������Q�xQ�}��	
�''�*�#�'�
��������
an idiosyncratic architectural feature of the island, 
and were evidently associated with large-scale sacred 
structures (� � q¢¢¢�� q�qxq�Y�� � £¤¬�£¦� Y�qY���
Y�Q}��;\�� ������ �������
���'����� ��� ]$�������� #��-
secration’, found in the vicinity of Sanctuary I, were 
probably also associated with the Late Bronze Age 
�
��#
����|`�����}��;$�������\�
$��
$���j*������������
stone carved, Cypriot version of this sacred symbol, 
known also from Myrtou-Pigadhes, Erimi-Pitharka 
and Kition (see � �q¢¢¢��q��xq�¢���̈ ««�§�£¦ and 
	�°§�¨¡£¦�Y�����q���������}��

The Sanctuary’s poor preservation notwithstand-
ing, the megalithic size of its ashlar blocks is indica-
tive of the wealth attained by the Paphian polity during 
a time of a presumed ‘crisis’. This colossal endeavour 
illustrates how the Paphian political authorities man-
aged to accumulate the resources and manpower, in 
��*���
����*��
����
$��#���
��#
�������
$�������*^�����
�


���� �������
��� �
��#
����� ;$��� �����j�#���� '��~�#
�
was paralleled by the contemporary Temple 1 of Kition 
(�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢����¢Yx¢�}��\$�������j
drafted ashlar blocks indicate that the regional polity 
of Kition was similarly empowered amidst the ‘crisis’ 
(�¨�£³£¦� Y�qQ��� Y�}��;$�� �������
��� #���
��#
����
of Palaepaphos’ Sanctuary I and Kition’s Temple 1 did 
not uproot the traditional Cypriot religious architec-

���������*�*� �
� ��
��*�#������'�#��#����������
�@�-
��������_����>��
��������������������
���?�
$��*��#���
follow the centuries-old open-air cultic architecture 
which incorporated large open courtyards, framed or 
����*�����#�[���*�$���� 
$�
� 
'���*���#��*�'��#
�#���
on the island (� �q¢¢¢��q��xq��}��

The mortuary sphere provides additional insights 
to the prosperity attained by the Paphian urban centre 
*������ 
$�� 
�����
���� ����� 
$�� qQth to the 12th centu-
ries BCE. Distinct clusters of tombs were excavated 
at the localities of Evreti, Asproyi, Teratsoudhia, El-
�����������#�������*���������|`�����}�|����< �̈§�¡¬ 
q¢����q¢�¢���¨� ¤ and �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢������x�Y��
�¨� ¤ and ³£¡� �¨¤�¦¤¬� q¢����� q��xq���� �¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��«� q¢¢��� �¨� ¤� Y����� q¢�xYY�}�� ��*����� ��
the co-existence of mortuary and secular remains, Pa-

`���������'����
$����������|�����'�'$��}���
��?������@�����#���
�������
����*����
$��
�=
 
|��'�*���
�*���
$����
$����*���
���*�
��#���
������
$��<'����+�'��
���
�����������#���	��[�}
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laepaphos followed the Late Cypriot mortuary custom 
of establishing tombs within residential areas (�¨� ¤ 
and ³£¡��¨¤�¦¤¬�q¢�����q��}�����
���� #��
�=
��
were found dispersed at a number of distinct localities 
within the Paphian urban core, and probably corre-
spond to distinct secular nuclei. This segmented urban 
topography was the result of the particular landscape 
of the area, whose irregular layout did not allow the 
*�[���'���
�����������*���
������$���
�
����|#����¨-
�£³£¦� Y����� Qx��� Y���#�� Y�� Y�qY��� �¢x��}�� ��
$����
the urban fabric at Palaepaphos consisted of several 
clusters that accommodated living, working and burial 
activities. 

Excavations at the locality of Evreti revealed a 
group of wealthy family chamber tombs, with a small 
entrance pit and one or more chambers dug in the 
conglomerated bedrock (�¨� ¤ and ³£¡� �¨¤�¦¤¬�
q¢����� q���� < �̈§�¡¬� q¢�¢�� Y�YxY��}�� >[��
�� ;����
VIII was an exceptionally sumptuous burial, despite 
�
����*��
������*�'�����;$��
����\������
���
�����$�*�
in the 15th{q�th� #��
��� ?<>�� ��
� 
$�� ��~���
� ��� �
��
��*����*��
�����
�'����*��������*�
��
��
$��qYth (< �̈§�¡¬ 
q¢����q��xq��}��;$������������
����#��*�*����*�~�\��-
����� ��#$���������� ������\�
$� #�������²��������� ���-
rings with bull-head’s pendants, as well as ivory, 
bronze, silver and stone artefacts (< �̈§�¡¬� q¢����
q���� �¨� ¤ and �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«� q¢���� ����� ��x��}��
@���=#�'
��������*������>[��
��;�����������������
��-
cately decorated ivory mirror handle, which depicts a 
������������������\�
$����\��*�|`�����}�|�¨� ¤�and 
�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢�������������������}��;������������
>[��
��\����������#$� �����~�#
����*����� ������ ��#��*-
ing bimetallic iron knives with bronze rivets, and iron 
spatulae with ivory handles (< �̈§�¡¬�q¢����q��}��;$��
#��#���
��������������~�#
����������
$��qYth century mi-
lieu indicates how the Paphian metalworkers played 
a pivotal role in iron-working advancements (�¦�§° 
Y��Q��q��xq����	� ¤¤ �̈��q¢¢����¢x��}�

The excavations of the Department of Antiquities at 
;���
���*$�����[����*�;�����q�����*�q���\�
$����
�-
ple chambers, with a proliferation of wealthy funerary 
gifts (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢¢�}��@��������������������*�
����*�� <$������ �� ���;���� q��� �
��*�� ��
� ������
�

$����*�������;���
���*$����;$�����������#��
��������*�
bronze with the ‘lost-wax’ technique, depicts a nude 
��������������\�
$�'���
�*�$���������##��
��
�*�'���#�
triangle and the hands touching the breasts. A long 
necklace with a circular pendant extends to the statu-
ette’s waist (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«� q¢¢��� Y¢�� '��� ÷÷��� �����
��}��;$���������^�����
������*���*�
�#��[��
$����-
tion of female fertility, analogous to terracotta ‘Base-
���� �̂ ��� ]?��*j�$�'�* �̂ ��������� |#��� �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 
q¢¢Q��QxqQ}��;$����������\$�#$��
��
��*�����������

�-

bly, fragmentary; it is, however, highly likely that the 
;���
���*$��������������*�'�#
�*��
�''��������������-
ture oxhide-ingot, as is the case for the unprovenanced 
‘Bomford statuette’ now at the Ashmolean Museum, 
Oxford (< �̈§�¡¬�q¢�q}��@� 
$��*� �������
����������
�������������*����
$��?�����
�����������_�#������������
additional example of an identically depicted nude fe-
��������������
$���$��
����\���'��
������������|+�¯¨�£« 
q¢Q�}��@���
$�����=��'�����������
��
$���#������'$�#�
type known as ‘Astarte-on-the-Ingot’, and, in all prob-
ability, correspond to the representation of a goddess 
associated with metallurgy, who was responsible for 
ensuring the fertility of the mines and protecting the 
island’s copper industry (� � q¢¢¢�� YQYxYQ��� ����

`��������[����������$��*��������>[��
��;�����;>������ 
(Courtesy of the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus)
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also discussion in �¡¨´´� q¢���� ¢xq��� ?¦¥�¡� Y��Y��
QY�}��;$����**����*�'�#
�*�����*��
���*����
$��#�����
�
���
$��]����
���*^�����������������������*��
�>������

$�
� '��
���� ��� ����*� ����� ������� �
��*���� �
�'� ��
miniature ingot and brandishing his spear (< �̈§�¡¬ 
q¢�q���¨´̈ « ³̈³̈ « 2011). The discovery of a statuette 
representing the female guardian of the copper indus-

���
������'�'$�����*���#�����
$��������#��#�����
$��
exploitation of the copper resources for the economic 
prosperity of the Paphian polity. 

At the locality of Kaminia the British Mission ex-
cavated twenty-one tombs that do not follow the tra-

ditional Late Cypriot mortuary facility of the cham-
ber-tomb type. The Kaminia tombs, which remain 
unpublished apart from a short report (< �̈§�¡¬�q¢�¢��
see also �£¤�¡¬� q¢���� ��x�Y}�� ���� ���'��� ��$���-
tion burials, known as ‘shaft-graves’. This newly in-

��*�#�*��������#��
������#$��������#����#�����*�
��
the 12th and early-11th centuries BCE. It comprises an 
unimpressive rectangular cutting in the ground, occa-
������������*�\�
$��
����������*���#����;$����~���
�
of the shaft graves were found at Enkomi; other exam-
ples are known from Episkopi, Hala Sultan Tekke and 
Kition (see � «®¨¡�� Y����� ¢�x¢��� _�¯§¨««£¡j	ë¡-
¡ ¤°� q¢��}��;$�� �''����
� *�#������ ��� ��#$�
�#
�����
expenditure notwithstanding, most of the shaft-graves 
were well-equipped, indicating that this new burial 
custom was not allocated for people of lesser wealth 
(_�¯§¨««£¡� q¢¢¢�� ¢�}�� ;$�� ���
� ����
��
���� �����-
through associated with shaft graves is that this mor-
tuary facility was intended for single burials. Consid-
ering that the traditional Late Cypriot chamber-tombs 
were used for the interment of several members of a 
�����
$���$��
j���[��'$�����������
��*�#�����������-
cant shift from millennium-old funerary practices. In-
dividual tombs may disclose a possible fragmentation 
of traditional kin-groups (� «®¨¡��Y�����¢���q��}�
$�
�
had ensued from the shift in socio-political dynam-
ics in this turbulent era within urban settlements. The 
shaft-grave phenomenon could alternatively represent 
the burials of dislocated individuals from other Late 
Cypriot settlements or migrant populations from fur-

$��� ����*� |�¨�£³£¦� Y������ �Y��� Y�qY��� YqYxYqQ}��
Shaft graves would provide an expedient burial facil-
ity for individuals that were newly established in the 
urban environment of Late Cypriot towns, and were 
not associated with a family chamber tomb.

As a result of Palaepaphos’ continuous occupation, 
the living and working contexts of the town’s early 
phases were largely razed off by posterior activity, and 
are thus poorly and fragmentarily preserved. Crucial 
residential and industrial data were unearthed at the 
locality of Evreti, where two well shafts (TE III and 
;>�����}�\��������*�\�
$�����
�������������
��������*�
���j\���� [�������� ������� ������� ��*� �
$��� ������ ��-
tefacts (�¨� ¤�and ³£¡��¨¤�¦¤¬�q¢�����q��xq����
³£¡�!±¥ ¡�et al. Y�q�}��@����*�����'��#�������[���
��
���#
�� x� ��
$� ����$�*� ��*� $���j����$�*� x� \���$-
ing c. 2 kg in total were deposited within the wells 
(³£¡� !±¥ ¡� Y�q�}�� ;$�� �[�*��
�� #�����'��*� 
��
the waste of ivory workshops. Considering the large 
�������������j\����*��������[�������*��#��*�*�\�
$���
these contexts (cf. � £¤¬�£¦�Y�q��}��
$��>[��
� well 
deposits are interpreted as the residue of residential 
activities, that include feasting and workshop remains 

`�������?�����������������
$��@�
��
�j��j
$�j����
�
'�������;��-
�
���*$����;����q����<$���������_�����|<���
������
$��+�'��
-

ment of Antiquities, Cyprus)
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(see ³£¡�!±¥ ¡ et al.� Y�q�}����
���� ����� 
$�� ��#��-
�
����@�'����$��������'�����
�*�������#��
��[�*��#��
for the operation of ivory workshops in the area. In 
addition to a considerable number of ivory chippings 
��*�������$�*��[�����
���#
���@�'��� ��
�������*�*�
elaborately decorated ivory pyxides and circular ivory 
discs (�¨� ¤� and ³£¡� �¨¤�¦¤¬� q¢����� q��}��@�-
other well discovered at Teratsoudhia contained pot-
tery, bronze, lead, faience and, again, ivory artefacts 
(�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢¢����Q}��������$�������
$���'��������

$��"�����$�����[��j\��������
������������
��?������
Age Palaepaphos. The excavation of a potter’s wheel, 
assigned to the Late Bronze Age from the site of Arkal-
lon at Kouklia (³£¡��¨¤�¦¤¬ and �¨� ¤�q¢¢q��Y��x
Y��}���*�#�����#�\��
���������>[��
� (�¨� ¤ and ³£¡�
�¨¤�¦¤¬� q¢����� qY�}� #��������
�� 
$�� '�����#�� ���
pottery workshops in these areas.

;$����#��
��=#�[�
��������
$��������'�'$���������
���*�#�'�����~�#
���
�
$��'��
���������*~���*����$��=-
posed large numbers of Late Bronze Age storage and 
utilitarian vessels, that correspond to settlement con-
texts (�¨�£³£¦�Y�qY�����}��;$����
�������*~���*����$�
has also produced a handle fragment of a small pithos 
bearing the impressed frieze of a cylinder seal, depict-
���� 
\�� ��$
���� ������ ��*� �� $����� ������ 
����� 
��
separate them. This iconography is paralleled at oth-
er Late Cypriot sites (cf. 	ª���� Y����� Q�QxQ��}� ��*�
adds to this idiosyncratic and highly regional bureau-
cratic mechanism of southwestern Cyprus (� £¤¬�£¦ 
Y�q����q��xq�q}��

�'().)+)-1
+3'
.3,&+_0)('K
.'++0'J'-+
*+
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The establishment of Maa-Palaeokastro within the 
Paphos hydrological zone, some 25 km to the north-
west of the urban centre at Kouklia, corresponds to the 

�����
���� ����� 
$�� qQth to the 12th century BCE (see 
�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢����Y��xY����� £¤¬�£¦ 
Y�qY��� 
����� ��}�� ;$�� ��

�����
� \��� ����*�*� �����
�#��
#$��������������\�'���������|`�����}����*�'�����
�*�
for merely a couple of generations before its eventual 
abandonment in the mid-12th century BCE. Maa pres-
ents “a most convenient position for sea communica-
tions and unique on the whole west coast of Cyprus” 
(+�¯¨�£«�q¢�¢x�q��¢��}��;$����\������*�*���
��$��*�
an advantageous location overlooking the inland plain 
��*� 
$�� ���� ������� ��*� \��� "����*� �� 
\�� �$��
���*�
bays, suitable for the docking of small vessels (�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢����q}��;$�����
����������'��-
ticular provided an ideal open port, protected from the 
western winds. 

;$�� '��������� \��� ���
���*� ����� 
$�� 
���� ��� �
��
earliest establishment by two distinct ramparts. The 
northern rampart was built on the landward side of 
the settlement, along the narrow strip connecting the 
'���������
��
$���������*�|`����¢}��;$�����\��*���#-
tion of the wall is not well preserved; its outline can 
be discerned following the promontory’s ridges. Both 
������
�� ��� ���^�� ���
��#�
���� ��
��� #�����
�*�
��� ���������#���\�
$� �������������� �����
\������*���

`�������Qj+�[��\����
$�����j���������
�� '���������|����#����������>��
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mudbrick superstructure (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨« 
q¢���� ��x�Q}�� ;$�� �����\� 
$�� <'���
� [������� ���
‘Cyclopean’ construction, paralleled by roughly con-

��'����� ���
��#�
����� �
� >������ |+�¯¨�£«� q¢�¢x
�q��qY�xqY¢}��	��*��|`¦¤¦ª¨¤¯ and @¥ §ª¨¡�Y��Q��
Y�}���*���
����|�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢����QQx
Q��� ��x�¢�� ���� ����� �¤�¬��� q¢¢Y�� Y�Q�� � £¤¬�£¦�
2012���
�����q�}��

;$�� ����
� ��� ���j���������
��� ��"�#
�� ��� �����-
ised venture, with the structures set up alongside a road 

$�
� ����� 
$����$� 
$�� ��

�����
�� `���� ����� ����*�����
\���� �������*� 
�� 
$�� �������
� ����*���� '$���� |`����� ��}�
|`���� ¢}�� ?���*���� ��� �� ������ �
��#
���� ��
�����$�*� #�����

��
$�����
��#�
����\�����'����������#
����*����������-
cial residence (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢����¢xq�}��
It is the only structure from the settlement that utilises 
ashlar masonry. Ashlar blocks of relatively poor quality 
were embedded only on the southern façade and the edi-
�#� �̂���
���#��\���|�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢����
��x��}��?���*�����������
�����$�*����
$����

�����
 �̂�#��-

����'��
�������
��'��
�*�������
���������~�*��������
�������
and narrow corridor-like rooms and the preponderance 
of pithos fragments recovered within (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 
and + ª¨«�q¢����QQxQ�}��;$��#��
����'��
����
$���=#�-
vated settlement also accommodated Buildings II and IV, 
\$�#$������*��
���*�������
������*��#���|�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 
and + ª¨«�q¢����q¢xYQ����x�Y}��?�
$��
��#
�������#��-
porated elongated halls in their ground plan, featuring a 
����
�$���
$������'�������
�������
�|?���*��������!����
�q��?���*��������!����������*���}������
$�$�����x���
���
associated with copious amounts of drinking and eating 
[�������x�������
��'��
�*����loci of communal, sacred or 
elite feasting activities (`�«� ¤�Y���xY�����¢�x¢�}��;$��
excavation of three hearth rooms in such close proximity 
at Maa-Palaeokastro marks elitist competitive pursuits at 
the site (� £¤¬�£¦�Y�qY���Y��xY�Q}��

The settlement at Maa-Palaeokastro suffered de-
�
��#
�����\$�#$������*�
$����*����`���������!�����*����
�#
�[�
�������'�����
�*���`��������\����'���'
�����
�-
ated (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢������}��;$���''��-
ent continuity in the material culture between the two 
����*����'$�����������
��
$�
�
$���##�'��
�����`�������
were the same as in the earlier level (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 
and + ª¨«�q¢����Y��}��;$����

�����
�\�������*���*�
soon after, prior to the middle of the 12th century BCE.

Maa-Palaeokastro is often grouped with Pyla-Kok-
kinokremos, situated on the southwestern coast of the 
island (see �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«� q¢���� �¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« and �¨¡�̈ �Y�q�}��?�
$���
���\��������*�*�
from scratch during the turbulent years of c. 1200 BCE 
and were extremely short-lived. Their temporal simi-
����
���� ��
\�
$�
��*����� 
$�� 
\�� ��
��� '�����
� ������-
cant differences in their material culture (� £¤¬�£¦ 

2012b). The original interpretation of the two sites as 

$����#��[�������#����������������"������
$��'���
����
#����'��� ��� 
$�� ������ �������*� |�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and 
+ ª¨«� q¢���� Y���� �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«� q¢¢Y�� �Q) cannot 
be explicitly sustained, in the absence of indicia that 
would enable us to trace dislodged foreign populations 
at the site (�¨�£³£¦�Y�qQ����qYx�q�}��

The contextual study of the excavated remains sug-
gests that Maa’s raison d’être extended well beyond the 
need for security. Copper and lead slag, as well as pot-
bellows and tuyères found at Maa-Palaeokastro are rep-
resentative of metal-working activities taking place with-
in the settlement (for copper slag see �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and 
+ ª¨«�q¢��������QQq��!�����q{Y��@����q�q@{q����
��{���
�������*���������������@�����?���������Y������'�
j�����\���
�����Y�����*�QY�������
�����������q¢���q����*��������-
published examples; see also �®��¯ ¤�q¢����� £¤¬�£¦�
2012���q��xq�q}����*��
�����'�����
���
������������
$���
corroborated by the excavation of fragmentary copper 
oxhide ingots (see �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢��� nos. 
q�¢��!�����q���*�Y���������@������������Y}��\$�#$������*�
on chemical analyses, consisted of almost pure copper 
|¢����V}�|�¦�§° and �¨¥¥�¡�q¢������q}��;$��#��#��-
tration of copper-working implements as well as copper 
�������*�#�''�������
��������
���
�!����������?���*����
II suggests its use as a metallurgical workshop (�¦�§° 
and �¨¥¥�¡�q¢������q}�

The establishment of Building III, a large structure 
that was explicitly used for the supra-household, com-
munal storage of agricultural produce, is an eloquent 
indication for the operation of a centralised authority 
at Maa, in charge of administering agricultural surplus. 
The specialised functions of Building III can be paral-
����*��� 
$�� ]��
$������� �̂ |?���*����÷}� �
�����[����j
Ayios Dhimitrios (	£¦���q¢��}��
$��]���
�?���*��� �̂�
�
Maroni-Vournes (<¨¥£¬¨¡�q¢¢���q�}���*�?���*��������
�
Alassa-Paliotaverna (�¨¥¼�« ³̈³̈ «�q¢¢���Q�xQY}�����^��
#���������
��������\���
$����*�'�
����
$����~���
�
of the cylinder-seal impressed pithos fragments at the 
site (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«� q¢���� QYxQ��� � £¤-
¬�£¦�Y�q����qY�}��;\��*�������
�������\�������*�����
$��
������������
������[��������
����������*�'�#
����#$����
j
hunting scene and the second a pair of goats feeding on 
olive trees (�£¤¨¥¨�q¢����� £¤¬�£¦�Y�qY���q��xq����
� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q����qY�xqQ�}��%���
$����##��������������
storage vessels from Maa-Palaeokastro were inscribed 
with ‘Cypro-Minoan’ inscriptions (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and 
+ ª¨«�q¢���������q�����¢�}�����#����*�����\�������#���-
der-seal impressed, pithoi constitute idiosyncratic Late 
Cypriot mechanisms, associated with the management 
of agricultural surplus (� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q����qQ¢xq��}�

The settlement’s seaward orientation and the pleth-
ora of imported vessels elucidate Maa’s extra-insular 
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commercial links. Maa-Palaeokastro presented the sec-
ond largest accumulation of the so-called ‘Canaanite 
���� �̂���
$�������*�|`����q�}�|�¨¥¼��£«���q¢��}����
���-
bered only by the cosmopolitan harbour town of Hala 
Sultan Tekke (Åström� q¢¢q}�� ��
�����'$�#� ��*� �
$���
analyses on the transport containers found at Maa in-
*�#�
�*�
$�
��\$����
$����~���
�#��'�������'��
�������
the Syro-Palestinian coast and Egypt, a few appear to 
have been locally made (�£¡ « and �̈ ¦¬�¨¡� q¢����
Q¢Q}��;$����\��������������#���������
���[���������-
ported from Egypt, Levant and Anatolia (� §� ¡¦¤¬ 
q¢����Qq�xQq�}����
����������
����'�~����������
�����
‘oatmeal’ fabric, and a proliferation of other exotica 
(see � £¤¬�£¦�Y�qY���q��xq��}��;$����
�^��
��*�����#-

�[�
���������**�
�������#������*���
$������
��������
of weights unearthed, which largely follow the Syro-
Egyptian metrological standards (<£¦¤�£�«�q¢��}�

;$�����
��#�
����\����������
$�������\���*����
$��
peninsula, the extensive bedrock cutting for the foun-
dation of structures and the overall construction of the 
��
�� ����� �������x��
� ����
��
����x� �#$����� �������
��

that the foundation of Maa was a highly organized 
venture, whose main activities involved the storage 
of agricultural goods, processing of metals and mar-
itime trade. The site lies within the ‘domain’ of the 
polity of Paphos, administered at the urban centre at 
Kouklia, and it is visible from the megalithic Sanctu-
ary I, which was constructed roughly simultaneously 

�� ���^�� ����*�
����� ��*����� �� 
$�� �=
��
� #�����#�
remains of Maa-Palaeokastro, it is evident that the 
site formed part of the Paphian regional pottery tradi-
tion. Regional ceramic idiosyncrasies that are shared 
between Palaepaphos and Maa are apparent in terms 
of storage vessels (� «®¨¡��Y��¢��qYYxqYQ}��#�������
pots (+�¯£ª��£¦j>§�¨¥£¦ et al��Y�q�}���*����j\����
pottery (� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q����¢¢xq��}��;$��#����#
�����
between Maa-Palaeokastro and Palaepaphos in terms 
of the material culture are undeniable; however, it is 
extremely challenging to outline the extent and nature 
of such connections and to determine whether the ur-
ban centre of the Paphian polity exerted administra-
tive or political control over the newly founded site. 
It is plausible, that the seaward-orientated and com-
mercially active settlement at Maa-Palaeokastro was 
associated with Palaepaphos as a special function site, 
ensuring the polity’s continuing economic activities, 
pertaining to the processing of copper and seaborne 
trade during the critical years of c. 1200 BCE.

���
�����#����
�������
�������

;$��
�����
���������
$��qQth to the 12th century BCE in 
Cyprus is characterised by substantial transformations 
in the island’s material culture, primarily involving the 
#�����#� ��*��
���+������ 
$�������*�#�*������ 
$��qQth 
and early in the 12th century BCE the production of the 

`����q���`���j$��*��*�W<������
����� �̂��������j���������
�� (from 
�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�and�+ ª¨«�q¢������[��_���Y�q���$�
����
$����
$����

Courtesy of the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus)

`���� qq� � ]�$�
�� ����
�*� �$�����*�� ��� �̂ *��'� ��\�� ����� >[��
��
|_���;>������YQ���$�
����
$����
$����<���
������<��[���!�*�����*�

the Department of Antiquities, Cyprus)
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centuries-old Late Cypriot Base-ring and White Slip 
wares of handmade manufacture dramatically deterio-
rated in both quantitative and qualitative terms. Simulta-
����������\$�����*��'�

���
'��
$�
��������x�
$���$�
��
� �=#����[��� x� �����\��@������ '��
�
'��� ��#����

$�������*^������\����'�

���par excellence |`����qq}��
This class is known in scholarship by a profusion of 
�����#��
����� 
$�
� ��#��*��� ]�#������� ���<�q� �̂��*�
the umbrella term ‘White Painted Wheelmade III’ (for 
a discussion on terminology and the problems behind 
terms see �§�¡¬� q¢�¢�� q¢¢q�� `�«�� ¤� Y�qY�� ��x�¢��
�¦¡¬�Y�qY; � £¤¬�£¦�Y�qY���Y¢�xY¢¢}��

That the establishment of an Aegean-inspired 
\$�����*��#�����#�����\����*������
���
���
�#����
equate to the physical presence of Aegean populations 
on the island has been thoroughly discussed by many 
scholars (cf. 	� ¤¤ �̈�� q¢¢q�� q¢qxq¢Q�� q¢¢Y�� �¨�£-
³£¦�Y�qQ������x�q�}��;$�������
����
$��<'���
�'�
-
ters to reproduce selected shapes from the Mycenaean 
'�

���
��*�
��������[�*��#�*�����������������
$��q�th 
century, if not earlier, with the production of the so-
called ‘Pastoral style’ amphoroid and bell-kraters, and 
other vessels imitating Aegean prototypes (see � ¤-
ª ¦§  and �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢�Y���¢x��}��+������
$��
��#��*�$�������
$��qQth century BCE the corpus of lo-
cally made wheelmade vessels of Aegean inspiration 
augments by the addition of bowls of the shallow type 
(	�  §� Y�q��� qqYxqqQ}�� ;$�� '��*�#
���� ���@�����j
�
�������\�������#�����*��='����
������
�
$���'������
of the 12th century BCE, but it did not oust the tradi-
tional production of handmade wares overnight (	� ¤-
¤ �̈��q¢¢q��q¢�xq¢���� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q���qQ�xqQ�}��<-
'���
�\$�����*������\��������
$���
�����
������'$����
are characterised by the integration and amalgamation 
of shapes, decorative patterns and techniques from the 
Aegean and other stimuli (	� ¤¤ �̈��q¢¢q��q��xq��}��

`�����������'����*��
� 
$���'��������� 
$��qYth century, 
we observe Base-ring- and White-Slip-style vessels 
thrown on the wheel, indicating a time of experimen-
tation. Such experimental pieces from the area of Pa-
phos proliferate, standing as testimony to the active 
and vanguard Paphian ceramic industry. Bowl TE III 
Y�������>[��
� is an eloquent paradigm of the techno-
logical osmosis and the dynamic nature of the Cypriot 
#�����#���*��
��*������
$��qQth-to-12th-century BCE 
transition. The vessel follows the fabric and wheel-
made technique of the Aegean-style vessels, but is 
shaped and decorated as a typical White Slip II-late 
example (� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q����¢�}��

The earliest attempt to ‘industrialise’ the island’s 
ceramic industry is characterised by the profusion of 
regional variations. The production of Aegean-style 
���j\���� #�����#�� ��� 
$�� ������� ��� ��'$���� ���� ��-
stance, presents highly regional idiosyncrasies. The 
popularity of solid dark paint on the interior of deep 
bowls is considered a regional feature of southwest-
ern Cyprus, with plentiful examples from Kouklia 
|���#�������¨� ¤�Y���������Y�Q�qq�xqYY��>[��
�� ��*�
@�'����� �¨� ¤ and ³£¡� �¨¤�¦¤¬� q¢����� ���� ���
� £¤¬�£¦� Y�q���� ��x��}� ��*� ����� ���j���������
���
(�§�¡¬�q¢����QQ���� £¤¬�£¦�Y�qY���q��xq��}��%��j
handled bowls are also popular in the Paphos region 
|�������
�����ù�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢���������¢xq���q¢������
q�¢ú�� ���#����� ù�¨� ¤� Y����� Y���� ���� Y���� Y��� Yq���
���� Y���Q�@ú�� >[��
�� ù� £¤¬�£¦� Y�q���� ;>� ���� q�� Q��
����q�������Y��Yq���Yq�ú���*����j���������
���ù�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨«�q¢�����������Q���q������ú}��%
$���
regional characteristics of the Paphos production in-
clude the ‘notched’ rim on hemispherical bowls (Man-

�����ù�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢����`����@q�������Q���Q�������
Q�ú�� >[��
� ù� £¤¬�£¦� Y�q����;>� ���� Y��@�� Y�Q� ��*�
�¢�ú}����*�
$��#$���#
����
�#�$����'$���#�����\��\�
$���

`����qY��]�$�
������
�*��$�����*����� �̂$����'$���#�����\��\�
$�����*���'������������\�����������Evreti (outside view on the left, inside 
[��\����
$�����$
}�|_���;>������������$�
����
$����
$����<���
������<��[���!�*�����*�
$��+�'��
���
����@�
����
�����<'���}
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����*�*��������*���#��#�������'������������\�|`����qY}�
(Mantissa (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢��������� q��� Y��� ��������
Q�}�� ���#����� |;���� �@�;�� �� ù�¨� ¤� Y����� Y���� ����
Y�Y��������Y����Y���Q�@ú��;�����@�;�����ù�¨� ¤�Y�����
����Y���Yú}��>[��
��ù� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q����;>���������������
�Q��� �Qq�� ��q}�� ��*� >�������� |�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«� q¢¢���
'������������Y¢���Y���Q}��

In addition to the transformations in the island’s 
ceramic industry, a number of other archaeological re-
mains have been considered intrusive and were taken 
as indications of the presence of Aegean populations 
on Cyprus (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢¢Y����x�q��Y�����Y��q}��
These include ‘Cyclopean’ walls, ashlar masonry, 
hearths, clay bathtubs, Handmade Burnished ware 
vessels, shaft graves and others. These are all varied 
��*�*�[������*�'$��������
$�
��$���*����#��
�=
���-
ised in order to comprehend the forceful transforma-
tions taking place on the island (cf. � £¤¬�£¦�Y�q���
qQ�}�� ��� \�� #����*��� 
$�
� <'���
� ���
�� ����'�� \����
incorporating Mycenaean paraphernalia from as early 
as the 15th century BCE to enhance their status (	�  § 
q¢¢���Y¢Y}��
$���
$��
��#�����������������@������#��-
munity on the island by means of an ‘ethnically dis-
tinct’ material culture is challenging, to say the least. 
More importantly, material described as ‘innovative’ 
does not occur homogeneously, or consistently as a 
‘cultural baggage’ at any site (�¨�£³£¦�Y�������Qqx
�QY��Y�qQ����q�x�qY}��
$���'��$���
����
$���*��
��#�-
tion of migrating populations or individuals from the 
LC IIIA archaeological remains.

;$�� �����
���� ��� �����j�'������� '�'���
����� ���
Cyprus during the close of the Late Bronze Age be-
comes visible only through a macrohistoric view of 
the island’s language. The language recorded in the 
undeciphered ‘Cypro-Minoan’ script did not continue 
into the Iron Age, with the possible exception of an 
as yet unknown language, conventionally referred to 
as ‘Eteocypriot’ (	�  § � Y�qQ�� �¢xq�Y}�� `���� 
$��
7th century BCE onwards epigraphic data indicate 

$�
� 
$�����#���� ������������� 
$����~���
���� 
$��<-
priot polities is the ‘Arcado-Cypriot’, an idiomatic 
����� ��� 
$�� ������ ����������@##��*���� 
�� �������
���
the Arcado-Cypriot dialect preserves kinship with 
the language recorded in the Linear B tablets of the 
Mycenaean palaces (�£¤´¦¤¬£j+ ³̈� «� q¢¢Y�� �YY}��
Arcado-Cypriot was expressed in the Cypriot Syl-
labary, which constitutes the adaptation of the Late 
Bronze Age ‘Cypro-Minoan’ syllabic system (�£¤-
´¦¤¬£�+ ³̈�« and %§�³� ¤�Y�qY��qqQxqq�}��;$����
��
�
expression of the ‘Cypro-Minoan’ script is rendered 
�����#�''��j����*������������*�����*��;�����¢������
Palaepaphos-Skales that dates from the early 10th cen-

��� ?<>� |���������$��� q¢�Q}��@''����� 
$�� [������

of the Cypriot Syllabary, it can be read as O-pe-le-ta-u 
(Opheltes), a man’s name in the genitive that already 
depicts the characteristic linguistic features of the 
Arcado-Cypriot dialect (�£¤´¦¤¬£j+ ³̈�« and %§-
�³� ¤�Y�qY��qqY}��;$��*����#�'��#���������
����
����
���#������j����
�*�*����#
�����������������\�
$�
$��
syllabic script of Cyprus corroborates the establish-
���
���������j�'�������'�'���
��������
$�������*�*��-
ing the close of the Late Bronze Age (�¨�£³£¦�Y������
�QYx�QQ}�

�����������
The sacred, mortuary and limited secular evidence 
from the urban centre at Palaepaphos unequivocally 
conveys the unprecedented prosperity attained by the 
Paphian polity amidst the 12th century BCE ‘Crisis”. 
The abandonment of the urban centres to the east of 
Paphos, at Alassa-Paliotaverna, Kalavasos-Ayios 
Dhimitrios and Maroni-Vournes, together with the re-
gional economic systems of the Kouris, Vasilikos and 
���������[���[���������'�#
�[����$�*��������#������-
fect for the Paphian centre, which, at the dawn of the 
12th century BCE, remained the only territorial polity 
on the western half of the island’s southern coast |�¨-
�£³£¦�Y���a���Q�}��`����\����
$�����*�#�
�������
$��
regional economic systems to the east of Paphos, the 
polity was empowered by internal population move-
ments and monopolised the resources over an enlarged 
territory. The abandonment of the neighbouring urban 
centre at Alassa and the depletion of the regional sys-
tem of the Kouris river valley may have resulted in the 
inclusion of this territory in the polity of Paphos (cf. 
�¨�£³£¦�Y�qQa��Y�). The high concentration of cylin-
der-seal impressions on storage vessels, an idiomatic 
bureaucratic mechanism for the control of surpluses, 
in southwestern Cyprus, particularly in the area of the 
Kouris river (from Alassa-Paliotaverna and Episkopi-
Bamboula) and the region of Paphos (from the urban 
centre at Kouklia and the coastal settlement at Maa-
Palaeokastro) (see � «®¨¡��Y��¢��qq¢xqYY}��=��'��-
���� 
$�� ���*�� �$���*� ��
\���� 
$�� 
\�� ����$��������
regions (� £¤¬�£¦�Y�q����q��xq�q}��

Together with Kition and Enkomi, the polity of Pa-
phos assumed a prominent role in the new commercial 
strategies that ensued from the collapse of the Late 
Bronze Age state-level economy. The Paphian polity, 
more than any other Cypriot centre, makes a strong case 
for the impressive degree of continuity bridging the Late 
Bronze Age-Iron Age eras in Cyprus. The longevity of 
the politico-economic organisation, cultic traditions, 
secular establishment and the persistence of the indige-
nous syllabic script at Paphos from the Late Bronze Age 

��
$����*����
$���th century BCE is striking.
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Abstract

The paper discusses the end of the Late Bronze Age and the beginning 
of the Early Iron Age in Cilicia focusing on the recently completed 
excavations at Kinet Höyük.1 In coordination with previous studies 
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Bronze Age phase in the 12th century as (Cilician) Late Bronze Age 
III. The paper evaluates the archaeological and historical evidence of 
a possible appearance of Sea Peoples in Cilicia and argues against a 
substantial presence of Sea Peoples during the 12th and 11th century 
BCE. The archaeological evidence does, however, attest phases of 
close interaction between Cilicia and Cyprus during this period.
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1 The research for this study was funded by the Israel Science 
Foundation, Research Grant Application no. 237/14.

2 Domuztepe (near Karatepe): @§¯�ª 1952: 134–136; ��¡� ¤ 
q¢�¢�� qY��� ������>�� �¨¤«�¨¡¬ 1938: 12–23. Kilise Tepe: 
�¨¡« ¡ and �£«�¬ �̈  1999: 111–121; �£«�¬ �̈  and ;�£ª¨« 
2007; ?£¦���§§� ¤ et al. 2014: 95–161. Mersin-Yumuktepe: 
<¨¡ ³̈  and 	 ³�¡ 2004; �¨¤«�¨¡¬ 1953. Misis (Mopsuhes-
tia): 	¨§ª ¤� and +^@¬ �̈¨ 2003: 207–211; 2011. Porsuk: 
@¨¥� j! °¡¨§ 1992: 349–377; ? ° ¤ 2012: 47–65; <¤ «-

´�¡ 1999: 61–71; +¦´¤¾ 1983; � §£¡ 1992: 305–347. Sirkeli 
Höyük: �¨¤«�¨¡¬ 1938: 12–23; @�¤ ¡« 2014: 47–60 with 
reference to the literature, for a full bibliography see the web-
site http://sirkeli.unibe.ch/.

 Soli Höyük: �̈ Ù�� 2001: 159–166; 2003: 93–106; 2007a: 797–
�q���Y�q���¢�qx¢����;�
���>��µ������¤¬�¡ ¤ 2012: 110–114; 
2013; ��¤¬�¡ ¤ et al. 2011: 128–135. For the latest reports of 
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Gunnar Lehmann
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Ancient Cilicia, or Kizzuwatna during the Late Bronze 
Age, was one of the most important provinces of the 
Hittite empire. The region went through profound cul-
tural and political changes in the transition from the 
Late Bronze to the Iron Age, approximately during the 
12th century BCE. The archaeological evidence includes 
continuing, yet declining elements of the material cul-

�������
$����
��?������@���������\�
$���\���"���#���
from the Mediterranean in general and the Aegean in 
particular. The Late Bronze – Iron Age Transition and 
aspects of the Sea Peoples Phenomenon in Cilicia have 
been repeatedly discussed in recent years (for a sum-
mary see `¤ ¡�� 2013). This paper intends to give an 
update about the latest research, summarizing the major 
developments.

<���#������*����*�$�������
$������[����'��������*�
$��
hill country between approximately Mersin in the west, 
Iskenderun in the east and the Taurus Mountains in the 
north. Although Cilicia is one of the largest Mediter-
ranean plains, strategically located between Anatolia, 
Syria and Cyprus, the region is less intensively explored 
by archaeologists than the areas surrounding it. There 

are only a few modern archaeological surveys, most of 
which were not appropriately published. The surveys of 
�¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ (1934) and 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« (1954) are still 
the most important explorations, providing an impor-
tant, yet somewhat outdated corpus of archaeological 
sites in Cilicia.

Likewise, there are only a few excavations in the 
Cilician plain that are relevant for an investigation 
of the Late Bronze – Iron Age transition (Fig. 1). The 
most important ones are still the excavations of Tarsus 
by Hetty Goldman between 1934 and 1939, and again 
from 1947 to 1948 (�£§¥ª¨¡ 1956, 1963). Since 2001 
new excavations have taken place under the direction of 
@��>�½º°̈ ¤ (2005). The second thoroughly investigated 
site is Kinet Höyük, which was excavated by Marie-
Henriette Gates between 1992 and 2012. Other excava-
tions relevant to the discussion here include Soli Höyük, 
	������� �µ���� ������>�� ������j�����
�'��� +����-

�'��|���������
�'�}��;�
���>��µ�������������������;�'��
and the explorations at Misis (Mopsuhestia).2 Detailed 
accounts of archaeological research were published by 
Elizabeth French, Marie-Henriette Gates and Serdar Gir-
giner (`¤ ¡�� 2013; � �̈ « 2011, 2013a; ��¤¬�¡ ¤ 2008 
with special reference to recent archaeological surveys). 
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In a series of articles, Marie-Henriette Gates has dis-
tinguished between major phases in the transition from 
the Late Bronze to the Iron Age in Cilicia (� �̈ « 2010, 
2013a, 2013b). Her outline of the developments will 
���[����� �� �����\���� ��� 
$���'�'����;$�����
� ����[��
�
phase in this context still belongs to the Late Bronze 
Age and was characterized by Gates as “sub-Hittite de-
cline”. In this paper the author, in consultation with Ma-
rie-Henriette Gates, proposes to label this phase Late 
Bronze Age III. 

The introduction of such a new notion that was not 
yet used in Anatolian archaeology demands some expla-
nation. The new notion of a Late Bronze Age III phase 
in Cilicia emphasizes the end of the Hittite empire and 
yet the continuation of Late Bronze Age traditions in 
the 12th century BCE. We will use the term ‘(Cilician) 
Late Bronze III’ to distinguish the Late Bronze Age ma-

terial culture of the post-Hittite period explicitly from 
the preceding imperial Hittite period. The notion com-
plements Gates’ recent outline of the Late Bronze Age 
in southern and southeastern Anatolia (� �̈ « 2011).

Historically, the (Cilician) LB III is the period fol-
lowing the political collapse of the Hittite empire. Epi-
graphical evidence indicates that during the 12th cen-

��� ?<>� 
$�� ����*��� ��� ;��$��
����� |;��Ò��
�ÑÑ�}�
dominated roughly Cilicia and southern parts of central 
Anatolia (�¨®¯�¡« 2002). The inscriptions of Har-
tapus of Tarhuntassa, especially, demonstrate that the 
king considered himself “Great King” and “Hero”, 
titles reserved previously for the supreme king of the 
Hittite empire (�§ ¡¬ § 1998: 315–316; �¨®¯�¡« 
1992; <¤ «´�¡ 2001: 130–131). Whether the kings of 
Tarhuntassa extended their kingdom over the Cilician 
plains is unclear, but as the only other major polities 
during the 12th century BCE appear to be the kingdoms 
of Karkemish and Malatya,3 there was hardly any polit-

3 For Karkemish see: �§ ¡¬ § 1992: 227–228; 1998: 318–319; for Malatya: ?¤°�  2012: 98–104; �¨®¯�¡« 1982: 372–441, 948–955.

Fig. 1  Map of Cilicia during the Iron Age
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ical power that could have prevented Tarhuntassa from 
ruling over Cilicia.4

Archaeologically, the LB III material culture dis-
plays distinct differences from the preceding LB II pe-
riod. In Cilicia, monumental architecture and well-built 
domestic quarters at Tarsus and Kinet Höyük were re-
'��#�*� �
� ��
$� ��
��� �� ����� "������ #���
��#
�*� *�-
mestic structures. The pottery assemblages continue 
Late Bronze Age traditions, but these are now clearly 
distinguishable from previous Hittite standards. Cy-
priot imports that characterized the pottery assemblage 
until the end of the 13th century BCE disappear and new 
locally produced ceramics associated with Aegeanizing 
pottery traditions of the LH IIIC horizon commence. 
(The pottery developments will be discussed in more 
detail below.)

These developments seem to justify the distinction 
��� ���?� ���� '$����� ��*�#�
���� �� ������#��
�������\�
$�
the previous LB II traditions. We feel that the term LB 
IIb, currently used at Tarsus for the post-Hittite period 
(�£§¥ª¨¡ 1956; 	§¨¡  1987, who calls the relevant 
strata A.X–B.X; �̈ §X�¡ 2013: 197–213), does not 
�����
$���#��
�����#$���������#���
��#�����

The notion LB III refers furthermore to the termi-
nology used in Cyprus and the southern Levant. It em-
phasizes the LB character of the post-Hittite 12th cen-
tury BCE in Cilicia that is clearly distinct from the later 
Iron Age traditions.

The relative chronology of Cilicia during the LB III 
relies exclusively on the excavations at Tarsus and Ki-
net Höyük. The publication of current excavations in 
the region, especially at Soli Höyük, Sirkeli Höyük and 
;�
���>��µ����\����*���
������**�#��#����*�
�����
�������
today, Tarsus and Kinet Höyük are the only sites that 
provide – almost – complete stratigraphies from the 
Late Bronze Age through the Iron Age.

The relevant strata at Tarsus are labelled ‘Late 
Bronze Age IIa and IIb’ notions which correspond 
to the general archaeological periods in Anatolia and 
��
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�j�'�#��#�
�����������	
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���|�����
$���
]'����*^}� �?� ���� ��*�*� ��� �� #��"����
���� 
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� \���
dated with historical criteria to the end of the 13th 
century BCE (� �̈ « 2011: 395). This stratum fea-
tured public architecture and well-built domestic 
quarters in Hittite imperial style. The architectural 
remains of Stratum LB IIb were built upon the de-
struction debris of the burnt LB IIa architecture in 

areas Section A and B (�£§¥ª¨¡ 1956: 50–59). This 
stratum was dated to the 12th century BCE and be-
longs to the LB III.

Modest domestic structures are characteristic of 
Tarsus Stratum LB IIb. In the area of Section A, the 
occupation of Stratum LB IIb did not continue after its 
demise and the area was abandoned until the Hellenis-
tic and Roman periods, while the LB IIb settlement in 
Section B was replaced by a later Iron Age occupation.

���
$���������'��
����
$���=#�[�
���������*����*��-
tinguished only between Strata LB IIa and IIb. How-
ever, the architecture of Stratum LB IIb as published in 
Goldman’s report consisted in fact of a number of sub-
'$������;$���?��������j'$�������*�
$������*��\������-
studied in more detail by Dorothy Slane, Elif Ünlü and 
	��*������ý>�� |	§¨¡  1987, 2006; Ý¡§± 2003, 2005; 
�̈ §X�¡ 2005; 2013). 

�¨§X�¡ (2005) was able to demonstrate that the 
stratigraphy of the LB IIb level was rather differenti-
ated. He distinguished three phases which he labelled 
LB IIb Early, Middle and Late. He further distin-
guished four Early Iron phases, called Early Iron Age 
I–IV. In Early Iron Age I the last monochrome vessels 
in the Hittite tradition disappear, together with the few 
examples of LH IIIC styles found at the site. Early 
Cilician Painted pottery commenced with Early Iron 
Age II. 

Kinet Höyük was settled during the LB I–II until 
the 13th century BCE, the last level being Period 13.1. 
The following stratum, Period 13.2, differed essentially 
from the preceding stratum Period 13.1. The settlement 
was smaller and the architecture did not extend over 
all the areas in which buildings of Period 13.1 were 
excavated. The exposure of Period 13.2 over an area 
��� q����Y� ���� $�\�[���� ����#���
� 
��*����� 
$��'$�����
which illustrates a sharp decline in the quality of build-
ing construction. The architecture was built in a dif-
ferent orientation from the preceding level and the ob-
served carelessness in the construction of Period 13.2 is 
in sharp contrast to the neat masonry of trimmed facing 
�
�����\�
$������������������������������
$�
�#$���#
��-
ized the structures of Period 13.1.

Stratum Period 13.2 was destroyed in an earthquake 
or in a violent attack on the site. The following stratum, 
Period 12, is radically different from Period 13.2 and in 

$�����
�'$�������
$��>���������@���
$�����������
��#���
of any built structures in the areas excavated. 

4 Critical about a 12th century BCE date of Hartapus are �£¤¨ and ¥^@§·£¡«£ 2012: 385–398 and ¥^@§·£¡«£ 2014: 216–235. They con-
sider an earlier, 13th century BCE date.
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Tarsus and Kinet Höyük, are currently the only excava-
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pottery of the Late Bronze – Iron Age transition. The 

ceramics of both sites display strong local characteris-
tics after the end of the LB II and are, thus, often dif-
�#��
�
��#��'�����

Pottery recovered from Kinet Höyük Period 13.2 
was produced by an industry working to relaxed stan-
dards if compared with LB II ceramics (� �̈ « 2013b). 

Fig. 2  Pottery from Kinet Höyük Period 13.2
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Shapes and fabrics all derived from the Hittite types of 
the previous Period 13.1, but they appear in Period 13.2 
recombined into new formulas. Traditional coarse ware 
shapes, such as the diagnostic baking platter, were now 
'��*�#�*���������#��'��[�����������[�*���������\������
The plates typical of LB II decreased in frequency to 
be replaced by somewhat deeper bowls, and their rims 
��*�������\��������$�*�\�
$������'��#����������
$�������
trend, fabrics were coarser, vessel walls thicker and 
vegetal tempers were added in visible quantities. Also 

������#��
����
$��*���''�����#�����'�

��^�����������*��-
tinctive feature of Periods 15–13.1 and Hittite practice 
in general. 

The potters of Period 13.2 thus used a Hittite ce-
ramic vocabulary but applied it in a “different dialect” 
(� �̈ « 2013b: 105), lacking now the controls exacted 
by a centralized production system that disappeared 
with the Hittite empire. The LB III assemblage can be 
characterized as ‘sub-Hittite’ and independent of direc-
tives coming from central Anatolia, where a similar 

Fig. 3  Pottery from Kinet Höyük Period 13.2
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pattern of decline is noted as well. The pottery from 
Kinet Höyük Period 13.2 published here, illustrates this 
phenomenon of continuation and change (Figs. 2–3). 
The bowl in Figure 4:4 resembles grooved-rim bowls 
characteristic of Level II at Kilise Tepe (?£¦���§§� ¤ 
et al��Y�q���q�Y�������Y$}��\$������\���\�
$�
$�#����*�
and slanted rims as on Figure 4:5 have parallels at Tar-
sus Stratum LB IIb (�̈ §X�¡�Y�qQ��������}�

Similar developments in pottery production are re-
ported from Tarsus. Although the vessel shapes of Stra-
tum LB IIb resemble those of LB IIa, the fabric and 
surface colors in LB IIb appear to be different from the 
preceding Stratum LB IIa.5 The new surface colors of 
the Stratum LB IIb vessels are apparently related to 
��\�������
�#$����������
$���'����*��

Similarly, it was noted at Kilise Tepe that the earlier 
Level II material, here dated to LB III, is still akin to the 
material of Level III dating to LB II. Despite this conti-
nuity, there is an “increased variation in manufacturing 
techniques, shapes and decorative styles” in the Kilise 
Level II pottery (?£¦���§§� ¤ et al. 2014: 148).

����
/���>�
�"�
���
�������	
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The ubiquitous imports from Cyprus to Cilicia during 
LB II, White-Slip, Base-Ring Ware or Monochrome, 
cease to appear in Cilicia with the beginning of LB III. 
This negative evidence seems to characterize Tarsus 
Stratum LB IIb, Kinet Höyük Period 13.2 and the Ter-
minal Late Bronze Age levels at Kilise Tepe (�̈ §X�¡ 
2013; 	§¨¡  1987; ?£¦���§§� ¤ et al. 2014; for Soli 
see � ¨¡ 2010: 206). At Cyprus these styles disappear 
gradually in the transition from LC IIC to IIIA (�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« 2001: 10) with elements of the LC IIC vessel 
forms and decoration occurring on wheel-made ceram-
ics of LC III (	� ¤¤ �̈� 1991: 187; �£¦¡�¼£° 2007: 
589; see also �¦¡¬ 2011: 177).
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The appearance of LH IIIC in Cilicia has raised consid-
erable attention among specialists. The notion LH IIIC 
may, however, be misleading. It implies that there was 
one style and one coherent typological group of pottery. 
In fact, LH IIIC production in the Aegean and the Le-
vant are characterized by a pronounced local and chron-
ological variability. The locally produced ceramics in 

various areas of Cyprus, Cilicia, Syria and the southern 
Levant resemble each other often only in a very gen-
eral way. At the same time, some true imports were ex-
changed between the various regions and reached other 
local assemblages. Sue Sherratt has illustrated the un-
derlying multidirectional, non-centralized network that 
characterized the exchange pattern and the contact of 
the various local groups involved (	� ¤¤ �̈� 1994). To 
$�����'����
$��'����#�
���������q¢¢��|'���q������q}������
would have to add the new data available today from 
Cilicia, Syria and the southern Levant.

This complex network also raises the question of 
��
�����
���
�#���"���#����+�*�
$��������<��
����*�-
velop predominantly in the Aegean as an original and 
reach the east only later or was there a stylistic vari-
ability that developed contemporaneously in the vari-
ous areas in which LH IIIC was locally produced? Was 

$��@�������
$������"���#�*������
��������#$��
���
�#�
developments in the Levant? The often confusing va-
riety of terminologies used by archaeologists in the 
@�������<'������*�
$����[��
�������
�����#���
��#�-
ordinated with one another and can cause severe mis-
understandings (�¦¡¬ 2011: 174–175). Reinhard Jung 
holds that “it is essential for both chronological and 
culture-historical analyses to differentiate between the 
ceramic classes that follow the Aegean style closely 
��*� �
$���� 
$�
� �=$���
� 
$�� ��"���#�� ��� �
$���� ���j
Mycenaean traditions of pottery manufacture. Those 
local products that follow the Aegean developments 
closely, should be termed ‘local Mycenaean pottery’ 
– even if found far from Greece (e.g. in Syria or in 
Italy)” (�¦¡¬ 2012: 105).

In this paper, the notion LH IIIC addresses the many 
variations of locally produced ceramics that developed 
out of the LH IIIB pottery and that follows ‘closely’ – in 
all the ambiguity that this approach entails – ‘Myce-
naean pottery.’ To make things even more complicated, 
there are also vague notions such as ‘Submycenaean’ 
or ‘Hellado-Cilician’ pottery for local ceramic produc-
tions in Cilicia that follow ‘less closely’ Mycenaean 
traditions.

While LH IIIB is rather rare in Cilicia (�   1978: 
150; `¤ ¡�� 2013), locally produced and imported 
LH IIIC is somewhat more frequent although this style 
was never as widespread and numerous as in the Aegean 
or Cyprus. The most important excavation that yielded 
LH IIIC ceramics is Tarsus6 with almost 450 vessels and 

5 The studies by Karacic on the Hittite pottery of Stratum LB IIA 
were unavailable to me (�¨¤¨��� 2014).

6 Tarsus: �£§¥ª¨¡ 1956: 49–50, 349–351; `¤ ¡�� 1975: 53–
75; 	� ¤¤ �̈� and <¤£¦® §� q¢���� QY�xQ�Y�� ���� ����� 	�¦-
�¡¬« 1951: 88.
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sherds. Limited amounts of LH IIIC were also found at 
������>�7 Soli Höyük and Mersin.8 In a personal com-
����#�
�����@��>� ½���� ��*� >���� Ý���� ��� 
$�� ����\�*�
Tarsus expedition emphasized that even at Tarsus LH 
IIIC pottery represents only a small percentage of the 
ceramics and is by no means a dominant style.

The LH IIIC pottery from Tarsus that was tested for 
its provenance was locally produced or imported from 
Cyprus and the eastern Aegean (�£ªª« ¡ et al. 2011; 

see also �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934; 	� ¤¤ �̈� and <¤£¦® § 
1987: 332 n. 14 with references).

In Cilicia, the LH IIIC material from Tarsus is 
the best studied corpus and the site yielded the larg-
est quantities of examples (`¤ ¡�� 1975; �£¦¡�¼£° 
2005b). According to Slane, who used the diaries of 
Goldman’s Tarsus expedition, LH IIIC pottery did not 
�##�������*��
���\�
$�
$�����
�'��
j��

�
����[������
�
appeared only with the later levels of Stratum LB IIb 

7 Kazanli: �¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1938: 12–23, pl. 7:3–4 and 10:6 (excava-
tions 1937 and survey 1948); �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥�q¢Q���q��xq�����������
�   1978: 131 “most of the sherds are LH IIIC, none need to 
be earlier, cf. `¤ ¡�� 1975: 74; 	� ¤¤ �̈� and <¤£¦® § 1987: 
325–352 identify LH IIIA, IIIB and IIIC (photographs and a few 

*��\���������Q���*�������Y��������#���	�¦�¡¬« 1951: 88 and 
@''��<��½º¬±¡ § 1996: 7 n. 53 with references.

8 Soli Höyük: �̈ Ù�� 2001: 159–166; 2003: 93–106; Mersin: 
�¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1939–40: 100, 131, pl. 81:2 and 5; �¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1953: 
Y�Q��Y��������q���qxY��	�¦�¡¬« 1951: 89; �   1978: 133.

Fig. 4  Pottery from Kinet Höyük Period 12.1 and 12.1/13.2
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(	§¨¡  1987: 83–84, 470). The pottery seems to be en-
tirely LH IIIC, “but a knowledge of LH IIIB, especially 
of the motifs, is implicit” (�   1978: 145). Although 
there are only very few sherds dating to LH IIIC Late 
(`¤ ¡�� 1975: 72), all phases of LH IIIC seem to be 
present at Tarsus (�£¦¡�¼£° 2005b). According to 
French, the pottery at Tarsus has stylistically much in 
common with Cypriot sites such as Paphos and Enkomi 
(`¤ ¡���q¢�����Q}��;$��������[�
����\���#������*���
�£¦¡�¼£° (2005b) and the NAA analysis (�£ªª« ¡ 
et al. 2011). The LH IIIC material at Tarsus links the 
LB IIb level, here dated to our Cilician LB III, with LC 
IIIA and at least partly with IIIB.

More LH IIIC pottery was reported from archaeo-
logical surveys. In 1930 Einar Gjerstad visited several 
sites in Cilicia and recorded a number of Late Helladic 
ceramics (�¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934). He was followed by John 
Garstang, who conducted surveys in 1937 (�¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 
1937: 55) and 1948 (	� ¤¤ �̈� and <¤£¦® § 1987: 
327; �   1978: 131). A detailed survey was conducted 
in Cilicia in 1951 by M.V. 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« (1954, who 
also listed a number of further limited surface explora-
tions; 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 124). The sites recorded 
in these surveys on which Late Helladic (Mycenaean) 
or Late Bronze Aegean-style pottery was found are list-
ed in an appendix here.

According to the survey and excavation reports, 
there was a rather extensive distribution of LH IIIC 
ceramics in Cilicia. In 2001, Salmeri and D’Agata re-
examined the survey material collected by Gjerstad, 
kept in the Museum of Mediterranean and Near Eastern 
Antiquities in Stockholm, and pottery from Seton Wil-
liams’ survey, kept in the Adana Museum and the col-
lection of the British Institute of Archaeology at Ankara 
(	¨§ª ¤� and +^@¬ �̈̈  2003: 208). 

Salmeri and D’Agata distinguished between LH 
IIIA and IIIB, LH IIIC and pottery of Aegean deri-
[�
����� ��
� \$���� #$�������� #����
� ��� �=�*� \�
$�
certainty. They conclude that “during the 14th and 
13th centuries BCE some Aegean pottery was im-
ported from the north-east Peloponnese, and probably 
also from Cyprus. The sites affected by this circula-
tion … were in fact few, comprising also Yenice and 
Tanaverdi south of Adana, but Tarsus, together with 

$����
����
��#��
������������>�� ������ 
��$�[��'���*�
a prevalent role” (	¨§ª ¤� and +^@¬ �̈¨ 2003: 209). 
Unfortunately, Salmeri and D’Agata have not pub-

lished their research except for the short report quoted 
here (	¨§ª ¤� and +^@¬ �̈¨ 2003).
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In their short report, Salmeri and D’Agata did not refer 
to any restudy of the ‘Submycenaean’ (	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 
1954: 134–135) or ‘Hellado-Cilician’ pottery (�¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 
1934: 171–172, 174–175, 195) reported in the surveys. 
Gjerstad described his ‘Hellado-Cilician’ pottery as a 
coarse, locally made fabric. The shapes imitate LH IIIC 
forms and are apparently a regional development in Cili-
cia. According to Gjerstad the technique and the fabric 
are different from the LH III ceramics. The paint is “… 
either entirely mat or very slightly lustrous”. The shapes 
include bell-shaped bowls with loop-handles from the 
rim, stirrup-jars, stemmed goblets, pyriform amphorae, 
deep bowls and craters. The painted decoration consists 
of bands and lines, vertical parallel lines, wavy lines, spi-
��������$j�����'�

�����#$��������#��[��
��������*��$����
ornaments, and a scale pattern.

	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« (1954: 134–135) distinguished 
between ‘Mycenaean IIIC’ and ‘Submycenaean’. She 
�*��
���*�$���]	���#������ �̂\�
$��~���
�*^��]�����-
do-Cilician’. Unfortunately, it is not clear by what crite-
ria she separated her ‘Mycenaean III C’ from what she 
called ‘Sub-Mycenaean’. Furthermore, the term ‘Sub-
�#������ �̂�����\�\�*�����*��'�#��#�������*����
$��
Greek mainland for something quite different (`¤ ¡�� 
2013: 481). Seton-Williams’ use of it appears now to be 
quite misleading and should be abandoned.

Sherratt and Crouwel assume that Seton-Williams’ 
distinction arose from an attempt to distinguish Gjer-
stad’s ‘Hellado-Cilician’, regarded as locally made, 
from the LH IIIC at Tarsus which the excavators con-
sidered to have been imported from the Greek main-
land. As already stated above, the pottery is in fact lo-
cal, Cypriot or from the eastern Aegean (�£ªª« ¡ et 
al. 2011). In reality, both groups were apparently lo-
#����'��*�#�*���*��
����*���#��
�
��*��
������$�
$�������
examples of Gjerstad’s ‘Hellado-Cilician’ from the LH 
IIIC pottery at Tarsus. 

The problem originates in Gjerstad’s vague termi-
���������$���]�����*�j<���#��� �̂
$�
���#��*�����
$�����
��*� ����� �����*� �����#��� ��� \$�#$� ��
$� �����#�� ����$�
and paint can vary (	� ¤¤ �̈� and <¤£¦® § 1987: 
331 n. 13).9 Sherratt and Crouwel suggest that it might 

9  Gjerstad compared the fabric of ‘Hellado-Cilician’ with that of 
his Plain White Ware, which is “sometimes rough and some-
times well silted, the colour varies between red-brown and buff-

white; the colour of the surfaces varies between white, green, 
and buff” (�¼ ¤«�̈ ¥�1934: 170, 171–172).
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be more useful to call ‘Submycenaean’ the sort of lo-
cal pottery characteristic of the transition from LB IIB 
to Iron Age at Tarsus (cf. a number of vessels in Tar-
sus: �£§¥ª¨¡�q¢���ù;��������ú������QQq�������qY�¢���
1262,10�qY��x���������QQ�xQQ���`¤ ¡���q¢�����¢������
qQ��x���#�������q¢}����\�[����
$�
�*������
������
�������
good solution since this pottery bears no relation to the 
Submycenaean pottery of the Greek mainland (Rein-
hard �¦¡¬, personal communication). 

	$����

���*�<���\����*��
���*���������
$��]�����*�j
Cilician’ pottery as being in fact LH IIIC (	� ¤¤ �̈� and 
<¤£¦® §�q¢����QY�xQY���QQq}��;$�����~���
�* �̂� *��-
nition of ‘Hellado-Cilician’ seems to include a variety 
of styles with parallels on Cyprus in LC IIIA and IIIB 
contexts (i.e. wavy line style). Apparently, the ‘Submy-
cenaean’ or ‘Hellado-Cilician’ pottery is not a homog-
enous group and the vessels assigned to it are contempo-
rary with LH IIIC; some may date even later. Note that, 
according to Seton-Williams, none of the six surveyed 
sites with Submycenaean pottery has Mycenaean IIIC 
(	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135; ½º¬±¡ § 1996: 7, n. 56).

Two bell-shaped bowls found at Kinet Höyük Pe-
riod 13.2 seem to belong to such local Cilician produc-
tions that do not follow closely LH IIIC forms; both of 
them are undecorated (Fig. 3:4–5). Another bell-shaped 
bowl with a typical Late Bronze Age motif, a framed 
\�[�������������
��
���*���*�\�������*���������������
gully, but may have originated from Period 13.2 (Fig. 
3:6). At Kinet Höyük Period 13.2, such imitations of 
LH IIIC traditions are rare and exceptional.

=����
����
�"�
Abandonment of Late Bronze Age sites was wide-
spread in Cilicia, some settlements ended with LB II, 
but more ceased by – or after – the end of LB III. 
Among these settlements are excavated sites such 
as Soli Höyük, Mersin-Yumuktepe Level V, Yenice, 
��*����
�'�������������>���*�;���[��*������\�������
Sirkeli, Porsuk V and Domuztepe Level C.11 The de-
struction of border posts at the three inland gateways 
into Cilicia (Kilise Tepe, Porsuk and Domuztepe) at 
some point at the end of the Late Bronze Age must 
have involved historical events rather than accidental 
occurrences (� �̈ « 2013b: 99).

In the earliest phase of the Early Iron Age the three 
key sites for Cilicia are Tarsus and Kinet Höyük as 

well as Kilise Tepe, which is located outside the Cili-
cian plains. The nature of settlement at all three sites was 
somewhat impoverished and surely rural, in contrast to 
the urban features that characterized them in the LB II pe-
riod. In addition to these three excavated small villages, 
the available settlement data so far lacks any indication 
of an urban centre elsewhere in Cilicia during the Early 
Iron Age. Although such cities or towns may be buried 
and still unexcavated, all aspects of the recorded mate-
rial culture point to a modestly developed infrastructure 
in Cilicia. What we know today suggests a decentralized 
rural society during the Early Iron Age with a population 
considerably smaller than during the LB II.

After the destruction of the LB III level of Kinet 
Höyük Period 13.2, a new stratum, Period 12, devel-
oped above the ruins. It is not clear whether Period 12 
followed the destruction of Period 13.2 soon or whether 
a longer period of time separates both strata. The char-
�#
��� ��� �����*� qY� ��*� �
�� ��*�� ��*�#�
�� �� ����
��
����
break with the preceding LB traditions. The levels of 
this stratum consisted of occupational debris, pits and 
���'��#��� ��
� ��� ��#$�
�#
����� �������� ������� �����*�
phase 12.3. Recent stratigraphical analysis of the exca-
vations at Kinet Höyük by Marie-Henriette Gates and 
the author changed some of the previously published 
conclusions regarding Period 12. The present outline 
*�������������#��
�������
$��'��[������������*�$�����*�
us to abandon the previous stratigraphic terms Period 
12a through 12c. Here, we will introduce a new sys-
tem labelled Period 12.1 through 12.3 to distinguish the 
new analysis from the previous interpretations.

Period 12 was excavated only in areas of the west-
ern edge of the mound. In Phases Period 12.1 and 12.2 
the settlement of the site may have been considerably 
smaller than in the previous periods. Since the excava-

����\���#�����*�
��
$��\��
�����*������
$������*���
�
is possible that the settlement shrank to a small core at 
the centre of the site, which was not excavated to the 
depth of Period 12. This would have left the periphery 
open as dumping and refuse areas. Only in period 12.3 
were settlement activities resumed at the western edge 
of the mound.

The destruction of Period 13.2 left an uneven sur-
face on top of the ruins at about 17.54–17.80 m that was 
���*����� ����*� \�
$� *�������;$���� ��*����
�� ��*� 
$��
pits cutting into the destruction debris of Period 13.2 

10 `¤ ¡�� 1975: 70 “a rough deep bowl” with vertical wavy line.
11 Soli: �̈ Ù�� 2007c: 177–178; ��§¥�¤�ª and � �̈ « 2007: 307–

308; Yumuktepe: �¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1953: 241–243; � ¨¡ 2006: 323, 
326–327; <¨¡ ³̈  et al��Y�������qx��Q������#���������>��;��-

averdi: 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 138; Sirkeli: �¤£¦¥¨ 1997: 91–
150; Porsuk: ? ° ¤ et al. 2006: 236–244, contra � §£¡ 1994: 
157–159; +¦´¤¾ 1983 but see p. 70; Domuztepe: @§¯�ª 1952: 
135–136.
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are now assigned to Period 12.1. Due to the uneven de-
�
��#
����*��������
������
���*���#��
�
��*��
������$�#����-
ly between the debris of Period 13.2 and the sediments 
of Period 12.1.

More debris was dumped above the earliest walking 
surfaces of Period 12.1, until an elevation was reached 
at about 18.10–18.30 m. At this level, another walking 
surface developed, labelled Period 12.2. The level con-
sisted only of pyrotechnic features: ovoid or sub-rect-
���������'���$���
$����*�����"�
��
�����$��*����'��#��
with clay to form shallow platforms. Their surfaces and 
the soil around them were burnt and greasy, and littered 
with animal bones.

���
$�������'$������������*�qY�������*�qY�Q��\�������
surfaces were at about 18.30–18.47m. Domestic archi-
tecture returned during Period 12.3 to the western edge 
���
$������*���*�������������\������"������'�
����*���
tannur were recorded. In some areas, Period 12.3 was 
only a few centimetres above Period 12.2 and in these 
#��
�=
����
�\�����
�'��������
����'���
��
$����*�������
both phases.

The walking surfaces of the following stratum, Pe-
riod 11, were recorded at 18.50–18.66 m. Substantial 
architecture with wide walls was exposed with some 
walls displaying a width of 0.70 to even 1.40 m. At least 
some of the architecture appears to be of more than only 
domestic character. A special feature of this stratum is a 
number of furnaces.

@
�;����������ý>��*��
������$�*������>���������@���
phases, I–IV, with modest domestic architecture in-
cluding an apsidal structure (�̈ §X�¡ 2005, 2013). The 
�
��#
�����*�����
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����*����
��*�#��������
$���#����-
ic structure of the settlement. “Although the buildings 
seem to have been built in the same alignment with that 
of the previous settlement, they were smaller in size 
and less well built” (�̈ §X�¡ 2005: 77).

After the post-Hittite ‘Stela Building’ of Level IId 
at Kilise Tepe burned down and trapped LH IIIC pot-

��� ��� �
�� "����� 
$�� �=#�[�
���� ����� \��� ���##�'��*�
in a modest Early Iron Age phase, Stratum IIe. In the 
Central Strip area at the site, Surfaces 2–5 of Level 2 
represent the Early Iron Age (?£¦���§§� ¤ et al. 2014). 
The Early Iron Age settlement at Kilise Tepe was of 
modest and rural character and may have also included 
an apsidal structure in Phase 6c (?£¦���§§� ¤ et al. 
2014: 125).
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At Kinet Höyük the separation of loci from period 13.2 
and 12.1 was not always easy and some mixture of the 
pottery assemblages is to be expected. A wheel-made 
undecorated bowl with a strap handle belongs probably 
to Period 13.2 or 12.1 (Fig. 4:1). It is of medium to 

���� ��**��$j���\�� �����#� \�
$� ��#�� �'�#�� ��� \���� ���
�����*��$������*��������#����������
����$��*����*���*�$���
a scraped surface that is partly wet-smoothed and bur-
nished in horizontal strokes. The form resembles LH 
IIIB bowls as found in Kition Tomb 9 Upper (�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« 1974: pl. 156: 11 and 39), but there are also 
parallels in Enkomi Stratum IIIB–C (+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 
118:4 3922/5).

The lower part of a wheel-made small pyxis from 
Period 13.2 or 12.1 resembles Proto-White Painted 
pyxides (Fig. 4:2). The fabric of this vessel is not yet 
analysed and it is unclear whether this an import from 
Cyprus or a local imitation. The vessel fabric is me-
dium to coarse and dark buff with a grey core. The fab-
ric includes small to larger sand particles and ground 
�$�����������#���'�#�����*�[���
��� 
��'����;$��'=���
���\�������*��
$���=
�����������#�����������$�*���*�*����
buff, the decoration is painted in red-brown. Parallels in 
Cyprus come from Alaas (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1975: pl. 76 
H1 with a similar form, but a different decoration) and 
from an unknown location (�¨�£³£¦�q¢���������Q�xQ���
����q����*������Q�xQ�������q��\�
$���[�����������'���
-
ed decoration).

Figure 4:3 is a bell-shaped bowl from Period 13.2 or 
12.1 with a single wavy line and horizontal lines inside 
and outside; the rim is painted. Although most bowls in 
Enkomi Stratum IIIB have double or triple wavy lines, 
a single wavy line does also appear in this stratum (+�-
¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 124:4).

Figure 4:4 is a fragment of a closed vessel from Pe-
riod 12.1 with framed wavy-line decoration in light to 
dark brown paint. The fabric is medium to coarse and 
dark buff with sand and lime inclusions. A similar deco-
ration is on one of the vessels from Hama Cemetery 
Period I (!��«�q¢����¢Q������qY¢}�

The base of a closed vessel from Period 12.1 (Fig. 
���}�����������*����
��#������������������#�\�
$�����
to larger dark inclusions and some mica specks. The 
exterior surface is smooth with a cream slip. Parts of a 
black slip are still visible. The base may have belonged 
to a Black Slip wheel-made jug as in Kaloriziki Tomb 
25 (? ¡«£¡ 1973: 98, pls. 33 and 49 T.25:53 K543). 
This tomb is dated by Iacovou and Steel to Cypro-
Geometric I (�¨�£³£¦ 1988: 186; 	�  § 1996: 295). 
Other vessel types are also possible as in Paleopap-
hos Tomb 49 (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1983: pl. 85 T.49:186 
White-Painted I).

The pilgrim bottle from Period 12.1 (Fig. 4:6) is 
a medium-coarse red-brown fabric, somewhat brittle 
and with white lime specks. The surface is smoothed 
and slightly polished, except for the neck and the 
rim. The painted central circles are in dark purple co-
lour. Parallels were found at Tell Keisan Stratum 9c 
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(?¤� ¡¥ and �¦ª ¤� 1980: pl. 76:2–4) and Dor 
Area B1 Phase 12 (��§£¨ 2001: pl. 5.17:3), Area D2 
Phases 10/9 (��§£¨ 2001: pl. 5.48:3), and at Tell Abu 
Hawam associated with Stratum IV3/IV4 (�¨ª�§�£¡ 
1935: no. 166).

The bowl on Figure 5:5 with a thickened rim re-
sembles vessels in the Early Iron Age levels at Tarsus 
(�̈ §X�¡�Y�qQ�������$}��`����������j��������������������
krater or amphoriskoi. They somewhat resemble Cy-
priot Proto-White Painted amphoriskoi and LH IIIC 

Fig. 5  Pottery from Kinet Höyük Period 12.2
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Late amphoroid kraters of Late Cypriot IIIB (�£¦¡�-
¼£°� Y������ ���� Y����� ��*� ��� ����� >������ 	��� ��x��
��*�����Y������������
����`��������x�}��;$��[��������
�
Kinet Höyük may not be Cypriot and could be local 
productions like some similar kraters in the ‘Amuq Val-
����$����_���
�;����;�����
�`���*��$������ |�¨¡ ® °̈ 
2013: pls. 9:4, 10:4) or Field Phase 3 (�¨¡ ® °̈ 2013: 
pl. 12:10). The double festoons of Figure 5:6 go back 
to a Late Helladic motif, while the double wavy line on 
Figure 5:7 is characteristic for LC IIIB–C.

The parallel bands of framed wavy lines on Figure 
5:9 is similar to the decoration on an urn from Hama 
Cemetery I (!��«� q¢���� �������� �Q}��;$����\��`������
5:10 is Cypriot in appearance and resembles White-
Painted I deep bowls such as in Palaepaphos-Skales 
Tomb 44 (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1983: pl. 55:3). However, 
the compressed thin wavy line on the exterior of the 
monochrome painted bowl is rare among the published 
pottery from Cyprus (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1983: Tomb 79, 
pl. 151:40 WP I and Tomb 82, pl. 161:3 WP I–II). Com-
pressed thin wavy lines do appear in ‘Amuq Phase O 
Early at Çatal Höyük (�¦����personal communication).

Figure 6:1 appears to be a Cypriot import of a 
White Painted I amphora similar to amphorae such as 
an example from Palaepaphos-Skales Tomb 43 (�¨¤¨-
¬ £¤¬��« 1983: pl. 39:139). Bowls with thickened 
rims as in Figure 6:3 do continue in Kinet Höyük Pe-
riod 12.3, but disappear at the end of the period. Figure 
6:4 is a small fragment of a Cypriot Barrel-Jug, dating 
possibly from Cypro-Geometric I–II (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 
1983: 358–359).

In Kinet Höyük Period 11, Cypriot imports and imi-
tations of Cypriot pottery become more frequent. In 
�**�
����� 
$���� ���� ���
� #��
�#
�� \�
$� 
$�� �$����#����
world. Globular jugs with a neck ridge, a single handle 
and bichrome painted concentric circles are common in 
the Levant. There are Phoenician and Cypriot produc-

tions and the vessel on Figure 7:1 is not yet tested for 
its provenance (cf. ��§£¨�and �£¤ ¡�2015). It clearly 
resembles Cypro-Geometric I–II jugs, for example at 
Palaepaphos-Skales (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1983: 358). Figure 
7:2 is a deep conical bowl in bichrome painted decora-

���� \�
$� �
����� ������
����� 
�� <'��j�����
��#� �x���
bowls, the compressed thin wavy line on the exterior, 
however, could point to a local production of this vessel 
(for compressed wavy lines see Fig. 5:10 here). The red 
slipped goblet (Fig. 7:3) is similar in form and decoration 
to Cypriot Red Slipped II–III deep conical bowls with a 
conical splaying foot (�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and + ª¨« 1985: 
226:162; see also �¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢�Q������q����;���q�j
15). The Cypriot examples usually have horizontal han-
dles, a feature missing on the bowl from Kinet Höyük. 
Figure 7:4 is a Cypriot Black Slip I (Bucchero) jug with a 
ring base and vertical cannelures that end on the shoulder 
in horizontal grooves. Figure 7:5 is a small jug with a 
tubular spout on the shoulder and a basket handle, which 
is broken off, similar to Cypro-Geometric I–II examples 
(? ¡«£¡ 1973: K403, pl. 48; �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥�q¢��������qQ�Y�}�

At Tarsus, the Early Iron Age pottery was analysed 
�� >���� Ý���� ��*� 	��*��� ���ý>�� |Ý¡§± 2003, 2005, 
2015; �¨§X�¡ 2005, 2013). The painted pottery of this 
period was called Transitional Period Local Painted 
Pottery by Ünlü. Although a few examples of painted 
pottery may be associated with Cilician LB III levels, 
it seems that painted ceramics are most characteristic 
of the Early Iron Age levels at Tarsus, Kilise Tepe and 
Kinet Höyük (for Kilise Tepe see �¨¡« ¡ and �£«�-
¬ �̈  2007: 344; 	°ª�¡¬�£¡ 2001: 171). The painted 
pottery at Tarsus is usually wheel-made and decorated 
with red or brown paint on a buff surface. The pot-
tery is not of high quality as far as the clay, the sur-
face treatments and the decoration is concerned. Ünlü 
distinguished several decoration groups, among them 
banded, wavy-line and cross hatched decorated ves-

Fig. 6  Pottery from Kinet Höyük Period 12.3
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sels (Ý¡§± 2005). The most common motifs of Early 
Iron Age painted pottery in Kinet Höyük and Tarsus 
are hatched triangles, festoons or radial rim lines, pen-
dant semi-circles, wavy lines, circles and dots and ran-
dom lines. In various local variations painted pottery 
with similar styles and motifs is attested at Kilise Tepe 
(�¨¡« ¡ and �£«�¬ �̈  2007), central Anatolia (� ¡º 
2004, 2011; � ¨§�£· ¤ and �¤ ³̈  2011; � ¨§�£· ¤ 

et al. 2011) and as far east as Tille Höyük (?§ °̈§£�¯ 
1999). Similar motifs also occur in northern Syria at 
Hama (!��« 1948; ̀ ¦¬ª¨¡¡�q¢��������q��}��;����������
(<¨´ ��Y��Q���������}��;����;�����
�|�¨¡ ® °̈ 2013), 
Tell Tweini (?¤ �«��¡ �¥ ¤ et al��Y�����������Qj�}��
;����@���|� ¡�¦¤� 2007) and other sites in Syria that 
are beyond the scope of this paper (Ý¡§± 2005: 9–10; 
¥¦���Ø¥ 2006–2007). 

Fig. 7  Pottery from Kinet Höyük Period 11
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@��'�#��#���*�'�'�������
������
$��>���������@���
pottery was studied in detail by Ayelet Gilboa and la-
belled “Overlapping Multiple Diagonal Strokes” (��§-
£¨ 2006–2007). Cross hatched motifs have also been 
treated in some detail (�¨¡« ¡ and �£«�¬ �̈  2007; 
�̈ Ù�� 2010). 

Most of the Early Iron Age pottery at Tarsus that 
displays Cypriot stylistic elements is not from Cyprus, 
but is locally made (�¨¡·ª¨¡¡ 1963: passim). Among 
the very few examples resembling Proto-White Painted 
models are catalogue numbers 11 and 12 (�¨¡·ª¨¡¡ 
1963: 161). But even these examples may in fact re-
"�#
� <'��j�����
��#� �x��� ��*����� ;$�� '����#�
����
��� 
$�� ��*� �=#�[�
����� ��� ��
� ����#���
� �����*���� 
$���
pottery and the stylistic character of the loosely copied 
��*����*������
�'����
���������='��#�
� �*��
��#�
�����
Hanfmann’s publication of the Early Iron Age Tarsus 
ceramics does suggest that, as in Kinet Höyük, Cypriot 
style pottery appeared in larger, but still modest, num-
bers starting with the Cypro-Geometric I–II period.

��������
��������"�
���
�����������
�����
The research on the chronology of the Late Bronze and 
Iron Age in the southern Levant is of crucial importance 
for the chronology of the northern Levant. Absolute 
dates are available as radiocarbon dates and through 
historical records, especially regarding the interaction 
between the southern Levant and Egypt. The unprec-
edented dense archaeological research in the southern 
��[��
� '��[�*��� $��*��*�� ��� \���� �
��
���*� ��*��#��-
bon dates. Imported artefacts from the Levant and the 
surrounding countries connect the chronology of the 
southern Levant with Cyprus, Phoenicia, Syria, Cili-
cia and the Aegean (`¨¡�̈ §¯�¡ et al. 2015). Although 
there is a considerable debate on how to interpret the 
available data (� ³° and ��¬�¨ª 2005), there is also 
an increasing consensus on the basic assumptions and 
research results (`�¡¯ §«� �¡ and ��¨« �º¯° 2011; 
�¨º¨¤ 2011).

One of the cornerstones of the present chronology 
of the Levant is the pottery studies of Ayelet Gilboa 
(��§£¨ 1999, 2001, 2006–2007; ��§£¨ and 	�¨¤£¡ 
2003). Gilboa based her approach on the excavations 
of the harbour city of Dor in Israel. The site provides 
abundant imports from various regions in the Mediter-
���������*���\�����
��
���*�#$��������#���#����#
����
��
key excavations in Israel. In her early work, Gilboa es-
tablished a comprehensive relative chronology for the 
late 2nd and the early 1st millennium BCE focusing on 
northern Israel, Phoenicia and Cyprus.

This comprehensive framework was soon followed 
by thorough radiocarbon study, the so-called Early Iron 
Age Dating Project carried out by Gilboa, Ilan Sharon 

and Elisabetta Boaretto. This project involved several 
hundred radiocarbon measurements from 21 key sites 
in Israel dating from the early Iron Age, the 11th–9th 
centuries BCE (	�¨¤£¡ et al. 2005, 2007). The project 
'��[�*�*�����
$�����
�
����������*���*��#������#$�����-
ogy for periods that were previously dated exclusively 
with historical data. Not surprisingly, the results sug-
gested a substantial revision and re-dating of the Iron 
Age as previously already suggested by I. `�¡¯ §«� �¡ 
(1996, 2005).

@�������#��
�#��
����
����
��
$��'�����
���������
$��
chronology of the southern Levant came from Amihai 
Mazar, who initially opposed changes of the Iron Age 
chronology (�¨º¨¤ 1997). Mazar’s eventual sugges-

�����������*���*�#$��������#��
����
�*�������#��
��
to the debate (�¨º¨¤ 2005, 2008).

Today there are only minor differences in individual 
approaches to the Iron Age chronology of the south-
ern Levant, these are, however, sometimes jealously 
guarded (`�¡¯ §«� �¡ and ��¨« �º¯° 2011; �¨º¨¤ 
2011). Doubtless, the results of the Early Iron Age Dat-
ing Project of Gilboa, Sharon and Boaretto provide the 
main foundations for any further research.

Recently, the Megiddo expedition published a com-
prehensive radiocarbon dating based on 78 samples 
from 10 strata at this key site for the archaeology of the 
southern Levant (;£··£§£ et al. 2014). The achieve-
ments of the radiocarbon-based chronology in the 
southern Levant were applied by Fantalkin, in collabo-
ration with other scholars, in a number of studies in-
vestigating the chronological links between the Aegean 
and the Levant (`¨¡�̈ §¯�¡ 2001, 2008; `¨¡�̈ §¯�¡ et 
al. 2011, 2015).

To this corpus of research one has to add the radiocar-
bon dates concerning the Late Bronze – Iron Age transi-

�����
�;����;\������;������j	���|��#���
���
$}���*�Û�����
el-Walaydah as well as Manning’s study of the absolute 
range of the LC IIC period in Cyprus (?¤ �«��¡ �¥ ¤ 
et al. 2008; @««�� ¤ et al. 2015; ?£¨¤ ��£ 2015; �¨¡-
¡�¡¬ et al. 2001; �¨¡� ®«¯� et al. 2011).

Table 1 summarizes the relative and absolute dates 
of Kinet Höyük in relation to the chronology and stra-
tigraphy of relevant sites and regions. The absolute 
radiocarbon dates of Table 1 were extracted and inter-
preted from the radiocarbon studies discussed here.

$��
6������
��
�������q
The Sea Peoples phenomenon is usually assigned to the 
end of the Late Bronze Age and the 12th century BCE, 
often conceptualized as a migration from the Mediter-
ranean/Aegean to the Levant. Migration as an archaeo-
logical concept was once considered “a lazy person’s 
explanation for culture change,” used by archaeologists 
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who could not or chose not to deploy more sophisti-
cated approaches (@¡��£¡° 2000: 554). Approaches 
that applied migrations as an explanation of the cultural 
changes at the end of the Late Bronze Age dominat-
�*�
$�����*���
��� 
$��q¢�����	�#$�]�='����
���� �̂��
���
failed to realize that migrations cannot provide a suf-
�#���
��='����
������������
$��#��'��=���#����'��#������
of migration are addressed in full depth (@¡��£¡° 
1990: 895–914; 1997; 2000: 554–555; ?¦¤ª �«� ¤ 
2000: 539–568; <�¨´ª¨¡ and �¨ª ¤£® 1997; �¦�¨-
«« ¡ and �¦�¨«« ¡ 1997).

Currently, however, there is a renewed interest in 
migration studies in archaeology. Archaeologists are 
now increasingly aware that an understanding of the 
complex nature of the Sea Peoples phenomenon re-
quires a thorough theoretical approach. In migration 
theory, scholars distinguish the number of people in-
volved, the duration of the interaction, the cultural dis-
tance between the cultures involved in the interaction, 
the segment of population involved, the balance of 
power between the cultures involved in the interaction 
and the level of pluralism and tolerance within the in-
teracting societies (? ¤¤° 1997). Change can occur in 
a variability of locations, e.g. in the public sphere or in 
domestic contexts (?¦¤ª �«� ¤ 2000).

%[���
$�����
�*�#�*����������������������#���
��#�
archaeological approaches have addressed migration in 
general and the Sea Peoples phenomenon in particular 
(�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 9–33). These studies have dis-
cussed the Sea Peoples phenomenon as a complex pro-
cess of interactions. The various interactions include 
migrations, trade, raids and conquests (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 
2010: 11; 	� ¤¤ �̈� 1998; ?¨¤¨¯£ 2000). Interaction 
and migrations took varying forms in different regions 
of the Levant during the various stages of the process. 
It was demonstrated that the Sea Peoples phenomenon 
was an enduring long-term process, not a single event 
or military campaign (� �ª¨¡¡ 2013: 316–328).

In the context of the Sea Peoples phenomenon at the 
end of the Late Bronze Age in the southern Levant, a 
variety of items of the material culture have been con-
sidered to signify cultural change and Mediterranean 
interaction. Among these are behavioural patterns of 
���*�'��'���
����\�
$��'�#��#����������$���
$����*��[-
�������\��������'�#��#�
'������#�������[��������������*�
consumption, the local pottery production includes new 
types of bowls, jugs and kraters decorated in LH IIIC 
styles. The textile production used cylindrical loom 
weights that were not perforated like the previous lo-
cal loom weights. With the assumed migration of popu-
lations from the Mediterranean, there may have been 
also new forms of architecture (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 
270–281), but these still remain somewhat elusive in 

the southern Levant. Such artefacts occurred also in the 
northern Levant and in Cilicia.

Decorated vessels in LH IIIC styles are the most 
prominent features in most discussions of the Sea Peo-
ples phenomenon in the Levant and in Cilicia in par-
ticular. The evidence has been extensively discussed 
(`¤ ¡�� 1975, 2013; 	� ¤¤ �̈� and <¤£¦® § 1987; 
�£¦¡�¼£° 2005a, 2005b, 2007). The material in the 
Levant is characterized by a multitude of local styles 
that occurred at various sites in the Levant during the 
12th and 11th centuries BCE. Not all of these styles fol-
low the stylistic development in the Aegean closely, 
some are characteristic of Cyprus, others resemble 
more the pottery in the Aegean (�¦¡¬ 2006, 2011, 
Y�qY}�� �
� ��� �=
������ *���#��
� 
�� *��#���� 
$�� [�������
��"���#��� ��*� *�[���'���
�� ��� 
$�� ����[��
� ��
������
(� �ª¨¡¡ 2013). The exchange pattern and mutual in-
"���#��������
��$�[�������'��
���������
�*���#
�������
non-centralized network in the eastern Mediterranean 
with various local groups involved (	� ¤¤ �̈� 1994).

Although the catalogue of LH IIIC ceramics at Tar-
sus found by Goldman comprises almost 450 vessels 
and sherds, the excavator of the renewed excavations at 
;�������@��>�½������
�������
$�
�������<�'�

���#���
�-
tutes only a small percentage of the ceramics in the rel-
evant levels (personal communication). Similar propor-
tions characterize the assemblages with LH IIIC pottery 
at Soli (�̈ Ù��� Y��Q�� Y����}�� ������>� |	� ¤¤ �̈� and 
<¤£¦® § 1987; �¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1937, 1938) or Mersin-
Yumuktepe (�¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1953). The analysed ceramics 
were locally produced or originate in Cyprus and the 
eastern Aegean (�£ªª« ¡ et al. 2011). A re-study of 
���[����
������ �����<���#���#�����*� 
$�� �������\�
$�
������<�#�����#��
��
$������������*�;��������*�������>�
(	¨§ª ¤� and +^@¬ �̈̈  2003). All the evidence demon-
strates that decorated vessels in LH IIIC styles are rare 
in Cilicia, even in those areas, where they occurred in 
relatively larger concentrations.

Another indicator for cultural change and an increas-
ing impact of Aegean traditions in the Levant are Aege-
an-style cooking jugs which appear in Philistine levels 
of the 12th and 11th century BCE in the southern Levant 
(�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 228–234; ��§§ ¤ ® 2005: 222–
223; ? ¡j	�§£ª£ et al. 2008). Such cooking jugs were 
also found in the northern Levant (��§§ ¤ ® 2000: 
242; �̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 143; �¦¡¬ 2011). Similar 
cooking vessels occurred at Tarsus (�£§¥ª¨¡ 1963: pl. 
QY���qYY�xqYYq}����
��
����*���#��
�
���������
$��������-
tity and their role at the site. The current state of research 
seems to indicate that cooking jugs were rather rare in 
Cilicia during the 12th and 11th centuries BCE.

During the late 13th and the 12th century BCE, unper-
forated clay cylinders appeared in many regions of the 
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eastern Mediterranean. These objects have been inter-
preted as loom weights (�̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 146–147, 
267–268; !¨�ª«�£¤· 2011 with a summary of previous 
research). Their distribution reached from Italy to the 
southern Levant and they appear frequently from the 12th 
century BCE onwards in the Aegean, western Anatolia, 
Cyprus and the Levant. In Cilicia, these cylinders have 
so far been found only at Tarsus. The report mentions 
“few small spools of standard shape” that were not well 
�
��
���*� ��*� ��� ������� 
�� 
$�� �����@���� ;$�� \����
not entered in the catalogue (�£§¥ª¨¡�q¢����QYq������
444:53). Cylindrical, spool-shaped loom weights at Ki-
net Höyük belong to later phases of the Iron Age.

Another Aegean feature connecting the Levant with 
the Aegean and Cyprus during the 12th century BCE 
��� ��������@����� 
$�� �������
� ������� ���� [�����j��\�
shaped ones with a horizontal bow, rectangular in sec-
tion that are coiled at either end. This is Pedde’s type 
A1.1 equivalent to Giesen type I-1, I-3, I-10 and I-13 
(� ¥¥  2000: no. 13; �� « ¡ 2001). In Cilicia, the 
�������������
$����������
�
'��\�������*��
�;��������
�
19.00 m in Section B (�£§¥ª¨¡�q¢����Y����Y¢�������
432:245). This type has a wide distribution in the Medi-
terranean with most examples in the Levant found at 
Enkomi. The Cypriot and Syrian parallels date this type 
to the end of the 13th and the early 11th century BCE 
(� ¥¥  2000: 99–104; �� « ¡ 2001: 40–55).

;$�� ���� �
$��� ����� ������ 
'�� ����*� ��� <���#���
comes again from Tarsus (�£§¥ª¨¡ 1956: 286, 297, 
�����QY�Y��}��;$���������$������
��
�*���#$���*������**�^��
type A.2.2, which is Giesen’s type VI (� ¥¥  2000: no. 
38; �� « ¡ 2001). Unfortunately, this type has a rather 
long range of use from the 11th through the 8th century 
BCE. The Tarsus example was found in an “intrusion 
containing Monochrome Hittite Ware”. The excava-
tors dated it to the “Late Bronze II.” None of the many 
Cypriot parallels, however, date earlier than LC IIIB 
with a number of examples from Cypro-Geometric I–II 
(�� « ¡�Y��q��¢Yxq��}��_�
�����
$���������
'��*����
not occur at Enkomi. The earliest parallels in Syria and 
the southern Levant date likewise to the end of the 11th 
and the 10th century BCE (� ¥¥  2000: 106–110). All 
�
$��������������*��
�;������*�
���������
��������@���
periods not relevant to the discussion here.

Hearth buildings that are associated in the south-
ern Levant with the Sea Peoples phenomenon (�̈ «¦¤j
�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 234–238), do not appear in Cilicia. The 
building at Tarsus mentioned by ?¨¤¨¯£ belongs to 
Stratum LB IIa and dates from the 13th century BCE 
(?¨¤¨¯£ 2001: table 2). The Early Iron Age apsis 
building at Tarsus connects well with the apsidal long-
house traditions in the Aegean (�̈ §X�¡ 2005: 77–79). 
Such plans are common in the Aegean since the Early 

Bronze Age and continue until the Iron Age (�¨º¨¤¨-
¯�«�@�¡�¨¡ 1997: chapter 1; +��¯�¡«£¡ 2006: 96, 107). 
�$����
$�������"�#
��������
���������
$��\��
�#���
�
of Turkey to Cilicia, it is also possible that apsidal plans 
represent a local building tradition along the southern 
coast of Turkey. With currently available evidence, it is 
*���#��
�
��������
$�
��'��*���'�����\������
��*�#�*���
Aegean migrations to Cilicia.

The collapse of the Hittite empire and the wide-
spread destructions in the northern Levant are often 
explained with the intrusions of the Sea Peoples as a 
main factor. These attempts failed, however, to explain 
the continuing dominance of Late Bronze Age material 
culture during the 12th century BCE and the continu-
ation of late Hittite polities in the region such as the 
kingdoms of Tarhuntassa and Karkemish. Leading his-
torians consider it unlikely that the Sea Peoples were 
the decisive factor for the end of the Hittite empire and 
���� ��
������ #��"�#
�� ���@��
����� ��� �� ����� #��[��#-
ing scenario (�§ ¡¬ § 1998: 309–313; ?¤°�  2005: 
339; ?��� § 1976: 36–56; %�� ¡ 1976: 22–35; 1983: 
13–20, see also �£¤¨ and ¥^@§·£¡«£ 2012: 385–398).

The archaeological data presently available indicate 
a fragmentation of the political systems and territories 
in the 12th century BCE following the collapse of the 
Hittite empire. While the Sea People groups can hardly 
be the main reason for the comprehensive transforma-
tion of the societies in the Levant, they were probably 
opportunistically exploiting the lack of imperial power 
and may have participated in the further fragmentation 
of the socio-economic systems of the Late Bronze Age 
during the 12th century BCE.

Diverse groups with maritime mobility may have 
been able to hold limited territories along the Levantine 
coast and in Cyprus, while at the same time there were 
states inhabited by local populations in continuous settle-
ments from the Late Bronze Age. This continuity is best 
emphasized by the late Hittite regional polities in Anato-
lia and northern Syria. Parallel to Sea Peoples, other new 
population groups made their appearance in a continental 
context of the Levant such as the Aramaeans.

Some of the main factors that led to the end of the 
Late Bronze Age are not invasions and military cam-
paigns. Such events only sealed the prolonged decline 
of the political and socio-economic systems of the Late 
Bronze Age. Equally, climatic changes contributed 
only partially to the changes. It would be regrettable to 
return to an environmental determinism and to under-
estimate the possible complex social and economic re-
sponses to climatic variations. The more important fac-
tors may have been continuous political and economic 
challenges to the local societies. The primary factors 
that I see leading to the end of the Late Bronze Age are 
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prolonged crises during the whole period starting with 
the end of the Middle Bronze Age. This would include 
the implementation of imperial power and exploitation, 

$��������#���
����'���������
$����#���#�
��
�
�����*�
$��
�'���
�������������#��
�'��
�����
$��������'�'���
�������
the Levant during this period. Eventually weakened by 
such challenges, the Late Bronze Age societies of the 
Levant were unable to cope with additional pressures 
that may have included climate change and migrations.

More profound socio-economic changes took place 
in the transition from the 12th to the 11th century BCE. 
The Sea Peoples phenomenon along the Levantine 
coast can be described as an increasing incorporation 
of the Levant into the developments throughout the 
Mediterranean. Other, similar, phases of increasing in-
teraction between the Levant and the Mediterranean are 
known before the Sea Peoples and certainly much later 
in developments of interactions that led eventually to 
the establishment of Hellenism in the Levant. The Sea 
Peoples are not the only driving force in this scenario 
and there were also local groups involved, such as the 
Phoenicians and even Aramaeans (?£¨¤¥ª¨¡ 2001).

Having de-emphasized the role of the Sea Peoples, 
there is some historical evidence that may yet hint at 
Aegean migrations to Cilicia. The Hypachaioi, or ‘sub-
Achaeans’ of Cilicia, mentioned by Herodotus as a for-
mer name for the Cilicians (Hist. 7, 91), appear to be 
�
����
�����#�����
������������
������[���������������
or Aegean migration to Cilicia.12 The evidence, how-
�[���� ��� *���#��
� 
�� ��
��'��
� ��*� �
�� $��
���#�
� ��� *�-
bated (<¨«¨£¡¡  1999: 69–71). An earlier linguistic 
controversy in the 1930s over the “Ahhiyawa-question” 
(�¤ �«��ª ¤ 1933: 213–257; 	£ªª ¤ 1934; `�«�� ¤ 
2010: 8, 10, 32, 42–43; % ¤� �¥ 2008: 126–127) was 
followed by an intensive historical and archaeological 
discussion, when epigraphic evidence was found in 
Cilicia mentioning the Hiyawa.

The inscriptions found at Karatepe (�¨®¯�¡« 2000; 
�¨ª § 1999), Çineköy (; ¯£¬§¦ and � ª¨�¤  2000) 
and Arsuz (classical Rhosus; +�¡X£§ et al. 2015) leave 
little doubt that the Danuna of ancient Adana and their 
kings trace their ancestry back to a ruler called Mop-
sos (�¨®¯�¡« 2009). These perceived or actual genea-
logical traditions strengthen the suggestion that Ahhi-
yawa (or Hiyawa), which is usually understood to refer 
to a Late Bronze Age entity on mainland Greece (the 

Achaeans), could refer in this context to a state on the 
Anatolian coast (`�¡¯ § ¤¬ 2005: 140–159; �¨«�¡¯ 
and �¨¤�¡£ 2007; `�«�� ¤ 2010). 

Additional evidence for the latter interpretation is 
'��[�*�*���
$���*��
��#�
����������\��\�
$���#���
�
Û������@�����������#�������<���#���|; ¯£¬§¦ and � -
ª¨�¤  2000: 982). The relationship between the Achae-
ans and Cilicia, and how and when they reached Cilicia 
remains unclear. In any case, the Arsuz texts provide 
the earliest evidence of the Hiyawa in Cilicia during 
the Iron Age and date to the late 10th and the early 9th 
century BCE (+�¡X£§ et al. 2015).

Another vivid debate is concerned with the ques-
tion, whether there is even earlier evidence of the Hi-
yawa going back to the Bronze Age. In an ambitious 
interpretation, Yakubovich proposed that the Phoeni-
cian language was emblematic of the Hiyawa rulers 
��� <���#��� |Û��}�� ;$���� ������� \���*� $�[�� #�����*�
Greek descent and attempted to distance themselves 
from the traditional elites of the neighbouring Neo-
Hittite states. The use of the Luwian language would 
have been a concession to the indigenous population 
of Cilicia. Yakubovich further proposed that Phoeni-
cian language and writing was adopted by the Greek 
colonists in Cilicia at the point when the Linear B 
script had been forgotten. Phoenician writing would 
have reached Greece through a Cilician connection 
(�¨¯¦£³��� 2015).

In contrast to this view, Gander argues that the name 
Hiyawa goes back to a place name which is already 
attested in Hittite texts such as the Arnuwanda annals 
(�¨¡¥ ¤ 2012; �¨¼¡¨§ 2011: 250). This interpretation 
renders any connection between the toponym Hiyawa 
and ancient Achaeans unlikely. Oreshko countered 
this interpretation in re-evaluating the Anatolian Hi-
eroglyph *429. His attempt to prove the transfer of the 
term Ahhiyawa to Hiyawa at some point following the 
fall of the Hittite Empire at the beginning of 12th centu-
ry BCE (%¤ «�¯£�Y�qQ}�\����$�\�[�����������~�#
�*�
by �¨®¯�¡« (2015).

The Karatepe and Çineköy inscriptions associate the 
Hiyawa with the dynastic house of Mopsos in Phoeni-
cian or Muksas in Luwian (	�¡¬ ¤ 2009). There is an 
extensive debate about the possible connections with 

$��� ��'���� ��*� 
$�� ��
����� ������ ��� ������ �
$��-
ogy.13 Historians such as Tanja 	��  ¤ (1993) and  

12 For more associations of Achaeans with Cilicia in the ancient 
literature see Anonymi Stadiasmus Maris Magni (or Periplus 
Maris Magni) 186, 1–2 in the edition of �±§§ ¤ (1855: 484) 
and in 	�¤¨£, Geography XIV 5.8, 1–3.

13 For a detailed discussion see 	��  ¤ 1993: 154–174, 241–271, 
see also ?¦¤¯ ¤� 1992: 52; `�¡¯ § ¤¬ 2005: 151–152; �¨¡ �
`£× 2008: Chapter 13; ?¨¤¡ �� 1953: 140–143; � ª¨�¤  
2006: 99–107; �I´ ºj!¦�º 2009: 487–501; % ���¡¬ ¤ 2008: 
63–66; �̈ ¡«��££¡®�¡¯ § 1990: 185–211.
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Robin��¨¡  `£× (2008) point out that any quick and 
simple equations of the historical Mopsos with the 
mythological one are problematic. In their preserved 
form, Greek foundation legends concerning Cilicia date 
from the Hellenistic period. 

Particularly problematic is the multi-directional na-
ture of the links: “Mopsos is presented as a Greek in or-
�������
�����$����$����������<���#����\$������#$���������
is independently attested in local sources. In turn, later 
����������#�����"�#
���#���<���#����
��*�
���������
�
$��
�����^�� �#
�[�
���� ��� 
$�� ������� |���$��� '�����#�� 
$����
made its way back to Greek texts)” (�I´ ºj!¦�º 2009: 
491). Others maintain that the evidence does support 

$�� �*��
��#�
��������������������*�@������#��
�#
��
with Cilicia (e.g. �I´ ºj!¦�º 2009; % ���¡¬ ¤ 2008). 
Moreover, it has been claimed that Greek names appear 
in the Karatepe inscriptions (	��ª��º 2008).

The new Arsuz inscriptions have demonstrated that 
already in the 10th century BCE, the land of Hiyawa was 
associated with the city of Adana (+�¡X£§ et al. 2015). 
As early as in the 8th century BCE, the land of Hiyawa 
and a population called Danuna appeared in connection 
with Mopsos, who was the founder of the royal dynasty 
����������@*�����!�#��
��'����'$�#���*��$�[��#�����-

��
�� #������*� 
$���� #����#
����� ��*� $�[�� '��$�*�
their date back into the early Iron Age.

;$��� *���� ��
� �
� '��[�*�� ��� ���� ����� ��
\����
the Hiyawa and the Greek Achaeans. There is also no 
conclusive evidence that Mopsos was associated with 
Greek migrations to Cilicia. Early Aegean and Cilician 
contacts may have wanted to establish such a connec-

��������'���
�#�������������*���#$��*��
��#�
��������
have taken hold in a multi-directional exchange that 
went back and forth. With the available evidence, how-
ever, the possibility of migrations from the Aegean into 
Cilicia cannot be entirely excluded.

�����������
The recently completed excavations at Kinet Höyük 
$�[��������#��
��#��
����
�*� 
���������*�
����*���-
derstanding of the transition from the Late Bronze to 
the Iron Age. A post-Hittite phase following the end of 
the collapse of the empire is now evident, dating from 
the 12th century BCE. This phase was largely contem-
porary with LC IIIA and was labelled in this paper 
(Cilician) LB III.

The phase is followed by the Cilician Early Iron Age 
commencing at the end of the 12th century and lasting 

until the beginning of the Middle Iron Age in Cilicia. 
In Cyprus, this phase is roughly contemporary with LC 
IIIB and Cypro-Geometric I–II.

During the (Cilician) LB III and the Early Iron Age, 
��#$�������#�����*���''����*� ���<���#��� 
$�
��������
��
in the Aegean. These items, in particular decorated ce-
ramics in LH IIIC styles, cooking jugs, loom weights 
��*� �������� *�� ��
� �##��� ��� ������ �������� ��*� ����
#��#��
��
�*������*�;��������*�������>��	������� 
$��
objects were produced locally in Cilicia, others were 
imported either from the Aegean or from Cyprus, where 
��#$���*��\���������
������'��
����
$����
������#��
����
during the LC III.

;$�� '�����#�� ��� ��#$� ��*�� *���� ��
� ��#��������
point to migrations from the Aegean or Cyprus. They 
can be explained as part of an economic exchange oper-
ating with a multidirectional, non-centralized network 
in the eastern Mediterranean. The character of the ma-
terial culture in Cilicia during the 12th and 11th century 
BCE is overwhelmingly local. Exchange with Cyprus 
��
������*��
�
$����*����
$��qqth century BCE with the 
appearance of Cypro-Geometric I. Imports and contact 
seemed to have increased over time until Cypro-Geo-
��
��#������
������#������*�����
������"���#�����
$��
9th century BCE.

To conclude, there is barely any archaeological evi-
dence of Aegean migrations to Cilicia during the 12th 
and 11th centuries BCE. Although the historical evi-
dence may indicate a connection of the rulers at Adana 
with the Ahhiyawa/Hiyawa and Danuna, it is still un-
clear whether these groups are in fact Aegean popula-
tions. In any case, there is so far no evidence of the 
Mopsos dynasty at Adana before the 10th century BCE. 
With the evidence discussed here, one may speculate 
that the house of Mopsos may have originated in Pam-
phylia14� ��*� �=
��*�*� �
�� ��"���#�� �[��� <���#��� ����
with the decline of the Neo-Hittite states, especially 
Tarhuntassa. Sea Peoples and their culture, however, 
apparently never played a dominant role in Cilicia.

�������<	
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The sites with Mycenaean pottery or Aegeanizing styles 
found during surveys in Cilicia are listed below in an 
appendix (	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 134–135; �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 
q¢Q��� q��xY�Q�� q¢��� ���� q¢�� ���� ����� + «£¤£¦¬� 
1964: 205 n. 4 and 6; ½º¬±¡ § 1996: 7 n. 56; �   

14 For a possible connection of Hiyawa with “Lukka” see 	�¡¬ ¤ 2006: 242–262.
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1978). While 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« mentioned eight sites 
with ‘Mycenaean IIIC’ (1954: 134), her site list record-
�*������[����
����������
$������
���$���
�
���
$�
�]�#�-
naean’ pottery was found at 11 sites (	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 
1954: 135).
Alapinar, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954:135 and 148 ‘Submy-
cenaean’; �   1978: 124.
Boz Höyük, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 150 ‘My-
cenaean’; �   1978: 124.
Çitnogla Çiftlik Höyük, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 
and 152 ‘Mycenaean bowl’; �   1978: 125.
+��[�¶����	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 153 ‘Submy-
cenaean’; �   1978: 126.
Domuztepe, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 154 ‘Mycenaean 
IIIC’; �§£°¥ and � §§¨¨¤��q¢�����Y; �   1978: 126.
`����
��� |��� `���
��}�� �`��*���� ��

���� �*��
���*� ���
LH IIIC: ½º¬±X, T. 1948: 264; �¨¡·ª¨¡ 1948: 139, 
n. 18; ½º¬±X, N. 1955: 297, 303; ?¦���£§º 1974: 
368; �£´ �	�ª´«£¡ and �¨º ¡°�1973: 178–179; �   
1978: 128; (cf. ½º¬±¡ § 1996: 8).
Gavurköy, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 155 ‘Myce-
naean’; �   1978: 128.
��ý�����µ����	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 155 
‘Submycenaean’; �   1978: 128.
Hesigin Tepe, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 156 
‘Mycenaean’; �   1978: 129.
��*�*�� �µ���� Y��� ��� \��
� ��� %�����¶��� �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 
1934: 157 and 176–177 ‘Hellado-Cilician’; �   1978: 
129.
Islamkadi Çiftlik, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 158 
‘Mycenaean IIIC’; �   1978: 130.
Manarli (= Minareli Höyük), 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 
135 and 164 ‘Mycenaean’.
�������|�����
�'�}������#�
�*����
$��+����
�¶�*��
��#
�
within the boundaries of the municipality of Mersin. 
Excavations were undertaken by J. Garstang between 
1936–1947 continued with intervals and delays. Since 
1993 the mound is excavated by Veli Sevin. The Neo-
lithic, Chalcolithic, Bronze, Age, Hittite, Greek, Byz-
��
������*�������#���*������������
�'���=#�[�
�����
are now on display in the Archaeological Museum in 
Mersin. �¨¤«�̈ ¡¬ 1939–40: 100–102, 131, pl. 81:1–7; 
�¨¤«�̈ ¡¬�q¢�Q��Y�Q��Y��������q���qxY����[����#�-

naean sherds: one “LH IIIA2” (cf. `¤ ¡�� 1965: 176 
and 1966: 219), one “LH IIIA2 or IIIB, seven perhaps 
‘Hellado-Cilician’, none of which “is obviously Myce-
naean inspired” (�   1978: 133; cf. ½º¬±¡ § 1996: 7 
n. 54 with references).
Misis, �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934: 161 and 176–177 ‘Hellado-Cili-
cian’; �   1978: 137.
Pascu Höyük, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 166 
‘Submycenaean’; �   1978: 143.
Sirkeli, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 168 ‘Submy-
cenaean’; �   1978: 144.
Soli, �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934: 158 and 176–177 ‘Hellado-Cili-
cian’; �   1978: 144; LH IIIC according to �̈ Ù�� 
(2003, 2007b).
Soyali Höyük (today called Boyali Höyük), 	 �£¡j
��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 169 ‘Mycenaean IIIC’; �   
1978: 144.
Sultan Tepe, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 169 ‘My-
cenaean’; �   1978: 144.
Tanriverdi, �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934: 161 and 176–177 ‘Hellado-
Cilician’; 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 170 ‘Sub-
mycenaean’; �   1978: 144.
Tarsus (see text above).
Tilan Höyük, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 171 
‘Mycenaean storage jar’; �   1978: 145.
Tömük Höyük, �¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934: 158 and 176–177 
‘Hellado-Cilician’; �   1978: 145. Located only four 
km east of the Hellenistic and Roman ruins of Lamos. 
Tömük Höyük is a large mound with archaeological 
evidence from the LB (�¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ 1934: 158). The site 
��� ���
� '������� 
�� ��� �*��
���*� \�
$� 
$�� �?� ��
�� ���
Lamiya.
Vesli Höyük, 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 and 172 ‘My-
cenaean’; �   1978: 147. This could be ancient Pitura 
near the LB site of Lamiya (ancient Lamos), today Tö-
mük Höyük (see above). 
Zeytinli (Zeitün Höyük), 	 �£¡j��§§�¨ª« 1954: 135 
and 174 ‘Mycenaean’; �   1978: 147.
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Abstract

This contribution attempts to clarify an archaeologist’s position regarding the historical consequences of J.D. Hawkins’ reading of recently dis-
covered inscriptions in the temple of the Storm-God in Aleppo in Syria. The discussion involves archaeological principles, aspects of ethnicity 
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1  See now also �  ¥ ¡ 2015.

Diederik J.W. Meijer

After his initial note during the Rome ICAANE in 2008 
and his comprehensive publication in 2011, there has 
been some excitement about David Hawkins’ reading 
of the Aleppo texts (�¨®¯�¡« 2011). One of the most 
recent articles is by �  ¥ ¡�|2013: 3).1 Yet I think the 
historical and archaeological implications still warrant 
further discussion, and this contribution is a step in that 
direction. 

;$�� ��'��
��
� ��*�� �� ��� ��$������ ��� 
$��
Storm-God temple in the Aleppo citadel (�£�§ª ° ¤�
2009) led to an interesting theory by David Hawkins. 
Hawkins reconstructs two rulers, both called Taita, with 
the ethnicons Palistin and Walistin. They might have 
ruled areas from the present-day Hatay (the Amuq, 
the valley of Antakya/Antioch) down to the region of 
Hama. In 2009 Hawkins writes that a Taita ruled in Tell 
;�����
��'$����@����%��'��$�'���������*�����÷������*�
÷��������
������
\����
$��qqth and 10th centuries BCE 
(�¨®¯�¡« 2009: 170–171). In 2011 he writes that there 
probably was a three-generation dynasty in the Amuq 
during the 11th and early 10th century, with Taita I’s rule 
�=
��*����
��@��''����*�'��������������������$����*�
Taita II’s rule extending even further, to include the re-
gion around Hama (�¨®¯�¡« 2011: 52).

Obviously, the name Palistin is close to that of the 
Philistines, the prst in Egyptian, better known as the 
plšt, and since these are named among the Sea Peoples 
who roamed the eastern Mediterranean littoral, we are 
faced with interesting historical and archaeological op-
tions. Although it concerns the period just after the doc-
umented activities of the so-called Sea Peoples, I would 
like to review here what kind of material we have as 
archaeologists to comment on Hawkins’ idea. It must 

be said at the outset that the whole link of palasatini/
waDAsatini with the Philistines is strictly speaking still 
unproven, as Hawkins himself mentions (�¨®¯�¡« 
2009: 171–172, and cf. 2011: 52).

There are some preliminary caveats. First, as ar-
chaeologists we no longer a priori correlate pottery 
���$�����\�
$��'�#��#��
$��#�����'�������������\�
$�
�

$�������������
$�����*�#�
�����������\�������
���[��*��
archaeological parlance still speaks of Philistine pot-

�����*�#�������Mitanni seals, Mycenaean IIIC pottery 
etc. And, if we know from textual data that a certain 
�
$��#�����'����'�����
�������'�#��#���#�
������
�����
����
our instinct to search for correlates in the material cul-
ture, however objectionable this may be in terms of 
strict archaeological theory. We go by correlations, and 
for the time being, use them as a form of theoretical 
supposition – but of course we cannot immediately turn 
them into causal relations. 

Talking about Philistines entails an ethnic connota-
tion. I would here like to avoid discussions about the 
concept of ethnicity, but it must be said that we are faced 
with the same kind of problem as for instance with the 
@����
����
��
$�����
��������'�#��#�������������
������
���'�#��#�\����������x�'��
����������*��[�������*����
– has been attributed – mainly falsely (� �¼ ¤ 2014). 
Also, if the various textual sources about such groups 
differ considerably in date, as do the Merneptah and Ra-
messes III records versus the biblical sources in the case 
of the Philistines, the way these groups were constitut-
ed and perceived may have changed considerably over 
time, even to the extent of unrecognizability: in a recent 
article I used the example of the Italians and Japanese 
after the Second World War, whose industrial products 
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and general appreciation evolved from shabby to tasteful 
and high-class within some thirty years! (� �¼ ¤ 2014: 
165). How uniform are the Philistines that we are talking 
about?2 The question of ethnic markers in the material 
record for this group has for instance been addressed by 
�¨¥£� et al. (2014), who reject looking at architecture 
or cooking techniques, dietary habits or pottery traditions 
in favour of ritual – in their case: ritual as manifested in 
chalices. A more comprehensive approach was recently 
advocated by �¨ �¤ et al. (2013: 1), who “…argue for 
a more complex understanding of the Philistines who 
came to the region [i.e. the Southern Levant – DM] with 
an identity that drew on, and continued to engage with, a 
broad range of foreign artefact styles and cultural prac-
tices with non-Levantine connections.” It is a bewilder-
ing situation, because the discussions on the ‘character’ 
���
$���$����
�����$�[����#��
����#���������\�
$�#��"�#
-
ing theories, from unitary tribes invading and ransack-
ing territories, to diffuse entry over longer periods; from 
pottery-bringers to pottery-makers to pottery-borrowers; 
from pig-eaters to partakers in Canaanite feasting; from 
Mycenaeans to Cypriots to, etc. In fact, the Philistines 
seem to become less and less graspable as more data be-
come available, both textual and archaeological.3 Quite 
apart from this, the phenomenon of a Philistine king 
expressing himself in Luwian is remarkable: either the 
Philistines spoke that language to begin with, or Taita 
adopted the local usage, but this matter deserves more 
discussion than can be meted out here. 

Second, not knowing any serious research to the 
contrary, I hold that the geographical designations such 
as Sardinia, Sicily, Tyrrhenian, Palestine and others 
only became applied later to these areas as we know 
them now, and do not represent the place of origin of 
those groups of Sea Peoples as mentioned by the Egyp-
tian Pharaohs Merneptah and Ramesses III. Among 
these, the Ekweš form an exception to this rule, since 
Ahhiyawa as a geographical, ethnic and political name 
was already in use before the Sea Peoples arrived on 
the scene, and these two names are usually thought to 
designate the same people. Here I shall of course not 
go into the question of where all those people did come 

from, but I am obviously dealing with the aftermath of 
their activities. 

A third preamble is called for: It is quite possible for 
a strong leader to quickly harness an army, vanquish 
an enemy and establish his rule for longer periods in 
an area where he did not belong before: historical ex-
amples abound, such as Mehmet Fatih (the Conqueror) 
��� ?���
����� 
$�� �����
��� ��� ?��������� ��� 
$�� ��
-

�
��� �����������$��;$���������\��#����
�������� 
$�
�
the above-mentioned kings with the name Taita were 
necessarily preceded by a long period of ‘Philistine’ 
presence in the Amuq or in Aleppo. Hence, looking for 
any material remains usually associated with the Philis-

��������#$��������������#���������'�

���
$�
�\�����\�
from the so-called Pentapolis (usually seen as the most 
solid Philistine area) is futile – all the more so since 
excavations in the Aleppo area, even from the recent 
ones in the citadel, have been extremely unproductive 
���
���������
��
���*���~�#
��������*�
�������������4 And 
if the Philistines (or any other group of the Sea Peoples) 
had already lived in the Aleppo and the Amuq areas at 
earlier times, certainly the Hittite Empire records would 
have mentioned them, which they have not.

On the other hand, any extrusive material in Aleppo 
and the Amuq, from whatever region, that would also 
be found to persist in the ‘Philistine’ region could
con-
stitute a material support for Hawkins’ ideas. In Tell 
;�����
��\$�#$�'�������$�*���
$��#�'�
�����������|
$��
@���}�\�
$�
$���������������5 excavations have since 
2004 been re-instigated by Timothy Harrison, who thus 
followed in the footsteps of the Braidwood expedition 
���
$��q¢Q�^����
����
$��������
��
$��@����
$�
�\�����
�
now direct our attention in the search for non-indige-
nous material that could possibly be associated with 
roaming elements in the Eastern Mediterranean in the 
period between 1200 and 900 BCE. After that, Aleppo 
will concern us. 

��{�����
f
j������
T_6������U
The Braidwoods’ expedition to the Amuq in the 1930’s 
��#��*�*� ����*����� �
�;����;�����
�� ��
� 
$�� '��
�������
report (�¨�¡ « 1971) only published the architecture and 

2 Cf. now also �¨ �¤ et al. 2013: 2–3; cf. +��¯�¡«£¡ 2006: 118–
119.

3 Cf. � £¤¬�¨¥ « 2013; ?¨¤¨¯£ 2003.
4 �'��� �� ����� �£�§ª ° ¤ wrote to me “Zu Deiner Frage: 

nein – der Tempel war ja komplett ausgeräumt und mit helle-
nistischem Schutt verfüllt (wie meines Wissens nach auch der 
;��'���[���@���+���}��+��������\��������
�����
����#$������-
mik, die wir fanden, stammt aus der Magerung der Lehmziegel– 
leider keine Importe”.

5  It would perhaps be possible to equate another suggested name 
for Ta�yinat (Pattina) with *PaDasatini (cf. �̈ ª¨¥¨ 2000), but 
that would clash with a reading *Palistin – unless such readings 
represent different names in different periods. Since the dating 
���
$���
��
����*�
$���������
�������
����
���=�*��
��
$���$���
��
be decided later.
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‘extraneous’ material found in the eastern Mediterranean 
basin and adjacent regions. Harrison writes that ‘large 
quantities’ of Mycenaean IIIC1 pottery have been found 
�
�;�����
��\�
$����\�*���'�#
����������������
������*�
fabrics” (�¨¤¤�«£¡ 2009: 181). Moreover, LH IIIC loom 
weights were also numerous, which are often found in 
the Levant in association with Mycenaean IIIC1 pottery. 
A study by %«£¤¡  (2011) which apparently also dealt 
with the pottery was not available to me, but Janeway 
\��
��� 
$�
� ���
� ��� 
$�� ;�����
� ]�#������j���'���* �̂
'�

��������#������*�����*������
$�����"�#
�*������#$�
of the Amuq and neighbouring regions as well as in the 
Pentapolis itself (�¨¡ ®̈ ° 2006–2007: 136). This is fur-

$����'�#���*�|�¨¡ ®̈ ° 2011: 177): “The Myc IIIC bowl 
assemblage at Tell Tayinat, while displaying unmistak-
able signs of independent development, would seem to 
$�[�� �
�� #�����
� �
���
�#� �����
���� \�
$� ��
��� ��� <'����
during LC IIIB Late and IIIC [i.e. 1050–950 BCE? – 
DM].” Of course, the dating of the Early Iron remains 
�
�;�����
��
��������������
������'��������#��
����������
�
against Hawkins’ suggestions; Harrison’s table suggests 
that Building Period I only starts around 900 BCE (�¨¤-
¤�«£¡ 2009: 177), whereas Hawkins would like to see for 
���
��#���
������*����÷������
$��'���
��������*��#�����;��-
ta, whom he dates starting in the eleventh century. How-
ever, Hawkins’ date for the Taita inscription from Alep-
po in the 11th century has been doubted, for instance by 
?¤°�  (2014: 129) and 	¨««�|2010), who provide some 
counter-arguments. Summarizing, if Janeway is right in 
his dating of the locally made Mycenaean-inspired pot-

����;�����
 �̂�?���*�����$���������
����*�
�*�����$
��
earlier than Harrison did in 2009, producing a slightly 
������\�\��*��
���
\����
�=
����*���#$��������������-
mary, here one may say that the very fact that LH IIIC, 
‘Mycenaean IIIC’ or LC IIIB pottery and other material 
������������ ���\�*���*��
����
�*�������� 
$���� �'�#��#�
association with the Sea Peoples, let alone with the Phi-
listines, quite impossible – harking back to my initial ca-
veat in the introduction. No amount of examples of such 
material would vitiate the falsity of such an association, 
which would be a typical piece of inductive reasoning of 
antiquated archaeology. 
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���-
countered is a rebuilding or refurbishing after the Late 
Bronze Age destruction and a subsequent period of non-
use. This Taita had some architectural changes made 
which cannot concern us here, our main focus being 
on this king’s “ego-trip”. He set up an image of himself 

facing the Storm-God (the age-old storm-god of Alep-
'�}����\�������������#��'
�����;$������^������������������
than that of the God, as well as better proportioned and 
�
����$
�
$�����������*�
�*���
�������
���x���
��
��������-
ished (�£�§ª ° ¤�Y�qQ���q�x�q¢���*�����Y�q}��;��
�^��
slab facing the Storm-God protrudes slightly from the 
line of the neighbouring blocks, another sign that it was 
'�
������
���
$���
$�������*���$������������
��
$�
�
$���
move changed the focus of the liturgy from Teshub to 
Taita’s activity as temple-renovator (�£�§ª ° ¤ 2009: 
199). It would seem, by the way, that the inscription 
���#��|�����[�*����
��*�������������}�\�������$�*��������

$������^���������@�
���;�����
���*�@��''���\$�
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$���
sources are there?

���
��������
There is no explicit mention of the Philistines in the 
Old Testament which connects them to areas north of 
the region of, for instance, Hama. There are, however, 
���
����������

����\$�#$�\���*��������$���
��
�����
Cyprus, as in Gen. 10:4, Num. 24:24, Ez. 27:6, etc., 
\$���� 
$�� ����� 
�� �
��*� ���� ���j������� '��'���� ��
-
tim might perhaps have to do something with the place 
����� ��
����� ��\�[���� ��

��� ��� ����� *����������
close to Chittim, meaning Hittites, that is, in the context 
of the First Millennium Old Testament, the area to the 
north of Israel in general. Were these biblical authors so 
much in the dark about what went on in the north that 
they confused the Cypriots with the inhabitants of the 
Neo-Hittite city-states in the north? They anyway did 
not call them Palestinians in any form. 

������
Archaeologically speaking it has been stressed by Ia-
#�[���
$�
�
$�����������[�*��#����������[����"�=�������
for instance, uprooted Mycenaeans in the island of Cy-
prus; this, because religious and burial practices remain 
constant. However, she does see an expanding contact 
as witnessed by Mycenaean-inspired motifs on pot-
tery after c. 1200 BCE (�¨�£³£¦ 2008: 629). “Cyprus 
had become an integral part and major destination of 
the Mycenaean trading system in the eastern Mediter-
ranean, and apparently—to judge from the Cypro-Mi-
noan marks on Mycenaean vases—Cypriots moved at 
least some of the cargoes.” (ibid.). 

Historically speaking, not much is known about Cy-
prus in the period between c. 1200 and 900 BCE. There 
is general agreement that Alašiya in the Late Bronze 
Age texts means Cyprus, but the question is: what part 
of Cyprus? Is it Enkomi? When the Alašiyan ruler and 

$�� ������ ��� �����
� �=#$����� ��������� |!	��� q�� !	�
20.238; RS 20.18) they speak of their overlord as the 
king of the Hittite Empire, who at that time could be no 
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people from Alašiya. I refer to the strange text that sug-
gests that this Hittite king battled with the Alašiyans 

$����
������
�����|�?��÷���Q��N�<;��qYq}�

1’ and my father [ ]
2’ I mobiliz[ed]
3’ and the sea directly [ ? ]
4’ I Suppilulijama, Great King, cr[osse]d
�¶� ��������#���������	���
6’ marshalled itself against me three times in the 

middle of the sea
7’/8’/9’ and I defeated them by taking the ships and 

!��������������������������������������!��
10’/11’ [W]hen I reached the mainland
12’/13’ the enemy from Alašiya countered me mas-

sively
14’ and him i[n battle (?) ] …
15’ [a]nd me… [               ]
16’ [                                  ] 

To me this suggests that Alašiya represents not the 
entire isle of Cyprus, but only a political unit as part 
of it. If, for instance, the northern coastal region was 
distinct from this ‘political’ unit Alašiya, Suppilulijama 
��^����$
�\�
$�
$���#���*��������������*�$��\���*�~��
�
be using a general name for the islanders. Either that, 
or within the space of some thirty years the political 
#�������
����\�
$���<'����$�*�#$����*�#����*�������
One keeps guessing. Are these Sea Peoples perhaps to 
be associated with Philistines? Cyprus did produce a 
great number of Aegean-style pottery vessels, which 
found their way all over the eastern Mediterranean lit-

�������*��[��������*����#$�����
�;�������;$��;�����
�
pottery included Cypriot material as well, as was also 
the case in Tarsus, and many people have already com-
mented on the Cypriot activities in the Near East. Yet 
this Suppilulijama text would seem to bring the Sea 
Peoples close to Cyprus, and the correlation with their 
pottery and the ‘Philistine’ pottery does exist – again, 
however, there is no causal link. 

����������
Summarizing, we read in textual sources that there are 
people called Philistines at some time, coming into 
the Southern Levant. Already Ramesses II mentions 
Philistines (plšt), albeit as mercenaries. Then there is 

half a century of silence about them. The archaeologi-
#���#������
������
$�����"�=�$�[��������=
����[���*��-
cussed, but the conclusions remain equivocal. We are 
#������
�*� �� ��� �������� ��� ��=�*� ��"���#��� �����
the Canaanite hinterland with Mycenaean ones, Cypriot 
ones and others. Names, both of places and of peoples, 
are sometimes subject to change without a concurrent 
change of the essence they describe or cover, be that 
materially or ethnically; therefore, what ‘Philistines’ 
are we talking about?

As the Storm-God temple in Aleppo did not pro-
*�#������[��
���������*��\��������*�#�*�
���'�#���
����
about any ‘foreign’ cultural connections. The Storm-
God character is clear enough. What could perhaps as-
sociate it with the “Philistines” is the fact that the lat-
ter seem to have worshipped, among others, Dagan or 
Dogan. Also this deity had Storm-God characteristics, 
�
� ����
� ���	���� |������;�����������
}����������+����j
Ba’al. There is, however, nothing resembling a south-
�����
���
�#�#$���#
������
$�����������;��
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�*�
on the block that �£�§ª ° ¤�|Y��¢}�describes so well 
���������$�*���*�����$
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well to the post-Hittite styles described by %¤��ª¨¡¡�
(1971, 2002) and others.

If the Aleppo 7 inscription6 means that Taita just vis-
ited�
$���������
��'��������������$������[���
�����
$���
than as its overlord, the same might hold for the inscrip-
tions in Aleppo, whichever of the two Taitas we are talk-
ing about. In fact, Hawkins writes: “Though not king of 
Aleppo, he controlled the city as shown by his dedica-
tion of that particular phase of its ancient and famous cult 
center” (�¨®¯�¡« 2009: 169). It reminds one of Sargon 
of Akkad venerating Dagan in Terqa, where he was thus 
just showing how devoted he was. Such visits by political 
leaders to internationally known cult places are as old as 
the world – it helps them to gain the favour of local popu-
��
��������*�*������
���#���������������*����
�����*�$�'�
over the locality. This kind of interpretation would re-
*�#��
$��;��
�� �̂�#
����������
��
$��@�����\�
$�;�����
�
as capital. In this way, the ‘problem’ of Aleppo being part 
of a nation called Palestin or Walestin would go away. It 
would not, however, explain the Mharde and Sheizar in-
scriptions, unless we suppose that these stelae were later 
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��x�'��$�'������'��������\���7 
One thinks of the parallel with the so-called Babylon 1, 

6 On the historical aspects of the Aleppo 6,7 and the Mharde and 
Sheizar inscriptions, see �¨®¯�¡« 2011: 51–52.

7 The Sheizar stela, a funerary monument for Taita’s wife, might 
have been placed there, for instance, if his wife came from that 
������ ����*� �
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� 
$�
���;��
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�$�[�� ����*�

over so vast an area as the Amuq and Northern Syria including 
the region around Hama, without there being any resonance of 
such an entity in Assyrian records, or in any others, for that mat-
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biblical Toi (	� ��§ ¤�2010).
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2 and 3 inscriptions mentioned by �¨®¯�¡«�|Y�qq��Q�}, 
which were war spoils of Nebuchadnezar of Babylon. I 
��*��
�*���������
����#��*��
$�
�\$����	�������������
$��
realm of the Taitas because of these two stelae; one may 
'��$�'��#��'����
$���\�
$�
$��_�$�������������#��'
�����
of various kings; these did not mean they ruled that area, 
although they might have wanted to.

Since the name of a country or perhaps city-state 
Palestin or Walestin is not mentioned in records before 
c. 1100 BCE, either by the Hittites, or by the Assyrians 
or the Egyptians; and since later First Millennium re-
cords of, for instance, the Assyrians, local petty kings 
of the Neo-Hittite and Aramean city-states also do not 
mention such a state (nor do they mention the name 
Taita, if we disregard Steitler’s ingenious but as yet 
����''��
�*��*��
��#�
����\�
$�
$��?����#���;���|	� -
��§ ¤ 2010) – and we have seen earlier that the Old 
Testament does not mention Philistines in the North), 
the conclusion forces itself on us that this state must, 
historically speaking, have been rather ephemeral. 
Consequently, on the one hand we have a political unit 
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the material culture of the whole eastern Mediterra-
nean littoral. Those material remains provide solid 
evidence of continuing processes of lively adaptation 
and communication around the Eastern Mediterranean 
from the late Bronze Age into Iron I and II, as in pot-
tery traditions, ivories, the styles of sculpture, as well 
as the use of Hieroglyphic Luwian, – and place names 
and personal names (e.g., Suppilulijama). Hawkins 
himself has, since 1988, almost single-handedly pro-
vided us with much more light to shine over the his-
tory of that transitional period, formerly known as 
the Dark Ages, and thus he substantiated the ongoing 

developments that had already been suggested by the 
archaeology (�¨®¯�¡« 1988, 2002). 

Should we then, as a conclusion, see Taita’s claim to 
be the ruler of an entity called Palestin as entirely empty, 
keeping in mind our initial caveat about the association 
palasatini/waDAsatini and Philistines? No, because he 
probably did not invent the name, but just maybe, as a 
newcomer on the political scene, took it fortuitously, 
harking back to distant memories of an age gone by. 

Archaeology has its own domain, and it may illus-
trate historical problems, but it rarely solves them. Say-
ing that there does not seem to be any archaeological 
support for Hawkins’ reconstructions might perhaps be 
seen as a foregone conclusion, given our initial remarks 
about ethnicity and material culture. Yet it does serve a 
purpose to check whether there could be a correlation 
between these entities. In our case I think there is none 
���
$���'�#��#��������������
�������{��$����
���������
$��
north are archaeologically invisible. If we nevertheless 
want to see them in the north in the Iron Age, we might 
be talking about people who were mainly associated 
with Cyprus. 
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Abstract

The aim of this article is to offer a critical analysis of the infor-
mation sources relative to the presence and impact of the so-called 
Sea Peoples in the northern and central coastal strip of the Levant. 
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seemed to remain safe from the attacks, at least from 
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Abstract

Scholars dealing with transformations in Mediterranean commercial 
spheres after the collapse of the Bronze Age World, usually accredit 
‘The Phoenicians’ with renascent (or continuing) commercial initia-

�[������
$����[��
������*��x������
��
�'����
$���$����#���� �̂#�����-
cial ‘expansion’ that will come to fruition in the later Iron Age. By 
the term ‘Phoenicians’ they mean polities and/or peoples in Lebanon, 
������'�#��#����������
$����������������
$�
���������
$���������
�
goes, the impact of the invading Sea People was negligible and there-
�����#�����#�����#
�[�
������*�����
����
����#�#��
����*������
�*��
In this paper we explore this communis opinio by attempting to de-
termine exactly which Levantine regions were involved in maritime 
circulation of goods in the early Iron Age. The only medium suitable 

for this purpose is pottery that travelled aboard ships, which survives 
abundantly enough and whose production centres can be determined 
with good resolution. We conclude that the process was more com-
plex: In the early Iron Age, the Phoenician cultural sphere should be 
extended southward beyond Lebanon, to Israel’s Carmel and Sharon 
coasts, usually conceptualized by modern scholarship as Sea People 
territory. Only by the mid-9th century BCE does this region abruptly 
stop its engagement in maritime exchange of goods and the town of 
Dor – its main port town – is transformed from a trading entrepôt 
to an administrative centre. The annexation of the Carmel/Sharon 
regions by the northern Kingdom of Israel may be the explanation 
for this. The cessation of seafaring activity in Southern Phoenicia 
facilitated the rise of the cities of Central Phoenicia (i.e. southern 
Lebanon) to maritime supremacy. 
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Ayelet Gilboa and Ilan Sharon
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The investigation of the ‘Sea People phenomenon’ in 
the Levant (Fig. 1) has shifted in recent years from ques-
tions of geographic origin/‘ethnicity’, chronology and 
settlement processes to issues of social dialectics be-
tween immigrants and locals and the in-situ formation 
of identities (e.g. 	�¨¤£¡ 2001; ��§£¨ 2005, 2006–
2007; � ¡�¦¤��Y������̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2011; �¨ �¤�et 
al. 2013; `¨¦«� 2015; all with references to previous 
studies). The impact of the ‘Sea People phenomenon’ 
on Mediterranean commercial spheres – the focus of 
this paper – has received much less attention; relevant 
studies are referred to further down in this paper. 

As opposed to some traditional views it is nowa-
days patently clear that the centuries following the Late 
Bronze Age collapse did not signal a total cessation of 
#����j��*�
��������� 
����#� ��*� �=#$����� ��� ���*���
though these were then certainly much diminished in 
scope and conducted in a different socio-political en-
vironment (a very selective list:�	� ¤¤ �̈� and 	� ¤-
¤ �̈� 1991; +^@¬ �̈̈  et al. 2005; ? §§� 2006; @¦ ��
2008: 248; ��§£¨�et al. 2008; 	� ¤¤ �̈� 2010, 2012 
and further references in ��§£¨�et al. 2015c: n.1). The 
identity of the agents of early Iron Age (c. 1150–850 
BCE) Mediterranean trade has been much debated 
(summaries for example in <£§¥«�¤ ¨ª� 2000: 24; 

�£¦¤£¦�Y�����Q��xQ������§£¨�Y�qQ��Qq���QY�cQY��
and cf. `¨¡�̈ §¯�¡ 2006). On the Levantine side, how-
ever, early Iron Age commercial enterprises are almost 
unanimously accredited to ‘the Phoenicians’. Of all 
early Iron Age people and polities they are perceived as 

$������*��
����*�������#�����#������#����������
$��
Bronze Age collapse (@¦ � 2000; 2001; ? §§ 2006: 
4, 98–99, 111–112 and ?¤££¥¨¡¯�2013: 449, 487 are, 
of course, just a few examples out of a very long list). 
These views, implicitly or explicitly, seem to be based 
on the following considerations: 
1) Ancient chroniclers in general associate Phoenicians 

in the West with the Tyrian/Sidonian sphere (sum-
maries in @¦ ��2001: 195–197, 215–218). In par-
ticular, some of them attribute early (12th/11th cen-
turies BCE) foundation dates to some (particularly 
Tyrian) colonies in the west, such as Gadir (Cadiz) 
in Iberia and Lixus and Utica in North Africa. How-
ever, such early activity is not currently supported 
by archaeological evidence, even considering the 
'��'��
�*���������*�����������[�����	'����|���-
mary in ��§£¨ 2013).   

2) When foreign material culture traits begin to be 
attested in Phoenician holdings in the West, start-
ing in the second half of the 9th century BCE, there 
is a marked similarity (mainly in pottery) to those 
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Fig. 1  The Eastern Mediterranean with main sites mentioned in the text
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��������
$�������������#$��"�;���|��������#��
��
_å^ º�<¨§³£ 2013).1 

3) The lack of Late Bronze Age destructions in Leba-
non means that it was not affected by any ‘Sea Peo-
ple’ incursions (e.g. �¨¤¯£  2005: 16–19) and was 
therefore allowed uninterrupted commercial activity 
(for example, ? §§ 2006: 113). This apparent phe-
nomenon may have more to do with lack of knowl-
edge than with lack of destructions. Of the few ex-
cavated sites that revealed a LB/Iron Age sequence, 
there is no evidence of destruction in Sarepta or 
Tyre, but new evidence from Sidon may change that 
picture (+£¦ª �j	 ¤�¨§ 2010: 125–128). 
For the Iron Age, then, scholarly literature sees 

‘Phoenicia’ and Lebanon (most importantly southern 
Lebanon) as coterminous (e.g. �¨�£³£¦ 2004; ?¤££¥j
¨¡¯ 2013: 499; and further references in ��§£¨ 
2005: 2–3). 

Importantly for the concerns of this paper, while this 
perception is grounded in archaeological evidence of 
the late(r) Iron Age, it is also retrojected to the earlier 
Iron Age (late-12th–mid-9th century BCE). Any mani-
festation of ‘Phoenician’ material culture in this period 
beyond the southern Lebanese sphere is viewed as re-
sulting from Sidonian and/ or (mainly) Tyrian activity. 
Two cases in point are particularly relevant here:

1) Similarities in material culture traits between re-
gions in the north of present-day Israel (the Galilee 
Coast, the ‘Akko Plain and the Carmel Coast) and 
south Lebanon have been taken to represent terres-
trial expansion to and conquest of the former regions 
by southern Lebanese polities (	� ¤¡ 1990; @¦ ��
2000; ? §§�2006: 16, 89; �¨�£³£¦ 2004). 

2) Phoenician containers in Cyprus – most conspicu-
ously of Phoenician Bichrome Ware, which starts to 
occur there during Cypro-Geometric I (CG I; e.g. 
?�¯¨��1987; ��§£¨�et al. 2008) are generally seen 
����

��
����
���'�#��#�������
$�������������|�������
mainly Tyrian) commercial enterprises and even col-
onisation beginning in the 11th century BCE. These 
�����*��
���*����
$�����
��
�'�����������=
����[����*�
���j"����\��
����*� ���
��
�[�����;��{	�*��� |�����
?�¯¨�� q¢¢���@¦ �� 2000: 80, 85; ? §§ 2006: 98; 
and further references in ��§£¨ 2013).   
;$�� ���
� '���
� |'��'��
�*� �$����#���� #������
��

south of Lebanon) has already been dealt with in previ-

ous papers (��§£¨ 2005; 	�¨¤£¡�and ��§£¨ 2013). 
Our main argument is that there is no evidence for a 
transformation from a ‘Sea Peoples’ to a ‘Phoenician’ 
material culture in northern Israel. ‘Phoenician’ mate-
rial culture in these regions is not less indigenous than 
it is in Lebanon, and its gradual development can be 
followed in situ from the end of the Late Bronze Age. It 
does not attest to any expansion or conquest by north-
ern polities. Therefore the ‘Phoenician’ cultural sphere 
in the early Iron Age should be extended southwards to 
include regions as far south as the Carmel Coast.  

What follows is an attempt to re-assess the second 
point enumerated above – namely the notion that in the 
Levant, southern Lebanese polities assume the leading 
role in continuing or renascent trade initiatives after 
the Late Bronze Age. We also claim that the very term 
‘Phoenician’, though heuristically useful to a certain 
point, becomes a constraining epithet when trade net-
works in the early Iron Age are investigated. The un-
fortunate juxtaposition of a loaded historical term, in-
formed by the political realities and agendas of much 
��
��� '����*��� \�
$� �� �'�#��#� ��#$�������#��� ]#��
��� �̂
(i.e. a bundle of material culture traits) also confuses 
other purportedly ‘Phoenician’ phenomena, but this is 
beyond the scope of this paper.  

�����*���
��
��
��#$��
�"�#
��
����#�����#����#��-

�#
��
$����$�
���������

��'
��$���*������*��
��*�����
\�
$� 
$�� $��$��
� '�������� �##���#� 
$�� �'�#��#� |��
���
competing) polities who partook in regional and inter-
regional exchanges.

Empirically, this investigation is based on evidence 
accumulating for more than three decades of excavations 
at Tel Dor on Israel’s Carmel Coast, and on spin-off re-
search projects conducted in order to better understand 
the Tel Dor data. We concentrate on pottery because it 
is the main surviving material correlate for inter-region-
al exchanges, and because its origin can be fairly well 
'��'���
�*��������#���������\$�����
��#��
����������
����
can be mapped by stylistic considerations. The ration-
ale dictating this investigation is that when conducted 
from a nuanced chronological, regional and – when pos-
sible – quantitative viewpoint, such an assessment may 
shed light on the proportionate involvement of various 
��[��
���������������*��##����������[����'�#��#���
����
in overseas trade. It is clear that maritime exchanges 
usually involved commodities much more important 
than pottery (and even their contents), many of which 
would leave no archaeological trace in ordinary cir-

1 But see, for example, � ¥ ¤£«��¨¤��¡^« and !¦�º�<¨¤ ¤£^« (2011) suggestion that Castillo the Doña Blanca on the Bay of Cadiz should 
be understood as a Sidonian foundation.  
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cumstances (e.g. 	� ¤¤ �̈��2015). However, most ships 
carried some quantity of ceramics – especially contain-
ers – whether part of the main cargo or otherwise, and 
��������
$������
�$�[���������"��*�*��
�'��
�j��j#����
en route. When direct, extensive and repetitive maritime 
exchanges occur over relatively short distances, these 
phenomena should become visible. 

Much of the data discussed here has already been 
presented in previous publications and therefore is only 
reviewed shortly, and our emphasis is on new data and 
on synthesising the results from a long-term perspec-
tive.

���]�
�����
����
�"�
��
����#
	�=� #$����j�
��
����'$�#� $�������� \���� *����*� ��� 
$��
early Iron Age sequence at Dor, termed Ir1a early, Ir1a 
late, Ir1a|b, Ir1b, Ir1|2, Ir2a – a terminology we advocate 
as generally applicable for Phoenicia (��§£¨ and 	�¨-
¤£¡ 2003). Though there are some differences between 

$����$������������'�#��#�������
������#��
����|�����-
rised in 	�¨¤£¡ and ��§£¨ 2013), continuity, rather 
than change, is conspicuous and therefore here we treat 
the entire sequence as one. In terms of the relative chro-
nology of Israel and Philistia our Ir1a parallels the hey-
day of Philistine Bichrome ware (excluding the initial 
monochrome phase, which is thus far unattested at Dor); 
the Ir1b horizon is roughly contemporaneous with the 
late ‘debased’ Philistine Bichrome phase. Thus both of 
these together constitute what is traditionally called Iron 
Age IB in Israel (e.g���¨º¨¤ 2011: 105). The Ir1|2 is 
a transitional Iron Age I / Iron Age II horizon, recently 
dubbed ‘Early Iron Age IIA’ in Israel (e.g. � ¤º£¬ and 
	�¡¬ ¤j@³��º 2006; `�¡¯ §«� �¡�and ��¨« �º¯° 2009; 
�¨º¨¤ 2011: 107); while the Ir2a is the conventional 
(i.e. ‘Late’) Iron Age IIA. Both Ir1|2 and Ir2a should 
correspond to the beginning of the LPDW (Late Philis-
tine Decorated Ware) in Philistia. Note, however that 
our ‘early Iron Age’ sequence probably ends before the 
end of conventional Iron Age IIA (see below). In ab-
solute terms this is from a certain point in the second 
half of the 12th / beginning of the 11th century to a cer-
tain point in the middle or second half of the 9th century 
BCE, depending on the (‘high’ or ‘low’) chronological 
framework employed. In Egyptian terms this would 
mean between some point either in the Late Ramesside 
or early Third Intermediate Period to the mid-22nd Dy-
nasty, possibly during Osorkon II’s reign (see discussion 
in �¨�ª¨¡j?¨¤¨¯�et al. 2014: 317–318). 

Throughout this chrono-stratigraphical sequence, 
Dor was a densely-built town (about 8 hectares in ex-
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known around the Mediterranean at the time (	�¨¤£¡�

and ��§£¨ 2013). In addition, as we detail below, Dor 
has produced to date more evidence of inter-regional 
exchanges than any other early Iron Age site in the Le-
vant during this time. To some extent this picture may 
be biased due to the relatively large exposures of early 
Iron Age levels (and to meticulous quantitative analy-
ses of the pottery), compared to the still limited com-
parative exposures of early Iron Age levels in Lebanon. 
However, as we argue below, not everything can be at-
tributed to the serendipity of excavations.   
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We start our discussion with Phoenician containers in 
Cyprus, since, as mentioned, they are the most often-
quoted index for Lebanese activities abroad in the early 
Iron Age – whether these are seen as ‘colonial’ or pre-
colonial. In order to start to test this hypothesis, about 
50 ‘Phoenician’ containers in Cyprus were investigated 
by petrographic analysis to determine their provenance. 
They include mainly Phoenician Bichrome Ware con-

�������� ��
� ����� �
$��� �$�'��{\����� |����� ������ "������
further discussed below) and they represent the entire 
Cypriote early Iron Age – LC IIIB to CG III, with one 
earlier, LC IIIA vessel (details in ��§£¨ and �£¤ ¡ 
2015). These comprise nearly half of the Phoenician 
containers of these horizons assembled in ?�¯¨�’s (1987) 
catalogue, so we consider the sample representative. 
About 40 of the vessels were demonstrated to be imports 
from the Levant and about half of these were produced 
on the Carmel Coast, most probably at Dor, while the 
other half originates somewhere in southern Lebanon, in 
the Tyre-to-Sidon stretch. Unfortunately, at present it is 
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and Tyre). Only one of the sampled vessels was clearly 
produced in another region – somewhere on the ‘Akko 
'���������
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about half of them were produced on the Carmel Coast 
and not in southern Lebanon. Thus, in as much as this 
distinctive ceramic style is taken as the earliest clear in-
dex of ‘Phoenician’ material culture and commercial en-
terprises, the Carmel Coast has to be included in it.

Dor was not only one of the main suppliers of Phoe-
��#����?�#$�����#��
�������|��*�
$�����
����*��
���*�
contents) to Cyprus, but in general, one of the main pro-
ducers of such vessels in the early Iron Age. Current 
evidence shows that Phoenician Bichrome at Dor forms 
a higher proportion of the assemblage than in other 
Phoenician sites, with the notable exception being Tyre 
(and not, for example, Sarepta; details in ��§£¨�et al. 
2015c). Fabric analysis at Dor has shown that most of 
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the vessels excavated at the site were produced there, 
while a minority arrived from sites in the Lebanon 
(�¨�ª¨¡j?¨¤¨¯� Y�q��� ��[��� �£¤ ¡, personal com-
munication). Clearly, then, the until recently straight-
forward association between ‘Phoenician’ containers in 
Cyprus and Lebanese activities should be reconsidered. 

����
����
����#���
\����+�����*�<'�������������
-
tested by pottery moving west-to-east. From the Ir1b 
horizon till Ir2a, Dor produced more Cypriote ceramics 
than any site outside the island in this time span, with 
a relative concentration currently only matched at Tyre 
(details in ��§£¨�et al. 2015c). The raison d’être for this 
import in not easy to decipher, since much of the pottery 
comprises (very simple) open shapes and not contain-
ers. This hints that we are dealing here with more than 
simply commercial exchange.2 Be that as it may, other 
than at Tyre no such extensive phenomenon is attested in 
any coastal (or other) Levantine region. This is certain-
ly true of Philistia’s extensively excavated sites,3 while 
the situation in Syria has yet to come into better focus. 
	������~�����
������#$����;������������*�;����@������-
veal a rather minimal representation of Cypriote imports 
(respectively, �£¡� and� <¨¦ � 1992; ?£¡ �̈º� 1998; 
�¨ºº£¡� 2005:12). Others, such as (nearly) coastal Tell 
Tweini (�̈ ¡«�  ¡�¦°« �Y�q������������q�qxQ���x����������
III.6; _°«�and ��¥¥ ¤¡¨����2010) and Amuq sites (e.g. 
Tell Tayinat, Chatal Höyük) seem to have larger quanti-
ties, starting in Amuq Phase O, but apparently still a far 
cry than those at Dor at Tyre (personal communications 
from Brian Janeway and Lynn Welton regarding Tayi-
nat and Marina Pucci for Chatal Höyük; cf. 	®�·��1958: 
120–121;��¨¤¨����and�%«£¤¡  2016).4 It is also clear 
that even in other ‘Phoenician’ sites, such as Sarepta, Tell 
Keisan and possibly even Sidon (from which informa-
tion regarding the early Iron Age is still not extensive 
enough yet), no such phenomenon is attested. 

Beyond Cyprus, Dor had extensive maritime contacts 
with Egypt. The early Iron Age continuum produced 
hundreds of fragments of Egyptian-made vessels, mostly 
large containers – jars and amphorae – surpassing any-
thing known from anywhere outside Egypt’s borders in 

this period (�¨�ª¨¡j?¨¤¨¯�et al. 2014; ��§£¨ 2015b). 
In this case, based on currently available data, this phe-
nomenon might be matched at Ashkelon on the Philistine 
coast and possibly also at ‘Akko, but on a much reduced 
scale. No similar evidence has been forthcoming from 
any other Levantine site. Egyptian ceramics, other than 
a handful of examples, are conspicuously absent from 
early Iron Age sites in Lebanon and Syria. In the oppo-
site direction, Phoenician containers were uncovered in 
Egypt in Third Intermediate Period contexts – mainly 
~�����"��������*��$����#����?�#$�����~����|�������#������
��§£¨�et al. 2015c: n. 44). These have not been tested, 
but they are all of types more common in Dor’s produc-
tion than in that of sites further north. In the light of the 
well-attested contacts with Dor and the lack thereof with 
sites further north, we suggest that a large portion may 
well have been produced at Dor and shipped from there. 
Only future fabric analyses of these vessels in Egypt can 
corroborate this assumption. 

A new study attempting to identify the origin of Ca-
naanite/Phoenician containers found overseas from a 
long-term perspective (��§£¨�et al. 2015b) furnishes 
further clues on the role of the Carmel Coast and the 
adjacent Sharon coast in early Iron Age maritime ex-
changes. This study summarised the evidence at hand 
regarding the origin of Levantine containers, especially 
transport jars, found overseas from the 14th to the 8th 
century BCE. It considered only cases where such an 
origin could be suggested by fabric analysis. 

;$��#��#��������\������� �����\���;$�����
�'�����#�
evidence pertains to the LB, mainly the 14th–13th centu-
ries BCE, based on hundreds of ‘Canaanite’ jars sam-
pled in Egypt (mainly at el-Amarna and Memphis; e.g. 
	ª��� et al. 2004); Kommos in southern Crete (+ °̈ et 
al. 2011); Floor II at Maa-Palaeokastro in western Cy-
prus (�£¡ «�and �̈ ¦¬�¨¡ 1988; and possibly also from 
Enkomi; see <¤ ®  2007: 124); the Uluburun wreck 
(preliminarily �£¤ ¡ 2013); and probably Vivara, Italy 
(�£¤ ¡ 2014). Containers shipped from the Levant in 
this period originate in rather diverse regions, but these 
are unequally represented. The lion’s share were pro-

2 Dor’s Cypriote imports are currently studied by Anna Geor-
giadou.  

3 Some exceptions are the Cypriote Black Slip jugs in the Tell 
el Far‘ah (South) cemeteries; further examples are discussed in 
��§£¨ 1989; 2015a. Recently two genuinely Cypriote vessels 
$�[��������*��
���*���������������|qYth-century BCE) context at 
Ashkelon (�¨«� ¤�et al. 2015) and surely there must be some 
����� �
� ���*��
���*� ����� ������ 
$�� [��
� *�#���
�*� �����-
blages of Philistia. This does not change, however, the radical 
difference in the scope of visible exchanges with Cyprus evi-
dent in Philistia versus Dor and Tyre.  

4 Since the materials of these and other relevant sites in Syria are 
currently being processed, a future comparison between quanti-
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textualization and impact) in Syria and Phoenicia is bound to 
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by the well-known Black-on-Red containers (e.g. �¦����Y010). 
The latter, however, embody an altogether different and very 
�'�#��#�'$����������\$�#$�������\����������������������
$��
Levant. For more potential Cypriote imports in Syria in general 
see � �ª¨¡¡�2013.   
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the coast between the Jezreel Valley/the northern tip of 
the Carmel mountain range in the north, and the northern 
Sharon plain to the south. Only a few originate from the 
#���
����
$����
$���������!�[���x�
$���������\$�#$�\����
eventually become Philistia. The second largest group(s) 
originates in the Northern Levant – from the territory 
of Ugarit in the north to the Akkar plain/north Lebanon 
fringe in the south. Relatively few jars (mainly on board 
the Uluburun ship) are of southern Lebanese production. 

For the crucial 12th century, regrettably, evidence 
is scant and inconclusive. Partial data from Maa-Pal-
aekastro Floor I and the LC IIIA levels at Hala Sultan 
Tekke in Cyprus – altogether only 13 vessels the ori-
�������\$�#$�#���*�����*��
���*�
�������*������|�£¡ «�
and �̈ ¦¬�¨¡�1988; ! ¡«£¡ et al. 2013; commentary 
in ��§£¨� et al. 2015b) – show that most (eight) of 
the vessels originate in the Southern Levant but in as 
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$����[��\����
produced somewhere between south Lebanon and the 
‘Akko Plain. For what it is worth, the only Levantine 
"���� ������*� �� '�
�����'$� ����� �<� ���@� <'����
was produced on the Carmel Coast (��§£¨ and �£¤ ¡�
2015: Appendix 2, Kouklia 1).

For the subsequent early Iron Age (11th–9th centuries 
BCE), the only compositional data available are those 
mentioned above for Phoenician containers in Cyprus – 
with Dor and the Tyre-Sidon region represented in equal 
numbers. In this period, hardly any Phoenician-made 
containers are known west of Cyprus. As mentioned 
above, they do occur in Egypt but cannot currently be 
���'��*��	�����#��
���
$��	�����#���
{���
$��������-
non are not represented any more in the fabric analyses, 
but at least one jar that by its shape must be Syrian is 
known in Cyprus (� ¥¤¨ºº��Y���������Q�q���}��

Evidence for the later Iron Age – the second half of 
the 9th and the 8th century BCE – has been forthcoming for 

$�����
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���������
$��#�'��������������������$����#����
transport jars unearthed at Kommos, the largest such as-
semblage known beyond the Levant (?�¯¨� 2000). Min-
eralogical and chemical analysis of 20 representative jars 
and jugs indicates that most of the them originate on the 
southern Lebanese coast (Tyre-Sidon; of which 13 are 
�*��
���*�\�
$�
$����������\�
$�#��
���
���*��������#�
-
egorically); one is from the Sharon coast; and two from 
indeterminate (coastal) regions in the southern Levant.  

The caveats of this investigation are obvious (see 
above). Nevertheless, some interesting patterns have 
emerged, among which the following three are notable 
in the present context: First is the near-disappearance of 
Syrian containers from the data set after the Late Bronze 
Age, a phenomenon easily understood in the light of the 

destruction of the main Syrian coastal sites c. 1200 and 
the subsequent slow demographic and economic recov-
ery of the region (e.g. @¯¯ ¤ª¨¡«�and�	��®̈ ¤�º 2004: 
358–395; � ¡�¦¤� 2007; but see more below). Second 
is the importance of commodities shipped in containers 
manufactured on the Carmel Coast and most probably 
shipped from this region, as from the Late Bronze Age. 
(For assessments of the role of this region in maritime 
commerce in the Late Bronze Age, see also @¤�º° 2006; 
? ¡�	�§£ª£�et al. 2011.) 

What happened along the Carmel Coast during the 
12th century is still unclear, mainly because of the rather 
��������#��
���'�����
�
�������qYth-century BCE contain-
ers in provenience studies. But from the moment infor-
mation is available again (the 11th century BCE), Carmel-
Coast-made containers once more comprise an important 
share (about half) of those known to have been shipped 
from the Levant overseas. Southern Lebanese contain-
ers are relatively well-represented in the various data sets 
starting in the 11th century BCE. It is only, however, from 
about the mid-9th to the late 8th century BCE (after which 
no compositional data are available) that they seem to 
eclipse all others. From about the mid-9th century and 
on, the Carmel Coast conspicuously loses its prominent 
representation among Levantine containers in overseas 
destinations. In our Discussion below we argue that there 
might be a causative association between the disappear-
ance of Carmel Coast containers from the East Mediter-
ranean scene about the mid-9th century and the ‘takeover’ 
by southern Lebanese ones thereafter. 
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Further evidence regarding the scope of Dor’s commer-
cial spheres of interaction has been provided by residue 
�������� ��� ����� �����@���"�������#�[���*� �
� 
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(_¨ª¥¨¤ et al. 2013). Several of them contained cin-
namon, which in this period could have only originated 
in South or Southeast Asia. The routes through which 
this precious commodity reached the site are totally un-
known, but it is clear that it formed the basis for a second-
ary industry related to the spice trade, namely of some 
|���*��
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sites in the Levant itself (such as other Phoenician sites 
and centres in Philistia; �¨�ª¨¡j?¨¤¨¯ 2016) and be-
yond it (��§£¨ and _¨ª¥¨¤�2015). This trade in pricey 
liquids probably accounts for the above-mentioned ex-
'��
����������"����������+���
��<'�����+���\���'���-
ably not the only Phoenician site that was engaged in the 
marketing of these (or similar) spiced substances. Simi-
����"�����
$�
�\����'��*�#�*�����
$���������������$����-
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cia, including southern Lebanon, are widespread in the 
Levant and beyond (��§£¨ and �£¤ ¡ 2015; �¨�ª¨¡j
?¨¤¨¯ 2016). Other regions in the Levant, most notably 
�$����
���������������#
���*�[�������������"��������
$���
period. Currently, however, there is no evidence of any 
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�#�*��
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$���$����
����"�����
��#��'����
to that of the Phoenician ones.   

Lastly we consider Dor’s possible involvement in 
the early Iron Age trade in silver. Starting in the early 
Iron Age, a dramatic increase in the use of silver is in 
evidence both in the Levant and in other regions of the 
Old World (for Egypt, see recent discussion in �¦¤ª¨¡�
2015). It was used for the production of jewellery, in 
the form of cut silver (hacksilber; known mainly from 
silver hoards), and more (?¨§ª¦�� 2001; ;�£ª´«£¡ 
2003; �£§¨¡� 2013).5 The Southern Levant has no nat-
ural silver ores and silver could have reached this re-
gion from any number of locales in Anatolia (the clos-
est sources), Iran and various regions in the central and 
western Mediterranean, possibly also Egypt. 

Israel produced the largest number of silver hoards 
known to date in the Levant – more than 30 (;�£ª´«£¡ 
2003; 2007). Five of these hoards belong to the time 
span considered here – the early Iron Age. Of these, 
two are from the ‘Akko plain (‘Akko and Tell Keisan), 
two are from the vicinity of the Carmel (‘En Hofez and 
+��}��\$����
$����
$���������@�$����������$����
����;$��
Dor hoard is by far the largest known from this time 
span (	� ¤¡ 2001; ;�£ª´«£¡ 2003).

Ancient sources (and modern scholarship) have in-
exorably linked Mediterranean Iron Age trade in silver 
with the Phoenicians (@¦ � 2001: 44, 80–84, 94, 130–
131; 204, 280–281; 339–340; �¨¤¯£  2005: xxi, 38, 
128, 235, 238, 245–246; id. 2015; ;�£ª´«£¡ 2007: 23–
30; �¾¤ º��¨¤��¨ 2013: 460–465; all with references). 
;�£ª´«£¡�and�	¯¨¬¬« (2013) recently suggested that 
a combination of Lead Isotope Analysis (LIA) and his-
torical/philological considerations indicates that at least 
part of the silver in the four early Phoenician hoards 
�������
������	��*������?�#��������
$��*���#��
���������-
ing LIA to provenance silver we do not comment here 
on the conclusions of these scholars. We only note that 
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the silver (a large portion of which is probably Anato-
lian; see ;�£ª´«£¡ 2007: table 1; 2009) the concen-
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‘Akko plain-Carmel stretch must draw our attention to 
the centrality of these regions in the consumption and 
probably trade in silver. 
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Based on the foregoing discussion we re-assert what has 
been argued at the beginning of this paper. The Carmel 
Coast, with its main port town at Dor, was one of the 
most active regions in inter-regional exchanges follow-
ing the Late Bronze Age collapse. As is well known, the 
writer of the Wenamun account refers to Dor’s inhab-
itants in the early Iron Age, as 
��À��¢ Skl (and based 
on this story the commonest scholarly association of 
‘maritime 
��À��’ is with piratical activity). In Amen-
ope’s Onomasticon the same term probably refers to a 
coastal region of the Levant, the exact location of which 
is not entirely clear (commentary in ��§£¨ 2005: n. 2). 
Since 
��À���������������
����*����!����������� �̂������
8 inscriptions among Egypt’s adversaries, they are tra-
ditionally perceived as an invading population, originat-
���������������'�#��#�����\��������'$�#���������\�
$�
������'�#��#��
$��#������
�|�����! ¥·£¤¥�2006–2007; 
�¨§´ ¤¡�2006–2007). In contrast, we have repeatedly 
argued in the past that the examination of Dor’s mate-
rial culture in the Iron Age (partially summarised above) 
demonstrates that beyond the local (‘Canaanite’) sub-
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as the production of ivories. The assumption of Cypriote 
emigrants absorbed at Dor6 can go a long way to explain 
the establishment of the close, direct and enduring con-
tacts between Dor and the island. Over and above mere 
exchanges of goods/commodities these evince various 
�[����������������
����"�\����*����
��'��������������-
cial cohesion (`¤� ¥§¨¡¥�and�!£ ¤�«£¡ 1990).7 This 
����������
�*� ���� �=��'����� 
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ote ceramic import to the site (above) and by the close 
and bidirectional stylistic discourse evident in the simi-
��������������\$�#$��'�#��#�#��
�������\�����*����*����
both regions (e.g. spouted jugs likely used on socially 
������#��
� �##�������� �=��'���� ��� ��§£¨ and �£¤ ¡�

5 For the question whether or not these silver items attest to some 
‘pre-monetary’ economy, see, for example, ;�£ª´«£¡ 2003; 
����¡�and��£§¨¡� 2004; �§ �� ¤ 2004; � °¤£¡ § 2010; �̈ º�
�¨¤��¨j? §§�¥£� et al. 2011; all with references to previous 
studies.

6 Especially after end of LC IIIA (after the LB/Ir transition in the 
Levant) and as part of the dramatic restructuring of the island’s 
human landscape between LC IIC and the Geometric period 
(�¨�£³£¦ 1994, 2013)

7 Here, of course, is a classic chicken-and-egg dilemma. Did so-
cial bonds bring about material exchanges or vice versa?
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2015). The absorption of certain Syrian decorative tradi-
tions into Dor’s pottery production may indicate that the 
Dorian conglomerate included people from this region as 
well (for all these issues see ��§£¨ 2005; 2006–2007; 
	�¨¤£¡ and ��§£¨ 2013; cf. now also 	� ¤¡ 2013). 

We also argued that the Dor evidence indicates that 
what the Egyptians called ���À���should largely be un-
derstood as coterminous with what scholarship desig-
nates (or should designate) as early Iron Age ‘Phoeni-
cians’. Similarly, an examination of the literary record 
pertaining to the ���À�� seems to indicate that this Egyp-
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‘ethnic’ population, was a geographical one, referring to 
��#��#��
��|�
�#�����
�������������*����*}�����������
regions and people in the Syro-Phoenician sphere |�£ -
¥��¯  1975: 176, 180–184; �̈ ¡¥ ¤«§ ° ¡ 1985: 53; 
?�¯¨� 1992: 135–136��+¤ ®« 1993: 53; ��§£¨ 2005; 
2006–2007: 233–234; see recent summary and extensi-
ve references in ? °§ 2013: 35–46, 64; and ! ¥·£¤¥ 
2006–2007 for a diametrically opposed view).   

Two main questions should be answered at this 
point. The most fundamental lingering question re-
lates to the reasons for the apparent singularity of the 
intensive early Iron Age circulation of goods between 
southern Lebanon and the Carmel Coast especially with 
Cyprus, when compared to all other coastal areas in the 
Levant – a question that at present we are unable to an-
swer. But the picture is fairly clear. Though data regard-
ing more northerly Lebanese sites such as Beirut, Byb-
los and Arwad is too scant to consider, no evidence of 
comparable networks of exchange is apparent between 
Syria and Cyprus, nor, for that matter between Syria 
and Egypt. As mentioned, with the possible yet-to-be-
explored exception of Tell Tweini, very few examples 
of ������� Cypriote ceramics, or of Egyptian pottery, 
are known from early Iron Age Syria to match the quan-
tities known from Tyre and Dor. Conversely, with the 
exception of single Syrian jar in Cyprus (mentioned 
above), no Syrian pottery of any sort is known abroad. 

In recent years it has become very clear that the ex-
tensive ‘Aegeanizing’ ceramic assemblages uncovered 
(and re-studied) in various sites in the Amuq-Cilicia 
��������'��
��\�
$�<'���
���
���
�#������
����|������¨-
¡ ® °̈ 2011; � �ª¨¡¡�Y�qQ�� this volume), reveal very 
few data regarding actual exchanges, beyond the initial 
��"�=� x� \$�#$� 
�� ���� ���*�� ��*��*� �=��'������ ��\�
populations reaching Syria from this region (cf. � ¡-
�¦¤�� 2007; �¨¡ ® °̈ 2014; and see the discussion of 
the immigration option and a suggestion  that Syria and 
Cyprus did engage in prolonged exchanges during the 
Iron Age in � �ª¨¡¡ 2013: 320–322, 325–326). The 
reason for this absence could be sought in the demo-
graphic/economic crisis in Syria after the disintegration 

of its Late Bronze Age systems, but this, a priori, is not 
a good enough explanation. Throughout history, trade 
relations were maintained by small-scale and simple 
societies, and examples abound. 

The urban centres of Philistia (‘traditional’ Philistia, 
���
$����
$�����������[��}����[������'�#
����
$�
��������
respects echoes the situation in Syria. The extensive Ae-
geanizing ceramic assemblages there inter alia betray 
<'���
��#�����#�
��*�
��������*��
$����'�#��#����<'-
riote traits are manifested on other material media in this 
region. These are most readily evident in Philistia’s ‘Bi-
chrome Phases’, which parallel the beginning of Dor’s 
early Iron Age (Ir1a–Ir1b), but also to various extents 
in earlier and later horizons (+£��¨¡ 1982: 160–172; 
��§§ ¤ ®�1998; Y�����YQ����¦¯ ¤ª¨¡ et al. 2007; �̈ -
«¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2010: 262; �¨ �¤ et al. 2013: 14; �£¦¡�-
¼£°�Y�qQ��!¦�� ¤�2013). Some of the Cypriote traits in 
the ‘Bichrome Phases’ have no antecedents in the Levant 
��*�
$����������
$�����*�#�
���������\�'�'���
������"�=�
from this region, or minimally fresh stylistic impact at-
testing to continuing contact with Cyprus. Again, how-
ever, there is minimal evidence of actual exchanges be-

\����'���
�������
$������������*�
$�������<'����|������
�
clearly described in ?¨¤¨¯£ 2000). 	� ¤¤ �̈�� (1998) 
suggested that such exchanges can be reconstructed 
based on postulated invisible commodities, such as tex-
tiles, travelling between the two regions. However, fol-
lowing our premise that extensive and prolonged direct 
maritime commerce should be revealed by at least some 
pottery that travelled with the ships, the difference be-
tween Philistia’s exchanges with Cyprus and those of the 
Carmel to southern Lebanon stretch is striking. 

It has been suggested in ��§£¨ 2005; 2006–2007 
that this difference between Philistia and coastal re-
gions to its north may be understood by the difference 
in the absorption circumstances and social negotia-
tions of the new populations in these various regions 
vis-à-vis the locals (and other newcomers; for similar 
approaches, e.g., �¨ �¤�et al. 2013; `¨¦«��2015). The 
disappearance of the Egyptians from their Canaanite 
holdings meant that newcomers to Philistia faced a very 
unstable social reality. Old elites lost their support and 
perhaps legitimacy, and agricultural land formerly be-
longing to Egyptian Crown and temples where left for 
the taking. Newcomers, therefore, managed to rapidly 
become part of the landed elite, and broadcasted their 
status and identity by locally producing conspicuously 
foreign-looking pottery. 

Admittedly, however, this reconstruction does not 
explain why no intensive commercial contacts were 
forged between the Philistine centres and Cyprus, com-
parable to those well-attested at Dor and at Tyre. It is 
quite clear that at least part of the new emigrants to 
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Philistia’s sites, similarly to the situation at Dor, origi-
nated from this island (see above) and must have pos-
sessed a good knowledge of maritime routes and the 
island’s economic potential, and possibly to a certain 
extent maintained kin-based communication with Cy-
prus. Why was connectivity in the Philisto-Cypriote 
case – which is apparent at least to some degree – not 
translated into any meaningful circulation of commodi-
ties (cf. @´´̈ ¥¦¤¨��2010)?

;$��*���#��
����#��'������'��#���������
$���$����-
tine coast to those in the Carmel/Sharon region is exac-
erbated by the fact that in general, early–mid-12th-cen-
tury occupational levels (i.e. coeval with the ‘Philistine 
����#$���� �̂�
���}�$�[����
$�����
�������*��
���*����
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�;����������
Dor, Shiqmona and Tell Abu-Hawam; while Tel Nami, 
just north of Dor, clearly ceased to function after the 
early 12th century BCE (@¤�º°�2006: 51). 

The second consequent question relates to the role of 
the Carmel Coast in later Iron Age Mediterranean trade. 
If, as we maintain, this region was so important in East-
ern Mediterranean maritime exchanges in the early Iron 
@������*��������\����*��
$����$�[�������*��
$���'�#��#�
centres-of-initiation of later Iron Age maritime west-
bound activities (‘Phoenician expansion’) were those 
in which maritime traditions, know-how etc., were pre-
served after the Late Bronze Age collapse; and if early 
Iron Age Cypro-Phoenician interactions were central 
for these later activities (for these latter two issues, 
see for example _� ª ° ¤ 1990; @¦ ��2000: 78–90; 
? §§ 2006: 113; �£¦¤£¦ 2012); why did Dor, and the 
Carmel/Sharon Coasts in general, drop out? Why did 
no memory of Phoenician Dor make it into the Greek 
and Latin traditions? Why do we not hear about ‘Do-
rian’ activity in the West? 

This question, we believe, is one that we are now 
in a position to answer. A recent study of the Tel Dor 
sequence (��§£¨�et al. 2015a) shows that at a certain 
point around the mid-9th century BCE, the ���À��/Phoe-
nician town was replaced by a new administrative centre. 
While there is no unambiguous evidence that this change 
was violent, it was nevertheless very radical. None of 
the earlier buildings were left intact. Moreover, the en-
tire character of the site was transformed. Instead of an 
intensely populated town, where dwellings crowded the 
(few) public structures, the new centre had large public 
buildings and wide open expanses. If the town had any 
residential districts, no private houses were found in any 
of the excavation areas. This transformation was accom-
panied by a dramatic change, and indeed near total dis-
appearance of all the ceramic categories that previously 
were exchanged between Dor and other regions. No 
Phoenician Bichrome or any other ‘Phoenician’ contain-

ers are produced any more at the site, and concomitantly, 
of course, they are not shipped anywhere. There are no 
Egyptian jars any longer, and the import of Cypriote ce-
ramics diminishes drastically. Dor also lacks any impres-
sive quantity of Greek (Euboean and Attic) ceramics, to 
compare to that uncovered at Tyre (though unfortunately 
mostly out of context; see ?�¯¨� 1978; <£§¥«�¤ ¨ª 
1988). By typological considerations, most of these hun-
dreds of fragments at Tyre, starting with Attic Middle 
Geometric and Euboean Sub-Proto-Geometric II–III and 
continuing into the Late Geometric period, should date 
from after Dor’s early Iron Age sequence. This may pro-
vide another indication of the town’s diminished mari-
time contacts (and from this period and on – a divergence 
versus Tyre in this respect).

Somewhat later, the Dor ceramic assemblage loses 
its ‘Phoenician’ association altogether and – in a pro-
#����
$�
����#�����
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�[���\����*����*�x���#�����
indistinguishable from that of sites of the Northern Isra-
elite Kingdom. In the 8th century BCE it is very differ-
ent from that of the ‘Akko plain and southern Lebanon. 
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mation from commercial town to administrative centre, 
the virtual end of overseas contacts and the ‘Israelisation’ 
of the ceramic repertoire) is best explained by a takeover 
of the Carmel and Sharon regions by the Northern Isra-
elite Kingdom. (Note that according to the bible such an 
event must have occurred earlier, in the 10th century BCE 
or even before, as an ‘Israelite’ province of Dor is men-
tioned in the list of Solomon’s governors.) Whether this 
is the correct explanation for Dor’s reduced commercial 
importance after c. 850 BCE or not, the cessation of its 
involvement in overseas ventures was probably one of 
the factors that paved the way for the era of prominence 
of the southern Lebanese polities.  

To conclude, when extensive westward Phoenician 
expansion began in the course of the second half of 
the 9th century BCE, ex-Phoenician/���À�� Dor was in-
consequential. But its commercial prominence prior to 
that date should be taken into any consideration of the 
mechanisms by which Lebanese polities, especially the 
main southern ones – Tyre and Sidon – became central 
for Mediterranean commerce in the Iron Age.  

Beyond, however, charting the way we think the 
Carmel Coast should be integrated into the maritime 
history of the Levant and the Mediterranean in the Late 
Bronze/Iron Age transition, many questions have not 
been dealt with here and should be in the future: What 
other, and as argued above, more important goods were 
accompanied by the travelling pottery? What were the 
mode(s) of exchange? Did the differential involvement 
of the various Levantine regions in maritime exchanges 
have anything to do with localised effects of the en-
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to and recovered from this crisis (!� �§�2009)?

Notwithstanding all these unknowns, if the rough re-
construction of events and processes proposed here is 
viable, there is also a small lesson in it. We do not intend 
to undermine here concepts of a permanently-connect-
ed Mediterranean, with modes of interactions shaped 
mainly by fragmentation into micro-agro/ecological re-
gions and other factors of structure (�£¤¥ ¡�and��¦¤-
� §§ 2000; ?¤££¥¨¡¯ 2013). But we do argue that 
when commercial contacts are investigated from a nu-
anced geographical and chronological point of view, not 
only have cultural factors to be considered (as argued 
by many; e.g.��̈ ¡¨¬�£�£´£¦§£«�2015 with references), 
but there is no escaping the decisive, and most interest-
ing consequences of histoire événementielle.
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Abstract

The discovery of an exceptionally well-preserved early Iron Age 
compound of the occupational Phase IX at Tell Abu al-Kharaz in 
the Jordan Valley shed light on the hitherto scarcely known regional 
and, to an even higher extent, interregional contacts in the Trans-
jordanian Jordan Valley during this period. The compound offers 
the possibility of a better understanding of the transition from the 
Late Bronze to the Iron Age in this region, in specific as regards 
continuity versus occupational breaks and cultural discontinuity and 
innovations. 

The early Iron Age pottery and other finds at Tell Abu al-Kharaz 
indicate a high degree of continuity from the Late Bronze Age. On 
the other hand, there are a number of innovations, which reflect 

an amalgamation of new, foreign, and traditional, local traits. This 
combination of continuity and innovation is consistent with finds 
from other sites in the Jordan and the Jezreel Valleys. Foreign traits, 
which are visible in the material culture of Phase IX, are mainly 
from the Eastern Mediterranean, Cypriot and Aegean spheres of 
culture. There are a number of Phoenician imports, whereas the 
Egyptian influence is negligible. Western traits are reflected in fine 
ceramic wares and small portable objects, which were most likely 
traded, together with objects which were locally produced. These 
include new types of cooking pots and loom weights, which indi-
cate changes in cooking and dietary habits, and in domestic textile 
production.

The Late Bronze to Early Iron Age Transition in 
Transjordan – Between Tradition and Innovation: Evidence 

of Migration at Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Jordan Valley?

Teresa Bürge

Introduction

Tell Abu al-Kharaz is a 12 ha mound in the central Jor-
dan Valley, 5 km east of the Jordan River and just north 
of the perennial Wadi al-Yabis (today Wadi ar-Rayyan). 
The site is located close to or on the ancient trade route 
through the Jordan Rift Valley between the Sea of Gali-
lee in the north (c. 35 km distant) and the Dead Sea in 
the south (c. 70 km distant; Fig. 1). The eastern end of 
the road from the Jordan Valley through the Jezreel Val-
ley to the approximately 80 km distant Mediterranean is 
just north of Tell Abu al-Kharaz. The favourable posi-
tion of the site stimulated travelling and trade from the 
site to various regions of the Eastern Mediterranean and 
vice versa throughout all settlement periods, i.e. from 
the Early Bronze Age IB (approximately 3200 BCE) 
to the Iron Age IIB/C, approximately the end of the 8th 
century BCE (Fischer 2006, 2008, 2013).  

A large and exceptionally well-preserved early Iron 
Age compound at Tell Abu al-Kharaz (Fischer 2012b, 
2013; Fischer and Bürge 2013a, 2013b; Bürge 2015; 
forthcoming) offers the possibility of a better under-
standing of the transition from the Late Bronze to the 
Iron Age in this region, in particular as regards continu-
ity versus occupational breaks and cultural discontinu-

ity and innovations. The aim of this paper is to discuss 
possible evidence of migration to Tell Abu al-Kharaz in 
the early Iron Age and connections to the Sea Peoples 
phenomenon, i.e. migration movements in the Eastern 
Mediterranean in the 12th century BCE and beyond.  

The material evidence
The earliest Iron Age occupation at Tell Abu al-Kharaz, 
i.e. Phase IX of the occupational sequence of the site, is 
mainly attested in Area 9 in the southern part of the tell 
(Fig. 2), where a 46 m long and 8 m wide compound 
was excavated. It is built against the city wall and con-
sists of 21 rooms of standardized sizes, approximately 
3–3.5 m × 3.5–4 m (Fig. 3). They are pairwise arranged, 
with small doorways between the two rooms, one to the 
north and one to the south, of the same pair. The east-
ernmost three rooms did not have a room to the north, 
as the raising bedrock in the north-east did not provide 
enough space. The contexts inside the compound were 
sealed by a roughly one metre thick layer of secondar-
ily fired mudbricks and debris from the collapsed up-
per storey including stones, carbonized wood and ash. 
The nature of the find contexts clearly indicates that the 
building and its contents were exposed to fire. In gen-
eral, there are no passages in the stone walls,1 partly  

1 Only the westernmost pair of rooms, Rooms 1 and 2, could be entered from the exterior via a doorway leading into Room 1. 
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Fig. 1  Map of the Southern Levant with sites mentioned in the text
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preserved to a height of 2 m, leading to the exterior. 
Therefore, this structure is interpreted as a basement, 
which could be reached from above via ladders. The 
upper storey was built of mudbricks judging by the 
large amount of such bricks in the debris, which cov-
ered the basement. 

The rooms contained more than 200 complete or 
almost complete ceramic vessels, in addition to metal 
and bone objects, alabaster vessels and other stone ob-
jects, and textile production tools. Several clay ovens 
and a clay silo were also found in the compound. A 
large amount of carbonized organic remains, such as 
wheat, barley, millet, chickpeas, lentils, olive stones, 
barley flour and possibly the remains of dried olive 
oil,2 was preserved in vessels or spread on the floors. 

The number of storage jars suggests that the structure 
was used for storage. However, other vessel types, es-
pecially cooking pots, but also kraters, jugs, juglets 
and bowls are also well represented. 

Absolute chronology
The absolute chronology of the Iron Age periods at 
Tell Abu al-Kharaz dating from the 12th century to the 
7th century BCE and thus including Phase IX has been 
published and intensely discussed elsewhere (Fischer 
2013: 516, table 83; Wild and Fischer 2013; also 
Fischer and Bürge 2013a: 156–158). Consequently, 
only a summary will be presented here. Due to the 
favourable find situation of the contexts of the Phase 
IX compound in Area 9, plenty of short-lived samples 

Fig. 2  Air photograph of Tell Abu al-Kharaz surrounded by the dust road (12 ha; October 2014)

2 Residue analyses will be carried out by Dr. Abdulraouf Mayyas, of the Hashemite University, Jordan.
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were collected from floors and from the contents of in 
situ vessels. 

A total of 44 Iron Age samples, of which 17 stem 
from short-lived Phase IX material, were radiocar-
bon-analysed (Table 1). Fifteen samples derive from 
the Phase IX compound in Area 9: thirteen samples 
are from the basement and two from the upper storey. 
Thus, all the samples from Phase IX, Area 9, derive 
from a single destruction event. There is an additional 
radiocarbon-analysed sample from a Phase IX con-
text but from Area 7 in the northern part of the tell. 
Two dates were retrieved from the following (more 
recent) Phase X in Area 9. Table 1 also includes an 
outlier from the basement of the Phase IX compound 
in Area 9.

From samples, which were dissolved in the pre-
treatment process, humic acids were used for radiocar-
bon dating (samples marked with HS). The potential of 
humic acids for radiocarbon dating has been proven in 
a recent study where the results from standard dating 
procedures were compared with those from humic ac-
ids from the same samples (see also Wild et al. 2013): 
the results demonstrated largely identical dates. 

The calibration plot of the combined 14C data from 
Phase IX generated with Oxcal 4.1 can be studied in 

Figure 4. The calibrated and uncalibrated ages of the 
samples are shown in Table 9.01. The combined data 
of the uncalibrated ages yield a very precise 14C age of 
2917 ± 10 years BP. Unfortunately the calibration curve 
in the time period between roughly 1130 and 1050 BCE 
is rather flat and exhibits some wiggles. Thus, the un-
calibrated high precision age does not provide calibrat-
ed dates of the same precision.

The calibration programme Oxcal, versions 3.10 
(Bronk Ramsey 1995) or 4.1 (id. 2001), and the cali-
bration curve IntCal 09 (Reimer et al. 2009) were uti-
lized for the calibration. In summary, on the basis of 
95.4% (2σ) probability, the destruction of Phase IX 
occurred between 1193 and 1049 BCE. If the prob-
ability is reduced to 68.2% (1σ) the time span of the 
destruction can be narrowed to 1128–1055 BCE.  
If both 2σ and 1σ probabilities are taken into account, 
the destruction cannot be dated later than around 
1050 BCE.

Relative chronology
The relative chronological sequence and parallels to 
other Southern Levantine early Iron Age sites are dis-
cussed in detail elsewhere (Bürge 2015: 319–334; 
forthcoming). In general, Iron Age I shapes have a long 

Fig. 3  Plan of Areas 9 (cell-plan compound) and 10 
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life-span and it is often difficult to distinguish Iron 
Age IA/early Iron Age I from Iron Age IB/middle or 
late Iron Age I types.3 One of the criteria to distinguish 
these periods is the presence of Philistine Monochrome/
Bichrome pottery in earlier strata and its absence or the 
transformation of this ware into ‘degenerated’ forms 
in later strata (Dothan 1982: 70–80, 149–153; Fin-
kelstein et al. 2000: 265). However, even at a well-
stratified site, such as Megiddo, it is not clear if such a 
subdivision is valid (Harrison 2004: 12). Arie (2006: 
223) discounts the possibility of a distinction between 
Megiddo Strata VIA and VIB which is solely based on 
Philistine wares. Another nearby, well-stratified site is 
Beth-Shean, the Iron Age I assemblages of which can 
be distinguished by the presence of Egyptian and Egyp-
tianizing pottery in the early part of this period (Strata 
S-4 and S-3, Lower Level VI), whereas the later Iron 
Age I periods lack Egyptian influence (Stratum S-2, 
Upper Level VI; Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2009: 
passim; Panitz-Cohen 2013). This situation corre-
sponds well with the historical evidence, as the demise 

of Egyptian domination coincides with the disappear-
ance of Egyptian material culture. However, an Egyp-
tian influence was never clearly perceptible at Tell Abu 

3 Finkelstein and others prefer a subdivision of the Iron Age I into three periods: early, middle and late (Finkelstein and Piasetzky 2011: 50).

(reused Early Bronze Age defence system), Phase IX

Fig. 4  Calibration plot of the combined 14C data from Phase IX, 
Area 9 East, generated with OxCal4.1. The calculated mean value, 
the calendar time ranges with their respective probabilities and the 

result of the χ2 test are displayed in the plot (by E.M. Wild)
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al-Kharaz (see also below) nor at many other sites in 
Transjordan. In addition, the fact that early Iron Age 
pottery is characterized by regionally distinct pottery 
assemblages (Mazar 2015: 5; Herr 2015: 97) does not 
facilitate a synchronisation of sites in different areas of 
the Southern Levant. 

Common early Iron Age shapes attested at Tell Abu 
al-Kharaz, Phase IX, include rounded and s-shaped or 
carinated bowls, handle-less kraters with high carina-
tion, multi-handled carinated kraters with 12 (and pos-
sibly more) handles, open handle-less cooking pots with 
rounded bases and folded over, triangular rims, closed-
shaped cooking jars, goblets with globular and piriform 
body, dipper juglets, jugs and jars with rounded or bi-

conical bodies, storage jars with ovoid bodies or with 
pronounced shoulders, Phoenician type lentoid flasks, 
pilgrim flasks with cup mouths and pyxides of different 
shapes (see selected local pottery types in Fig. 5). This 
assemblage can thus be dated to the Iron Age IB (see 
comparanda, e.g., in Mazar 2015).

A fairly good chronological indicator is a bichrome 
decorated globular jug imported from Phoenicia (Fig. 
6:6), which may give a terminus post quem.4 The devel-
opment and relative chronology of jugs of Phoenician 
Bichrome ware is well known (Birmingham 1963: 37; 
Culican 1982; Bikai 1978: 37–39; ead. 1987; Ander-
son 1990; Núñez Calvo 2008). The Phoenician globu-
lar jug as attested at Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX, de-

4 One has to be aware of the risk of circular argumentation: al-
though the Phoenician sequence is fairly well established, its 
chronology is very much dependent on the Cypriot chronology 

which to a certain extent relies on the Aegean chronology which 
again depends on the chronology of Cyprus and the Levant.

Lab. No. Material Area/Locus δ13C (‰) 14C BP Calibrated 2σ Phase

VERA-5266HS twigs 9/160 –27.6±1.0 2890±40
1220BCE –92,60% 970BCE

IX
960BCE –2,80% 930BCE

VERA-5266HS_2 twigs 9/160 –29.0±1.0 2880±40 1210BCE –95,40%  920BCE IX

VERA-5267HS grain-twigs 9/160 –24.9±1.1 2925±40 1270BCE –95,40% 1000BCE IX

VERA-5268 twigs 9/160 –25.4±1.2 2940±40 1270BCE –95,40% 1010BCE IX

VERA-5268HS twigs 9/160 –29.6±1.8 2865±40 1200BCE –95,40% 910BCE IX

VERA-5544HS twigs 9/208 –23.5±1.5 2900±35
1260BCE –1,70% 1230BCE

IX
1220BCE –93,70% 970BCE

VERA-5545 twigs 9/219 –26.8±2.8 2855±35 1130BCE –95,40% 910BCE IX

VERA-5545HS twigs 9/219 –17.9±1.8 2955±35 1300BCE –95,40% 1040BCE IX

VERA-5546 chickpeas 9/237 –24.5±1.9 2920±35
1260BCE -5,50% 1230BCE

IX
1220BCE -89,90% 1000BCE

VERA-5546HS chickpeas 9/237 –22.3±1.3 2920±35
1260BCE -5,50% 1230BCE

IX
1220BCE -89,90% 1000BCE

VERA- 5550 millet 9/267 –7.2±1.7 2985±40 1380BCE –95,40% 1050BCE IX

VERA-5550HS millet 9/267 -6.4±1.7 2915±35
1260BCE -4,30% 1230BCE

IX
1220BCE –91,10% 1000BCE

VERA-5547HS seeds-twigs 9/239 –26.0±0.8 2960±35 1310BCE –95,40% 1050BCE IX

VERA-5548 grain 9/244 –25.9±1.1 2940±35 1270BCE –95,40% 1020BCE IX

VERA-5548HS grain 9/244 –26.7±1.1 2895±35 1220BCE –95,40% 970BCE IX

VERA-5078HS twigs 7/38 –25.7±0.6 2875±40 1210BCE –95,40% 920BCE IX

VERA-5270HS twigs 9/164 –26.9±0.7 2880±35 1210BCE –95,40% 930BCE X

VERA-5271HS twigs 9/165 –28.2±2.9 2800±35 1050BCE –95,40% 840BCE X

VERA-5269HS charcoal 9/160 –27.1±2.0 3455±35 1890BCE –95,40% 1680BCE Outlier

Table 1  Nineteen radiocarbon datings: Phase IX (16), Phase X (2), and one outlier from Phase IX 
(after Wild and Fischer 2013: 460, table 75A)
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Fig. 5  Selected finds from Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX
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veloped from the two-handled lentoid flask (Anderson 
1990: 43–47) and corresponds to Stage B of the clas-
sification and formation of this type of vessel according 
to Núñez Calvo (2008). The earliest examples of the 
globular jug, which only later develops a low ring base 
(ibid.: 25, fig. 4) are from Tyre, Stratum XIII/I (Bikai 
1978: 38, table 8A.b; pl. XXXIII:25), from Yoqneʿam, 
Stratum XVII (Zarzecki-Peleg et al. 2005: 325–327), 
Megiddo, Stratum VIA (Arie 2006: 205, fig. 13.22), 
Tell Keisan, Levels 9a–b (Briend and Humbert 1980: 
pl. 62:4–6), and Tell Abu Hawam, Stratum IV (Hamil-
ton 1935: 9, fig. 14; pl. XIV:158). 

However, the majority of these strata are dated af-
ter 1050 BCE if we use the ‘Low Chronology’ (e.g. 
Finkelstein and Piasetzky 2011). The same strata 
are dated into the first quarter of the 9th century BCE 
if the ‘Ultra Low Chronology’ is applied (Gilboa and 
Sharon 2003: 55, table 21). Therefore, both the ‘Low 
Chronology’ and the ‘Ultra Low Chronology’ do not 
match the evidence from Tell Abu al-Kharaz consid-
ering the lowest (!) possible radiocarbon date of the 
destruction of the compound, viz. 1050 BCE. This 
date is the combined result of the radiocarbon-dating 
of 15 short-lived samples which were retrieved from 
the interior of complete vessels standing on the floors 
of this building which collapsed during a single event 
and which was not disturbed prior to its excavation in 
2010–2012 CE. 

The Late Bronze Age ‘crisis’ in the  
Southern Levant
The final part of the Late Bronze Age, roughly 1400–
1200 BCE, is often labelled the ‘international period’ or 
‘the age of internationalism’ or ‘globalism’ (e.g. Kille-
brew 2005a: 21–49; 2014; Aruz et al. 2008, 2013;  
Fischer et al. 2015; Pfälzner 2015). It is characterized 
by extensive trade networks and far-reaching cultural 
contacts throughout the Eastern Mediterranean and be-
yond, the latter of which includes central Europe (e.g. 
Jung and Mehofer 2006), the Western Mediterranean 
(e.g. Vianello 2005) and Mesopotamia (e.g. Aruz et 
al. 2008, 2013). During this period the Levant was con-
trolled by two mighty kingdoms: Hatti to the north and 
Egypt to the south. 

The demise of the Late Bronze Age societies in the 
Eastern Mediterranean had multiple causes, which are 
discussed in several papers of this volume. The pe-
riod between the end of the Late Bronze Age and the 
beginning of the Iron Age is characterized by politi-

cal and social changes in combination with the effects 
of climatological and other natural deviations. In the 
face of this plethora of events it is difficult to distin-
guish between the main causes of the changed condi-
tions, the triggers which started these changes, and the 
consequences of the changes.5 Processes of collapse 
and transformation have been discussed at length (e.g. 
Renfrew 1979; Liverani 1987) and are yet difficult 
to fully understand. The events, which are archaeo-
logically and historically recorded in the Southern Le-
vant, include a number of destruction layers starting 
around 1200 BCE and continuing in the 12th century 
BCE. These were contemporaneous with the waning 
power of Hatti and Egypt, which eventually resulted 
in their withdrawal from the Levant. At the same time, 
the rupture of long-distance trade, migration and the 
settlement of newcomers in certain regions was fol-
lowed by a reorganisation of social structures (Deger-
Jalkotzy 1995, 1998; Yasur-Landau 2010: 60–96; 
cf. also Renfrew 1982), and by economic and techno-
logical changes. The settlement of one of the groups of 
the ‘Sea Peoples’, the Philistines, who are mentioned 
and depicted at the mortuary temple of Ramesses III, 
and the appearance of new groups, for instance the 
Israelites, are amongst the most debated issues in the 
archaeology of the early Iron Age in the Southern Le-
vant. 

The evidence for other groups of ‘Sea Peoples’ in 
the Southern Levant is more fragmented. Aegean-style 
pottery, i.e. ‘locally made Mycenaean IIIC’, which 
was often produced in Cyprus (Mommsen et al. 2011) 
and ‘foreign’ so-called Hand-made Burnished Ware 
(Pilides 1994; Lis 2009; Boileau et al. 2010), were 
found along the coast of the Northern Levant (e.g. 
Badre et al. 2005; Jung 2006, 2007, 2012; Janeway 
2011, 2013, 2017; Lehmann 2013; Pucci 2013) and 
in Anatolia (e.g. Sherratt and Crouwel 1987; Gates 
2013; also Lehmann in this volume). These groups of 
pottery are often connected with the influx of immi-
grants, on which the present author agrees, especially 
as Hand-made Burnished Ware is concerned, because 
it is highly unlikely that such an unattractive ware was 
traded.

Mainly on the basis of later Egyptian texts (i.e. the 
Onomasticon of Amenope, and the Wenamun tales) 
and non-contemporaneous biblical records (Old Testa-
ment) various locations have been suggested for other 
groups of the Sea Peoples: the Shekelesh/Sikil at Tel 
Dor and its surroundings (Stern 2000, 2013, 2014); 

5 A good overview is provided by Knapp and Manning (2016), which also points at the problems and desiderata for understanding this 
period.
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the Sherden at Akko (Dothan 1986; Zertal 2001); 
and the Denyen at Tel Dan (Yadin 1968, 1991; Mar-
galith 1994: 91–124). Other hypotheses, which are 
more relevant to Tell Abu al-Kharaz, point to the pres-

ence of ‘Sea Peoples’ in the Jordan Valley (McGov-
ern 1994) and Transjordan in general (Pritchard 
1968; Tubb 1988, 1995, 2000; Kafafi 2009). All these 
hypotheses are mainly based on historical considera-

Fig. 6  Selected finds from Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX (1–12) and cooking jug from Hala Sultan Tekke, Stratum 1 (13)
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tions, whereas firm archaeological evidence is miss-
ing. In fact, what has been interpreted by Tubb as evi-
dence of ‘Sea Peoples’, who according to his theory 
served as mercenaries in the Egyptian army in the 
Jordan Valley, rather hints at a strong Egyptian pres-
ence at Tell es-Saʿidiyeh (Negbi 1991, 1998; van der 
Steen 2004: 67–68). The main difficulty in under-
standing the Sea Peoples phenomenon is that there is 
very little more known about these peoples than what 
can be interpreted from the Egyptian records and doc-
uments from Ugarit (see compilation with references 
by Knapp and Manning 2016: 118–120; Fischer, this 
volume). 

The transition from the Late Bronze to  
the Iron Age at Tell Abu al-Kharaz and  
surroundings
The latest Late Bronze Age settlements which corre-
spond to Phases VII (LB IB/C) and VIII (LB IC) at 
Tell Abu al-Kharaz are only fragmentarily preserved, 
mainly because of later encroachments. One of the few 
well-preserved remains from Phase VII is a temple. 
The associated finds, which include Cypriot imports of 
Base-ring I and early and mature White Slip II wares 
and elaborated locally produced ceramics (Fischer 
2006: 140–157), indicate a relatively wealthy popula-
tion with far-reaching contacts. In contrast, the nature 
of the settlement of the following Phase VIII is diffi-
cult to assess. It seems that this phase lasted for a rather 
short period of time (ibid.: 347), viz. until roughly 1300 
BCE, after which an occupational lacuna followed. 
This lacuna lasted until the appearance of new settlers 
in the early Iron Age Phase IX.

The transition from the Late Bronze Age to the 
early Iron Age in the Southern Levant west of the Jor-
dan River has been extensively discussed elsewhere 
(see e.g. the summary in Killebrew 2014 with fur-
ther references). It should be stressed that the territory 
of today’s Israel is one of the archaeologically most 
intensely exploited regions worldwide, whereas Jor-
dan, in general, is more sparsely excavated. This often 
leads to a tilted view in publications (see also Herr 
2014: 658), and definite conclusions concerning this 
period in Transjordan cannot and should not be based 
on the evidence from Cisjordan alone. Therefore, the 
following discussion will focus on the evidence from 
Transjordan, supported by the records of some Cisjor-
danian sites with comparable finds, which are close to 
Tell Abu al-Kharaz.

At Tell Deir ʿAlla, approximately 23 km south of 
Tell Abu al-Kharaz, there is an occupational break be-
tween the Late Bronze and the Iron Ages. The site was 
occupied at least until the beginning of the 12th century 

BCE: A faience vase with the cartouche of the last 19th 
Dynasty Queen Tewosret (c. 1188–1186 BCE accord-
ing to Kitchen 1987; see Franken 1992: 31, fig. 3-9:5; 
van der Kooij 2006: 222, fig. 18) was found in Phase 
E, which provides a terminus post quem for the destruc-
tion of the final Late Bronze Age occupation (van der 
Steen 2008a, 2008b). Phase E was destroyed by fire, 
which may indicate a violent break between the Late 
Bronze and the Iron Ages.

A similar case is Tell es-Saʿidiyeh, approximate-
ly 15 km south of Tell Abu al-Kharaz, which at that 
time was an Egyptian outpost (Fischer forthcoming): 
It was occupied until approximately 1150 BCE. Af-
ter an occupational gap of roughly 100 years, it was 
reoccupied in the mid-11th century BCE (Tubb and 
Dorrell 1991: 69; iid. 1993: 56–61). The cemetery 
of Tell es-Saʿidiyeh was used from the later part of 
the Late Bronze Age to the beginning of the Iron Age, 
i.e. roughly in the 13th and 12th centuries BCE (Period 
1), and from the Iron Age IB–IIA (Period 2; Green 
2009: 82–83). There are clear differences as regards 
the status of the buried: The Period 1 burials reflect 
a relatively wealthy society, whereas later there is a 
decline in the amount of burial objects and there are 
less valuable materials and imports (ibid.: 84–89). 
Green explains this decline with either an absorption 
of the Period 1 elites into the local population, after 
the Egyptians lost control of the Transjordanian Jor-
dan Valley, or the abandonment of the site by these 
elites (ibid.: 89).

Pella, 6 km north of Tell Abu al-Kharaz, was most 
likely still under Egyptian influence in the 13th cen-
tury BCE, which is expressed in the material culture 
(Bourke 2012: 174; contra van der Steen 2002: 216–
217; 2004: 301–302). According to the interpretation 
by Smith and Potts (1992b) the occupation is attested 
until the end of the Late Bronze Age, approximately 
1200–1150 BCE, or somewhat later in the 12th centu-
ry BCE (Smith and Potts 1992a: 100). According to 
Bourke (2012: 184) the occupation lasted even longer, 
that is until the mid-11th century BCE, thus including 
the first half of Iron Age I (ibid.: 184). The earliest Iron 
Age occupation seems to be characterized by continuity 
in Late Bronze Age ceramic forms, which, however, are 
manufactured to a ‘lower’ level of workmanship (ibid.: 
183–184). After a site-wide destruction, there is only a 
squatter occupation of an impoverished settlement until 
approximately 950 BCE, when Pella experienced a re-
development (ibid.: 184). 

In a recent publication, chronological comparisons 
between various phases of occupation of the adjacent 
sites of Tell Abu al-Kharaz (see above) and Pella were 
carried out. These are based on 19 radiocarbon dates 
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from Pella Phases 1–5 (Fischer 2013: 461–463).6 The 
Pella samples cover roughly the end of the Late Bronze 
Age and the first half of the Iron Age. As the crucial 
period discussed in this paper is concerned, Tell Abu 
al-Kharaz Phase IX corresponds to Pella Phase 3, and 
Tell Abu al-Kharaz Phase X to Pella Phases 3–4 (ibid: 
462–463). 

Also at Beth-Shean, located 15 km northwest of Tell 
Abu al-Kharaz west of the Jordan River, the Egyptian 
presence is clearly visible in the material culture of the 
final Late Bronze Age and initial early Iron Age strata 
(Martin 2009; Mazar 2011). The town was destroyed 
around 1140/30 BCE but reoccupied again. The settle-
ment of the early 11th century BCE is characterized by 
the reuse of earlier structures without any Egyptian in-
fluences (Mazar 2009a).

Tel Rehov, located approximately 5 km from Beth-
Shean, was under Egyptian control at least until the end 
of the 13th century BCE (id. 2013: 222–223). It is not 
clear from the preliminary publications (e.g. Mazar et 
al. 2005; Mazar 2013) whether the transition from the 
Late Bronze Age to the early Iron Age was accompa-
nied by violent destruction or not. The early Iron Age 
material culture of the 12th to early 10th centuries BCE is 
mainly characterized by continuity of Canaanite tradi-
tions. However, spool-shaped loom weights and a small 
number of ‘Mycenaean IIIC’ sherds were found in  
12th–11th centuries BCE strata (Mazar 2007: 574, note 
4; 2013: 223), which may – according to the excavator 
– hint at limited presence of people from the Mediter-
ranean or Aegean.

In addition to sites close to Tell Abu al-Kharaz, two 
more sites, which are located at some distance in the 
Transjordanian highlands, should be mentioned: Sa-
hab and Tell Irbid. Both sites were certainly important 
settlements during the transitional Late Bronze to Iron 
Age period but these sites have suffered from modern 
construction work, and the excavations are not suffi-
ciently published. At Sahab, located approximately 10 
km south-east of Amman, Egyptian influence is attested 
in the 13th and 12th centuries BCE, i.e. until the early 
Iron Age (Ibrahim 1987). However, the character of the 
early Iron Age settlement is not entirely clear (Ibrahim 
1972, 1974). Only minor portions of Tell Irbid, located 
in the centre of the modern town of Irbid in northern 
Jordan, are excavated. The records indicate a continu-
ous occupation from the Late Bronze to the Iron Ages 

(Lenzen 1988; Lenzen and McQuitty 1989). The na-
ture of the occupation is not clear, but it is possible to 
extract some information from tomb material (Dajani 
1964, 1966). A recently discovered burial of a single 
female contained numerous impressive tomb gifts of 
carved elephant and hippopotamus ivory (Fischer et al. 
2015). In contrast to these luxurious finds, which were 
certainly imported – most likely from Ugarit because 
of excellent parallels from the Royal Palace of Ugarit – 
the pottery repertoire is restricted to a few shapes. Only 
one vessel is decorated. There are just a few finds of 
bronze, which stand in sharp contrast to other, roughly 
contemporary burials, for instance some tombs from 
Period 1 at Tell es-Saʿidiyeh (Green 2006). Thus, we 
may conclude that the ivory objects were heirlooms 
from an earlier peaceful and more wealthy period, 
when the know-how of ivory carving in the Levant was 
at a high level (Caubet 2013: 452–453), and the Late 
Bronze Age trade routes were still in use. In contrast, 
the relatively simple locally made pottery and the ab-
sence of earlier so popular imports from the Mycenaean 
world and Cyprus reflect a society, which had less far-
reaching contacts and points to a break in intercultural 
trade (see also Fischer et al. 2015).

Additional sites exhibit an inconsistent pattern 
as regards cultural continuity and breaks: Tel Kinrot 
(Münger et al. 2011) and Tel Hadar (Kochavi 1993) 
on the Sea of Galilee show – similarly to Tell Abu al-
Kharaz – a lacuna in the Late Bronze Age II and were 
not resettled until the Iron Age (see also Fritz 2000). 
Other sites, such as Megiddo (Strata VII/VIB; Fin-
kelstein 2013: 1335–1336), Tell Zeraʿa (Vieweger 
2011, 2012), Tell el-Fukhar (Strange 1994, 2015) 
and Tell el-ʿUmeyri (Herr 1997, 1998, 2000), were 
settled during the transitional Late Bronze to Iron Age 
periods. However, all these sites experienced destruc-
tions and minor breaks or lacunae in this period. Other 
settlements, for instance in the Transjordanian high-
lands, show transformations from the Late Bronze to 
the early Iron Age, which are mainly characterized by 
the foundation of new settlements (Routledge 2004: 
90–93).

A number of surface surveys were carried out in the 
central Transjordanian Jordan Valley and the surround-
ing hill country. These include (from north to south) 
the Zeraqon survey (Kamlah 2000), the Wadi al-Yabis 
survey (Mabry and Palumbo 1988, 1989; Palumbo 

6 The material from Pella has been forwarded by S. Bourke to 
P.M. Fischer who supervised the OENB-Jubiläumsfonds pro-
ject “Chronological Studies on the Terminal Late Bronze and 

Iron Ages in the Eastern Mediterranean”. Radiocarbon dating 
has been carried out by E.M. Wild at the VERA-laboratory in 
Vienna. 
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et al. 1990), the northern Jordan survey (Mittmann 
1970), a survey along the Jordan Valley between the 
Yarmouk River and the Dead Sea (Ibrahim et al. 1976; 
Yassine et al. 1988) and the lower Wadi Zarqa survey 
(Gordon and Villiers 1983). In Cisjordan, the Ma-
nasseh survey was carried out in the area of Shechem 
and Samaria (Zertal 2004, 2008), another survey in 
the region of Shechem (Campbell 1991) and in Sama-
ria (Finkelstein 1988; Finkelstein et al. 1997), and 
in the hill country of Benjamin (Finkelstein 1993). 
The settlement patterns in the Late Bronze and early 
Iron Ages in the central Jordan Valley and surrounding 
regions show quite a uniform picture: Iron Age I is one 
of the periods where these regions were most densely 
settled, whereas the Late Bronze Age pattern of larger 
settlements appears to be rather sparse. Consequently, 
there seems to be a sudden increase in smaller settle-
ments from the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age I (see 
also discussion in van der Steen 2004 and, more re-
cently, Petit 2009: 153–210).

In summary, it is clear that various regions of Tran-
sjordan were affected by the 12th century BCE transfor-
mations during the period known as the ‘crisis years’ 
However, most of the sites listed above reacted in dif-
ferent ways: There were shorter and longer occupation-
al lacunae during this period and some sites were al-
ready abandoned before the end of the Late Bronze Age 
II. It is also evident that there was a break as regards the 
amount of imported and luxury objects. A rupture in the 
established commercial connections sometime between 
the Late Bronze and the early Iron Ages is reflected in 
various tombs east of the Jordan, such as at Tell Irbid 
and Tell es-Saʿidiyeh. The evidence from Transjordan 
corresponds roughly to that from other regions in the 
Southern Levant. On the other hand, there are sites 
which experienced a revival in the early Iron Age, such 
as Tell Abu al-Kharaz, but also Tell el-ʿUmeyri, Tel 
Kinrot and Tel Hadar.

As regards the absolute chronology of the Late 
Bronze to early Iron Age transformation, it seems as if 
most of the 12th century – and possibly already the 13th 
century BCE – was affected by gradual changes. The 
end of the Egyptian hegemony in the 12th century BCE 
Southern Levant together with other events such as mi-
gration had negative effects on trade connections. This 
can be observed as regards imports of luxury pottery 
(Leonard 1987, 1994; van Wijngaarden 2002: 34–
124), which has largely disappeared in the 12th century 
BCE. However, it must be taken into consideration that 
there are not enough data from Transjordan. Another 
matter to consider is that there are not enough absolute 
dates from sites other than Tell Abu al-Kharaz. Addi-
tional dates from first-class contexts would certainly 

help to better understand the sequence of events of the 
late 13th and the 12th centuries BCE.

Continuity and innovation: planned  
architecture at early Iron Age Tell Abu al-
Kharaz and parallels in the Southern Levant
The complete layout of the early Iron Age town of Tell 
Abu al-Kharaz remains speculative as it is restricted to 
Area 9 in the southern part of the tell. The architectural 
layout of Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX (cf. Fig. 3), is 
unique and cannot be compared with any other struc-
tures from the early Iron Age in the Southern Levant. 
Settlements from this period are often regarded as un-
fortified and unplanned (e.g. Herzog 1992). In fact, the 
degree of urbanism in general seems to decrease from 
the Bronze Age to the early Iron Age. It also seems that 
heavily fortified towns do not become common again 
earlier than Iron Age IIA. However, fortifications, in-
cluding casemate systems, already existed in the Iron 
Age I in settlements of the Transjordanian highlands 
and somewhat later in the Cisjordanian hill country 
(see summary with references in Finkelstein 2011: 
118–122).

The defence system of early Iron Age Tell Abu al-
Kharaz made partial use of the Early Bronze Age gla-
cis east of the compound. The position of the Phase IX 
compound at the southern, most vulnerable, border of 
the upper plateau is not surprising. This is the part of 
the town, where the people of the Early Bronze Age 
had already understood two thousand years earlier the 
vulnerability of the southern part of the settlement and 
built a massive city wall of up to 5 m width (Fischer 
2008: 220, 354). Other massive walls were built in the 
period of the Middle and Late Bronze Age settlement 
(id. 2006: 337–347). Nevertheless, compared to these 
earlier city walls the Iron Age city wall, which is incor-
porated into the compound as its outer wall, is only 1 
m wide. On the other hand, the total width of the com-
pound is roughly 8 m. In the event of warfare, the outer 
wall would have withstood a battering ram worse than 
a massive wall. However, the visually massive com-
pound with an estimated height of at least 4–5 m cer-
tainly was impressive enough to discourage potential 
invaders. In addition, the top of the city wall/compound 
could quickly be reached by the inhabitants and used as 
a fire base in case of hostile attacks.

The attached domestic compound was adapted to the 
topography of the tell, as it is located exactly between 
the border of the upper plateau, limited by the city wall, 
and the rising bedrock. The building of the regular cell-
plan structure, which extends almost 50 m in length, re-
quired exact planning and measuring, and constant su-
pervising during construction. Since this compound is 
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the only building completely preserved from Phase IX, 
it is difficult to state whether the rest of the town had a 
similar, planned, character, or whether this was the only 
building with such a regular layout. Fragmentary walls 
from Area 11, which can be attributed to either Phase 
IX or X, form a similar cell-like structure but perpen-
dicular to the edge of the upper plateau and the width of 
the spaces is less than 2 m, which may be the result of 
the local topography.

The compound of Area 9 brings to mind to a certain 
extent casemate structures, which were common in Iron 
Age I in the Transjordanian highlands and later also at 
other sites (summarized by Finkelstein 2011: 118–
122). One example is the fortification system of Khir-
bet Qeiyafa in the western part of the high Shephelah 
(Garfinkel and Ganor 2009; Garfinkel et al. 2014). 
The occupation of this single-period site was dated to 
the early Iron Age IIA with a destruction in the first 
third of the 10th century BCE (Garfinkel et al. 2015: 
887), i.e. somewhat later than Phase IX at Tell Abu al-
Kharaz. In general, the walls of the casemate structures 
which were previously discussed are wider than those 
of the Phase IX compound and our bipartite structure 
does not resemble any of the structures described.

The regular and standardized architectural layout 
of our almost 50 m long compound gives the strong 
impression that urban planning took place at Tell Abu 
al-Kharaz already in the early Iron Age. The building 
adapts to the topography of the tell and takes maximum 
advantage of the space between the natural slope to the 
south and the rising bedrock to the north. A similar evi-
dence of town planning comes from Tel Kinrot, where 
the Stratum VI/V occupation of the early Iron Age dis-
plays a number of rectangular buildings which are ar-
ranged parallel and perpendicular to each other and in-
tersected by a regular road system (Fritz and Münger 
2002: 5, fig. 2; Münger et al. 2011: 75). Here, too, the 
structures had to be arranged on terraces following the 
natural topography.

Another planned town of the early Iron Age is Tell 
Qasile, Stratum X: The various compounds have rec-
tangular layouts with a network of parallel and perpen-
dicular streets (Mazar 2009b). Mazar (1980: 77) once 
suggested Cyprus and in specific Enkomi as the place of 
origin of Southern Levantine early Iron Age town plan-
ning. There are in fact some resemblances to Late Cyp-
riot urban centres: The densely built Late Cypriot IIIA 
city of Enkomi is subdivided in rectangular blocks sur-

rounded by a regular network of streets (Courtois et 
al. 1986: fig. 1; Fisher 2006–2007). Other examples 
include Kalavassos-Ayios Dhimitrios in the Late Cyp-
riot IIC period (South 1996) and the large Late Cypriot 
IIC–IIIA town of Hala Sultan Tekke, which consisted 
of a number of city quarters organized in rectangular 
layouts (Åström 1996; Fischer in this volume).7 These 
urban plans may have been transferred from Cyprus to 
Philistine towns (Mazar 1991).

Although an influence from Cyprus is not exclud-
ed, it seems more likely that the unique compound of 
Phase IX at Tell Abu al-Kharaz is an in situ invention, 
which adapts the compound to the natural topography 
of the tell: The limited space of 8 m between the nar-
row city wall and the bedrock was used as a basement. 
The situation was different in earlier periods, when this 
narrow space was occupied by much wider city walls 
and consequently did not permit the construction of any 
living or working areas. As shown above, external cul-
tural influences on the architectural layout could not be 
traced. The layout of our compound reveals an efficient 
local administration and advanced construction skills, 
without which it would have been impossible to build 
this structure at this difficult and exposed location. This 
leads us to the following questions: Is this really the 
builder’s first construction of this type? Where and 
from whom did the builder learn this advanced tech-
nique? Or is the Phase IX compound just a one-time 
successful construction?

Our compound antedates later Iron Age II urban 
planning, which is often ascribed to Judahite cities. It 
is regarded as an Iron Age IIA ‘invention’, which be-
comes more widespread in the Iron Age IIB (Shiloh 
1978; Herzog 1997: 237–249; Garfinkel and Ganor 
2009: 33; Garfinkel et al. 2012: 360). However, this 
early example from Tell Abu al-Kharaz Phase IX, to-
gether with the somewhat later structures of Tel Kinrot, 
Strata VI/V and Tell Qasile, Stratum X, contradict this 
view.

Continuity and innovation: the pottery and 
other finds of Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX
The situation of Tell Abu al-Kharaz represents a spe-
cific problem as regards tradition and innovation since 
we have an occupational lacuna between roughly 1300 
BCE (Phase VIII) and 1100 BCE (Phase IX). However, 
as will be demonstrated, there is evidence of both tradi-
tion and innovation.

7 Urban planning in Cyprus has often been taken as evidence of 
‘Aegeanization’, but since the tradition of town planning is older 

than the postulated ‘Aegeanization’, which started around 1200 
BCE, this hypothesis must be rejected (Iacovou 2013: 599).
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Late Bronze Age traditions are clearly visible in the 
material remains of Phase IX. Most obvious in this re-
spect is the biconical jar with the palm-tree-and-bird 
motif, which follows Late Bronze Age counterparts 
fairly precisely in both shape and decoration (Fig. 
5:15). A similar case is the small jar with a globular 
body, which derives from a Late Bronze Age type of 
jar (Fig. 5:13; see also Bürge et al. forthcoming). 
Other pottery shapes which show cultural continuity 
include most types of bowls, the chalices, the handle-
less kraters, the two-handled krater, the goblets, the 
dipper juglets, the ovoid storage jars, including those 
with painted decoration, the pyxides, the lentoid flasks, 
and the one-spouted lamps (one in Fig. 5:12). Non-ce-
ramic finds which associate with the Late Bronze Age 
comprise, for instance, a spendonoid balance weight 
of haematite with an Egyptian unit of weight (45.5 g 
= ½ dbn), conical, biconical and ring-shaped spindle 
whorls, and the alabaster vessels (Fischer and Bürge 
2013a: 154, fig. 15; see also Fig. 5:11). In comparison 
to the Late Bronze Age pottery (Fischer 2006: passim) 
generally, it is clear that the early Iron Age production 
of pottery and other objects was carried on at a lower 
artistic level. In general, the early Iron Age repertoire of 
decoration on pottery is limited to horizontal and wavy 
lines. The palm-tree-and-bird motif is one of the few 
exceptions which associate with the pictorial themes of 
the Late Bronze Age. Another example is the rather ir-
regular zigzag decoration on one of our alabaster ves-
sels (Fig. 5:11), which stands in contrast to Late Bronze 
Age alabaster objects with regular geometric decora-
tions executed with drills and compasses (Sparks 2007: 
117, fig. 43).

The open-shaped cooking pots (Fig. 5:6), which cor-
respond to the dominating general shape of Late Bronze 
Age cooking pots, point to the continuation of tradition-
al cooking habits. At the same time, a totally different 
type of cooking vessel was in use in Phase IX: a closed, 
jar-like cooking vessel with rounded or carinated body 
and rounded base (Fig. 6:11, 12). This type is an amal-
gamation of jugs with flat and disk bases of Aegean, 
Cypriot, and Philistine types (Fig. 6:13; see also Jung 
in this volume, fig. 1), and the traditional Late Bronze 
Age carinated cooking pots with a rounded base. The 
appearance of flat-based cooking jugs in Philistia also 

implies the use of another type of hearth, namely a flat 
pebble hearth where the vessel could stand by itself 
(Yasur-Landau 2010: 123; Maeir and Hitchcock 
2011). This type of hearth has been used in Cyprus, for 
instance at Hala Sultan Tekke in Stratum 2 (Fischer 
2012a: 99, fig. 7) and was eventually introduced in Phil-
istia (see references in Maeir and Hitchcock 2011). 
Our cooking jugs with rounded bases were obviously 
used on the same kind of hearth and oven, i.e. either in 
small pits or in tawabin or tananir.8 Cooking jugs are 
attested at Phases IX and X at Tell Abu al-Kharaz. From 
Phase XI onwards they were no longer used and only 
open-shaped cooking pots continued to exist (Fischer 
2013: 447–452).

There are pottery shapes which mirror a revival of 
even older traditions. One is the bowl with loop feet 
(Fig. 6:1), which imitates metal vessels, and has close 
parallels in the Middle Bronze Age (e.g. Tell el-Farʿah 
North: Mallet 1988: passim). The four-spouted lamp 
(Fig. 6:3) is another example which can be traced back 
to the transition from the Early to the Middle Bronze 
Age (e.g. Palumbo 2008: 232, fig. 7; Al-Muheisen and 
Al-Bashaireh 2012: 92, fig. 4).

The pyxides of various shapes from Phase IX (see 
two in Fig. 5:9, 10) derive from Late Helladic IIIA–
B prototypes, which were imported to the Southern 
Levant (van Wijngaarden 2002: 31–124). Since this 
type of vessel was also locally produced and frequent 
in the Iron Age I, it can be regarded as part of the local 
pottery repertoire (see also Mazar 2015: 17). Howev-
er, the composite pyxis (Fig. 6:2) represents a special 
case, as it is clearly inspired by Aegean and Cypriot 
Late Bronze Age traditions. Similarly, the excellently 
executed jug with white slip and red decoration (Fig. 
6:7) shows Aegean/Cypriot traits, which will be dis-
cussed below. The general shape of the strainer jug 
(Fig. 6:8) reflects local tradition but the basket handle 
seems to have been inspired by Mycenaean pottery 
(FS 159; see Mountjoy 1986: 203; also Dothan and 
Porath 1993: 56). An innovation is represented by the 
pilgrim flasks with cup mouths (Fig. 6:4–5).9 These 
flasks are mainly spread in and around the Jezreel Val-
ley (Fig. 7). The decoration with the wheel-spoke pat-
tern, the wavy lines and the ‘Maltese Cross’ on our 
pilgrim flasks is new.

8 The tabun (plural tawabin) is a dome-shaped installation of 
clay, which is partly dug into the floor and thus immovable. The 
other type of clay oven, the tannur (plural tananir), is cylindri-
cal or slightly conical and stands on the floor, thus being mobile 
(McQuitty 1984; Mulder-Hymans 2014).

9 A related idea of ‘cup-mouths’ can be seen in vessels from 
the Late Bronze Age: the arm-shaped bottles of Red Lustrous 
Wheel-made ware (e.g. Bergoffen 2005: 143, pl. 35c).
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Fig. 7  Distribution of pilgrim flasks with cup mouth in the Southern Levant

The cylindrical loom weights of unfired clay from 
Phase IX (e.g. Fig. 6:9) are new in our early Iron 
Age context. This type of loom weight appears in the 
Southern Levant at the beginning of the Iron Age. 

The diachronic study of loom weights at Tell Abu al-
Kharaz is as follows: The prevailing type of the Early 
Bronze Age is ring-shaped and made of basalt. Elabo-
rate and well-balanced items were also used as spindle 
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whorls. Loom weights are not attested in the Middle 
and Late Bronze Age phases of Tell Abu al-Kharaz. 
The lack of loom weights in the Late Bronze Age (es-
pecially the later part) is attested at various other sites 
in the Southern Levant, for instance at Beth-Shean, 
Hazor, Megiddo and Lachish (Yasur-Landau 2007, 
2010: 267). This might be due to the use of a differ-
ent type of loom during these periods, for instance the 
Egyptian vertical loom (Yasur-Landau 2007). The 
cylindrical loom weight of unfired clay appeared for 
the first time in Phase IX, was also used in Phase X 
and was thereafter replaced by doughnut-shaped loom 
weights, also of unfired clay (Fischer 2013: 205, fig. 
186).

In summary, the material from Phase IX reflects a 
mixture of tradition and innovation. This observation 
matches the evidence from other sites in nearby valleys, 
for instance Megiddo, Tel Qashish and Yoqneʿam, but 
also Beth-Shean and Tel Kinrot. 

Intercultural relations of Tell Abu al-Kharaz 
in the early Iron Age
Imports from Phoenicia comprise the bichrome deco-
rated globular jug (Fig. 6:6), and the lentoid flasks with 
monochrome decorations (one in Fig. 5:14). These ves-
sels have parallels, for instance in Tyre and in Phoeni-
cian Tel Dor and Tell Keisan (see references above). 
Globular jugs with bichrome decoration were exported 
from Phoenicia to other parts of the Southern Levant in-
cluding the Jezreel and Jordan Valleys. Whereas many 
of them are original imports, some globular jugs are 
local imitations of Phoenician vessels. However, the 
vessel from Tell Abu al-Kharaz is clearly an import: it 
differs to a large extent from other locally produced ves-
sels in its extremely well-levigated clay and the highly 
burnished surface with precise decoration. It is difficult 
to assess whether our jug was imported directly from 
Lebanon or via middlemen from the Mediterranean lit-
toral through the Jezreel Valley. 

Our two lentoid flasks (one in Fig. 5:14) are more 
common in the Southern Levant than the globular jug. 
They have forerunners in the later part of the Late 
Bronze Age (Gilboa et al. 2008: 124–127 with further 
references). These flasks are sometimes locally made 
but at least one of our two flasks is imported from Phoe-
nicia according to the fabric. The globular jugs and the 
lentoid flasks were certainly traded not only as contain-

ers, but also because of their coveted contents (see e.g. 
Namdar et al. 2013).

Some vessels of fine table ware reflect western in-
fluences. These influences concern either the surface 
treatment and decoration or the general vessel shape, 
or both. The thick white slip on the bowl with the loop 
base (Fig. 6:1) and on the jug with red decoration (Fig. 
6:7) resembles some vessels of Philistine Bichrome 
(e.g. Zukerman 2009: 500) and earlier Monochrome 
‘Myc IIIC’ wares (e.g. Ben-Shlomo 2005: 65). This 
surface treatment is clearly a foreign element at early 
Iron Age Tell Abu al-Kharaz.10 The jug with the thick 
white slip and red decoration (Fig. 6:7) represents a 
special case: The shape differs from all the other early 
Iron Age jugs. In particular the profiled rim, which is 
somewhat everted, and the long narrow neck are unusu-
al. In addition, the decoration is uncommon in the local 
repertoire of patterns: there are five horizontal lines on 
the belly, just above the carination, another line is at the 
height of the shoulder and above the line are alternat-
ing patterns of four concentric semicircles and vertical 
wavy lines; there are six horizontal stripes on the han-
dle. This pattern of semicircles and wavy lines differs 
from the local repertoire of decoration, which is limited 
to rather simple patterns. Close parallels of this pattern 
are from the Aegean and Cyprus, where often shoulders 
of stirrup jars are decorated with such a pattern which 
includes semicircles (see for instance at Hala Sultan 
Tekke in Fischer 2012a: 94, fig. 3:1). Similar patterns 
in the Southern Levant include jugs from cAfula (Do-
than 1955: 69, fig. 20:2) and Beth-Shemesh (Grant 
1931: pl. XV:1106; 1932: pl. XLII:4). There are also a 
few other vessels at Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX, with 
a thin white slip which bring to mind the surface treat-
ment of Philistine pottery.

The strainer jug with the basket handle (Fig. 6:8) 
displays an amalgamation of local and foreign ele-
ments: The strainer jug per se is common in the local 
repertoire. The basket handle, however, reflects Ae-
gean influences. Jugs with basket handles, which ap-
pear on locally produced vessels in the Southern Levant 
around 1200 BCE, for instance at Ashdod, Stratum XIII  
(Dothan and Porath 1993: 175, fig. 15:10), can be 
traced back to Mycenaean counterparts (‘feeding bot-
tles’) from the Late Helladic period (FS 159; see 
Mountjoy 1986: 203). However, these jugs are usually 
much smaller than ours.

10 In addition to the bowl with three loop feet, which reflect a 
revival of Middle Bronze Age traditions, one should mention 
Chocolate-on-White Ware from Tell Abu al-Kharaz and else-

where in this discussion. It has an even thicker white slip and 
also started to appear at the end of the Middle Bronze Age 
(Fischer 1999, 2003).
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The pilgrim flasks with cup mouths appear to be 
a local innovation, which seems to originate around 
the Jezreel Valley but in any event in the northern 
part of the Southern Levant. The uniformity of these 
vessels is striking, and their decoration seems to be 
limited to only a few patterns. Our bichrome flask is 
decorated with the ‘Maltese Cross’, wheel spokes and 
wavy lines. This pattern was labelled as ‘Philistine’ 
by Dothan (1982: 204) and it is clear that the ‘Mal-
tese Cross’ often occurs on Philistine or related pot-
tery (Mazar 1985: 72–73). The use of two colours 
is paralleled in the Philistine Bichrome pottery. The 
monochrome decoration on our other flask consists of 
metope-like bundles of ‘wheel-spokes’ with concen-
tric circles in the centre. This pattern slightly resem-
bles the ‘Maltese Cross’; on the other hand, metope 
patterns are a characteristic pattern on Late Bronze 
Age Canaanite pottery (Fischer 1999). The amalga-
mation of different styles of decoration on pottery, 
namely local ‘Canaanite’, Syrian/Phoenician and Ae-
gean/Cypriot is a characteristic of the early Iron Age 
pottery from the Jezreel Valley.

The cooking jars (Fig. 6:11, 12) also display a mixed 
influence: Wheel-made closed cooking pots with one 
handle and flat or disk bases reached Cyprus via the Ae-
gean around 1200 BCE (Jung 2011). Identical cooking 
jugs were found in the earliest Iron Age settlements in 
Philistia (Yasur-Landau 2010: 232). Our cooking jars 
differ from the Philistine jugs, as they have two handles, 
rounded bases and often a carinated body, which resem-
bles the general profile of the common, open-shaped 
cooking pots. Thus, the cooking jugs from Tell Abu al-
Kharaz, Phase IX, are regarded as an amalgamation of 
the ‘traditional’ Canaanite cooking pot and the closed, 
Aegean cooking jugs, which were most likely transmit-
ted from the Aegean via Cyprus and (possibly) Philis-
tia, or directly from the Mediterranean coast through 
the Jezreel Valley.

Our cylindrical or slightly spool-shaped loom 
weights of unfired clay (Fig. 6:9) also derive from the 
Eastern Mediterranean. Similar weights were common 
in Late Helladic IIIC Tiryns and other contemporary 
sites on the Greek mainland (Rahmstorf 2003). They 
appear eventually in Cyprus, e.g. in Kition (Kara-
georghis and Demas 1985: pl. 201) and Maa-Paleokas-
tro (iid. 1988: pl. 189) during the Late Cypriot IIIA pe-
riod. In due course, they reached Philistia, for instance 
Ashkelon (Stager 1991: 36–37), Ashdod (Dothan 
and Porath 1993: 64, 193, figs. 24:3–5), Tell es-Safi/
Gath (Cassuto 2012: 469–470) and Tel Miqne/Ekron 
(Shamir 2007: 44, fig. 1).

Amongst the few metal finds from Phase IX is a part 
of a bronze wheel which originally had eight spokes 

(Fig. 6:10). Such wheels were found in Tell Qasile, Stra-
tum XII (Mazar 1986: 13–14, fig. 6:4) and Tel Miqne/
Ekron (Dothan 2002: 4–8). Similar wheels from Cy-
prus are parts of four-wheeled stands (Catling 1964: 
207–208, pl. 35a–d; id. 1984: pl. XI). It is not unlikely 
that the tradition of making miniature wheels originates 
from Cyprus. However, the function of these stands 
remains unclear and it is doubtful if all the retrieved 
wheels or fragments of wheels can be reconstructed as 
parts of four-wheeled stands.

Evidence of migration in Phase IX?
In connection with the question of identifying ethnic-
ity in the archaeological record it has also been ques-
tioned whether and how migration can be ascertained in 
the material culture (e.g. Binford 1965; Adams 1968; 
Myhre and Myhre 1972). Since then, a number of the-
ories and models for defining migration phenomena in 
archaeology have been discussed (e.g. Anthony 1990; 
Berry 1992, 1997; Burmeister 2000), along with other 
possible reasons for transformations of material culture 
(Killebrew 2005b; Eerkens and Lipo 2007).

Migration was only one type of interregional inter-
action (e.g. Yasur-Landau 2010: 7, 10). Others include 
trade and raids. These different kinds of interregional 
interaction leave different traces in the archaeologi-
cal record: If we are dealing with trade, we should see 
mainly foreign objects, which are portable, i.e. trade 
goods. However, it is difficult to apply this hypothesis, 
as we can expect that a number of interaction phenom-
ena occurred at the same time and at the same places 
as regards migration in the 12th century BCE Eastern 
Mediterranean (ibid.: 10). Since the supposed settle-
ment of Philistines and other peoples in the Southern 
Levant occurred in an already settled area, there are a 
number of reactions, which may be expressed in the 
material culture and influence “deep changes” (ibid.: 
13–33). Such reactions include complex processes of 
amalgamations of different aspects of (material) culture 
(see terminological discussions, e.g., in Yasur-Landau 
2010; Stockhammer 2012; Hitchcock and Maeir 
2013; Faust and Lev-Tov 2014).

The existence of foreign fine table wares in Phase 
IX at Tell Abu al-Kharaz has already been discussed. In 
addition to the few Phoenician imports, which can be 
considered the result of trade, there are some ceramic 
vessels, which can be described as an amalgamation of 
local vessels with ‘foreign’ elements – or vice versa. 
These ceramic wares, together with the bronze wheel, 
which possibly derives from Cyprus, are not proof of 
the presence of a ‘foreign’ ethnic group. Such objects 
might well have been used by a number of different eth-
nic groups who considered them items of luxury.
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In contrast, cooking and dietary habits are closely 
connected to certain societies. The habits are trans-
mitted from one generation to the next and not usu-
ally changed suddenly without serious reason. The 
volumes of the Canaanite-type cooking pots and the 
Aegean/Philistine-type cooking jugs differ (Fig. 8). 
In addition, the shape is an indication that foodstuff 
which was prepared differed depending on the type of 
cooking vessel used: Open cooking pots are more suit-
able for rapid cooking or frying at high temperatures, 
whereas the closed cooking vessels were used for low-
cooking of mainly liquid food (Borgna 1997: 204; 
Ben-Shlomo et al. 2008: 237; Yasur-Landau 2010: 
131–132). The rounded bases which characterise both 
types hint that the same kind of oven was used as in 
previous periods. There are a number of sites which 
produced contemporary parallels to our cooking jars, 
i.e. Tell es-Saʿidiyeh, Deir ʿAlla, Beth-Shean, Megid-
do, Tell Qiri, Yoqneʿam and Tell Qasile (see referenc-
es in Bürge 2015: 188). However, at these sites, the 
amount of closed cooking jugs compared to the num-
ber of traditional open cooking pots is very small, and 
never exceeds 10% (Hunt 1987: 183; Panitz-Cohen 
2009: 225, table 5.12a). In contrast, the relatively high 
proportion of closed cooking pots in Phase IX, i.e. 
25% of all cooking vessels, is striking and represents 
a different picture in comparison with listed sites in 
Cisjordan. The distribution of cooking jugs within the 
building does not follow a strict pattern, as in a num-
ber of rooms both closed and open types were found 
(Fig. 9). Thus, it can be assumed that both types were 

used by the same people. This phenomenon can be de-
scribed as an amalgamation of Canaanite, Philistine, 
Cypriot and Aegean traditions.

There is evidence of grass pea (lathyrus sativus) in 
Phase IX (Kofel et al. forthcoming). It is difficult to 
decide if it is from wild plants or if it has been cultivat-
ed (Kislev 1989). The grass pea is often connected to 
the Aegean and appears in the Southern Levant, mainly 
in Philistia, at the beginning of the Iron Age (Mahler-
Slasky and Kislev 2010). In contrast, it has a long his-
tory of domestication and cultivation in the Balkan and 
the Aegean Islands (ibid.: 2479). The grass pea can be 
toxic if consumed in large quantities, but the toxicity 
can be limited, if it is prepared in special ways, such as 
boiling the seeds for two hours and decanting the water 
(Jha 1987; Mahler-Slasky and Kislev 2010: 2479). 
This means, that not only the plant but also the know-
how of preparing it must have been transmitted. How-
ever, we already have lathyrus sativus at Tell Abu al-
Kharaz in the Early Bronze Age (Fischer and Holden 
2008), which just may indicate wild plants.

Similarly, the consumption of pork in the Iron Age 
is often attributed to the presence of people from the 
Mediterranean/Aegean, as it is believed that pork was 
not consumed any more in this period by the local 
population, and specifically not by the Israelites (Hesse 
1990: 217–218; Finkelstein 1996; Hesse and Wap-
nish 1997; Faust 2006: 37–38). In addition, it could 
be demonstrated that European pigs were introduced to 
the Southern Levant in the early Iron Age (Sapir-Hen 
et al. 2015). In fact, there are some remains of pig in 

Fig. 8  Volumes of cooking jars (cj) and cooking pots (cp) from Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX
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the Phase IX compound, and also in Phases X and XI 
(Gharaibeh et al. forthcoming). However, the presence 
of pig bones is attested at a number of ‘Israelite’ sites. 
Therefore, it was suggested that pork consumption is 
more connected to sedentary populations than to no-
madic populations (Harris 2008: 71–72; Sapir-Hen 
et al. 2013). The few remains of pig bones may also 
represent occasional wild-boar hunting (Sapir-Hen et 
al. 2013: 2–3).11

Loom weights are a part of a specific material cul-
ture, and a sudden change of domestic textile produc-
tion techniques may reflect “deep changes” (Yasur-
Landau 2009; 2010: 29–30). It is, therefore, interesting 
to note the appearance of a totally new type of loom 
weight, namely unperforated cylindrical or spool-
shaped weights of unfired clay which gradually spread 
over the Eastern Mediterranean (Rahmstorf 2003; 
2011; Yasur-Landau 2010: 132–135) and beyond, for 
instance Italy (Rahmstorf 2011: 320 with further refer-
ences). It is also the only type at Tell Abu al-Kharaz in 
Phases IX and X. If warp-weighted looms were used, 
both the shape/thickness, and the weight itself of loom 
weights are of importance: Heavy loom weights are 
more suitable for weaving thicker yarns, whereas the 
thickness influences the density of the fabric (Frangi-
pane et al. 2009; Mårtensson et al. 2009). Thus, the 
sudden change of loom weights also has implications 
for the production of the intended fabrics.

It is not possible to isolate specific ethnic groups 
during the early Iron Age in the Jordan Valley, as we 

have no evidence of how these groups referred to 
themselves or of their ethnic consciousness. It is only 
possible to trace elements of a number of ethnic groups 
and their culture and their possible provenance. As far 
as the material from Tell Abu al-Kharaz, Phase IX, is 
concerned we can certainly demonstrate cultural traits 
from vast parts of the Eastern Mediterranean. Both 
the possibly imported fine wares and the locally made 
cooking jugs show an amalgamation of foreign and 
local traits, whereas the loom weights are totally new. 
However, these traits seem to become less evident in 
the subsequent Phase X and disappear in Phase XI. 
A possible explanation is gradual assimilation, which 
occurred after Phase IX. It is interesting to note that 
one of these traits, the cooking jars, which disappear 
in the Iron Age IIA, becomes rather common in the 
Iron Age II in the Southern Levant in general (Ben-
Shlomo et al. 2008). This proves once again that cul-
tural traits were not uniform in various regions.

In summary, it is suggested that individuals or small 
groups of people arrived at Tell Abu al-Kharaz, where 
they intermingled or married local people (see similar 
suggestions referring to other sites in Bunimovitz and 
Yasur-Landau 2002; Yasur-Landau 2009). These 
individuals most likely do not come directly from the 
Mediterranean coast, and therefore cannot be labelled 
‘Philistines’ or any other ‘Sea Peoples’ tribe, but may 
be their offspring. They had already undergone a num-
ber of cultural changes before their arrival at Tell Abu 
al-Kharaz. However, this remains only a tentative re-

11 The exact analysis of the osteological material is forthcoming. Wild boars and pigs can be distinguished, amongst other criteria, by their 
size (cf. Sapir-Hen et al. 2013 with references).

Fig. 9  Distribution of open- and closed-shaped cooking pots in the Phase IX compound
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construction, as other possible indicators of the pres-
ence of a foreign group amongst the local population, 
such as funerary habits and religious beliefs, could not 
be attested in the early Iron Age at Tell Abu al-Kharaz 
– as no burials from this period are excavated. In any 
case, in the aftermath of the transformations from the 
intercultural Late Bronze Age to the more isolated ear-
ly Iron Age, the ‘multi-cultural’ town of Tell Abu al-
Kharaz of Phase IX was obviously still in contact with 
other regions.

Conclusions
The discovery of the excellently preserved compound 
from early Iron Age Phase IX at Tell Abu al-Kharaz 
is unique in the Southern Levant. The virtually undis-
turbed contexts of the basement and the remains of the 
collapsed upper storey(s) allowed the study of a num-
ber of aspects: The analysis of the architecture and the 
building materials revealed that the building had (at 
least) two storeys, of which the lower storey – the base-
ment – is built of stone whereas the upper storey(s) is/
are of mudbrick. The unparalleled regular layout of the 
building indicates that it was rigorously planned before 
and constantly supervised during construction. This, in 
turn, hints at a well-organised society which settled the 
early Iron Age town. The associated finds are all mainly 
related to domestic activities.

The almost 50 m long compound, to which an an-
nex of 12 m to the west was attached, was built on the 
remains of the Early, Middle and Late Bronze Age city 
walls which provided a stable foundation for the com-
pound. To the east of the compound is a defence gla-
cis from the Early Bronze Age, which was modified 
and reused in the period when the building was used. 
The connection and integration of the building with 
the town’s defence system, and its location at one of 
the most vulnerable parts of the town, are not acciden-
tal: it was a suitable place to house soldiers or other 
functionaries and their families. However, because of 
the small number of bronze objects which could have 
been used as weapons, it is difficult to draw clear-cut 
conclusions on the function of the inhabitants of the 
building.

The results from 15 radiocarbon dates from short-
lived samples which were found on floors and inside 
vessels from our compound provide a time span from 
1193–1049 BCE (95.4%, 2σ probability) and from 
1128–1055 BCE (68.2%, 1σ probability). Therefore, 
the destruction cannot be dated later than around 1050 
BCE. In relative terms, Phase IX at Tell Abu al-Kharaz 
was roughly contemporary to or possibly somewhat 
earlier than Beth-Shean, Stratum S-2, Megiddo, Stra-
tum VIA, Yoqneʿam, Stratum XVII, Tell Qasile, Stra-

tum X, and Tel Kinrot, Stratum V, and can be attrib-
uted to the period traditionally termed Iron Age IB.

The search for architectural parallels with the Phase 
IX structure yielded no results. There is a remote affinity 
to casemate structures, but the analysis of these struc-
tures highlighted a number of differences in size, lay-
out and context, which makes an interpretation of our 
compound as casemate structure unlikely. There are a 
few buildings which bear some resemblance to our com-
pound. One comes from early Iron Age Tel Kinrot at the 
Sea of Galilee. The planned architecture of the Phase IX 
compound and a number of other early Iron Age sites 
with planned layouts contradict the traditional view of 
the existence of mainly unplanned and unfortified settle-
ments in the early Iron Age. Although a Cypriot tradition 
for planned layouts of early Iron Age towns in the South-
ern Levant was considered, the compound from Tell Abu 
al-Kharaz is most likely an in situ invention, which was 
perfectly adapted to the natural topography and used sta-
ble structures from earlier periods as foundation. As the 
compound is – so far – the only completely preserved 
building in this settlement phase, the layout of other parts 
of the town cannot be reconstructed.

The early Iron Age pottery and other finds at Tell 
Abu al-Kharaz indicate a high degree of continuity from 
the Late Bronze Age despite the occupational lacuna 
between Phases VIII and IX. On the other hand, there 
are a number of innovations, which reflect an amalga-
mation of new, foreign, and traditional, local traits. This 
combination of continuity and innovation is consistent 
with finds from other sites in the Jordan and the Jezreel 
Valleys, for instance Beth-Shean, Megiddo, Tel Qash-
ish and Yoqneʿam.

Foreign traits, which are visible in the material cul-
ture of Phase IX, are mainly from the Eastern Medi-
terranean, specifically Cypriot and Aegean, spheres 
of culture. There are a number of Phoenician imports, 
whereas the Egyptian influence, which in principle was 
never clearly perceptible in the Late Bronze Age ma-
terial from Tell Abu al-Kharaz, is negligible. Western 
traits are reflected in fine ceramic wares and small port-
able objects, which were most likely traded, together 
with objects which were locally produced. These in-
clude new types of cooking pots and loom weights, 
which indicate changes in cooking and dietary habits, 
and in domestic textile production.

Thus, it is clear that the settlers of early Iron Age 
Tell Abu al-Kharaz were influenced by the transforma-
tions in the 12th century BCE. Limited migration of in-
dividuals or families, which arrived from the Eastern 
Mediterranean through the Jezreel Valley, is suggest-
ed. These migrants mingled with the local population 
by intermarriage, which explains the amalgamation of 
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local and foreign traits in the material culture of par-
ticular contexts. It is suggested that the migrants most 
likely did not arrive directly from the Mediterranean 
and that the migration process lasted years, decades or 
even generations. Therefore, it is problematic to refer 
to these migrants as ‘Sea Peoples’, as the immigrants 
to Tell Abu al-Kharaz had already experienced cultural 
changes on their way to Transjordan. However, these 
possible descendants of the ‘Sea Peoples’ contributed 
to a rich, flourishing, well-organized and multi-cultur-
al society at early Iron Age Tell Abu al-Kharaz.
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Abstract
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�
changes from the 13th to the 10th century BCE. In the Late Bronze 
Age several city states existed in this territory, which was controlled 
by the Egyptians. After the arrival of groups of the Sea Peoples the 
�[�� �$����
���� #�'�
���� ������@�$�������@�$*�*�� >����� ��*� ��
$�
became the core land of the Philistines, while Jaffa remained an 
Egyptian military fortress at least until 1150 BCE. Other areas north 
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����#�������*�|
����
����������������������*�

Beth-Shemesh) remained typical Canaanite city states until the 10th 
century BCE. The territory north of Ashdod up to present-day Tel 
Aviv, which is according to Biblical texts attributed to the Philis-
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group Dananu, who settled there and integrated themselves in the 
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$��q�th century BCE by Philistines living in 
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The aim of this article is to discuss the settlement his-
tory and the acculturation of the northern so-called Phi-
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Aviv (including Tell Qasile) in the north and its hin-
terland as the area of the Philistines. But what are the 
�������� ����*���������;$���$����
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�'�����������
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is the northernmost town of the Pentapolis and is lo-
#�
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��#��
��
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$����;���� 
Qasile, while the distance of one Philistine capital to  
its nearest neighbouring capital only measured some 
¢xq�����|`����q}��;�����q� ���
�� 
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\����
the Philistine capitals and Tell Qasile (all airline dis-
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�������#����*����>�������*���
$�
����������������-
gle Philistine capital – they were evidently never strong 
enough to rule independently (�¨ �¤�and��º� § 2007) 
– the distance between one capital and the other ranges 
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\����q�xq���������#���
$�����
$����'��
����
$���$�-
listine realm is located very much off center in relation 
to the actual Philistine Pentapolis. 
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$���[��#�'�
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with a normal area, which is usually considered to be 
obligatory for sustaining a city with food. Each town 
needs a certain area as hinterland for agricultural pro-
duction in order to sustain its inhabitants. Their geo-
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���� |#��� `���� Y}� *�����
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terland located to the east of these cities. Only Ashdod 
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considerably larger than that of the other capitals. Trade 
in the Wadi es-Seba (an area which included also other 
sites, such as Tell Jemmeh, Qubur el-Walayda and Tell 
��j`����$�	}������� 
��$�[��'���*���*������
� ����� ���
#����#
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$����[���������
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was constrained by dunes on the Mediterranean shore 
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$�������#���������#���
��������������
�����
$����
part. 

Ekron Gath Ashdod Ashkelon Gaza �'00
x*.)0'
Ekron 9 15 29 44 33
Gath 9 17 27 40 42
Ashdod 15 17 15 32 38
Ashkelon 29 27 15 18 52
Gaza 44 40 32 18 70
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Before discussing the northern part of the so-called 
Philistine region, we must deal with some general con-
��*���
�����'��
�������
��
$���������;$����
������������-
mains mostly unexcavated (cf. ��°���¨¡j@¥¨ª« 1923; 
%³̈ ¥�¨� 1993), in spite of the fact that the tell is very 
large (750 m × 750 m). As the area under consideration 
was inhabited also during later periods, it is impossi-
ble to tell how large its size would have been during 

$����
��?��������*������@���'����*���@����@�$������
(	�̈ ¬ ¤ 1993) is an enormous site (1000 m × 600 m), 
while Ashdod possessed an acropolis measuring some 
8 and its lower city some 28 ha (+£��¨¡ 1993b). The 
��������>�������*���
$�[����*�*������ 
$������

�����
�
history (�¨ �¤� and �º� § 2007). Whenever one of 

them was especially dominant, the other tended to be 
��
$��� ��������#��
�� �����[���� ��
$� ��
��� #�[���*� ���
area of approximately 30 ha during the Middle Bronze 
|>����������Y�����
$�������}���*���
��?������@����
(4 and 27) respectively. During the Iron Age the settled 
area of both sites was considerably larger: some more 
than 40 ha during Iron Age I (20 and 23) and more than 
50 ha during Iron Age IIA (4 and 50). During Iron Age 
IIB its size expanded to a little over 40 ha (20 and 24), 
while during the Iron Age IIC period its size decreased 

��#��Q��$��|Q�{[��������}��

As for the term ‘Sea Peoples’ (for a list of ‘Sea 
Peoples’ in ancient sources see ��§§ ¤ ®�and�� �j
ª¨¡¡ 2013: 2–5; @¥¨ª«�and�<£� ¡ 2013: 645–664), 
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it seems safe to suggest that these settlers had origi-
nally descended from areas within the coastal Medi-
terranean world and that their main income was based 
on maritime trade, but sometimes also on piracy. Their 
engagement in piracy is indeed attested in a number 
of ancient Near Eastern sources (� �ª¨¡¡ 1985). We 
��#���������
��������
����
����
$��	������'��������'��
and even the inscriptions of Ramesses III remain si-
lent about their whereabouts. This is different with the 
Philistines as the annals tell us clearly that the Egyp-
tians based them on the southern Palestinian shore. 
�����[�����##��*����
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$�
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lived further inland in their original habitats. The term 
‘Sea Peoples’ or ‘Philistines’ may be a more general 
term utilised for people who had descended from dis-
tant countries, which were situated far away across the 
sea. Their emigration from these different parts of the 
Western Mediterranean and other European regions 
was apparently caused (at least to some extent) by tur-
bulences which befell this part of the world during the 
13th{qYth centuries BCE. 

All in all, the number of newcomers must have been 
small. While some former inhabitants living near the 
��*�
���������#���
�\���*�$�[��"�*� |��� ������ 
�����
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$��@����
����\$��*������
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��?������
and Iron Age I dwelt in the hill country; cf. �®��¯ § 
1993: 483–486 = �®��¯ § 2015: 49–53), most Late 
?������@�����������\���*�$�[���
��*����
$���������
during Iron Age I. Despite the new wave of Sea People 
settlers, the overall number of inhabitants appears to 
have stayed approximately the same during the entire 
period stretching from the Late Bronze to the Iron Age. 
<��������
�����������������
$�
�
$��������������\�
settlers never had been very high (`�¡¯ §«� �¡ 1996).

To comprehend better the changes which the Philis-
tine area underwent during the transition period from 
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itself and its historical developments. 
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Based on our understanding of the Amarna Letters 
(�¡¦¥�º£¡ 1915; �£¤¨¡ 1992), there existed sev-
eral semi-autonomous city states in the southern Le-
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Moreover, other towns also referred to in the Letters 
*�*���
���#����������~������j��
�������*�\������
�
ruled by their own rulers. Yurza, which is located in 
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$���*�\$�#$�$���������*��
���*�\�
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Jemmeh (? ¡j	�§£ª£� and� ³̈ ¡� ?  ¯� 2014), was a 
prominent town (EA 314:4; 315:3). It was ruled by a 
���������*���j?������;$����=
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$�;����������������*����������|>@�Y�¢�q��QQ�����
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missioner (EA 289:32–33) and was one of the main 
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��������
���#��
�����
�������
and Jaffa together were governed by a ruler named 
Yahtiru, who had his own troops and who sent a let-
ter to Pharaoh (EA 297:32–33; �®��¯ §� 2013: 86). 
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321:6; 322:5; 370:1) was the next city-state, ruled by 
a person called Yidya or Idiya. Lachish (EA 287:15; 
Y����Q��QY�����QY¢����QQ��q��q�}���*��
���*�\�
$�;����
ed-Duwer, was a prominent site that was excavated 
during pre-Israeli and modern Israeli expeditions (�«-
«�«�¯�¡ 2004). It too was autonomous and was ruled 
by Zimredda and Yabni-Ilu. Muchrashtu (EA 335:17), 
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�#���\�
$������#��������$�
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������*��
���*�\�
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the ongoing excavations at this site see ����¡¡°�and 
+¨¬¨¡ 2013). It is not certain whether or not it was 
a city-state in its own right or merely a town placed 
��*��� 
$�� ~����*�#
������� ���
$��� #�
j�
�
���;$��� ��
��
is referred to only once in the Amarna Letters in asso-
ciation with the city-states of Lachish and Jerusalem. 
The history of Kiltu (EA 279:12; 280:11.18; 289:28; 
Y¢��q��q�}�� �����#��� ������� ��*� �*��
���*� \�
$� 
$��
unexcavated site of Khirbet Qila, remains mostly in 
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may have been its ruler, even if this is not completely 
certain. EA 290:10 seems to support this thesis. Yet 
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hometown of Shuwardata (cf. �£¤ ¡ et al. 2004: 
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in the Amarna Letters, while its status remains uncer-
tain (see �¨ �¤ 2012). 

The same holds true for Rubutu (EA 289:13; 
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with Tell Jezer (cf. the excavations by + ³ ¤ et al. 
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during the Amarna Period and as the Letters reveal it 
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Yapahu. Yapu (EA 138:6.85; 294:20; 296:33; 365:26), 
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which was also under Egyptian control. The last site 
���������� 
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$��� ����� ��� ��
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����|>@�Y�����}��\$�#$�$���������*��
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$�;����
el-Jerishe (� ¤º£¬ 1993a). It was evidently consid-
ered part of Pharaoh’s Land. If this interpretation of 
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�$�[���������
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diction of Jaffa. Therefore the southern coastal area 
and the Shephelah was controlled by two city-states, 
�������*��������\$�#$��''����
��$�[���������[����*�
by Egyptians directly. The area in between would have 
included semi-autonomous city-states.
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extent during the early 12th century BCE. During the 
reign of Ramesses III (1187–1156 BCE) the area was 
��*��� >�'
���� #��
���� |��'���� ������� ����� ¢�qxQ��
cf. � �§�¡¬ ¤ 1988; 1993; �®��¯ §�Y�qY}�������
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inscriptions demonstrate that the surrounding areas 
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southern part of the Levantine coastal region may 
therefore be considered a temple-state economy be-
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�������|#���`����Q}�������
�#����#��'
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+������j?���$��@�$��������*�;����@���������� |��ª-
ª ¤ 2008). One of these inscriptions is dated to the 
22nd year of the reign of Ramesses III, which in ab-
solute terms is 1165 BCE. This demonstrates that at 
least during this particular year, i.e. some years after 
the arrival of the Philistines in Palestine, the Egyptian 
temple economy system was still operating while the 
Egyptian temple itself still existed within the Philis-
tine territory. Moreover, in Beth Shemesh and Tell el-
`����$�	��
$�������$�[�����������*�\�
$�
$�����#��'-

��������������!�������j!����j��j�����'�������\$�#$�
may have belonged to an Egyptian commissioner, who 
would have been in charge of the area belonging to the 
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seals, give us an overall impression of the very scope 
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with the area, which also housed most of the so-called 
governor residencies (see _�¬¤£ 1996; � �¡«� �¡ 
1981; %¤ ¡ 1984; �¨·̈ ·� 2002; `�«�� ¤ 2011: 57–75 
��*��
$�����#���`����Q}��>[������\��#����
����������
���
certain that all these indeed were true governor resi-
dencies, this region still contains a high concentration 
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lists some 38 buildings, which have been interpreted 
as prominent structures atypical of Palestinian ar-

chitecture. Only 10 (Tel Masos, Tel Jericho, Bet-El, 
@'$���� ;�������� ;���� ��j	���*��� !���*��#�� ��*� 
$��
West-Palace, Pella and Taanach) are located outside 
the Philistine boundaries, whilst some 21 (Tell el-
`����$�	��
$��Û�������j����*���;�����������;�����-
lif, Tel Sera X and IX, Deir el-Balah IX and VII, Tell 
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or at least near its borders. To this number we must 
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which was also a prominent Egyptian administrative 
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of some of these buildings as governor residencies has 
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ing. The high concentration of Egyptian architectural 
remains may therefore be considered as proof of a 
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What happened to these city-states during the sub-
������
� qYth and 11th centuries BCE? The southern 
area was occupied by Sea Peoples, probably mainly 
by Philistines. Since no destruction levels have been 
found from this period, the settlement of the Sea Peo-
ples must have been mainly a peaceful one, even if the 
architectural layout of the houses changed. According 
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to 1176 BCE) small groups of Sea Peoples’ soldiers 
with their families arrived at the Egyptian frontier 
and were defeated by the Egyptians. This struggle 
is depicted on the temple wall. During the aftermath 
of the war the Egyptians sought to employ Sea Peo-
ples’ soldiers as mercenaries within their own army, 
as they had done previously during the 13th century 
BCE (� �ª¨¡¡ 1985). The territory belonging to the 
>�'
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��'����#�����������������#������#��-
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and 3). Therefore we must assume that the Egyptians 
were responsible for settling the Philistines within 
this particular region. This assumption is supported 
by the fact that – according to one hieratic inscription 
x�
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��'�������������*��*��
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�
least until 1165 BCE, i.e. some years after the arrival 
of the Philistines. Evidently Egypt still maintained a 
number of strongholds in Palestine, while the Philis-
tines served as mercenaries in a country that was con-
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trolled by the Egyptian administration. Some 10 seals 
bearing the names of Ramesses IV were uncovered at 
various sites throughout Palestine (?¤¨¡¥§ 2004). It 
demonstrates that during his reign Palestine continued 
to be controlled by Egypt, in spite of the fact that the 
Philistines were already there. It should be noted that 
at Tel Mor Stratum V Egyptianized pottery was found, 
while at contemporary Ashdod Stratum XIII this type 
of pottery is absent (?¨¤¨¯£ 2013). Moreover, the 
harbour was still utilised for Egyptian military pur-
poses. At the same time the newly arrived Sea Peo-
ples had begun to manufacture a completely different 
type of pottery within their own hometowns. We may 
therefore assume that at least between 1176 and 1165 
southern Palestine continued to be under Egyptian 
sovereignty, whilst the Philistines had begun to oc-
cupy the region. 

Scholars have suggested that there were two waves 
of Philistine invasions in the area along the southern 
Levantine coast (cf. `�¡¯ §«� �¡ 1995 for an overview 
���
$��$��
������������#$}��;$�����
�\�[��������#��-
nected with the settlement of Sea Peoples groups dat-
ed to after their battle against Ramesses III, while the 
��#��*�\�[��\���*�$�[������������������
������
����
�����*�
�����������������#��
$�����
�����'�$�*�������
settled down in the area. Permanent migration demands 
stabile political conditions, which can only be estab-
���$�*� �� �� ���
� ����'� ��� ����
��� ������������ ;�� 
$��
second wave of settlers probably also belonged a fam-
ily of potters, who were responsible for the production 
��� ��#$����� \����� `��� �#�����#� �������� ��� ��������
potter would have even considered settling in a foreign 
country where life conditions would still have been in-
secure. While specialising in pottery manufacture, he 
certainly was not a trained soldier.  

We may consider a further development within the 
history of settlement of this area, namely the constitution 
of its particular Philistine culture as a necessary result 
of multiple Aegean peoples groups living in southern 
Palestine. This material culture only commenced dur-
ing the second wave of migration and would not have 
�����'����������
��� 
$��	������'����$�*�������*���[-
���*�
$�����[��������
$��>�'
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of the Egyptians from the region would have occurred 
c. 1150 BCE (�®��¯ § 2012). And naturally so, culture 
is characterized by more than simply the production of 
����\�'�
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���������
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Sea Peoples still been controlled by the Egyptians their 
#��
���� \���*� �
���� $�[�� ����� �
������ ��"���#�*� ��
that of Egypt. 

We need to consider yet another issue: the potters, 
artists and craftsmen, who settled in the area under dis-

cussion during the second wave, must not necessarily 
have migrated from the same region as the mercenaries, 
\$��$�*� ��

��*�$����*������ 
$�����
�\�[�����*���
-
edly, the 12th century BCE witnessed turbulences with-
in the entire eastern Mediterranean zone, which were 
��'�#����� #����*� �� #����
�#� #$������� ��
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������
�'���#����#����'��������|��#��*����
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and the ongoing decline of Egyptian power within the 
Levant. This indeed generated a massive migration 
throughout the Mediterranean and ancient Near Eastern 
world, whilst the area at the southern Levantine coast 
'��[�*�*��

��#
�[����[����#��*�
���������$��������������
As for these upheavals, all existing settlement models 
are probably much too simplistic as the interregional 
population drift was considerably more multifaceted 
than has hitherto been considered. 

According to the Amarna Letters at least three of 
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cavated (��°���¨¡j@¥¨ª«� q¢YQ}� ��*� \�� ���\� ��-
most nothing about it other than that there had been 
a Late Bronze Age settlement here. The excavations 
�
�@�$������$�[����[����*� 
$���������������"�����$-
ing city during the Late Bronze Age, even if these 
Late Bronze remains have hitherto only been partly 
published (	�¨¬ ¤ 2008). So far only layers from the 
13th�#��
���$�[�������
$�����$���=#�[�
�*��
���
${
;������j	����	����q�th century pottery was also found 
���������������� |�¨ �¤ 2012; personal communica-
tion with @�� �¨ �¤). Ashdod (+£��¨¡� and `¤  ¥-
ª¨¡ 1967; +£��¨¡ 1971; +£��¨¡�and �£¤ �̈� 1982, 
1993; +£��¨¡� and� ? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2005) and its har-
bour Tel Mor (?¨¤¨¯£ 2007) were prominent Late 
Bronze Age towns. Although Ashdod is not mentioned 
in the Amarna Letters, this may simply be mere coinci-
dence. Indeed, several Amarna Letters are only poorly 
preserved and due to their sad state of preservation it 
may be assumed that the name of its ruler and home-
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if some remains have been excavated within a limited 
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(+£��¨¡�and ����¡ 1993: 1052f.). 

As soon as the Egyptians had been expelled from 
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former Egyptian hegemony with only one exception, 
i.e. that they now were securely controlled by the Phi-
listines.  

But what happened to the other Late Bronze Age 
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only been published very recently (? ¡j	�§£ª£ and 
�̈ ¡� ?  ¯� Y�q�}�� ��

��� ��� ���\�� ����
� �
�� ��
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the Late Bronze to Iron Age transition. An Iron Age I 
settlement is attested, but the number of relevant excava-
tion areas for this period is limited. Lachish was prob-
���� #�������*� �� 
$�� �$����
����� ��� ����
� qq��� ?<>� 
(�®��¯ § 2012; �««�«�¯�¡ 2014: 198–201). The Philis-
tines not only expelled the Egyptians from the Levantine 
coastal region, but also sought to expand their territory 
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tory, was abandoned after the 13th century BCE and re-
mained unoccupied for some four centuries (����¡¡°�
and�+¨¬¨¡�Y�qQ}��<��������
����=#�'
�����
$��#�'�
����
(and perhaps also for Tell Jemmeh) no prominent site 
within the southern region appears to have maintained 
its previous dominance during Iron Age I.
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estate. No hieratic texts have been discovered so far 
within this area. It appears that the Egyptian admin-
istration in this region was connected with the Late 
Bronze Age Egyptian fortress at Jaffa. If so, we have a 
completely different situation as compared to the ter-
ritory further south. In Jaffa a military base controlled 
the area by force (� �§«�ë�¯ ¤� and� ?¦¤¯  2011; 
� �§«�ë�¯ ¤�et al.�Y�qQ}��\$���
� ���������� ����������
economy system administered the area. 

As for the development of Late Bronze Age cities 
and city-states in this region, we do not possess any 
inscribed or archaeological evidence from excava-
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with Yalu) during Iron Age I. Yet based on survey 
\������$����
�?�����j����� |@�¨¤£¡� 1969) and Yalu 
(@§¤�¬�� 1924: 10) were occupied both during the 
��
��?������@�������\�������*�����������@���������#���
some settlement continuity must have existed. 

The unexcavated site of Kegila (= Khirbet Qila) re-
mained a Canaanite city-state into the 10th century ac-
#��*����
��q�	���YQ��;$�����������������
�������
$���
biblical information. Indeed it seems that David assist-
ed its inhabitants in their military struggle against the 
Philistines (for a literary critical analysis of the text, see 
� �¼£§¨ 1984).
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fusing. While the excavators attribute Stratum XIV to a 

pre-Philistine phase during the 13th{qYth centuries BCE, 
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of the settlement during Iron Age I is not clear at all. 
All three layers XIII–XI ended with destruction (for 
the most recent chronological outline, see 	 ¬ ¤ 2013: 
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Josh 16:10 and Jdg 1:29, archaeology has shown that 
the site must have suffered from several military con-
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we able to identify the combatants of Iron Age I. Philis-
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presence at a site. Philistine ware was regarded as high-
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this ware is rather to be understood as a luxury and not 
�������
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Also Stratum IX, which has been dated to the ear-
ly 10th century BCE, was destroyed during a heavy 
#��"����
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��#
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sociated with the story in 1 Kgs 9:16, which refers to 
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and given it as a dowry to his daughter during her 
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remained Canaanite (and therefore was not a Philis-
tine city) till the early 10th century when it came under 
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similar fate to that of Kegila, which too had remained 
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was a geographically strategic city, which controlled 
the very access to the highland sites Jerusalem and 
Bethlehem. 
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ent until at least the late 11th century, we must assume 
that this also holds true for Beth-Shemesh, which was 
the most important town located between these two 
sites. It was located in a similar geographical area and 
had the same status. Unfortunately Beth-Shemesh, 
which appears to have been a prominent Late Bronze 
Age city, is not mentioned in the Amarn1a Letters. Yet 
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(EA 290:16), whose location is nevertheless disputed. 
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Beth-Shemesh have revealed a massive amount of ma-
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historical reconstruction based on their material will re-
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conducted by S. Bunimovitz and Z. Lederman have so 
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far only been published in part. Table 2 presents a syn-
chronization of the levels as excavated by the former 
and current excavators. 

As Bunimovitz and Lederman have emphasized 
“relying on architecture and pottery, the material cul-
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$j	$����$�#��
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of Canaanite cultural traditions until the end of the 
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��� ?<>� ��*� ����*�� |?¦¡�ª£³��º and 
� ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 2008: 1645; for a different view see �±¡-
¡��� 2013). Unfortunately it has not been one of the 
aims of the new expedition to clarify the situation at 
the transition from the Late Bronze to Iron Age. Yet 
as may be surmised from the data that have now been 
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had survived as a Canaanite town in the area to the 
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therefore had eastern borders with the still surviv-
ing Canaanite city-states Kegila, Beth-Shemesh and 
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too may be considered as a city which had maintained 
its Late Bronze Age societal system. The tribe of Judah 
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onstrate that some dramatic changes must have oc-
curred here during the 10th century BCE. During that 
century their territory, as well as that of Jerusalem (2 
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the transition from Levels 4 to 3. While no evidence 
of destruction has been found at the end of Level 4, 
the layout of the city changed completely. The excava-
tors believe that the occupants of Level 3 now belonged 
to Judah. Maybe this is best understood in the light 
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only surviving city-state which had maintained its Late 
Bronze Age tradition, was no longer able to maintain 
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struction of the historical developments during Iron 
Age I and IIA within this particular area. Neverthe-
less, biblical information adds weight to ascribing these 
changes to Solomon rather than to David. David’s main 
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1 Sam 7:14; 17:4,23,52; 21:11,13; 27:2–4,11; 2 Sam 
1:20; 6:10,11; 15:18,19,22; 18:2; 21:19,20,22; 1 Kgs 
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Dammim (Khirbet Qeyafa; 1 Sam 17:1), Socho (Khir-
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Qila; 1 Sam 23:1–13) are all located within a restricted 
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ties in �®��¯ § et al. 2013: 127). Nearby Adullam was 
a military base of David, which was aimed at control-
ling the area under consideration. 
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armies, no other sites north of this territory are men-
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David showed little interest in this area. Of course, it 
is also possible that he was unable to control it. Even 
though several archaeologists have sought to associate 
these sites with David, we actually do not possess any 
straightforward evidence, which would indeed support 
the association of the destruction layers within this re-
gion with David’s military campaigns. 

Jaffa lost its role as Egyptian center during the tran-
sition from the Late Bronze to the Iron Age. Unfortu-
nately the editing of Kaplan’s excavation results is still 
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���� Current Excavations
V: MB B–C, 17th{q�th century BCE
IVa: LB I, 15th century BCE
IVb: LB II, 14th{qQth century BCE
III: IA I: mid-11th century BCE Level 6: IA I, 1150–1100 BCE

Level 5: IA I, 1100–1050 BCE
IIa: IA II, 1000–950 BCE Level 4: IA I, 1050–950 BCE
���{#���@�����¢���x��th century BCE Level 3: IA IIA, 950–750 BCE
IIc: IA II, 8th century – 586 BCE Level 2: IA IIB, 750–701 BCE

Level 1: IA IIC, 650–635 BCE
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Table 2 Synchronization of the levels at Beth-Shemesh (based on ?¦¡�ª£³��º�and�� ¥ ¤ª¨¡ 1993, 2008)
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in a premature stage. There can be no doubt, however, 
that Jaffa lost its central role as an Egyptian fortress 
and administrative center at the end of the Late Bronze 
Age. The new excavations at Jaffa have happily clari-
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further data. The area around the Late Bronze Age 
gate was restored by Ramesses II, who built a newly 
inscribed facade. Some decades later, possibly under 
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way became smaller. Sometime later the fortress was 
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destroyed during a Canaanite revolt during the reign 
of Merneptah. But I would suggest a later date. The 
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Jaffa had already ceased to exist as an Egyptian out-
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gemony ceased over southern Palestine. The so-called 
lion temple, often regarded as an Early Iron Age struc-
ture, may preferably be re-ascribed to Late Bronze IIA 
(��§§ ¤ 2012). The settlement pattern of the Iron Age 
I town remains unclear, but what seems obvious is that 
�
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�|?¦¤¯  2011: 71). Evi-
dently, the Egyptians no longer controlled the harbor 
during Iron Age I.
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changed completely. Late Bronze Age remains were 
found in Area C as well as in the center of the mound, 
while Iron Age remains were only discovered in Ar-
eas B and D (� ¤º£¬ 1993a). Although the settlement 
continued to exist, the layout of the village as well 
as of the center of the settlement changed. Moreover, 
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gion. 
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the situation in the northern part of the territory was 

completely different from that in the south. In the south-
ern part of the traditional Philistine territory some Phi-
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been former Late Bronze Age city-states. In the north-
eastern part some of the Late Bronze Age cities even 
survived as independent city-states until the 10th cen-

���?<>�|�������������?�
$j	$����$�������}��\$�������
the northwestern part the role of cities such as Jaffa or 
Tell Jemmeh was drastically degraded. 
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So far relatively few sites from the coastal region north 
��� >����� ���� ���\��� ��
� *����
��� ��� ��'��
��
� ��
��
has been missed by archaeology. Evidently at least 
*������
$�������@������\����*���������#��
��*�������
�
settlement pattern in the coastal region, which was oc-
cupied by the Sea Peoples, and the hill country, which 
was inhabited by Judeans. The Judean territory counts 
many more settlements than the Philistine territory (cf. 
�®��¯ § 2011). The border was probably located at 
@'$�������������*���*��������

;����� Q� |#��� `���� �}� '�����
�� �� ���
� ��� ��

�����
���
which are so far attested (mainly based on `�¡¯ §«� �¡ 
1996; for a list of the sites including the hill country, 
\$�#$� \��� ������ ��*����� ���� �®��¯ § 2011: 87–89 
��*�������Y}�
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II
12/14

Tel Shalaf >�
��� 128.144 S X X X �¨´§¨¡�q¢��{q¢����q¢¢xY����`�«�� ¤�and�;¨× § 
2007a; cf. �£¤º¨§�º¨¡°�and�; ¯« §§ 2001: 73*

Tell es-Sultan, Tel 
Mahoz Muhazi 1259.1475 S X X X +£��¨¡ 1952: 104–117; `�«�� ¤�and�;¨× § 2007a 

���[��$�*����� 124.145 S X X NN 1983: 50

Yavneh Yam 1212.1479 S X X �¨´§¨¡ 1993a: 1504–1506; +£��¨¡ 1952: 111; 
`�«�� ¤ 2005: 173–208; `�«�� ¤�and�;¨× §�2007a

Tel Yavneh Jabneel 1262.1415 M X X `�«�� ¤�and�;¨× § 2007b; �§ �� ¤ 2004: 45*f.

��[��$��`�[���������� 1263.1419 S X ��·· ¤�and��§ �� ¤ 2007; �§ �� ¤ et al. 2010; 
�§ �� ¤ et al. 2015

����*����$�[�$� 1215.1475 S X _ ³̈ � 1993: 585f.; `̈ ¡�̈ §¯�¡ 2001; `�«�� ¤�and 
;¨× § 2007a

“Triangulation point 
�¢� 1261.1406 S X `�«�� ¤�and�;¨× § 2007a

13/14

;�������
{;��������
 137.140 S X X X
	� ³̈�� 1993: 49–50; � ¯«§ ¤j?¥£§¨��and��£-
§¨¡� 2000: 70*f.; %¤°�and�	�ª¦ §� 2007; �̈ ¤¡£« 
2007

!���@�������* �����
�� 1397.1456 M X X �£§··�and�	� ³̈�� 1999: 68*–70*;  
�£§·· 1999: 55*f.

14/14
Yad Rambam 140.145 S X X Survey 	� ³̈�� (unpublished)

Table 3  List of settlements so far attested 
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12/15
����� 1288.1588 S X ;�£ª´«£¡ 1979: 298
Rishon le Ziyyon c. 129.152 S X X NN 1968: 15
Rishon le Ziyyon 
Dunes c. 126.156 S X X Unpublished

Rishon le Ziyyon 1278.1535 S X Installation only; 	 ¬¨§ 2000: 66*–67*
Rishon le Ziyyon c. 128.153 S X 	 ¬¨§ 2000: 67* (Assyrian fortress, unpublished)
– 1279.1552 S X ;�£ª´«£¡ 1979: 299
– 1278.1552 S X ;�£ª´«£¡ 1979: 299
Ramat Eliyahu 1287.1545 S X ;�£ª´«£¡ 1979: 299
13/15

Azor Azor 131.159 M X X X +£��¨¡ 1993a: 127–129; �£´�¡¨ 1967: 7; ³̈ ¡�
¥ ¡�?¤�¡¯ 2005; ? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2012

Beth-Dagon Bet Dagon 1338.1566 S X X NN 1966: 10; � �§«�ë�¯ ¤�and��¨´��̈ �¯�¡ 2000: 
59*–60*

?�
$j+�����~��#
��� 133.156 S X X Unpublished
el-Yehudiya 1397.1596 S X (?) X +£¤« ° 1991: 61; �¨¯£ § 2014
%��{�����@�� Ono 1377.1590 M X ;�£ª´«£¡ 1979: 301
14/15

Lod !�
��{��* 1404.1516 M X X

�£´�¡¨�and�? ��j@¤� � 1997: 66*–68*; ³̈ ¡�¥ ¡�
?¤�¡¯�1999: 49*–50*; �£¬¨¡j� � ³̈� 2000: 65*; 
�̈ ¡¡¨��and��¨¤¥ ¤ 2000: 63*–66*; 	 ¬¨§ 2012; 
_¨¬£¤«¯° 2013

12/16

Jaffa �����{��''� 126.162129.169 M X X X

�¨´§¨¡�and�!��� ¤j�¨´§¨¡ 1993: 655–659; 
�¨´§¨¡�1972; � �§«�ë�¯ ¤ 2000: 47*–49*; `̈ ¡-
�̈ §¯�¡ 2005; � �§«�ë�¯ ¤ 2007; ?¦¤¯  2011; 
� �§«�ë�¯ ¤�and�?¦¤¯  (eds.) 2011; � �§«�ë�¯ ¤ 
et al. 2013; @¤ § et al. 2012

Tell Kudadi S X @³�¬¨¥ 1993a: 882
13/16
Tell Abu Zetun 1347.1673 S X �¨´§¨¡ 1993b: 186
Tell Jerishe ��
$j!����� 1319.1665 M X X X � ¤º£¬ 1993a: 482–484
�$�����{���������� ?����?���� 1338.1604 M X X X `�¡¯ §«� �¡ 1990: 29–40
Tell Qasile ��j������� 1309.1678 M X X �¨º¨¤ 1993: 1204–1212
?����?����{��j���� 1334.1658 S X X X �§ �� ¤ 2000: 37*–38*
!���
���� 1325.1662 S X ;�£ª´«£¡ 1979: 286
14/16

;����@'$�� @��� 1438.1682 S X X X ? �¯�and��£�� ³̈� 1993: 62–72; �£�� ³̈��and 
? ��j@¤� � 1994: 32*; �¨¥£� 2005

Mazor 144.162 S X X X �£�� ³̈��and�? ��j@¤� � 1994: 63*
��
�$�;��\� 1412.1664 S X >§�«�¨ 2011
13/17
;���Û���{;�����������
as-Sala 1397.1707 M X X �£´�¡¨�and��£�� ³̈� 1966: 143f.; �£´�¡¨�and 

@°̈ §£¡�1998: no. 97

Tel Michal 1310.1743 M X X � ¤º£¬ 1993b: 1036–1041; �¦�§°�and�� ¤º£¬ 
1982: 72–74; �£´�¡¨�and�@°̈ §£¡ 1998: no. 55

;����������$ 1314.1744 M X @³�¬¨¥ 1993b: 932–934; �£´�¡¨�and�@°̈ §£¡ 
1998: no. 44

Tell Arshaf 1318.1777 S X �£´�¡¨�and�@°̈ §£¡ 1998: no. 11
Kfar Shemaryahu 1332.1771 S X �£´�¡¨�and�@°̈ §£¡�1998: no. 23
��������
 1316.1737 S X �£´�¡¨�and�@°̈ §£¡�1989: no. 57
���
���� 1394.1701 S X �£´�¡¨�and�@°̈ §£¡�1998: no. 98
“North of Kfar She-
����$�� 133.177 S X NN 1962: 24

Table 3  List of settlements so far attested 
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Only 10 out of 24 Late Bronze Age sites within 
this area were continuously occupied during Iron Age 
��|qY{q���;���	$������;������j	��
����qQ{q���;�������
��
qQ{q��� @����� qY{q��� ������� qQ{q��� ;���� �����$��� �$��-
����� ��j������ q�{q��� ;���� @'$���� �����}�� \$���� q��

��
���\��������*���*��`�[����
���\������\�� ����*�*�
*������ �����@��� �� |qY{q���;�����[����qQ{q���!���@���
����*��qQ{q���?�
$j+������qQ{q���;����Û�������qQ{q���
Tel Qana). This settlement history indicates dramatic 
changes in the area at the end of the Late Bronze Age.

`���������
��?��������*������@���	�
������
$����>����
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The actual circumstances must have been more 
*����
�#�
$����
�
��
�#��#���*��[���*�����
��
���`��
�-
nately nearly all sites, which witnessed continuity from 
the Late Bronze to the Iron Age, were excavated, some 
#����������*��
$���� ��
$�����'���#������;$����[�����
�����������'����\$�
�$�*�$�''���*��@
�;����@'$����
$��
Egyptian governor’s palace was completely destroyed 
at the end of the Late Bronze Age and remained in ruins 
thereafter. After a settlement gap new simpler houses 
\���� ����
�� \$�#$� \���� ������ �##�'��*� �� ��$������
(Stratum X11; cf. �¨¥£��and��̈ ¥�¡ 2009: 599). The 
���������
� 	
��
�� ÷q�� ��*� ÷¢� \���� �[��� ����� *�[��-
oped. At Tel Jerishe the Late Bronze Age settlement 
situated on the acropolis also experienced its sudden 
demise, while Iron Age I remains were only found at 
the northern and southern ends of the mount. While 
this prominent Late Bronze Age town became a very 
small village, the nearby newly founded site of Tell Qa-
�����|��#�
�*����
$�����
$������������
$�����������[��}�
became the new regional center during the Iron Age I 
period (� ¤º£¬�q¢¢Q�}�����?���j?����{��j������=#�-
[�
�*���*������ �#��#����*����*� 
��� ��

��� �������
����
to be helpful. At Kheiriya Late Bronze Age and Iron 
Age I remains were retrieved in different areas. It seems 
that there was indeed settlement continuity, but this site 
witnessed a dramatic change in its overall settlement 
layout, too. 

Tel Azor with its Crusader fortress was partly ex-
plored by M. Dothan. But Dothan mentions nothing 
about his research on the tell. Another small excava-

����\���#��*�#
�*�$������!����'$�����*����?��$����
��#�����q¢�����
����*�����������'�����$�*��\$������-
�
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����� 
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�������;���������� 
��#$�*� ��
���
levels. Nonetheless, based on information found in the 
archives ? ¡j	�§£ª£�|Y�qY��Q}��
�
���
$�
���'$�����*�
?��$����*�*���*�>����?������@��������
��?������@����
���������*������������#��
��
���<��������
����
�������
safe to suggest that an ancient settlement had existed 
here long before the crusaders built their fortress on the 
site. Another small-scale excavation was conducted by 
³̈ ¡�¥ ¡�?¤�¡¯�|Y���}��;$���=#�[�
����������
��������{
II shards, which were found in Area B. But none date 
��#������������
$����
��?������@�����
��������''����
��
however, that some settlement change did occur during 
the Late Bronze to the Iron Age period. 

More interesting than the excavations on the tell 
are those which were carried out in the cemeteries of 
Azor. Although the preliminary publication (+£��¨¡ 
1993a) yields little information, Ben-Shlomo has sub-
������
��'�����$�*�����������
� ��'��
����+�
$��^���=-
cavations (? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2012). While Dothan’s Area 
B contained only Chalcolithic, Early Bronze Age I and 
Middle Bronze Age IIC material, the tombs in Areas 

<� ��*� +� #������ 
$�
� 
$�� $�*� ����� #��
�������� ���
use from the Late Bronze Age to the Iron Age. Unfortu-
nately the excavations and documentation in Area C did 
��
� ���*� ����#���
� *�
�� |? ¡j	�§£ª£ 2012: 15–26). 
The most important area of study is Area D. Some Iron 
@��� �?� �����
���� |
����� +�Q� ��*� +�Y� ��*� '�������
D9) were clearly cremated (+£��¨¡ 1993a: 129; ? ¡j
	�§£ª£ 2012: 32, 69–74). While cremation was not 
practised by the indigenous inhabitants and is absent 
from the Late Bronze Age tombs at the site, some par-
allels do exist from Late Bronze Age Palestine. Even 
in the Aegean cremation appears to have been only 
rarely practiced. The situation is, however, different in 
���
$����	����|@�����$��������!�����
j;��~�����;����
��j�$����������*�;����	����}���*����
$����

�
���������
where such evidence does exist (��§ª£¦¤ 1995; but 
cf. ? ¡j	�§£ª£� Y�qY�� Y��xY��}�� �������� ������
��
that this type of burial practice found its origin in the 
��

�
����'������*�\������
��*�'
�*�������
$����	����
and only later in Palestine (for Iron Age I cremation 
burials in Palestine, see ?§£��j	ª��� 1992: 52–55). 
If this theory holds true, we may assume that at least 
�������

�
�������

�
�j��"���#�*�'��'�����

��*��
�@����
during the Iron Age I period, despite the relatively vast 
amount of Philistine luxury ware, which was also found 
in the tombs. 

Based on survey results from Tell Shalaf it has been 
surmised that an Egyptian fortress or administrative 
post stood here during the Late Bronze Age (for Iron 
Age I cremation burials in Palestine, see ?§£��j	ª��� 
1992: 52–55). This site controlled the Via Maris in this 
�����������*\������$���'�����$�*�
\��>�'
�����������
which were found near Tell Shalaf. Although they were 
found in secondary use, they may have originated from 
an Egyptian building at Tell Shalaf (�£§¥®¨«« ¤ 1992). 
She dated them to the 19th Dynasty. This Egyptian ad-
ministrative post would have been closely related to the 
���������
������
���������
�������
$��������������
$�
�;����
Shalaf was given up at the same time as the Egyptian 
presence at Jaffa ceased to exist. No Iron Age I build-
ing remains have been reported, but pottery shards from 

$��� '����*� $�[�� ����� #����#
�*�� ���#��� ��

�����
� �
�
the site continued during Iron Age I, when the Egyptian 
post was apparently abandoned. 
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�����*�;�������
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����\�����_�
$���������#���
be said. The fortress of Jaffa, the main site within this 
territory, was burned to the ground c. 1150 BCE. Archi-
tectural structures from the Iron Age I period are lim-
�
�*����
$���$������@�����'�

���$����������
��#����
��
light (oral communication with ���� �§«�ë�¯ ¤). 

In our current outline we have shown that dramatic 
changes must have been responsible for the termination 
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of sites in the region at the end of the Late Bronze Age. 
The Egyptians probably left the area about 1150 BCE, 
while new settlers arrived perhaps some decades earlier 
in 1187 BCE. They destroyed some sites but contin-
ued to dwell in a restricted number of Late Bronze Age 
��
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��|\�
$�����*���*�����
}��;$�����������*�*�
new sites. The cremation burials at Azor may relate the 
��\���
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tion of cultic paraphernalia at Tell Qasile (�¨º¨¤ 1980, 
1985) demonstrates that their manufacturers were high-
��������*�'�

������[������
$��������������������������-
���\���_��
'�#����$����
����������������
$����j#����*�
‘Ashdoda’ and ‘Mourning Woman’ types have been 
����*��
�;����Û������|��
�
$���=��
�*����;���@'$��������
�¦º£®«¯¨�and��̈ «¦¤j�¨¡¥¨¦ 2009: 392f.). �¨º¨¤ 
(1980: 119) argues in favour of some pottery connec-
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$�<'�����>[���������
$���$���������#��
����-
ber of Cypriote sites have been thoroughly excavated, 
no truly convincing parallels exist between the Tell Qa-
sile corpus and the cultic items found in Cyprus. An 
���#��'
��������*��
�;���@'$���|	�¡¬ ¤ 2009) is writ-

��� ��� �����\�� ��������� ��*� �������� ��*�#�'$���*��
Unfortunately archaeology has only been able to yield 
some hints at the possible origins of the new settlers. 
But below I shall suggest an origin for these settlers 
based on written tradition.  
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The reconstruction of the historical events spanning the 
period from the 12th to the 9th centuries BCE in the re-
gion under discussion is faced with many problems. We 
do not possess records from Iron Age I, which may be 
considered truly reliable historical sources. Even in Iron 
Age II, for which period more biblical texts exist, this 
region is hardly ever described in the relevant Old Tes-
tament passages. The people in Jerusalem, who were 
���'������������\��
����
$����~���
���������#���
�=
���*��
not seem to have been very interested in the history of 

$�������[��
������������
�����
����
�����������"��������*�
to in the topographical lists of Josh 15 (v. 11: Jabneel; v. 
41: Bet-Dagon) and especially so of Josh 19. 

@##��*���� 
�� �����#��� 
��*�
����� 
$�� ����� \��� *��-
nitely under Philistine control at the end of the 10th 
and during the early 9th century BCE (cf. 1 Kgs 15:27; 
16:15,17). There is no reason to doubt the historicity 
of these biblical verses. We may therefore surmise that 
�����
���|������
$������������*����!���@�������*}�
was a Philistine border town, which came under siege 
by the Israelites. Moreover, these biblical texts demon-
strate the extent of the Israelite territory during the early 

9th century, while the Judahite area was located further 
south. 

Additional data come from the end of the 8th century 
BCE. The Taylor Prisma (ANET 287; ;¤£´´ ¤� and 
���̈  2004: 389; � �´´ ¤� 2010) refers to the wars of 
the Assyrian monarch Sennacherib, who fought against 
�$����#���� ��*� �$����
���� 
�\��� ��*� ������ �������*�
�����������;$������� ����*���	�*���� 
$����������@�$-
��������������'�#������
����
�

In the continuation of my campaign I besieged Beth-
Dagon, Joppe, Bene-Beraq, Azor, cities belonging to 
Sidqa who did not bow to my feet quickly; I conquered 
them and carried their spoils away (II, 68–72). 
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this area was considered Philistine territory. This clear-
ly shows that the area had been continuously occupied 
by Philistines from the late 10th down to the 8th centu-
ries BCE. We possess no data concerning battles in this 
area apart from the boundary dispute between Israel 
and Philistia on the one hand and the wars fought by 
Sennacherib on the other. The possibility exists, how-
ever, that some battles were never reported in the Old 
Testament. 

Regardless of missing textual information, destruc-
tion levels at excavated sites may help to reconstruct 
historical events. The most thoroughly excavated site 
by far is Tell Qasile (for a summary, see �¨º¨¤ 1980: 
9–12). Strata XII–X, which cover the Iron Age I pe-
riod, represent an ongoing cultural development unin-
terrupted by destructions. Stratum X was destroyed by 
$��[� #��"����
�����;$��� �[��
� ��� *�
�*� �� ������ 
��
#�� ¢���?<>��\$����`������
����*�
��� �
� ��
��� ��� �##��-
dance with his ‘Low Chronology’ (a scheme which I do 
not support). This destruction level is usually assigned 
to David’s activities, although there exists no positive 
proof that Judahites or Israelites had come this far west 
to reach the Mediterranean shore at this time. Another 
violent destruction, represented by an ashy layer, is at-
tested at the end of Stratum IX, which has been dated 
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$��q�th century. Also Stratum VIII, 
which is attributed to the second half of that century, 
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cupied for some 300 years. 
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an ashy layer, which has been dated to c. 1150–1100 
BCE. Strata X8–X6 can hardly be divided. Its settle-
���
���*�*�\�
$�	
��
���÷��� �������
� 
$����*���� 
$��
10th century BCE. The occupational evidence at Tell 
Jerishe is much more complicated, except that this site 
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also seems to have been abandoned at the end of the 
10th century BCE. The stratigraphical correspondence 
��
\���� ;���� Û������� ;��� @'$��� ��*� ;���� �����$�� ���
presented in Table 4 (cf. �¨¥£��and��̈ ¥�¡ 2009: 88–
q���� ������� 
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��� �����\� 
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scheme): 

�'00
x*.)0' �'0
�23'L �'0
|'&).3'
1200

Unsettled ���
���

Settlement

1175
1150

	
��
���÷��?{÷�� ÷q�{÷¢
1125
1100

Stratum XI

X8–X6

1075
1050

Stratum X1025
1000
¢��{¢�� Stratum IX
950

Stratum VIII
925
900 Abandoned

Table 4  Stratigraphical correspondence between Tell Qasile,  
;���@'$�����*�;���������$�

It seems that all three sites were destroyed during 
a battle towards the end of the 10th century. Scholars 
usually attribute their abandonment to the military cam-
'���������$����$�	$��$����_�[��
$��������##��*���� 
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bypassed the region. Evidently he seems not to have 
been much interested in the Philistine territory at all, 
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doorway to the Levant. As would be expected, this site 
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either c. 1100 BCE or c. 925 BCE when it was incor-
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to the ethnic origin of the people who lived in the area 
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lows us to date this event more precisely. Yet with some 
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Whilst in c. 925 BCE civilization in the area of Tell Qa-
sile came to a sudden end, this region remained occu-
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not aimed at destroying the settlements within this ter-
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realm. Control over the harbours of Tell Qasile and 
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fare, while mere destruction of sites would have rather 
harmed it. 
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tell when it was composed, but in general the basic text 
of this chapter is considered to be a relatively ancient 
one (+� �¤��� 2010: 195–248). 1 Sam 4:1b mentions 
a battle between Philistine and Israelite troops. The 
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stationed at Eben Ezer (Izbet Sarta?). If this tradition 
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system. We therefore consider this battle to be an early 
attempt by a Philistine state to expand its own territory. 
This would then have occurred during the 11th century 
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Some biblical texts may provide some further clue as 
to who were the original settlers in this particular area. 
In the texts concerning land distribution in Josh 15–19, 
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tity. The traditional Philistine territory to the south is, 
despite its real historicity, regarded as Judahite. Josh 
q����x������
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as one of the Judahite subareas (district V; cf. the map 
�®��¯ § et al. 2013: 111). This corresponds precisely 
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Philistine capitals. + ��£«� (2003) has suggested that 
this text may have been a secondary editorial addition 
incorporated into the original Judahite town list. This 
area would then have been considered Judahite simply 
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by Israel. In this case we must consider this text as pure 
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had been considered as being under Judahite control. 
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rial in fact contains an old tradition? Evidently this pas-
sage mentions only the traditional Philistine area in the 
south, while the northern part is considered as a sepa-
rate entity belonging to the tribe of Dan. The border-
line of district V seems to recall original circumstances 
representative of the Iron Age I period. 
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46 as being the territory of the tribe of the Danites (cf. 
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41 The territory of its inheritance included Zorah, 
Eshtaol, Ir-Shemesh,

42 Shaalbim, Ajalon, Ithlah,
43 Elon, Timnah, Ekron, 
44 Eltekeh, Gibbeton, Baalat,
45 Jehud, Bene-Berak, Gath-Rimmon,
46 Me-Jarkon, and Rakkon at the border opposite Joppa

This territory (see the map in �®��¯ § et al. 2013: 
110) is viewed as an Israelite tribal region, which was to 
be clearly distinguished from the traditional Philistine 
area. Yet this is not the only territory assigned to the 
tribe of Dan. There also exists a city-state called Dan 
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or Leshem during the Bronze Age (Josh 19:47; Judg 
18). Biblical texts contain the tradition that both Danite 
areas belonged to the Danites and that the latter had left 
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northern city. Nevertheless, it cannot be excluded that, 
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���|�¨®¯�¡« 2009; �¨¤¤�«£¡ 
2009; �¨§�§ 2014), parts of a Danite tribe had origi-
nally lived in two different regions caused by the mass 
migrations at the end of the Late Bronze Age. 

Another possibly ancient text in the Old Testament 
(and in my opinion this may be one of the most ancient 
ones concerning the Danites) adds further weight to the 
theory. In Jdg 5:17 we are being told that the tribe of 
Dan, together with other tribes, was accused of not hav-
���� ~����*�+�����$^������
���#����
����*������ 
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called Deborah-war:
Gilead stayed beyond the Jordan; 
and Dan, why did he abide with the ships? 
Asher sat still at the coast of the sea, settling down by 
his landings.

Dan is connected here with ships. It is therefore 
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southern Danites, whose territory was situated near the 
Mediterranean shore. Northern Dan was located in the 
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$������������
����������*����
$����������
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away from any sailing activity. Asher is also mentioned 
in this verse. Its territory is located in the northern 
coastal plain near the Carmel ridge and northwards to-
wards Phoenicia (Josh 19:24–31; cf. the map �®��¯ § 
et al.�Y�qQ��qq�}���
�������������
$�
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�@�$��-
ite harbors such as Acco, Tyre or Sidon never actually 
belonged to Israel. After the mid-10th century the tribal 
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land of Cabul) never was part of Israel again (see 1 
Kgs 9:10–14). It seems safe to suggest that both Dan 
and Asher were Israelite tribes and that this informa-
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tion the sons of Jacob, were written to demonstrate 
which tribes belonged to Israel and Judah, and which 
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traditional enemies. The description of Jacob’s family 
reveals clear evidence of a conscious national identity 
within Israel and Judah. Such relations were not simply 
forged. They must have possessed a historical nucleus, 
which remained part of Israel’s cultural heritage. Since 
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rael after Solomon’s reign, it must be assumed that this 
relationship originated during the Iron Age I period. 
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ing to the Danites. They too must have been considered 
an Israelite tribe, and the historical nucleus for this re-
lationship must be sought during the same period. This 
supports our stratigraphic views that the Danite territo-
��\�����*��*�#�������*���@�$������
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1100 or (less probably) 925 BCE. The excavations at 
the Azor cemeteries demonstrate that people living 
here originated at least in part from elsewhere, possibly 
�������������"���#�*�����
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settled by the Mediterranean shore and were, according 
to Jdg 5:17 (also during Iron Age I), still active sail-
ors, they may be considered part of the Sea Peoples’ 
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the Sea Peoples’ movement during Iron Age I. Their 
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and Ashurites. 

These new settlers followed different strategies 
in establishing their own ways of living in their new 
homelands. While the Philistines (and probably also 
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tory separated from both Judah and Egypt, the Danites 
and Ashurites evidently integrated themselves and as-
similated with the new tribal society, which developed 
during the Iron Age I period within the Southern Le-
vant. The Philistines remained foreigners in the eyes 
of the indigenous people of the ancient Near East. The 
Danites, however, sought to be integrated into the soci-
ety of the southern Levant and would become an inte-
gral part of the Israelite alliance. 
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of the Danites, I wish to refresh an old theory, which 
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gued in favour of a linguistic parallel between the Sea 
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Danites (�£¤¥£¡ 1963; cf. @«�£¦¤ 1967; �̈ ¥�¡ 1968; 
for a summary see _� ª¨¡¡ 1985; � �ª¨¡¡ 1991). 
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The Dananu are mentioned in texts from the time of 
Amenhotep III and IV (Amarna Letters), Ramesses III 
and in the so-called Onomasticon of Amenemope span-
ning the period between the 18th and at least the late 20th 
Dynasties (cf. @¥¨ª«�and�<£� ¡ 2013: 658–660). The 
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which is located in Cilicia and its surrounding plain. 
Unfortunately so far no extensive research has been un-
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the material culture of Cilicia (cf. the overview by � ¨¡ 
2010; cf. also `¤ ¡�� 2013) with that of the Danite 
territory. Thorough research in the future may however 
establish connections (cf. the preliminary observations 
by ��§§ ¤ ® 2013 concerning the pottery; <£� ¡j
� �¡ ¤¬ ¤ 2013 concerning a petrographic analysis 
of the pottery; � � ¤¬ 2013 concerning lion-shaped 
cups). The arguments presented in this article therefore 
add fresh support to the Cilician theory concerning the 
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then would nicely explain the crematory burial activi-
ties at Azor, and also the sailing activities of the Danites 
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with the Biblical Danites is therefore worthy of further 
investigation. 
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The reconstruction of the history of the area to the north 
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bination of several observations helps to present the 
following historical scenario of the settlement of Sea 
Peoples in the area of the Southern Levant: 

In 1179 BCE several Sea Peoples’ groups fought at 
the famous battle against the Egyptians located near 
the Nile delta. These Sea Peoples were composed of 
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the Egyptians settled the Philistines as mercenaries to 
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Late Bronze Age city-state system; there exist only a 
few sites in this region besides these capitals. 
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tian army, as the Philistines had originally done. They 
adopted different ways of establishing their new ways 
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sought to remain independent and abstained from any 
close connections with the Israelite tribes for several 
centuries to come. Indeed originally they were able to 
maintain their own traditional material culture (	� ¤¡ 
2013). Their territory was probably not integrated into 

the Northern Kingdom of Israel prior to the reign of 
Omri (Stratum 2a late; cf. ��§£¨ and 	�¨¤£¡ 2008). 

Parts of the Dananu settled in the area north of 
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settled in the area of Dan and chose the very north of 
the southern Levant as their homeland; hence the bib-
lical text calls them Danites in accordance with their 
true original name. After their land appropriation, they 
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selves into indigenous society. When time passed, they 
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Qasile and later from the Yavne temple hill (cf. �§ �-
� ¤ et al. 2010; �§ �� ¤ et al. 2015) demonstrate, they 
preserved parts of their traditional material heritage, 
which is predominantly visible through their religion. 
The material culture of Tell Qasile clearly shows that 
no ‘Israelite’ culture existed here before the late 10th 
century BCE. It seems safe to assume therefore that 
each tribe preserved its own heritage. 

Other Sea Peoples groups left the shore and moved 
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northern Danite tribe is also understood as an Israelite 
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confederation, although they still continued to adhere 
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are accounted for in the Danite territory of this northern 
tribe during the Iron Age. 
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tled in the Jordan Valley. Tubb has suggested this inter-
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Kharaz (`�«�� ¤ and ?±¤¬  2013; cf. `�«�� ¤ 2013; 
see also ?±¤¬ , this volume). Other sites may also 
show evidence of the same phenomenon. At Pella a cult 
stand was discovered, which shows close similarities 
with one unearthed at Tell Qasile (>§¯£®��º 2012: 
;������{�}��_�««�¡ ¡ and �±¡¬ ¤ (2009) have demon-
strated that there exist close cultic connections between 
several sites in the Jordan Valley north and south of the 
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these groups became part of society in the region and 
became after some time part of Israel’s tribal society. 
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new ways of survival, while each group chose differ-
ent means of establishing themselves within their new 
home country. 

After some time and certainly after around 1150 
BCE, the Philistines freed themselves from the Egyp-
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turies during almost all of the Middle and Late Bronze 
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delivered themselves they expanded their territory and 
destroyed Lachish, the southernmost Levantine town 
outside the Egyptian temple-state area. 

Reports about any further military activities by the 
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Circumstances were therefore presumably stable. At 
this time also the Israelite tribes including Judah devel-
oped and established their own society. 

At the end of the 11th  century BCE, during the reign 
of Saul and the early days of David, the Philistine 
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mention several battles with the Philistines. Although 
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al additions, they contain some reliable historical evi-
dence (cf. +� �¤��� 2010, 2012, 2015). One Philistine 
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be connected with Sea Peoples’ groups living in the 
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Pella). It may be assumed that all these foreign non-
integrated Sea Peoples’ groups were simply labelled 
‘Philistines’ by the writers of the Old Testament. Their 
separate histories had been lost and could no longer 
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area north and south of Jerusalem, the very heartland 
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see also, without any precise localizations in 1 Sam 
18:17–30; 19:8; 2 Sam 5:17–25) and in the Elah-Val-
ley (1 Sam 17). The Philistines had established their 
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13:3), Wadi es-Suwenit (1 Sam 14) and Bethlehem (2 
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capital was located nearby. This Sea Peoples’ group 
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(1 Sam 23:1–14). Through the valley of Elah they had 
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tites) must have been the culprits of these battles also, 
but may have been assisted by other Philistine capitals 
as well. No other Philistine capital showed the same 
particular interest and had access to the hill country as 
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expanded their territory towards the hill country of Ju-
dah and Jerusalem during the later decades of the 11th 

century BCE. 
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Danites and integrated it into their dominion. It is hard 
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Danite area became the very economical basis of Ash-
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lost their independence during the 10th�#��
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was handed over to Solomon during the latter’s reign, 
and also Beth-Shemesh may have switched allegiance 
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ciently strong to ward off the Philistines. The same may 
be true of Kegila, but perhaps the connections between 
the citizens of Kegila and David made an earlier an-
nexation during the time of David possible. 

At the end of the Davidic-Salomonic dominion, the 
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remained relatively stable, except for some smaller dis-
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Certainly, the scenario presented in this article is 
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any historical records from the Iron Age I period at our 
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presented in this article stand up to serious testing and 
are anywhere near historical reality and compatible 
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tion of the Sea Peoples’ settlement in Palestine, Syria 
and Lebanon, we may draw the following conclusions: 
The settlement history and the acculturation of the Sea 
Peoples in the Levant certainly was extremely multifac-
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process was far more complex than has hitherto been 
recognized. 
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Abstract

The shapes and motifs of the Philistine pottery from Ekron, Ashdod 
and Ashkelon are considered in relation to the pottery from the Ae-
gean and from other East Mediterranean areas in order to pinpoint 
possible origins for some of the groups of Sea Peoples. The sha-
pes and motifs demonstrate contacts between Philistia and the East 

Aegean-West Anatolian Interface, Crete and Cyprus, the Cretan 
connection being over Cyprus. The results of Neutron Activation 
Analysis of 12th century BCE pottery from Cyprus highlight trading 
routes which would also have been used by migrating peoples. The 
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����
pottery was the result of movement of peoples or simply of increa-
sed trade, when the Philistine cities had already been established.
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Penelope A. Mountjoy

The collapse of the Mycenaean Mainland palaces at the 
end of LH IIIB has long been taken as responsible for 
movement of peoples at this time in the Aegean and 
around the eastern Mediterranean, one view in particu-
lar seeing the Philistines as coming from somewhere 
in the Aegean. An examination of the Philistine pottery 
from Ekron, Ashkelon and Ashdod, especially of the 
motifs used on it, offers information as to the genesis of 
the motifs and possibly to the origins of its users.
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(Figs. 1–3)
A link between a spiral krater workshop at Ekron and 
the East Aegean-West Anatolian Interface has already 
been pointed out (M£¦¡�¼£° 2010: 1–7). The Ekron 
examples from this workshop have been found in Fields 
IV and X. Similar spirals to the double-stemmed spirals 
on the Ekron vases (Fig. 1) are found at sites in the 
Lower Interface in the East Aegean Koine (Fig. 2). This 
Koine is a pottery koine which existed in the southern 
Interface in LH IIIC Early and Middle. It covered the 
area of the islands of Kos, Kalymnos, Astypalaia, Mile-
tos and Chios, and, on the Anatolian Mainland, Liman 
;�'���?�����;�'���?�*����*�á��;�'�����*�����������-
lavtepe and, possibly, Çine Tepecik. It does not include 
Rhodes (see M£¦¡�¼£°�Y�q��������q}� Sites which have 
the double-stemmed spirals include Chios (M£¦¡�¼£° 
1999: Chios no.2), Miletus (S��� ¤�¡¬ 1959–60: pl.14 
bottom row left; H �§ª ° ¤ 1988: 25 cat.no.3 illustra-

�������Y���������'���

������
}���*�?�*����*�á��;�'��
(M£¦¡�¼£°� Y��¢�� ���� ���� ��q}��;$���� �'������ ���� ��
�
found elsewhere on the Greek Mainland or on Crete in 

LH IIIC Early. The linking of the right-hand spiral on 
the Ekron piece by cross bars to the stem of the next 
spiral (Fig. 1:2) is uncannily reminiscent of the syn-

�=� ��� 
$�� ?�*����*�á�� *��'� ��\�� |`���� Y��}�� \$�#$�
also has links consisting of three cross bars. The fact 
that some groups of Sea Peoples came to Philistia from 
south-west Anatolia is known from the texts (S�¡¬ ¤ 
1988: 239–250). The appearance at Ekron of a motif 
particular to this area might support this idea. 

Another Interface connection, although not direct-
ly to Philistia, is suggested by multiple-looped spirals 
(Fig. 3), that is spirals with a double-looped stem. This 
unusual version of the antithetic spiral may have gone 
from the East Aegean Koine, from sites such as Arme-
nochori on Astypalaia (Fig. 3:5), to Tarsus and Cyprus 
and then gone from Cyprus to Philistia. A connection 
over Cyprus rather than directly from the east Aege-
an to Philistia is suggested by the fact that the Tarsus 
examples (Fig. 3:3–4) are close to the Aegean version, 
whereas the Enkomi version (Fig. 3:2) is more remo-
ved, but close to that at Ekron (Fig. 3:1); it is possible 
the motif came to Enkomi from Tarsus. 

�3'
�S2&O.
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(Figs. 4–9)
A number of the motifs appearing on Philistine 1 
(Monochrome) pottery (see M  �§ et al. 2006: 71–72 
for the terminology) have come from Cyprus, where 
they were used at sites such as Enkomi, Sinda, Hala 
Sultan Tekke and Maa-Palaeokastro. There is a quirk 
workshop at Ekron (Fig. 4). The quirks, which are a 
variant of FM 48 (F¦¤¦ª¨¤¯�q¢�q�������q}��"������
main motif, such as chevrons, barred streamers, or a 
bird. There are no parallels for this syntax on Crete 
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or the Greek Mainland, but there are parallels in west 
Cyprus at Maa (Fig. 4:5–6), where similar quirks 
appear with chevrons. There is a loop workshop at 
Ashdod (Fig. 5). Loops sit on bars, which either link 
stemmed spirals to the rim band (Fig. 5:1–3) or link 

stemmed spirals or tongues to each other (Fig. 5:4–6). 
There are parallels on Cyprus at Enkomi to the second 
variant (Fig. 5:7–8). An unusual version of the tassel 
motif at Ekron (Fig. 6:1–2) is also present at Enkomi 
(Fig. 6:3–4). Instead of springing straight from the 

Fig. 1  1. D£��¨¡ 1998: pl. 2.2, 2. D£��¨¡ et al�����'������������Y�����Q��+£��¨¡ 1998: pl. 3.5. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 2  1–3. M£¦¡�¼£° 1999: Rhodes no. 255, Kos no. 143, Kos no. 145, 4. M£¦¡�¼£°�Y�q��������Y��q��	#����q�Q
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Fig. 3  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������Q��Q��Y��+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 109.6, 3–4. M£¦¡�¼£°�Y������qq�������q��Y�Q��Y���� 
5. M£¦¡�¼£° 1999: Astypalaia no. 7. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 4  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y�����������q���YxQ���  �§ et al��Y���������Q�Y��q¢������Q�q��qY�� 
4. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y�����������q�������¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and D ª¨« 1988: pl. LXXIV. Scale 1:3

Fig. 5  1–2. D£��¨¡ and B ¡ S�§£ª£�Y���������Q�qq��j�������Q�Y�q���Q��+£��¨¡ and P£¤ �̈��q¢¢Q������q��¢�� 
4–6. D£��¨¡ and B ¡ S�§£ª£�Y���������Q�Y�qY������Q�Y�qQ������Q�qq�������+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 70.19, 8. Enkomi. Scale 1:3
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neck band, as on the Greek Mainland and elsewhere 
(Fig. 6:5), the tassel is attached by a stem to the neck-
band. This unusual representation at Ekron is common 
at Enkomi, but it is not found elsewhere in Cyprus; 
this would seem to suggest that it came to Ekron from 
Enkomi. Another motif which may have come from 
Enkomi is zigzag in the loops of antithetic spirals (Fig. 
7). It appears at all three Philistine sites, but the only 
Cypriot parallels are at Enkomi, for example (Fig. 
7:4). Floating groups of zigzag also appear at Ekron 

(Fig. 7:5–7). They have a good parallel at Hala Sultan 
Tekke (Fig. 7:8). 

Joining semi-circles pendent from a rim band appear 
at all three Philistine sites (Fig. 8); they are immensely 
popular on deep bowls at Enkomi, appear in small num-
bers at nearby Sinda and are uncommon at other Cyp-
riot sites, suggesting they probably went from Enkomi 
to Philistia. They are also found at Tarsus (M£¦¡�¼£° 
Y������qqY��������q�q}��@�*�#���
�[����
�=������*���-
ved from Cyprus (Fig. 9) is the use of two narrow bands 

Fig. 6  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������Y��q���Y��>������Qx���>�����������£¦¡�¼£° 1999: Attica no. 415. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 7  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y�����q�������q�����Y��@�$�������Q��+£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������q��������+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 81.18,21, 
5. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������¢��������  �§ et al��Y���������Q�Y��Y������>���������F«�¤ëª�q¢¢��������q�����
��Y���	#����q�Q
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limiting the shoulder zone and belly zone on strainer 
jugs. On Cyprus this is a common banding system on 
strainer jugs, but not the only one used. In Philistia this 
banding seems to appear on all strainer jugs. Moreo-
ver, it is taken a step further appearing also on other 
shapes, such as deep bowls (Fig. 9:6), small jugs (Fig. 
9:7), and the hydria (Fig. 9:8–9). Neutron Activation 
Analysis (NAA) has shown that the Beth-Shean hydria 
(Fig. 9:9) is in fact an import from Sinda (M£¦¡�¼£° 
Y�qq���q��������� 
�'����$
}��;$���� 
$����������[��[��\�
highlights a number of Philistine motifs, which are de-
rived from Cyprus. Most can be assigned to Enkomi, 
but this may be due to the fact that Enkomi is the most 
extensively excavated IIIC site, rather than that it had a 
special connection to Philistia.  

�3'
�&'+*-
4,--'4+),-  
(Figs. 10–13)
Another set of Philistine motifs is also Cypriot derived, 
but came to Cyprus from Crete. Floating semi-circles 
found at Ekron and Ashdod (Fig. 10:1–3) have paral-
lels at Hala Sultan Tekke and Maa (Fig. 10:4–5) and 
���
$�������*��
�;������|`����q���}����
���
���
$���'-
pear at Khania-Kastelli (Fig. 10:7). Thread chevrons 
at Ashkelon (Fig. 10:8), that is chevrons composed of 
[�������j*��\��������
���$�[��'����������
������	��-
tan Tekke and Maa and again at Khania-Kastelli (Fig. 
10:10–12). The Beth-Shean example (Fig. 10:9) is ac-
tually a Cypriot import from Sinda (M£¦¡�¼£° 2011a: 

q��� 
�'� ���
}��@����*�\�
$�*�
����� ��������
����*� ����*�
almond body found at Kition (Fig. 11:3), Enkomi (Fig. 
9:1) and Maa (S�̈ ¬ ¤ and M£¦¡�¼£°�Y������������qY}�
also appears at Ashdod (Fig. 11:1). A later bird with si-
milar body on a bichrome krater from Ashkelon (Fig. 
11:2) also has a parallel on Crete to a bird on a LM 
IIIC Early krater from Khamalevri (Fig. 11:4). It may 
be a stork; the similarity of the bird legs on both ves-
sels is striking. Streamers appear at Ekron and at Sinda 
(Fig. 12) and Enkomi (M£¦¡�¼£°�Y��������������Y��}��
they derive from Crete (Fig. 12:4), where the motif de-
veloped from the octopus, as can be seen on the kylix 
from Vronda (Fig. 12:3). A particular type of palm with 
dots in the leaves found at Ashkelon (Fig. 13:1–2) has 
parallels at Enkomi, Hala Sultan Tekke and Kition (Fig. 
13:3–6) and again at Khania-Kastelli (Fig. 13:7). NAA 
of the Kition piece assigns it to Enkomi. A Minoan sha-
pe, the carinated kylix, is copied at Hala Sultan Tekke 
(Fig. 13:9; see discussion M£¦¡�¼£° 2011b). It is qui-
te distinct from Mycenaean kylikes, since the conical 
bowl has a carination just below the rim giving rise to 
a very short upper body (Fig. 13:10). A locally made 
example has been found at Ekron (Fig. 13:8); the deco-
ration is fugitive, but the fringe preserved on the central 
triglyph is typically Minoan; it can also be seen on the 
Hala Sultan Tekke and Kavousi examples; the shape 
should have gone to Philistia from Cyprus. There are a 
number of other Minoan motifs in use on IIIC pottery in 
Cyprus, but they are not found in Philistia. Three spe-

Fig. 8  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������¢�Y��Y��@�$�������Q��+£��¨¡ and B ¡ S�§£ª£�Y���������Q�q��Yq�� 
4. D�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 95.13. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 9  1. D�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 98.3, 2. M  �§ et al��Y���������Q�Yq����Q��@�$����������+£��¨¡ and P£¤ �̈��q¢¢Q������q��q��� 
5. S� ¤¤ �̈� 2009: cat. 13,14, 6-7. D£��¨¡ and P£¤ �̈��q¢¢Q������Y��Q�������@�$�������¢��	� ¤¤ �̈� 2009: cat. 11,18,21. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 10  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������¢���� YxQ��+£��¨¡ and B ¡ S�§£ª£�Y���������Q�Y�q�������Q�q��YY����������	��
���;������ 
5. K¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and D ª¨« 1988: pl. LIX, 6. M£¦¡�¼£°�Y������qqY��������q�Y�����@�
����¨§§¨¬ ¤ and H¨§§¨¬ ¤ 2003: pl. 51.84-P0823, 
8. Ashkelon, 9. S� ¤¤ �̈� 2009: cat. 13,14, 10. Hala Sultan Tekke, 11. K¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« and D ª¨« 1988: pl. LXXVIII, 12. After H¨§§¨¬ ¤ and 

H¨§§¨¬ ¤ 2000: pl. 37. 70-P0253/0238. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 11  1. D£��¨¡ and P£¤ �̈��q¢¢Q������Y¢����Y��	�̈ ¬ ¤ and M£¦¡�¼£°�Y������Y������Y��Q���¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« et al. 1981: pl. IX.12, 4. After 
A¡¥¤ ¨¥¨¯�-V§¨º¨¯� and P̈ ´̈ ¥£´£¦§£¦�Y��������������q���	#����q�Q
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Philistia are mentioned here, Khania-Kastelli, Khama-
levri and Vronda-Kavousi, with several motifs coming 
from Khania-Kastelli. However, this should not be ta-
ken as suggesting a special Cypriot connection with 
these sites, since the number of publications of pottery 
from LM IIIC sites is not large; publication of more 
LM IIIC pottery will surely give rise to parallels from 
other sites. 
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(Figs. 14–16)
In contrast to Cyprus direct Greek Mainland-Philistia 
connections are slight. Only one vessel shape may have 
gone directly from one area to the other, the small fee-
ding bottle (Fig. 14). Examples from all three Philisti-
ne sites have the small Mainland shape, the distinctive 

ray pattern down the spout and the circle on top of the 
basket handle. On Cyprus the feeding bottle with basket 
handle is not common (Fig. 15:4) being replaced by the 
feeding jug (Fig. 15:5); both shapes have the Mainland 
rays down the spout. The Cypriot feeding bottle is a large 
ovoid type; the wide collar-neck is close to the Minoan 
shape (Fig. 15:3). This large ovoid Cypriot shape seems 
to have been copied at Ashdod in the Potter’s Shop (Fig. 
15:1–2), but with the narrow neck of the Mainland type, 
or of the Cypriot feeding jug. Thus the Mainland feeding 
bottle is one shape that did not reach Philistia over Cyp-
rus. It may have gone directly, but it could equally well 
have gone via another site, perhaps in the north Levant. A 
motif which derived from the Greek Mainland and went 
over Cyprus to Philistia is the antithetic spiral (Fig. 16), 
either framing a lozenge, as the Figure 16 examples, or 
\�
$��'���#��
�������
��*����
$��������[�������"���������

Fig. 12  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y��������������Y��`¦¤¦ª¨¤¯ and A¥ §ª¨¡ 2003: pl.11 P27, 3. After D °̈ et al��Y��¢�����YY�?Q��Q�� 
4. After H¨§§¨¬ ¤ and H¨§§¨¬ ¤ 2000: pl.39.71-P0733. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 13  1–2. Ashkelon, 3. D�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 75.32, 4. Enkomi, 5. H¨º�¨¡�£¡�£¦�q¢�Q������Q�¢�������¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« et al. 1981: pl. IX.23,  
7. After H¨§§¨¬ ¤ and H¨§§¨¬ ¤ 2000: pl.53 77-P0147, 8. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������Y��Y��¢��F«�¤ëª�q¢¢�������Q���q���@�
����££¯ 

and C£¦§«£¡�q¢¢���Q����������q��	#����q�Q
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triglyph. This syntax appears at Mycenae at the transition 
from LH IIIC Early 1 to LH IIIC Early 2 (F¤ ¡�� 2007: 
�Qq����������

�����\}�

The Philistine pottery thus has a large amount of 
Cypriot in-put, some of which originated on Crete. On 
Cyprus itself the Aegean-style IIIC pottery was also a 
new phenomenon. It is a hybrid style with shapes de-
rived from the Aegean and from Base Ring and Levan-
to-Helladic wares; the corpus of motifs, which is small, 
is derived from the local White Slip and Rude/Pastoral 
Style and from Minoan Crete; there is also in-put from 
the Greek Mainland. This style evolved on Cyprus in 
late LH IIIC Early Phase 1 to Phase 2 in Greek Main-
land terms.  

�3'
63)0).+)-'
.3*2'.


(Figs. 17–18)
The range of Aegean shapes used in Philistia is small and 
ultimately derives from the Aegean area. A non-Aegean 
shape, which is local to Cyprus and went to Philistia is the 
basin (Fig. 17); it has horizontal handles in Philistia and 
vertical handles on Cyprus. It is misnamed kalathos in 

Israel; the Aegean kalathos has concave sides (Fig. 17:5), 
not the straight or convex sides of the basins. A rare sha-
pe in Cyprus, which also appears in Philistia, is the tray. 
;$����$�'��|`����q�}��\$�#$�$�����"�
�������"��������*���
and a double or triple roll handle, is found in Mainland 
Greece, but also appears in the East Aegean-West Ana-

��������
����#��������=��'����
�?�*����*�á��;�'�����*�
may have come from this area to Cyprus and Philistia. 
The shallow angular bowl (Fig. 18) is present at Ekron 
in the earliest Philistine layers. It also appears at Ashdod 
and Ashkelon. It is a very common bowl type on Cyprus. 
However, there is so much variety in the shapes of these 
��\���
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���
��j��
��#��'������������*���#��
���
������#-
lear if the shape reached Philistia from Cyprus or from 
Tarsus and the north Levant. 

;$�� �������
� �
��
���*� �$����
���� '�

��� �������� 
��
a IIIC Early 1 linear phase, which is most clear at As-
hkelon in Phase 20B. The evidence is minimal, but it 
demonstrates that groups of people with new cultural 
elements began to come to Philistia during IIIC Early 1. 
However, the Cypriot motifs on the patterned Philisti-
ne pottery of Ashkelon 20A, Ashdod XII and Ekron VII 

Fig. 14  1. D£��¨¡ et al�����'������������YY�¢��Y����§§ ¤ ®�q¢¢���Q¢�������q��Y���Qj���@�$������� 
6–7. D£��¨¡ and B ¡ S�§£ª£�Y���������Q�q���������Q�����������£¦¡�¼£° 1999: Argolid no.339. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 15  1–2. After D£��¨¡ and P£¤ �̈��q¢¢Q�q��������q����q���Q��@�
���	ª����Y�q��������Q���?���������+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 109.16,  
5. B ¡«£¡ 1972: pl. 59 T.40.31. Scale 1:3
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Fig. 16  1. Ashkelon, 2. M  �§ et al��Y���������Q�q��q���Q��+£��¨¡ and B ¡ S�§£ª£�Y���������Q�q��Y¢�����+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 101.13. Scale 1:3

Fig. 17  1. After J¦¡¬�Y�qq��q¢���������q��Y��½¤�¡¯�q¢�¢������q����Qx���@�
���+£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������Y��Y������Y��q�� 
5. M£¦¡�¼£°�q¢��������q¢���	#����q�Q���������
$��\�����
�
�*
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Fig. 18  1. D£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������Y�����Y��>�������Q��@�
���`¦¤¦ª¨¤¯ and A¥ §ª¨¡ 2003: pl. 12 P45, 4. M£¦¡�¼£° 2009: 
QqY������q��������+£��¨¡�and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡�Y���������Qq�������+£��¨¡ and P£¤ �̈��q¢¢Q������q��qq�����@�$����������+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 98.4, 

 9. M£¦¡�¼£°�Y���a: 128, ��. 15.388. Scale 1:3
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correspond to IIIC Early 2 and IIIC Middle, that is not to 
the earliest Aegean-style pottery of IIIC Early 1. Indeed 
the acme of the spread of Cypriot-style pottery into Phi-
listia seems to be in IIIC Early 2, particularly at Ekron, 
which may have been settled now, slightly later than the 
coastal settlements, since IIIC Early 2 is already present 
in the Phase 9B4 Construction in Field I. People from 
the south-east Aegean may also have arrived now. On the 
coast the appearance of the Cypriot style pottery at the 
sites of Ashdod and Ashkelon seems not to be combined 
with other new cultural elements, so it is open to questi-
on whether it came with new people or was the result of 
intense trade. It is certainly the second installment, so to 
speak, of pottery types arriving in Philistia. The pots and/
or the people, would have followed known trade routes. 
These can now be highlighted by NAA of the pottery.  

���
�����
������
As part of a comprehensive analysis of 12th century Ae-
gean-style pottery on Cyprus a large NAA project was 
carried out with H.Mommsen in Bonn (M£¦¡�¼£° and 
M£ªª« ¡ 2015). We sampled pottery from ten of the 
���<���
�����*���
����*�#$���#���'�������������=����
$����
'�����������>���������
����������	��
���;������@�������
Kourion and Kouklia could be added to that of Sinda, 
\$�#$�\���*����*�����\����������|�£ªª« ¡ and S¼ë-
 ¤¬�Y���}��@���'���
��'�������<';��\�����
����*�����
�����	��
���;��������
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could well belong to both sites, since they are adjacent. It 
���#�����
$�
�
$��'��������������
����
������������
�j�$�-
te Painted (PWP) piece from Kition was assigned to Cyp 
J; PWP began to circulate after Hala Sultan Tekke had 
���������*���*��;\��'��������<'����*�<'	��#���*�
be assigned to Kouklia, CypG being the more prominent.

Included in this analysis were Simple Style sherds 
which date to late LC IIC, when LH IIIC Early pottery 
was already being produced in the Aegean. Simple Sty-
le pottery has proved to be important in the analysis for 
highlighting the trade routes. The style was particularly 
used on stirrup jars. The characteristic banding is derived 
from the banding on Cretan LM IIIB stirrup jars (K£ �§ 
and Y §§�¡ 1982: 273), a very large number of which 
were exported to Cyprus (Fig. 19:1). Although long 
known to have been produced on Cyprus and exported 
to the Levant, Simple Style pottery was not previously 
known from Cyprus itself. However, I have now found 
three pieces in the sherd material from Kition, two stirrup 
jars (Fig. 19:3–4) and a straight-sided alabastron (Fig. 
19:2); there is also a stirrup jar from Hala Sultan Tekke 
(Fig. 19:5). The latter stirrup jar analysed as a Single, 
��
�
\�����
$����
�����$��*��\����<'���
$����#���'�������
and the third was CypI, that is Enkomi. The NAA re-

sults have allowed Simple Style and other exports to the 
Levant from Cyprus, which have been previously ana-
lysed by Mommsen, with others and with myself, to be 
assigned to the various Cypriot sites. The huge majority 
of the exports belong to the Kition/Hala Sultan Tekke 
<'��#$���#���'�������	��'���������������������*��
�-
��*�������[��� ���������������� �='��
�� �����*� �����
Enkomi.

A fair amount of the CypJ Simple Style analysed has 
been found at Qantir in Egypt. It was originally assi-
gned as CypH (M£¦¡�¼£° and M£ªª« ¡ 2001), but our 
recent work has enabled much CypH material to be reas-
signed to CypJ (M£¦¡�¼£° and M£ªª« ¡ 2015). Simp-
���	
���$�����������������*��
�@������;������j`����$��;����
Dothan, and Tell Kazel (Fig. 19). There is much Simple 
Style at Megiddo (for example Fig. 19:12–14). Figure 
19:13–14 from the recent excavations were not recog-
nised as Simple Style. Instead of having the usual matt 
paint these two vessels have semi-lustrous paint, as also 
a CypJ piriform jar sherd (Ÿ «¦¤-L¨¡¥¨¦ 2013: 472, 
����qq���q}���
�\���*������
$�
������'�
�����
$����#
�
$�
�
matt paint was usually used on IIIC pottery on Cyprus, 
the Kition/Hala Sultan Tekke potters could produce lust-
rous paint, if they wanted to. 

Kouklia, was also a busy pottery exporter to the sur-
rounding littoral with both the CypG and the CypS che-
��#���'���������������'�����
�*�|`����Y�}���
��='��
�*�
particularly to Tarsus. The CypG stirrup jar (Fig. 20:4) 
belongs to the Near Eastern group, a group of stirrup 
jars, usually with a lozenge chain on the belly, produced 
on Cyprus and exported to the Levant (M£¦¡�¼£° 
2005b). There are also exports to Dor (Fig. 20:10–11) 
and Akko (Fig. 20:12–13) in north Israel and to Philis-
tine Ashkelon in the south (M¨«� ¤�et al. 2015). The 
Kouklia CypS group also includes a Near Eastern group 
stirrup jar, exported to Tell Kazel (Fig. 20:15). The vase 
���������**��|`����Y��q�}�$���
$��*�
j����*�
����������
patch, which is a Cypriot characteristic. 

Exports from Sinda turned up at only two places but 
it may have exported to the north Levant, for which al-
most no sampling has been done. Pottery from Sinda has 
been found at Tell Kazel (Fig. 21:9) and particularly at 
Beth-Shean (Fig. 21:1–8). Figure 21:1 is a small hydria, 
Figure 21:2 is a strainer jug; the other vessels comprise 
small elaborately decorated stirrup jars. The Tell Kazel 
vessel (Fig. 21:9) has pleonastic decoration. It is pub-
lished as Proto-White Painted (PWP), a ware which cir-
culated at the time of LH IIIC Late-Submycenaean on 
the Greek Mainland. However, Sinda was abandoned 
in IIIC Middle; either the NAA is wrong or the vase is 
not PWP. The latter seems to me the case. The wide trig-
lyph divided across the middle by a horizontal zone of 
zigzag is typical of the pleonastic decoration of Enkomi  
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Fig. 19  1. G¼ ¤«�̈ ¥ et al.1934: T.19.14 pl. XCI, 2-4. Kition, 5. K¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 1976: pl. LXIX.27, 6–7. After B¨¥¤  et al��Y�����QQ������
8.4,2, 8 S¦¯ ¡�¯ 1948: pl. XVII.9, 9-10. Tell Dothan, 11. M£ªª« ¡ et al. 2005: table 1, Sample 26, 12. G¦° and E¡¬ ¤¬ 1938: pl. 124. 

13. Inv.34-1864, 13–14. Ÿ «¦¤-L¨¡¥¨¦�Y�qQ������qq����������qq���Y��	#����q�Q
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Fig. 20  1–9. M£¦¡�¼£°�Y������¢���������������¢�����Y��Q��qqY��������q���q���q����q�xqq��+����qYxqQ��@����� 
14. M£¦¡�¼£°�Y������¢����������q��q���@�
���?¨¥¤  et al��Y�����QQ�������Q��q����£¦¡�¼£°�Y�����q�������Q���	#����q�Q��
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Fig. 21  1–5. S� ¤¤ �̈� 2009: cat. 11,18,21, cat. 13–14, cat. 4, cat. 6, cat. 10, 6. H¨¡¯ ° 1967: pl. 29b top, bottom right, 7. S� ¤¤ �̈� 2009: cat. 1,  
8. H¨¡¯ ° 1967: pls. 29a, 29b bottom left, 9. After J¦¡¬�Y�����Y�Y������q¢��¢��q���+�¯¨�£« 1969: pl. 82.27. Scale 1:3
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Level IIIB Early (Fig. 21:10) and Sinda III (for example, 
F¦¤¦ª¨¤¯ and A¥ §ª¨¡ 2003: 98, pl.48 P33b).  

The question arises as to whether the imported pot-
tery at inland non-Philistine sites in Israel arrived as ca-
sual trade or whether there was a concrete reason behind 
its presence. The number of Simple Style stirrup jars at 
Megiddo suggests there may have been some form of 
special trade link for whatever oil the pots contained. 
Such a trade link, if it existed, need not have been di-
rectly with Cyprus, but only with the port of arrival, 
such as Akko, Nami or Dor. Likewise the presence of 
a number of elaborately decorated stirrup jars from 
Sinda at Beth-Shean also hints at a connection; Mazar 
has suggested they were brought by Cypriot mercena-
ries employed by the Egyptian garrison (M¨º¨¤ 2007: 
573). The imports at Qantir come from the royal stab-
les. They include a number of oil containers, such as 
�
����'� ~������*�"���������
��	��'���	
���� �
� ���'��-
sible the oil was used for the royal horses, either on the 
tack or on the manes and tails of the horses (M£¦¡�¼£° 
and M£ªª« ¡ 2001: 124). This would surely have been 
a special order. Apart from highly decorated stirrup jars 
imported for their oils, the vessels reaching Tarsus were 
pictorial or pleonastic decorated bowls and kraters, im-
'��
�*�������� 
�����\�����;$��� 
������$�[����������
arrangement rather than due to chance.

The NAA project contributes information on the 
movements of the Sea Peoples in as much as it has 
high-lighted trade routes between Cyprus and the Le-
vant along which migrating peoples originating from 
Cyprus might have moved. They would have followed 
known routes via harbours with possible Cypriot tra-
ding enclaves, the large ports of Kition and Hala Sultan 
Tekke being a starting point. Indeed the emergence of 
these two ports as the largest exporters of products in 
ceramic containers on Cyprus during late LC IIC and 
early LC IIIA, that is IIIC Early 1 and IIIC Early 2, 

is of particular interest. However, although the pottery 
just described was being traded in IIIC Early 1–2 at the 
time the Sea Peoples were also on the move and some 
of the original settlers in Philistia may have come from 
Cyprus, it is debatable if the arrival of the later CypIIIC 
>����Y��
���
�#���"���#�����
$��#�����#�*�#���
�������
due to new settlers or to trade, since no new cultural 
markers seem to have arrived with it. Only possibly 
at Ekron might there have been new settlers now, as it 
may have been settled slightly later than the coastal ci-
ties. Goods, and maybe people, may have moved from 
Cyprus to the south Levant via Akko, possibly Dor and 
on down to Ashdod and Ashkelon. Ashkelon did not 
have a protected harbour, but boats could be pulled up 
onto the beach, as the presence of later Iron II pottery 
along the sea on the South Tell suggests.1

In conclusion, although the shapes and motifs of the 
Philistine pottery demonstrate contact with the East Ae-
gean-West Anatolian Interface and with Cyprus, giving 
rise to the suggestion that people may have migrated 
from these areas to Philistia, yet the Cypriot connection 
���*���#��
�
��#������\�
$��
����
$����[�*��#��
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This paper arises from a large project to examine the 
12th century Aegean-style pottery of Cyprus and Phi-
listia supported by grants from the Institute for Aege-
an Prehistory (INSTAP) and a three year Shelby Whi-
te-Leon Levy Grant. I thank T. Dothan and S. Gitin for 
permission to include pottery from Ekron, L. Stager 
and D. Master for pottery from Ashkelon and A. Mazar 
for pottery from Beth-Shean. The pottery drawings are 
by the author unless otherwise stated.

Penelope A. Mountjoy
British School at Athens

1 I thank D. Master for this information.
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Abstract

For a long time, early 12th century BCE Aegean-type pottery in 
the Southern Levant has primarily been interpreted as an indicator 
of the presence of the ‘Sea People’ and especially the Philistines. 
However, in recent years there has been research showing that the 
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actors used Aegean-type pottery shapes for different purposes. 
Moreover, it has become clear that the Aegean-type repertoire used 

by the Philistines cannot be understood as a mere imitation of feast-
ing habits in the Aegean, but is the product of the transformative 
power of intercultural encounters. In my contribution, I want to 
distinguish different groups of users of Aegean-type pottery and 
the different purposes it served in the late 13th and early 12th cen-
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people interacted with Aegean-type pottery and discuss the extent 
to which different repertoires and practices relating to Aegean-type 
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tices in the Aegean and on Cyprus.
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For a long time, there was a rather simple understand-
ing of the way in which people interacted with Aegean-
type pottery in the 13th and 12th century BCE Southern 
Levant. It was generally assumed that during the 13th 
century BCE a great number of mostly Argolid imports 
– dominated by small closed vessels and a rather small 
number of open shapes – were acquired by almost all 
communities in the Southern Levant. Due to the appear-
ance of the Philistines, the 12th century seemed to be 
characterised by open vessels of Aegean type inside the 
Philistia in contrast to surrounding Canaanite commu-
nities – now with hardly any Aegean-type pottery. For 
almost a decade, however, different views have been 
'�����
�*��;$���������
������*������*������������
���
on the Carmel coast and in the Jordan Valley which ob-
[������*����
��
���
��
$���������������
�[���

As early as 1998, Ann K�§§ ¤ ® (1998b: 161–162) 
suggested an intermediary phase (her second phase) in 
the late 13th century BCE between the Argolid imports on 
the one hand and the Philistine pottery on the other (Fig. 
1). In her view, this phase is characterised by stirrup jars 
��*�"��������\$�
��$��#�����]�#����������?���
�^��]	��-
ple Style’ or ‘Derivative Mycenaean IIIB’. Killebrew as-
sumes a change of producers as well as consumers and 
also of related practices of distribution. Following Sue 
S� ¤¤ �̈��|q¢¢���Y���}���$���������
$�
�
$�������*�\��
���'���
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the distribution of Aegean-type pottery. For K�§§ ¤ ® 
(1998b: 159; 161–162; 2008: 56–57), the Nami cem-

etery provides the best evidence of this intermediary 
phase, of which she also sees evidence at Megiddo, Tel 
Beth-Shean, and a few other sites. She also attributes the 
elaborately painted Cypriot stirrup jars from Tell Keisan, 
;��� ?�
$j	$����� ��*�@���� 
�� 
$��� '$����� 	$�� ��������
that there was a slight overlap with her third phase, i.e. 
the local production of Philistine pottery which she con-
nects with migrants from Cyprus, Cilicia and the Eastern 
Aegean (K�§§ ¤ ® 1998a: 401–402; 1998b: 159–166; 
2003: 121; 2005; 2006–2007; 2008: 57–59).

Since the excavation of Nami and Killebrew’s publi-
cation, it has become more and more clear that we must 
not assume a linear replacement of Argolid imports by 
locally produced and so-called Philistine pottery. This 
��\������� ��� 
$�� ��*� ������� �����
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�*� ��
��*���������*����*���
��*��
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Ongoing excavations outside the Philistia – especial-
ly on the Carmel coast, and in the Jezreel Valley and the 
Jordan Valley – have provided evidence of the use of Ae-
gean-type pottery in the 12th century which contradicts 
the dominant narrative – unless we are willing to expand 
the Philistia into a much larger area. The most interesting 
corpus of deep bowls found at Dor, Tell Keisan and Tel 
?�
$j	$����#$���������
$����$�'� �̂��
�
��������$��������
of Philistine settlements. Ayelet G�§£¨ (2005; cf. also 
G�§£¨ 2006–2007, 2009; G�§£¨ and S�¨¤£¡ 2008: 
160) characterised this group of deep bowls as “north-
����	�'$������*���
��'��
�*�
$�������[�*��#�������������
group of migrants without a particular status. In her view, 
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pottery production. Amihai M¨º¨¤ (1997a: 159; 1997b: 
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158; 2002: 269–270; 2007: 573–574) and Sue S� ¤¤ �̈� 
(2009) attributed the large number of Aegean-type deep 
bowls from ordinary non-elite houses in Tel Beth-Shean 
to households of mercenaries and/or merchants with pos-
sible connections to the Aegean (cf. also 	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤�
2014). Recently, such deep bowls have also been pub-
lished from Megiddo (Ÿ «¦¤-L¨¡¥¨¦ 2013).

Consequently, in 2007 Gunnar Lehmann published 
a revised model of the development of the use of Aege-
an-type pottery in the Southern Levant in the 13th and 
12th centuries BCE (L �ª¨¡¡ 2007: esp. 532, table 2). 
��$����� *������ �[�� ��##����[�� ����'�� ��� @�����j
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golid imports until the late 13th century BCE. He then 
divides Killebrew’s second phase into two different 
groups. His second group comprises the Simple Style 
pottery and so-called ‘Mycenaean IIIB Late’ of mostly 

Cypriot origin. His third group comprises the Aegean-
type pottery outside the Philistia imported during the 
12th century from Cyprus and is parallel to his group 
4, which can be equated with the so-called Philistine I 
pottery (L �ª¨¡¡ 2007).

To sum up the current discussion (Fig. 1): it is gen-
erally accepted that there was a change in the way in 
which people interacted with Aegean-type pottery in 
the late 13th century which led to the appearance, in 
particular, of the so-called Simple Style pottery  – espe-
cially stirrup jars – of mostly Cypriot origin. Moreover, 
it is clear that during the 12th century BCE Aegean-type 
pottery was also used outside the Philistia – probably 
in most cases by individuals or groups who were some-
how connected to the Aegean or Cyprus (S� ¤¤ �̈� 
2009; S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2011, 2014). Moreover, more and 
more authors have refrained from calling these actors 
either ‘Philistines’ or ‘Sea People’.1 However, the cor-

1 The recent reluctance to associate supposedly Aegean-related 
objects outside the Philistia with the label ‘Sea Peoples’ is very 
visible at Tel Dor and Tel Beth-Shean (cf. G�§£¨ 2005; S� ¤-
¤ �̈� 2009; S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2014). Regarding Tel Dor, Ephraim 

S� ¤¡ (2000, 2006) has always argued for relating the site to the 
]	������'��� �̂��*�
�����
$��@�����j
'��'�

����������������
�
for connecting Tel Dor with the evidence from the Philistine 
settlements further south.

Fig. 1  Correlation of chronological phases with phases/horizons of interaction with Aegean-type pottery at the Southern Levant  
|s������	
�#�$�����}
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relation between Aegean-type pottery in the Aegean, on 
Cyprus and in the Southern Levant in the late 13th and 
early 12th century BCE is still hard to understand. This 
is connected to the fact that we still do not understand 
the chronological position of Aegean-type pottery out-
side the Philistia very well.
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The major problem with Aegean-type ceramics in the 
last decades of the 13th���*�
$�����
�*�#�*������
$��qYth 
century BCE is that there seems to be hardly any de-
[���'���
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contexts from Mycenae and Tiryns has clearly shown 
that there was almost no change in the ceramic reper-
toire within this period in the Argolid (S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 
2008: 50–57; F¤ ¡�� and S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2009). Nev-
ertheless, there are vessels of Aegean type which were 
obviously distributed during the problematic period 
between LH IIIB2 and LH IIIC Early and can help us 
to correlate our local chronologies, i.e. shallow bowls/
'��
���`	�|N`��������	$�'�}�Y¢��\�
$���
������*�#���-
tion and/or white paint on the interior bands and the 
Simple Style stirrup jars. The latter also play an im-
'��
��
���������
$�����[�j���
����*�*����
������������-
brew’s phase 2 and Lehmann’s group 2.

Shallow bowls/plates FS 296 are found at Tiryns 
only in LH IIIB2. There is no evidence of them in LH 
IIIC and – most interestingly – they are completely 
missing at Mycenae (F¤ ¡�� and S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 
2009). It seems that the use of these shallow bowls in 
late 13th century BCE Tiryns should be connected with 
a particular part of the local population which was in-
"���#�*���'��#
�#���#���������<'����

	��'��� 	
��� [������� \���� ���
� *����*� �� `¦¤¦-
ª¨¤¯ (1941: 116–118; cf. also K£ �§ and Y §§�¡ 
2007: 200; M£¦¡�¼£° 2011: 179) on the basis of small 
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Following M£¦¡�¼£° (2011: 179; cf. also K£ �§ and 
Y §§�¡ 2007: 200), “the vessels are made of slightly 
coarse fabric and generally decorated with bands of 
equal width in orange to red paint, which is usually 
��
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Analysis indicates that thee vessels were primarily 
produced on Cyprus, although some of them seem to 
have been produced in the Levant (M£¦¡�¼£° and 
M£ªª« ¡ 2001; M£ªª« ¡ et al. 2009; M£¦¡�¼£° 

2011; A¤�º° and Z¨¬£¤«¯� 2012). However, no Sim-
ple Style vessel has been published from Cyprus to 
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shop (e.g. S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2011), although a Cypriot 
origin is much more probable. The relevance of Sim-
ple Style stirrup jars for the chronological synchro-
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palatial in situ contexts in Tiryns were attributed, most 
probably, to the Simple Style.2 All three vessels are 
������
��$�[������[�*��
�
$��$����������
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$�
of the catastrophe and were used in LH IIIC Early and, 

$������������
$�����
�$�������
$��qYth century BCE. It 
is even more surprising that Simple Style stirrup jars 
are missing in the rich LH IIIB2 material from the 
Epichosis and from the Western Staircase of Tiryns 
(V£�¬�§ã¡¥ ¤ 2003; K¨¤¥¨ª¨¯� 2009). In Ugarit, an 
almost complete Simple Style stirrup jar was found 
in situ in House A, Centre Ville (Y£¡ et al. 1987: 54, 
����Q����¢{��Q}��\$�������
$���'��������	��'���	
���
stirrup jar and a shallow bowl FS 296 were found in 
House B (Y£¡ et al��q¢�����¢����������¢{�¢¢����������
�����{��Y�}��;$����"����#��
�=
������
$�������
����
$��
destruction of Ugarit which very probably happened 
in the years after 1186 BCE (cf. S�¡¬ ¤ 1999: 715; 
L �ª¨¡¡ 2007: 49).

To sum up: the respective shallow open bowls can 
���
�������������*�#�
������
$����#��*�$�������
$��qQth 
century BCE, i.e. the time after the decline of Mycenae/
Berbati imports to the Levant, and seem to continue in 
�����������������
$�����
�$�������
$��qYth century BCE. 
The Simple Style stirrup jars appear in the late 13th cen-
tury BCE, but there is clear evidence of their continu-
ous use in the 12th century BCE Argolid and Northern 
Levant. In my view, these two shapes give us the best 
�'
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�������
$��*�#�*����������qY���?<>���*�
$�����
�
half of the 12th century BCE in the Eastern Mediter-
ranean.
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In the following section I will discuss sign probably, 
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2 S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2008: 91; 153; 190; cat. nos. 962, 1219 and 1387. 
Two of the vessels were well-preserved and found in situ on a 
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�=
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(Phase 2), whereas the third vessel can only be attributed to ei-
ther LH IIIC Early 1 or 2 (Northeastern Lower Town, Phase 1).
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pecially the Carmel Coast, the Jezreel Valley, and the 
Jordan Valley, and then from the Philistia itself. I will, 
���*������������'�����#�������$����\���\���`	�Y¢��
with interior decoration and Simple Style stirrup jars.

Shallow bowls FS 296 with interior decoration 
have so far been documented at Tel Dan within the 
so-called ‘Mycenaean Tomb’ (B ¡-D£³ 2002: 117, 
���� Y���� ����� q��xq��}� ��*� ��� 
$�� ��

�����
� �
��
��
(B ¡-D£³� Y�qY�� ���� ���� �Q}�� ����� @'$���� 	
��
���
X11 (G¦º£®«¯¨ and Y¨«¦¤-L¨¡¥¨¦ 2009: 343, table 
9.1, 15) and the third phase of the Fosse temple in La-
chish (T¦·¡ §§ et al. 1940: pl. 63.1). Moreover, I also 
�*��
���*�
$����
�;���_�����@�����{Q��+����@�����{qq�
and in Tell Abu Hawam.3 Although one would wish to 
have more evidence from the Southern Levant, con-
texts with this shape cannot be dated earlier than LH 
IIIB2 and most of them can be equated with LH IIIB2 
in the Argolid.

Small Simple Style stirrup jars have so far been 
published in large numbers from sites on the Carmel 
coast, and in the Jezreel and Jordan Valleys. They 
are most numerous in the cemetery of Nami (A¤�º° 
Y������Q��������q�xq�}���*����
$��_��
$����<���
���
of Tel Beth-Shean (e.g. O¤ ¡ 1973: 213, nos. 14.1–3; 
215, nos. 16–17; 217, nos. 9–10 etc.). Studying the 
��\���*��������������**�����#���*��*��
���q�����-
ther vessels which can clearly or most probably be 
#�������*� ��� 	��'��� 	
��� �
����'� ~����� ��� ��#��� Y�
in Area K, four complete or largely preserved ones 
were found together in situ. They belong to level K-8 
which can be equated with Stratum VIIB of the Chi-
cago excavation and dated to the late 13th or early 12th 
century BCE. The Simple Style stirrup jars continue 
in Megiddo well into the 12th century: one complete 
stirrup jar and fragments of several others were found 
in the old excavations in Megiddo in Stratum VIIA 
(S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤�Y�qq��Y��xY��}���*����*��
���*���[-
eral fragments from K-7 of the recent excavations. 
Therefore, there is very clear evidence for the use of 
this Aegean-type vessel until at least the middle of the 
12th century BCE.

�
� ������
� ��
����
���� 
�� ���� 
$�
� 
$�����
� ������-
cant evidence for the Simple Style stirrup jars is found 
at those sites where shortly afterwards the so-called 
_��
$���� 	�'$��� �''����� ����� �
� +���� ����**�� ��*�

Tel Beth-Shean (Fig. 2). We have a very clear zone 
��� ��
���#
���� \$�#$� ������ 
$�� <������ ������� ��� 
$��
one hand to Cyprus and the Northern Levant and on 
the other hand via the Jezreel Valley with the Jordan 
Valley, as has already been proposed by Michal A¤�º° 
(1990a, 1990b, 1994, 1998). In her view, this route 
\������
���'��
��
����
$����
����
$����
$�������*�\��
of Eastern Mediterranean palatial trade and was cru-
cial for the transport of incense and scrap metal. The 
Simple Style stirrup jars, therefore, mirror a group of 
highly mobile individuals with close connections to 
Cyprus. However, it would be completely oversimpli-
fying to attach any ethnic or location-dependent name. 
The evidence from the Nami settlement and other re-
��
�*� $������� ��
��� ����� +��� ���@�$*�*� 	��
$� �$�\��
that this group can best be understood as a transcul-
tural amalgam of highly mobile agents of very dif-
ferent origin – Artzy’s ‘nomads’ (A¤�º°�q¢¢�� 1998) 
��*� 	$����

^�� ]������ �̂ |	� ¤¤ �̈� 2000: 88).4 They 
*����*�
$�����[�����
$������
����
��������
������#��-
ture and related social practices and Simple Style stir-
rup jars were one of these elements – if only for the 
transport of precious liquids.

Comparing the evidence, Simple Style stirrup jars 
and shallow bowls FS 296 appear almost mutually ex-
clusively in the settlements, although both can be seen 
as a result of close interaction with Cyprus (Fig. 2). 
This surprising evidence correlates most interestingly 
with Cyprus, where we have rich evidence for the shal-
low bowls FS 296 and, so far, none published for Sim-
'���	
����
����'�~�������
$���$�
$����

���\����*����
���
produced on the island. Only the Carmel harbours with 

$���� ��
�����������
��<'������*�
$��_��
$������[��
�
have brought to light both shapes.

There is no doubt also that the evidence for shallow 
bowls FS 296 in the Southern Levant must be inter-
preted as the result of close connections with Cyprus. 
The deposition of shallow bowls and the famous am-
'$����*����
������
����Q��������+�������
���
$�����'�#-
tive burial practices to those of Cyprus and the North-
ern Levant (esp. Ugarit and Minet el-Beida) where both 
shapes were frequently used as burial goods (L £¡¨¤¥ 
1994: 23–33; B ¡-D£³ 2002: 102). 

;������
$����
��'��
�
�������
$����'$�������������
Mazar, and Sherratt together with the Simple Style 

3 The relevant vessels from Tel Nami and Dor are unpublished 
and are part of my forthcoming Habilitation thesis. The bowl 
�����;����@�����\���\����*��
���*���������@'����Y�q�����
$��
!�#�����������������������������

4 %������
���
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�^��]����*� �̂��*�	$����

^��]������ �̂
with the ‘pirates’ proposed by H�����£�¯ and M¨ �¤ 2014, 

who associate the phenomenon of the ‘Sea Peoples’ with piracy. 
With their pirates, H�����£�¯ and M¨ �¤ 2014 subsume two 
very different phenomena – my Horizon Nami and the so-called 
Philistines – into one group of people. However, the phenomena 
$�[��
�������'
���'���
��
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stirrup jars and the shallow bowls, we can conclude 
that very different groups of actors used Aegean-type 
pottery in the late 13th���*����
�$�������
$��qYth century 
BCE outside the Philistia. The use of these vessels of 
Aegean type was obviously motivated by very dif-
ferent reasons which must not be reduced to creating 
��������*����]�����
 �̂������������
$��#�*�����
�
����

�3'
63)0).+)*
It is most interesting to compare the evidence from the 
Carmel coast and the Jezreel and Jordan Valleys with 
what we call the Philistia. If we assume that the begin-
ning of the production of Philistine I pottery was con-
temporary with LH IIIC Early 2, i.e. it started in the 
early 12th�#��
���?<>��\��$�[��
������\$�
$��]�$��-
istines’ did not use Simple Style stirrup jars, in view of 
their connection with Cyprus and their availability all 
�����*�
$��	��
$������[��
��;$����#�����	��'���	
���
stirrup jars in Philistia (cf. D£��¨¡ and Z¦¯ ¤ª¨¡ 
2004) comes as an even larger surprise, as a Cypriot 
or at least partly Cypriot origin of the Philistines has 
been repeatedly proposed – at least partly based on the 
ceramic evidence (K�§§ ¤ ® 1998a: 401–402; 1998b: 
159–160, 162–166; 2003: 121; 2005; 2006–2007; 
2008: 57–59). How can we then explain the evidence? 
One may either argue 

1) that Cypriots only produced Simple Style pottery for 
export and never used it themselves (so why should 
they start using it abroad?); 

2) that it was a conscious choice of the so-called Phil-
istines not to use these Cypro-Aegean vessels; 

3) that the Philistine settlements started later than LH 
IIIC Early 2 in the Argolid, i.e. after the middle of 
the 12th century BCE; 

4) or that the Philistine ceramic repertoire should not 
be interpreted as a typically Aegean-style repertoire, 
where stirrup jars played an important role.

In my view, the last point needs further attention. 
We have to differentiate more clearly between the Ae-
gean style of the pottery, i.e. its materiality, and the 
style of the practices connected with it. So far, it has 
����� 
�������������
�*� 
$�
�@�����j
'��'�

���\���
���*� ����@�����j
'�� ��
���� ��*� *�������� '��#
�#����
This has been assumed for the imported Aegean-type 
pottery as well as for the locally produced pottery of 
the same type. However, there is very clear evidence 
that the imported Aegean-type pottery was used for 
very different practices than those intended by the 
Aegean potters (S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2011, 2012a, 2012b). 
Moreover, I have already pointed out that the Philis-

tine feasting dishes of Aegean type must not be under-
stood as a copy of the contemporary ceramic inventory 
in the Aegean, but as the product of transcultural en-
tanglement (S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2013). Key vessel shapes 
of the Aegean are almost completely missing in the 
�$����
���� ��

�����
��� ��'�#����� @������ *��������
[�������������
$�����=���*�
$��#�'����*�
$���
����'�~����
%�� 
$���
$���$��*��*�#���
�*���\���$�'���x� ����� 
$��
linear shallow carinated bowl FS 295C – are far more 
common in the Philistia than in the Aegean. I interpret 
this evidence as the translation of Canaanite practices 
into the stylistic vocabulary of Aegean-type pottery 
(S�£�¯�¨ªª ¤ 2013). Canaanite feasting dishes are 
dominated by countless shallow and deep bowls of 
small and medium size with no particular differentiat-
�����$�'���������
������*�����*���������;$�������=�#
��
mirrored by the Philistine feasting dishes.

$����
My aim was to show the range of ways in which peo-
ple interacted with Aegean-type pottery in the late 
13th and early 12th century Southern Levant. It has 
become clear that different groups of actors with dif-
ferent relations to the Aegean and Cyprus coexisted 
���
$���'����*���*�����#
�*�*�������
����*�����@�����j
type vessels for their practices – be it the imitation 
of Canaanite feasting practices in the case of the so-
#����*��$����
�������*�'������������
$�����
$������-
phoi, the imitation of Cypriot or Northern Levantine 
burial practices or the trade in precious liquids. In the 
end, it is our choice which groups of actors we want 
to call ‘Sea Peoples’ and/or ‘Philistines’. In my view, 
these overarching denominations have so far hindered 
rather than enhanced our understanding of the use of 
Aegean-type pottery in the Southern Levant.
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This contribution is part of my postdoctoral research 
at the Cluster of Excellence “Asia and Europe in a 
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gean-type pottery from their sites for the analysis in 
the context of my Habilitation thesis “Materielle Ver-
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Abstract

In this paper we discuss the observable interactions between Italy 
and the eastern Mediterranean regions from the late 14th to the 11th 
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���?<>��+������
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II swords, spearheads, various implements and dress accessories be-
longing to the metallurgical koine found their way into the Mediter-

ranean world. These phenomena are often discussed in connection 
with the activities of the so called ‘Sea Peoples’. In order to provide 
analytical results for the discussion of this topic we carried out XRF 
and lead isotope analyses on artefacts found in different Aegean and 
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which enables us to identify them as imports to the Aegean.
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1 For this discussion see !���¦¡¬, in the present volume.

Mathias Mehofer and Reinhard Jung
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The information on the provenance of the various war-
rior groups that are subsumed under the general term 
‘Sea Peoples’ can only be called meagre. Inscriptions 
by Ramesses II (1290–1224 BCE – henceforth all 
pharaonic dates according to 	��¡ �¥ ¤ 2010: 402–
403) speak of attackers coming in ships “from the mid 
of the Sea” (Rhetorical Stela, Tanis II: ����� ¡ 1996: 
120). Similarly Merneptah (1224–1214 BCE) men-
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$��������\��*����������������*�����*�����
$��
foreign countries of the Sea” (Great Libyan War In-
scription, Karnak: ����� ¡ 2003: 2, 7) and in another 
inscription “the foreign people of the Sea” (Libyan 
War Stela from Kôm el-Ahmar: ����� ¡ 2003: 19). 
Ramesses III (1195–1164 BCE) locates their home-
���*�� ��� ���'�#���*� �����*�� |��*���
� ����������� ��
Inscription, II, sentence 3: >¥ § 1985: 225). Roughly 
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cept that they are living on ships (letter from Ugarit 
RS 34.129: +� �¤��� and �£¤ �º 1978; � �ª¨¡¡ 
1979). This fact, revealed in a letter found at Ugarit, 
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being their region of provenance, because in that case 
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that enemy group. 
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Sea Peoples ethnonyms,1 one may use the representa-
tions to shed light on the issue of the provenance of 
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the early reign of Ramesses II and of Ramesses III. The 
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vide us with information on the various sword types 
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with a type found from the Marmara Sea to the shores 
of the southern Levant (Fig. 1, we proposed calling it 
‘type Ugarit’, �¦¡¬ and � �£· ¤�Y��¢��qq¢��������Q��
126; for a distribution map see �¦¡¬ 2009: 143–144, 
�����}��;$����#��*��$�'��\�
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ly recalls Mycenaean swords of the palatial period. The 
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the Sea Peoples is the oldest one. It is attested on the re-
liefs of Ramesses II at Abu Simbel and Abydos. It may 
also appear on the reliefs of Ramesses III at Medinet 
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cal details that are absent from the earlier reliefs. The 
depictions of this type from the time of Ramsses II seem 
to reproduce Sicilian and Southern Italian sword types 
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of swords dating from the 13th and 12th centuries to al-
low any statistically meaningful comparison with the 
relief depictions. This is certainly due to the fact that 
warrior graves of that period are largely missing from 
those regions. Regarding Egypt, we can refer to one 
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��j`����é��2 The latter is inscribed with the cartouches 
of pharaoh Seti II and can thus be precisely dated to the 
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of these swords the Egyptologist Jacob Burchardt con-
nected them to northern warriors, but noted at the same 
time that these sword types do not correspond to the 
ones depicted on the Egyptian reliefs. After more than 
a century of archaeological research scholars agree that 
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forms that spread to the eastern Mediterranean3 from 
their regions of origin in central and northern Europe, 
Italy and the Balkans during the later 13th and the 12th 
century BCE. 
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This phenomenon is circumscribed by the adoption of 
new types of weapons, armour, dress accessories and 
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ried out by the authors, we have detailed analytical ar-
guments to support the theory that the origin of those 
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Fig. 1  Swords of type Ugarit: A – on an ivory relief found at Ugarit (�¨�� �j?�º£§§£¡� Y��q: 
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prus. “a” = The dotted ellipses circumscribe the lead isotope ratios of the copper ore deposits of Cyprus; “b” = The dotted ellipse circumscribes 
the lead isotope ratios of 19 copper slags from Trentino. Data: 	�£«j�¨§  et al. 1996; �¨§  et al. 1997; �¨¦´�ª¨¡¡�et al. 2002; 	�£«��¨§  
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STAP (Institute for Aegean Prehistory) and included 
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��� \$�#$� \���� �=#�[�
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Greece, the Aegean Islands and Egypt. The samples 
were analysed by XRF to measure the concentration 
of the minor and trace elements; the lead isotope ratios 
were measured with a mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-
MS) at the Curt-Engelhorn-Centre for Archaeometry, 
Mannheim (D) to determine the provenance of the cop-
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of them were produced in Mycenaean Greece using 
locally available copper? Were these innovations in 
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to Greece via a Balkan route or via a sea route starting 
in some central Mediterranean region? Additionally, it 
was of interest whether the spread of these European 
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so-called Sea Peoples. Only if all data, the typological 
information and the analytical results alike, supported 
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were it was found, did we decide to classify it as an im-
port from another region. To control and cross-check 
these interpretations, artefacts produced according to 
the local typological tradition were sampled in each re-
�����
���
�*��������'��~�#
�6 

During recent decades several research groups have 
conducted large-scale analytical programs in the Medi-
terranean world and especially in the Aegean.7 These 
programs focused on the provenance of copper and 
���������
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�8 as well as on the corresponding cop-
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��'$��� 	
��j����� |�¨§ � and� 	�£«j�¨§  2005, 2012) 
point out the Apliki mine in Cyprus as the dominant 
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researchers have discussed the validity of this interpre-
tation of the analytical evidence, and a consensus has 
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found on the Uluburun and Gelidonya shipwrecks only 
partly coincide with those of the sampled and analysed 
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region of our research – e.g. the ones from Uluburun 
or Gelidonya (�¨§ � and� 	�£«j�¨§  2005: 122; 	�£« 
2009: 179, table 3) – were produced with Cypriot cop-
per.9 A detailed comparison with the analytical data of 
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�
and published data of eastern Mediterranean artefacts 
and ore deposits allowed the conclusion that most of 
the artefacts found in Greece had been produced us-
ing Cypriot copper (�¦¡¬� and� � �£· ¤ 2013: 178, 
q�¢�������}��;$�� ���*� ���
�'�� ��
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either coincide with published results of Cypriot cop-
per ores or with the ones from copper ingots found on 
the Uluburun shipwreck10 (Fig. 2), which suggests that 
the copper source of these artefacts is located in Cyprus 
(cf. �¦�§° 2005).

Most interestingly, the analytical results of a small 
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with data of artefacts found in northern Italy11 (Fig. 
2). These artefacts can therefore be interpreted as im-
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(Fig. 3:A). It forms part of a hoard (called Tsountas 
hoard I)12 found in 1890 by Christos Tsountas in the 
northwestern part of the citadel of Mycenae, an area 
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���������?�`�����13 The hoard assem-
blage itself does not contain any artefact type which 
would hint at a more recent date of its deposition. This 
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of artefacts found in Italy and Greece. According to a 
recent article, the analytical results of this sword coin-
cide very well with those of artefacts found in north-
ern Italy and slags from the Trentino region. With a 

6 We could do so in most of the Greek regions, but we did not 
have this possibility in the case of Egypt.

7 	�£«j�¨§  et al. 1995; 	�£«j�¨§ � et. al. 1996; �¨§  et al. 
1997; ? ¬ ª¨¡¡ et al. 2001; �¨§ �and�	�£«j�¨§  2005; �££¯ 
2007; @¡¬ §�¡� et. al. 2009: 157–164, tables 2–4; @¤��£§� et. 
al. 2009: 171, table 3; �¦¡¬�et al. 2011.

8 � °̈̈ ·̈ � Y����� �¦¡¬� et. al. 2008: 86f.; 	�£«j�¨§ � and� �¨§ �
2009.
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are bracketed between the main group of ores from the Aplíki 
mine and one single ore sample from that same mine. Unfor-
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are not published in detail, but only illustrated in a lead isotope 
diagram (�¨§  and 	�£«-�¨§ �Y�����qYY��qY��������}�

10 �¨§  et al. 1997; �¨¦´�ª¨¡¡ et al. 2002; �¨§  and 	�£«-�¨§  
Y�����qYq������Q��qYQ���������qY����������qY���������

11 For a detailed discussion see �¦¡¬�et al. Y�qq��YQ�xYQ¢���¦¡¬�
and�� �£· ¤ 2013: 178–182.

12 	¨¡¥¨¤« 1963: 151f., pls. 26, 36, 46–47; 	´°¤£´£¦§£«�1972: 
qYxq��������q�xqY��q�xq���'�����x����Ì���Ë�
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of those northern Italian ore deposits.
Therefore it is 
possible to conclude that the copper used to produce 
the sword comes from the region of the southern Alps 
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were not only present on the Greek mainland, but also 
in other regions of the Mediterranean world. In particu-
���� �����_���� ��� �\��*�� |`��������¨¬¨¤�  1971: 407, 
�q�������q�}�\$�#$�\�����=#�[�
�*���������YqY����
$��
city of Enkomi, Cyprus, provide useful information 
#��#�������
$�����[�j���
����*������[�
������;$����*�
#��
�=
�*�
���
��
$��'$�����<����@��
�������#$������*�
\�
$�@������ ��� ���<� >���x+�[���'�*� |�¦¡¬ 2006: 
q��xq��������
$��@��������#$������
���������£¦¡�-
¼£° 2007). Although they differ in certain details, three 
of the four swords belong to the same type, a type that 
is called Cetona in Italy, Reutlingen in central Europe 
��*�_��������
'��@���������#��|?�¨¡�£�� ¤£¡� 1970: 
62–65; 	��¨¦ ¤ 1971: 132–144; ��§�¨¡j+�¤§ª � ¤ 
1993: 94–96, 100–105). The fourth sword is damaged 
at its grip tongue, but may also have belonged to this 

'����'�
����\��\��*����� 
$��_������� �����������
-
tested only by eight specimens in Cyprus, one of which 
belongs to a short, late variety (� �̈��ã¦« 1985: 364–
365, pls. 140,2–5; 141,6–9). This may at least partly be 
�='�����*�������������
��
$������
����
�����*�
����
��
�<����@������[���
$�������*�x�\�
$�����\��=#�'
��������
some regions. 

The four swords from Well 212 were analysed 
��_�����������*���'$���	
��j����14 at the Isotrace 
������
��� ��� 
$�� ���[����
� ��� %=���*�� ��� 
$�� ���*�
isotope diagrams we compare their lead isotope ratios 
\�
$�'�����$�*�*�
�����[��������=$�*������
������*����
the shipwrecks from Uluburun and Gelidonya.15 In ad-
*�
�����\���$�\�
$��%=���*�*�
����������16��=#�[�
�*�
at Enkomi in these diagrams. These slags further con-
����������
��'��
�
����
$�
����
����
$����
���#
�������
��
���#�������#��
�=
��������*��������'��~�#
�$�*�
been made of Cypriot copper.17 These comparisons re-
veal that three of the swords from Enkomi Well 212 

14� _���¨§ �����	�£«j�¨§ ��%÷@��+�*�
�������$

'�{{�=���*���#$�
�=��#����|q��q��Y�q�}�

15 ?¨««�1967; 	�£«j�¨§  et al. 1998: 117; 122, tables 2–4; �̈ §X�¡ 
et al.�Y�����_���¨§ �����	�£«j�¨§ ��%÷@��+�*�
�������$

'�{{
�=���*���#$��=��#����|q��q��Y�q�}�

16 _���¨§ �����	�£«j�¨§ ��%÷@��+�*�
�������$

'�{{�=���*���#$�
�=��#����|q��q��Y�q�}�

17� ��� 
$����
$��� �̂�'������ 
$�� ���*�������������[�����#�������=-
cluded as a source of copper. The various analytical reasons 
which support this assumption will be discussed in an upcoming 
publication. �¦¡¬�et al. 2008; � �̈«��et al. 2012; �¦¡¬, � �£-
· ¤��� ¤¡��¯¨ (unpublished). 
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tion M. Frauenglas). Scale 1:4
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(nos. 1–3) coincide in their lead isotope ratios with the 
copper ore deposits of Cyprus. This would allow the 
assumption that they had either been produced in Cy-
prus or manufactured with Cypriot copper somewhere 
in the Aegean and then found their way to Enkomi. 
The lead isotope ratios of sword no. 4 do not coincide 
with these Cypriot ore deposits nor with those of ingots 
from Uluburun and Gelidonya, which is why Cyprus 
#�������=#��*�*����������#�����
$����
���������*�����
��
production. Therefore this sword
#������#�������*����
an import to the island. Its provenance must remain 
unclear because unfortunately neither for this piece, 
nor for the other three swords from Enkomi, trace ele-

ment concentrations have been published. One might 
think that it contains Sardinian copper, because its lead 
isotope ratios coincide partly with lead isotope ratios 
���	��*�����������|����`�����}����\�[����
$���**�
������
information that minor and trace elements can provide 
��� ��*��'�������� ���� 
$��#���
��������� ����#���
�������
for formulating some reasonable hypothesis regarding 
the provenance of that artefact (regarding the differen-
tiation between northern Italian and Sardinian copper 
see �¦¡¬�et al. 2011). With the evidence at hand one 
can only speculate on the source of the copper con-
tained in the alloy of sword no. 4. In any case, to sup-
pose a Sardinian origin of the sword or of the copper 

`�������_��������\��*������*���������YqY��
�>�����������
$�����#��������Y�#����#����q���|�¨¬¨¤� �q¢�q������q�}
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��?������@���#�''�������
��������������*����
$��;���
�����������
together with those of copper and lead ores found in Sardinia. In addition, the data of sword no. 4 from Enkomi is displayed (data: 	�£«j�¨§  

et al. 1995: table 1��? ¬ ª¨¡¡ et al. 2001: 54, table 2; �¦¡¬, � �£· ¤��� ¤¡��¯¨ [unpublished]) 
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\�
$�\$�#$��
�\���'��*�#�*������[�����'���������=-
planation. First of all, there is only a single attestation 
���
$��_��������\��*����������	��*�����������'�
������
fragment from the sanctuary site of Gremanu, Fonni, 
in central Sardinia (�£�	��� ³̈£ et al. 2004: 377–378, 
�������}��	�#��*��'��'������_�����#�	��*�������'��
�*�
����������
�
��������=$�*������
����*�����<'���
�#�'-
per (? ¬ ª¨¡¡ et al. 2001; 	�£«j�¨§  et al. 1997: 
q�Yxq���������}��\$���� 
$���� ������'���
�[���[�*��#��
���� 
$���='��
����	��*������#�''��� 
��<'�����;$��*��
[��� ��\� ������� ��~�#
�� ����*� ��� <'���� $�[�� ���*�
isotope ratios that would be consistent with Sardinian 
copper ore deposits, while there are several lead and 
silver artefacts that contain metal of Sardinian origin 
(	�£«j�¨§  and �¨§  2010: 398–399, table 5), and 

$���� ��� �[��� ��� ��'��
�*� '�

��� [������ ��� _�����#�
type mended with Sardinian lead from a LCIIC con-

�=
� �
� ���j������Ú������� |�¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��« 2011: 
�¢x¢q��¢��������YxQ��`¤¨¬¡£§� and � ³� 2011; �¨§  
2011). Thus the presence of lead from Sardinian mines 
�����
��?������@���<'����������
�������#��
����*��
while in our opinion the hypothesis of an import of 
����$�*� ��~�#
�� ��� �[��� ��\� #�''��� ����� 	��*�����
needs to be further substantiated by minor and trace 
element analyses.

Based on the aforementioned analyses of Late My-
#����������������
����'��������
���$�\��
$�
�*������
$��
��� ���<� '����*� ������*� �������� ��� 
$�� ��
�������-
#��� ������ \���� '��*�#�*� ��� 
$��@������ \�
$� ��#����
available copper imported from Cyprus. Even during 

$�� ��
���'$��������������<������#����*��
����\��*��

$�
�$�[�������'��*�#�*� ��� �
����@������=��'���\��
\���*������
�����
�������\��*����
'��_�������� 
'��
@�� <�
���� ����� �� ��� ���<� ��
�� #��
�=
� ��� #$������
tomb 2 Spaliaréika-Lousiká in Achaea (northwestern 
Peloponnese).18������*���
����*�����='����
��������
$���
ongoing import of weapons, metallographic analyses 
of various swords, greaves and other artefacts (�¦¡¬�
et al.�Y��¢��Y��������qq}�$�[�������#�����*���
����
$��
VIAS archaeometallurgical laboratory. Based on these 
results we advance the hypothesis that even though 
*������ 
$��� 
���� '����*� _���� ��� �\��*�� \���� ������
produced in Greece with locally available copper, 

$������������
$���
����$�*�*���#��
������
#$����
$��
standard of the Italian products. This might be one of 
the reasons why these weapons were still imported to 
����#��*������
$����
���'$��������������<��

_���� ��� �\��*�� \���� �[��� ����*� ���
� ��� <'�����
e.g. at Ugarit19�����
���������|@��ï����[������
���������
ou¥�î�q¢�¢xq¢¢���Y¢��������}��\$������_��������\��*�
\����=#�[�
�*����'��
������$���*��@�
$���$�
$���\��*�
from Ugarit is not yet analysed, its locality proves that 

$������~�#
�����#$�*������������������������\$�#$��#-
tivities of the Sea Peoples are attested in the contem-
porary written sources. These regions also include 
��\���>�'
������=��'���������������\��*�������
$��
_����+��
���$�\��`����
$����������\�����\�
$�����[�j
���
����*�_��������\��*��\$�#$�������*�
��#���������
�������{?����
��� |`���� Q�� ?}�� �
� �������� 
�� 
$�� 
'��
#����*�	
ê
���������#��
����>���'���@������������
������
_��������
'��<�����
$��@������|?�¨¡�£�� ¤£¡� 1970: 
66–70; 	��¨¦ ¤ 1971: 144–147; ��§�¨¡j+�¤§ª � ¤ 
1993: 96–99). Furthermore, we can point out a frag-
mentary sword with the cartouches of pharaoh Seti II, 
\$�#$�\�����'��
�*�
��#���������;������j`����é��|�¦¡¬ 
Y��¢��qQ¢xq����������q}��;$����'��
��#�����
$����\��*�
lies in the fact that its shape and dimensions can be re-
��
�*�
��
$�������
$��_����������������
$���$���
��#
��
speaking, it does not belong to this type. The cartouches 
���
$�����*���$�\���[����'�#��#���������	�
�^��������
\$�#$�#��������������*����
$��_����*��
������������*�
Bietak (?� �̈ ¯�and �¦¡¬�Y���xY�����Yq�����. 3) has 
convincingly shown in a recent article. This allows us 
to conclude that the sword (or at least the cartouches) 
was produced there. The interpretation of the analytical 
results of this sword is still in progress and will be dis-
cussed in an upcoming publication (�¦¡¬, � �£· ¤��
� ¤¡��¯¨ [unpublished]).

����������
Metal analyses in combination with detailed typologi-
cal and technological assessment of the analysed arte-
��#
��#���$��'�
���='������$�\���*�\$�
$����\��\��*�

'������
$����
�������#����������'���*���
��
$����*�-
terranean world. Already in 1897 Christos Tsountas 
��#������*� 
$�
� 
$�� _���� ��� �\��*�� $�*� ��
� ����� *�-
veloped locally in the Aegean from Mycenaean sword 
types, but were the result of technological and military 
innovations originating in the European regions north 
of Greece (;«£¦¡�̈ « 1897: 116–120). The Mycenaean 
swords of the palace period are characterised by a long 
��*�"�
����*��\�
$��������*���*���������'
�����#��-
struction feature adapted for use as thrusting swords. 
%
$���
'���$�[����������$���*������*���"�
���*��
��
�

18 � �¤£´£¦§£«�Y���������¢�������q�	��������¨¡¡£´£¦§£«�2008: 
103; 120 cat. no. Sp.G2-48; 169 f. pl. 32:48; pl. 48:48; pl. 78, 
Sp.G2-48.

19 	¨§�°�q¢�¢xq¢����q�¢���������Y�xY���qYY������Y�xY���qQ�������
27–28; �¦¡¬ and � �£· ¤�Y��¢��qqqxqq�������qx���
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blade. Therefore, their effective function can only 
$�[�������
$���
������*��
��������?�#��
���
��_�������
�\��*��\�����*�'
�*�
�����
$������*������$
�����\$�#$�
the warrior not only tried to penetrate or to by-pass the 
'��
�#
�������$����''����
����
� ���\$�#$�$��������=�-
cuted slashing movements to cut through his enemy’s 
armour. To sum up, it is this double function20������_����
II sword – stabbing as well as slashing – which makes it 
superior to the Mycenaean thrusting swords. 
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$��� �̂�'������
$���'��'��
����
$��_�������
�\��*�����
�$�[���������������������������\$���-
��$�*����������~�#
�����
$����
�������#���������x���#$����
swords, but also daggers and certain implements – were 
brought from Italy to Greece and the Eastern Mediter-
ranean from the late 13th to the 11th century BCE. These 
imports could be proven, based on minor and trace ele-
ment concentrations and lead isotope ratios of certain 
��
���#
������\$�#$�\��$�[����[����=��'�������
$���'�-
per. Furthermore, the results of a series of analyses al-
��\� ��� 
�� #������ 
$�� #��#������� �����*� ���#$�*� ��
other authors, according to which the Cypriot ore de-
posits can be seen as the dominant suppliers of copper 
for the Eastern Mediterranean workshops during that 
�'�#��#�'����*��

;$����#
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$�
�������~�#
�����
$����
�������#������-
��� ����*����
$�����
������*�
����������$�\�
$��#$��-
acteristics of Cypriot copper suggest that the military 
developments rapidly inspired local production of for-
eign weapon types with the effect that common techno-
����#���
��*�
��������
$��'��*�#
��������������\��'����
evolved on both sides of the Ionian and the Adriatic 
Seas. The conclusion that those metallurgical and mili-
tary innovations spread to the eastern Mediterranean 
from Italy is a model that has been rather neglected for 
a long time. This is mainly due to the nature of the ar-
chaeological evidence in Italy and especially in south-
�����
����\$�#$����#$���#
�����*������#��#�
�������[���
with metal grave goods and relative rarity of hoards. 
;$���$��������
�
���������*�������� 
$��*����
����$���*�
*�'���
�������*�
$��������������~�#
��#��
����*����
$��
single hoards, from the Carpathian basin and southeast-
ern Europe dominated research for a long time (cf. the 
comments by <¨¤¨¡��¡� and � ¤£¡� 1997: 595–599) 
��*����*�
���������#��������?�����^���
�
����
����
�*�
���[���;$����=��'���*�����
��
���
$�
� �
� �����#������
to conduct a large-scale critical assessment of sourc-
es, a source criticism (Quellenkritik), in order to avoid 
such imbalances in the interpretation.

Finally, we can observe that the spread of weapons 
produced in Italy or according to Italian prototypes co-
incides in its chronological dimension as well as in its 
������'$�#��� �=
������� \�
$� 
$�� �#
�[�
���� ��� 
$�� 	���
People groups, as they are reported in the Egyptian, 
��

�
���<'���
���*������
�#���

������*�$��
���#���
�=
���
A reconstruction of the historical processes connected 
to this spread of weaponry and the warriors carrying 
those weapons is beyond the scope of this article and 
will be attempted in a forthcoming publication (cf.  
?� �̈ ¯ and �¦¡¬ 2007–2008; �¦¡¬ and � �£· ¤ 
2013; �¦¡¬, � �£· ¤��� ¤¡��¯¨ [unpublished]).
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Abstract

The phenomenon of the Sea Peoples can be understood as a 
change over several decades in the nature of long-distance com-
munications and exchange in the Mediterranean. In this paper, 
this change is explored by investigating the social role of exotic 
artefacts, notably ivory, in the central Mediterranean, the Aegean 

and Cyprus. Across the period of the Sea Peoples, all three areas 
show an increase of local production of such exotic items, indicat-
ing familiarity with foreign arts and crafts in different parts of the 
Mediterranean. The question addressed here is the extent to which 
these changes can be related to the migration of larger groups of 
people to different parts of the Mediterranean. 
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1 The synchronisations between the destructions in the Aegean, 
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The disturbances can roughly be dated in the period from 1225–
1170 BCE (�¨¡� ®«¯��et al. 2011; <§�¡  2014: 102–138).

Gert Jan van Wijngaarden

������������

The destructions and disturbances in the eastern Medi-
terranean that we see at the end of the 13th and the 
beginning of the 12th centuries BCE have inspired in-
tensive scholarly debates and several conferences and 
workshops (i.e. �¨¤¥�and��£¦¯£®«¯°�q¢¢Y� ����¡�et 
al.�q¢¢���?¨���¦ ¤�and�!£ ¤�«�Y��¢; ��§§ ¤ ®�
and�� �ª¨¡¡�2013). Over time, the attention appears 
to have shifted away from attempts to identify the geo-
graphic origins and ethnic identity of the Sea Peoples, 
to a debate about the extent to which larger groups of 
people migrated at all in the eastern Mediterranean dur-
ing this period. The destructions, which have tradition-
ally been assigned to the Sea Peoples, span several de-
cades at least,1 making one wave of marauding groups 
unlikely. In opposition to ideas about widespread mi-
grations, a case has been made that the cultural changes 
of this period visible in the archaeological records in 
the Aegean, Cyprus and the Levant are primarily the 
result of social and economic changes and the wearing 
down of the well-established system of state controlled 
long-distance trade and exchange (	� ¤¤ �̈�� q¢¢���
?¨¦ ¤� 2014). Instead of considering a single histori-
cal event, it may be more appropriate to speak of a Sea 
Peoples phenomenon.

Leaving aside the widespread destructions, the Sea 
Peoples phenomenon seems to mark a separation be-
tween two different systems of international commu-
nication and exchange in the Mediterranean. In the 13th 

century BCE, before the Sea Peoples, we can recognize 
the well-known international network of relations in 
which the exchange of goods and particularly metals 
played a large role (	� ¤¤ �̈��Y��Q; 	�  §�Y�qQ). This 
dynamic network, which had its roots in the Middle 
Bronze Age temple economies of the Near East and the 
Levant, has been described in detail by many scholars 
(��³ ¤¨¡�� q¢¢��� 	¨¦³̈ ¬  2012). What is important 
here is that the movement of people in these networks 
appears to have been limited to individuals and perhaps 
small groups, such as kings and emissaries, merchants 
and craftsmen and, probably, wives and slaves (����¨-
�§�¥£¦� and� �£¦�«¨ 2005; �̈ ¡¨¬�£�£´£¦§£«� Y�qq��
�qx�Y�� ³̈ ¡� ��¼¡¬¨¨¤¥ ¡� Y�qY�� ��}�� An important 
driving force in these networks appears to have been 
the production, exchange and consumption of goods, as 
gifts as well as commodities and exotic items (	¨¦³̈ ¬  
Y�qY��Y��xY�¢��	�  §�Y�qQ���xq��}�

The archaeological record of the period from the 
Sea Peoples onwards suggests an altogether different 
world of international contacts. In different parts of 
the Mediterranean, we note an increasing awareness 
of the material culture of other areas through the in-
corporation of foreign styles and types in local pro-
duction. Consider, for example the so-called Hand-
Made Burnished Ware, which appears to have been 
produced locally in an area stretching from Italy to 
Syria (��«�Y��¢). Philistine pottery is evidence of the 
fact that potters in the southern Levant were aware 
of ceramic developments in Cyprus and, perhaps, the 
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Aegean (?¨¤¨¯£� Y��Q�q��xq���� 	� ¤¤ �̈�� 2013: 
�Yqx�YY}�� ��� ��������� \�� ���� 
$�
� ��� *�������
� '��
��
of the Mediterranean foreign objects and styles are 
incorporated in local industries (�£«¯£«� and� �¡¨´´�
Y����� �̈ ¡� ��¼¡¬¨¨¤¥ ¡� Y����� �¡¨´´� Y�qQ�� ��qx
470). Rather than a cessation of long-distance mari-
time contacts at the end of the Bronze Age, the role of 
materials in these contacts appears to change, with an 
increased emphasis on the local production of exotic 
items, implying a wider sharing of information about 
crafts, technologies and values. 

Of course, the distinction sketched above is not ab-
solute. Moreover, it may be questioned to which ex-
tent the apparent change in long-distance contacts in 
the Mediterranean across the Sea Peoples phenomenon 
is the result of the large-scale movement and re-settle-
ment of groups of people. The basic hypothesis of this 
'�'������
$�
����#�������������
����"�\���������
�����-
erally stay in touch with people who stayed in the area 
of origin and with those who went to other destinations 
(@¡��£¡°�q¢¢���Y�xY���#���	� ³̈���Y��¢}��;$�������
-
����"�\����� �������
������*����*��$�[���������#
����
the material culture in the areas of new settlement, as 
well as in the areas of origin (cf. ?�¨�¨�q¢¢���Qq¢x
328). The result would be localized changes in the pro-
duction and consumption of different materials, which 
would, perhaps loosely, be echoed in other parts of the 
Mediterranean. 

=<����
����#����
In this contribution, I will explore the change over 
time in the nature of long-distance maritime connec-
tions with the help of a group of objects that can be 
referred to as ‘exotic artefacts’ (cf. � °ª¨¡«�and�³̈ ¡�
��¼¡¬¨¨¤¥ ¡�Y�qq). One of the characteristics of the 
Late Bronze Age is the circulation in the eastern and 
central Mediterranean of a wide range of objects and 
their incorporation in local material cultures (?¦¤¡«�
Y�q���Y�x����	�  §�Y�qQ��q��xq�¢��?§¨¯ �Y�q���Q�x

��). Some of these exotic items are singular objects 
made of valuable materials, often of exquisite work-
manship. Such objects appear to have been part of 
ceremonial exchanges among rulers (` §¥ª¨¡�Y���). 
However, a considerable group of exotic objects are 
not made of valuable material, nor in highly elabo-
rate artistic styles. Examples are Egyptian scarabs in 
stone, ivory or glass, Levantine and Mesopotamian 
cylinder seals, and also Cypriot and Mycenaean pot-
tery. Such objects were imported and used in different 
parts of the Mediterranean (	�  §�Y�qQ). They were 
also imitated and incorporated in local strategies of 
production in various areas (� °ª¨¡«�and�³̈ ¡���¼¡-
¬¨¨¤¥ ¡�Y�qq��qY�xqY�). Since many of these items 
*����
� ������ ��*��'�������� ���#
������ �
� ��� ������ 
$�
�
their consumption depended on their ability to be in-
corporated in a variety of local and regional systems 
of value. The capacity of exotic goods to consequently 
����#
� ��#$� ��
�������[�������#����
�
�����"��*���*�
dynamic approach to the social role of these artefacts 
(�£«¯£«�and��¡¨´´�Y���).

Recent scholarship has placed much emphasis on 
the use of such international objects by local élites in 
local and regional cultural strategies of power (��-
¨¡ §§£�Y�qq��q��xq����	�  §�Y�qQ��q��xq�q}�� �
� ���
evident that the local role of such objects derives from 
their associations with a wider, foreign world (�¨¡¨¬-
� �̈£´£¦§£«� Y�qY�� �Yx�Q). Therefore, in spite of the 
local contexts for production and consumption, exotic 
objects maintain an aspect of distance value; other-
wise they would cease to be exotic (cf. ?¦¤¡« 2010: 
q¢Yxq¢Q}�� ;$��� ��'�#
� ������ �=�
�#� ��~�#
�� \���j
suited to investigate the cultural role of long-distance 
exchanges and communications. The basic hypothesis 
���
$���'�'�����
������������
����"�\������
�#���
���*�
consumption from migrated people to their regions of 
origin and other parts of the Mediterranean. It is nec-
essary, therefore, to examine the occurrence of exotic 
objects on a Mediterranean scale. For practical rea-

�%.,0O+'
�*+'. �+*0)4
�3&,-,0,1S �'1'*-
�3&,-,0,1S �S2&),+
�3&,-,0,1S

c.  1410–1330 BC Middle Bronze Age 3 Late Helladic IIIA Late Cypriot IIA–IIB

#���qQQ�xqq¢��?< Recent Bronze Age 1 Late Helladic IIIB Late Cypriot IIC

#���qq¢�xqq���?< Recent Bronze Age 2 Late Helladic IIIC Late Cypriot IIIA

c.  1140–1050 BC Final Bronze Age 1 & 2 Late Cypriot IIIB

Table 1  Indicative comparative chronology. Adapted from �£¡ « et al.�Y�q���q���
�����q�q���¡¨´´ 2013: 27, table 2
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sons, I will limit myself here to a comparison of the 
��#$�������#��� ��#��*�� ��� �
���� ����#�� ��*�� ����"��
Cyprus. Within the wider range of exotic artefacts, I 
will zoom in especially on ivory objects. Ivory, as a 
raw material, clearly, is native to very few parts of the 
Mediterranean only (�¤º°«º¯£®«¯¨�q¢����YY�xYY�) 
and ivory artefacts as well as the craft of ivory-work-
ing have been associated with varying degrees of pres-
tige and élite control in different parts of the Mediter-
ranean (�¤º°«º¯£®«¯¨�Y������q��?¦¤¡«�Y�q���qY�). 
Changes in the social role of ivory over the period of 

the Sea Peoples phenomenon may shed light on shifts 
in values on which maritime relations were based. 

���
�������
!������������

In Italian prehistoric archaeology, the phenomenon of 
the Sea Peoples would fall at the end of the Recent 
Bronze Age (�¦¡¬�Y�����YqqxYq�}�|;�����q}��;$���'�-
���*���*�
$�����
�'$��������
$����##��*����`�����?������
Age are characterized by the presence of Mycenaean-
type pottery, much of which was made in Italy (�£¡ «�et 
al. 2014). The type of non-ceramic exotic objects under 

Fig. 1  Ivory artefacts in the Bronze Age central Mediterranean. Adapted from �¦¬§� §ª�¡£ et al.�Y�qq��q�¢������q���
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study here are extremely rare in Italy during these peri-
ods (?§¨¯ �Y�qY��Q�x��}��;$��������'��
�����?������
Age cylinder seals in Italy are a steatite seal in a tomb 
near Syracuse in Sicily (�£º¨�q¢¢¢����x��) and an Ol-
ivine seal dating to the 14th or 13th century BCE in a 
collective Sardinian tomb (�£�	��� ³̈£ 2003: 20–22). 
Neither cylinder seal has been published in full and 
there is some discussion on their chronology and the 
date of their deposition, which may be much later. In 
addition, there are two open-worked faience beads of 
Aegean type found in 14th/13th century contexts in the 
Po area of the Veneto (!¨�ª«�£¤·�Y���).

Ivory objects are perhaps the most numerous exot-
ic objects in Bronze Age Italy (Fig. 1) and we have the 
�����
������������� ��
$���������[��[��\�|�̈ ¬¡ ����
et al. 2005). In the periods concerned, the Recent and 
Final Bronze Ages, ivory has been found at fourteen 
sites in the central Mediterranean (�¦¬§� §ª�¡£�et al. 
2011). This number can be augmented with several 
sites that have yielded objects of bone, which appear 
to imitate ivory objects (? �� §§��and�+¨ª�¨¡� 2005). 
In fact, it is not always easy to distinguish between 
bone and ivory. The earliest ivory artefact dates from 
the very end of the Middle Bronze Age and the tran-
sition to the Recent Bronze Age: a very worn hook 
belt in the shape of a boar, which has been found in 
a funerary complex at Trinitapoli (;¦¡º�� 	�«�£� and 
+ ³£�£� Y����� �¢x�Y}�� ;\�� �
$��� �=#�'
������ �[���
�
����#������*�
�*�����\$�
���
����;$�����
����
$����*�
of a duck-pyxis of hippopotamus ivory (Fig. 2) found 
in the debris of a collapsed house in Roca Vecchia 
in Apulia (�¦¬§� §ª�¡£ 2005; �¦¬§� §ª�¡£� et al. 
Y�qq��q��xq��}��;$����#��*�������������
������������
'������� ����� ��� ��''�'�
����� �[���� �������� �� �-
cenaean warrior found in a disturbed context at Deci-
moputzu in Sardinia (�̈ ¬¡ ����and��£´§�¡ 2005). All 
these three items from contexts earlier than the Sea 
Peoples phenomenon are exceptional and not manu-
factured locally, but imported from the Aegean or the 
eastern Mediterranean. The fact that all these objects 
are very small and worn suggests that they passed 

$����$� ���� $��*�� ������� ��*���� �'� ��� 
$���� �����
context of deposition (cf. �¤º°«º¯£®«¯¨�q¢¢q��qq¢x
120). The two faience beads in the Veneto mentioned 
above (!¨�ª«�£¤·� Y���}, may be part of the same 
phenomenon. 

The import of valuable ivory items probably con-
tinued in the Recent Bronze Age, as is suggested by 
several ivory fragments of a mirror handle found in 
a tomb at Pantalica on Sicily (@§¨¡ « � �¤£� §§��
and� <��§¨¤¥�� Y����� ¢¢}�� ��\�[���� ����� 
$��� '����*�
onwards, we also witness the appearance of a local 
industry of ivory carving in prehistoric Italy. This is 

most clearly visible at Roca Vecchia in Apulia, where 

$�� �=#�[�
���� $�[�� �*��
���*� �Y� �
���� ��� �[���� ���
which 4 were rectangular plaques and 58 fragments of 
unworked hippopotamus’ teeth (�¦¬§� §ª�¡£� et al. 
2011). These items are evidence of local production 
at the site of this imported raw material. Interestingly, 
this evidence of ivory-working occurred in a structure 
where deer antler was also worked, indicating that the 
creation of exotics was incorporated in the context of 
local artisanal production.

The local creation of exotic ivory items continues 
after the period of the Sea Peoples in the Italian Final 
Bronze Age. Evidence for local ivory-working has 
come from Torre del Mordillo, where a fragment of an 
unworked ivory block was attested (�̈ ¬¡ ���� 2005), 
from Sardinia (�£�	��� ³̈£ 2005) and from Fratessina 
in the Veneto (@¤ ¡£«£�<¨§§�´£�and�? §§�¡¨¡���q¢¢���
Y�x��}���
��$���*������
�*�
$�
�
$�����#
��������'��
�����
of ivory and bone exotica from the Final Bronze Age is 
actually quite limited. In addition to a range of combs, 
there are several cases of ivory or bone parts of weap-
ons, notably dagger or sword handles (�¦¬§� §ª�¡£�et 
al. 2011: 180–181). 

In the transition from the Italian Middle to the Late 
and Recent Bronze Ages, we witness a shift from the 
��'��
��������$�*��[����=�
�#��
�������#��'���
�������
ivory-working in local craft industry. This shift occurs 
simultaneously with a change in repertoire: from ex-
traordinary items such as sculpture, glyptic and cos-
metic boxes to items such as combs and weapon parts. 
The shift to local production of ivory items may be 
compared to similar developments in other materials. 
The increased local production of Mycenaean pottery 
in Italy has been noted above. Moreover, the site of Fra-
tessina in the Veneto, in addition to evidence of ivory-
working, shows traces of the local production of glass 
and amber artefacts (?� ���� 	 «�� ¤�� q¢�Y��@¤ ¡£«£�
<¨§§�´£�and�? §§�¡¨¡���q¢¢���Y�x����� ¨¤� �2000: 
q�¢}�� �
� ��� ������ 
$�
� 
$�� �$��
� 
�� ��#��� '��*�#
���� ���
exotica coincides with change in the values of exotic 
objects. 

Fig. 2  Ivory duck-pyxis lid from Roca Vecchia (Middle Bronze 
Age). After �¦¬§� §ª�¡£ et al��Y�qq��q��������q��q
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Exotic items from Late Bronze Age contexts in the Ae-
gean have been the subject of quite a number of studies, 
which include at least two convenient catalogues (�¨ª-
¤£¦j���§§�´«£¡�q¢¢���<§�¡ �q¢¢���q¢¢¢). These stud-
ies show that even though they are not very numerous, 
there is a consistent pattern of such items in Mycenaean 
Greece, covering all centuries from the beginning of the 
Late Bronze Age to the demise of the Mycenaean pal-

aces (?¦¤¡«�Y�q����qx��). Among these exotic items 
are Egyptian scarabs and amulets from stone and fa-
ience and a number of cylinder seals from the Near East 
and Cyprus, as well as some Canaanite jars and some 
Cypriot pottery. The exotic items are mostly found at 
the palatial centres or at sites, mostly cemeteries, as-
sociated with them. In particular Mycenae, Tiryns and 
Thebes have yielded concentrations of these exotica.2 

Among the exotic items in palatial Mycenaean 
Greece, ivory objects take up a prominent place, even 

2� ;$���=�#
�������������=�
�#� �
����'�����
������*���#��
� 
����-
sess, since they depend on what is and what is not included. 
Combining the catalogues of <§�¡ �|q¢¢�}���*��¨ª¤£¦j���§-
§�´«£¡�|q¢¢�}��������[���
�
$�������\������*�#�
�[�������������
$��

������?�'����*���#�����¢���������������;$�����Q¢���*�;�����
17. However, since the publication of these catalogues, quite 
�������������**�
��������*��$�[���������*���	������'�#������
?¤°«¨ ¤� and � �� ¤«�2013.

Fig. 3  Imported ivory artefacts in LH IIIB and LH IIIC Greece. Based on��¨ª¤£¦j���§§�´«£¡�q¢¢���<§�¡ �q¢¢��|\�
$��**�
����}
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though they are not as numerous as faience and glass 
items (Fig. 3).3 With regards to ivory production, a 
Mycenaean style can be distinguished, which includes 
many Near Eastern and/or Cypriot elements (�£¦¤« �̈�
q¢����q¢¢¢��! �¨¯�and��£¦¡¬ ¤�q¢¢���Y�¢xY�Y). In 
fact, for individual items, it is sometimes impossible 
to assess whether they are the product of a Mycenaean 
or a Cypriot or Levantine workshop. The degree to 
which the production and use of ivory items was re-
stricted to the Mycenaean palaces has been the subject 
of some debate (�¤º°«º¯£®«¯¨�q¢¢Y��?¦¤¡«�Y�q���
122–124). The scarce evidence available shows that 
in the palaces of Mycenae and Thebes the working 
of ivory was combined with other crafts, notably the 
making of furniture. 

Tiryns appears to have been a major receiver of ex-
otic items all through the palatial period and, indeed, 
to the very end and possibly after (<§�¡ �q¢¢¢; �¨-
¤¨¡�Y�����?¤°«¨ ¤��and�� �� ¤«�Y�qQ). The rela-
tively large quantity of exotic items at Tiryns is proba-
bly due to its geographical location near the coast and 
near Mycenae, because of which it has been labelled a 
‘contact zone’ (�¨¤¨¡�Y�qY��qYq). Among the more 
�'�#
�#�������*���������������*������''�'�
������[���
with a Ugaritic inscription found in a context dating 
from just before the major destruction of the palace at 
the end of LH IIIB (<£� ¡�et al. 2010). Considering 
the inscription, it is most likely that the object was 
imported to Tiryns. It was found in a workshop for 
faience vessels, which relates the object to the pro-
duction of exotic items at Tiryns. Spatial and cultural 
associations of exotic items with artisanal production 
at Tiryns have also been suggested by Ann�?¤°«¨ ¤� 
and Melissa � �� ¤« (2013), in a detailed study of 
several contexts dating from the period just before the 
destruction of the palace in LH IIIB Final. It is clear 
that the local production of exotica, at least at Tiryns, 
\$�#$� $��� ����� *����*� ��� �� ]#��
�#
� ���� �̂ |�¨¤¨¡�
2012: 121), began already at the end of the Mycenae-
an Palatial period. 

It is likely that the Mycenaean palatial élites exer-
cised control over the production and circulation of 
exotic goods (�£¦�«¨¯�� Y��q}�� However, the use of 
exotic items was not limited to the palatial centres and 
these objects played a role in various spheres of My-
cenaean society (?¦¤¡«�Y�q���qQY��� °ª¨¡«�and�³̈ ¡�
��¼¡¬¨¨¤¥ ¡�Y�qq��qY�xqY�}��On a general level, one 
could say that exotic artefacts constituted a small but 

��#�����������#��
���'�#
�����#���������
������#��-
ture, which played a role in the social relations between 
Mycenaean élites and others. The local manufacture of 
exotic objects and their association with artisan activi-
ties at the end of the palatial period perhaps indicates 
changes in the social roles of exotic objects in Myce-
naean society.

The demise of the Mycenaean palaces marks a 
fundamental change in the occurrence of exotic items 
in the Aegean. The number of exotic items datable to 
the transitional period of LH IIIB2–LH IIIC is very 
low (�¨ª¤£¦j���§§�´«£¡� q¢¢��� <§�¡ � q¢¢�) (Fig. 
3). Moreover, they appear to cluster at one particular 
site, namely Perati in Attica. If we include the LH IIIC 
period proper, an additional concentration of exotica 
can also be seen in the tombs of Ialysos in Rhodes. In 
comparison to the previous palatial period, it is to be 
noted that very few ivory objects have been found in 
LH IIIB–LH IIIC or LH IIIC contexts. At Perati, two 
fragmentary ivory spindles (Fig. 4) have been found in 
tomb 152 (�¨¯£³�¥�«�q¢�¢��Q��������q��}���*�
$�������
a scatter of small ivory or bone objects such as but-

3 The combined catalogues of <§�¡ �|q¢¢�}���*��¨ª¤£¦j���§§�´«£¡�|q¢¢�}��$�\�q�����������*������#����~�#
����*�����[�����������
objects in Mycenaean contexts.

Fig. 4  Ivory spindle from Perati (Tomb 152) 
(After �¨¯£³�¥�«�q¢�¢��Q�������q��}
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tons, needles and combs (�¨¯£³�¥�«� q¢�¢�� Y��xY��}��
On Paros a remarkable decorated fragment has been 
found at Koukounaries, which may have been part of a 
LH IIIC throne (	���§¨¤¥��q¢����q��xq�����*�����Q}�4 
In addition, there are two ivory or bone scarabs from 
tombs in Kos and Rhodes (<§�¡ �q¢¢���q�¢������q���
and 147). Finally, there are two fragments of raw ivory, 
one worked and one unworked, in the so-called Tiryns 
treasure, which, as a whole can be dated to LH IIIC 
(�¨¤¨¡�Y���: 134).

;$�� #���
��� ��� ����
�� #�����
�� ��� q¢Y� #$������
tombs and 21 pit graves from the late 13th into the 11th 
#��
������ ?<>�� \$�#$� \���� �=#�[�
�*� ����� q¢�Q� 
��
q¢�Q� ��*� �*������� '�����$�*� ��� ����� ��� q¢�¢� |�¨-
¯£³�¥�«� q¢�¢�� q¢��}�� _���
���� ��� 
$�� ����� 
$��� 
\��
hundred tombs at Perati yielded exotic items, mostly 
scarabs, amulets and cylinder seals. But there was also 
gold jewellery of Cypriot type.

The earliest group of tombs at Perati dates from the 
transitional period LH IIIB–LH IIIC, and includes a to-
tal of 45 tombs, of which 11 tombs contained exotic 
items (+ «°´¤��Y�q���qq}� It is of interest that all objects 
with Cypriot associations date from these earlier tombs. 
These include gold earrings and several cylinder seals 
with gold capping. The majority of the exotic artefacts 
in the earlier tombs at Perati appear to be older than 
the tombs themselves and date from the 13th century 
and earlier (+ ¬ ¤j�¨§¯£�º°�Y��Y���q}��`����=��'����
there are two faience cartouches with the name of Ra-
messes II, which must have been several decades old by 
the time they were deposited in the tomb. A few exotic 
items, such as a bronze Cypriot tripod from tomb 104 
and various Levantine amulets in tomb 147, are more 
or less contemporaneous with their deposition in the 
tombs of LH IIIB/LH IIIC.

The tombs at Perati dating from the full LH IIIC pe-
���*� #��
���� ������#��
�� ����� �=�
�#�� 
$��� 
$�� ��������
graves (+ «°´¤��Y�q�� 11–12). Moreover, it should be 
noted that the majority of imports are from Egypt. In 
addition to the orientalia, we may note the presence of 
��[�����[��������\���������\$�#$�������#����*���*�
��
be part of a European and central Mediterranean tra-
dition of metal-working, which gained ground also in 
Greece during LH IIIC (?£¦º ¯�q¢��: 152–157). 

In Greece, the role of exotic objects appears to be 
closely related to the changes in the control exercised 
by the Mycenaean palatial centres. Even during the pa-
latial period, the local production of exotic items took 

place under the control of the Mycenaean palaces. To-
wards the end of the period, such local production be-
#���� �'�#��#���� ����#��
�*� \�
$� ��
����� �#
�[�
���� ���
a broader sense. In striking contrast to Italy, we see a 
strong decrease in ivory items and their local manufac-
ture with the demise of the Mycenaean palaces. Instead, 
a shift can be seen in the appreciation for these objects 
not so much as objects from far away, but for their age, 
as objects from a less troublesome and less contested 
past (+ ¬ ¤j�¨§¯£�º°�Y��Y���q}��;$��;�����
���������
which contained objects from different periods of the 
Mycenaean past and included two ivory fragments, is 
evidence of this same shift in the appreciation of exotic 
items (�¨¤¨¡�Y���}��

Even during the palatial period, the age of objects 
was already a factor in the consumption of exotic items. 
Several of the imported items in Mycenaean Greece 
were very old by the time they were deposited, with 
cylinder seals from the Old Babylonian period as ex-
treme examples (cf. �£´̈ ¡�¨«�Y�����Q¢x¢�}��;$����#��
of evidence of local production of exotics in the period 
following the fall of the Mycenaean palaces, and the 
fact that almost all oriental exotics in Greece from this 
period are antiques, indicates that their age became the 
primary characteristic for their social role. 

;$��������#��#�������������
$��*��
����
������*�#��-
sumption of exotic artefacts can also be inferred from 
the cargo of the Gelidonya wreck, which roughly dates 
from the period associated with the Sea Peoples’ de-
structions or immediately after (?¨««�q¢��). In addition 
to its cargo of metals and tools, the ship also carried 
a small selection of exotic artefacts: a faience plaque, 
several scarabs and one cylinder seal (?¨««� q¢��: 
�¢�x��Y}�� ��
$� 
$�� �=#�'
���� ��� �� ��\� �#������ 
$�
�
date from the Egyptian 20th dynasty, all exotic items 
were much older than the period in which the ship sank  
(?¦���£§º� q¢��: 157). This suggests that antiques 
were purposefully distributed and exchanged. The in-
creased emphasis on the age of objects instead of its 
distant origin may be understood as a shift in the value 
system associated with exotic objects in Greece. 

������
In order to understand the great difference between the 
Central Mediterranean and the Aegean with regards to 
the changes in the production and consumption of ex-
�
�#� �
����� �
�������������� 
�� ���������"��
�<'�����
since the island must be considered crucial both for the 
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production and consumption of exotics (�¡¨´´�Y�qQ��
Q¢�xQ¢��� 	�  §� Y�qQ�� ��x¢�) and for understanding 
the Sea Peoples phenomenon (	� ¤¤ �̈��q¢¢�). In LC 
II, the consumption of exotic items had begun to be-
come very important in the social fabric of the society. 
��� ��[����� ��� 
$�� ������� #���
��� #��
����� \�� ��*� ������
tombs in which we can recognize élites that collected 
large quantities of exotica, notably ivory, glass jewel-
lery and cylinder seals (� «®¨¡��Y�����¢Qx¢�; �¡¨´´�
2013�� �q�x�QY}�� ���
� ��� ��� 
$�� @������� 
�\��*�� 
$��
end of LC IIC the local production of exotic items in 
Cyprus seems to have increased, as is clear from the 
local production of Aegean-style pottery (	�  §�Y�qQ: 
qQ�xqQ�}���*� 
$�� ������������������*� �����#�� ��*��
��
(� §� ¡¦¤¬�q¢����q¢¢q). Interestingly, there is little 
evidence of ivory-working in Cyprus in LC I and LC II.

Even though there are destructions visible in the ar-
chaeological record of Cyprus at the end of LC IIC and 
the beginning of LC IIIA and several sites are perma-
nently abandoned, the island appears to have suffered 
less than the Aegean, Anatolia and the Levant during 
the Sea Peoples phenomenon, or, at least, it recovered 
more quickly (�¡¨´´� Y�qQ: 451). The elaborate use 
of exotics, particularly in tombs, continues in LC IIIA 
(� «®¨¡�� Y����� qY¢xqQ�� �¡¨´´� Y�qQ: 430–432). It 
is of interest that the majority of these LC IIIA exotic 
items, apparently, were produced on the island itself 
and combined a wide variety of styles and techniques 
that were both native and foreign to the island (�£«¯£«�
and��¡¨´´�Y��������x��Q). The practice of re-carving 
and re-capping cylinder seals, which had developed 
during LC II period, also continued during LC IIIA 
(	�  §�Y�qQ: 78–83). At Kouklia-Evreti there is good 
evidence of local production of ivory artefacts during 
this period: raw ivory and debris from ivory-working 
were found in a well (�¨� ¤�and��¨¤¨¬ £¤¬��«�q¢��: 
����������¢x�q���Q}�

The material culture regarding exotic items in Cy-
prus during the period of the Sea Peoples phenomenon 
and immediately after is too complex to deal with ex-
tensively here (but see, for example � �Y������£«-
¯£«�and��¡¨´´�Y���). It is of importance to note that 
the practice already visible in the Aegean of locally 
producing exotic items in the period leading up to the 
Sea Peoples phenomenon is paralleled in Cyprus. The 
continuation of this practice in Cyprus in the period 
during the Sea Peoples phenomenon and immediately 
afterwards compares well to the central Mediterra-
nean.  

����������
The aim of this paper was to see what exotic items can 
reveal about changes during the Sea Peoples phenome-

non with regard to the nature of long-distance exchange 
and communication. In all three areas under consid-
eration the prime value of exotic items in the period 
before the Sea Peoples phenomenon was essentially 
distance value (?¦¤¡«� Y�q��� 	�  §� Y�qQ}. Exotica 
were agents of a distant world, which was beyond the 
reach of most people (�̈ ¡¨¬� �̈£´£¦§£«�Y�qq��Y�qY). 
A world, moreover, that was characterized by high level 
diplomacy and mighty kings.

Already in the period leading up to the Sea Peoples 
phenomenon, a change can be witnessed in the pro-
duction and consumption of exotic artefacts. In Roca 
Vecchia in Italy, at Tiryns in Greece and, particularly 
in Cyprus, there is evidence of increase in the local 
production of exotica and a close association with 
artisan activities in general. It could be argued that 
such local production of exotic items is primarily a 
reaction to a decrease in the availability of popular 
imported exotics (cf 	�  §�Y�qQ: 138). However, in 
the case of ivory-working it is clear that the raw ma-
terial itself can be obtained only from long-distance 
distribution networks. I would therefore argue that 

$�� �$��
� 
�� 
$�� ��#��� '��*�#
���� ��� �=�
�#�� ��"�#
��
a change in the social role of such products in the 
societies of the Mediterranean across the period of 
the Sea Peoples. 

A clear difference can be seen between the Aegean 
on one hand and Cyprus and the central Mediterra-
nean on the other in the development of the local pro-
duction of exotic items. In the Aegean, the palatial 
centres take a leading role in the incorporation of for-
eign crafts in local artisan production. With the de-
mise of these palaces during the Sea Peoples phenom-
enon, such local production of exotic items appears 
to have diminished considerably. Instead, a shift can 
be witnessed to age as a qualifying characteristic for 
�=�
�#���~�#
���'��$�'����*�#�
�����*��
��#�
����\�
$�
the past by new élites (+ ¬ ¤j�¨§¯£�º°� Y��Y�� �¢x
�q���¨¤¨¡�Y���}����\�[����
$��������[�*��#�����
$��
incorporation of foreign styles and techniques origi-
nating in the central Mediterranean in pottery-making 
and in metalwork (? �� §§��Y��Y��qq�xqQ�). I would 
suggest, therefore, that the importance of age in the 
social role of exotic objects is the result of the same 
mechanism as the incorporation of the foreign in local 
manufacture: faraway areas were no longer consid-
ered exotic, but the past could still act as such.

The increase in the local production of exotic ar-
tefacts must be considered together with other indica-
tions of cross-cultural convergences in artisan activi-
ties in the period across the Sea Peoples phenomenon. 
Consider, for example, the production of Aegean-style 
ceramics in Italy, Cyprus and the Levant (�̈ ¡� ��-
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¼¡¬¨¨¤¥ ¡� Y����� see also �£¦¡�¼£°�� this volume; 
	�£�¯�¨ªª ¤�� this volume) or the appearance of 
similar types of weaponry and jewellery in different 
parts of the Mediterranean (�¦¡¬�Y��¢��see also�� -
�£· ¤�and �¦¡¬, this volume). All these phenomena 
are indicative of increased familiarity with a variety 
of foreign artisan styles and techniques. This familiar-
�
�#������
�����='�����*���#$������ ��� 
$��"�\�����
information about material culture across the Medi-
terranean as a result of population movements. These 
population movements changed patterns of availabili-
ty and access to raw materials, such as ivory. More im-
portantly, they created a sense of material community 
among groups of migrants settled in different parts of 
the Mediterranean. Across the phenomenon of the Sea 
Peoples, the convergences in artisan activities testify 
to material connections between migrated, diasporic 
groups of people.

�4L-,N0'K1'J'-+.
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